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PREFATORY NOTICES BY THE TRANSLATOR.

It was with some reluctance that I undertook the task of translat-

ing the following work for extensive circulation in a popular shape.

Its tone, so much less decidedly protestant than that of the " History

of the Reformation," made me doubtful how far it might not cool

down those feelings of honest indignation against the popedom which

Dr. Merle D'A ubigne s work is so well fitted to inspire. Still I felt

great confidence in the impression to be produced by an authentic nar-

rative of facts, and the intimate acquaintance which the labour of trans-

lating has given me with Professor Ranke's pages, confirms me in

the conviction that the extensive circulation of them in English is

likely to be safe and useful.

The natural impression produced by a perusal of this History of

the Popes in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, is certainly that

felt by Francis Vettori of Florence, when contemplating the pope-

dom three hundred years ago. " He who attentively considers," says

he, " the Gospel (la legge evangelica), will see that the pontiffs, albeit

they bear the title of Christ's vicar, uave brought in a new reli-

gion, AVHICn HAS NOTHING OP ChRIST IN IT BUT THE NAME.^
Yet so creditable to the popedom has Professor Ranke's work

been thought by its adherents, that they have hailed its appearance

as a triumph to their cause !

Such persons cannot, like the Florentine, have attentively considered

the Gospel. Were the popedom a natural development of evangeli-

cal Christianity, did the lives of the popes purely reflect that of Jesus

Christ, they would not, when they had the power to shed blood,

have been the bloody persecutors of those who climg to the Scriptures
;

they would not, in these days of their comparative impotence, be the

virulent enemies of the free circulation of the Bible.

To most readers, the extreme moderation which marks the follow-

ing history, will rather deepen the impression that the persons whose
characters it so graphically and authentically delineates, were impos-
tors on a stupendous scale, and he must have a perverted mind indccxl,

who can see Christ in the profligacy of an Alexander, the warlike

ambition of a Julius, the voluptuous refinement of a Leo, the profane

swearing of an Adrian, the fierce bigotry and drunken vehemence of

* Sec Appendix, No. 10.
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a Paul, the gloomy fanaticism of a Pius, not to speak of those who,

while they professed to be burdened with the chief care of the world's

salvation, dribbled away hfe in political intrigues, in building palaces,

laying out gardens, and contriving paltry schemes for the aggrandize-

ment of their nephews. Some popes were, unquestionably, men of

no ordinary genius. Sixtus V., for example, was capable of conceiv-

ing and executing vast and original designs. But these, together

with his decision of purpose, his oriental barbarism, and unwincing

cruelty, remind us, not of Jesus Christ, but of Ali Pacha, to whom,
besides, he seems to have borne no small personal resemblance.

That any men should see the claims of the popedom confirmed by
such an exhibitition of character, is marvellous indeed. Yet their

case is but a fulfilment of the woe denounced on those who " receive

not the love of the truth that they may be saved." God sends them
"strong delusion, tliat they should believe a lie." In perfect consistency

with the " deceivableness of unrighteousness," which was to attend the

great apostasy, we find that not a few of its chiefs have been men of

more than ordinarily attractive qualities, and some possessed of reli-

gious sentiments that have made them appear as " angels of light " to

the deceived.*

The extreme moderation with which the author has traversed a

period of history so fraught with events calculated to call forth the

utmost intensity of feeling from every honest protestant, may be

accounted for on other grounds than that of mere religious indifi"er-

ence. It is too true tliat " innumerable symptoms appear of a pre-

vailing disposition to contemplate the doctrines of popery with less

disgust, and to witness their progress with less alarm than has ever

been known since the Reformation. All the zeal and activity are on

one side, and while every absurdity is retained, and every pretension

defended, which formerly drew upon popery the indignation and ab-

horrence of all enlightened Christians, we should be ready to conclude,

from the altered state of public feeling, that a system once so obnox-

ious had undergone some momentous revolution. We seem, on this

occasion to have interpreted, in its most literal sense, the injunction of

' hoping all things, and believing all things.' We persist in main-

taining that the adherents of popery are materially changed, in con-

tradiction to their express disavowal ; and while they make a boast

of the infallibility of their creed, and the unalterable nature of their

religion, we persist in the belief of its , having experienced wc know
not what melioration and improvement."f Such are the words in

which the eloquent Mr. Hall deplored this indifference in 1823, and

it is impossible to deny that our author largely partook of it during

the composition of his work. His preface to the first volume, writ-

* In Italy the I'opcs could only prompt cruelty from a distance ; they could

not, like St. Dominic, sec with their o\m eyes an order enforced by which fourscore

])ersons were beheaded, and four hundred burnt alive. See Quartei'ly Review, voL

vi. p. 321.

t The works of Robert IlaU, A.M., vol. iv. p. 227.
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ten about twenty years ago, shows that he was then convinced tliat

the popedom, no longer formidable, might be considered as notliing

more than one of the petty monarchies of Europe. Hence, in treat-

ing of its history, he seems to have thought it well to avoid perpe-

tuating irritation by reviving old feuds, tearing open old sores, repeat-

ing tales of superstition, imposture, and bloodshed, beyond what was

absolutely necessary ; and to this he must further have been urged by
the ungraciousness of such a course on the part of a protestant, resid-

ing in Italy, lying under numerous obligations to members of the

Roman church for access to important sources of information, and

constantly receiving those courtesies, which in some Romanists flow

from natural sweetness of temper, in others from the calculations of

an interested policy.

But that the author's former impressions of the impotency and in-

significance of the popedom have undergone a total change, vsdll be

seen by comparing the above-mentioned preface with the conclusion

to the third edition of volume third of the German, or volume second

of this edition. Can we doubt, then, that had he written all along

under the same conviction of the present vigour and ubiquity of the

popedom's influence, its character as a religious imposture would have

pressed itself much more upon his regard ?

Be it remarked, too, that his object was rather to present a series

of individual portraits, in the highest degree original, rich, and various ;

to illustrate the progress of literature and the fine arts ; and to ana-

lyze the civil government of the popes in Italy, than to trace the his-

tory of a great apostasy, for the vindication of God's honour, the

defence of truth, and the instruction of mankind.

It has been tlie author's endeavour, likewise, to illustrate what

was least known to protestant readers, and that by opening up fresh

mines of materials, chiefly Roman catholic and Italian.

Let us suppose that this state of things had been reversed, that all

that Professor Ranke communicates relating to the individual cha-

racters of the popes, and the peculiarities of their civil and ecclesias-

tical administration in Italy, was already well known, and that his

rich and previously inaccessil)le materials presented hitherto unknown
details on the proceedings of the Inquisition in Italy and Spain—on

the causes and consequences of the Reformation in the different coun-

tries of Europe—on the desolations of the Thirty-years war in Ger-

many—on the invasions of the Palatinate by Ijouis XIY., and his

treacheries and cruelties to his own Reformed subjects—that tlic

author, mox'eover, had been obliged to protestant friends and autho-

rities for his materials, and had worked them into shape amid pro-

testant sympathies and prepossessions, and how very diff'ercnt would

have been the tone of his work, how much more lively the indigna-

tion produced by it.

Yet all that well-known history of fraud, oppression, and cruelty,

remains unshaken as before. Nothing will be found here to invali-
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date a single page of it. The blood of the slain sends forth as loud

a cry as ever from the ground that drank it in, was scorched by the

flames that consumed them, or whitened by their bones where they

sank and died while fleeing from the oppressor. No panegyrics pro-

nounced on the popes can stifle or arrest that cry. " The wonderful

and monsti'ous system which, in the dark ages, was substituted for

the religion of Christ," continues as ever to be " the greatest monu-
ment of human genius, human wickedness, and human weakness,

that was ever reared."* Nay, this very history of the popes of two

whole centuries, which were ushered in with the revival of learning

and the fine arts, and the bringing forth of the word of God from its

long concealment, a history composed almost entirely from accounts

left by Roman catholics and Italians, who wrote beyond the reach of

protestant witnesses to control or refute the wildest extravagance of

eulogy when they chose to indulge it, only illustrates the above de-

scription, and confirms tlie more awful one of Holy "Writ.

The author makes no allusion to apocalyptic views of the popedom.

These, however, are perhaps only tlie more strikingly illustrated by
his labours. In proof of this, the reader may turn to JMr. Elliot's

Horco Apocalypticw, particularly to the commencement of the second

volume of that now well-known work. There he will find, too, that

even the indefatigable industry of Professor Ranke has not exhausted

all the materials that might be brought to bear upon the history of

the Popes, and that that history acquires a fresh interest when viewed

as a fulfilment of those Scriptures, not one tittle of which was to pass

away till all was fulfilled.

* Quarterly Review, vol. vi. p. 317.
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INTEODUCTORY ESSAY.

ORIGINAL SOURCES OF THE POPEDOM;

By J. 11. MERLE D'AUBIGN^, D.D.

The History of the Popes of the 16th and 17th

CENTURIES, by Leopold Ranke, has no need of an in-

troduction. It is universally allowed to be one of the

best historical works of our time, and its author one of

the greatest of modern historians. Accordingly, on

being asked to write a preface to that work, my first

thought was to decline the task. Afterwards, however,

I resolved to undertake it, conceiving that I should

thus find an opportunity, such as had not otherwise

fallen in my way, of giving my views on certain facts

relating to the popedom, which, in a work published

against my History of the Reformation, have been

put foi-ward as calculated to establish the divine origin

of the papal system.^ I felt happy, besides, to seize

1 La Papauto consideree dans son originc et son dovdoppcment au moycn age,

ou r6ponsc aux allegations dc M. Merle d'Aubigno dans son Ilistoire dc la Refor-

mation au 16»nc iVtcle par I'abbfi C. M. Magnin, Dr. on Theologic. Geneve, 1810.

[The Popedom considered in its origin and its development in the middle age, or

Reply to the allegations of M. Merle d'AubignC' in his History of the Reformation

in the ICth centnry, by the abb6 C. M. Magnin, D.D. Geneva, 1840.] A later

edition has appeared in Paris.

h
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SO natural an opportunity of expressing my esteem for

the learned author of the History of the Popes.

The qualities that distinguish him as an historian

are already known to Germany, France, and England,

so that I may dispense with pointing them out. Mr.

Ranke has a manner of his own; he writes with spirit,

his narrative is full of life and interest, his researches

are conscientious and profound. The importance of

the documents on which his labours have been be-

stowed is universally admitted; these documents have

been hitherto unknown even to Italian historians, so

that Mr. Ranke's wi'itings possess a certain charm of

novelty which warmly interests the reader.

It is no doubt true, that together with some notable

excellencies, they have also some defects. One might

object that he has not always carefully scrutinized the

authorities he has made use of; that among these there

might be found, for example, party writings, in which

no confidence could be placed. The remark may have

been made in Germany or in England, that his history,

with all its excellencies, does not, nevertheless, form

an historical whole ; that it is rather a beautiful frag-

ment than a beautiful whole. But how can we expect

perfection—are there not spots in the very sun?

I do not enter into these various criticisms. I have no

desire even, in this introduction, to start on a parallel

course to that of Mr. Ranke. Rather would I transport

myself into quite a different sphere. If every volume

launched before the public ought to join 2itile dulci.
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I leave the diilce, the interesting, to Mr. Ranke; he

understands it better than I do, and I am content, very

obscurely, to work out a little of the useful.

If there be any one quality that peculiarly distin-

guishes Mr. Ranke, it is his impartiality. It will be

seen from his preface that he thinks he may be more

impartial as a Protestant and a German than were he

an Italian or a Roman Catholic, seeing that these must

be easily carried away by personal prepossessions and

antipathies. This is very true; but may not even the

law of impartiality be carried too far? If one makes

such an effort to avoid inclining towards the left, will

not the result be that, without intending it, we shall

incline too far towards the right? Beyond doubt such

and such a protestant historian of our day, (Hurter,

for example, in his History of Innocent III.) by striving

to be impartial, has become very partial, but in quite

the opposite direction from that which he dreaded.

Now is it so with Mr. Ranke? I am far from say-

ing so; I make no assertion. But what may have

given room for the charge brought against him in this

respect, is that the History of the Popes has been trans-

late(i and recommended in France by the most decided

papistical doctors.

The translator, M. de St. Cheron, looks upon Mr.

Ranke as an apologist of the papacy. " Mr. Ranke,"

he says in his preface, " guards and defends the Church

and its heads against unjust attacks and multiplied

slanders, intelligently appreciates their position, their
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mission, tlieir duties, &c. Mr. Ranke's History of the

Papacy will do more for the cause of religion than M.

Le Maistre's book, du Pape, (on the Pope,) which has

so many charms for a (Roman) Catholic."

The journal that enjoys most credit of those devoted

to the papal system in France, V Universite Catholique,

is of a like opinion with M. de St. Cheron. *' Ranke,'*

it says, " speaks for the most part of the popes of whom

he treats, with esteem, one might say sometimes with

affection;" and at another place, '^ Ranke has been

accused in Germany of writing history from a catholic

point of view, and his work produces, it is said, in this

respect, much effect in England."^

It is probable that the admiration of the Popedom,

and even of the Jesuits, spoken of by M. Cheron and

the Universite, is something very subjective, and that

this admiration being very strong in themselves, they

have too easily persuaded themselves that it existed to

the same degree in the book which they translated or

wJiicli they read. There are not wanting, for all that,

passages in the History of the Popes, which betoken

an impartial yet sincere Protestant. Moreover, we

must not forget that the French translation has been

convicted by a Paris journal, le Semeur, of a pious

fraud, a manifest infidelity, in the translation of a very

important passage. In fine, if the Roman Catholics

of Paris have believed Mr. Ranke as near Rome as

1 University Catholiinio, Juin 1837.
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Mr. Hiirter, his German History, Deutsche Geschichte,

the title of which has been changed in England, and

which is called there very improperly. The History of

the Reformation, may convince them that they are

grossly mistaken, and that Mr. E,anke is a man of far

greater reach of mind than the historian of Innocent HI.

Accordingly, I avow my respect for the point of view

from which Mr. Ranke contemplates his subject and

for his individuality, but I willingly add, since I have

been asked to do so, that my own individuality would

have led me to treat the History of the Popes from a

somewhat different point of view. In the eyes of the

popes themselves and of their partisans, the doctrinal

side of the papacy is of the essence of the system, and

so ought it to be regarded in our eyes. As the pope

openly professes being the representative of the Son of

God on the earth, one must either cast himself at his

feet, or reject him as a usurper and a blasphemer; I

avow that here I do not see how there can be any com-

promise (juste milieu). Time, a few generations, or

even a few years, may suffice to legitimate a new race

of kings; but even thousands of years could give no

such sanction to him who puts himself in the place of

the King eternal. To write the history of the popes

as I would wi'ite the history of the kings of France or

England, is what would seem to me an impossibility.

JN'ever could I cease seeing in the pope, first and fore-

most, one who usurps the rights of Jesus Christ, and who

at the same time tramples upon the rights of the Church.
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The popedom may be attacked from different points

of view: the two most important of these are Catho-

licism and evangelicism.

Two great systems, in point of fact, held sway in the

Church previous to the epoch of the Reformation.

1st. The evangelical, which is the primitive system,

but which extends only to the commencement of the

second century. Then the Word of God reigned su-

preme, and a living faith in the grace which that word

'proclaims, was regarded as entirely sufficient for saving

the sinner; but at the commencement of the second

century, the void left in the Church by the death of

the apostles, and the invasion of the house of God by

the human element, brought about a general alteration

in the spirit and organization of the Church, and a

great crisis ensued.

2d. Then began the catholic or episcopal system; it

was not till later, no doubt, that the episcopate came

to be considered as the necessary, divinely-instituted

form of Christian society; it was not till later that

communion with an ejDiscopate connected with the

apostles by an unbroken succession, was required as a

condition of salvation; but dating from the second cen-

tury these ideas began to take shape, and the congre-

gational episcopate of Ignatius prepared the way for

the hierarchical episcopate of Cyprian. That system,

with some shades of difference, prevailed in the Church

down to about the eighth century.

3d. It was about this epoch that the third system.
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that of the popedom, began. It had long been in pro-

gress, and the pride of the popes fondly dreamed of

sovereignty. Then it was that the church of the West,

feeling the need of a chief to govern it, that immense

hierarchy, at once secular and religious, which had

been formed in the course of the preceding period,

admitted the pretensions ofRome . Catholicism passed

into Romanism, and the monarchical regimen took the

place of the aristocratical that had preceded it.

These three systems, which followed each other be-

fore the Reformation, have divided Christendom ever

since the great revolution of the sixteenth century; and

all who bear the name of Christians are now ranged

under one or other of these three forms.

All reformed Christians, among whom are to be

found the evangelical members of the episcopal churches

of England and America, hold of the evangelical sys-

tem.

The churches of the East, and the high church party

in the church of England, hold of the catholic system.

The Romanists and the Tractarians hold of the

papistical system.

To leave the third of these systems for the second,

amounts at most to a half reformation; and I need not

say that the first of the three has all my sympathies;

notwithstanding, in what I am about to say, I am will-

ing to confine myself to some objections to the third

system, drawn from sources supplied by the second.

In point of fact it is chiefly in tradition, in the his-
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tory of the Catholic period, that the partisans of the

popedom seek their arguments; this is what Dr. Mag-

nin in particular has done in his treatise on the Pope-

dom; I must go down accordingly into a field which

is not mine, reserving to myself, however, liberty to

return to the ground which is properly mine, at the

close of this introduction. It is interesting to see that

the papist cannot keep his ground at the catholic point

of view; how much less then at the evangelical point

of view

!

Mr. Ranke says a few words in his first chapter on

the original sources of the popedom, but does not dwell

on the subject at any length; he merely points to it as

an utterly baseless pretension, that in the first ages of

the Church, or indeed at any time, the bishops of Rome

had a universally acknowledged primacy.

In the first book of my History of the Reformation,

I have endeavoured to note the main sources of the

papal hierarchy, and not wishing to repeat here what

I have said there, I would simply refer the reader to

that work. It is the considerations I presented then

that have been attacked by the Roman catholic doctor

above mentioned, in his work on the Popedom; he

states, indeed, that he has not read more of my work

than that first book, being but the fourth part of the

first volume ! I know not whether the pope, or some

other of his superiors, has forbidden his reading the

rest; there is, however, not a little on the papacy ques-

tion in the other books as well.
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I look upon the purely human origin of the pope-

dom as so important a fact that I take the liberty to

insist upon it, and thus to extend the few lines which

have been given to the subject by the illustrious author

of the History of the Popes in the sixteenth century.

The popedom is a fact the present existence of which

is owned at once by its friends and its enemies, but

there is this grand difference betwixt its partisans and

its adversaries

—

The latter affirm that the popedom has gradually

grown out ofcircumstances purelyhuman, and that it was

brought about by a great aberration from what is right.

The former maintain that it was given by God along

with the gospel itself.

But what is it that the friends of Rome do in order

to prove their assertion? Excepting the passage,

•"Thou art Peter," &c., which has nothing at all to

do with the question about the pope, or Rome, or

spiritual supremacy, ofwhich, as has been demonstrated^

by the Sorbonne doctor, Elias Dupin, the fathers of

the church gave a very different meaning from that

attributed to it by Roman divines,^ and for which I

would refer to ancient or modern writings,^ these divines

rest precisely on those human circumstances which

explain, quite naturally, the origin of the popedom,

and insist on concluding from them that it is of divine

institution. Their reasoning might thus seem specious

1 Du Pin, De <intiqi:a eccl. Disciplina. De primatu Petri, cap. i. § 1.

2 See Saumaise, Blondcl, Baur, Bost, Ac.

€
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to minds that do not pay much attention to it; but a

moment's examination suffices to make it bear the con-

trary way.

In this question it is of importance that we distin-

o-uish the East from the West. The pretensions of
CD

Rome were never admitted by the East, but they have

been and still are recognised in a part of the West.

I commence with the latter.

THE WEST.

What were the human and natural circumstances to

which Rome in the West owes its present primacy?

I.—The church of Rome, like every other church,

exercised ecclesiastical authority within itself. Thus

Theodotus having said at Rome, towards the close of

the second century, that Jesus was man but that he

was not God^ the church excommunicated him. Such

facts were of ordinary occurrence; they took place in

all the churches. Nevertheless, who will doubt that

Rome took advantage of them in times of old, in order

to establish her supremacy, when we see that it is pre-

cisely on such facts that it is made to rest in part at

the present day by her defenders?^ At this rate there

would be as many popes and popedoms in Christendom

as there are churches and bishops.

1 Epiphan. Ilrercs. liv.

8 La PapautC', par Ic doctcur Magnin, p. 44.
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II.—According to the belief of Christian antiquity,

the bishops formed a body of themselves, in such sort

that although each of them was specially established

over certain places, the interests of the church at large

were confided to the vigilance of the whole. The so-

called Apostolical Constitutions declare^ that ^^the uni-

versal episcopacy is committed to all;" and Cyprian

says^ that if any one of this college shall fall into a

heresy, let the rest see to it.^ This was what was done

by Athanasius, bishop of Alexandria; and he was con-

sequently called the "great steward of souls, the phy-

sician for the maladies fi'om which the church is suffer-

ing, a man who is very careful of all the churches,* and

such that no one was held in more respect throughout

the West. "^ This was done also by Eusebius, bishop

of Samosata, and hence he was called "a man such as

that none other could give better counsels in church

affairs, the watchful president, the common father of

the churches."^ What! a bishop of Samosata called

the comiinon father, the president of the churches!

Fancy but these titles given to a bishop of Rome, and

figure what airs of triumph the Roman catholic doc-

tors would then assume ! What was done by Eusebius

and Athanasius many other bishops did too. W^ould it

not be surprising that the bishop of Rome alone should

not do it? But strange to say, he has the arrogance

to conclude, from that intervention common to all, in

1 Lib. vi. c. 14. 2 Ep. G7. ^ Subveniant csetcri. •* Uiiraiv TutiKxXriirwv.

6 Basil. Epp. 66, 69, 82. 6 Basil. Epp. 1 38, &c.
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favour of his own primacy, of his pretended privilege;

and, further, this is what his defenders, one after

another, have done to the present day.

Let us advert to one of the facts on which the pope-

dom rests its pretensions.^ Faustinus, bishop of Lyons,

seeing Marcianus, bishop of Aries, fall into the heresy

of the Novatians, wrote about it to Oyj)rian, bishop of

Carthage, and to Stephen, bishop of Rome; so that

we see those two bishops put on the same level. Cyp-

rian moves first in the matter; he writes to his hrother

Stephen what he ought to do.^ " It belongs to us to

see to it," says he, " to us who hold the balance for

governing the Church.'" If Cyprian asks the bishop

of Home to write to the Gauls, and thus to concur in

the denunciation of Marcianus, far from founding his

request on any prerogative belonging toRome, he founds

it, on the contraiy, on the idea of the universal epis-

copate of all. He reminds Stephen not that he is

head of the church, but that the priesthood is a body

attached by the cement of fi'aternal concord* in such a

manner that, should any member of this college rend the

flock of Christ, the others ought to come to the rescue.

He adds, ''for although we are manypastors {not one pope

and his subordinates !) nevertheless we feed but one flock,

and we ought to gather together and to support all the

sheep whom Christ has purchased by his sufi*erings and

his blood. " This is decisive ; and yet this very instance

1 La Papaut6, par Ic docteur Magnin, pp. 44,45. 2 Ep. 67.

3 Gubernaiulic ecclcsias libram tenentcs. * Concorfliw inutu.Tglntinocopulatum.
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is one of the proofs alleged by the partisans of the pope-

dom in favour of their system;^ which is tantamount to

saying how rotten are the fomidations on which it stands.

To understand the reasoning employed by Rome, it

suffices that we look in the church at the present day

for such facts as those on which the popedom rests its

claims. Reinwald's Acta historico-ecclesiastica seculi

XIX., vol. for 1837, contains, in the midst of papal

briefs and circulars from the patriarch of Constanti-

nople, letters written by the pastors of the Canton de

Vaud and the dean of the classes of Lausanne, to the

king, to the pastors, and to the president of the Synod

of the Netherlands, in favour of the dissenters of that

kingdom (pages 786—790). Still more recently, June

1845, the Rev. Dr. M'Farlane, minister of Greenock,

and moderator of the Free Church of Scotland, has

written to the pastors of the Canton de Vaud them-

selves, calling upon them not to give way in the

struggle they have to maintain with an Erastian power

wh'ch would degrade the church. One might some-

time hereafter, according to the system of Rome, argue

from these letters that the dean of the classes of Lau-

sanne, or the minister of Greenock, should be proclaimed

*' Sovereion Pontiff of the universal Church."

III.—The Christian churches, once that they be-

came established in the great cities of the empire, sent

1 li.a Papaut6, par le docteur Magnin, ji. 50.
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missionaries into tlie countries with which those cities

were connected. It was thus that Christianity spread

at first from Jerusalem into Syria, into Asia, into

Greece, Egypt, and Italy. Then from Alexandria it

was carried to Gyrene, and into Middle and Upper

Egypt, then from Asia Minor to Marseilles and Lyons,

and among the Gauls; then fi'om Rome to Carthage

in proconsular Africa, and afterwards also into the

Gauls; then from the Gauls themselves into Germany.

Now, to prove the supremacy of the bishop of Rome

over other bishops, an argument is drawn fi^om that

bishop having done what all other bishops did—fr-om

his having propagated the gospel... and to increase the

force of this argument, to the doubtful facts of Gregory

of Tours there is added the fable of Lucius king of the

Bretons, related by an historian of the eighth century,

according to which this king had in the second century

asked pope Eleutherius for missionaries. Innocent I.

himself (402—417) one of the first bishops of Rome'

that made violent efforts to extend their jurisdiction

over other churches, assigns as a ground for his new

pretensions, not a primacy, not St. Peter and his his-

tory, but the simple consideration that it was by the

zeal of his predecessors that the gospel had been dif-

fused through Italy, Spain, Africa, Sicily, and the

Gauls.
^

Now if we have here, as we are told, the basis or one

1 Epis. 25 acl Decentium, an. dlG
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of the bases of the popedom, is it not evident that there

would be legitimately as many popes as there have been

bisho]3S animated with missionary zeal? In the course

of the last twenty years, there have gone forth from the

city of Basel many more missionaries for all the coun-

tries of Asia, Africa, (fee, than we see left Rome dur-

ing the three or four first centuries. Thus one might

even claim for Basel the honour of being '' the mother,

the queen, the mistress of the chm^ches ofChristendom.
'^

IV.— The consideration enjoyed by the various

bishops of Christendom in the second century was in

proportion to the rank of the city where they resided.

But Rome was the seat of the empire. This is one of

the causes of the popedom which I have investigated

elsewhere, in my History of the Reformation.^ The

friends of the popedom, in their eagerness to weaken

this induction,^ would fain deny the splendour and the

power of that city which they are accustomed neverthe-

less to call the eternal city; but never will they bring

people to believe that neither splendour nor influence

belonged to that superb city which Pliny called " the

territory chosen by the power of the gods to be the

mother of all others;" which Symmachus lauds as

*' the mother of nations and princes, and the first place

in the world to which people resort from all quarters;"

which Sidonius, bishop of Clermont, greets as the city

1 Emerald edition, vol. i. p. 11; 8vo edition, vol. i. p. 22.

2 L-T, Pa])aut6, par le docteur Magnin, ch. G.
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distinguislied above all others in the world; of which

Oassiodorus says that ''all things are comprised in it,

and that what passes there is almost presented before

the eyes of the whole earth;" and speaking of which

the celebrated historian of the popes of the sixteenth

and seventeenth centuries says, ''If the importance of

a provincial capital gave a particular importance to its

bishop, much more reason have we for assuming that it

must have been so in the case too of that ancient capi-

tal which had given its name to the whole empire/'^

Nor was it only that Rome had an imposing name;

its bishops became ere long the richest in the world,

and we all know the influence attending wealth. For

a series of ages the treasures of the world were to be

found in Rome; wealthy Christians among the Romans

made valuable donations to the church. Ammianus

Marcellinus, a pagan historian of the fourth centuiy,

says that the bishops of Rome, enriched by the gifts of

matrons, had themselves taken about in carriages, were

richly dressed, gave profuse entertainments,^ so that

their repasts exceeded what appeared on royal tables."

Ammianus Marcellinus^ and St. Jerome^ speak of a

wretched pagan, called a consul, a sacrilegious person

and an idolater, who, attracted by this wealth, used to

say with a smile to pope Damasus, "Make me bishop of

the city of Rome, and I will instantly be a Christian.'*

1 Histoire do la Papaut6, par Ranke, publi6e par de St. Cli6ron, roilacti-ur de
rUnivers, I. p. 29.

2 Epiilas ciirantcs profusas. 3 XXVII. 3.

4 Ep. ad Pammachiiim adv. crrorcs Joannis ilicr. II. li\5.
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Other reasons besides were added to those derived

from that glory and that wealth. The church assumed

the form of the empire. Antioch in the East, Alexan-

dria in the South, and Rome in the West, surpassed

all other cities. Antioch ranked third in the state, and

its bishop had the third rank in the church; Alexan-

dria ranked second in the state, and its bishops second

in the church; Rome was the metropolis of the empire,

and its bishop ranked first in Christendom.

And what now would the partisans of the popedom

be about? They adduce in favour of the spiritual su-

premacy of Rome, passages in which a precedence in

point of rank is conceded to the church of the capital

of the world; because of the more powerful principality

which happens to he there .^ . . It is thus that St. Irenseus,^

in combating the mysteries of the Gnostics, says,

** that had the apostles had secret instructions they

would have confided them to those whom they estab-

lished over the churches; that it would be too long to

enumerate in one volume the successions of all the

churches,^ and that he would for that reason content

himself with recalling to mind the church founded at

Rome by the two most glorious apostles Peter and

Paul." And why is it Rome that he selects? " Be-

cause," says he, " on account of the more powerful

PRINCIPALITY, every church, that is to say, the faithful

that are in all places, must necessarily repair towards

1 Adversus lisereses, lib. iii. cap. 3. ^ Quoniam valdo longum est.

d
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that church."^ In point of fact, if any wished to know

the oral doctrine of the apostles, no city was better

fitted for that purpose than Rome, to which, on account

of its more powerful principality, people repaired from

all parts: '' some,'^ says Seneca, *^from ambition,

others from the necessary calls of some public charge,

others from having business to transact as delegates,

others from love of liberal studies, others from friend-

ship, others in looking for employment,"^ &c.; and

others, we shall add, in the times of partial persecu-

tion, propter potentiorem prineipalitatem, to plead the

cause of the Christians before the emperor. All the

consistories of the reformed churches of France are

perfectly equal, and nevertheless the consistory of Paris

enjoys a consideration and even an influence above the

rest, solely propter potentiorem prineipalitatem of the

capital of the kingdom. Might not the same be said

of the bishop of London, who, on account of the capital

at which he resides, exercises an episcopal oversight

over the Anglican churches of the continent? Do not

the ministers of Edinburgh, Berlin, and other capitals,

derive some advantages from the towns where they re-

side? Such nevertheless is one of the grand proofs of

the popedom!

1 Ad banc enim ecclesiam, propter potentiorem prineipalitatem, neecsse est

omnem convenii-e ecclesiam, hoc est eos qui sunt undique fideles. All the manu-
scripts except that of Clermont have potentior, not potior, which, moreover, would

amount to the same thing, and it is in its proper meaning of repair to, not agree

with, that the word convenire is employed, not only by Cicero, but further by the

Vulgate, by tlie councils, and by Irenaeus himself.

2 Consolat. ad Ilelviam, c. G.
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V.—To proceed, the internal and spiritual unity of

the invisible church, consisting in faith and love, was, at

an early date, confounded with the external unity of

the visible church, which manifests itself in certain

forms. This is what was done particularly by Cyprian

in what he wrote on the unity of the church. An ex-

ternal representation of that unity was ever felt to be

wanted, and it was sought for in a certain primacy over

the other apostles, which was claimed on behalf of St.

Peter—a primacy altogether opposed to the word of

God^ and to the essence of the Christian economy ex-

pressed in these words: all ye are brethren}

Even here, already there was something erroneous,

and yet there is a wide difference between this error and

the idea of a primacy on the part of the Roman bishop.

Peter might have been regarded as the representative

of unity, without there being the smallest question

about Rome. And in point of fact, in Cy23rian's famous

treatise on the unity of the church, the words Rotne,

Roman church, Romafi bishop, do not once occur.

Let us but imagine a Roman catholic doctor of our

days, writing on the unity of the church, should we not

at every page find something about Rome and the

pope? . . but Cyprian says not a word about them.

What, this unity was at Rome, and Cyprian is silent

about it! Here, it appears to us, is a proof of the

nullity of the Roman pretensions, the force of which it

is quite impossible to resist. Nevertheless, astonishing

1 Matt, xxiii. 8.
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fact! this treatise of Cyprian's is, on the contrary, the

main argument of a late defender of the Popedom, who

introduces the passage he quotes with these words:

Let us conclude with a passage which ought to have made

us dispense with every other. ^ And what is there, then,

in this famous passage, selected out of Cyprian's whole

book? There is this. Reader, mark it well, that

Christ, after his resurrection, gave equal power to all^

his apostles,^ that the other apostles were certainly

THE SAME THAT St. Peter was; that they were endowed

WITH AN EQUAL SHARE OF HONOUR AND POWER/ It is

true that some of the defenders of Rome admit that

here there are several interpolations, not to be found

in the oldest manuscripts. The most important of

these additions of posterior invention is that where it is

said, that the primacy was given to Peter. But Cy-

prian, in his 71st epistle to Quintus, while faithful to

his idea of unity derived from Peter, positively declares

that Peter did not insolently assert, or arrogantly assume

any thing for himself, so as to say that he had the

primacy,® and that those born after him should obey

his orders. How would he himself have spoken else-

where of such a piece of insolence ? Now a cause which

rests on interpolations is very lame. And yet in these

very interpolations there is not a luord about Pome.

Rome, it must be confessed, has a singular fate in that

1 La Pa,paiit6, p. 50. 2 Omnibus. 3 Farcin ])otestatem.

* Pari consortio i)ripditi ct honoris et poLt'Statis.

5 Ut (liceret sc prineipatuin tonerc
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the writings that establish her supremacy and primacy,

say not a word about her.

VI.—Let us proceed somewhat further. Rome

could not fail to be not only politically, but ecclesias-

tically too, as regards the West,^ the first church among

her equals. Neither Antioch, nor Jerusalem, nor Alex-

andria, could ecclesiastically recognise any primacy in

her; St. Augustine calls the church in the East *Hlie

root of the churches of the West,"^ and consequently

the root of Home.

But it was quite otherwise as respected the Latin

world. While several churches of the East, Jerusalem,

Antioch, Ephesus, Corinth, &c., had had apostles for

their founders and teachers, Rome alone, throughout

the whole West, had that honour. The New Testa-

ment positively tells us that Paul taught there. To

Rome alone, of all the Latin churches, there had been

sent a letter which had received a place among the

canonical books. It would appear even, according to

a tardy tradition, that another apostle besides, namely,

Peter, had made it his place of residence for a time.

The fact of this latter apostle's dying at Rome, appears,

in truth, to be altogether apocryphal, since Clement,

bishop of Rome, writing fi*om that city, while he takes

care, in speaking of the martyrdom of Paul (95), to

notice its taking place there, rgp^M^a r/jg ^vffecog, says he,

on the limits of the West, gV/ rojv 7iyov(Lzvcov, in presence

1 Prima iutcr pares. 2 Epp. 52.
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of the chiefs of the empire, contents himself, on the

contrary, with simply relating the fact of the martyr-

dom of Peter, without the addition of any circumstance

that shows, as in the case of Paul, that he had suffered

that martyrdom at Rome. JSTor does that Roman

bishop even say anywhere in his epistle, that Peter had

ever been in his church. Meanwhile the undoubted

residence of Paul, and the report which afterwards

gained credit of the residence of Peter, a re^Dort which

we have no wish entirely to contradict, sufficed to make

Rome the most respected church of the West, and to

lead to its being considered as the chief church, the

mother church, of all the Latin countries.

This is what Cyprian points to in his 55th epistle,

when he speaks of the journey to Rome of the schis-

matic Fortunatus. But does Cyprian here admit that

any supremacy belonged to the bishop of Rome? No,

on the contrary, he complains that he allows himself

to be moved by the threats and the terrors of an excom-

municated person.^ And what ecclesiastical doctrine

does that holy bishop of Carthage establish in that

letter? Uniformly the same. " To each pastor," says

he, ^'has been given his share of the flock, let each of

them guide and govern, as one who has to render an

account of his doings (not to a pojDC, but) to the Lord."^

Speaking then of those schismatics, who, after being

condemned in Africa, sought to gain the bishop of

Rome by intimidation, he adds, ^'unless a small num-

1 Te minis atque terroribus commotuni. s Rationem sui actus Domino reddituriis.
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ber of desperate and lost persons think that the autho-

rity of the bishops established in Africa, and who have

already condemned them, be less."^ Thus, according

to Cyprian, the authority of the bishops of Africa can-

not be considered as less than that of the bishops of

Rome, unless it be by desperate and lost schismatics.

And it is not on one occasion alone that these prin-

ciples are proclaimed ; they re-occur every where, they

are the constant voice of the church. Cyprian says

elsewhere:^ ^'Each of us does not establish himself

bishop of bishops, and does not subject his colleagues

by a tyrannical terror to the necessity of obedience, for

every bishop has, according to the liberty and the power

that appertains to him, his own will, and he cannot he

judged hy another, as he himself cannot judge. But

we abide the judgment of Jesus Christ, who is our Lord

to all, and who only and alone^ has the power of plac-

ing us in the government of His Church, and to judge

of our proceedings.
'

'

The illustrious father writes, moreover, to Stephen,

bishop of Rome:* *'We do violence to no one, we give

the law to no one. Every one that has been set over

the Church has the free exercise of his discretion,® hav-

ing to give an account of his doings to the Lord."

Cyprian goes still further; he exercises this power of

redressing the wrongs of the bishops, a power which

1 Si paucis dcsiicratis et pcrditis minor videtm-.

2 Concil. Carthaginiens. do baptizandis luiereticis. 3 Unus et solus. •* Ep. 72.

Voluntatis sua) arbitrium libcrum unus quisquc prajpositus.
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the Sorbonne doctor, Du Pin, has very well proved be-

fore us, to belong to all.^ The bishops of Spain having

applied to the bishop of Carthage on the occasion of

the bishops Basilides and Martial being convicted of

infidelity, Cyprian wrote to them; '* Your ordaining of

Sabinus (in the place of Basilides) cannot be annulled;

for this reason, that Basilides, after his crimes had been

discovered and his conscience laid bare by his own con-

fession, having repaired to Rome, deceived our col-

league Stephen (the bishop), who is at a great distance

from you, and who is ignorant of the truth of the mat-

ter, and because he has obtained from him unjustly a

sentence restoring him to the bishopric from which he

had been justly deposed. If there be any of our col-

leagues," says he, a little lower down, **who neglect

the divine discipline, and who rashly communicate with

Basilides and Martial, let not that trouble your faith,

for St. Paul has said, . .
* that they which commit

such things are worthy of death, and not they only, but

those also that have pleasure in them that do them.
'"^

Such is the deliberate opinion of the most illustrious

Father of the third century on the bishop of Rome's

acts of supremacy.

No doubt the Christians of the West attached a high

value to the apostolic sees, which they regarded as the

central points of the Church. But it was not Rome

alone that they held in such particular esteem ; it was

all the churches founded by Apostles. Hence Augus-

1 Diss. 2''»' cap. 2. a Rom. i. 30-32.
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tine^ says to that heretic: '^ What is done to you by

the see of the Roman church, which Peter once occu-

pied, and which is now filled by Anastasius, or by the

see of the church of Jerusalem, in which James once

sat, and in which John now sits, with both whom we

are united in catholic unity?" Here Jerusalem and

Rome are placed in the same rank, even by a bishop

of the West.

More than this: people addressed themselves to other

churches besides that of the metropolis, even although

they might not be of apostolic origin. Thus it is that

the third council of Carthage resolved, in the year 397,^

to consult the brethren and colleagues Siricius (bishop

of Rome) andSimplicius (bishop of Milan), as towhether

children that had been baptized by the Donatists might

become ministers. Here then we see Milan now asso-

ciated in point of privilege with Rome. But further,

what is made of that consultation? Here we see how

little a church thought itself bound by such advices;

the two bishops of Rome and Milan replied in the

negative, and the council of Africa, A.D. 401,^ re-

solved, considering the penury of ministers, and in op-

position to the advice of the two Italian bishops, '^ that

those baptized as children among the Donatists should

be consecrated in the catholic church." It farther or-

dained that this should be communicated to the bishops

of Milan and of Rome: " for," adds the council, " this

1 Contra litteras Petiliani, cap. 51, vol. 9. 2 Harduin Concil. gen. i. 968.

3 Labbci S.S. Cone. ii. p. 1639.

e
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had been forbidden by those sees.'" '' Those sees,"

says the council, putting them in the same rank, and

doing the contrary of what they had decided. Here

then, was there aught else than a friendly consultation?

It had become usual in the empire to adopt the cus-

tom of Rome as the rule in cases of doubtful jurisdic-

tion.^ It was this respect for Rome, joined to the idea

of that church having had an apostle in its bosom,

which led Ocius to propose to the western council of

Sardica to decree, if it thought fit, that if, during the

troubles of Arianism, a bishop was tried unjustly, ac-

cording to him, it should be proposed to Julius, bishop

of Rome,^ to examine whether or not the trial should

be recommenced. " The Synod replied: such is our

pleasure."* But there is nothing in all the acts of the

council that any wise indicates a Roman supremacy.

It was not then the bishop of Rome who was then to

try the case anew, but it was the council; and accord-

ing to the doctor of the Sorbonne, Richer,^ the privilege

of being empowered to cause the trial to be opened

anew, was granted to Julius only as a personal tribute

of respect." In the West, even this decree, which did

not concern the East, remained without eflPect. The

councils of Carthage for the years 407 and 418, re-

solved that whoever should appeal from them to Rome,

1 Ex his enim sedibus hoc fucrat prohibitum.—Labbei S.S. Cone. ii. p. 1643.

2 Tunc jus, quo urbs Roma utitur, servare oportet.—Digest, i. tit. 3, 1. 32.

8 Julio Romano episcopo. * Synodus I'cspondit, placet.

6 Hist. ConcU. general, torn. i. c. 3, § 4.

6 Nominatim do Julio, non dc scde apostolica loquuntur.—Ibid.
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instead of appealing to the church of Africa, should be

excommunicated; and A.D. 419, Apiarius, a pastor

who had been deposed, having appealed to the bishop

of Rome, and the latter having caused the canon of the

council of Sardica to be presented to the council of

Carthage, as a canon of the council of Nice, the Afri-

can bishops, surprised at not finding this decree in their

copies, caused searches to be made at Alexandria, Con-

stantinople, and Antioch, discovered the fraud, and

wrote to the bishop of Rome, that he had only to regu-

late his proceedings according to the order of Nice,

and not to interfere with foreign dioceses/

As for the rest, the bishops of Rome, who were most

enamoured of domination, far from speaking at that

time of a popedom that came from the Lord, said them-

selves, that the privileges which they claimed for their

see, had not at first belonged to it, but had been sub-

sequently bestowed upon it by the decrees of the doctors.

The hierarchical Innocent I., at the commencement of

the fifth century, says, " the Fathers have decreed^

by a divine, not a human sentence, that whatever should

take place in the province, even at a distance, ought

not to terminate without being submitted to the cogni-

zance of this see;'" and pope Zozimus says, in the fifth

century,* " the decrees of the Fathers have given

this apostolical see, in honour of the blessed Peter, a

1 Harduin Concil. i. p. 12'11. Rich. Hist, cone. gen. i. c. 3, § 6.

3 Patres dccrcTcre. 3 Ep. 27, and Carth. Cone. Labbei S.S. Cone. ii. p. 1282.

* Ep. ad Epise. Afr. ibid. 1558.
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certain special respect."^ All this superabundantly

establishes the independence of the churches and of the

bishops.

VII.—Thus, as Zozimus says, the Fathers had not

conceded to Rome as yet anything beyond a certain

respect. In the fourth century, it was only within the

diocese of Rome that the pope exercised the rights of

a patriarch. The bishop of Milan, absolutely free, ex-

ercised these in the diocese called that of Italy, and

even the bishops of Apuleja and Ravenna were inde-

pendent. '^But," says de Marca, archbishop of Paris,^

" the Roman pontiffs made violent efforts to bring over

to their party the bishops of the most illustrious

churches, by various ways and means. '^ They began

with Eastern Illyricum. This country having been de-

tached, A.D. 379, from the Western, in order to be

united with the Eastern empire, its bishops cared little

for an union with the East, which was unceasingly agi-

tated with theological disputes, and their chief, the

bishop of Thessalonica, dreaded the supremacy of so

near a neighbour as the bishop of Constantinople. Ac-

cordingly, the bishops of Rome found no great difficulty

in getting him to attach himself to them as vicar of the

Roman see.^ An opportunity much of the same kind

ere long presented itself in the Gauls, but it was not

so fortunate in its results. The bishop of Ai'les in-

1 Patrum decreta pcciiliarcm quamdam sanxere rcvcrentiam.

2 De Concordia saccrdotii et imperii, lib. v. cap. 19. 3 Do Marca, v. 19 and 20.
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sisted that he was metropolitan of the Gauls. His col-

leagues disputed this claim. He resolved to seek the

support of Rome, which was delighted to recognize his

rights, by calling him at the same time its vicar. But

the metropolitans of Vienne, Narbonne, and Marseilles,

resisted this innovation, notwithstanding all threats,

and Hilary, bishop of Aries, himself so far forgot his

new vicariat, that having deposed Chelidonius, he would

not permit the sentence he had pronounced to be re-

viewed at Rome, Leo the Great in consequence de-

prived Hilary and his successors of the privileges that

Rome had bestowed upon them ; which did not prevent

them from maintaining their primacy in the Gauls.

^

Thus the finesse and the ambitious efforts of Rome

were not everywhere crowned with equal success.

Vin.—The bishops of Rome long based their claims

on the various motives we have enumerated, and which

were connected with the privileges of their city. But

in the fourth century the supremacy of the city of Rome

received a severe blow, and was transferred to Con-

stantinople. Soon, too, the bishops of Rome, looking

about for some new stay which might prop them in a

new position, began to maintain that they had inherited

from St. Peter, rights that made them superior to other

bishops. Thus, in 431, the Roman legates at the

council of Ephesus declared that '' St. Peter, the

foundation of the universal church, lives and judges in

1 De Marca, v. cap. 32 and 33.
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his successors." Forthwith Leo the Great (A.D. 440

to 461), insists on this idea, which gradually gained

credit in the West, hut which the East could so much

the less admit, as the primacy was attributed there to

the chmxh of Jerusalem, and to the apostle James.

Such, then, is the origin of that singular alliance which

has been established between Peter and Rome. Per-

haps had Constantinople never been founded, it would

never have been thought of.

IX.—Meanwhile, that same imperial power which

had transported the capital to Constantinople, for some

time after that opposed the developments of the Roman

primacy. The emperors then exercised in the church

an authority which placed itself far above the pretensions

of the popedom. And if the partisans of Rome could

find passages that attributed to that church what was

then attributed to the imperial power (improperly, no

doubt), they would stand on stronger ground than at

present. The emperors declared at that time what,

amid the diversity of doctrine that prevailed, was to be

held as true and catholic' Eusebius tells us of the

emperor Constantine: " Taking the chief care of the

church of God, when there were those who disagreed

in the various provinces, he, in virtue of his being com-

mo}i hishop, established by God, convoked the councils

of God's ministers.'" Constantine, writing to the

1 Ilanc legem sequcntes (the Trinity) christianorum catholicorum nomenjubcmus

amplecti, they said (Cod. Thcod. lib. xvi. tit. 1. De fide catholica),

- De Vita Constantiui, i. -ll.
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council of Tyre, enjoins that it should be seen to that

respect was paid to the " decrees given out by the em-

peror for the truth. "^ And the tribune Marcellinus

was sent, A.D. 411, into Afi'ica, to put an end to the

controversy between the Catholics and the Donatists,

with full dogmatical powers: " We appoint him judge

of the controversy," says the emperor.^ Optatus of

Mela, who is quoted among the number of the sup-

porters of the popedom, himself contends for this im-

perial supremacy in matters of faith. " The empire is

not in the church," says he, *' but the church is in the

empire; and there is nobody above the emperor, unless

it be God himself, who has made him emperor."^

But not only did the clergy look up to the emperor

as supreme judge, but, further, the bishop of Home

considered it as a distinction highly honourable to him,

to be judged only by the emperor himself. This is

what is established by the letter of the council of Rome

to the emperors Gratian and Valentinian, A.D. 378.

" This holy man (Damasus), in having recourse to you,"

says the council, '^ does nothing new; he follows the

example of the fathers; for did not pope Sylvester,

when accused by sacrilegious persons, follow out his

cause before your father Constantino?"*

Here we see what was done by the popedom in the

West. We ask any man of upright and honest mind,

- De Vita Constantiui, iv. 42.

2 Cui quidcm dLsi)utationi, principc loco, te judiceni volumus rcsidcrc. (Gcsta

collat. Cart. Opt. Milev.)

3 Opt. Milcv. iii. 3. 4 Sirnioud App. 78.
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if it be possible to see in it wbat the Roman catholics

see and have seen there, and if ever there was a power

founded on a more complete deception!

Let us now pass to the East.

THE EAST.

Shall we find in the East what the West has not

presented? Shall we find the popedom better estab-

lished there?

No; it is well known in what manner, down to this

hour, the East meets the pretensions of the popes.

This opposition of the East to the anti- Christian domi-

nation of Rome is nothing new ; it dates from the very

commencement of Christianity. In the East, the op-

position to Rome was quite a different thing from what

it was in the West. Far ft'om owning the popedom,

the bishops of the East would not permit even the

bishops of the West, and the church of Rome in par-

ticular, to intermeddle in the affairs of their churches.

Let us prove this by some examples.

I.—The churches of Asia and the churches of the

West had different customs with respect to the day to

be observed for the celebration of Easter. Polycarp,

bishop of Smyrna, happening to be at Rome about the

middle of the second centuiy (A.D. 160) for other ob-

jects, spoke of these customs to the bishop of Rome,

Amicetus; and not only did Polycarp not desist from
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the practice which he had received from the apostle

John, but Amicetus, acknowledging that in this there

was nothing that should disturb the evangelical peace

between them, wished the bishop of Smyrna to take his

place in presiding at the celebration of the Eucharist

in his own church.^ In the year 190, Victor, bishop

of Rome, with whom Roman intolerance commences,

allowed his wrath at the opposition of the East to get

so much the better of him, that he excommunicated

the bishops of Asia. He had no idea of exercising an

act of jurisdiction, and simply suspended his com-

munion with them, as every bishop was authorized, and

even obliged to do, when a church had in his opinion

departed from the truth. But what followed? Ire-

nseus, a western bishop, sharply reproved Victor,^

telling him that thus '' to rend the church of Christ

was to eat the feast with the leaven of malice and un-

righteousness." At the same time, no regard waspaid

in Asia to the threats of the bishop of Rome. Peace

was afterwards re-established, and the Asiatic churches,

in no wise allowing themselves to be influenced by the

Roman practice, persisted in observing their own.^

This afliiir, which so clearly manifests the independence

of the East, is, notwithstanding, one of the principal

proofs of the popedom.* . . It must be poorly off,

indeed, to emjDloy arguments that demonstrate precisely

the opposite of what is intended to be proved.

1 Euseb. V. 24. 2 ibid.

3 Graviter erravit istc Pontifex (Victor), says Du Pin himself (i>age 517.)

* Maguin, p. 45.

/
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II.—The third century supplies us with another ex-

ample of the independence of the East, and even of the

preference which the Eastern bishops gave to the cus-

toms of Jerusalem. Firmitian, bishop of Csesarea in

Cappadocia, writing to Cyprian/ says to him: ** Those

of Rome do not observe in all things what has heeri

transmitted from the beginning;'^ and '* it is in vain

that they put foi-ward the authority of the apostles,

whether as to the day on which Easter should be ob-

served, or as to many other holy things;^ it appears

that there are some diversities among them, and that

people do not equally observe there what is observed

at Jerusalem.^' This Eastern bishop says at another

place: " To the custom of the Romans we oppose a

custom also, but it is that of the truth, holding from

the commencement that which has been transmitted

by Christ and the apostles." At another place still:

*' Let us leave what has been done by Stephen (bishop

of Rome), lest, recollecting his audaciousness and his

insolence, we distress ourselves too long about those

things that have been maliciously done by him."

Further still: " Stephen has dishonoured^ the holy

apostles Peter and Paul, speaking as if they themselves

had taught these things ; they who, in their epistles,

held heretics in abhorrence." Such is the opinion of

one of the holiest bishops of the East, in the third cen-

tury, with respect to Rome, its bishop, its customs,

and its pretensions. Let any one compare this opinion

1 Ep. 75. 2 Circa imilta alia divina sacrauicuta. 3 Infamavit.
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with that of the present partisans of the popedom and

judge.

III.—The most venerable document on the ecclesi-

astical constitution of Christian antiquity, is the coun-

cil of Nice in the fourth century. Now the sixth canon

of that council, confirming what existed already, as is

remarked by the archbishop of Paris, la Marca,^ simply

establishes three great metropolitans, those of Alex-

andria, Rome, and Antioch, as having the oversight of

several provinces. It says, '' let the ancient practice

that prevails in Egypt, in Libya, and in Pentapolis,

subsist; to wit, that the bishop of Alexandria have

power over all these countries, as it is also a custom

for the bishop who is at Rome. In like manner ought

the privileges to be preserved at Antioch, and the

churches that are in the other provinces." The 7tli

canon, without ranking the church of Jerusalem with

the churches of the three great cities of the empire,

recognises in it, however, a certain place above others.

Such, then, is the language of the first universal coun-

cil. Here still, not a word is said about the primacy

of Rome ! . . What have her partisans done in order

to escape from this ovei-whelming authority? They

have thought the simplest thing they could do was to

interpolate in the Latin version these words: Ecclesia

Romana semperhahdtprimatum—** TheRoman church

has always had the primacy." But it must be con-

1 L. i. cap. 3, ^ 5.
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fessed that almost all the ultramontanes themselves

have acknowledged that this Roman addition was sus-

picious, and have abandoned it. But this apocryphal

phrase supplies an argument whose force any one may

perceive. What Rome has wished to add to the Coun-

cil, is a proof of what was waiiting. Thus then, here

too, we have a nullity acknowledged by our opponents

themselves.

IV.—The affairs of Athanasius supply us with new

examples of the independence of the East. Julius,

bishop of Rome, not having wished to acknowledge the

judgment of the bishops of the East, the latter having

met at Antioch, warmly complained of this, and Julius

having represented that he was willing to pronounce,

not alone, no doubt, but in communion with all, the

Eastern bishops opposed this pretension. *' They (the

Western bishops) have contemplated (the Eastern

bishops say) the introduction of a new law,^ to witj that

the bishops of the East should be placed under the

jurisdiction of those of the West."^ The Eastern

bishops say further: ** We have called upon them

several times not to reverse the law,^ not to make the

tradition of the church of no effect,^ and not to put any

wise^ above the most holy councils and bishops of the

East, those of theWest.'" *' They endeavour," they fur-

1 Novam legem.

2 Ep. Syn. Sardic. (Philop, habiti) ad Doiiat. Labbei S.S. Concil., ii. p. 704.

3 No subverterent legem. * Ne traditioiiem ccclesi;o frustrareut.

'' Aliqua in parte. *> Ibid. p. 705,
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ther say of the Romans, ^'to introduce an innovation ab-

lioiTent to tlie ancient practice of the church/ they wish

that what has been established by the Eastern bishops

in a council should be renewed by the Western bishops,

and in like manner, that all that has been done by the

Western bishops should be solemnly adopted by those

of the East;^ but it is according to their very great

malice that they act thus.'" One cannot place confi-

dence in the bishops that wrote this letter, as far as

relates to doctrine, but when we have to do with histo-

rical facts, known of all, such as that of the practice

which had to that time prevailed in the church, even a

pagan historian might be admitted as a witness. The

partisans of the popedom themselves have had recourse

to such references.* How much more ouffht we to be-o

lieve a testimony signed by the hands of seventy-three

bishops.

V.—We have already noticed that it was to the

church of Jerusalem that the prijnacy of the East was

attributed. Rome would be fortunate, indeed, could

she claim for herself passages as significant as those

which we find relating to Jerusalem in the most illus-

trious fathers. St. Epiphanius, bishop of Cyprus (to-

wards the year 370), says in a work against heresies:

" There are fifteen bishops of the circumcision, and that

at Jerusalem, whose authority ought to be followed by

1 Quam liorret vetus consucttulo ccclcsitr. 2 Ab Oricntalibus solverctur.

3 Ep. Syn. Sardic. (riiilop. habiti) ad Donat. Labbci S.S. Concil., ii. p. 708.

i La Papautd, p. 33.
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ALL THE WORLD. "^ At another place Epiphauius says:

" James first occupied the episcopal seat (at Jerusalem),

the Lord having first given over to him his throne upon

the earth."^ Although Rome with such passages could

not enslave the church, her pretensions (were it Rome

instead of Jerusalem that we have to do with here)

would be a little more solid than they are at this

moment.^

VI.—The bishop of Byzantium had for a long while

maintained but a very inferior part, being even subor-

dinate to the metropolitan of Heraclea. But Byzan-

tium having, under Constantino, become the seat of

empire, the same reason that had raised Rome soon

raised Constantinople, and the second oecumenical

council, which was held there in 381, declared that

" the bishop of Constantinople should have the rank of

honour,* next to the bishop of Rome, because it is the

new Kome."^ Thus it is not a supremacy or a juris-

diction that is attributed to Rome, but a simple rank

of honour, and that distinction, according to the coun-

cil, does not arise from any spiritual advantages, but

from its being the capital of the empire. So well aware

were the bishops of Rome of what this canon signified,

that they did not at first choose to receive it. At the

same time, this second oecumenical council showed its

1 Uavra. Ko<rf/.o)i.—Ilseves. Ixx. 10.

^ Tli-jr'Kmuxi Ku^io; tov Sg«vov auTov I-tt) rris yn; v^utm.—Ilfcres. Ixxvill. 7.

^ Sec further, riiothis C'oilcx, 275, Chrysostom lloiii. in Act. 15, &c.

* Ta TT^iirliiicc Tti; Tiftr,;. " Coll. '<}.
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complete independence of tlie West by regulating, with-

out its participation, all the ecclesiastical affairs of the

East, and by openly pronouncing in favour of the Mele-

tians, whom Rome rejected, recognised Meletius as

bishop of Antioch, and not Paulinus, with whom Rome

was in communion, even named Meletius its president,

and when he died, appointed Flavian to be his succes-

sor at Antioch without troubling itself about Paulinus,

the bishop recognised by Rome/ Assuredly here we

have the second universal council of the Christian

church showing little respect indeed for the decisions

of the bishop of Rome.

VII .—By and bye we have a new example of the

independence of the East. Maximus having been de-

posed from his episcopal dignity at Constantinople, on

account of his being imbued with the Apolinarian

heresy, and Nectarius having been established bishop,^

the bishops of Italy took up the defence of Maximus,

and invited the bishops of the East to repair to Rome

to examine the matter. But the latter refused, and

replied as follows: ^' As for the administration of each

church, you know that there is an old ecclesiastical

law, and a decision of the holy fathers of Nice, by virtue

of which the bishops of the provinces, acting in concert

with their neighbours, ordain the ministers for the good

of the churches. Therefore it is, that in the general

council we have constituted bishop of the church of

1 Tlicodor. iv, 35. 2 Tlu-odor. Hist cecl. v. 8.
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Constantinople, Nectarius, a most venerable and holy

man, with the consent of all, in presence of the emperor

Theodosius, and by the suffrage of the whole clergy

and of the whole city. In the ancient church and

apostolical city of Antioch, in Syria, the bishops of

the diocese of the East have established Flavian, the

whole church giving their suffrage. And as for the

church of Jerusalem, which is the mother of all the other

churches, we give you to know that it has for its bishop

the most venerable and the most holy Cyril: let faith

and love be confirmed in us, and then we shall no longer

say, as we have been forbidden by the apostles: ' I am

of Paul, and I of Apollos, and I of Cephas, seeing that

we are all of Christ,' "^ Thus do the bishops of the

East- inform the bishops of the West, while convened

at Rome by Damasus, that they take Nectarius for

bishop of Constantinople instead of Maximus, who was

acknowledged as such by Rome; that Flavian was

placed at Antioch in the room of Paulinus, with whom

Rome communicated; and they add, not without in-

tention, that it is Jerusalem that is the mother of all

THE churches. Here further, we have a strange sub-

ordination! No doubt, the West, which took little

interest in the speculative questions by which the East

was distracted, subsisted in the universal church as a

kind of imposing mass, which, when a decision had to

be formed, in ranging itself on the side of one of the

parties, threw a very heavy weight into the balance.

1 Theodor. llht. ceel. cap. 9.
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But in such cases, nothing more was thought of than

merely an influence, without jurisdiction, without

authority. One sees how, when people had to do

with the decisions of Rome, the East contrived to

resist, and to do the very opposite of what Rome

had decreed.

VIII.—After the universal councils of Nice and

Constantinople, the greatest authority to be found in

those ages is the universal council of Chalcedon. The

second of those councils had given to the bishop of

Constantinople, as well as to the bishop of Rome, no

more than a privilege of honour. That of Chalcedon

went farther. It says in its twenty-eighth canon:

" We have decreed these things touching the privi-

leges of the most holy church of Constantinople, the

new Rome. In fact the fathers have justly attributed

privileges to old Rome because that city had the empire.

But, influenced by the same consideration, a hundred

and fifty bishops, friends of God, have attributed the

same privileges^ to the most holy see of new Rome,

judging, on good grounds, that the city which is hon-

oured both by the empire and the senate, and which

enjoys equal privileges with Rome, an older queen,

ouffht to be elevated like her^ in ecclesiastical affairs,

being the next after her.*"

The council then establishes the bishop of Constanti-

8 Boveridge, Syiiodikoii I. iii. and llardouin Coiicil. II. C2G.

9
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nople patriarch over the dioceses of Pontus, Asia Minor,

and Thrace.

It was, no doubt, a matter of necessity that one see

in the charch should be No. 1, and another see No. 2,

but this order apart, Constantinople is declared by the

council to have the same privileges as Rome, to be as

SHE WAS ! . . . Nothing could be more painful to the bishop

of Rome. He dreaded lest Constantinople should be-

come more important than even Rome, and that the

bishop of that new capital might one day claim the first

rank. Accordingly, he had enjoined his legates vigor-

ously to resist the bishops who wished to raise them-

selves, alleging as their ground for doing so the im-

portance of their residencies. It was in vain that the

Roman legates combatted the twenty-eighth canon, in

vain did the bishop of Rome afterwards reclaim against

it. Acacius, bishop of Constantinople, A.D. 472, ex-

ercised the rights that the council had given him, and

the emperor Justinian, in one of his laws,^ says that

*' the church of Constantinople is the head of all the

other churches." The ecclesiastical power followed

the same progressive course at Constantinople that it

had done at Rome, and this was very natural.

We shall not proceed any farther. What we have

said will suffice to make the complete independence of

the East in the first ages evident. The separation

1 L. 25. C. de S. S. Ecolcs.
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always became wider and wider. We know from what

time the church of the East has broken even those ties

of Christian brotherhood which, during the first ages,

united her to the Latin church. From the moment

that the popedom was decidedly formed at Kome, the

East could no longer act in concert with the West:

that institution necessarily brought about the separa-

tion. The cause of the schism then is Rome. The

East had no idea of receiving a master altogether new,

and of whom it had never known anything. It never

ceased to recall the fact that it was with it that the

universal church originated, and that it was from Jeru-

salem and Antioch that Rome itself had received the

faith. Down to our own days it still calls itself em-

phatically catholic and orthodox ; and when, as we are

told by the missionary Wolff in his voyages, one of

those eastern Christians whom Rome has re-attached

to herself by means of numerous concessions is asked,

" Are you a catholic?" *'No," is the immediate re-

ply, " I am papistian, (papist)!'"

In the East as well as in the West the cause of

Rome is lost in eveiy case in which a sincere and up-

right spirit is brought to the study of antiquity.

The partisans of the popedom seem to believe that

there is no explaining the existence of that power, un-

less one admits that it proceeds from a higher source

than man. Nor can I but say that, like them, I be-

lieve that in the fact of the popedom there is an intcr-

1 Tlic Rev. J. Wolff's Journal, London, 1839, p. 225.
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vention more than human. I think that the popedom

is clearly foretold in the Word of God, as a work of

the spirit of darkness;^ and I farther believe that the

time is not far off when, as St. Paul says/ '* The Lord

will destroy it ivith the breath of his mouth.^'

I conclude with recalling what I said at the com-

mencement, that the field of Catholicism, which I have

accepted for the discussion of the sources of the pope-

dom, is not that which I plead for as my own. The

same distance that separates the popedom from episco-

pal Catholicism, separates also episcopal Catholicism

itself from evangelical Christianity.

I do not mean to say by this that there cannot be in

the last system ministers called bishops, and exercis-

ing certain special functions: what I reject is dogmati-

cal episcopacy, not constitutional episcopacy; what I

combat is the idea that in order to a man's being a

member of Christ's body, it is not enough for him to

be united to the Saviour by a real and living faith;

what I point to as a heresy, is the strange opinion that

in order to belong to Christ, one must be connected

with an external organisation which goes back, or rather

which pretends to go back to the apostles. But, pres-

byterian though I be myself, I know how to respect a

moderate episcopacy.

1 Apociil. xvii. ;iik1 xviii.; Daniel vii. 20—2G ; 2 Thcssal. ii. 1—12.

2 2 Thessnl. ii. 8.
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The evangelical system is the pre-emineuce of spirit

above form; the catholic system is the pre-eminence

of form above spirit. According to the former, it is in

the connection of a soul with Christ that that soul's

connection with the church is involved; according to

the latter, it is in the connection of the soul with the

church that there is involved that which it bears with

Jesus Christ.

The same difference presents itself when we have to

do with God's ministers. According to the evangelical

system it is grace, spiritual capacity, that legitimates

the charge of the ministry, and that procures it; where-

as, according to the catholic system, it is on the con-

trary the charge, the ordination to the holy ministry,

that communicates grace—spiritual capacity.

Further, it is the same, if we have to do with the

commencement of the church, according either to the

popedom or Catholicism, the external church comes

first. Christ first of all founds a certain ecclesiastical

organisation which ought then, in virtue of certain

privileges, to act upon the internal, on the spiritual.

According to evangelical Christianity, on the contrary,

the internal Church comes first; Christ by his spirit

first of all saves, converts souls, and these converted

souls unite themselves into a community, forming the

external and visible church.

Spiritual life is the real tie of the members of the

Christian community, according to the evangelical sys-

tem; adhesion to the hierarchical unity represented by
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the episcopacy, forms this tie according to the popish

and catholic doctors.

Religious equality subsists in the evangelical system

notwithstanding the aristocracy of its office-bearers, for

the charges with which they are invested are less a

dignity than a service, and their authority proceeds not

from their persons but from the Word of God and the

action of the Spirit. But in the catholic as well as in

the papal system, religious equality disappears, the

authority of the office takes the place of the authority

of the Word, the bishop becomes the exclusive channel

of the divine favours, and thus stands as mediator be-

tween God and the Christian people.

This will suffice to show the difference between my

point of view and that of Catholicism. To say the

truth, Catholicism is in its principles further removed

from evangelical Christianity than it is from the papal

system itself. After having combatted the popedom

on the catholic domain, I might attack it on the evan-

gelical, but I will not do so: truly it were too easy, and

I content myself with having demonstrated the false-

hood of the pretensions of popery without even quitting

the arena which the adversaries have adopted.

It is this falsehood which one ou<xlit to bear in mind

while perusing Mr. Ranke's beautiful work. Never

ought we to forget that the power whose history he

writes, is a usurping power which has sought to trample

on the crown of Jesus Christ, and to load with chains

the people whom the Saviour came to set free.
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This History of the Popes is sure to be read with

continual interest; something new will be learned at

every page ; one will always more and more admire the

felicity with which the author has contrived to combine

the most profound researches with a narrative brought

out in the strongest relief; only, in reading it, let the

-TT^ojTov -^l^zvhog, the primitive and hereditary lie of the

popedom, never be forgotten.
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The vast power of Rome in ancient times, and during the mid-

dle ages, is universally known; and in more recent times, too,

she has long exercised a renovated influence over the world.

After the desertion she experienced in the former half of the

sixteenth century, she contrived once more to become the centre

of faith and opinion to the Romish nations of southern Europe,^

and made bold, and not seldom successful attempts, to bring

the rest, a second time, under her dominion. Of this period of

renovated vigour, ecclesiastical and political, of her rejuvenes-

cence and internal development, of her advance and decline, I

now propose to give at least an outline.

It is an undertaking which, however defective it may prove,

could never have been attempted, had I not found opportunities

of availing myself of some means of assistance hitherto un-

known. These and their sources I am bound first of all gene-

rally to indicate.

I have already elsewhere'^ mentioned what may be found in

our Berlin manuscripts.

1 That is, Italy, France, and Spain, all three retaining, to this day, in their lan-

guages and institutions, strong traces of their ancient incorporation with Rome. Tr.

2 In the Preface to the " Ottoman and Spanish Empires in the sixteenth and

seventeenth Centuries." Tr.

I. A
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But, next in order, there is no doubt that Vienna is much

richer in treasures of this description.

In addition to its essentially German basis, Vienna has also

a European element; in all ranks, from the highest to the

lowest, manners and languages the most various come into con-

tact, and Italy in particular, in full life, presents itself there.

The literary collections too have a comprehensive character.

This directly flows from the political and geographical position of

the state; its ancient connection with Spain, Belgium, and Lom-

bardy; and its near neighbourhood and ecclesiastical relations

with Rome. There people have ever liked to bring from abroad,

to hold, to possess. Accordingly, the original and native col-

lections of the Imperial Royal Library are in themselves of

great value. To these, some foreign acquisitions have of late

been added. From Modeua a number of volumes, similar to

our Informazioni,^ have been purchased from the house of

Rangone, and from Venice, the inappreciable manuscripts of

the Doge Mark Foscarini; among these, there are the owner's

preparations for the execution of his literary work, Italian Chro-

nicles, no farther trace of which is anywhere to be found; and

from the effects left by Prince Eugene, there has been received

a rich collection of historical and political manuscripts, which

that prince, who also held a high rank as a statesman, had

amassed without any such precise object. When we think of the

insufEciency of most printed works on modern history, it is im-

possible to look through the catalogue without feelings of satis-

faction and hope—so much knowledge not yet brought out, such

a future harvest of studies! And yet, a few steps farther,

Vienna oilers still more important aids. The Imperial Archives

1 A name given to a collection of MSS. in the Royal Libraiy of Berlin, extend-

ing to foi'ty-six folio volumes, and entltuled Tnfoniiazioni Politiche. It is composed

of reports, particularly of Venetian Ambassadors, instructions, and memoranda for

high functionaries entering on oillce, nai-ratives of conclaves, letters, speeches, reflec-

tions, and notices. See Preface to the " Ottoman and Spanish Empires." Tn.
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contain, as may at once be supposed, the weightiest and most

authentic memorials for German and general history, but parti-

cularly for that of Italy. It is true that of the Venetian Ar-

chives, by far the greater part, after many removals from place

to place, have found their way back to Venice
;
yet a not unim-

portant mass of Venetian papers is still to be found in Vienna;

despatches, original, or copies, extracts therefrom, made for the

use of the state, and called Rubricaries ; relations of events not

unfrequently in the only copies extant, and of great value ; offi-

cial registers of public boards and offices, chronicles and journals.

The notices to be found in this volume with respect to Gregory

XIII. and Sixtus V. have been drawn in a great measure from

the Vienna Archives. I cannot sufficiently commend the unre-

served liberality with which I was allowed access to them.

In general, I should here, indeed, particularize the manifold

aids and encouragements I have received in my design both at

home and abroad. Still I entertain some hesitation, whether

justly I know not. Too many names would require to be men-

tioned, and among these some of great eminence. My gratitude

might look almost vain-glorious, and give to a work which has

every reason to make a modest entrance into the world, a show

of splendour which it might never realize.

Next to Vienna, my attention was mainly directed to Venice

aad to Rome.

The great families in Venice were almost universally accus-

tomed at one time, besides a library, to have also a cabinet of

manuscripts adjoining it. From the nature of things, these

bore mainly on the affairs of the republic; they showed what

part had been taken by the family in public proceedings ; and

they were preserved as memorials of the family, and for the

instruction of its younger members. Some of these private col-

lections are still extant, and more than one of them were opened

to me. By far the greater number have gone to ruin in the
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havoc of the year 1797, and since. That more of them have

been preserved than one would suppose, is mainly to be ascribed

to the librarians of St. Mark, who in the common wreck endea-

voured to save as much as the resources of their institution

would allow. That library in fact preserves a considerable store

of manuscripts, which for the internal history of the city and

state are of indispensable importance, and of some value as re-

spects the state of things in Europe. Only we must not expect

too much. It is apparently a new possession ; casually accu-

mulated from private collections; wanting in completeness, and

without any precise plan. It is not to be compared with the

treasures of the state's Archives, especially as these are now

arranged. On the occasion of an inquiry into the conspiracy in

the year 1618,^ I have already given a sketch of the Venetian

Archives, and will not go over the same ground. For my Rom-

ish object, it behoved me above all things to have laid before me

the reports of ambassadors on their return from Rome. Yet it

was most desirable, that for this too I might be able to make use

of other collections ; we can nowhere avoid meeting with breaks,

and these Archives, after so many removals, could not fail to

have suffered many losses. By going to different places, I col-

lected eight and forty reports upon Rome, the oldest dating

from 1500; nineteen for the sixteenth, and one and twenty for

the seventeenth century, a series almost complete, and broken

only here and there,—only eight, it is true, for the eighteenth

century, but these are highly instructive and welcome. In the

case of by far the greater number, I saw and made use of the

originals. They comprised a vast amount of notices, highly

worthy of being known, proceeding from direct evidence, and

that had passed away with the lives of contemporaries; and it

' The Abbe Saint-ReaJ has given an account of this conspiracy in Fi'cnch, which

has been considered one of the most fascinating works in any language. Tn.
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was these that first gave me the prospect of a continuous narra-

tive, and encouraged me to attempt it.

For the means of verifying and extending these it is clear

that I could look only to Rome.

But was it to he expected that a foreigner, holding another

faith, would be permitted there to range at will through the

public collections, for the purpose of exposing the secrets of the

popedom? This were perhaps not so unseemly as it appears, for

no research can bring to light any thing worse than what un-

founded conjecture takes up and the world once holds for true.

Yet I cannot boast that it was so. I was enabled to take note

of the treasures in the Vatican, and to avail myself of a number

of volumes for my design; nevertheless the freedom I could

have desired, was nowise secured to me. Fortunately, however,

I had access to other collections, and from these I could obtain

information which, if not complete, was at least adequate and

authentic. At those times when the aristocracy was in its

bloom—that is, chiefly in the seventeenth century—through all

Europe the families of distinction which conducted public affairs,

kept in their possession likewise a part of the public documents.

Nowhere was this so much the case as in Rome. Those Nephews

who happened to be in power, and who at all times possessed

the utmost plenitude of authority, regularly bequeathed to the

princely houses which they founded, as a perpetual possession,

a good share of the state papers collected by them during their

administration. It formed part of the family provision. In the

palaces they built, there were always some large rooms, com-

monly in the upper part of the building, destined for books and

manuscripts, which would then be duly filled by each genera-

tion as had been done by its predecessors. The private collec-

tions are here in a certain respect public too, and the state

archives are dispersed, without any one taking offence at it, in

the houses of families of distinction who have administered public
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affairs. Almost just as the overplus of governmental power fell

into the hands of the papal families; as tlie Vatican gallery,

although distinguished by its choice collection of master pieces,

cannot compete in compass and historical importance with some

private ones, such as the Borghese or Doria galleries, so does

it happen that the manuscripts preserved in the Barberini, Chigi,

Altieri, Albani, and Corsini palaces, are of inestimable value for

the history of the Roman popes, civil and ecclesiastical. The

Archives of State, an establishment of comparatively recent

standing, is peculiarly important from its collection of documents

relative to the middle ages : part of the liistory of that

period must wait here for persons to investigate it; yet, so far

as my knowledge goes, I nmst believe that it will throw little

light on later centuries. It loses all its importance, if I

have not been pvirposely deceived, before the splendid treasures

contained in private collections. Each of these, as must be evi-

dent, embraces that epoch chiefly in which the pope ofthe family

reigned; but as the Nephews, even after that, assumed an im-

portant position, as each possessor of a collection was studious

to extend and complete it when once begun, and found sufficient

opportunities of doing so in Rome, where a literary commerce

in manuscripts had been formed, there is none which does not

gratify us with elucidations of other periods, both later and

earlier. The richest of them all, in consequence of some most

productive inheritances in this as well as other articles, is the

Barberiniana: the Oorsiniana has from the first been compiled

with the utmost circumspection and care. I Avas fortunate

enough to have it in my power to avail myself, and that too in

some instances with unlimited freedom, of all these collections,

together with some others of minor importance. Tliere was

thus presented to me an unlooked-for prize of authentic and

pertinent materials. The correspondences of the ^Nunciaturas,

1 'J'liat is, of the office of tlic Nuncios. Tn.
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with the instructions that Avere given and the reports that were

brought back ; copious biographies of several popes, written with

the less restraint from their not having been destined for the

public ; biographies of distinguished cardinals ; oiScial and private

journals; investigations into particular transactions and circum-

stances; opinions and recommendations; reports on the ad-

ministration of the provinces, their commerce and industry;

statistical tables; accounts of receipts and disbursements: by

far the greater part of which were as yet unknown, and com-

posed by persons possessing a living knowledge of their subjects,

and of a credibility which, it is true, by no means excludes ex-

amination and sifting criticism, but only as one would question

the communications of well-informed contemporaries. The

oldest of these writings that I have been able to find, relates to

the conspiracy of the Porcari against Nicolas V.;^ only a few

others fell in my way for the fifteenth century ; with the com-

mencement of the sixteenth they became, at every step, more

and more comprehensive and numerous; they folloAV the whole

course of the seventeenth, in which so little is known on good

evidence about Eome, with pieces of information which are on

that account doubly desirable. From the commencement of the

eighteenth, on the other hand, they fall off both in number and

inherent value. By that time, however, both state and court

had lost not a little of their influence and importance. At the

end of the Work I shall examine minutely these Roman MSS.,

as T have already done the Venetian, and supplement what-

ever I may discover in them worthy of notice that I have not

been able to touch upon in the course of the narrative.

Then for these there comes an indispensable limitation, on

account of the already unusual mass of materials, presented in

so many unprinted and printed documents.

1 About tlie middle of the fifteenth century. Tr.
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An Italian or a Roman, a Roman Catliolic, would handle the

subject very differently. In consequence of the impression pro-

duced on him by personal veneration, or possibly, as matters

now stand, by personal hatred, he would give his work a pecu-

liar, and, I doubt not, a more brilliant colouring: he would on

many points too, be more copious, more ecclesiastical, more

local. In this, a Protestant and a North German can never vie

with him. He, again, keeps himself much more indifferent to-

wards the papal government: he must at once avoid a warmth

of representation, such as arises from prepossessions or preju-

dices, and would produce a certain impression in Europe. For

any such ecclesiastical or canonical detail, from first to last we

have no true sympathy. On the other hand, in the position we

occupy, there are presented other, and if I mistake not, purer

historical points of view.' For what remains at the present

day to give importance to the history of the papal power? It

is no longer its peculiar position as regards us, for that exercises

no further actual influence, nor produces apprehensions of any

kind: the times in which we had any thing to fear, have

passed away: we feel ourselves all too well secured. It can be

nothing but its secular developments and influence. Yet the

papal power has not been so unchangeable as people suppose.

If we look beyond those fundamental principles which enter into

the very essence of its being, and which it could not submit to

lose without compromising its existence, it is in other respects

always affected, even in its internal constitution, the same as any

other, by those destinies which have befallen mankind in

Europe. As the universe revolves, as one or other nation takes

the ascendant, as ordinary life moves on, real metamorphoses

1 "Which it h<as now been found impossible to alter in consequence of occurrences

which have taken place since the first publication of this book. Generally speaking,

the author in reviewing this volume has found admission for but a few additions and

alterations, not affecting essentiab. (Note to the second edition.)
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enter into the papal government, into its maxims, its struggles,

its pretensions; and, above all, its influence lias undergone the

greatest changes. If a man cast his eye over the catalogue of

so many names all- sounding much alike, throughout that long

series of ages from Pius I. in the second century, to Pius VII.

and Pius VIII., our contemporaries in the nineteenth, he may

be impressed with the idea of uninterrupted constancy. But

here we must not allow ourselves to be blinded to the truth : in

pomt of fact, the popes of different periods differ from each other

notmuch otherwise than different dynasties in a kingdom. For us,

who stand without, the contemplation of these changes is at once

felt to be of the utmost interest. We behold in them a part of

history in general—of the aggregate ofthe world's developments;

not only in periods of unquestioned domination, but still more

perhaps at the times when opposing forces mutually re-act on

each other, such as those to be comprised in the present work,

that is, in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, where we

see the popedom, though endangered and shaken, yet maintain

and fortify itself, na}^ even spread out afresh, press forward for

a long period, but at last again receive a check, and suffer a re-

peated decline ; times in which the spirit of the Western nations

occupied itself pre-eminently with ecclesiastical questions, and

when that power which was deserted and attacked by some, and

adhered to and defended with fresh zeal by others, necessarily

assumed a high general importance. To seize these from this

point of view, is demanded of us by our natural position, and

this I will now attempt.

1 This preface first appeared, we liclicve, al)out eighteen years ago, since M'hich time

much has occurred in the history of the worhl, and still more, jierhaps, in the course

of those silent and ohscurc changes in society wliich elude the notice, and arc left

unrecorded hy chroniclers and historians, tending to make these concluding observa-

tions far from consistent with the real character and influence of the popedom. It

were well, indeed, coukl the secular developments of tliat power be safely regarded

as the only objects of legitimate curiosity in studying its present history. But tliat

which is really interesting to us, and which makes many parts of Professor Rankc's

I. B
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In conformity therewith, I begin by calling to mind the con-

dition of the papal power at the commencement of the sixteenth

century, and the course of events of which it was the result.

work no less instructive than interesting, is what may be called the omnigenous,

omnipresent, and sempiternal activity of the popedom, as a spiritual body, operat-

ing on state policy, on public opinion, and on individual belief, for the accomplish-

ment of spiritual and ecclesiastical purj^oses in the first instance, but with the ulti-

mate prospect of moulding civil government and legislation into conformity with its

principles. With all its anxiety to shun a notoriety which might be dangeroxis to

it, and to work silently though sxirely, the popedom is obviously assuming a more

or less formidable attitude in every country in Christendom. Tb.



THE ROMAN POPES,

THEIR CHURCH AND STATE, IN THE XVI. AND XVIL
CENTURIES.

CHAPTER FIRST.

EPOCHS OF THE POPEDOM. CHRISTIANITY IN THE ROMAN EMPIEH

On casting our eyes over the ancient world during the earlier

ages of its history, we perceive it the abode of many independ-

ent nations. These occupied the countries all round the Medi-

terranean sea, and as far inwards as was then known. Separated

in many ways, though they all originally bordered closely on

each other, they formed so many absolutely independent states

and individual jurisdictions. And this independence which they

enjoyed was not political only; local religions had everywhere

grown to maturity; the notions which men entertained of the

Deity and of divine things had likewise become local; national

deities of the most various attributes took possession of the

world, and the laws observed by men, as believers in a certain

creed, became inseparably combined with those under which they

lived as members of political conmiunities. Nay, we will ven-

ture to say, that this intimate union of the state with religion,

this twofold freedom from a foreign yoke, which was only cir-

cumscribed so far by the sliglit obligations of descent from com-

mon ancestors, had the greatest influence in the fashioning of

antiquity. Confined though men might be within narrow terri-

torial limits, yet within these, full scope was allowed them for

the free action of a youthful and untrammelled existence.

How did all this become changed with the advancing j>ower

of Rome ! All those autonomies' wherewith the world was

^ From alrovofioi, one who lives according to liis own laws. Tit.
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filled, we behold, one after another, stoop and disappear; how

speedily" were free nations swept from the face of the earth

!

In other times, states have been convulsed on men ceasing to

be influenced by religious belief, but here the subjugation of

states was to involve the destruction of their religions. To Rome,

as the necessary consequence of its superiority in point of politi-

cal power, these all flocked; but what significance could they

have any longer, once that they were detached from their native

soil? The sacred honours paid to Isis had some meaning in

Egypt; they deified the powers of nature in that part of the

world; but in Rome, such religious worship became altogether

inept. Thus in coming into mutual contact, the various mytho-

logies necessarily conflicted with, and annihilated each other.

There was no conceivable philosophy capable of reconciling their

contradictious.

Even had this been possible, it would no longer have satisfied

the world's wants.

However we may feel for the downfall of so many free states,

it cannot be denied that new life sprang direct from their ruins.

If freedom fell, so also did the restraints of narrow nationalities.

The nations were overpowered ; they were one and all attacked

and despoiled; but by that very process they were brought

together and fused into one mass. As the territories of the

empire received the name of "the world,"' their inhabitants felt

themselves to be one homogeneous race. It was then that man-

kind began to awake to the consciousness of their common
nature.

At this precise point in the opening out of the world's history,

Jesus Christ was born.

How unpretending and obscure was his life ; his occupation,

the healing of the sick and conversing about God, in figures and

parables, to a few fishermen who did not always understand him

;

he had not even where to lay his head; nevertheless, even in

this our secular point of view, we venture to say that never was

there on earth any thing more blameless and more conunanding,

more sublime, more holy, than his walk and conversation, his

life and his death. Every word that dropt from his lips, exhaled

' Erdkreis, in Latin orbis tcrraruui, circuit of cartli's tcixitorics. Th.
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the breathings of divinity. They are the words, as Peter ex-

presses himself, of eternal life. Nothing in the memory of man-

kind can be even remotely compared with them.

If the national systems of worship had ever an element of

true religion in them, that element had become thoroughly ob-

scured; they had ceased, we have said, any longer to have a

meaning. In the Son of Man, who was also the Son of God,

there appeared, in contradistinction to these, the eternal general

relation of Grod to the world, of man to Grod.

Christ was born in a nation separated, in the most decided

manner, from all others, by a ritual code peculiar to itself and

rigidly severe, yet a nation which had done immense service'^ by

tenaciously adhering to the monotheism which it had known
from the beginning, and by never allowing itself to be torn from

it. It considered that monotheism, indeed, to be a national

worship only, but now it had quite another significancy. Christ

explained the law by fulfilling it ; the Son of man stood forth,

according to his o^vn expression, as Lord also of the Sabbath ; he

brought out the eternal meaning from the forms in which it had

been embodied, and which were beyond the comprehension of

man's narrow understanding. From the midst of a people

hitherto separated from all others by insurmountable barriers of

opinion and manners, there then arose, in all the force of truth,

a faith which presented its invitations to all and embraced all.

It was the common God of all men who was proclaimed—that

God who, as Paul announced to the Athenians, hath made of

one blood all nations of men for to dwell on all the face of the

earth. For this sublime doctrine, as we have seen, the fitting

period had just commenced ; there was a race of men ready to

lay hold of it. "Like a sunbeam," says Eusebius, "it shot

over the wdiole earth." We find it ere Ions; reaching from

the Euphrates to the Ebro, and over the entire empire to the

Rhine and the Danube.^

Yet, harmless and blameless as it might be, it necessarily

met with violent opposition from the existing religions, these

1 The original runs :
" had the immense merit of tenaciously atUierinc:, <tc. I

have rentlered it as above hccausc the Jews, so far from liaving any msrit in wliat

tlicy did, owed their monotheism to special divine intervention, and liad sliowed

again and again tlie most perverse inclination to exchange it for idolatiy. Tu.

2 Hist. Eccl. ii. 3.
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having become closely connected with the existing usages and

wants of life, as well as with all men's respect for antiquity;

and having now undergone a change which made them harmo-

nize with the constitution of the empire.

The political spirit of tho ancient religions put itself forth

once more in a new form. The sum of all those autonomies

which once filled the world—their collective meanings, had to a

certain extent become one individual whole ; there was now, too,

but one government, dependent apparently on itself alone, and

religion owned this in the divine worship which it rendered to

the emperor. To him were temples erected; offerings were

presented to him on altars
;
people swore by his name, and held

festivals in honour of him ; his images secured the privilege of

an asylum to those who fled to them. The only worship, pro-

bably, common to the whole empire was that paid to the

emperor.' To this all other religions accommodated themselves,

and in return it gave support to them all.

This worship of the emperor, and the doctrine taught by

Christ, viewed in reference to the local religions, had a certain

mutual resemblance, but at the same time they presented the

greatest contrast imaginable.

The emperor reduced religion to the most secular tie—con-

fined to the earth and earthly things: to him, says Celsus, let

these be surrendered; whatever a man has, let it come from

him. Christianity placed it in the fulness of the Spirit and in

heavenly truth.

The emperor united politics and religion ; Christianity studi-

ously separated what was God's from what was Csesar's.

The offering of sacrifices to the emperor implied the most

abject servility. Just where, in the earlier constitution of

Rome, there was full independence, that is, in the imion of re-

ligion with the state, there was now the seal of subjection.

When believers were forbidden by Christianity to sacrifice to

the emperor, the prohibition involved an act of emancipation.

The worship of the emperor was limited, in fine, by the

boundaries of the empire, the then supposed world; Chris-

1 Eckhel Docti'ina mimmorum vctcnini. (Ecldiel's Doctrine of Amiont Coins.)
P. ii. vol. viii. p. 460; lie quotes a passage in TertuUian (Apol. c. 28), from which
it would appear that the worshij) paid to the cnijieror was for a time tlic mo.st ani-

mated of them all
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tianity was destined to comprehend the entire globe— the

whole human race. The new religion sought to awaken in the

nations man's original and most ancient religious impressions

—

if such, it be true, preceded all idolatry—or at least con-

victions purely formed, and uninfluenced by any necessary

relation to the state; and these it opposed to that political

government of the world which, not content with things secular,

would embrace also what was divine. Thus did mankind re-

ceive a spiritual element in again becoming independent, free,

and personally invincible. It was as if the soil on which we
tread, had acquired a fresh and new capacity for life, and had

become impregnated with the seeds of new productions.

Here was the opposition of the eai-thly to the spiritual, of

bondage to freedom, of gradual decay to a vigorous rejuvenescence.

This is not the place to describe the long struggle that fol-

lowed between these two principles. All the elements of life

in the Etonian empire were drawn into the movement, were

gradually seized and penetrated by Christianity, and carried

along in that great career of the spirit. "The errors of idol-

atry," says Ohrysostom, "went out of themselves.""' Heathen-

ism already appeared to him like a city that had been sacked

and plundered, its ramparts thrown down, its halls, its theatres,

and public buildings burned, its defenders put to the sword. A
few grey-beards and a few children only were to be seen amid

the wreck.

Soon these too disappeared; and an unexampled revolution

commenced.

From the catacombs came forth the worship paid to the

martyrs. On the spots where the gods of Olympus had been

prayed to; from the same pillars which had borne up their

temples, there were raised shrines consecrated to the memory of

those who had scoffed at that worship, and had lost their lives

for doing so. The religious worship which had had its beginning

in deserts and in prisons, pervaded the world. People won-

dered at times that a secular building of the heathen, the basi-

lika, was transformed at once into a Christian temple. There

was this in it, too, that was very remarkable. The Apsis of

^ yoyo; u; rov ftaxaoiov 'BocZuXav xai xixTa lovXiavav xai TT^nt 'V.Wvi\a$. Chrj'SOS-

tomi Opp. cd. Paris, ii. 540.
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the basllika iueluded an Augusteum,^ and the statues of those

Caesars who had divine honours accorded to them. Their places

were taken, as we see in so many basilikas at the present

day, by the images of Christ and the apostles ; instead of those

lords of the earth who had been regarded as very gods, there

appeared the Son of man, the Son of God. The local deities

withdrew and disappeared. In all the highways, on the

steep summits of hills, in the narrow defiles of the valleys, on the

roofs of houses, and in the mosaic of floors, there appeared

the cross. The triumph was decisive and complete. As there

was to be seen on the coins of Constantino the labarum with the

monogram of Christ over the fallen angel, so did the worship and

the name of Christ rise triumphant over vanquished heathenism.^

Considered in this light also, how immense the importance of

tlie Itoman empire. In the ages that beheld its rise, it broke

down the independence of nations, and subjected them to itself;

it annihilated that feeling of independence which they possessed

while disjoined; on the other hand, in the later periods of its

history, it beheld the true religion burst forth in its bosom ; the

purest expression of a common consciousness spreading far

beyond its boundaries; the consciousness of a common relation

to the one true God. May we venture to say, that by this de-

velopment the empire made its own existence no longer neces-

sary? The human race now at last knew itself; it had found

the centre of unity in religion. To this religion, moreover, the

Roman empire now gave its external form.

The office of priest among the heathen was assigned to certain

citizens as civil offices were; among the Jews one tribe was

charged with the administration of spiritual things, but it was

a distinctive feature in Christianity, that an order peculiar to

itself, composed of members who made it their free choice, who

were consecrated by imposition of hands, and removed from

all secular cares and employments, had to devote itself to "spi-

1 I take tliis notice from E. Q. Visconti on the Pius- Clementine Museum, vii.

]>. 100. (Ed. 1807.)

2 It had been well that Christian worship had rather been continued in such

places as the catacombs, than that by external association with heathen woi-ship it

should liavc jiuljilicd the spirit of idolatiy, and facilitated the entrance into tlio

church of niuKiludcs who, but for the gratification of idolatrous propensities, would

never have entered it. The triumi)h doscrilied was hurtful in its external signals

too, and little calculated to promote Christian humility Tit.
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ritual and divine affairs." The Church, at first, put forth its

movements in republican forms, but these disappeared more and

more as the new belief gained ground. The clergy gradually

took up quite a distinct position from the people.

This, I conceive, did not take place without a certain inher-

ent necessity.' In the advance of Christianity, there was in-

volved a purification of religion from political elements ; and with

this it followed, that a separate spiritual order assumed a dis-

tinct position over against the state, together with a constitu-

tion peculiar to itself. In this separation of the church from

the state, consists perhaps the greatest and most decided real

peculiarity of Christian times. Spiritual and secular power may
come into close mutual contact, and maintain the most intimate

relationship; they can perfectly coincide at most exceptionally,

and for a short period. Their mutual relations and reciprocal

bearings since then, form one of the most important points in all

history.

But at the same time, it behoved this order to modify its con-

stitution after the model of the empire; corresponding to the

gradation of ranks and orders in the civil government, there

arose the hierarchy of bishops, metropolitans, and patriarchs.

After a short lapse of time, the Koman bishops assumed the

first rank. Truly it is an idle pretence to say, that these had

conceded to them in the first centuries, or, indeed, at any time,

a general primacy, acknowledged at once by the East and the

West; but they certainly, at a very early period, acquired a

respect, by means of which they attained to a pre-eminence over

all other church authorities. Many things concurred to this

1 Yes, had the churcli been a seculai* institution. It might then be supposed
legitimately and effectually to fortify itself against such a powci* as the Roman
empire, by adopting what might be called the strong parts of the imperial constitu-

tion. But its only legitimate strength was its spiritual purity, and that alone
could be the effectual defence of Christians as " a .spiritual house, an holy priest-

hood ;" as "a chosen generation, a royal priesthood, an holy nation, a peculiar
])eo|)]e." And never was a dejiarture from the simplicity of Scri])turc moi-e fear-

fully punished than in this early abandonment of the principles of Christian brother-
hood, for a hierarchy embodying those of the Roman empire. Thus was antichrist
in its most terrible form introduced; and the substitution of a pope for the emperor
in Rome, while apparently a signal triumph of Christianity, led to persecution of
the ti-ue Church of God far more terrible than those of the heatlicn emperors. But
the early Christians were encom])assed with temptations, and had none of those
lessons of historical experience which wo enjoy. Strange that, instead of being
warned by their errors, so many at the present "day should look to them, not to the
Srriptiu-es, as guides. Tn.

I. C
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result. When in every quarter, the greater importance of a

provincial capital was securing a certain preponderance to its

bishop, how much more must this have been the case, with re-

spect to the ancient capital of the whole empire, from which it

took its name.' Rome was one of the chief apostolic sees; there

had the greatest number of martyrs shed their blood ; during

the persecutions, the bishops of Rome had showed themselves

peculiarly resolute; and often did they succeed each other in

office not so much as in martyrdom and death. But in addi-

tion to this, we may remark, that the imperial councils deemed

it proper to favour the rise of a great patriarchal government. In

a law which proved decisive for the supremacy of Christianity,

Theodosius the Great commands all nations, subject to his

gracious sway, to abide in the faith Avhich St. Peter had

preached to the Romans.^ Valentinian III. interdicted the

bishops in Gaul, and the other provinces, from deviating from

the hitherto received usages, without the approbation of that

venerable man, the pope of the holy city. From that time forth,

the power of the bishops of Rome advanced under the protection

of the emperor himself. Yet in this political connection, there

was involved at the same time,the circumscription of that power.

When there was only one emperor, the common primate could

at once establish himself in his place, but in this he was thwarted

by a division of the empire. The Eastern emperors, Avho with so

much jealousy defended their ecclesiastical rights, could not pos-

sibly favour any extension into their territories of the authorities

of the western patriarchs. Here, as in other respects, the consti-

tution of the church corresponded with that of the empire.

THE POPEDOM IN UNION WITH THE FRANIvISII EMPIRE.

Hardly was this great revolution complete, the Christian

religion planted, and the church founded, when new events oc-

1 Casauboni Excrcitationcs ad annaies ccclcsiasticos Baronii, p. 2G0.

2 Codex Tlicod. XVI. 1, 2. Cunctos popiilos (|Uos clciiienthv nosti-aj regit tein-

peranientum, in tali voliimus rcligione vcrsari qiiani diviiuim retniiii Apostolum

tradidisse Romaiiis rcligio uscpie iiiuic ab ipso insiiiuata dcflarat.—[Wo desire that

all tlic nations under the mild rule of our clemency, sliall abide in .such a reUgion
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curred. The Eoman empire, after having so long triumphed

and conquered, now saw itself in turn attacked, invaded and

vanquished.

In the general subversion that ensued, Christianity itself once

more received a shock. The Eomans, in their utmost need, once

more bethought themselves of the Etruscan mysteries; the

Atlienians looked for deliverance from Achilles and Minerva;

the Carthaginians addressed their prayers to the Genius Ccelestis

—yet these were but passing emotions ; even during the sub-

version of the Western provinces of the empire, the compact edi-

fice of the Church reared its head.

Yet even the Church, for it could not be otherwise, expe-

rienced manifold hardships, and underwent an entire change of

condition. A heathen nation took possession of the greater

part of Britain ; Arian kings conquered most of the remainder

of the empire in the West; in Italy the Lombards, long Arians,

and as neighbours always dangerous and hostile, established for

themselves a powerful dominion before the very gates of Rome.

And now, while the bishops of Rome, pressed as they were on

all sides, struggled—and truly with all the prudence and hardi-

hood that have distinguished them since—to preserve the mastery

in their old patriarchal see at least, a still worse calamity

supervened. The Arabs, not only conquerors like the Germans,

but impelled even to fanaticism by a positive contempt for Chris-

tianity, originating in opposition of faith, poured themselves over

the West as well as the East; possessed themselves of Africa in a

course of repeated invasions, and in one single incursion conquered

Spain. Musa boasted that he would push his way through the

defiles of the Pyrenees and over the Alps into Italy, and cause

the name of Mahomet to be proclaimed in the very Vatican.

The state of Christendom in the W'estern Roman Empire,

now became so much the more critical, inasmuch as at this very

time the commotions caused by the Iconoclast controversy were

running into acts of the deadliest hostility. The emperor at

Constantinople embraced a difierent party from that of the pope

at Rome, and not oidy so, but more than once sought his life.

as that insinuated* by tlic diviuo apostle Petcv to this day, deelaves to have bo(Mi

dolivercd by him to the Romans.] Phvnck also mentions the edict of Valentininn

11 f.; Gesciiichtc dor diristlich-kirehlichcn Gesellscliaftsverfassung, I. 042.

• T horn is a poniliar sijrnificancy in this expresssion. Ki'tciciico lo tlio apostle's own epiitli'S

is cuiiuiriijly avoided, while his authority is pretended f(ir soniotliiiig else. 'J'n.
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The Lombards soon perceived what advantages they might de-

rive from this dissension. Their king Aistulph possessed him-

self of provinces which had always, until then, acknowledged

the emperor''s authority : he again advanced towards Rome, and

with dreadful threats demanded that the city should pay him

tribute, and surrender itself into his hands.^

No help was to be found in the Eoman world; none to aid in

repelling the Lombards, and still less in opposing the Arabs,

who, meanwhile, began to lord it over the Mediterranean, and to

threaten Christendom with a war, in which it would have to

struggle for its very existence.

It was well, however, that it was now no longer confined

within the limits of the Roman world. Long ere this had the

Christian faith, in accordance with its original destiny, pene-

trated beyond these limits. In the West it had first invaded

the German tribes ; nay, a Christian power had already risen in

the midst of tlievse, to which the pope needed but to stretch out

his hand, in order to find willing allies, and the most energetic

assistance against all enemies.

Of all the German tribes, the Franks alone, since their

first elevation to a distinct place among the provinces of the

Roman empire, had become Roman catholic.^ This profes-

sion had greatly promoted their interests. In the Roman
catholic subjects of their Arian enemies, the Burgundiaus and

Western Goths, the Franks naturally found allies. We
read much of the prodigies which happened to Clovis; how St.

Martin, by means of a hind, pointed out to him the ford over

the Vienne; how St. Hilary went before him in a pillar of fire;

and we can hardly be mistaken if we suppose that these legends

shadow forth the assistance rendered by the natives to a co-reli-

gionist whom, as Gregory of Tours has said, they ''with eager

desire" wished to see victorious.

1 Anastashis miiliothecarms : Vite Pontificuin. Vita Stcphani III., ed. Par'-;.

]i. 83. Frcmcns ut leo pestiferas minas Roiuaiiis clirigere non dosincbat, assercns

onines uno gladio jugulari, nisi sua? sesc siibdcrcnt ditioni.—[Gnashing his teeth like

a lion, he ceased not to direct his deadly threats to the Romans, insisting that un-

less they surrendered themselves to him he would slay them all with one sword.]

2 I have translated katholisch, not catholic, but Roman catholic, to obviate false

impressions, and here inparticular, the idea tb.nt all the churches which did not own
the supremacy, and adopt the views of that of Rome, were Ariaiis. Properly speak-

ing, the papal church is thoroughly anticatholic. Tr.
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But this Roman catholic disposition, established from the first

by such magnificent successes, at last received, from another

quarter, fresh renovation and strength, for which it was indebted

to a very peculiar influence.

Pope Grregory the Great, happening once to see, in the slave-

market at Rome, some Anglo-Saxons who engaged his attention,

resolved to take means for having the gospel preached to the

nation to which they belonged.''^ Never could a pope have taken

a resolution involving more important consequences. Together

with the doctrines that were preached, reverence for Rome, and

for the holy see, became naturalized in Anglo-Saxon Britain, to a

degree never equalled since at any time or any where. The

Anglo-Saxons began to go on pilgrimages to Rome ; thither they

sent their youths; king Ofla introduced the tax called Peter''s

pence, for the education of the clergy and the relief of pilgrims

;

people of rank travelled to Rome, that, by dying there, they

mio^ht receive a heartier welcome from the saints in heaven. It

seemed as if that nation had transferred to Rome and the Chris-

tian saints the old German superstition, that the gods are nearer

some countries than others.

This was followed by a much more important result. The

Anglo-Saxons transplanted these sentiments into the continent

and the territories of the Franks. The apostle of the Germans

was an Anolo-Saxon. Boniface, overflowing: with the reverence

felt by his countrymen for St. Peter and his successors, before

he M^ould take a single step, engaged faithfully to observe all

the regulations of the holy see, and this engagement he strictly

fulfilled. On the German church planted by him, he imposed an

unwonted obedience. The bishops had to lay themselves under

an express engagement to continue subject till death to the

Romish church, to St. Peter and his successors. Nor did the

Germans only come under this obligation. The Galilean

bishops had hitherto maintained a certain independence of Rome;

but Boniface, who happened at times to preside in their synods,

• Tliis liail already commenced imder missionaries from tlie Scotch and other
British churches. These, according to the testimony of Bcde, "obscn'ed all things

contained in the prophetical, evangelical, and apostolical scri|)tures;" and thus
were already separated by an obvious dift'erencc of principle from a church
which inculcated other doctrines, under tlie pretence that the apostle Peter insinu-

ated that he had originally delivered thcni to it. Tk.
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availed himself of the opportunities thvis afforded him, for regu-

lating that western portion of the Frankish church according to

those views. Thenceforward the Gallican bishops received

the pallium from Rome, and thus did Anglo-Saxon subservi-

ency finally pervade the whole empire of the Franks.

And this empire had already become the grand centre of the

whole Germanic world in the West. It proved no disadvantage

to it, that the ancient royal house, the Merovingians, utterly

ruined itself by the most horrible deeds of blood. In its place

another rose to the supreme authority; all of them persons of

great energy, strong wills, and lofty vigour. When other

kingdoms were involved in one common ruin, and the world

threatened to fall under the sword of the Moslem, it was this race

—the house of Pippin of Heristall—called afterwards the Car-

lovingian, that first threw itself into the breach, and presented

the most decisive resistance.

Even that race likewise promoted the religious development

which was then in progress. We find it on excellent terms

with Rome; Boniface, in fact, carried on his operations under

the special protection of Charles Martel, and of Pippin the little.-^

Let us now contemplate the secular position of the papal

power. On the one hand we see the Eastern Roman empire,

tottering, weak, and incapable of maintaining the interests of

Christianity against Islamism, unable even to defend its own
territories in Italy against the Lombards, and with these, its

claims to a predominant influence even in spiritual things. On
the other hand, we behold the Germanic nations, full of life and

vigour, triumphant over Islamism; devoted to the authority

which they still needed, with the full flow of fresh and youthful

animation; replete, in fine, Avith an untrammelled and sponta-

neous devotion.

Gregory II. soon perceived the advantages he had obtained.

All men in the West, he writes with self-satisfaction to that

govern the pcc)i)lc nor defend the ])reshyters or the deacons, monks, or hand-
maidens of God, nor without his mandate and the dread he inspires, could I prohibit

the very rites of the pagans and the sacrileges of idols in Germany.] (The Daniel

to wliom Boniface writes was bishop of Winchester.) Tk.
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iconoclast^ emperor, Leo the Isaurier, have their eyes fixed upon

our humility; they look upon us as a god upon the earth.

But his successors felt more and more the necessity of separa-

tion from a power which only imposed duties upon them, with-

out affording them any protection in return; they could not be

bound by the succession of Roman names and governments;

instead of that, they turned their regards to the only quarters

that seemed likely to afford them help ; they allied themselves

with the great chiefs of the West, with the Frankish princes,

an alliance which becoming closer and closer every year, greatly

benefited both parties, and at length became of the most com-

prehensive historical importance.

As the younger Pippin, not content with the reality of regal

power, was fain, also, to possess the name of king, he required,

as he deeply felt, some higher sanction, and this the pope

secured to him. Thereupon the new king undertook, in his turn,

to defend the pope, "theholy church and God's commonwealth,"

against the Lombards. But merely to defend, being not enough

for his zeal, he very soon compelled the Lombards to surrender

the territory, called the exarchate, which they had wrested from

the Eastern Roman emj)ire in Italy. Long had justice called

for its being restored to the emperor, to whom it properly be-

longed, and this was proposed to Pippin. But he refused the

offer, saying, with an oath, that "he had engaged in hostilities,

not from favour to any man, but from reverence for St. Peter,

and for the pardon of his sins."^ On the altar of St. Peter's he

laid down the keys of the cities he had conquered, and in that

act we behold the foundation of the whole secular power of the

popes.

Such was the eagerness with which this alliance was carried

out on both sides. Charlemagne at length rid the pope of the

long formidable and oppressive neighbourhood of the Lombard

princes. He himself showed the deepest devotedness ; he came

to Rome, and kissing the steps of St. Peter's as he went, he

entered the anti-chamber where the pope was waiting for him;

1 The iconoclasts or image-breakers, were of course violently opposed l)y the

])opo. Tr.

2 Anastasius : affirmans etiara sub juramento, quod per nullius homiiiis favorenx

sese certamini stvpius dedisset, nisi pro amore Petri et venia dclictorum.—[Anasta-

sius : afiirming even with an oath, that he had rejieatcdly engaged in contests by
way of favour to no man, unless for the love of Peter, and the i)ardon of sins.]
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he then ratified to him the donations made by Pippin. The

pope, on the other hand, became his steady friend ; the relations

of the spiritual supremacy with the Italian bishops, made it very

easv for Charles to become lord of the Lombards, and to bring

their empire into his own hands.

And this course of things necessarily led to still greater

results.

In his own city, the scene of violent animosities between oppo-

site factions, the pope could no longer keep his ground without

foreign aid. Once more did Charles i-epair to Rome to assure him

of this. The old prince was now enjoying a full harvest of

renown and victory. In a series of long wars, he had subdued

one after another all his neighbours ; he had combined into one

empire nearly all the Homish-German nations professing Chris-

tianity; he had led them on to victory against their common

enemies ; it was remarked that he held all the seats of the West-

ern emperors in Italy, Gaul, and Germany,* and all their power.

True, these countries had now become quite another world; but

why should they exclude that dignity 1 So had Pippin obtained

the royal diadem ; because, when a man had the power of a king,

the honour not less properly belonged to him, and now, too, the

pope acted with decision. Penetrated with gratitude, and much

needing, as he was well aware, some permanent protection, he

placed the crown of the Western empire on Charles's head, on

Christmas day, in the year 800,

Such was the evolution of tliat course of events which com-

menced with the first invasions of the Roman empire by the

Germans.

The place of the Western Roman emperors was now occu-

pied by a Frankish prince, in the full exercise of all its preroga-

1 Thus I understand the Annalcs Lauresliamenses : ad annum 801. Visum est

et ipsi apostolico Leoni, - - utiiwum Camlum regom Francorum imperatorcm nomin-

ai'e debuissent, qui ipsam Roniam tencbat, ubi semper Ctesarcs sedcre soliti erant,

et reliquas sedes quas ipse per Italiam, sen Galliam, nee non ct Goi'maniam tene-

bat (he means to say ; ipsi tenebant) : quia deus omnipotens has omncs sedes in

potestatem ejus concessit, ideo justum eis esse vidcbatur, ut ipse cum dei adjuto-

rio - - ipsum nomen habcrct.—The Laureshamcnsian Annals for the year 801.—[It

seemed meet to the Apostolic Leo himself, - - that they ought to name Charles

himself king of the Franks, emperor, seeing he held that Home, where the Caesai-s

used always to reside, and the other seats which he held (he means fo say, they

held) throughout Italy or CJaul, as also in (Icnnany ; for (iod Aliiiighty has put all

these into his power; therefore, it seemed to them to be right, that he with tiod's

assistance, - - should have also the name.
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tives. In the territories that had been con,signed to St, Peter,

we find Charlemagne execute undoubted acts of supreme magis-

tracy. Not less does his grandson, Lotharius, place his own
judge within the same, and annul confiscations that had l)een

pronounced by the pope. The pope, on the other hand, as

supreme head of the hierarchy in the Roman AVest, becomes a

member of the Frankish empire. He disjoins himself from the

East, and gradually ceases to find any further acknowledgment

there. The Greek emperor had long since deprived him of his

patriarchal see in the East.' To compensate for this, the ^Vost-

ern churches—not excepting those of the Lombards, into which

the institutes of the Frankish churches had been introduced

—

yielded him an ol)edience such as he had never found before.

As he patronised at Rome the schools of the Frisians, Saxons

and Franks, through whom even that city began to be german-

ised, so he entered into that alliance of German and Roman
elements, which has since determined the general character of

the West. At the most critical moment, his authority had

rooted itself in a fresh soil; as it seemed destined to subversion,

it established itself for a long period. The hierarchy created in

the Roman empire, diff"used itself among the Germanic nations

;

there it found immense scope for an ever-waxing efficiency, in

the progressive advance of which it first fully developed the

germ of its essential character.

nn.ATIOX TO TTTV. CF.I!MA\ KMrEHORS. GRADCAI. IXDEPEXDEXCE OF TIIK HIERAnfllV.

We pass over new centuries in order to place in tlie chnirer

light the development to whicli they led.

The Frankish empire is now fallen to pieces; the German

has raised itself in the most energetic manner.

1 Nicolas I. laments tlie Roman scc's loss of the patriarchal jiowor, " per Epirum
vetcrcm, Kpirum(iiic iiovam, atipio lUyricum, Maccdoniam, Thcssaliain, Achaiam,
Daciam ripoiisem, Daciaiuque Mcditen-ancam, Mcpsiain, Dardaniam, PraJvalim ;"

[tliroiicrliout old and now Epirus, Illyrlcum, Macedonia, Thcssaly, Achaia, Dacia
on the Danube, and Dacia on the MediteiTancan Sea, Mcesi-a, Dardania and Pric-

valis,] and the loss of" its temtories in Calahria and Sicily. P<igi (C-ritiea in An-
nalcs Haronli III. p. 21C>) compares this document with another of Adrian I. to

Charlemagne, from which it appears that these losses were caused hy the Iconoclast

contrnvei-sy.

I. J)
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Never has the Grernian name enjoyed more consideration in

Europe, than in the tenth and eleventh centuries, under the

Saxon and first Salic Emperors. From the Eastern frontier,

where the king of Poland had to submit to personal defeat and

to a partition of his country, and where the duke of Bohemia

was condemned to imprisonment, we see Conrad II. burst west-

ward to assert his claim to Burgundy against the preten-

sions of the magnates of France. These he defeats on the plains

of Champagne; his Italian vassals cross mount St. Bernard to

assist him; he causes himself to be crowned at Creneva, and

holds his diet at Solothurn. Immediately thereafter we meet

with him in Lower Italy. "On the frontiers of his empire,"

says his historian Wippo, "at Capua and Benevento, he composed

dissensions with his word." No less powerful a prince was

Henry III. Now we find liim on the banks of the Scheldt

and the Lys, victorious over the nobles of Flanders; now in

Hungary, which for a time at least he compelled to do him

homage, beyond the Raab,^ and nothing but the elements seemed

to oppose his progress. The king of Denmark came to meet

him at Merseburg ; he received homage from the count of Tours,

one of the most powerful of the French nobility; Spanish his-

torians inform us that he demanded of Ferdinand I. in Castile,

victorious and powerful as he was, to be acknowledged as liege

lord of all Christian kings.

Now, if we inquire what was the essential foundation of a

power, so widely extended, and that claimed an European

supremacy, we shall find that a very important ecclesiastical

element was involved in it. The Germans too conquered on

becomino- converters.^ Their frontiers^ advanced with the exten-

sion of the church, beyond the Elbe to the Oder in one direc-

tion, and to the Danube in another; monks and priests prepared

the way for German influence penetrating into Bohemia and

Hungary. Great power accordingly was everywhere granted

to the spiritual authorities.^ In Germany, bishops and abbots

1 A tributary of the Danube betwixt Prcsburg and Comorn. Tii.

^ Tliere seems to be an allusion here to the words over the ci'oss tliat aj>pcarcd to

Constantino. Tr.

3 In the original marlccn—whence Stcyerniark, the mark Brandenburg, kc.

4 It has been too common at all times for a corrupt clergy to aggrandize them-

selves by thus prostituting their influence, and too often when a church has refused

to become thus subservient, it h;is been robbeil of its legitimate rights. Tk.
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of the empire held not only within their possessions, but even

beyond these, baronial, nay sometimes even ducal rights; and

ecclesiastical estates were no longer designated as lying within

earldoms; but earldoms as lying within bishoprics. In Upper

Italy almost all the towns came into the hands of the viscounts of

their bishops. We should be mistaken did we suppose that any

proper independence was thus conceded to the spiritual author-

ities. As the patronage of ecclesiastical benefices belonged to

kings—the chapters used to return the ring and pastoral staff

of a deceased incumbent to the court whence they were to be

given out anew—it was even an advantage for princes to invest

the man of their choice, and on whose subserviency they could

reckon, with secular functions. In defiance of a refractory

nobility, Henry III. placed a subservient plebeian on the Am-
brosiau see at Milan, and to this measure he was mainly in-

debted for the submission which he afterwards found in Upper

Italy. The two facts throw light on each other, that of all

these emperors, Henry II. showed the greatest liberality towards

the church, and at the same time most keenly asserted the right

of appointing to bishoprics.^ Care was likewise taken that the

gift brought no loss to the civil power. Ecclesiastical property

was exempted neither from civil burdens nor even from feudal

services; often do we find bishops take the field at the head of

their troops. What an advantage was it, on the other hand, to

have the power of appointing bishops who, like the arch-

bishop of Bremen, exercised a supreme spiritual authority

in the Scandinavian kingdoms, and over many Wendish

tribes

!

Now that the spiritual element had become of such exceeding

importance in the institutions of the German empire, it is self-

evident how much depended on the relation in which the em-

peror stood to the chief of the whole spirituality,^ the pope

in Rome.

The popedom formed the same intimate alliance with the

German emperors that it had maintained with the Eoman

1 Sec instances of this in Planli, Gcschiclito der cliristl. kirchl. GcselLscliafts-

vcrfassung, III. 407.
^ The reader must carefully distinguish between scriptural terms, when cm-

ployed in a manner unauthorized by Scripture, and theii- scriptural uses. Tr.
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emperors, and with the successors of Charlemagne. There Avas

no question as to its poUtical subordination. It is true that ere

the imperial dignity was decidedly appropriated by the Germans,

and when it was in weak and vacillating hands, the popes exer-

cised acts of superior authority over it. But no sooner did the

powerful princes of Grermany forcibly arrogate to themselves

that high office, than they became, although not without remon-

strance, yet in point of fact, and as fully as the Carlovingians ever

were, the lords superior of the popedom. Otto the Great pro-

tected, with a vigorous arm, the pope whom he had appointed

;

his sons followed his example; the re-appearance of the Roman

factions, and their assuming that dignity according to their

family interests, and then giving it away again, their purchas-

ing it and alienating it again, made the necessity for some higher

intervention only the more evident. It is well known how

authoritatively Henry III. thus stepped in as arbiter. His

synod at Sutri deposed the popes tliat had been thrust into

office, and after having first put St. Peter's ring on his finger,

and received the imperial crown, he designated the person who,

according to his judgment, should fill the papal chair. Four

German popes, all nominated by him, followed in succession;

and on vacancies occurring in the highest ecclesiastical dignity,

the Roman deputies appeared at the imperial court, just like

ambassadors from other bishoprics, in order to have a successor

named to them.

In this state of things, it was natural for the emperor himself

to desire that the popedom should command considerable respect.

Henry III. promoted the reformations undertaken by the popes

whom he had appointed; their aggrandizement gave liim no

umbrage. Leo IX.'s holding a synod at Rhcims, in defiance of

the will of the king of France, his appointing and deposing-

French bishops, and his solemn declaration that the pope was

solo primate of the universal church, might well seem perfectly

proper to the emperor, so long as he had but the arrangements

of the popedom in his own power. It was quite consistent with

1 Tn Goldast, Constitutt. Tiiijierialcs, T. p. 221, wo iiiul an instriimoiit (with

tlic scholia of Dictricli of lloinis) by which C'liarleinague's prerogative to name hi-s

own successor and the future Roman popes, is transferred to Otto and the German

emperors.
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his arrogating the highest respect in Europe. In such a condi-

tion of things, what the emperor was through the arclibishop of

Bremen to the north, he came to be, hy means of the pope, to

the other powers of Christendom.

But there was much peril too involved in this. The spiritual

order became a very different institution in the German and

germanized kingdoms, from what it had been in the Koman.

There had been transferred to it a large proportion of political

authority; it had princely power. We perceive that he was

still dependent on the emperor, on the supreme civil power, but

what kind of independence was this, if that authority should

again pass into weak hands, and if the supreme head of the

spirituality, clothed in the three-fold might derived from the

dignity of an office which commanded universal reverence, from

the obedience of his own subjects, and from his influence on

other nations, should then seize on the favourable opportunity

and set himself in opposition to the monarchial government?

In the very nature of the case there was involved more than

a mere occasion for doing so. The spirituality had inherent in

itself a principle peculiar in its kind, and opposed to so vast a

secular influence, which it would briuo- forward as soon as strono-

enough to do so. Herein too, it seems to me, there was involved

a contradiction, that the pope should exercise a supreme spirit-

ual authority far and near, and on all sides, and at the same

time should be subject to the emperor. It might have been

somewhat otherwise, had Henry III. actually succeeded in rais-

ing himself to the supremacy of collective Christendom. But

as he failed in that, so might the pope upon some complication

of political relations, owing to the subordinate position he held

to the emperor, see himself prevented in fact from acting with

full freedom as the common father of the fiiithful, which his

office required.

In these circumstances, Gregory VII. ascended the papal

throne. Gregory had a bold, prejudiced, ambitious spirit; having

the consistency with itself, it may be said, that distinguishes a

scholastic system; not to be turned aside from following out

logical consequences, and therewithal possessed of sufficient tact,

plausibly to elude true and well-founded objections. He saw

whither matters were tending. In all the petty transactions of
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daily business, he perceived the most important historical possi-

bilities ; he resolved to emancipate the papal government from

the imperial. Intent on this object, without hesitation, and

without a moment''s delay, he seized the decisive means for

attaining it. The decree which he caused to be passed by one

of his church councils, that no spiritual benefice durst for the

future be bestowed by a civilian, must have struck at the con-

stitution of the empire in its very essence. That rested, where-

ever they came into contact, on the union of spiritual and secu-

lar institutions : the connecting bond was the investiture, so that

the wresting of that ancient prerogative from the emperor, was

tantamount to a revolution.

It is manifest that Gregory would never have thought of such

a thing, far less have attempted it, but for the advantages pre-

sented by the distracted state of tlie German empire during the

minority of Henry IV., and by the revolt from that monarch of

the princes and noble houses of Germany. He found himself

the natural ally of the greater vassals; for they too suffered

from the preponderance of the imperial government, and they

too longed to shake it off. In certain respects, also, the pope

himself was one of the magnates of the empire. All these points

accorded well together, that the pope should declare the imperial

crown of Germany elective, that consequently there should be an

immense augmentation of the princely power, and that the prin-

ces should offer so little opposition when the pope rid himself of

imperial control. Even in the controversy respecting investi-

tures, their interests went hand in hand. The pope Avas far

from wishing, as yet, to arrogate to himself the direct nomina-

tion of the bishops ; he left that to the chapters, and over these

the higher German nobility exercised the greatest influence. In

a word, the pope had the aristocratical interests on his

side.

But even with these allies, how lengthened and bloody were

the contests which it cost the popes to accomplish their design.

From Denmark to Apulia, says the song composed in praise of

St. Anno, from Carlingcn to near Hungary, the empire turned

its weapons against its own bowels. The mutual antagonism of

the spiritual and the secular principle, which had previously

gone hand in hand, introduced a deadly schism into Christen-
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dom. Often had the popes even to leave their metropolis and

see antipopes ascend the apostolic chair

!

But they succeeded at last. After long centuries of subordi-

nation, after other centuries of an often doubtful contest, the

independence of the Romish see, and of its principle, was finally

achieved. In fact, the popes then held the most magnificent

position. The clergy were completely in their hands. It is

remarkable, that the most resolute popes of that period, like

Gregory the VII. himself, were Benedictines. By introducing

the celibacy of the clergy, they converted that entire body into

a kind of monkish order. The general bishopric which they

arrogated, had a certain resemblance to the government exercised

by an abbot of Oluny, who was the only abbot in his order, and

in like manner these popes were fain to become sole bishops of the

collective church. They scrupled not to interfere in the inter-

nal administration of all the dioceses;' they even compared

their legates with the old Roman proconsuls ! Now, while this

closely-compacted and extensively-diflused order, so powerful in

consequence of its possessions, and exercising so lordly a con-

trol over all the relations of life, was fashioning itself into

obedience to one sole supreme head, the civil governments that

stood over against it, fell into decay. As early as the com-

mencement of the twelfth century, provost Grerohus ventured to

say, " It will yet come to this, that the golden pillars of the

kingdom will be completely crushed, and every great monarchy

Avill be divided into tetrarchies; then first will the church stand

forth free and unoppressed, under the safeguard of the great

crowned priest."^ It wanted little of this being actually realized.

For, in fact, which, in the thirteenth century, was the more

powerful in England, Henry III. or the four and twenty to

whom the government was long consigned? And in Castile,

was it the king or the altoshomes? The power of an emperor

seemed to be almost superfluous after Fi'ederick had secured

1 One of the cliief points, rcspcctina; whicli, however, I will quote <a passage from
a letter of Henry IV. to Gregoi-y, (Mansi Concil. n. collectio XX. 471) : Rectores
sanctso ccclcsiie, videl. archiepiscopos, episcopos, pi-csbytcros, sicut servos, pedibus
tiiis calcasti.—[Thou hast trodilon under thy feet the rulers of the holy Church, to

wit, archbishops, bishops, and ]>resbyters, an if they were slaves.] We see that in

this the pope had public opinion on his side. In quorum conculcationc tibi favoreni ab
ore vulgi comparasti.—[In trampling upon whom thou hast obtained for thyself

favour in the mouths of the people.]

2 Schrbckh cpiotcs this passjige: Kirchengeschichte, Th. xxvii. ]>. 117.
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the actual attributes of territorial sovereignty to the princes,

Italy as well as Grermany was full of independent states, while

a power capable of combining and uniting them resided almost

exclusively in the pope; and, accordingly, the independence of

the spiritual principle soon passed into a new kind of sovereignty.

The peculiar character, religious and secular, which life had as-

sum.ed, and the settled course of things, must of themselves have

invested him with such a sovereignty. When countries, so long

lost, like Spain, were at last rescued from Mahommedanism;

when provinces which had never been conquered, like Prussia,

were rescued from heathenism, and settled with Christian tribes

;

when the very metropolis of the Greek faith subjected its.elf to

the Latin ritual, and hundreds of thousands were ever o-oino-

forth for the purpose of fixing the banner of the cross on the

holy sepulchre, must not the pontiff who shared in all these

enterprises, and who received the homage of the vanquished,

have enjoyed immense respect? Under his guidance, and in

his name, the Western nations diffused themselves, as if one

peojjle, in immense colonies, and sought to occupy the world.

We cannot wonder, then, if he exercised at such a time, even

in internal affairs, an all-powerful authority ; if a king of Eng-

land received his kingdom from him as a fief, and a king of

Aragon transferred his to the apostle Peter, and if Naples were

brought into the possession of a foreign family, really through

the instrumentality of the pope. Amazing physiognomy of

those times, which no one has ever delineated in all their fulness

and truth! They present the most extraordinary medley of

internal dissension, and of splendid external success, of inde-

pendent government, and of the subjection of the spiritual and the

secular. How did even piety itself assume the most contra-

dictory character; retiring at times to the rough mountain rock

or into the lonely glen, there in harmless devotion to devote a

whole lifetime to the contemplation of God: in waiting for death

it renounced betimes every enjoyment presented by life; or it

endeavoured, while tarrying among men, in all the warmth of

youthful feelings, to body forth the mysteries which it obscurely

perceived, and the ideas in which it lived, in clearer, sublimer,

and more intensely significant forms; but in juxtaposition with

this we find another piety invented by the inquisition, and which
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exercised the terrible justice of the sword against all who held

another creed. " No sex," says the commander of the expedi-

tion against the Albigenses, "no age, no rank, have we spared,

but have slain all with the edge of the sword." Sometimes they

appeared simultaneously. On coming within sight of Jeru-

salem, the crusaders would dismount from horseback, and bare

their feet, in order that they might arrive at the holy walls as

true pilgrims. In the hottest assaults they imagined that they

experienced the assistance of the saints and angels. But no

sooner had they fought their way over the ramparts than they

immediately began the work of devastation and blood ; on the

very site of Solomon^s temple they butchered many thousand

Saracens; they burned the Jews in their synagogues; the very

sacred thresholds to which they had come that they might wor-

ship upon them, they first drenched in blood. This inconsistency

runs through the whole state of things at that time, and forms

its essential character.

CONTRASTS BETWEEN TUB XIV. AND XV. CEMUKIES.

In certain positions we feel ourselves specially tem.pted, if we

would confess it, to pry into the plans of the divine government

—the principles which guide the education of the human race.

Imperfect as may be the development which we have pointed

out, yet was it necessary in order that Christianity might be

fully naturalized in the West." It was no small matter thoroughly

• It will be seen that the author, like many other historians and philosophers of

the last and present century, is possessed with the idea, thought hy others to be

altogether visionary, that the human race is slowly advancing to perfection through

a succession of events ordained by divine providence for this end, and forming in

the aggregate what may be tcniied the education of this huge family, tlic individual

memijci-s of which are perpetually dropjiing into thegi-avc. In this the reader must
carefully distinguish the author's philosophy, which is more than questionable, from his

facts, which are the result of careful and conscientious research. Of the former wc
simply remark, that it naturally leads us to apjirove as providentially-ordained

lessons in the education of mankind, what ought to be censured as the mere results

of human depravity—for example, every coiTupt and unseriptural condition of the

church—and, next, that it tends to withdraw the reader's attention from God's

dealings with liis church amid the revolutions of empires and the vicissitudes of

social life. Tr.

^ Here, wo apprehend, the optimism of the author, and his contemplation of Ihc

ways of providence rather in the light of the goodness of Cod alone, than of the

mysterious appointments by which his justice, as well as mercy, is to be vindicated,

I

"
' E
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to infuse into the haughty spirits of the North— into those

collective democracies in which ancient superstitions still held

sway, ideas peculiar to Christianity. It behoved the spiritual

element to take the lead in civil government for a time, in order

to make Germany essentially and altogether its own; and thus

too was there effected, at the same time, that close union of

German and Romish elements which forms the basis of the

character of Europe in later times. The modern world presents

certain common principles which are ever to be regarded as the

main foundations of the development of its character, as a

whole, in church and state ; in manners, life, and literature. To

produce this result it behoved the western nations for once to con-

stitute, as it were, one homogeneous political-ecclesiastical state.

But in the grand progression of things this was but a step.

The change once effected, new necessities supervened.

Another epoch soon proclaimed itself in the national tongues

almost everywhere rising into importance at the same period.

The idiom of the church gradually gave place to them as they

slowly, but steadily, forced their way into the manifold depart-

ments of intellectual activity. The common ties that bound

nations together began to be dissolved, and there followed a

separation in a higher sense than before. Up to this time, the

ecclesiastical element had overpowered the nationalities ; it Iiad

altered their character and position ; but now that they again

assumed each its own distinct place, they entered upon a

new career.

It is nothing but an example of the general fact, that all

human action and efforts, however remote from the ordinary

tract, and from common observation, are subject to the resistless

and constant order of providence.' The papal power had been

promoted by the earlier movements in the history of the world

:

those that follow operate against it. On the nations, in the

mass, ceasing any longer to require, as formerly, the impulsion of

the ecclesiastical power, they very soon offered opposition to it.

They now felt conscious that they could each stand alone.

has led him to attrihutc too much good to the corrupt system of Rome. Scripture

and cxpcrieneo teach us tliat Christianity would have been naturalized in Euroje

far moi-e effectually by simpler and more scriptural means. Tr.

1 Gange der Dinge ; lit. coui-se of things. I have made it " order of providence,"

as otherwise the meaning seems to be both obRcurc and imsound. Tr.
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It is worth the pains to recall the more important occurrences

in which this fact reveals itself.

The French, as we know, were the first to present a decisive

resistance to the encroachments of the popes. They showed

great national unanimity in thus opposing the anathematizing

bulls of Boniface VIII., on which occasion all the popular

powers, in many hundred acts of adhesion, expressed their con-

currence in the steps taken by Philip the Fair.

Next came the Germans. While the popes were once more

assaulting the empire in the old violent manner, although it was

far from now possessing its earlier importance, and while in this

they opened a way for the admission of foreign influences,—the

electoral princes met on the banks of the Bhine, near their rocky

fortresses, on the field of Rense,^ to deliberate about some general

measure for asserting " the honour and dignity of the empire."

Their object was to secure the independence of the empire against

the encroachments ofthe popes, by a solemn resolution, which soon

followed in due form, from all the authorities—emperor, princes,

and electoral princes ; in short, there was a general determina-

tion to oppose tlio fundamental principles of the papal public

law.'

England was not slow to follow. No where had the popes

had more influence, or interfered more arbitrarily with the ap-

pointments to benefices. When Edward III. refused at last to

pay any longer the tribute to which former kings had pledged

themselves, his parliament made common cause with him, and

engaged to support him in his refusal. The king proceeded to

take measures for preventing the other encroachments of papal

power.

Thus we see one nation after another begin to feel its inde-

pendence and unity: the public government of each will no

1 Rcnsc, or Rlicnsc, a small town on the left bank of the Rhine, a short way
above Coblontz. In a field near this town formerly stood the Konigsstuhl (or king's

seat) where the electors used to meet to deliberate on the affairs of the empire. It

was an octagon building with arches, but without any roof. The seats of the

emperors and electors, eight in number and of stone, were only surrounded by a
breast wall. Seven of the seats were disj)oscd round the sides of the building, and
one for the emperor was in the centre. The spot where the Konigsstuhl stood can

now scarcely be recognized. A heap of rubbish belovv some walnut trees is all the

remains of this once impoi'tant building. Tr.

3 Licet juris uti-iuK(|uc. See OlenschUigcr's Staatsgeschichte des rbm. Kaiser-

thums in der ersten llalfte des llteu Jahrhunderts. Nr. 63.
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longer own any liigher authority; the popes no longer find allies

in the middle ranks; their inroads upon national independence

were repelled, in a determined spirit, by princes and people of

all orders/

Now it so happened, that the popedom itself fell into a state

of weakness and confusion, and this made it possible even for

those secular governments that had hitherto sought only to

secure themselves, to attack it in turn.

Schism then made its appearance; let us mark the conse-

quences that followed from it. Princes had long been accus-

tomed to attach themrSelves to one or the other pope according as

it suited their purpose; the spiritual power possessed no means

in itself of removing this rending of its unity, the secular alone

could do it; when a meeting for this object was held at Con-

stance, the voting was no longer by poll as formerly, but ac-

cording to the four nations, each nation being allowed to hold

preparatory meetings for the discussion of the vote that it was to

give— when assembled they deposed one pope— the newly-

elected one had to accede to concordats with the several nations

which, at least by the example thus presented, were of great

importance; during the council of Basel, and the new schism,

some kingdoms even maintained a neutral position—the direct

efforts of the princes alone could repair this second rending of

the church." Nothing could have more powerfully promoted

1 Declaration of pope Fclbc, in Georgius, Life of Nicolas V. p. 65.

2 Three other causes must have powerfully concurred to produce this result in

addition to the revival of independent nationalities, 1st. The disgust that could not

fail to have been created even in that barbarous and superstitious age, by the mis-

chief-making propensities of so many successive popes, and the abnost insane and
unprincipled violence with which some of them pursued the gratification of their

ambition and revenge. 2d. The "separation of the patrimony of St. Peti'r" ii'om

the empire, obtained by jiope Nicolas III. from the emperor Rodolph. On this, the

author of " A Histoiy of Po])ery," London, 1838, well remarks, that when once the

po])c was enrolled in the catalogaic of sovereigns, his indefinite power was gone ; he had
no longer the command of any forces but those of his own dominions, and as his

state was inferior to those of kings, he could no longer address them as a master.

Thus short-sighted ambition defeated its own ends, for the papacy asi^igned itself

frontiers (p. 128). In addition to this the pojx'S must have lowered themselves

in general estimation, as is the case to this day, by their not only not being

superior, as from their arrogant pretensions to represent the Deity on earth they

might be exjtected to be, but being greatly inferior to other monarchs as the head

of a civil government. ;?d. The discovery of the Pandects of Justinian at Amniti,

brought a formidable body of jurists into the field as a counterpoise to the vast in-

fluence ac((uired i)y the clergy, and through tlicm by the popes, in the depart-

ment of jurisprudence and law. Tr.
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the preponderance of the civil power, and the independence of

individual nations.

And now, it is true, the pope was held afresh in great re-

spect, and commanded universal obedience: the emperor never

failed to lead the palfrey for him ;^ there were bishops not only

in Plungary, but even in Germany, who subscribed themselves

"by the grace of the apostolic see:"^ in the North, Peter's

pence were regularly collected:^ countless pilgrims, from all

countries, repaired to the threshold of the apostle at the jubilee of

1450: an eye witness describes theni as coming like swarms of

bees and flocks of birds of passage ; notwithstanding all which,

things had become very difterent from what they v, ere in ancient

times.

To be convinced of this, let us but call to mind the eagerness

shown in earlier times to repair to the holy sepulchre, and then

look to the coldness with which every summons to make com-

mon cause against the Turks Avas received in the fifteenth

century. How much more pressing was the call to defend one's

own country against a danger which unquestionably threatened

it at all times, than to know that the holy sepulchre was in

Christian hands, ^neas Sylvius employed his best eloquence

at the diet ; the INIinorite friar Oapistrano employed his with the

people at the market-places; and historians speak of the im-

pression thus produced ; but we do not find that any man was

thereby induced to run to arms. What painful efforts did not

the popes put forth! One fitted out a fleet; another, Pius II.,

who was that same iEnoas Sylvius, weak and frail as he was,

repaired to the haven where, if none else, those most immcdi-

1 Tills seems hardly correct. At least in the very able " Histoiy of Popeiy"
jiublishcd in London in 1838, we arc told at jiagc 171 : " The pope was received in
Italy with great joy, the emperor Charles (the lY.) hastened to meet him, and
gave the last example of imperial degi-adation by leading the hoi-se on which the
pontiff rode when he made his triumphal entry "into Rome (A. D. 1308)." The
words "last example" would seem to intunate that this compliment, if not paid for
the last time, was at least rare. Tn.

2 Costnitz, Schwerin, Funfku-chen. See Schrockli Kirchencreschiehte, Bd.
33. p. GO.

3 Uffa, king of Mercia, in England,' assa.ssinatcs tlie Idng of East-Anglia, and
occupies his throne. Tormented with remorse he goes to liome, where Adrian 1.

receives and absolves him. On his return to his shites he charges them with his
debt to a pope, as criminal as himself, by estabhshing the revolting tax of Peter's
IH'nny, long paid by England to the patriarchs of the West. See the Abb6 Ccrati's
short but powerful work, Dcs Usurpations Saccrdotalcs. Tk.
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ately exposed to danger at least, were to unite their forces.

There he was fain to be present, that he might, as he said, do

all at least that was in his power, that is, lift his hands to God

like Moses ; but neither exhortation, nor entreaty, nor example,

had any effect on his contemporaries. All the youthful ardour

of chivalrous Christendom had died away; it was beyond the

power of any pope to revive it.

Other interests, in fact, weighed with those times. Now it

was that the countries of Europe, after long domestic strife,

consolidated themselves at last. Their central governments

having succeeded in suppressing the factions that had hitherto

endangered the thrones, gathered rovmd them all their subjects

in a spirit of renovated obedience. Very soon, too, people began

then to contemplate from a political point of view, that popedom

which would lord it over all, and intermeddle with all. The

monarchial government began to advance much greater preten-

sions than it had hitherto done.

It is a common notion, that down to the Reformation, the

popedom was almost unlimited in its powers ; but in point of

fact, as early as during the fifteenth, and at the commencement

of the sixteenth century, the states of Christendom had acquired

for themselves no small share in spiritual rights and pri-

vileges.^

In France the encroachments of the Romish see were materi-

ally contracted by the pragmatical sanction, which for above half

a century was looked upon as the palladium of the kingdom. It

is true that Louis XL, through a false religious zeal—by which

he was just so much the more actuated from his being wanting

in the true—allowed himself to be carried away into too much
compliance on that point; but his successors fell back so much
the more eagerly on this as their fundamental law. Accordingly,

when Francis I. entered upon his concordat with Leo X., it was

justly maintained that the court of Rome would thereby regain

much of its old preponderance. And it is true that the pope

1 The common notion seems rather io bo, not tliat the pojws conkl act without
control throughout Europe, but that the clmrcli of -whicli they were the cliiefs,

directly or indirectly, had, down to the Kcfornialion, an altogether irresistible

power of cnisliing what was called heresy, though it might be, and in uiany eases

really was, God's own truth. This being the case, it mattered little how this

dreadful power was shared between tlic popedom and papal nations—between the

deceiver and the deceived. Tr.
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got back the Annates. But in return ho had to relinquish many
other casualties, and, which was of main consequence, he con-

ceded to the king the right of appointment to bishoprics, and

to all the higher benefices. It is undeniable: the Gallican

church lost its rights, but much less by surrendering them to

the pope than to the king. The axiom for which Gregory VII.

put the world in commotion, was given up by Leo X. without

much difficulty.

Matters could not be carried so far in Germany. The Basel

decrees, which were fashioned in France on the model of the

pragmatic sanction,^ in Germany, where too they had at first

been received, were very much moderated by the Vienna con-

cordats. But this very modification of those decrees was not

obtained without some sacrifice on the part of the Romish see.

In Germany it was found not enough to come to an understand-

ing with the supreme government of the country ; it was neces-

sary to gain the favour of individual states. The archbishops of

Mainz and Treves obtained the right of bestowing benefices

as they fell vacant, even in the pope's months;"' the electoral

prince of Brandenburgh obtained the privilege of appointing to

three bishoprics in his territories; and states also of less im-

portance, such as Strasburg, Saltzburg, and JNIetz, obtained fa-

vours,^ Even this, however, did not damp the common opposi-

1 This appears from the foUowhig words of ^Eneas Sylvius:—Propter decrcta

Basiliensis concilii inter sedem apostolicam ct natioiiem vestram dissidiuin ccepit,

cum vos ilia prorsus tcnenda diceretis, apostolica vero sedes omnia rejiceret. Itaquo

fuit deniijue conipositio facta—per quam aliqua ex decretis concilii prtcdicti recepta

videntur, aliqua rejecta. ^n. Sylvii Epistola ad Martinum ]\Iaierum contra mur-
mur gi-avaminis Germaniciu nationis 1457.—[A dissension began between the

Roman see and your nation about the Basel decrees ; you saying that they M'ere

certainly to be observed, while the apostolic see rejected them all. So matters

were compoimded at length—by some of the decrees of the said council being appar-

ently admitted, some of them rejected. Epistle of ^neas Sylvius to Martin Maicr,

against the murmur of the grievance of the German nation, Ho?.] In Muller's

Reichstagstheatrum under Frederick III. Vorst. III. p. 004.
2 In this concoi-dat of Vienna, 1448, the popes obtained the confinnation ofthe an-

nates, the right of ratifying the election of prelates, and, among many other pri-

vileges, that of the pope's months, so called, or the right of conferring beneiiccs

(which they exercised alternately with the founders), not on the occurrence of

vacancies, Ijut on particular montlis, of which six in every year wei-c reserved to the

pope. By a general extension of this privilege, to which, under diiferent pretences,

the other Christian kingdoms were obliged to submit, the popes in the fifteenth

century had gone so far, that full half of the ecclesiastical revenues of the West
flowed into their cofl'ers, under various pretences." Popular Encyclopedia,
article Pope. Tr.

3 Schriickh's Kirchengesch. Bd. 32, p. 170.— Eichliorn's Staats und Rechts-

geschichte, Bd. iii. § 472, n.
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tion. In 1487, the whole country opposed the payment of a

tithe which the pope wanted to impose, and repelled the at-

tempt/ In the year 1500, the imperial government allowed

the papal legate to draw a third only of the produce of the

indulgence preachers; two thirds it insisted on appropriating

to itself, and for the expenses of the Turkish war.

In England, without any new concordat, without any prag-

matic sanction, matters were carried far beyond tlie concessions

of Constance. Henry VII. enjoyed, without opposition, the

right of nomination to episcopal sees; and not content with

keeping in his own hands the promotion of the clergy, he appro-

priated the half of the annates also. Wolsey, immediately after

this, in the first year of Henry VIII., having added to his other

public employments that of legate, the spiritual and secular

power became in a manner united, yet, long before Protestantism

was thought of, people went so far as to confiscate a great many

monasteries.

Meanwhile the countries and kini>-doms of the South of

Europe did not remain behind. The king of Spain, too, had

the power of appointing to bishoprics. The crown, with which

were combined the grandmasterships of tlie spiritual orders

which the inquisition had instituted and still governed, enjoyed

many spiritual attributions and prerogatives.^ Ferdinand the

catholic not unfrequently placed himself in opposition to the

papal officials.

Not less than the Spanish were the Portuguese orders of spi-

ritual knights of St. James, of Avis, and the order of Clirist\s

knights^ which had succeeded to the property of the knights

1 Miillers Rclchstagstheatrum Vorst. VI. p. 130.

2 From tliis it would appear that the king of Si)ain was ex offwio head master of

those orders. Tii.

3 The rise of thtso orders curiously illustrates the liistory of the times, and
proves how easily, when the scrij)turc9 cease to be known and read, a mock Chris-

tianity can be brought in to give a pretended sanction to the favourite passions of

particular times. Hardly could any thing be more opposed to the spirit of the
gospel—to tlic meekness and gentleness—the humility, the charity, and the for-

bearance whicli it inculcates, than those military orders by its patronage of which
the church of Home sought to enlist in its service vices which a tnie church of

Clirist would have done its utmost to oppose. The order of St. James originated

with an offer on the jiart of thirteen gentlemen to defend with thcii' swoi-ds certain

Hospitals built for the reception of pilgrims to and from the relics of St. James of

Compostella. Tlieir motto was a singular one for men bound by monastical vows,

Riihet ensis sanguine Arabuni. [The sword is reddened with the blood of Arabs.]
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Templars, in the gift of the crowu.'^ King Emanuel obtained

from Leo X. not only a third part of the cruciata," but a tenth

also of the spiritual property, expressly with the right of dis-

posing of the same according to opinion and desert.

Enough, everywhere, through all Christendom, in the South as

well as in the North, efforts were made to circumscribe the prero-

gatives of the pope. A participation in the ecclesiastical revenues,

and in appointments to benefices, was what the civil govern-

ment mainly insisted for. The popes made no strenuous opposi-

tion. They endeavoured to keep all that they could, and yielded

in other things. Lorenzo Medici says ofFerdinand king ofNaples,

on the occasion of a misunderstanding between the latter and

the see of Rome, that he may make no difficulty of promising;

yet when he came to fulfil his obligations, he may be winked

at for not discharging them, as was the case with all popes to all

kings.^ Then, this spirit of opposition had penetrated even into

Italy. We are informed by Lorenzo Medici himself, that in

this he only followed the example of more powerful princes, and

allowed so much and no more of the papal commands to take

effect than he chose.*

It were a mistake did we consider these endeavours as mere

acts of caprice. The truth is, the ecclesiastical tendency had

The order of Avis was established by Alphonso I. of Portugal for the defence of tlio

city of Evora, which he had taken from the Moors, a success which he ascribed to

the special favour of the Virgin Mary. Their first title was that of the Brethren
of St. Mary of Evora, and they became famous for their victories over the Moors,
in return for which king Sanchez I. gave them tho castle of Avis ; hence their later

name. The order of Christ's knights in Portugal was instituted by Dionysius
Perioca, king of Portugal. Their calling was to make war upon the Mooi-s, and
the extension of the Portuguese empire in the East, in Africa, and the Brazil is

said to have been greatly owing to their services. Tr.

1 Instruttione plena delle cose di Portogallo al Coadjutor di Bergamo, nuntio
destinato in Portogallo. [Plenary Instructions about the affairs of Portugal to

the Coadjutor di Bergamo, nuntio appointed for Portugal. MS.] See MS. of

])olitical information ( Information! politichc) in the Royal Library at Berlin, vol.

XII. Leo X. guaranteed this patronage to the orders : contentandosi il re di pagare
grandissuua compositione di dctto patronato—[they satisfying tho king by paying
an immense composition for the said patronage.]

2 Suras raised for the support of the crusades. Tr.

3 Lorenzo to John do Lanfredinis. Fabroni Vita Laurcntii Medici, II. p. .362.

* Antonius Callus de rebus Gcnuensibus : Muratori Scriptt. R. It. XXIII. 281,
says of Lorenzo : Regura majorumque principum conturaacem licentiam ad-
versus romanam ccclesiam sequebatur, dc juribus pontificis nisi quod ei videretur
nihil pcrmittens. [He followed the contumacious license ofthe monarchs and greater
princes towards the Roman church, allowing nothing of the pontifical laws but
what seemed good to him.] It is not to be doubted that much of this spirit arose
from the progress of scepticism, especially in courts. Tn.

I. F
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ceased to govern the life of European nations so entirely as it

had hitherto done : the developement of nationality and the

organization of states were making poAverful advances; and it

was a matter of necessity that this should be followed by a

thorough remodification of the bearings of the spiritual an'd

secular powers to each other ; a great change might be noticed

in the very popes themselves.

THE CHURCH AND THE STATES OF THE CHURCH AT THE
COMMENCEMENT OF THE XVI. CENTURY.

CHAPTER SECOND.

EXTENSION OF TUE STATES OF THE CHURCH.

Whatever judgment a man may be disposed to pronounce

upon the popes of earlier times, this at least must be admitted,

that they ever had great interests in view; such as the care of

an oppressed religion, the struggle with heathenism, the exten-

sion of Christianity over the northern nations, the founding of

an independent hierarchical government. It belongs to the

dignity of human nature to desire and to accomplish something

great ; these its tendencies the popes preserved in an elevated

sphere of action. But now, with the times themselves the spirit

that guided them had passed away: schism had been suppressed

;

yet people had to acquiesce in the conviction that no common

effort against the Turks could be brought to a bearing. It so

happened that the sjiiritual chief mainly, and more decidedly

than at any former period, pursued the interests of his secular

principality, and to it directed all his active powers.

This had already long held a place in the struggles of the

age. " Time was,"" said one of the speakers at the council of

Basel, "when I thought it well that the secular should be com-

pletely separated from the spiritual power. But I have since

been taught that virtue apart from power is ridiculous, and that

the Eoman pope without the church's patrimony presents to us

nothing but a servant of kings and princes." He who spoke
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thus, and who, notwithstanding, had sufficient interest in the

council to determine the election of pope Felix, declared that it

was not so bad a thing for a pope to have sons to assist him

against tyrants.''

People looked at this from another point of view, at a

somewhat later date, in Italy. It was considered as a matter

of course, that a pope should promote and aggrandize his family;

any one that had not done this, would have been exposed to

censure. "Others," writes Lorenzo Medici to Innocent VIII.,

"have not deferred so long their desire to be popes, and have

troubled themselves little about the decorum and reserve which

your holiness maintained so long. Now, not only is your holi-

ness absolved before God and men, but this honourable conduct

may even possibly be blamed or ascribed to other causes. Zeal

and duty compel me in conscience to remind your holiness that

no man is immortal, that a pope is just of as much consequence

as he chooses to make himself; he cannot make his office

hereditary; the only property he can call his own, consists in

the honours and benefits he confers on his relations."^ Such

were the counsels given by one who was reckoned the wisest

man in Italy. He was himself, indeed, benefited by it, having

given his daughter in marriage to the son of the pope, but

never could he have spoken out so frankly and unreservedly, had

not this view of the matter been unquestionably and extensively

admitted by the higher circles.

The two facts were essentially of a piece that at one and the

same time the European states purloined part of his privileges

from the pope, and the latter began actively to engage in

sheer worldly enterprises. His first feeling was that of his

being an Italian prince.

It was not solong since the Florentines had subdued theirneigh-

bours, and that the Medici family had established its authority

over both: the power of Sforza in Milan, that of the house of

Aragon in Naples, and that of the Venetians in Lonibardy, were

all. within the memory of man, acquired and secured by human

exertion : and why should not a pope indulge the hope of found-

1 An excerpt from this address will be found in Schrbckli, Bd. 32, p. 90.

2 Letter of I;orcnzo's—without a date, but written probably in 1489, as the fifth

year of Innocent VIII. is the one spoken of in it, according to Fabroni Vita Laur-

cntii, II. 390.
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iug an ampler dominion of his own in territories considered to

be the patrimony of the church, but which were really subject

to a number of independent municipal chiefs?

This course was first entered upon by pope Sixtus IV. with

a full conscientiousness of his object, and with eventful results;

he was followed in it with the utmost energy and with eminent

success by Alexander VI., and Julius II. gave it a direction

which, though unexpected, proved permanent,

Sixtus IV. (1471-1484) conceived the design of founding a

principality for his nephew Girolamo Riario, in the fair and

fertile plains of the Romagna. The other Italian powers had

before that contended which of them should have the preponder-

ance in those territories or the possession of them, and if the ques-

tion were one of right, the pope had apparently the best title, only

he was not nearly their match in political and military resources.

He scrupled not to exalt his spiritual authority, as in its nature

and vocation above all earthly government, in order that he

might take advantage of it in promoting his secular objects, and

drag it into the momentary complications in which these involved

him. As the Medici stood most in his way, he interfered in

the misunderstandings among the Florentines, and, as we know,

made himself suspected of being privy to the conspiracy of the

Pazzi, and of being—aye even he, the father of the faithful

—

to some extent an accomplice in the murder which they perpe-

trated before the altar of a cathedral church. On the Vene-

tians refusing to favour the enterprises of his nephews as they

had long done, not only did the pope abandon them hi a war into

which he himself had led them, but even excommunicated them

for continuing it.^ No less violent wore his proceedings in

Rome. He fiercely persecuted Riario's opponents, the Oolonnas

;

he wrested Marino from them; moreover he caused the prothono-

tary Colonna to be attacked in his own house, made prisoner,

and put to death. His mother came to the church of St. Celso,

in Banclii, where the corpse was lying, lifted the head which

1 The Commenfarii di Marino Sanuto on the Ferrarcse war, were printed at

Venice in 1829 ; at page 6G, he toiiclics on the pope's desertion of liis allies. He
refers to the reasons of the Venetian ambassador : l^Mi vcdranno, aver noi co-

minciato qucsla gucrra di volonta del jxipa ; egli j'lcro si mosse a rompere la Icga.

[All will sec that we began that war at the desire of the pope ; yet that he, in one

word, had taken tiic start in breaking the league.]
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had been cut off, and holding it up by the hair, she exclaimed

:

"Here is my sou's head: see the good faith of the pope. He
promised that would we deliver up Marino to him, he would let

my son go free; now he has Marino: and my son is in our

hands, but dead ! See there, this is the way the pope keeps

his word."^

Thus much did it cost to secure the triumph of Sixtus IV.

over his enemies, both within and without the state. He suc-

ceeded, in fact, in making his nephews lords of Imola and Forli;

yet it is not to be questioned that, however he may have en-

hanced his secular influence thereby, the loss to his spiritual was

immensely greater. An attempt was made to convene a coun-

cil against him. Sixtus, however, was very shortly to be far

outdone. Shortly after his decease (in 1492), Alexander VI.

took possession of the papal see.

Alexander''s sole objects through life had been to enjoy the

world, to live happily, and to gratify his sensual passions and

his ambition. To him it seemed the very summit of felicity to

be able to obtain at last the supreme spiritual dignity, and old

as he was, in this feeling he seemed daily to grow younger. His

nights were never disturbed by any unpleasant solicitude. He
thought of nothing beyond acquiring the means of advancing his

sons to offices of dignity, and to political power; he never seri-

ously busied himself about any thing else.^

His political alliances, which had so great an influence on the

affairs of the world, rested on this as their exclusive object; how
a pope was to marry, portion, and settle his children in life, be-

came an important concern for all the political relations of Europe.

Csesar Borgia, the son of Alexander, followed Riario's foot-

steps. He began at the same point; indeed, the first of his

undertakings was to expel Riario's widow from Imola and Forli.

Nay, with foolhardy recklessness, he even went beyond this,

actually accomplishing what the other had only attempted, only

begun. Let us see what course he took; it may be told in

a few words. The states of the church had hitherto been an

object of contention between the Guelphs and the Gibbelines,

the Orsinis and the Colonnas. Following the example of other

1 Alegretto Alegretti : diarj Sancsi, p. 817. 2 Relatione di Polo Capello 1500. MS.
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papal governments, and that, too, of Sixtus IV., Alexander and

his son first united with one of the two, the Orsino-guelfish

party, and in this alliance they soon succeeded in overmastering

all their enemies. They expelled Sforza from Pesaro, the Ma-

latestas from Rimini, the Maufredis from Faenza; they seized

those powerful and strongly fortified cities, and ere long founded

an important dominion there. But hardly had they advanced

thus far, hardly had they thrust their enemies aside, when they

turned against their friends. The Borgia government was in

this respect distinguished from those that preceded it, for these,

on the other hand, had always been hampered by the party they

joined. Caesar attacked even his allies without scruj)le or hesi-

tation. He enclosed, as it were, in a net, before his victim was

in the least aware of it, the Duke of Urbino, who had formerly

lent him assistance, and who now escaped with diiBculty, and

became a persecuted refugee within his own territories.^ There-

upon the Vitelli and Baglioni, the heads of the Orsini, wished

at least to show that they could offer him some opposition.

Alleging that it is fair to deceive those who are adepts in all

sorts of treachery, with deliberate and far-calculated barbarity

he allured them into his snare, and then despatched them with-

out mercy. Having thus extinguished both parties, he went to

the seats of their power, drew over to himself and took into his

pay their followers among the lesser nobility, and by the dread

of his name and the severity of his government, kept in awe the

territories which he had seized.

Thus did Alexander see his dearest wish fulfilled ; the barons

of the country were annihilated; his house was likely to found

a great patrimonial dominion in Italy. But already had he

himself come to experience to what excess unbridled passions

may run. In tliis power Csesar would suffer no relation, no

favourite to participate. His brother^ who stood in his way, he

had murdered and ordered to be thrown into the Tiber; he made

1 In Sanuto's large manuscript Chronicle, we find, throughout the fourth volume,

many further notices respecting Cjesar Borgia, some of his letters likewise ; to Ve-
nice from Dez. 1602; to the pope; in the last he subsci'ibcs himself, !''"•. S"'.

humillimus servus et dcvotissima factwra.—[Your holincss's most lumihle slave and
most devoted creature.] The force of/uctiira it is impossible to render in English.

We have the word manufacture but not factm'e. It seems to imply that the pope
had been the malung of liini. Tit.
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his brother-in-law be attacked on the very steps of the ^ palace.

The wounded man was tended by his wife and his sister; the

sister even preparing his food to secure him from poison. The
pope had his house guarded to protect his son-in-law from hivS

son, but Csesar laughed at such precautions, for, said he, what

is not done at noon, will be done at nightfall. Ere long, when
the prince had so far recovered, he rushed into his room, drove

out the wife and the sister, called in his executioner, and had

the unhappy man strangled on the spot. Then, for the person

of his father, in whose existence and position he saw nothing

but the means of himself becoming great and powerful, he had

no idea of showing the smallest further respect. He murdered

Alexander's favourite Peroto, beneath the pontifical mantle, as

he clung for protection to the pope. The blood spurted on his

holiness's face.

For a brief period Csesar had Rome and the ecclesiastical

state in his power. He was the handsomest of men ; so strong

that at a bull-fight he could cleave down the head of the bull at

a single blow; openhanded; not without a certain kind of mag-

nanimity; voluptuous; bloody. How did Rome shudder at his

name! Csesar needed money and had enemies. People were

found murdered every night. Every one seemed to hold his

breath, dreading lest it should be his turn next. Poison de-

stroyed those whom violence failed to reach.^

There was but one spot on the earth"'s surface where such

things were anywise possible. It was so only where one man
possessed the utmost plenitude of secular power, and lorded it

over the supreme spiritual authority. This spot Caesar occu-

^ Diai'io fie Sebastiano di Branca do Tclini : MS. Bibl. Barb. n. 1103, enumer-
ates Caesar's atrocities in the following manner : II primo,il fratello chc si chiamava.
lo duca di Gandia, lo fcce huttar infiume : fece ammazzare lo cognato, die erafi-
glio del duca di Calabria, era lo piu hello jovane chc tnai si vedcsse in Roma : an-
corafcce ammazzare Vitellozzo dellacltta di castello, et eralo piu valenthuomo chc

fusse in quel tempo.—[The brother, wliom they called the Itiike of Gandia, ho
caused to be throwTi into the river : he caused to be murdered the brother-in-law
who was son of the Ituko of Calabria, he was the finest looking youth whom one
could see in Rome : again, he caused to be murdered Vitellozzo of the city of Cas-
tello, and he was the bravest of men then living.] The lord of Faeuza ho calls

"the prettiest boy in the world."
" To the manifold notices to be found on this subject, I have farther added some

from Polo Capello. In cases of remarkable deaths, people at once sas])cctcd poison-

ing by the pope. They write in Sanuto about the death of the Cardinal of Vorona :

Si judica, sia state atosicato per tuorli le facidta.prrchc avanti cl spirassc cl papa
mando guardie atforno la coxa.—[Judge, indeed, if hLs faculties were poisoned from
i-hLj, that before he breathed his last, the pope sent guards about the house.]
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pied. Degeneracy had now reached its lowest pitch. ^Many

papal nephews have attempted such things, no other ever went

so far. Csesar is a virtuoso in crime.

Was it not from the very commencement one of the most

essential tendencies of Christianity, to make such a power im-

possible? But now Christianity itself, now the very position of

the supreme head of the church, seemed destined to contribute

towards this result.^

There was no need in fact for the coming of Luther, in order to

make this course of things appear the direct opposite of Chris-

tianity. Even at this time it was complained that the pope

was smoothing the way for antichrist, and was solicitous about

the filling up of the kingdom of Satan, not of the kingdom of

heaven.^

We will not here follow Alexander through his whole history.

He formed the purpose, as is now but too certain, of putting one

of the richest cardinals out of the way with poison, but his in-

tended victim succeeded by presents, promises, and entreaties to

soften the pope''s cook ; the confectionaries prepared for the car-

dinal, were placed before the pope, and he himself died of the

very poison with which he would have destroyed another.^

After his death, his enterprises were followed by results totally

different from what he had contemplated.

The papal families hoped on each successive occasion to obtain

lordships for themselves in perpetuity
; yet, generally speaking,

the power of the nephews came to an end with the life of the

pope; they declined as fast as they rose. When the Venetians

calmly looked on as Csesar Borgia prosecuted his schemes, al-

though other grounds might be assigned, yet one of the chief

certainly lay in their observation of this course of things. They

judged that it was all but a short-lived blaze; after Alexander's

1 One can almost recognize in these cxpi*essions the natural tendency of a Ger-

man author, even tliough a protestant, never to suppose that there Avas at this time

any Christianity but that of the apostate Church of Rome, Germany, and North

Gemiany in particular, luiA-ing been first Christianized, though coiTUjitly, by it.

But even at this very time the reader must recollect, that low as was tlio state of

the true Church of God, the gospel was producmg totally diiferent effects in many
of Christ's hidden ones. Tr.

2 A fly leaf, MS. from Sanuto's Chronicle in the Appendix.

3 Successo de la moi-te di Papa Alessandro. MS. Ebend.
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death, matters would return to their old condition of their own

accord.^

But on this occasion they were disappointed. A pope suc-

ceeded, who, it is true, felt a pleasure in presenting a contrast to

the Borg'ias, yet who therewithal took up the accomplishment

of their designs, only with different intentions. Pope Julius

II. (1503—1513) had the inappreciable advantage of find-

ing opportunities of peaceably satisfying the claims of his

family; he obtained for them the inheritance of Urbino, After

this he could proceed without interruption from his rela-

tions, to indulge that passion for war and conquest, his natural

inclination for which was now inflamed by the circumstances of

the times, and the consciousness of his own dignity; always,

however, in the interest of the church, that is, of the papal see.

Other popes had sought to raise their nephews and their sons

to principalities ; but he allowed his ambition to be entirely con-

fined to the extension of the states of the church. He may be

regarded, indeed, as their founder.

He found the whole territory in the utmost confusion. All

who had contrived to escape from Csesar, were now come back;

Orsinis and Colonnas, Vitellis and Bagliones, Varauis, Mala-

testas and Montefeltris
;

parties had revived in all directions;

twice had they come to open hostilities in the city of Rome itself.

Julius has been compared to Neptune as described by Virgil,

rising from amid the waves with his pacificatiug brow and ap-

peasing their uproar.^ Having been adroit enough to rid him-

self of Offisar Borgia, and to reduce his castles, he took posses-

sion of his dukedom. He contrived to keep in check the least

powerful of the barons, as he, Coesar Borgia, had facilitated his

doing, and was careful not to give any of them governors in

the persons of cardinals, whose ambition might revive the old

refractory spirit.^ As for the powerful, such as refused submit-

Triuli Cronaca di Vcnezia, !MS. Dd, rrsto poco stimavano, coiwacendo die

questo acquisto die all' Jiora faccva il duca Valeniinois sarebbe foco dlpaglia die poco

dura : [Besides, they tlioiiglit it onittlcconscqueiiCv'>, knowing that the acquisitions

then made by the duke of Vak'ntinois would ])r()vc a lire of straw whicli would not

last long.]

- Tomaso Tnghiranii in Foa Noti/.ic intorno Rafaelo Sanz.io da Urliino, p. 57.

3 ISIachiavclIi (Principe c. XI.) is not the only one who makes this remark. Ta

Jiivius also, Vita Pompeii Columnre, p. HO, the Roman barons complain that under

I. a
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tiug to hiui, lie attacked without further ado. His coming to

the popedom sufficed likewise to reduce within the bounds of

legal subordination Baglione, who had again made himself mas-

ter of Perugia; John Bentivoglio w^as compelled, without its

being in his power to offer any resistance, in his old age, to

remove from the splendid palace he had founded at Bologna,

leaving behind him the inscription in which he had prema-

turely congratulated himself; these two powerful cities owned

the immediate sovereignty of the papal see.

Julius withal was far from having attained his object. The

Venetians possessed the greater part of the sea-coasts of the

states of the church ; these they had no idea of letting slip out

of their hands, and they far exceeded the pope in military re-

sources. Yet he could not conceal from himself that any

attempt upon them would prove the signal for an immense

movement throughout Europe. Might he venture on such a

risk?

Old as Julius now was, much as he had suffered from tlio

vicissitudes of good and ill success that had attended himthrough

life, and from the labours and fatigues incident to war and

flight, to which we must add intemperance and debauchery,

yet he knew nought of fear or hesitation, and even at his ad-

vanced age, possessed that great quality of a man, an indomit-

able spirit. He made no great account of the princes of his

time; he thought he might safely despise them all; he hoped

in the very tumult of a general contest, to carry off the victory,

and his sole solicitude was how to procure the money which

might enable him to seize with best effect the happy moment.

According to the striking remark of a Venetian, he wished to

be lord and master of the game of this world ;^ he waited impa-

tiently for the accomplishment of his wishes, yet these he kept

Julius II., principes urhis faviiltas soJito purpurei (/akri Jionorc periinaci pontifi-

cum livore privari, [that the chief families of the city were (k^iirived, by the perti-

nacious jealousy of the popes, of the wonted honoui* of the purple hat.]

1 Sommario de la relation di Domcnigo Trivixan. MS. " II papa vol csser il

dominus et maistro del jocho del mundo.'

'

—[The pope would fain be lord and master

of the jest of the world.] There is extant also a second nan-ativc of Polo CapclloV,

dated in 1510, from which some of the notices here have been taken. Francisco

Vettori : Sommario dell' Istoria d'ltalia, MS. says of liim : Jidlo piu fortunato

che prudente, ep>m animoso chc forte, ma amhitioso e desideroso di grandezze olfra

a mode.—[Julius, more fortunate than prudent, and more valiant than powerful,

but inordinately ambitious and fond of grandeur."
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reserved to himself. When I inquire wliat it was that sustained

him, I find it to have heen mainly this, that he could ven-

ture to speak out his purpose, to confess his devotedness to

it, and to glory in it. To desire the restoration of the states of

the church, was reckoned a glorious enterprise by the world at

that time ; all the steps taken by the pope had this for their sole

object; his thoughts were all animated with this one idea; they

were, I may say, case-hardened in it. As he seized the boldest

combinations and tried every resource—he himself took the field,

and at Miraudola, which he took by assault, pushed in, over the

frozen ditches, and through the breach,—as the most egregious

discomfiture could not make him sviccamb, but seemed only to

call forth in him new resources, he succeeded accordino-lv, not

only rescuing his townships from the Venetians, but in the

fierce struggle which then ensued, in bringing Parma, Placentia,

and even Rheggio at length into his own hands, and thus laying

the foundations of a power such as no pope had ever possessed.

From Placentia to Terracina, the loveliest of countries owned

his authority. He ever desired to appear in the light of a liber-

ator, and by dealing wisely and kindly with his new subjects,

he won their jroodwill and affection. It was not without alarm

that the rest of the world beheld such large and powerful popu-

lations under the immediate government of a pope. " Fori^erly,""

says Machiavel, "there was not a baron to be found diminutive

enough not to despise the papal power; but now it extorted the

respect even of the king of France."

THE SECULAIUZATION OF THE CnURCU.

It seems self-evident that the entire institution of the church,

must necessarily have participated in the movem.ent now made
by the supremo head—must have united in bringing about the

same results, and nmst have received from it a powerful impulse

in return.

Not only the higher offices but all others likewise, were now
regarded as mere secular possessions. Cardinals were elected

by the pppe from personal favour, or to gratify some prince, or,

as was not unfrequently the case, directly for money. Could

it be rationally expected that they would prove adequate to
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the discharge of their spiritual functions? Sixtus IV. gave one of

his most important offices, the penitentiaria, to which belonged

the exercise of a great part of the power of granting dispensa-

tions, to one of his nephews. He at the same time extended its

privileges, and these he inculcated in a special bull, in which he

censures as a stiff-necked people and children of wickedness, all

who should question the propriety of such proceedings.'^ Of

course his nephew considered his office as a benefice, the profits

of which he was entitled to enhance to the utmost.

Already, as we have seen, the bishoprics in most places were

not bestowed without a considerable share of secular power;

they were distributed according to the exigencies of family

interest or court favour, as mere sinecures. The only concern

of the Roman curia was to engross to itself the greatest possible

number of vacancies and appointments. Alexander took double

annates; he raised them to two, nay, three tenths; indeed the

livings might almost be said to be sold. The taxes of the papal

chancery rose daily; the comptroller of that office ought, it is

true, to have silenced the complaints against it, but he gene-

rally committed the task of revision to the very persons who

fixed the rates.^ For every act of favour which the office of

dataria permitted to be given out, a certain fixed sum had first

to be paid, and the contest between the civil governments of

Europe and the curia ordinarily bore on nothing so much as

these grants. While the curia wanted to extend them to the

utmost, people in all countries wanted to circumscribe them to

the utmost.

This principle necessarily passed from appointments of that

kind to those of a lower grade. A man might abdicate his

bishopric, yet with the reservation of a great part at least of its

1 Bull of 9tli May, 1484. Quoniam nonnuUi huqidtatis fiUi, clationis et pcr-
tinaeice suce sjnntti assumpto, potestatem majoris pcenitcntiarii nostri—in diibhun

revocare—prcBSurmint,—decet nos advcrsus tales adhihere remedia etc.—[Whereas
some sons of Avickedness, taking up the spirit of their own pride and pertinacity,

presume to suggest doubts with rfs|)ect to the power of our greater penitentiary, it

becomes us to apply remedies against such.] BuUarium Romanum, ed. Coci]^uel-

ines, III. p. 187.

2 Reformationcs cancellariee apostolicso S"i'- D"'- Pauli III. 1510. MS. of the Bar-
lierini Library at Rome, Nro. 2275, enumerates all the abuses that had been
introduced since Si.xtus and Alexander. The gravamina (grievances) of the Ger-

}nan nation relate ])articularly to these "now funds" and offices of the Romish
chancery. § 11. <§ 38.
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revenues, and over and above tliat, of the collations to the pa-

rochial livings attached to it. The very laws prohibiting the

induction, in any case, of the son of a clergyman into his father's

benefice, and succession to a benefice left by bequest, were eluded.

As any man, provided always that he did not grudge the money,

could so arrange matters as to have any one appointed coadjutor

whom he chose, in point of fact a kind of succession by inheri-

tance was admitted.

From such a state of things it necessarily followed that the dis-

charge of ecclesiastical duties was neglected. In this brief view

I confine myself to the remarks made by judicious prelates

of the Romish church itself. "What a sight," they exclaim,

"for a Christian as he wanders through Christendom, this

desolation of the churches ; all the pastors have abandoned their

flocks ; they are all handed over to hirelings.""^ In all quar-

ters, incapable, uncalled, inexperienced persons were appointed,

without selection, to the discharge of ecclesiastical duties. As
the sole concern with the incumbents of benefices was to find the

cheapest curates, the begging friars generally suited their pur-

pose best; and these, under the name of suffragans, which had

never been heard of before in that sense, held the bishoprics, and

as vicars they held the parochial cures.

Already had the begging orders acquired extraordinary pri-

vileges. Sixtus IV., himself a Franciscan friar, had still fur-

ther augmented these for them. He amply secured to them the

right of hearing confessions, of administering the sacraments of the

supper and extreme unction, of burying persons in the grounds

and soil, and even in the cowl of their order—rights which

brought them respect and profit—and threatened with the loss

of their livings the refractory, the parish priests, those in short

who should venture to molest the religious orders, particularly

as respected their getting possession of bequests and legacies.^

J Consilium dclectorum cardinalium et alionun praelatorum de emendanda
ecclesia S^o. Dno. Paulo III. ipso jubente conscriptvun anno 1538.—[The advice

of the select cardinals and othei" prelates concerning the improvement of the church,

written at the command of the most holy lord Paul III. himself, in the year 1538.]

Often printed, also, at that time, and important on this account that it points out

the evil, in so far a,s it lay in the administration, thoroughly and precisely. In
Rome, even long after its being printed, it continued to be always incorporated with
the collections of Curialistic manuscripts.

' Amplissinue gratice et privilcgia fnitrwm minm~ain convcniudlium ordinis S.

Francisci, quce propteraa mare ma</num nuncupantur.—[Most ample favours and
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Now that they came likewise to discharge even the functions

of bishops and of parish priests, it is evident what an immense

influence they must have exercised. All the more eminent

situations and most important dignities, in so far as respected

the enjoyment of their incomes, were in the hands of the great

families and their dependants, and of those who had found

favour with the court and the curia; the actual administration

was committed to the begging friars. In this the popes pro-

tected them. They, too, as well as others, trafficked in the

indulgence, which in those times—Alexander VI. was the first

to declare officially that it delivered souls out of purgatory

—

received such an extraordinary extension. But they too were

sunk in the most thorough worldliness. What intriguing

amono- those orders about the hio-her benefices ! How eao-ero o o
about the time of elections, were they to rid themselves of such

as refused to favour them or who opposed them. Some they

attempted to send out of the way as preachers or as curates,

they hesitated not to attack others with sword and dagger

;

poison was often employed.^ Ecclesiastical favours mean-

while were sold. The beo-oino- friars beino- hired at miserablv

low wages, they were greedy of casual gains.

"Alas!" exclaimed one of those prelates, "would that mine

eyes were a fountain of tears. How are the fenced places fallen

and the vineyard of the Lord laid waste. Were these only to

go to ruin, it were an evil, yet one that might be endured, but

inasmuch as they pervade all Christendom as the veins do the

body, their fall necessarily brings along with it the ruin of the

world."

DIRECIION OF THE HUMAN' MIXD.

Could we unfold the books of history, and contemplate events

as they actually occurred—could passing incidents be accounted

privileges of tlie Minorite friars of the order of St. Francis, Avliidi are on that

account called a great sea,] 31st August, 1474. Bullarium Rom. III. 3, 139. A
like bull was granted to the Dominicans. At the Lateran council of 1512, there

was much ado about this "great sea;" yet i)rivileges, at that time at least, were
more readUy given than accepted.

1 Tn a large " information" of Caraffii's to Clement, which appcai-s only in a

mutilated foi-m in Bromato, Vita di Paolo IV., it is said in the manuscript, of

the monasteries : Si vieiie ad homicidi non solo col veneno ma apertamenic col col-

tcllo con la spada, per non dire con schiopetti.—[They proceetled to commit homi-
cides not only with poison, but ojienly with sword and dagger, not to say with

pistols.]
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for like objects in nature—liow often should we observe, as in

nature, that the very decay which we lament involves the

germ of a better order of things, and see life come forth from

what is dead.

Much as we may deplore such a secularization of spiritual

things—such a degeneracy of religious institutions—yet, with-

out this, the mind of man could hardly have received one of its

most peculiar and most fruitful impulses.

It cannot well be denied that various, and ingenious, and

profound as were the productions of the middle ages, yet they

were founded on a fanciful view of the world, having nought in

it that corresponded with the reality of things. Had the church

stood in fuller and more conscious strength, it would have viaor-

ously maintained itself. But as it now stood, it set the mind

at liberty to burst into a new career, leading it in quite a differ-

ent direction.

It may be said that a very circumscribed horizon kept men's

minds, for some centuries, necessarily conlined within its range

:

the renewed knowledge of antiquity had the effect of breaking-

down that boundary, and of opening up a loftier, more compre-

hensive, and larger view.^

Not that the middle ages were ignorant of antiquity. The

eager desire wherewith the Arabs, to whom we owe the trans-

ference of so many learned and scientific efforts into our western

regions, collected and appropriated the works of the ancients,

was not much behind the zeal wherewith the Italians of the

1 Here the author ascribes to a very inadequate cause, the immensely enlarged

range of the human mind in Eui'ope since the fifteenth century. How should " the
renewed knowledge of antiquity" enlarge the mind more than that original know-
ledge of it did, which was possessed by the ancients themselves in the later periods

of Greek and Roman history? And what student of modern history has not
remarked the narrow range of thought and character, which has ever accompanied
an addiction to mere classical literature? How did the giants of the Reformation
dwindle into the dwarfs of the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, in all cases

where, leaving the gi-aud battle-ground of her purely scriptural principles, her
sons were content to become elegant and erudite scholars instead of profound
theologians, and valiant witnesses for the truth. Our own age, again, is marked by
an enlarged sjihere of thought and action. This is shown in the sjiirit, and the
scope, of its many schemes of philanthropic enterprise at home and abroad. Yet
even the leaders in these enterprises are far inferior to the jKiits maitrcs of Louis
the XIV. 's age and our own queen Anne's, in " the renewed knowledge of antiquity."

One needs but to open the Bible to [)crceive th.at an age which is stamped with its

spirit, needs not the help of the heathen classics in order to extend the i-ange of its

speculations and its undertakings, far beyond the narrow bounds that confined the
soul in the middle ages. Ti<.
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fifteenth century; and the Caliph Mahmoun might, in this

respect, be well compared with Cosmo de' Medici. Let us mark,

however, a difference which, unimportant as it may appear,

strikes me as decisive. The Arabs translated: in doinii' so

they often directly annihilated the originals; by transfusing

their own ideas into their translations, the result was that they

may be said to have theosophised Aristotle—that they turned

astronomy into astrology, and made that bear upon medicine;

that they even specially contributed to the formation of a fan-

tastic cosmography. The Italians, on the other hand, read and

learned. From the Roman writers they passed to the Greeks:

the art of printing sent innumerable copies of the originals over

the world. The genuine Aristotle superseded the Arabic:

from the writings of the ancients in their unaltered state, people

became acquainted with the sciences; they learned geography

directly from Ptolemy, botany from Dioscorides, the science

of medicine from Galen and Hippocrates. How speedily were

men thus disembarrassed of the fancies that had hitherto peopled

the world, and of the prejudices that had possessed their minds

till then.

Meanwhile it would be going too ftir, in referring to that

period, to speak forthwith of the development of a spontaneous

spirit of scientific research, of the discover}^ of new truths and

the development of more enlarged ideas. To understand the

ancients was all that was attempted; no one thought of going

beyond them, and their influence made itself felt rather in the

way of imitation, than in calling forth a productive scientific

activity. In this imitation we find one of the most important

processes in the development of that era.

The ancients were emulated in the use of their own lansruaoe,

a rivalry which found a special patron in Leo X. He himself

read the finely written introduction to the history of Jovius

before the circle of his friends, and thought it the finest composi-

tion that had appeared since the days of Livy. As he patron-

ized even improvisatorcs in Latin, it may be imagined how

much he must have been captivated with tlie talents of Vida,

who could describe such things as the game of chess, in the

full measure of well-turned Latin hexameters. He sent all the

way to Portugal for a mathematician, who had acquired renown.
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for tUe elegant Latin in which he had written works on that

science. Thus, also, did he desire to see jurisprudence and

theology taught, and church history written.

Meanwhile to stop short at this point was impossible. To

whatever extent sach imitation of the ancients in their own

tongue might be carried, the range of the human mind could

not be confined within so limited a sphere. It had an inherent

insufficiency, and far too many took part in it for that insuffi-

ciency not to appear evident. The new idea suggested itself

that the ancients might be imitated in the vernacular lan-

guages. People felt towards them as the Romans did towards

the Greeks; they wanted to emulate them no longer in

one particular department only, but in the general field of

literature, and into this new field they rushed with youthful

ardour.

Happily, even at this time, the vernacular tongues had

acquired a generally sanctioned form. Bembo's merits lay less

in the excellence of his Latin style, or in the attempts in

Italian poetry which he has left us, than in his well-conceived

and happily executed endeavours to impart regularity and

dignity to his mother tongue—to construe it according to fixed

rules. This is that which obtained for him the praise of Ariosto

;

he hit precisely on the right time his essays serve but as

examples to his lessons.

Now, if we survey the circle of works, to which, while follow-

ing the ancients as models, people applied this body of materials

so incomparable in point of fluency, flexibility, and melody, as

well as prepared with so nmch judgment, the following observa-

tion forcibly strikes us.

Attempts at too close an imitation of the ancients failed to

succeed. Tragedies, such as Rucellai's Rosmunda composed, as

the publishers announce, after the model of antiquity ; didactic

poems, such as that of the Bees, in which too reference is made at

once to Virgil, and he is afterwards turned to account in a

thousand ways, met with no success, and had little real influ-

ence. Authors allowed themselves more freedom in the composi-

tion of comedies: the nature of the case required that these

should receive the stamp and colour of actual life: yet the

groundwork here was almost always laid in some fablo of anti-

I. II
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quity—some piece from Plautus,^ and men even of such talents

as Bibbiena and Machiavel, have been unable to secure for their

comic works the full acknowledgement of later times. In works

of a different description we sometimes find a certain inconsis-

tency in their internal parts. Thus in the Arcadia of Saunazar,

how strange does the prolix and latinized periodology of the

prose look beside the simplicity, the fervour, and the melody

of the verse.

Now no one can be surprised if complete success were wanting

here, whatever advances were made. A great example was at

least presented and an experiment tried, the results of which

have been immense. Still the modern element did not expatiate

with full freedom in classical forms. The mind became governed

by a rule presented to it from without, and which never became

natural to it.

Besides, how, generally speaking, could a man be satisfied

with imitation? We see in it an effect produced by models, by

great works, but it is the effect of mind upon mind. Now-a-days

we are all agreed that beautiful models should train, improve,

and excite, but by no means enslave.

The most remarkable result must have followed when a man

of genius, warmly participating in the efforts of that period,

applied himself to a work in which matter and form differed

from antiquity, the internal influence only of the latter being

admitted.

The romantic epic derives its very peculiar character from

such being the case with regard to it. For his matter the poet

1 Marco Minio tells us among so many other remarkable things, alx)ut one of

the first representations of a comedy, in Rome, at his sicin(»-ia (court). lie ^vrites

13th March, 1619 : Finita dita festa (he refers to the carnival) se amid ad

una comedia, chefece el reverend'^ Cibo, dove d stato helUssima cosa lo apparaio

tunto superbo che non si potria dire. La comedia fu qucsta, che fii fe]ita wia
Ferrara e in dita salafu fata Ferrara preciso come lo, i. Dicono che Monauinor

Rev"" Cibo venendo per Ferrara evolendo una comedia U fu data qucsta comedia.

E sta tratta parte de li Suppositi di Plauto e dal Eimucho di Terenzio niolto

helUssima.—[The said festivity being over., they went to a comedy got uj) by the most

reverend Cibo, where there were the finest things, the machinery so superb as is

not to be told. The comedy was that in which there Is supposed to be a Feirara,

and in the said hall Ferrara was represented precisely as it stands. They say that

Monsignor the most reverend Cibo, coming tlirough Fon-ara and wishing to see a

comedy, there was given him that comedy. And there was acted ]>ai-t of the Sup-

positi of Plautus and Terence's Kunuchus, all very fine.] He means, no dnubt, the

Suppositi of Ariosto,—yet we see that he notices not the name of the author not

the title of the jjioce, but only wliat it was taken from.
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had a Cliristiau tale of spiritually heroic import; the most

prominent figures, together with a few grand bold outlines, were

given ; important situations, though little developed, were placed

before him ; and the poetical form, too, was already laid to his

hand; it came directly from the common phraseology of the people.

To this there was added the tendency of the age to attach itself

to the antique. That came in, fashioning, improving, human-

izing every thing. How difterent is the Rinaldo of Boyardo,

noble, modest, full of a joyous spirit of adventure, from the hor-

rible Haymonson of the old traditions. How did what was

extravagant, fabulous, gigantic, in the old representation, become

altered into what is intelligible, graceful, and fascinating ! Even

the unadorned tales of the olden time have something attractive

and pleasing in their very simplicity; yet how different is the

pleasure we enjoy when we allow ourselves to be fascinated with

the melody of Ariosto's stanzas, and to speed along in company

with a bright and highly cultivated mind from one scene to

another. What Avas uncouth and misshapen has now assumed

throughout a distinct contour, and form, and melody.

Few ages have a taste for simple beauty of form ; it is to be

met with only in the most favoured and fortunate periods. Such

do we find at the close of the fifteenth and the commencement

of the sixteenth centuries. How can I indicate, even in a sketch,

all that was attempted and done in that period? It may be

boldly affirmed that all the most beautiful productions of modern

times in architecture, statuary, and painting, fall within that

brief epoch. Its tendency was, not to reasoning, but to practice

and execution. To these, men devoted all their lives and ener-

gies. I might say that the fastness erected by a prince over

against his enemy, and the note written by a philologist on the

margin of his author, have something in conunon. A severe

beauty fundamentally distinguishes all the productions of that age.

But, therewithal, it must be admitted, that while art and

poetry took possession of the ecclesiastical elements, they did

not allow the substance of these to escape their influence. The

romantic epos, in embodying an ecclesiastical tradition, placed

1 I liave endeavoured to accomplish this in a treatise apart, which T read before

tlie lloyal Academy of Sciences.

( The above Note seems properly to belong to the tliird sentence of ne>t para-

graph. Tr.)
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itself of course in opposition to these. Ariosto found it neces-

sary to take away the back ground from his tale, which pre-

serves their original importance.

Previous to this, religion had entered as much as art into all

works of painting and design. As soon as art became alive to

the charms of ancient statuary, it threw off the trammels of reli-

gious conceptions. We can perceive how this became more deci-

dedly the case, year after year, even with Raphael. People may

blame this as they please ; but it almost seems that profane ele-

ments had a necessary part in producing that beautiful freshness

of development.^

And was it not a most significant fact that a pope himself

undertook to pull down the old Basilika of St. Peter's, the

metropolitan church of Christendom, every part of which was

reckoned holy, which contained the accumulated memorials of the

veneration of so many ages, and to erect in its stead a temple after

the model of antiquity? It was a purely artistic effort. Both

the factions which at that time divided the world of art, easily

excited as it was to jealousy and hatred, united in calling upon

Julius II. to decide upon this step. Michael Angelo wanted to

find a fitting spot for the monument which he contemplated

erecting to the pope on a comprehensive plan, and with the

utmost magnificence, such as he actually accomplished in his

Moses. Still more urgent was Bramante. He wanted to real-

ize the bold conception of raising high in air, upon colossal col-

umns, a copy of the Pantheon in all its vastness. Many
cardinals opposed this, and it would appear that there were

symptoms of a still more general disapprobation ; there is so

much personal regard attached to every old church, but immea-

surably more to that supreme sanctuary of Christendom.^ But

1 This will not seem so extraordinary to the Cliristian who reflects upon the sub-

ject. It is the object of the gospel to restore a very ditfei-ent beauty from that which

is idolized by men like Leo X. and Raphael, and exquisite as was their susceptibility

of the charms of what may be called sensuous beauty, their lives showed how little

they could appreciate the "beauty of holiness." Yet some seem to quan-el with the

gospel because, notwithstanding its immense influence in enlarging the mind and

humanizing the character, it nowhere directly patronizes the fine arts. Tr.

2 Fea in his notizie intorno Rafaele, p. 41, gives the following passage from the

unprintcd works of Panvinius dc rebus antiquis mcmorahilibus ct Jc priestantia ba-

silicce S. Petri Apostolorum Principis etc : Qua in re (referring to the new building)

adversos pene habuit cunctorum ordimim homines etprcesertim cardimiles, non quod

novum non cuperent basilicam magnificewtissimam extrui, sed quia antiquam toto

terrarum orbe venerabilem, tot sanctorum sepidchris auquslissimam, tot cclcherrimis
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Julius II. was not wont to pay much regard to opposition.

Without further consideration he caused half the old church to

be pulled down, and he himself laid the foundation stone of the

new.

Thus was tliere, in the very centre of Christian worship, a

resurrection of those forms in which the spirit of the ancient

superstition had so appropriately expressed itself. At St.

Peter's in Montorio, over the blood of the martyrs, Bramante
built a chapel in the light and airy form of a peripteros.

Now if there was an inconsistency in this, it was equally to

be found in the whole life and being of that age. People went

to the Vatican, far less to pray at the apostolic tlu-eshold than to

admire, in the pope's residence, the great works of ancient art,

such as the Apollo Belvedere and the Laocoon

True, the pope now, as well as formerly, was called upon to

make arrangements for a war against the infidels. I find this,

for example, in a preface of Navagero's,^ but in this he never

thinks of Christian interests, such as the recovery of the holy

sepulchre; his hope is that the pope might again discover the

lost writings of the Greeks, and perhaps even of the Romans.

Amid this exuberance of effort and execution, of mind and

art, and in the enjoyment of the secular development of the

highest spiritual dignity, lived Leo X. People would dispute

about his having the honour of giving his name to this age; and

his merits may not have been so great. But he was now Leo

the fortunate. He had been nourished in the elements that go

to form this present world; he possessed sufficient liberality and

susceptibility of mind, to promote and to enjoy its beauty and

its bloom. After finding so much enjoyment in the Latin works

of direct imitators, he could not fail to be interested in the ori-

ginal compositions of his contemporaries. In his presence were

exhibited the first tragedies in the Italian tongue, and the first

comedies too, notwithstanding the scandal occasioned by the

doubtful morality they derived from Plautus. There is hardly

in ea gestis insigncm,funditus dderi ingeniiscant.—[In which thing (the new build-
ing) he found liimsclf opposed by men of almost all ordei-s, and particularly the car-
dinals, not because they did not desire to have a new and most magniticent basilika

erected, but because they groaned at the total demolition of the old, venerable as it

was in the eyes of the whole world, rendered so august by the tombs of so many
saints, and so illustrious on account of so many famous things having been done in it.]

1 Naugerii Pnefatio in Ciccronis orationcs. T. T.
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one which he had not first seen. Ariosto was one of the ac-

quaintances of his youth ; Machiavel had once and again writ-

ten expressly for him; for him Raphael filled rooms, galleries,

and chapels, with the ideal forms of human beauty, and the pure

expression of existence. He was passionately fond of music, the

more scientific practice of which was even then spreading through

Italy. The palace daily resounded with music, and the pope

himself hummed in concert with its melodies. It may be thought

that this was a kind of mere mental luxury ; be it so, it is the

only luxury that is worthy of a man. Moreover, Leo X. was

full of kind personal sympathy with others. Never would he

refuse a favour, even although it were impossible to grant it, but

in the mildest expressions. "He is a good man," says one of

those observant persons, ambassadors, "very open-handed and

kind-hearted, and but that he is led into them by his relations,

he would avoid all irregularities.^ "He is a learned man," says

another, " and the friend of learned men ; unquestionably reli-

gious, yet he likes to enjoy life."" True, he did not always

maintain the decorum expected of a pope. At times he would

set off from Rome, to the mortification of the master of ceremon-

ies, not only without a surplice, but, as the latter notes in his

journal, "which is worst of all, in boots." He passed the autumn

in rural recreations; in hawking at Viterbo, and stag-hunting

at Cornuto, while the lake of Bolsena afibrded him the amuse-

ment of fishing; lastly, he always spent a part of the year at

Malliano, his favourite residence. Thither, too, he was accom-

panied by men of prompt and nimble wits, such as improvisa-

tores, who could enliven the passing hour. When winter came

round the whole party returned to Rome. The city was under-

going a rapid enlargement. Its inhabitants had increased by

about a third in the course of a few years. There the mechanic

found employment, the artist renown, every one security. Never

had the court been more lively, more agreeable, more intellect-

ual. No expense was thought too much for the celebration of

festivals, sacred or civil, for games and the theatre, or for pre-

1 Zorzi. Per il papa, non voria ni gucrra ni fatiche, ma qncsti soi lo intr'iga.

—[As for tlie pope, he wishes neither war nor troubles, but in these his kindred em-
broil him.]

'i Marco Miiiio: Uelaz.ioiio. E Jodo e amador di dodi, hen rdujioso, via vol.

viver. lie calls iiini buona persona, " a good person."
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sents and other favours. Notliing was spared. People learned

with delight that Juliano Medici was about to take up his resi-

dence in Eome with his young wife. " Thank heaven," cardinal

Bibbiena wrote to him, " for we lack nothing here but a court of

ladies.''

The low vices of Alexander VI. must ever create disgust, but

there was nothing very censurable in the manner in which Leo

kept his court. Yet it were no ofience to reason to say that it

did not accord with the vocation of a supreme head of the church.

Life readily veils these inconsistencies, but they must have

struck every serious and reflective mind.

In this state of things there was no more question about

genuine Christian sentiments and convictions. Far from that,

these now began to be directly impugned.

The schools of philosophy began to dispute whether the rea-

sonable soul were immaterial and immortal, but still the same

in all men, or if it were not, in one word mortal. Peter Pom-

panazzo, the foremost of the philosophers of that day, distin-

guished himself in -maintaining the last of these propositions. He
compared himself to Prometheus, whose heart was pecked by the

vulture, for having attempted to steal his fire from Jupiter. But

with all his painful efforts, and all his acuteness, he could attain

to no further result "than that when the legislator pronounced

the soul immortal, he did this without troubling himself about

the truth."^

We have no ground to believe that this opinion was either

confined to a few or held secret. Erasmus was confounded at the

blasphemies he heard: it was even attempted to prove to him,

a foreigner, out of Pliny, that there was no difference between

the souls of men and those of beasts.^ While the common pco-

1 This exiJosed Pompoiiazza in veiy serious attacks, as appcai-s, among other proofs,

from an extract of a papal brief by Contelori. Petrus dc Mantua, thus it runs, as-

seruit quod annua ratimmlis, secundum propria j'hilosophio} ct mcntem Aristotdis,

sit SOI vidca/iir mortalis, contra determinnlio)i<:iii eoncilii Lateranensis : papa man-

dat ut dictus Fetms revocet : alias contra ijjsumjnveedafur. 13 Jiinii 1618.—[Peter

of Mantua has asserted that the reasoning soul, according to the properties of phi-

losojihy and the mind of Aristotle, is or seems mortal, against the determination of

the Lateran council :* the pope commands the said Peter to recant :
otherwise let

him be prosecuted. 13th June, 1518.]

2 Burigny's lafe of Erasmus, I. 139. I will here further adduce the following pas-

• It was certainly not the best way to put down tliis orinion, to oppose to it the authority, not of Divine Uevelation,

but only of a Lateran co'jncil. It looks as if the jxipe dared not s'and forward to Wndicatc an authority whiuU ho

himself disobeyed. Tb.
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pie were sinking into an almost heathenish superstition, which

saw its salvation in an ill-grounded merit of works, the higher

classes took an irreligious direction. How amazed was young

Luther on his coming into Italy ! At the very moment that

the sacrifice of the mass was about to close, the priests ridiculed

it by giving utterance to blasphemies.

In Rome it was reckoned a piece of good breeding to impugn

the fundamental principles of Christianity. "One no longer

passes," says P. Anth. Bandino,^ "for an accomplished person,

who does not entertain wrong views of Christianity." At court,

the ordinances of the Roman catholic church, and texts from

holy scripture, were never spoken of but with a sneer: the

mysteries of the faith were treated with contempt.

Thus it is seen how all things accorded together, the one call-

ing forth the other : the ecclesiastical pretensions of the princes

giving occasion for the civil pretensions of the popes : the decline

of the ecclesiastical institution leading to the development of a

new direction of the mind; until at last the very foundations

of the faith began to be assailed in public opinion.

OPPOSITION IN GERMANY.

It strikes me that there is something particularly remarkable

in the state of Germany at this time* viewed in relation to this

development of the human mind. That country participated in

it, but in a manner altogether different.

While in Italy there were poets, like Boccacio and Petrarch,

who promoted that study in their time, and communicated a

national impulse to it, there went forth, in like manner, in Ger-

sage from Paul Canensius in the Vita Pauli 1 1 . Pari quoque diligentia e medioRoma-
nce ctirUe nefmulam nonnuUorumjuvemim sectam scelestamque opmionem sustidit,

qui dcprnvn'tls inorlhiis asserehant nostrmnfidem orthodoxam potius quihui^dam sanc-

toru>ii.as/t(liis qwim yens rerura testimoniis subsisterc.—[With no less diligence he
banished from the Roman curia that nefarious sect, and that execrable oj)inion of

some youtlis who maintained, in the depravity of their morals, that our orthodox faith

rested rather on cei'tain cunning devices of the saints than on the tnie testimonies

of things.]—Tliere breathes a veiy finished materialism in tlie Triumjjh of Cliarle-

magne, a poem, by Ludovici ; as is seen from tlie quotations of Daru in the fortieth

book of the Histoire de Vcnise.

1 In Caracciolo's VitaMS. oiVa.\i\ IV. In quel tempo non parevafosse galantuomo

€ huon cortegiano cohd die de' dogmi dclla cMcsa non avcva qualche opiinion crranea

ed heretica.—[At tliat time he did not seem to have been a gentleman and a good

courtier who did not hold some erroneous or heretical opinion on the church's

doctrines.]
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many, from a spiritual brotherhood, the Jeronymites of com-

mon life, a brotherhood combining industry with retirement

from the world. In the school of one of their members, the

profound and innocent mystic, Thomas aKempis,were formed all

those worthy men who were first attracted to Italy by the light

that burst from ancient literature in that country, and after-

wards returued to diffuse the same light throughout Germany
too.^

And as the commencement was different, so also was tlie issue.

In Italy the works of the ancients were studied for the sake

of acquiring the learning and the science they contained; in

Germany schools were kept. There people attempted a resolu-

tion of the highest problems of the human mind, if not by their

own independent eJBbrts, yet by the help of the ancients ; here,

the best books were devoted to the instruction of youth.

In Italy men's minds were captivated with the beauty of

form, and began to imitate the ancients; this led, as we have

noticed, to a national literature. In Germany these studies

took a spiritual direction. The renown of Reuchlin and of

Erasmus is matter of general notoriety. Now if we inquire

wherein consisted the chief merits of the former, it will be found

in his having been the first to compose a Hebrew Grammar, a

monument of which he hoped, just as the Italian poets did of

their works, that it would prove "more lasting than brass."

And while he thus opened the way to the study of the Old

Testament, Erasmus devoted his efforts to that of the New : he

caused it to be printed, for the first time, in Greek; his para-

phrase and comments upon it have produced eflects far exceed-

ing what even he contemplated.

While the bent of the human mind in Italy now tended to

alienate men from the church and led them to oppose it, some-

thing of the same kind was taking place in Germany. There

that spirit of free thinking which it will never be possible alto-

gether to suppress, began to insinuate itself into the literary

element, and in more than one quarter, grew into a distinct

infidel system. A profound theology too, derived from sources

1 Mcincrs has the merit of having first traced out his frciiealogy from liivius

Daventria iUustrata. Lebensbeschreihungeu berlilimter Manner au3 den Zeiten

dcr Wiederherstellung der Wissenschaften, II. 308.
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now unknown, though often assailed by the church, had never

been found capable of being suppressed. This originated the

literary efforts of Germany. Here I deem it worthy of remark

that as early as the year 1518, the Bohemian Brethren ap-

proached Erasmus in his opinions, although at other times

he pursued a very difterent course.^

Thus, on both sides of the Alps, did the development of the

human mind in that age result in opposition to the cliurch.

On the one side, this opposition was associated wdth science and

literature; on the other it sprang from metaphysical studies

and a more profound theology. There it was negative and in-

fidel; here it was positive and believing. There it utterly

abandoned the foundation of the church; here it restored that

foundation to its orio^inal state. There it was scoffino- and

satirical, and submitted to authority; here it was serious and

vehement, and proceeded to make the boldest assault on the

Romish church that it had ever sustained.

It has been thought a merely casual circumstance that this

assault was first directed against the abuses practised with the

indulgence. But inasmuch as the outward manifestation of

the inmost principle of the indulgence exposed at once, and in

the clearest manner, what was the weak point in the whole state

of things, consisting generally in the secularization of the spi-

ritual element, so did it directly traverse the idea which had

taken shape in the profound theology of Germany. A man,

like Luther, whose religion flowed warm from the heart, a man
profoundly imbued as he was, with the views of sin and justi-

fication that had been expressed before his time in the books of

German theology, and who had become confirmed in these by the

scriptures which he drank in with a thirsty soul, could have

found nothing in the world so scandalous as the indulgence.

The doctrine of a forgiveness of sin to be had for money, must

have been mortally offensive to one whose convictions on that

head had been acquired from contemplating the eternal relation

between God and man, and who, moreover, had learned what

the doctrine of scripture itself was on the subject.

1 Fusslin : Kirclien-uud Ketzcrgeschichto, IT. 82.

2 I have adopted the word metaphysical as tlie nearest approacli to the meaning
of tlie word geiatlichen in the original. T».
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Having devoted himself indeed to assail that abuse, the ill-

grounded and prejudiced opposition he soon met with, led him

gradually onwards ; nor could he long remain blind to the rela-

tion which that one disorder bore to the general decline of

the church. His was a nature that recoiled from no extremity.

He scrupled not, with undaunted courage, to attack even the

supreme head of the church himself, and thus, from among the

most devoted dependents of the popedom, the begging friars,

there arose the most daring and powerful opponent it ever

knew. As Luther opposed a power which had so widely de-

parted from its principle, only with so much the greater force

and acuteness; as he expressed opinions of which all men
were already convinced; as his opposition, though it bad not

as yet put forth its collective and positive force, was approved

even by the unbelieving, and satisfied at the same time that

seriousness which animated itself, the eftect of his writings was

immense: they seemed in an instant to fill Grermany and the

world.

CHAPTER THIRD.

POLITICAL COMPLICATIONS. CONNECTION OF THE UEFOUMATION WITH TUESK

Thus with the secular struggles of the popedom, did a two-

fold movement manifest itself. First, there was a religious

movement, followed ere long by a desertion from the ranks of

the popedom, which seemed likely to exert an immense influence

upon the future. Then there was a political movement also, the

elements stirred up by which, remained in a state of ferment-

ation, and could not fail to lead to new developments. These

two movements, their reciprocal influence, and the oppositions

of interest and passion to which they gave rise, formed the lead-

ing feature in the history of the popes for ages.

Well were it that no prince, no state, should ever suppose

that it can be benefited by proceedings in which it is to owe

nothing to itself; to procure nothing by its own efforts. The

Italian governments, in attempting, with the assistance of

foreign nations, to vanquish one another, destroyed the indepen-

dence which they had enjoyed in the fifteenth century, and
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handed over their country as a common battle ground to

strangers. In this a great deal must be ascribed to the popes.

They had now, no doubt, attained to a degree of power, such as

the Roman see had at no previous time possessed; but this was

not owing to any exertions of theirs. They owed it to the French,

Spaniards, Germans and Swiss. Csesar Borgia could hardly

have accomplished much but for his alliance with Louis XII.;

magnificent as were the views of Julius II., heroical as were

his efforts, without the assistance of Spain and Switzerland he

must have been overborne. But how could it be expected that

they who had fought and won, should not likewise seek to

enjoy the preponderance which thus accrued to them. Julius II.

clearly perceived this, and made it his object, while all else were

kept in a kind of equipoise, to secure the services of the least

powerful, that is, of the Swiss; these he ventured to hope he

might direct as he chose.

But it turned out otherwise. Two great powers had gradu-

ally risen up, and these now began a contest, if not for the abso-

lute dominion, at least for the supremacy in Europe. These had

left the pope far behind in point of power, and Italy was to be

the battle field of their rivalry.

The French first appeared upon the scene. Not long after

Leo's elevation to the popedom, in greater force apparently than

ever, and headed by Francis I. in all the youthful heroism of

chivalry, they once more crossed the Alps in order to recover

Milan. All now depended on the resistance they might meet

with from the Swiss. This made the battle of Marignano of so

much consequence, for the Swiss on that occasion were utterly

beaten, and since that defeat have never again exercised any

independent influence in Italy.

The result of the first day's conflict was doubtful, and already

had bonfires been lighted in Rome in consequence of its being

reported that the Swiss had gained the battle. Intelligence of

the result of the second day's engagement, and of the true state

of the case, first reached the ambassador of the Venetians, then

allies of the king of France, and who had contributed in no small

degree to the decision of the contest. He repaired in all haste

to the Vatican, to coniminiicate this information to the pope. Leo

came out to give him an audience before he had quite dressed
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himself. "Your holiness," said the ambassador, "gave me bad

news yesterday, but there was no truth in it. I bring you to-

day what is both good and true. The Swiss have been beaten."

He then read the letters he had received, and which coming from

persons known to the pope, left no doubt as to the truth of their

contents.^ The pope made no secret of his consternation.

"What then," he exclaimed, "will become of us; what will be-

come even of you?" "We hope all that is good for both," was

the reply. "Mr. Ambassador," rejoined the pope, "we must

throw ourselves into the arms of the king and sue for mercy."^

That victory, in fact, gave the French a decided preponder-

ance in Italy, and had they followed it up in good earnest, nei-

ther would Tuscany nor the states of the church, which were

easily excited to rebellion, have offered much resistance; nay, it

would have been no easy matter even for the Spaniards to main-

tain themselves in Naples. "The king," says Francis Vettori

explicitly, " could have made himself master of Italy." How
much at that moment depended on Leo

!

Lorenzo Medici once remarked in speaking of his three sons,

Julian, Peter and John; "the first is good, the second is a fool,

the third is a clever fellow." This third became Leo X., and

now he lived to prove himself equal to the difficulties in which

he was involved. Though dissuaded from it by his cardinals,

he repaired in person to Bologna, there to confer with the king;^

and there they concluded the concordat in which they partitioned

between themselves the rights of the Galilean church. Leo had

also to relinquish Parma and Placentia, but, for the rest, he suc-

ceeded in conjuring the storm that threatened him, in prevailing

1 Summario do la ratione de Zorzi. E cussi desmissiato venne fuori non compito di

vestir. L'orator disse : pater sancte, eri v™ sanf- mi dette una cattiva nuova e

falsa, io le daro ozi una bona e vera, zoe Sguizari e I'otti. [The translator in the
text.] The letters were from Pasqualigo, Dandolo, and othei-s.

2 Domine orator, vedoremo quel fara il re christ™" se metteremo in Ic so man
dimandando miscricordia. Lui orator disse, pater sancte, vostra santita non avra
mat alcuno.—[•' Mr. Orator, we shall sec what the most Christian king will do.

We will put ourselves into his hands and call for mercy." The orator said to
him, "Holy Father, your Holiness will receive no harm."]

* Zorzi. Qimsto papa e savio e praiiclio di stato e si pensb con li siioi considtori
di venir abocharsi a Bologna con vcrgogna di la sede (ap.) : molti cardinali, tra i

qual il cardinal Hadnano, Io disconsejava : pur vi volse andar.—[This pope is

wise and expert in matters of state, and so he thought to come with his councillors
to hold a conference at Bologna with the modesty of the (apostolic) see : many car-
dinals, among whom such as the cardinal Hadriiino, dissuaded him, yet go there he
would.]
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on the king to retrace his steps, and in retaining the undisturbed

possession of his territories.

How fortunate this was for him may he seen from the conse-

quences that immediately followed the mere approach of the

French. It deserves special acknowledgment that Leo, after the

defeat of his allies, and the surrender of a portion of territory,

was enabled to retain two provinces hardly yet acquired, long

accustomed to independence, and replete with the elements of

revolt.

His attack upon Urbino, upon a princely house with whom

his family, when proscribed, had found a refuge and a home, has

always been objected to him. He was led to it as follows; the

duke of Urbino had taken pay from the pope, and afterwards, at

the most critical moment, had failed to fulfil his engagement.

Leo said that had he not punished him, there was not a baron

in the states of the church, however insignificant, who might not

presume to oppose him; that he had found the pontificate res-

pected, and he was resolved to keep it so.^ But as the duke,

secretly at least, was backed by the French, as he found confe-

derates in all parts of the state, and even in the college of cardi-

nals, the contest continued to be a hazardous one. It proved by

no means easy to expel the warlike prince ; at times the pope was

seen to shudder, and to be almost beside himself, on the arrival

of bad news, besides which, a conspiracy was in progress for tak-

ing advantage of the medical treatment he required for some

bodily ailment, to poison him.^ The pope succeeded in securing

himself against these enemies ; but it is evident how difficult it

was for him to do so. The discomfiture of his party by the

French, operated against him alike in his capital and in his

palace.

Meanwhile, however, the second great power had consolidated

itself. Strange as it may appear, that one and the same prince

should bear sway in Vienna, Brussels, Valladolid, Saragossa and

Naples, and, besides all these, in another continent altogether;

I Franc. Vottori {Sommario della storia d' Italia), who was very intimate with

the Medici, reports this declaration. The defender of P'rancis Maria, Giov. Batt.

Leoni (Vita di Francesco Maria) rchites things, p. 100, wliich very nearly agree

with the above.

Fea in the Notizic intorno R<tfaele, p. 35, has conummicatcd from the acts of

the Consistory, the sentences passed on the three Cardinals, and these directly point

to their agrecnient with Francis Alaria.
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this had in fact come to pass by means of a slight and ahnost

unnoticed interweaving of family interests. This aggrandize-

ment of the house of Austria, which bound so many distinct na-

tions together, was one of the greatest and most eventful chan-

ges that have befallen Europe at large. Just as the nations had

detached themselves from what had been hitherto their common

centre, their political concerns threw them into a new connection,

interwove them into a new system. The power of Austria in-

stantly set itself to oppose the preponderance of France. Charles

V.'s possession of the imperial dignity gave him legal claims to

supreme rank at least in Lombardy. War burst forth without

much delay, in consequence of this state of aflairs in Italy,

The popes, as has been said, had hoped to attain to a state of

absolute independence by means of the extension of their terri-

tories. They now saw themselves caught between two far supe-

rior powers. A pope was not so insignificant a personage as

that he could venture to remain neutral in the struggle between

them; nor was he powerful enough to throw a decisive weight

into the scale; his immunity from danger must entirely depend

on the skill with which he should take advantage of circumstan-

ces. Leo is said to have asserted that as soon as terms had been

concluded with one party, no time should be lost in negotiating

with the other.^ Such a double-tongued policy was suggested

to him by the position he occupied.

Seriously, however, Leo could hardly have a doubt to which

party he should attach himself. Even had it not been of im-

mense importance to him to succeed in recovering Parma and

Placentia ; and not to say that he might well have been deter-

mined by Charles V."'s promising to please an Italian in Milan,

a promise so entirely to his liking, yet I conceive there Avas an-

other distinct ground for the course he took. This lay in the

state of religion.

Throughout the whole period now under review, the princes

of Europe, in their complicated relations with the Roman see,

had desired nothing so much as to call forth a spiritual opposi-

tion to it. Charles VIII. of Franco had no surer stay in op-

1 Swriano, Relatione di 1533. Dicesi delpapa Leone, che quando 'I aveva fatto

lega con cdcuno prima, soleva dir, chepero non si dovea rcstar dc tratar cum lo altro

prinoipe opposto. [Translated in the text.]
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posing Alexander VI. tlian what lie found in the Dominican

friar, Jerome Savonarola in Florence. Again, when Louis XII,

had abandoned all hope of a reconciliation with Julius II. he

summoned a council to meet at Pisa, and small as was its suc-

cess, yet in Rome it seemed a very dangerous affair. But when

did the pope find a bolder or more successful enemy than Lu-

ther? His appearance alone, his mere existence, gave him poli-

tical weight. Maximilian saw the matter in this light; he

never would have allowed any violence to be done to the monk

;

he caused him even to be specially recommended to the electoral

prince of Saxony; "He might be needed one day." And from

that time Luther's influence had daily increased. The pope

found it impossible either to convince or to frighten him, or to

get him into his hands. Let it not be supposed that Leo was

unaware of the danger. Often had he sought to draw into that

field of controversy, the talents with which he was surrounded

at Home. But another resource still remained. If, on the one

hand, he had reason to dread that by declaring himself against

the emperor, he might see so dangerous an opposition protected

and promoted, he might hope, on the other hand, by allying

himself with that prince, to obtain his assistance in suppressing

religious innovation.

At the diet of Worms, in 1521, political and religious afi'airs

became subjects of negotiation. Leo concluded an alliance with

Charles V. for the recovery of Milan, and from the very day of

the signature of that treaty, dates the outlawry pronounced

upon Luther. I care not though other motives may have had

their share in this; no one will persuade himself that it had

not the closest connection with the political negotiation of the

same date.

Nor was it long before the consequences of this league appeared

on both sides. Luther was imprisoned in the castle of Wart-
burg, and his place of confinement kept secret.^ The Italians

would not at once believe that Charles, from a conscientious de-

sire that the safe-conduct should not be violated, had allowed

him to depart: "but j)erceiving," said they, "that the pope was

1 Luther was supposed to Itc dead ; it was reported that the ]iapists had murdered
him. Pallavicini (Istoria del eoncilio di Trento I. e. 28,) borrows from the letters

of Alexander, tliat the lives of the nuueios were on that account in jeopardy.
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alarmed at Luther's doctrine, he wished to make use of liim as a

means of holding the pope in check."^ Be that as it may, Luther

altogether disappeared for a time from the scene of the world;

he was so far outlawed, and the pope, at all events, had succeeded

in carrying out a decisive measure against him.

The imperial papal arms were meanwhile successful in Italy.

One of the pope's nearest relations. Cardinal Julius Medici, son

of his father's brother, was himself in the field and marched with

the troops into Milan when taken. It was maintained in Rome
that the pope thought of that dukedom for him ; but I find no

satisfactory evidence of this, and the emperor might not so

readily have been brought to accede to it. But putting that

aside, the advantage was not worth the reckoning. Parma and

Placentia had been reconquered; the French had withdrawn;

and the pope must infallibly obtain great influence over the new

prince at Milan.

It was a crisis of the utmost importance. A new political

development had commenced ; a great ecclesiastical movement

had set in. It was a moment in which the pope might flatter

himself with having to guide the one and to arrest the other.

He was young enough as yet, to cherish the hope of turning all

to liis advantage.

Strange and fallacious destiny of man! Leo was at his villa

of Malliana, when the news arrived of his friends having entered

Milan. He gave himself up to such feelings as the successful

issue of an undertaking usually inspires. Gratified with the

sight of the festivities in which his people were indulging on the

occasion, he continued, till far on in the night, to pace to and

fro between the window and a blazing fire; it was in November.^

Somewhat exhausted, but still in high spirits, he came to Rome,

1 Vettori : Carlo si excnso di non poter procedere pin oltre rispetto al salvocon-

dotto, ma la verita fu cho conosceiido die il papa temeva molto di questa doctrina
di Luthero, lo voile tenere conquestofreno.—[Charles was excused from proceeding
farther on account of the safe-conduct ; but the truth is, tliat knowing the pope to

be much afraid of that doctrine of Luther's, he wished to hold him with that rein.]

2 Copia di una lettera di Roma alii S(j" Bologncsi a di 3 Debr. 1521, scritta

per Bartholomeo Argilclli.—[Copy of a letter from Rome to the magistrates of

Bologna, dated 3d I>ec. 1621, written by Bartholomew Argilclli.] See Sanuto in

the 32d Vol. The news reached the pope on the 24th of Nov. as grace was ."raying.

lie looked upon this as a particularly good omen, lie said : Questa e biiotia nuova.

che havete portato.[—This is good news you have brought.] The Swiss began di-

rectly to make peace. The pope made them be entreated to do nothing, but to no
purpose.
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and there, before the public rejoicings were over, he was seized

with a mortal illness. "Pray for me," said he to his servants,

" I still make you all happy." He was fond of life, but his hour

was come. He had not time to receive the sacrament and ex-

treme unction. Thus suddenly, and at so early an age, he died,

amid high hopes, even as the poppy sheds its flower.^

The people of Rome could not forgive him for dying without

the sacraments ; for having spent so much money, too, and yet

leaving quite enough of debts unpaid. They accompanied his

obsequies with gibes. "Like a fox,," said they, "didst thou

sneak in, like a lion hast thou reigned, and thy death has been

that of a dog,"^ ^. Posterity, on the contrary, has given his

name to an age in history, and to an important development of

the human mind.

We have pronounced him fortunate. After having met with

that first reverse, which, after all, did not affect him so much as

1 People talked unmediately of poison. Lcttera di Eieronymo Bon a suo harba
a di 5 Dec.—[Letter of Jerome Bon to his uncle, dated 5th Dec] in Sanuto. A'bn.

si sa certo sel pontcfice sia morfo di veneno. Fo ajjerto. Maestro Feraiido judica
sia stato venenata : alcuno de li altri no : e di qiiesta opinione Mastro Severino,

che lo vide aprire, dice die non e venenata.—\VeQ])\e are not sure whether the pon-
tiff died by poison or not. He was opened. Dr. Ferando judged that he had been
poisoned ; some thought otherwise ; of that opinion Ls Dr. Severino who saw him
opened—he says he was not poisoned.]

2 Capitali di una lettera scritta a Rama 21 Dec. 1521. Concludo che non e

morta niai papa cum peggiorfama dapoi e la cldesadi Dio.—[Heads of a letter

written from Rome 2lst Dec. 1521. I conclude that never has there died a pope
of worse reputation since the church of God existed.]

3 This was predicted by pope Celcstine of his successor, Boniface YIII. "This
cardinal," said he, " who stole like a fox into the chair of St. Peter, will have the

reign of a lion and the end of a dog." French critics have blamed M. Merle d'Au-
bigue for having given too severe a character of Leo X. and have praised tliis of

Ranke's for its greater fairness. But unless the jjoliter accomplishments of life, and
other merely pleasing qualities, can be supposed to comjjensate for the grossest hy-
pocrisy and prostitution of sacred things, the Swiss historian's must be regarded as

the more faithful portrait of the two. Leo was, in short, what the Romans evi-

dently thought him, an accomplished and agreeable knave. The following passage

from an historian whose own infidelity led him to be more than ordinarily candid in

descriliing characters of that class, may be said to settle the point. " It is com-
monly believed," says Hume, " that Leo, from the penetration of his genius and
his familiarity with ancient literature, was fully acquainted with the ridicule and
falsity of the doctrines whicli, as supreme pontiff, he was obliged by his interest to

promote ; it is the less wonder, therefore, that he em])loyed for his jn-ofit those pious

frauds which his predecessoi-s the most ignorant and credulous, liad always, under
plausible pretences, made use of for their selfish purposes. He published the sale of

a general iiululgence, and as his expenses had not only exhausted his usual revenue
but even antiei]iated the money expected from this exfraordinni-y expedient, the se-

veral branches of it were openly given away to ))articular persons who were entitled

to buy the impositions. The jjroduee particularly of Saxony and the countries

bordering on tlie Baltic, was assigned to his sister Magdalene, married to Cibo,

natural sou of funoceut VIII., and she," &e. See Hume, Henry VIII. Tk.
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ifc did other members of his house, he had the felicity to pass

from one source of enjoyment to another, and from success to

success. Even untoward events seemed destined to promote his

happiness and elevation. His life flowed on in a kind of intel-

lectual intoxication, and in the unintermitted gratification of his

wishes. What formed part of his enjoyment was his kindliness

and liberality, his capacity for acquiring accomplishments and

his readiness to own obligations. These very qualities are the

fairest gifts of nature, favours of fortune which men rarely ob-

tain for themselves, yet on which all their enjoyment of life de-

pends. In these he was little disturbed by business; for as he

never annoyed himself about the details, and looked only to the

grand features of a case, business never overwhelmed him, and

called into exercise only the noblest faculties of the soul. He
owed, no doubt, just to his not devoting every day and all hours

of the day to public affairs, his being able to conduct them with

a firmer and free-er superintendence, and his never losing sight,

amid all the perplexities of the moment, of the ideas which were

to lead him out of these and to indicate the course he should

follow. He himself always gave the chief directions; and in his

last moments all the efforts of his policy were co-operating to-

wards a happy result. It may even be reckoned a felicity that

he died so soon. Other times followed, to the untowardliness of

which it is hard to believe that he would have offered a successful

opposition. His successors at least, found it very difficult to do so.

The conclave was long in coming to a decision. " My Lords,"

said cardinal Medici one day, terrified at the thought of the

enemies of his house coming back to Urbino and Perugia, so

that he trembled even for Florence, "My Lords," said he, "1

see that none of us who are met here, can be pope. I have pro-

posed three or four to you but you have rejected them; and, on

the other hand, I cannot accept of the person proposed by you.

We must look about for some one who is not present here."

Assenting to this, they asked who it was that he had in view.

" Take," he exclaimed, "the cardinal of Tortosa, a worthy m.an,

advanced in life, and who is held in universal repute for sanc-

tity."^ This was Adrian of Utrecht, formerly professor at Lou-

1 Lettera di,Roma adi 19 Zenei-.heiSiinufo. Medici cord'', dnbitandodc It casisuoi,

sc la cosa fosse troppo ita in Jongo, deUbcro mittere conclusionc, el havendo in
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vaiu and tutor to Charles V., through whose personal regard he

had been promoted to be governor of Spain, and raised to the

dignity of a cardinal.^ Cardinal Cajetan, who did not othenvise

belong to the Medicean party, rose to pronounce an eulogy on

the person thus proposed. Who could have believed that the

cardinals, who had ever been wont to make their own personal

interest bear upon the election of a pope, would have agreed to

choose a person at a distance, a Dutchman, the cardinal whom
the fewest knew, and from whom none could stipulate for a

favour! They allowed themselves to be taken by surprise,

and when the result was known, knew not very well how they

had come to it. " They were well nigh dead with fear," says

one of our informants. It was said that they might have per-

suaded themselves for a moment that Adrian would not accept.

Pasquin ridiculed them: he represented the object of their

choice as a schoolmaster, and the cardinals as school-boys whom
he was chastising.

But it was long since the election had fallen upon a worthier

man. Adrian enjoyed a thoroughly unblemished reputation;

he was upright, devout, industrious; very serious, his laugh

never going beyond a smile; but full of well-intended and dis-

interested views; in short, a true clergyman.^ What a con-

animo qucsto card'^ Dertusense per esser imjyeriaUssimo—disse : etc—[Medici
doubtful how matters might go with him, were the affixir to be protracted too long,

and regarding that Tortosian clergy* as most devoted to the emperor—said, &c.]

1 So he calls himself in a letter of 1514, to be found in Caspar Burmannus's
Adrianus VI. sive Analecta Historica de Adriano VI. p. 443. In private docu-
ments he is called Meyster Aryan Florisse of Utrecht. In later times he has some-
times been called Boyens, because his father ^\Tote his name Floris Boyens, but
tliat means no more than Bodewin's son, and is not a surname. See Burmann in
the Anmcrkungcn [Notes] to Moringi Vita Adriani, p. 2.

2 Literce ex Victorial directivce ad Cardinalem de Flisco, in the 33d vol. of
Sanuto, describe him as follows :

—

Vir est sui tenax ; in concedeiido p'oxissimits :

in recipiendo nullus aut rarissimus. In sa.crificio cotidianus et matutinm est.

Quern amet aut si qucm amet nidli exphratum. Ira non agitur,jocis non ducitur.
Neque ob pontificatum visus est cxultasse : quin constat graviter ilium ad ejus
famam nuntii ingemuisse.—[He is a man tenacious of what is his own : most
chary in giving, and never or very rarely known to take. He is daily and early
at mass. No one knows whom he loves or if he loves any one. lie is not moved
by anger nor influenced by jests. Nor has he seemed to exult at having been raised
to the pontificate : on the contrary, it is certain that when the tidings reached him
he drew a deep sigh.] In Burmann's Collection there is an Itincrarimn Adriani—
[an Itinerary of Adrian]—by 0)-tiz, who accompanied the po]ie, and was intimately
acquainted with him. lie assures us, at page 223, that he had never noticed any-
thing to be found fault with in him. He was an example of all the virtues.

* Aiii-mn, amonc other favoun-. froui Charles V., luul lioen mnilc bishop of Tortosn in gpaiu—tlio nnciciit I>crtuv>,
Dertossa or llirtoea. Tb.
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trast now that lie repaired to the scene of Leo"'s splendid and

prodigal court ! A letter of his is still extant, in which he says

he would rather serve God in his provostry at Louvain, than be

pope.^ In fact he carried out in the Vatican, the life he had

led as a professor. As a characteristic trait, we may be allowed

to mention, that he brought along with him his old house-

keeper, who managed his household affairs as before. He con-

tinued his former mode of life unaltered. After rising at day-

break, and reading his mass, he proceeded with the ordinary

routine of business and study, which was interrupted only by tho

simplest repast at noon. Yet it cannot be said that ho was a

stranger to the accomplishments of his age; he loved Flemish

art, and could appreciate the union of elegance with learning.

Erasmus acknowledges that he Avas mainl}- indebted to him for

protection from the attacks of bigoted schoolmen.^ He disap-

proved only of that almost heathen direction to which people

were then yielding themselves in Rome, and he would have

nothing to do with the sect of the poets.

No man could be more earnestly desirous than Adrian VI.—

•

he retained his original name—to apply a remedy to the bad

state of things which he found in Christendom.

The progress of the Turkish arms, the fall of Belgrade and

of Ilhodes, presented a special inducement to him to turn his

thoughts to the restoration of peace among the Christian

powers. Notwithstanding his having been the emperor''s tutor,

he forthwith assumed a neutral position. The imperial ambas-

sador who, on the occasion of the war that was breaking out

afresh, had hoped to bring him to a decided declaration in

favour of liis former pupil, was obliged to leave Rome without

effecting his purpose.^ When news was brought to the pope

of the taking of Rhodes, he looked on the ground, said nothing,

1 An Florenz dem Wrjngaerden : ViUoria, 15 Feb., 1522, in Bumiann, p. 398.

3 Erasmus says of him in one of his letters ; licet scholasficis disciplinis faverct,
satis tamcn (eqims in honas literas.—[Althoiinjh fiivoui-able to the sehohistic modes
of teaching, lie is candid enough, however, with respect to sound literature.] Burm.
p. 15. Jovius relates with satisfaction, how much it advanced him in Adrian's
good graces, that he had the reputation of being scriplor annalimn valde elegmis [a

most elegant writer of annals], especially cas lie never had been a poet.

3 Gradeni(fi), Rihrllonc, says it was the viceroy of Naples. Girolamo Negi'o, sonic
very interesting letters from wliom res])ecting these times are to be fmnid in the
Letterc di Princijn, T.I. says, at p. 109, of John Manuel, Sc 2>artl viczo dispcrato.

—[lie went off half desjieratc.]
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but drew a deep sigh/ The danger to which Hungary lay

exposed Avas evident. He trembled even for Italy and Rome.

His whole efforts were directed to the effecting, if not of an

immediate peace, at least of a three years' truce, with the view

of preparing, meanwhile, for a general campaign against the

Turks.

Not less was he resolved to meet the demands of the Germans.

No man could express himself more forcibly on the abuses that

had invaded the church. " We are aware," he says, in the paper

of instructions for the nuncio Chieregato, whom he sent to the

diet, " that for a long while past, there has been much to be

abominated in the holy see; abuses in spiritual things; excess

in the exercise of privileges ; all things perverted to evil. Cor-

ruption has descended from the head to the members, from the

pope it has diffused itself among the prelates ; we have all gone

astray; there is none that hath done good, no, not one." He
promised, on the other hand, all that it was fitting for a good

pope to do; to promote the virtuous and the learned; to remove

abuses, if not at once, at least gradually: he gave ground to

hope for such a reformation, in the head and members, as had

so often been desired."

But it is not so easy to make the world straight. The excel-

lence of a man's intentions, however high the position he

occupies, is far from being equal to such an object. Abuse strikes

its roots too deep; it shoots up with life itself.

The fall of Rhodes was far from inclining the French to

peace: much to the contrary, as they saw it would throw new

work into the emperor's hands, they formed on their side the

greater designs against him. Not without the privity of the

very cardinal whom, notwithstanding, Adrian trusted most, they

formed alliances in Sicily, and made an attack on that island.

The pope found himself driven at last to enter into a treaty with

the emperor, directed in reality against the French.

But even the Germans were no longer to be preserved by

what used formerly to be called a reformation of the head and

members. And any such reformation—how difficult, how well

nigh impossible its accomplishment!

1 Negro fi'om the narrative of the Venetian Secretaiy, p. 1 1 0.

3 Instructio pro te Francisco Cheregato, etc.. etc.—[Instruction for thee Francis
Chieregato, ttc, itc] among other places to be fovind in Kainaldus, torn. XI. p. 363.
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Were the pope to attempt abolishing the revenues of the

curia, in which he observed a kind of simony, he coukl not do

so without weakening the honestly acquired rights of men whose

offices were based on those revenues,—offices which they had

regularly bought. Again, did he contemplate hitting on some

change in regard to marriage dispensations, and perhaps abolish-

ing some of the by-past prohibitions, it was represented to him

that the discipline of the church would only be damaged and

relaxed thereby.

In order to check the disorders of the indulgence, he would

willingly have restored the ancient penances ; but the Peniten-

tiaria bid him observe that in that case he risked losing Italy

in seeking to preserve Germany.^

Enough—at every step he saw himself beset vv^ith a thousand

difficulties.

To this it must be added that he felt himself in a foreign

element at Rome, and found already that he could not govern

it, because he did not know the place—did not understand the

internal springs of conduct there. People had welcomed him

with joy, it being reckoned that he had five thousand benefices

to give away, and every one indulging hopes for himself. But

never did a pope show himself in this respect more reserved.

Adrian insisted upon knowing whom he provided for, and who
were fit to be entrusted with those vacant places; and as he

went to work in these matters with scrupulous conscientious-

ness,^ he disappointed innumerable expectations. The first

decree of his pontificate had been to abolish reversionary rights

to spiritual dignities, such as had hitherto been in use to be

granted; and even those already bestowed he recalled. The

result was inevitable; the publication of the decree in Rome,

drew upon him abundance of bitter enmities. A certain liberty

of speech and writing had to that time been enjoyed at the

court; this he would no longer tolerate. His imposing some

new taxes to supply the exhaustion of the papal treasury, and

1 Tn the first boolc of tlic Hisioria del concilia Trideniino. [liistory of the ooun-
cU of Trent] liy P. Saq)!, ed. of 1621), p. 23. the reader will find a soud aiitithetieal

description of this state of things, taken from a journal of Chieregato's.

2 Ortiz Itlnerarium c. 28 ; c. 30, eminently worthy of credit : as when lie says,

cum provisiones et alia Imjusmodi testis oeulatus inspexerim ; [wlien as an eye
witness I looked over tlie provisions and other things of tliat sort.]
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the increasing demands upon it, was considered as intolerable in

a pope who spent so little. All men were dissatisfied.^ He
perceived this, and he resented it. He gave his confidence to

the Italians less than ever. The two Hollanders, Enkfort and

Hezius, to whom he allowed a certain influence, and one of

whom was his datary, while the other was his secretary, were

equally ignorant of business and of the court ; he found it im-

possible to superintend them himself: besides, he would be

always at his studies, when he not only read but also wrote.

He was not very easy of access ; aSairs were shoved off, drawn

into tedious delays, and managed without skill. The conse-

quence was, that in concerns of the utmost general importance

nothins: was done with efl:ect. Hostilities again commenced in

upper Italy. Luther began his career anew in Germany. In

Kome which, moreover, had been visited with the plague, a gen-

eral discontent took possession of men's minds.

Adrian said on one occasion, "How much depends on the

time in which even the best of men happen to live;" a senti-

ment expressive of the whole bitterness of feeling produced in

him by the position he occupied. There was good reason for

its beinsr inscribed on his monument in the German church at

Rome.

It must not at least be ascribed to Adrian's personal qualities

alone, if his times remained barren in results. The popedom

was encompassed with great necessities, the urgency of which

was universally felt, and which might have furnished infinite

occupation to one more than ordinarily able in conducting its

affairs, as well as expert in the management of men and means.

Amono- all the cardinals there was none that seemed better

fitted for the administration of the popedom., or more equal to

such a burthen, than Julius Medici. Already, under Leo, he

had managed the greatest part of public affairs, including all

the details, and even under Adrian had preserved a certain

J Lettere di Negro. Capitolo del Bcrni :

E quando un segue il libera costume
Di sfogarsi scnvendo e di cantare,

Lo minaccia di far Jmttare in fimne.

[Tie threatened to ordahis if ever

A soul piu'sued the liberal mode,
And sung a song, or wrote an ode.

He s'lould be tossed into the river.]
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amount of influence.'^ He did not, on this occasion, allow the

supreme dignity again to slip from liis grasp, but was elected

pope, and took the name of Clement VII.

Most sedulously did the new pope avoid the evils that had

marked the administration of his two immediate predecessors

;

the uncertainties, the spend-thrift waste, and the scandalizing

habits of Leo ; and the opposition into which Adrian had entered

with the settled order of his court. Every thing went on judi-

ciously ; in the pope himself at least nothing was so observable

as inoffensiveness and moderation. The pontifical ceremonies

were carefully conducted; audiences were given indefatigably

from an early hour until evening; the arts and sciences were

promoted in the direction which they had decidedly taken.

Clement himself was a highly accomplished person. Not

only could he hold conversations on philosophical and theo-

logical questions, but also, with no less knowledge of the

subject, on mechanical and hydraulic inventions. He dis-

played extraordinary acuteness in every thing; penetrated into

the most difficult affairs, and saw to the bottom of them. In

discussing a subject he showed consummate skill. Under Leo

he had proved that none could surpass him in the wisdom of his

counsels, or in the ability with which he carried them into

effect.

But it is in the storm that the steersman first establishes his

character. He entered on the popedom at a tiine when, regarded

simply as an Italian principality, it was in an extremely critical

condition.

The Spaniards had contributed most to extend and preserve

the states of the church, and they had restored the Medici in

Florence. It was in this aUiance, then, with the popes, and

with the house of Medici, that they had risen to such im-

portance even in Italy. Alexander VI. had opened the lower

Italy to them; Julius had conducted them towards the middle

states, and the attack on Milan which they had undertaken in

common with Leo, had ended in their becoming the lords of

up})er Italy. Even Clement had in many ways aided them in

1 Relatione di Marco Foscari 1526, says of him speaking of that time, Slava

con grandissima reputation e fjovernava il papato ethaviapiia zente a la sxa audi-

enlia die il piapa.— [lie stood in the highest rejmtation, and governed the pope-

dom, and had a greater attendance at his audiences tlian the pope.]
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this course of aggrandizement. There is still extant a body of

instructions from him for one of his ambassadors at the Spanish

court, in which he recapitulates the services he had rendered to

Charles V. and his family. It was mainly owing to him that

Francis I. on his first coming into Italy, did not penetrate as

far as Naples, and through him it had come to pass that Leo

had interposed no obstacle to the election of Charles V. as

emperor, and that he had abolished the old constitution, in

virtue of which no king of Naples durst at the same time be

emperor ; notwithstanding all the promises of the French he had

promoted Leo^s allying himself with Charles for the recovery

of Milan, and towards that undertaking had spared neither the

resources of his country and his friends, nor his own person.

He had procured the popedom for Adrian VI., and at the time

it seemed much the same whether Adrian or the emperor became

pope.^ I shall not inquire how much of the policy pursued by

Leo ought to be ascribed to the adviser, and how much to the

prince; certain it is that cardinal Medici was always on the

emperor's side. After his becoming pope, too, he came to the

assistance of the imperial troops with money, provisions, and

the security of the spiritual revenues; once more they were

obliged in part to his support for the triumph they achieved.

Thus close was 01ement"'s alliance with Spain ; but, as not

seldom happens, no ordinary evils appeared among the conse-

quences of that league.

The popes had furnished occasion for Spanish aggrandize-

ment, but had never properly contemplated that result. They

had wrested Milan from the French, but had no desire to bring

it into the possession of Spain. So much to the contrary, more

than one war had been waged for the very purpose of preventing

Milan and Naples from falling into the same hands ;^ the pro-

gress daily made by the Spaniards, who had long been masters

1 Instruttione al Card, reverend'"'' di Farnese, die fit poi Paulo III., qiiando ando
legato all' Imperatoi-e Carlo V. doppo il sacco di Iloma.—[Instruction to the

most Rev. Cardinal Farnese, who was afterwards Paul III., when he went as am-
bassador to the ennieror Charles V. after the sack of Rome.] In the appendix.

2 Tn that body of instructions this is expressly stated : the pope had already in-

timated to them what had displeased him : purche lo stato dt Milano rcstasse al

duca, al quale effetto si erano fatte iufle Ic guerre d' Italia.— [Moreover that the

state of Milan should remain the jjossession of the duke, to w hich eflect had been

waged all the wars of Italy.]
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of lower Italy, in establishing themselves in Lombardy, and

their delaying the investiture of Sforza, were viewed at Rome

with impatience and aversion.

Clement, moreover, was personally dissatisfied. From the

body of instructions we have quoted, it will be seen that even

when a cardinal he thought he had often failed to receive the

consideration which his services deserv^ed; little deference had

ever been paid to him; and the attack on Marseilles in 1521

was made expressly against his advice. His ministers, as was

avowed by themselves, expected to see greater and greater

slights put upon the papal see ; they saw nothing in the Span-

iards but domineering and insolent intruders.^

How closely did the past course of events, and his own per-

sonal position, seem to attach Clement to the Spaniards, by the

ties of necessity and choice ! Now, however, innumerable rea-

sons occurred for his execrating the power which he had helped

to establish, and for his opposing the very persons whose interests

he had hitherto favoured and advanced.

Perhaps there is nothing more difficult in politics than for a

man to abandon the course which he has uniformly pursued,

and to undo results which he himself has brought about. And
how much nov.' depended upon this ! The Italians v/ere fully

convinced that it involved the fate of future ages. A feeling of

brotherhood had powerfully gone forth through the nation ; a

feeling which I quite believe was mainly owing to that develop-

ment of literature and the arts, which so far surpassed whatever

other nations could pretend to. The arrogance and avarice of the

Spaniards, likewise, both officers and common soldiers, were dis-

played to a degree that had become quite intolerable. Those semi-

barbarous foreign lords were looked upon in the country with a

mixture of contempt and indignation. Matters were not yet so

desperate but that there was a possibility of shaking them off.

Yet it was not to be concealed, that were the attempt to be

made without all the powers of the nation being engaged in it,

and were it to fail, irretrievable ruin must be the result.

Much do I wish that I could minutely describe the opening

out of events in this pti-iol of history, in all its fullness, together

1 M. Gilerto datario a Don Mkhdc di Silva. Lcitcrc di principi, I. 107, h.
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with the whole struggle of tho powers thus roused into action.

We can only venture here to follow some of the chief steps in

this grand movement. The first, and it seems to have been care-

fully pondered, was taken in 1525, when an attempt was made

to gain over the emperor's ablest general, who, certainly, was

much dissatisfied. What more could be wanted, if, as was

hoped, the emperor were to lose at once the general and the

army with which he kept Italy in subjection ? Promises ac-

cordingly were not spared, nay, the prospect even of a crown was

presented. But liow much did the Italians miscalculate ! How
completely foundered was the well known astuteness of their

finesse on meeting the coarse material on which it struck. The

general thus tempted, Pescara, although born in Italy, was of

Spanish blood ; spoke nothing but Spanish ; would be nothing

but a Spaniard. In the accomplishments of Italy he took no part.

What education he had enjoyed he owed to Spanish romances,

which breathe nothing but loyalty and fidelity to eugnge-

ments. To any national undertaking on the part of Italy he

was by nature averse.^ Hardly was the proposal made to him

v/hen he revealed it to his comrades and to the emperor ; the only

use he made of it, was to discover what the Italians were about,

and to thwart them in all their schemes. This of itself, for how

completely must mutual confidence have vanished, made a deci-

sive struggle with the emperor inevitable.

In the summer of 1526, we at length behold the Italians com-

mence operations with peculiar vigour. The Milanese are al-

ready in revolt against the imperialists. A Venetian and a

papal army press on to their support. The Swiss have promised

their assistance, and treaties have been formed with France and

England. "This time," says Clement VIL's most confidential

adviser, Griberto, " it is no afiair of petty revenge, it is no mere

point of honour, no single city that is at stake ; this war de-

1 Vettori liokis him out as the vciy M'orst of characters. Era superho oltre mode,
invidioso, ingrato, avaro, venenoso e crudele, senza religione, senza humanita, nato
proprio per distruggere VItalia.—[lie was haughty beyond measure, envious, un-
grateful, greedy, poisonous and cruel; without religion, witliout humanity, born ex-

])ressly for the destruction of Italy.] Morone, too, says on one occasion in Guicciar-

dini, that a more faithless or wicked person than Pescara did not cxLst, (Hist, d'ltiilia,

XVI. 476) and yet made the jiroposal to him. I do not adduce these judgments
pronounced upon as true ; they only show that Pescara had given proofs of nothing
but hostility and hatred towards the Italians.
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cides the emancipatiou or the everlasting bondage of Italy." He
has no doubt of its success. " Those who come after us," says

he, " will be envious at not having lived in our times, so as to

have witnessed such felicity, and to have shared in it." He
trusts there will be no necessity for calling in foreign aid. "Ours
alone will be the glory," says he, " and so much the sweeter will

be the fruits."'

Such were the ideas and expectations with which Clement en-

tered on his war with the Spaniards." It was the boldest and

grandest, but, at the same time, the most unfortunate and ruin-

ous project he ever entertained.

The aftairs of the state and the church were now intimately

interwoven. The pope seems to have paid no regard whatever to

the movements in Germany. In these we find the first symp-

tom of re-action.

In July 1526, just as the troops of Clement VII. were advan-

cing into upper Italy, the diet had assembled at Spires, with the

view of coming to some definite decision respecting the diiieren-

ces of opinion in the church. It ran quite counter to the nature

of things, that the imperial party, that Ferdinand of Austria,

who filled the emperor's throne, at the very instant of their beino-

eagerly attacked by the pope on one side of the Alps—Ferdinand

himself, be it observed, cherished views upon Milan—should on

the other side of that barrier, have insisted on raaiutaininfr tho

integrity of the papal government. Whatever had previously been

contemplated, or might have been proclaimed,^ all the regard

people could have felt for the pope, must have been dissipated by

the open hostilities in which they were engaged with him. Never

did the cities utter their opinions more frankly; never did the

princes press the removal of their grievances with greater ur-

gency. It was suggested that it was better at once to burn the

books that contained the new regulations, and simply to take the

Holy Scriptures as their rule; and although there arose a cer-

1 G. M. Giberto al vescovo di Vcruli. Lcttere di priiieipi, I. p. 192, a.

2 FoRcari too says : Quello/a apresente di volerfar lega con Franda, fa per ben
suo e d' Italia, non pcrclie ama Francesi.—[What made luin now wish to cuter into a
li-ague with France was his own advantage and that of Italy, not tliat he loved tho
French.]

* The empci-or's instructions, whioh tlirew the Protestants into soiic alann, are
drtted in March 1520, a time at which Uic pojie had not yet leagued liiniself with
F)"incc.
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tain opposition to tliis, never could there have been conceived a

more independent resolution. Ferdinand put his signature to

an imperial decree, in virtue of which the different orders were

left free to act in religious matters, as each could best answer

for, to God and the emperor; that is, to proceed according to

their own judgment. A decision in Avhich the pope was left al-

together out of view, may be considered as the commencement

of the Eeformation and the establishment of a new church in

Germany. This regulation was practically adopted, without

farther delay, in Saxony, Hesse, and the neighbouring states.

The legal existence of the Protestant party in the empire, mainly

rests on the edict of Spires in 1526.

It may be said that this expression of men's minds in Ger-

many, proved decisive for Italy also. The Italians were far

from being enthusiastic, as a body, in their grand enterprise;

nay, even those who took an active part in it, were far from

being at one among themselves. The pope, however able a man,

and however thorough an Italian, yet was no such person as fate

might be supposed to require being bound by. Apparently he

was at times the victim of his own acuteness. He seemed to be

quite too conscious that he was the weaker party; all possible

contino-encies, the dansers that threatened on all sides, rose be-

fore his mind and confounded him. There is a practical wisdom,

the gift of the inventive faculty, which perceives what is simple

in affairs, and firmly seizes what is feasible or prudent. That

wisdom he did not possess.'"' At the most critical moments ho

was seen to procrastinate, to waver, to think of saving expense,

A,s his allies, too, now failed in their engagements, the expected

results were far from being obtained, and the imperialists were

still maintaining their ground in Lombardy, when in Nov. 1526,

Georo;e Frundsbers;, with a mairnificent force of infantrv, crossed

the Alps with the view of putting an end at once to the war.

He and his followers were all of Luther''s sentiments. They

came to take revenge for the emperor upon the pope, whose faith-

1 Suriano, Rel. di 1533, thought he had core frigidissimo : el quale /a la Beat"'

S. esscr dotata di non vulgar timiditu, non dii'd pusillanimita. II die pcro parmi
avere trovato comunemente in la natura fiorentlna. Qiicsta timidita causa die S,

S" e moUo irresoluta.—[A most frigid hoart, such as made tlie holy Beatitude to

be endued with no common timidity, I will not say pusillaniiuity. It seems to mc,
however, to be commonly found in the Florentine nature, that timidity made his

Holiness vei'y irresolute.
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lessuess in the observance of treaties had been represented to

them as the cause of all that was wrong, of the protracted war

of Christendom, and of the good fortune of the Osmen, who at

that very time were overrunning Hungary. "If I come to

Rome," said Frundsberg, " I will hang the pope."

People beheld with anxiety the storm arise, cover the horizon,

and gradually approach them. That Rome, so full, it may be,

of crimes, but not less full of noble efforts, of mind, and of intel-

lectual accomplishments, prolific in exquisite works of art, and

adorned with works of that kind, such as the world never pro-

duced but then, a kingdom ennobled with the splendour of intel-

lect and with vigorous endeavours to improve, was now threat-

ened with destruction. ^Vhile the imperialists concentrated

themselves in masses, the hosts of Italy flew like dust before

them; the sole army that remained, followed them at a distance.

The emperor, who had long found it imposssible to pay his troops,

had it not in his power, even had he had the will, to turn them

in any other direction. The army advanced accordingly, under

the imperial banners indeed, yet obedient only to its own stormy

impulses. The pope still hoped, negotiated, made proposals and

retracted them ; but he either would not, or could not, employ

the only means of deliverance, which was to propitiate the army

with the money which it believed it might venture to exact.

AVas the enemy then to be seriously encountered with such

weapons as were at hand? Four thousand men would have suf-

ficed to close the passes of Tuscany; yet this was not once at-

tempted. Rome might probably have mustered thirty thousand

men capable of bearing arms, and many of whom had seen war;

these went about with swords at their sides, fought with one

another, and boasted mighty things. But to meet the enemy

who was bringing absolute destruction upon them, not above five

hundred men were led out of the city. The pope and his forces

were beaten at the first onset. On the 6th of May 1527, two

hours before sunset, the imperialists burst iuto Rome. Old

Frundsbero- was no lono-erwith them; not liavin"' met with the

obedience to which he had been accustomed, on the occasion of a

tumult, he had been struck with apoplexy and left behind sick

;

Bourbon, after having conducted the troops to that point, fell

just as the storming ladders were first planted against the walls.
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Neither restrained by the command, nor moderated by the per-

sonal influence of any leader, a blood-thirsty soldiery, rendered

callous by long hardships and savage by trade, rushed through

the city. Never fell richer booty into the hands of fiercer

troops ; never was there a longer, a more unintermitted, or a

more destructive sack.''^ The splendour of Rome irradiates the

commencement of the sixteenth century ; it marks a wonderful

era in the opening out of the human mind; that day brought its

glories to a close.

And thus did the very pope who had been bent on the eman-

cipation of Italy, find himself besieged, and, as it were, impri-

soned, in the castle of St. Angelo. That great battle may be

said to have established the preponderance of the Spaniards be-

yond recall.

A fresh attack by the French, though it promised well at first,

completely misgave in the issue ; they submitted to the renun-

ciation of all their Italian claims.

Not less important was another occurrence. Even previous

to the sack of Rome, on Bourbon being observed to proceed thi-

ther, the enemies of the Medici availed themselves of the con-

fusion of the moment, to banish anew the family to which the

pope belonged. Clement felt this conduct on the part of his

native city, almost more keenly than he was affected by the fall

of Rome. People saw him with amazement, after such bitter

provocation, again ally himself with the imperialists ; but the

reason was, that he could see no means of re-instating hie kindred

and party in Florence, except by the assistance of Spain. To

him the preponderance of the emperor seemed more tolerable

than the refractoriness of his rebellious subjects. The worse it

fared with the French, the more did he attach himself to the

Spaniards ; and when the former were at last defeated, he con-

1 Vettori: La uccisione nonfu moUa, perche rari si uccidono quelH die non si

vogliono difendere, ma lapreda fu inestimahilc in d<inari contanti, di itioie, d'oro

c d'argcnto Javorafo, di vestiti, I'araszi, paranienii di casa, mcrcantie d'or/ni sorte

c di tmjUe.—[The slaughter was not great, for they rarely slew those who did not

defend thcinselves,* but the booty was inestunable in ready money, jewels, -s^Tought

gold and silvei-, garments, tapestry, household furaitm'e, merchandise of all kinds,

and ransoms.]

* The above explicit statement of the Italian historian, makes it surprising tliat a German, ami a Lutheran, like

our author, should denounce a German-Lutiieran army as bhod-thirsti/, though Vjttori expi-essly says, that notwith-

standing the excitement of the moment not many were slain, and very few in cold Hood. Contrast this with the

slaughter of Magdeburg under Tilly, in the thirty years' war, and liovv favourable is the result to the mild influence of

rrotestuntisra, even in a rude soldiery, now apt are the best to sacrifice truth to effect. T a.
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eluded with the latter his Barcelona compact. Nay, so entirely

did he alter his policy, as now to employ in subjecting his nativ^e

city anew to himself, the same army, only recruited and re-in-

forced, that had plundered Rome before his eyes, and that had

kept him so long besieged.

From this time forward, Charles had more power in Italy

than had belonged to any emperor for many ages. The crown

that he had received at Bologna, had once more acquired its full

significancy. Milan, as well as Naples, gradually submitted to

his government, and over Tuscany he exercised, during his

whole lifetime, a direct influence arising from the very circum-

stance of his having reinstated the Medici in Florence ; the re-

maining princes either joined him or submitted. With the

combined powers of Spain and Germany, and from the straits

of Messina to the Alps, he held Italy in subjection, triumphant

inarms, and strong in the exercise of the prerogatives of the empire.

Such was the course of things resulting from the war in Italy,

since which time foreign nations have never ceased to bear rule

in that country. Let us now contemplate the development of

those religious dissensions which were so intimately connected

with the political.

In resigning himself to being hemmed in on all sides by the

power of Spain, the pope had hoped at least to see his authority

restored in Germany by means of that mighty emperor who had

been represented to him as eminently catholic and devout. This

was even included in one of the articles of the peace of Barcelona.

The emperor engaged to promote the reduction of the Protes-

tants with all his resources; and it was an object which he

seemed determined to effect. He returned a very unfavourable

answer to the Protestant ambassadors who had sought him out

in Italy. And on his journey to Germany in 1530, some mem-

bers of the Curia, and in particular Cardinal Campeggi, who had

been appointed to go along with him as legate, planned cer-

tain bold, and, for our fatherland, most dangerous projects.

There is still extant a memorial presented by him to the em-

peror at the time of the diet of Augsburg, in which he describes

these. Truth requires me to say something about them, though

it be with pain and reluctance.

Cardinal Campeggi is not content with lamenting the confu-

I. M
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sions that prevailed in the church; he specially marks political

consequences, pointing to the loss of rank which the noble fami-

lies in the imperial cities had suffered from the Reformation ; to

the refusal of due obedience, alike to spiritual and even to secu-

lar princes ; not only so, but that people no longer paid any re-

gard to the majesty of the emperor. He then suggests the

means by which the evil might be resisted.

The secret of his measures did not lie very deep. Nothing

more was required, he thought, than that an alliance should be

formed between the emperor and the right-minded part of the

princes; thereupon they should endeavour to bring over those

who were unfavourable, by promises or by threats. But what

should they prove obstinate? In that case it was competent

"to extirpate this poisonous weed with fire and sword."^ The

main affair was to confiscate their property, secular and ecclesi-

astical in Germany, as well as in Hungary and Bohemia. For

against heretics all this was held lawful. In cases where they

but once succeeded in obtaining the mastery over them, holy

inquisitors were to be introduced, who should track out the last

vestige of them, and proceed against them as in Spain against

the Moors. The university of Wittenberg, moreover, was to

be laid under the ban, and whoever should study there, declared

unworthy of imperial or papal favour; the books of the heretics

were to be burnt ; monks that had deserted their monasteries

were to be sent back; no court was to tolerate any man who was

unsound in the faith. But first of all there must be a vigorous

execution. " Even were your Majesty," says the legate, "to con-

fine yourself to the heads of the party, you might extort a large

amount of money from them, which, besides, is indispensably

required for proceeding against the Turks.""

Such is the purport of this proposal;" these are its fundamen-

1 Se alcuni ve ne fossero, die dio non voglia, li quail ohstuiatamcntc .perseve-

rassero in questa diaholica via, quella (S. M.) potra mettere la mano al ferro et al

foco et radicitus extirpare questa mala venenosa pianta.—[If .any of tliem will not

do so, which God forbid, those who shall obstinately persevere in that diabolical way,
your majesty may proceed against with tire and sword, and thoroughly cxtirj)ate

that venomous weed.]

3 It was not thought too hazardous to call such a proposal, an Instruction. In-
structio data Cwsari a revercnth'^ Campeciaio in dietii An'instann 1530.— [In-

struction presented to the emjieror by the most Rev. Caiiipeggio in tlie diet of Augs-
burg, 1530.] I found it in a Rouuin Library, in the liandwriting of tliat period,

leaving no doubt as to its authenticity.
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tal principles. How does every word breathe oppression, blood,

and plunder ! Who can wonder that from an emperor who re-

signed himself to such guidance, the people of Germany looked

for the last extremities, and that the protestants on those grounds

of self-defence, which may justly be conceded to them, began to

consult about their common safety

Fortunately, matters were not in a state to make the experi-

ment of such an enterprise formidable. The emperor was far from

being powerful enough to execute it. Erasmus, too, at that very

time convincingly exploded it. But even had he possessed the

power, he could hardly have had the will to do it.

Naturally he was rather mild, cautious, considerate, and slow.

The more narrowly he looked into these religious differences,

the more did they touch a chord in his own spirit. The very

proclamation for holding a diet, seemed to intimate that it

was his wish to hear different opinions, to ponder these, and to

endeavour to bring all things to the standard of one purely

Christian truth; to all violent designs he was totally averse.

Even they who are wont to suspect the purity of human in-

tentions, cannot deny that it would not have been for Charles's

advantage to employ violent measures. Why should he, the

emperor, make himself the mere executor of papal decrees? Why
should he put down enemies for the pope, and not only for that

pope, but every future one, enemies, whom for the most part

they must procure for themselves? The friendship of the papal

government could by no means be sufficiently reckoned upon as

a return for this.

Still more, there was involved in the bearings of the case, an

advantage, at once obvious and natural, and which he had only

to seize in order to secure a still more unlimited superiority than

he then possessed.

Whether justly or unjustly, I presume not to inquire; it is

enough that people were commonly impressed with the convic-

tion, that nothing short of the convening of an ecclesiastical

council was capable of composing such disorders. Councils had

risen in public estimation from the very fact that the popes

showed a natural reluctance to them all ; all oppositions from the

earliest times had raised that call. In 1530, Charles took

this into his serious consideration. He at length promised
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that a council should be summoned within a short specified

time.

As the princes had long desired nothing so much in their

complications with the papal see, as to have some spiritual re-

straint laid upon it, Charles was likely to find the most strenuous

allies in a council convened under such circumstances. It was

with his permission that it would be brought together; under

his influence it would be held, and he would have to give effect

to its determinations. These would have to bear upon two quar-

ters ; they would have to be applied to the pope as well as to his

opponents; the old idea of a reformation in the head and the

members, would now have to be carried into effect; and what a

preponderating influence would not all this give to the civil

power, and, most of all, to the emperor himself

!

This was reasonable; it was, if you choose, inevitable; but it

was at the same time his highest interest.

Nothing more hazardous, on the contrary, could happen to

the pope and to his court. I find that upon the first serious

mention of a council, the price of all the purchaseable ofiices at-

tached to the court experienced a marked decline.'^ People saw

into what jeopardy it threw the whole state of things in which

they then found themselves.

But, in addition to this, Clement had personal considerations

to influence him; his not being of legitimate birth; his having

risen to the highest dignity not by the purest methods; his

having allowed himself to be influenced by personal aims in

carrying on an expensive war against his own country, at the

church''s cost, were all matters which would be sure to be made

matters of severe reckoning with a pope, and all filled him with

just alarm. "Already," says Soriano, "Clement kept aloof as

far as possible from the mention of a council." Although he

did not directly reject the proposal—that the honour of the

Roman see would no longer permit—yet he gave his consent

with manifest reluctance.

1 Letlera anonima aU'arcivescovo Pimpinello (Lcftere di principi. III. 5^: Gli

ufficii solo con la fama del concilio sono iuviliti tanto che non se nc trovano danari.

—[Anonymous letter to Archbishop Pimpinello (Letters of Princes, III. 5): The
oftieea, solely in consequence of the rumour of a council, are so much de])reciated,

that nobody will purchase them.] I see tliat Pallavicini also quotes this ktter, 111.

7, 1 ; I know not what has led him to ascrilx? it to Sanga.
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He submitted, it is true; he reconciled himself to the idea,

but at the same time enlarged in the strongest manner on the

objections that might be alleged against it, exposing, in the

lireliest colours, all the difficulties and dangers inseparable from

a council, and urging that the consequences were more than

doubtful.^ Then he would interpose conditions, such as that all

other princes must co-operate, and that the Protestants must

first be effectually put down ; conditions perfectly harmonizing,

no doubt, with the system of papal doctrine, but which, as mat-

ters now stood, it would be found impossible to fulfil. How then

could he be expected, in sober earnest, as well as apparently, and

by external demonstration, to take measures for keeping the

term fixed by the emperor ? Charles had often reproached him

for his delays, and insisted that to them must be imputed all

farther evils that might ensue. The truth is, that he still

entertained hopes of escaping from the necessity that brooded

over him.

But it would not let him go. When, in 1533, Charles again

visited Italy, with his mind still fully occupied with what he

had seen and projected in Germany, he urged byword ofmouth

—

for he had a meeting with the pope at Bologna—and with

redoubled energy, that the council he had so often demanded

should be summoned. There was now a direct confliction of

opinion; the pope insivsted on abiding by his conditions; the

emperor represented to him that it would be found impossible to

fulfil them. They could come to no agreement. In the docu-

ments which were sent forth on these matters, there may even

be perceived a certain variation, the pope attaching himself to

the emperor's opinion more in one than in others.^ Be that as

I For example, aW imperatore, di man propria di Clemente. Lettere di prin-
cipi, II. 197. Al contrario nessun (rimedio) e pia pericoloso e per partorir mag-
giori maU (del concilio) quando non concorrono le dchite circonstanse.—[To the
emperor, in Clement's own handwriting. Letters of Prinees, II. 197. On the
eontraiy. none (no remedy) is more perilous and likely to cause greater evils (than
a council) when the concurrence of the requisite circumstances are wanting.]

^ Good information taken from the archives in the Vatican, with resjiect to the
negotiations at Bologna, will be found in one of Pallavicini's best chapters, lib. III.

cap. XII. He touches upon this variation, and says that it rested on express dis-

cussion. We find, in ftxc^t, in the addresses sent to the Roman Catholic ordere of

Society in Rainaldus, XX. 059, llortleder I. XV. the condition of a general ])arti-

cipation, retracted: the pope engages to report the re-^ult of his endeavoui's ; in tlic

jioints which were proposed to the protestants, it runs thus, expressly against arti-

cle 7; qtiod siforsan aliqui principes velvnt tam pio negotio deesse, nihilominus
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it may, he had to proceed to a fresh proclamation. But if he

did not wish to delude himself, he could not venture to doubt

that on the return of the emperor, who had gone to Spain, the

matter could never be set at rest for him by any mere words

;

that the danger which he dreaded, and in which a council, called

in such circumstances, must in fact involve the Roman see,

would burst forth upon him.

It was a position, indeed, in which a person in the exercise of

any authority whatsoever might well have been excused for

hurrying into a rash decision, in his eagerness to save himself.

Such already was the emperor's political preponderance. Even

had the pope resigned himself thus far, still he must often have

felt the pass to which he had been brought. He was profoundly

chao-rined at Charles V. havins; settled the old contentions of

the church, with Ferrara, in favour of the latter. Apparently

indifferent on that subject, he made it a matter of complaint

among his friends. But how much more poignant must have

been the pain he felt, when the very prince from whom people

had been looking for the prompt suppression of Protestantism,

instead of that, only made the deviations from the church''s doc-

trines that had broken out, a means of raising himself to an

ecclesiastical preponderance, such as had ceased to be known for

centuries, and even jeoparded the religious authority of the

Romish see ! Was it possible that Clement should live to find

himself placed altogether and exclusively in his hands, and

absolutely abandoned to his discretion?

Before leaving Bologna, he resolved upon the course he should

follow. Francis I. had already more than once proposed to the

pope an alliance and family connection. This Clement had

always declined. The desperate circumstances in which he now

saw himself, led him to embrace it. We are expressly assured

that the sole ground of his again listening to the king of France,

was the demand made on him to call a council.'

summus D' nr procedct cum saniori parte consenilcnte

.

—[But tliough some, per-

haps, of the princes may ehoose to abstain from any share in so pious a business,

nevertheless our sujircmo Lord will jirocoed with the eonsent of the sounder ])art.]

Yet it ajjpears as if this were the difference which Pallavicini had in view, although

he mentions yet another variation.

1 Soriano Relatione 1535. II papa andb a Bologna contra sua voglia c quasi

sforzato, come di buon logo ho intcso, e fu assai di cio cvidente segno che S. S"
consunw digiorni cento in tale viaggioilqualepotcafar in seidi. Considerando dun-
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What this pope, for purely political reasons, would probably

never again have attempted, namely, the restoring of the equi-

poise of the two great powers, and treating both with equal

favour, he resolved upon in consideration of the ecclesiastical

dangers with which he was surrounded.

Shortly after this, Clement held a conference with Francis I.

It took place at Marseilles, and ended in the most intimate

alliance. Just as the pope at a former period, amid the critical

state of the aftairs of the Florentines, confirmed his friendly

relations with the emperor, hy the betrothal of the natural daugh-

ter of the latter with one of his own nephews, the bond which he

contracted with Francis I. amid the perils of the church, was

sealed by the marriage of his young niece, Catherine Medici,

with the king''s second son. At the former of these periods he

dreaded the French and their indirect influence on Florence,

but now it was the emperor, and his intentions with respect to

the calling of a council, that inspired him with alarm.

Now, too, he no longer took any pains to conceal his object.

We have a letter of his to Ferdinand I. in which he declares

that he had failed in his endeavours to eflect a general partici-

pation by all Christian princes in the projected council. King

Francis I., to whom he had spoken, thought that to be an unfa-

vourable time for such a meeting, and had therefore declined to

enter into the matter; he, the pope, entertained hopes, neverthe-

less, of seeing a favourable concord arise among Christian prin-

ces at some other time.^ I know not how any man can be in

doubt as to what were Clement's objects. In his last communi-

cation to the Catholic princes of Germany, he had repeated the

condition that a general participation must be brought about,

que Clemente questi tali casi suoi e per dire cosl la servitu nella quale cgli si tro-

vava per la materia del concilio, la quale Cesare non lasciava di stimolare, comin-

cib a rendersi pin facile al christianissimo. E quivi si trattb Vandata di MarsiVia

et insieme lapratica del matrimonio, essendo gia la nipote nobile et Ivahile.—[The
pope went to Bologna against his will, and as if forced to it, as I have under-

stood from a good quarter, and there was clear enough proof of this in his Holiness

having consumed an hundred days in a journey which might have been done in six.

Clement, then, considering this condition of his affairs, <ind, so to speak, the bon-

dage in which he found himself with respect to the council, which the emperor never

ceased to urge, began to make himself more easily dealt with by the most Christian

(king of France). And thereafter there was a negotiation about the going to Mar-
seilles, and also about a matrimonial project, the niece being now both noble and
clever.] The pope had previously made her age and ancesti-y a pretext for evading

the proposal.

1 20 March, LVll. Pallaviclni. III. XVI. 3.
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and his now declaring that he had found this impossible, iniplie,s

an explicit refusal to give effect to his proclamation/ In his

alliance with France, he found at once the courage required for

such a step, and the pretext for adopting it. I cannot persuade

myself that a general council would ever have met as long as he

was pope.

Nor was this the sole result of that alliance. There presently

presented itself another which had not been looked for, and was

of the utmost moment, especially to us Grermans.

Very remarkable likewise were the combinations that arose

from the double entanglement of ecclesiastical and secular inter-

ests. Francis I. was at this time on the best understanding

with the Protestants ; and now by likewise allying himself so

closely with the pope, he so far threw Protestants and pope into

the same system.

And here we perceive what constituted the political strength

of the position assumed by the Protestants. The emperor could

not contemplate so directly subjecting them anew to the pope;

he much rather availed himself of their movements to keep the

pope in check. It gradually appeared that the pope, too, had

no wish to see them subjected either to the favour or disfavour

of the emperor. Even Clement VII\s alliance with them was

not a thing of which he was so quite unaware; he hoped to

take advantage of their opposition to the emperor, in order that

he might again keep the latter's hands fully occupied.^

It was even then remarked, that the king of France had led

the pope to believe that he held the chief Protestant princes

dependent on him, and encouraged him to hope that he w'ould

bring them formally to repudiate the council. But unless we are

very much mistaken, these alliances went still further. Shortly

after his interview with the pope, Francis I. had another wdth the

1 Soriano. La Ser'" F™ dunque in materia del concilio pub csser ccrtissima

che dal canto di Clernente fn fuggita con tufti li meszi e con tattii le vie.—[Vour
Serene highness tlierelbre, in the matter of the council, may rest assured that on

Clement's side it was avoided hy every means and in eveiy way.]

2 Sarpi : Historia del concilio Tridentino, lib. I. p. 68. Soriano confirms not all

but an important part of what Sarpi has stated. That ambassador says : avendo

fatto credere a Clemente che da S. M. Ch"" dipendessero qneUi S" principal-

issimi e capidella fattione luterana, si che almeno sifuggiifsc il concilio.—[Having
led Clement to believe that tliose principal lords and heads of the Ijiitheran faction

depended on his most Christian majesty, provided at least that they avoided the

council,] T have not ventured on asserting more than this.
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landgrave Philip of Hesse. They combined to restore the duke of

Wiirtemberg, at that time overpowered by the house of Austria.

Francis I. agreed to assist with money. Thereupon the land-

grave carried this project into operation in a short campaign,

and with overwhelming energy. There is no doubt that he was

to have penetrated into the hereditary territories of the house of

Austria/ and it was generally conjectured that the king wanted

Milan to be once more attacked from the side of Germany.^ A
yet further view is disclosed to us by Marino Justinian, at that

time Venetian ambassador in France. He directly assures us

that this German movement Avas determined upon by Clement

and Francis at Marseilles: to this he adds, that it was by no

means foreign to the plan of operations that these troops should

be allowed to approach Italy; and that the pope would have

secretly co-operated in bringing them there,^ It were somewhat

rash to regard this assertion, however confidently expressed, as a

positive fact; further evidence is required. But supposing that

we reject it, there unquestionably remains a very remarkable

1 In the instructions to his ambassador to France, August, 1532, (See Rommel
Urkundenbuch 61), he excuses himself "for not having pressed on to attack tlie

liing in liis patrimonial domains."

2 Jovius Ilistorise suLtemporis, lib. XXXII. p. 129 ; Panita Storia V^enez. p. 3S9.

3 " Relatione del clarissimo M. Marino Giustinian el K' venuto d'ambasciator al

christiauissimo re di Francia del 153.3. (Archivio Yenez.) Francesco fece I'abboc-

camento di MarsUia con Clementc. nel qua! vedendo loro che Cesare stava fcrmo,

conchiusero il movimento dclle armi in Germania sotto pretesto di voler mcttcr il

duca di Virtenberg in casa ; nel quale se Iddio non avesse posto la mano con il mezzo
di Cesare, il quale all' improviso e con gi'an prestezza senza saputa del X™" con la

restitution del ducato di Virtenbei'gfece la pace, tutte quelle gente venivanoin Italia

sotto il faror secreto di Clcmente."— [Francis had the personal interview with Cle-

ment at Marseilles, in which, as they saw that the emperor stood firm, they deter-
mined UPON THE s[0VEMENT OP ARMS IN ITALY ; whcrcupon had not God seconded the

measures of the emperor, who suddenly, and with great despatch, made peace with-

out the knowledge of the most Christian (king) and with the restitution of the

dukedom of Wiirtembei'g, all these troops would liavc entered Italy under the secret

favour of Clement.] Still more explicit information, I suspect, will one day be
found on this ])oint. Soriano contains the following: "I)i tutti li deslderii (del re)

s'accommodo Clemente con parole tali che lo facevano credere, S. S. csser disposta in

tutto alle sue voglie, senza pero far provisione alcuna in scrittura."—[To all the
wishes (of the king) Clement agreed in such expressions as mad(^ him believe that
his HoUness was disposed to oblige him in every way, without making any provision

to that eifect in writing.] There is no denying that an Italian enterprise was the
subject in question. The pope maintained that he had declined it, non avcre hisogno
di moto in Italia;—[had no need of a movement in Italy] The king had told him
he should remain quiet; con le moni accorta neUe maniche,— [with his hands drawn
up in sleeves.] Probably the French asserted what the Italians denied, so that the

amba.ssador in France is more positive than the ambassador in Rome. IJut wo can
see how little a movement in Genuany was excluded in the pope's saying, that ho
could not brook one in Italy.

I. N
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phenomenon for our contemplation. Who coukl have imagined

such a thing? At a time when the pope and Protestants were

at irreconcilable enmity, and engaged in a spiritual warfare with

each other, which filled the world with dissension, they were on

the other hand united by the same political interests.

But if, at an earlier period, nothing in the complication of

Italian affairs proved so hurtful to the pope as the ambiguous,

and all too subtile policy Avhich he pursued, these later proceed-

ings bore for him still more bitter fruits on the spiritual terri-

tory.

Threatened in his hereditary provinces, Ferdinand hastened

to conclude the peace of Kadan, in which he relinquished Wur-

temberg, and even formed a close alliance with the landgrave.

Those were Philip of Hesse\s happiest days. The vigour with

which he aided a German prince who had been expelled from

his states in the recovery of his lawful rights, raised him to the

position of one of the most influential chiefs of the empire. But,

besides this, he had achieved by fore© of arms another import-

ant result. That peace likewise comprehended a decision of

deep importance in the religious contentions which then pre-

vailed. The supreme court of judicature was instructed to

admit no further prosecutions respecting confiscated church

property

I know not if any other single occurrence ever contributed

so much to the preponderance of the Protestant name in Ger-

many as this Hessian enterprise. In that injunction to the

supreme court, there was involved a judicial security of the

utmost moment to the new party. Nor were its results long in

making their appearance. The peace of Kadan may, in my opin-

ion, be considered as marking the second epoch in the rise of a

Protestant power in Germany. After having slackened its pro-

gress for a time, it began anew to extend itself in the most strik-

ing manner. Wiirtemberg, which had been taken possession of,

was straightway reformed. The German provinces of Denmark,

Pomerania, the Margraviate of Brandenburg, the second line of

Saxony, one line of Brunswick, and Pfiiltz followed shortly after.

Within a few years the Boformation of the church spread over

the whole of Lower, and gained a permanent footing in Upper

Germany. Pope Clement was in the secret of an enterprise which
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tended to this result, and immensely promoted the secession that

head commenced,—nay, he perhaps approved of that enterprise.

The popedom was in a false and untenable position throughout.

Its secular tendencies had brought upon it a decline, from which

there had arisen innumerable opponents and deserters; but the

continuance of the same symptoms, the still further complication

of spiritual and secular interests, completed its downfall.

The schism of England may in reality be traced to the same
cause.

It is well worth noting that Henry VIII. with all his de-

clared hostility to Luther, and intimately, too, as he was united

with the Eoman see, yet at the time of the first difference, in

matters purely political, as early as the year 1525, threatened

the Roman see with ecclesiastical innovations.^ At that time,

it is true, all differences came to be composed; the king made
common cause with the pope against the emperor; when Cle-

ment, shut up in his castle, was abandoned by all men, Henry
VIII. found means to send him support; wherefore Clement

was probably inclined to show more personal favour to Henry
than to any other prince whatever.^ Since that, however, the

affair of the king's divorce had come in the way. It is undeni-

able that even in 1528 the pope, without having actually pro-

mised a favourable issue, yet held out that it was possible, " as

soon as the Germans and Spanish should be driven out of

Italy."^ We know that the very reverse took place. Now,
for the first time, the imperialists firmly established themselves

;

we have seen into how close an alliance Clement entered with

them ; under such altered circumstances, he could not accomplish

a hojje, which, moreover, he had only suggested in a cursory

way. Hardly was the peace of Barcelona concluded, when he

1 Wolsey liad written in a tlu-eateiuug way, die ogni p^'ovincia doventarcb
Lutherana

;

—[that all the provinces will become Lutheran] an expression which may
well be regarded as the first moA'ement in tlie EngUsh civil government's secession
from Rome. (<S. Giberto a i nuntii d'InghiUerra : Lcttere di imiicipi, I. p. 147.)

2 Contarini, Relatione di 1530, expressly asserts this. Soriano too in 1533,
says : Anqlia S. Sant'da ama et era conjunctissimo prima.—[Ilis holiness loves
England and was most closely allied to it first.] The king's purpose of a separation
he declares at once to Ije a pazzia—[piece of folly.]

3 From the despatches of Doctor Knight of Orvieto, 1st and 9th Januai-y, 1528:
Herbert, Life of Henry VTII. p. 218.

4 The whole state of matters may be seen from the following extract from a
letter of the papal secretary Sanga Canipeggi, Yitcrbo 2nd Sept. 182S, at the
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advocated the cause to Rome. The lady from whom Heiiiy

wished to be separated, was the emperor's aunt; the marriage

had received the express approval of a former pope; and as soon

as the case was once brought into the ordinary course of a pro-

cess before the law courts of the Curia, especially under the

ever-increasing influence of the imperialists, who could enter-

tain a doubt as to how it would be determined? Hereupon

Henry entered at once on the course which he had already, on

a former occasion, contemplated. In the main, in j)oint of doc-

trine, he was and continued to be unquestionably Roman Catholic;

but this afiair, which in Rome had been so manifestly mingled

with political ends, called forth in him an even keener opposi-

tion to the secular authority of the popedom. Every step taken

in Rome to his disadvantage he retaliated with some measure

against the Curia; and ever more and more formally renounced

his dependence on it. When finally, in 1534, that court

allowed its definitive sentence to go forth, he no lono-er hesitated

in proclaiming the absolute separation of his kingdom from the

pope. So weak already were the bonds that connected the

Roman see with the various national churches, that it needed

nothing more than the resolution of a prince to set his kingdom

loose from their restraint.

Such were the events that marked the last year of the life of

Clement VII. He felt them the more bitterly in as much as

he was not quite blameless with respect to them, and his mis-

fortunes stood connected, to an afflictive degree, with his per-

sonal qualities. Day after day, too, the course of affairs became

more and more threatening. Francis I. was already preparing

moment that tlie Neapolitan enterprise had misgiven (a result which is referred to

in the letter) and when Campeggi was about to proceed to England. "Come vostra

Sign. Rev""* sa, tcnendosi N. Signore obligatissimo come ta a quel Seren""" re,

nessuna cosa e si grande della quale non desideri compiacerli, ma bisogna ancora

die sua Beatitudine, vedendo I'imperatore vittorioso e sperando in questa rittoria

non trovarlo alieno della pace,—non si precipiti a dare all' imperatorc causa di

nuova rottura, la cjualo leveria in perpetuo ogni speranza di pace: oltro che al

certo metteria S. S" a I'uoco et a totale cccidlotutto il suo stato." (Lcttire di divcrsi

aulori,Venetia, 1556, jd. 39.)—[As your most Rev. Lordship knows, our Lord hold-

ing himself most obliged as he does, to that most serene king, there is nothing so

gi-eat that he does not desire to oblige him in ; but still it is necessary that his

Beatitude, seeing the empei-or victorious, and hoping in that victory not to find hin'

averse to peace,—should not precipitate himself into giving the emperor occasion

for a new rupture, which would ferment for ever, without any hope of i)eacc, besides

that it would assuredly ruin his Holiness, and lead to .the total destruction of his

vfhole state. (Letters of varioua authors, Venice, 1556, p. 39.)
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for a fresh invasion of Italy, maintaining that although he had

no written, yet he had had a verbal approval of his doing so from

the pope. The emperor would no longer allow himself to be

put off with evasions, and insisted more and more peremptorily

on the calling of a council. To these causes of disquiet were

added family dissensions ; after it had cost him so much to

bring Florence to subjection, the pope was doomed to see his

two nephews enter into fierce hostilities with each other, about

the supreme government of that city; his painful reflections on

that subject— dread of approaching evils—pain and secret

anguish, says Soriano, brought him to the grave.^

We spoke of Leo as fortunate; Clement was possibly a better

man, certainly more faultless, more active, and, in details,

more acute ; yet in all that he did, or suffered to be done, he was

unfortunate. He may well be considered the most woe-bestricken

pope of all that ever occupied the Roman see. He met the over-

whelming preponderance of hostile forces, with which hewas on all

sides beset, with a wavering policy, ever dependent on the proba-

bilities of the moment, and which at last completed his ruin. The

attempt at forming an independent secular power, which had

been bequeathed to him by his most distinguished predecessors,

he was doomed to see followed by the most opposite results,

inasmuch as the very persons from Avhose control he washed to

rescue Italy, established their dominion over that country for ever.

The grand secession of the Protestants developed itself without

interruption before his eyes; whatever means he might employ

to arrest it, served all to promote its extension. He left the

see of Rome irrecoverably sunk in reputation, and shorn alike

of spiritual and secular authority. That northern Germany,

which was of so much consequence of old to the popedom, to

1 Soriano. " E'lmperatoi-e non cessava di sollecitar il concilio.—S. M. Christ""*

diinando clie da S. S" li fussino osservato le proraesse essendo le conditioni poste

lia loro. Percio S. S" si pose agrandissimo pcnsiei-o e fu qucsto dolore ct aftanno

die lo condusse alia morte. II dolor fu accresciuto dalle pazzic del cardinal do

Medici, 11 quale allora piu clie mai intendeva a rinuntiare il eapello per la con-

cun-enza alle cose di Fioi-enza."—[The emperor used not to solicit the calling of a

council : his most Christian majesty urged tho obseiTance by his Holiness of the

promises, these being the conditions settled between them. This threw his Holiness

into the deepest melancholy, and this grief and anxiety brought him to his grave,

llis affliction was increased by the folly of the cardinal de ^Iedioi, who then moro
than ever meant to make concessions, in the conflict of parties, as respected the

affairs of Florence.]
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whose conversion aforetime the power of the popes in the West

Avas mainly indebted for its foundation,—whose insurrection

against Henry IV. had been so eminently serviceable to them

in completing the fabric of the hierarchy,—even it had revolted.

Our fatherland has the immortal merit of having restored Chris-

tianity to a purer condition than it had ever presented since

the first centuries, and of having again brought the true religion

into view. With these weapons it was invincibly armed. Its

convictions found their way among all the neighbouring states.

Scandinavia had already embraced them. Though opposed to

the views of the king, yet under shelter of measures which he

had adopted, they became extensively diffused in England.

In Switzerland, under a few modifications, they Vv^on for them-

selves an existence that placed them safe beyond the reach of

assault. They penetrated into France. In Italy, nay even in

Spain, we can find traces of their presence, as early as the

time of Clement. These waves rolled onward and onward. In

these opinions there was an inherent vigour which convinced

the judgments and carried away the feelings of all men. The

confliction of spiritual and secular interests into which the pope-

dom had thrown itself, seemed directly fitted to secure their

complete predominance.



BOOK SECOND.

BEGINNINGS OF A REGENERATION OF CATHOLICISM,

Public opinion is not now for the first time exercising an in-

fluence in the world ; in all ages of modern Europe it has formed

an important element of social life. Who can tell whence it

comes, or how it fashions itself f We may regard it as the

purest product of our social existence, as the most direct expres-

sion of the internal movements and gyrations of general life.

The sources from which it springs and from which it is fed, are

alike remote from observation; without needing many argu-

ments, by the simple force of spontaneous convictions, it obtains

the mastery over men's minds. But in external features alone

is it in harmony with itself : in countless circles of larger and

smaller extent, in ways peculiar to itself, it is produced anew and

undergoes the most manifold modifications. Inasmuch then as

there are ever new observations and fresh experiences flowing in

upon it; inasmuch as there are ever to be found independent

minds which, although not themselves beyond its influence, yet

not being so directly swept along in the general current, power-

fully re-act upon it, it may so be found undergoing perpetual

metamorphoses : fleeting, multiform ; sometimes more, sometimes

less in unison with truth ; rather a tendency of the moment than

a settled doctrine. It often merely accompanies the occurrence

Avliich it brings along with it,—fashions and developes itself

therein : but occasionally, should it be thwarted by some partial

will which nevertheless it cannot overmaster, it swells into a spirit

of violent demand. We must admit that it has generally a

right perception of defects and disorders ; but thereafter, from

its very nature, it is incapable of giving birth to any pure and

settled conviction of the remedies to bo devised and carried into
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effect. Heuce it is, that iu the lapse of time it so often suddenly

veers round to its very opposite. It founded the popedom; it

contributed, also, to its dissolution. In the times we are con-

sidering, it was once quite profane; it became thoroughly spi-

ritual. We have remarked how through the whole of Europe

it leaned to Protestantism; so shall we perceive how it likewise

assumed another colour throughout a great part of that quarter

of the globe.

Let us now proceed to see in what manner, first of all, the

doctrines of the Protestants made progress in Italy

anjVlogies or protestantism in halt.

In Italy, as well as elsev/here, literary unions have exercised

an incalculable influence on the development of the arts and

sciences. The centre round which they move is sometimes a

prince, sometimes a person of distinguished learning, sometimes

any private individual of literary taste and suitable character;

sometimes, too, they are formed in the midst of free equal com-

panionship. They are generally valuable much in proportion

as they spring, fresh and unfettered by forms, from the immediate

wants tluit have suggested them. It is a pleasing task to follow

their traces

Contemporaneously with the progress of the Protestant move-

ment in Germany, there appeared in Italy literary associations

which assumed a religious complexion.

At the very time when, under Leo X., it became fashionable

to question the truths of Christianity, and to scofi' at them, we

find a re-action against this spirit arise iu men of talent, who

possessed the accomplishments of that age without having

allowed these entirely to engross them. These naturally formed

an union among themselves. The mind of man requires the

accord of other minds; at least it ever loves to find it; but it is

indispensable in the case of religious convictions, for these have

their root in the profoundest sympathy.

As early as the days of Leo we find mention made of an

oratory of diviiu; love, established for their mutual edification,

by some distinguished men in Rome. The members met for

public worship, preaching and spiritual exercises, in Trastevore,
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in the church of St. Silvester and Dorothea, not far from the

spot where the apostle Peter was believed to have lived, and to

have conducted the devotions of the first Christian congrega-

tions. They amounted to between fifty and sixty. Contarini,

Sadolet, Giberto, Caraffa, who Avere all afterwards cardinals,

G-aetano of Thiene, who has since been canonized as a saint,

Lippomano, an able writer of great note and industry, and some

other celebrated persons were among the number. Julian

Bathi, priest of the church, served as the central point of their

union.^

It was by no means the case, as might be supposed from the

place in which they held their meetings, that the direction

taken by these men ran counter to Protestantism ; far from that,

they might rather be regarded as, in a certain point of view, of

the same mind— in the design, namely, of counteracting the

general degeneracy of the church by a renovation of doctrine and

faith, being the same from which Luther and Melanchthon

had started. They consisted of men who at a later period

developed very different views, but at that time they coincided

in the same general sentiments.

But ere long more precise and distinctive tendencies mani-

fested themselves.

After the lapse of some years we meet again with a part of

the Roman association in Venice.

Rome had been pillaged, Florence had been attacked and

vanquished; Milan had become the stated head quarters and

training ground for soldiers ; but in this general ruin, Venice

1 I take these notices from Caraccioli : Vita tli Paolo IV. MS. " Quci poclii

huomini da bene ed eruditi prelati clie erano in Roma in quel tempo di Leone X.
vedendo la citta di Roma e tutto il resto d'ltalia, dove per la vicinanza alia sede
apostoliea doveva piu fiorire I'osservanza dc'riti, essere cosi maltrattato il riilto di-

vino,—si unirono in iin' oratorio cliiamato del divino amore circa sessanta di loro

per fare quivi quasi in una torre ogni sforzo per guardare le divine leggi."—[Some
few good men and learned prelates who were in Rome in the time of Leo X., seeing
that in the city of Rome and all the rest of Italy, where from near neighbourhood
to the apostolic see, the observance of the rites (of religion) shoidd flom-ish most,
divine worship was so abused, met to the number of about sixty, in an oratory called

that of divine love, there, as if in a tower to do their utmost endeavours to observe
the divine laws.] In the Vita Cajetani Thienm (AA. SS. Aug. II.) c. 1, 7— 10,
Caraccioli has repeated this with ampler details, yet here he speaks of the luunlier

being only fifty. The Historia clericorum rcgularium vulr/o Theatinornm—[His-
tory of the regular clergy, commonly called Theatines]—w-itten by Jo.seph Silos

confirms it in many places, whicli are copied in the C&inmoUarins prccvius to the
Vita Cajetani.

I.
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had remained undisturbed by foreigners and military armaments;

it was considered as a common jilace of refuge. Collected there

you might find the dispersed literati of Eome and the } atriots

of Florence, debarred for ever from returning to their native

land. It was chiefly in the latter, as we see in the historian

Nardi, and the translator of the bible Bruccioli, that a very

powerful spiritual tendency manifested itself, not without the

continued influence of the doctrines of Savonarola. Other

refugees, too, such as Reginald Poole, who had left Eng-

land from his desire to withdraw from Henry VIII.'s innova-

tions, shared in this spirit. They found a hearty welcome

from their Venetian hosts. At the residence of Peter Bem-

bo, in Padua, who kept open house, the subjects of chief

interest were learned matters, such as Ciceronian Latin. But

more profound contemplations engrossed the mind under the

roof of the learned and able Gregory Cortese, abbot of San

Giorgio Maggiore at Venice. Bruccioli makes the groves and

bowers of San Giorgio the scenes of some of his conversations.

Not far from Treviso, Luigi Priuli had a villa called Treville/

He is one of those pure and accomplished Venetian characters,

whom we now and then meet with at the present day, full of a

calm susceptibility for true and lofty feelings and disinterested

friendship. Here the inmates chiefly occupied themselves with

spiritual studies and conversations. There Avas there too the

Benedictine monk, Mark of Padua, a man of deep piety, and he,

it is probable, from whose breast Poole affirms that he imbibed

spiritual nourishment. At the head of the whole we may place

Caspar Contarini, of whom Poole said, that nothing was unknown

to him that the human mind has discovered by its own investiga-

tion, or that God's grace has imparted to it, and to that he

added the adornment of virtue.

Now if we inquire, what were the convictions in which these

men coincided, we shall find the chief to have been that doctrine

of justification which in Luther had originated the Avhole Pro-

testant movement. Contarini wrote a treatise specially on that

subject, which Poole knew not how sufliciently to applaud.

"Thou hast," said he to him, "brought forth to the light that

1 EpistoL'T lloginaldi Polj, ed. Quirini Tuni. II. Diatriba ad cpLstolas Schel-

hornii, CLXXXIII.
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gem which the church kept half-concealed," Poole himself

found that scripture, in the more profound mutual connection

of its parts, preaches nothing so much as this doctrine ; he con-

gratulates his friend on having begun to bring forth from

obscurity that " holy, fruitful, indispensable truth.'"^ To the

circle of friends who attached themselves to it, belono;ed M. A.

Flaminio. He lived for some time with Poole; Oontarini

wanted to take him with him to Germany. Let us mark how
distinctly he announces this doctrine. "The gospel," he says

in one of his letters,^ "is nothing but the good news, that God's

only begotten Son, clothed in our flesh, has satisfied the righte-

ousness of the eternal Father for us. Whoever believes this,

enters the kingdom of God; he enjoys the common forgiveness;

he becomes a spiritual from being a carnal creature ; from a child

of wrath, a child of grace; he lives in a sweet peace of con-

science." One could hardly express himself on this point with

more Lutheran orthodoxy. This conviction spread over a great

part of Italy, just as a literary opinion or tendency would do.^

Yet it is remarkable how the controversy about an opinion,

any notice of which before this had occurred only now and then

in the schools, should so suddenly captivate and engross an age,

and challenge the activity of all the minds that belonged to it.

The greatest commotions, dissensions, nay, even revolutions,

were brought about in the sixteenth century by the doctrine of

justification. It may be said, that it so happened in opposition

to the secularization of the ecclesiastical order, which had almost

quite forgotten the immediate relation of man to God, that a

question so transcendental, and bearing so much on the pro-

foundest mystery of that relation, became the general occupa-

tion of men's minds.

1 EpistoloB Poll Tom. III. p. 57.

2 To Theodorina Sauli 12 Feb. 1542. Lcttere volgari (RaccoUa del Manuzio)

Vi>iC(jia, 1553, II. 43.
*

3 Among others Sadolet's letter to Contariiii {Epistolce Sadoleti lib. IX. p. 305.)
on his commentary upon the Romans is very remarkable, in qiiibus commentariis

,

says Sadolet, mortis et crucis Christi Qnijsterium totum apcrire afqne illustraro sum
conatus.—[In which commentaries I have endeavoured to open up and explain the

whole mystery of the death and cross of Christ.] Yet he did not quite satisfy

Contarini. MeanwhUe he promises in a new edition to undertake a distinct exposi-

tion on original sin and grace ; dc hoc ipso inorho luitune nostrfe ct de reparatione

arbitrii nostri a spiritu sancto facta.—[About this very disease of our nature and
the reparation of our will effected by the Holy Ghost.]
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It was propagated even in the voluptuous city of Naples, and

that, too, by a Spaniard, John Valdez, one of the viceroy's

secretaries. The writings of Valdez have unfortunately quite

passed away: but we have explicit testimony with respect to

the charges brought against him by his opponents. About

the year 1540, there appeared a small work "on Christ's bene-

fits" which, according to the expression of a report of the inquisi-

tion, " treated of justification in an insinuating manner, rejected

works and merits, ascribed all to faith, and just because this was

the very point at which many prelates and brethren of the

cloister stumbled at that time, it found an unwonted circula-

tion." Frequent inquiries have been made as to the author of

this work. That report distinctly points him out. "He was,"

it says, "a monk of St. Severino, a disciple of Valdez; Flami-

nio revised it."^ To a disciple, accordingly, of St. Severino,

and to a friend of Valdez, we trace back this book which actually

met with incredible success, and made the doctrine of justifica-

tion for a long while popular in Italy. Let me add that the

tendency of Valdez was not exclusively theological, for he filled

at the time an important secular office; he founded no sect

—

this book was the result of a liberal study of Christianity.

His friends looked back with delight on those charming days

which they had enjoyed with him at Ohiaja and Posilippo,

in the neighbourhood of Naples, "where nature, in all her

splendour, rejoices and smiles." Valdez was a mild and pleas-

1 Schelhorn, Gerdeslus, and others have ascribed this book to Aonius Palearius,

who says in a discourse :
" hoc anno Tusce scripsi, Christi morte quanta commoda

allata sint humano generi."—[I wrote this year in tlie language of Tuscany, show-

ing what advantages accrued to manltind from the death of Clirist.] The Com-
pendium of Inquisitors which I found in Cai'aecioli's Vita di Paolo IV. MS.
expresses itself on the other hand as follows :

—" Quel libro del bonelieio di Christo,

fii il suo autore un monaco di Sanseverino in Napoli discepolo del Valdes, fu

revisore di detto libro il Flarainio, fu stampato molte volte ma particolarmente

a Modena do mandato Moroni, inganno molti, perche trattava della giustificatione

con dolce modo ma hereticamente."—[That book on the benefit of Christ, had for its

author a mohk of Sanseverino in Najiles, a disciple of Valdez, and for its rcvisor

Flaminius ; it was often printed, but |>articularlyat Modena, by command of ^loroni;

it deceived many, for it trealod nfjusl iticit ion in an engaging manner, but heretically.]

—Now while that passage in I'alearius does not point to the book in sueli a manner as

to preclude the possibility of another being meant, while Palearius says that he was
that same year called in question, the Compendium of the Inquisitors, on the con-

trary, speaks without any doubt, and adds : quel lihro fu da mo'ti approbate sofa

in Verona, fu conosciuto e reprobaio, dope mo'ti anni fu posto neW indice—[that

book was approved by many in Verona alone, was noted and re|n"obatcd, and many
years after placed in tlie Index.]
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ant man, not without a certain elevation of mind. "One part

of his soul," his friends said of him, "tended downwards, to

animate his weak lean body: with the greater part of it, the

clear unruffled understanding, he was ever exalted into converse

with truth."

Valdez exercised an extraordinary influence over the nobility

and men of learning in Naples: the female sex likewise warmly

shared in this movement, which was at once religious and

intellectual.

Among these was Victoria Colonna, who after her husband

Pescara's death devoted herself wholly to study. Her poems

as well as her letters are distinguished by a deep-felt morality,

an unaffected piety. How beautifully does she console a friend

upon the death of her brother, "whose peaceful spirit had en-

tered into the enjoyment of true and everlasting peace; she nmst

not lament, seeing that now she can converse with him without

his absence, as was so often the case before, preventing her from

being understood by him."^ Poole and Contarini were amongst

her most confidential friends. I cannot think that her spiritual

exercises were conducted in cloister-fashion. At least Aretin

writes to her with much naivete, that she certainly could never

think that we should depend upon the silence of the tongue,

the casting down of the eyes, or on coarse garments, but on the

purity of the soul.

The house of Colonna in general, but especially Vespasian,

duke of Palliano, and his spouse, Julia Gonzaga, who passed for

being the most beautiful woman in Italy, were favourable to this

movement. One of Valdez's books was dedicated to Julia.

But these sentiments had made, moreover, remarkable pro-

gress among the middle ranks. The report of the Inquisition

seems almost to exaggerate when it would rate the disciples who
had adopted them, at 3000 persons. Granting even that the

number was less, how powerfully must they have influenced youth

and the common people.

Not nmch less considerable must have been the reception

which this doctrine found in Modena. The bishop himself,

Morone, an intimate friend of Poole and Contarini, patronised

1 Lellere voh/ari, I. 92. Lettere di divcrgi aniori, [>. 604. Tlic former of tboso

in particular is a very useful collection.
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it; the work ob "Christ's benehts" was printed with his express

approval, and many copies of it circulated; his chaplain, Don

Girolamo da Modena, was the director of an academy in which

the same principles prevailed.

Mention is made from time to time of Protestants in Italy,

and we have already given several of the names that occur in

the lists of such persons. Nor can it be doubted that some of

the convictions which prevailed in Germany, had taken root in

these men. They sought to lay the foundation of doctrine on

the testimony of Scripture, and, in the article of justification,

bordered very closely on Lutheran opinions. But it cannot be

said that they shared these in all other respects; the sentiment

of the church's unity, and reverence for the pope, were too

deeply impressed on their minds, and many Koman Catholic cus-

toms were too closely allied with the national Avays of thinking,

to admit of their being easily relinquished.

Flaminio composed an exposition of the Psalms, the dogma-

tic tenor of which has been approved by Protestant commenta-

tors; but even to this he prefixed a dedication, in which he

calls the pope "the watchman and the prince of all holiness,

God's vice-gerent upon earth."

Giovanni Battista Folengo ascribes justification to grace alone;

he even speaks in such a manner of the use of sin as seems not

far from implying the hurtfulness of good works ; he warmly

remonstrates against trusting in fasts, frequent prayers, masses,

and confessions, nay, even against the order of priests, tonsure,

and the mitre ;^ nevertheless he died peacefully, about his six-

tieth year, in the same monastery in which he had first donned

the dress of a monk in his sixteenth.^

It was not much otherwise, for a long while, with Bernardino

Ochino. If we are to believe his own words, what first induced

him to become a Franciscan was a profound longing, to use his

own expression, "after the heavenly paradise which is to be

attained only through the grace of God." In the depth and

1 In Schelhovn's Amoenitatt. literar. torn. XII. p. 564, \vc find the articuU contra

Moronum,—[articles against Mororie,] which Ycrgerio published in the year 1558,

reprinted, in which, too, these charges arc not wanting. The more precise notices

I take from the CJompendiuni of the Inquisitors.

2 Ad Psalm. CT. f. 246. An extract from these expositions will be found in the

Italia Reformata of Gerdesius, p. 257-261.

3 Thuani Ilistona» ad annum 1559, I. 473.
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fervour of his zeal lie soon proceeded to the severer penances of

the Capuchins. He was appointed its general in the third, and,

again, in the fourth chapter of that order; an office which he

discharged with extraordinary approbation. Severe, however, as

his life was, for he never travelled but on foot; he slept on his

cloak ; he drank no wine ; he particularly inculcated on others

the vow of poverty as the chief means of attaining evangelical

perfection; nevertheless he became gradually convinced of the

doctrinal tenet of justification by grace, and penetrated with its

spirit. He urged it in the most pressing manner, in the con-

fessional and from the pulpit. " I opened my heart to him,"

says Bembo, "as I would have done to Christ himself; it struck

me that never had I seen a holier man." The whole city rushed

in one stream to his preaching; the churches were too small;

all were pleased, the learned and the simple, men and women,

old and young. His coarse dress, his beard reaching to his

breast, his gray hair, his pale and meagre face, and the infirmi-

ties caused by his persistance in fasting, all gave him the ex-

pression of a saint.^

And thus within the bounds of Roman Catholicism, a line

appeared which was never overstepped by the analogies of the

new opinions. There was no direct quarrel in Italy with the

priesthood or mouasticism; people there were far from any idea

of attacking the primacy of the pope. How, too, could a man
such as Poole, for example, fail to cleave to it, after having fled

out of England to avoid doing reverence to his king, as head

of the English church? They conceived, as Ottonel Vida, a

disciple of Vergerios, declared to that very person, "that in the

Christian church every man should have his office; the bishop

the charge of attending to the souls of the inhabitants of his

diocese, whom he was bound to guard from the world and the

evil one ; that the metropolitan should see to the bishop"'s resid-

ing among their flocks; and then, that the metropolitans should

be subject to the pope, to whoui should be committed the gene-

ral administration of the church, which he should conduct with

the aid of the Holy Ghost. Every one should attend to his

office."" These men regarded a schism in the churcli, as the

1 Roverio, Annali difrati minori Capuccini, T. 375. Grntixni Vie d'j Com-
mcwlone, p. 143.

- Oltone'o Vida Dot. a Vescovo Vcrgerio; letlere voJ^ari, I. 80.
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greatest evil. Isidore Olara, a man who improved (the version

of the Bible called) the Vulgate, assisted by the labours of Pro-

testants, and who wrote an introduction to it, which was sub-

jected to an expurgation, warned the Protestants from such a

design in a piece written for the purpose. "No corruption," says

he, "can be so gross as to justify a separation from the hallowed

unity. Were it not better to restore what we have, than to

commit ourselves to unsafe attempts at something else? A man

should only think how the old institution may best be improved

and freed from its defects."

With such modifications as these, the adherents of the new

doctrine in Italy were a numerous body. Antonio da Pagliarci

at Siena, who was thought to have suggested the book on the

benefit of Christ, Carnesecchi from Florence, who was charged

with holding its views and circulating it, Griovanni Battista

Rotto at Bologna, who in Morone, Poole, and Yittoria Oolonna,

found protectors, and the means, too, of supplying the poorest

of his followers with money, Fra Antonio of Volterra, and almost

in every town of Italy, there was some person of consequence

attached to it."*" It was a way of thinking decidedly religious,

ecclesiastically moderate, which gave an impulse to the whole

country from one end to the other, and in all circles.

EFFORTS TOWARDS INTERNAL REFORMATION. ATTEMPTS TO EFFECT INTERNAL

REFORMATION AND A RECONCILIATION WITH THE PROTESTANTS.

The saying has been attributed to Poole, that people should

be satisfied with looking within, and need not trouble themselves

much, should errors and corruptions prevail in the church." Yet

it was directly from the side to which he himself belonged, that

there appeared the first endeavour to attempt an improvement.

It was perhaps the most praiseworthy deed of Paul III., and

that, too, by which he likewise signalized his elevation to the

1 On tliis point our information is drawn from tlie Compendium of the Inquisit-

ors. Bologna, we there read, fu in tnolti pericoli, perche vi fiirono hcrctici princi-

paliyfra qvxilifu Gio i?" Rotto, il quale haveva amicizia et appoggio di pcrsone

potentissime, come di Morone, Polo, Marchesa di Pescara, e raccoglieva daivxri a

tiitto suo potere e gli compartiva tra gli heretici occulti e povcri die stavano in Bo-

logn<-(, nhpi.ro poi nelle mani del pidre Sahnerone (of the Jesuits) per ordine del

legato di'Bologna (Comp. fol. 9, cap. 94). [See the text.] Thus were all theto\vn8

gone through.

> See quotation from Atanagi, in M'Crio's Reformation iii Italy.
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pontifical throne, that he called into the college of cardinals some

distinguished persons, with an eye to nothing but their merits.

He began with that Venetian, Contariui, and he it was who pro-

posed the appointment ofthe rest. They were men of irreproach-

able morals, of good repute for learning and piety, who would be

sure to be acquainted with the Vvants of the different countries

of Christendom. Thus there was Caraffa, long a resident in

Spain and the Netherlands; Sadolet, bishop of Oarpentraa in

France; Poole, a refugee from England; Griberto, who after

having long taken part in the direction of general affairs, admin-

istered his bishopric of Verona in an exemplary manner; Fede-

rigo Fregoso, archbishop of Salerno ; almost all, as we see, mem-

bers of the oratory of divine love ; and several had taken that

reliffious turn which inclined to Protestantism.^

Now it was these very cardinals who, at the pope's com-

mand, elaborated a plan of ecclesiastical reforms. It became

known to the Protestants and was ridiculed by them, not with-

out contempt. They, to be sure, had in the meanwhile gone

much farther. Still, it is hard to deny that for the Roman

Catholic church an extraordinary significaucy lay in this, that

the mischief was attacked in Home itself; that in the very

presence of a pope, it was brought as a charge against popes, as

it runs in the introduction to that document, " that they had

frequently chosen their ministers, not that they might learn

from them what their duty required, but in order to have the

objects of their desires declared to be allowable to them," and

that such an abuse of the supreme authority was declared to bo

the main source of corruption.'

Nor did they stop here. Some short writings of Gaspar Con-

tarini's are still extant, in which he assails with the utmost

warmth those abuses especially which brought gain to the

Curia. The custom of compositions, that people, to wit, should

allow money to be paid to them in return for the granting even

of spiritual favours, he declares to be simony, which might bo

1 Vita Reginald! Poli in Quiriiii's edition of liis letters, tmii. T. p. 12. Florebelli

do Vita Jacobi Sadoleti Commentarius, prefixed to the E])]). Sadoleti Col. loUO,

vol. 3.

3 It is the already quoted Consilium dclectorum Cardinalium i't tilionun pnc-
latorum de emendanda ecclesia.—[Couiieil of selcet rardinals and other prelates

Jibout the improvement of the cluirch.] It is subseril)cd by Contariui, Caraifa. Sa-

<]( let, Poole, Fregoso, Giberto, Cortcse, and Aleander.

I. P
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regarded as a species of heresy. It was thought he did wrong

in censuring former popes. " Why," he exclaims, " should we

vex ourselves so much about the names of three or four popes,

and not rather improve what is out of order, and earn a good

name for ourselves ? Verily it were much to demand that all

the actions of all the popes should be defended!" He attacks

the abuse of dispensations in the most earnest and impressive

manner. He considers it as idolatrous to say, what was in fact

asserted, that in the confirmation or the annulling of positive

rights, the pope's sole rule was his own will and pleasure. It is

worthwhile to attend to what he says on that point. "The law

of Christ," says he, " is a law of freedom, and forbids any of that

gross servitude which the Lutherans, with perfect justice, have

compared to the Babylonish captivity. But, besides this, can

that be properly called a government, whose rule is the will of a

man, naturally prone to evil, and liable to be influenced by innu-

merable caprices ? No ! all proper dominion is a dominion of

reason. Its proper office is to promote the welfare of those who

are subjected to it, by the employment of the best means for

attaining that end. The authority of the pope, too, is a domin-

ion of reason. God has left it to St. Peter and his successors, to

conduct the flock committed to their care to everlasting salva-

tion. A pope must know that they are free men over whom he

exercises this authority. No order, or prohibition, or dispensa-

tion, ought to emanate from his mere will, but from the rule of

reason, the divine law and love; a rule which refers all to God

and the best interests of man. For caprice gives no positive

laws. These are given by men taking natural right and the

divine commands in connection with circumstances; according

to the same laws and imperative demands of things alone, can

they be altered." " Let your Holiness," he exclaims, "be careful

not to depart from this rule. Turn not to the impotency of the

will which chooses evil—to the bondage that serves sin. Then

thou shalt be powerful ; then thou shalt be free, then will the life

of the Christian commonwealth be maintained in you."^

1 G. Contar'mi Cardinalis ad Paidmn III. P. M. de potestate pontijlcis in com-

positionib'us . I'rinted in Roccaberti's Bibliothcca Pontificia Maxima torn. XI] I. I

have furthei- in my possession a Tractatus dc Coinpositionihis datarii Rev'"' D.
Gasparis Contanni, 153G, with regard to wliich I cannot find that it was ever

printed.
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Here was an attempt, it will be seen, to found a rational pope-

dom/ the more remarkable as emanating from the same doctrine

on justification and the freedom of the will that served as the

basis of the Protestant secession. This we do not merely con-

jecture from Contarini's cherishing those views ; he himself

expressly says so. He enlarges on man's proneness to evil

;

that this proceeds from the impotency of the will, which no

sooner inclines to evil than it is occupied more in suffering than

in doino; ; through Christ's grace alone does it become free. He

recognises therefore the papal government, yet demands its being

directed according to God's will and the common greatest good.

Contarini laid his writings before the pope. In Nov. 1538,

he accompanied him, one beautiful day, to Ostia. " On that

occasion,"" says he in writing to Poole, " this good old man of

ours made me sit beside him on the way, and conversed with me

alone on the reform of the compositions. He said that he had

by him the small treatise which T had written on the subject, and

had read it in the morning. I had already abandoned all hope.

But he now spoke to me in such a christian-like way, that I

have conceived new hopes that Grod will yet accomplish something

great, and not permit thegatesof hell to prevail against his Spirit.""

It may be readily supposed that a thorough reformation of

abuses bound up with so many personal rights and pretensions,

and with so many of the usages of life, must have been the hard-

est task that a man could possibly undertake. Meanwhile pope

Paul seemed more and more desirous to devote himself to it, in

good earnest.

He appointed commissions accordingly, for carrying these

reforms into effect,^ for the Chamber,'* the Rota,'^ the Chancery

1 The word rational must be taken here in a limited f5ense. Notliing can be

truly rational that is inconsistent vvitli the Divine wUl, or unscriptural, as every

kind of popedom unquestionably is. Tii.

3 Caspar C. Contarinus Reginaldo C. Polo. Ex ostiis Tiberinis XI. Nov. 1538.

(El'p. PoU, li2.)

3 Acta Consistorialia (6 Aug. 1-540,) in Rainaldus' Annales ecclesiastici torn.

XXI. p. U6.
* Chamber, the tribunal which toolv cognizance of the revenues of the ecclesias-

tical state.

5 Rota or Ruota Romana, the highest papal court of appeal, whose jurisdiction

extends over all Catholic Christendom, and whicli decides not only spiritual contro-

versies, but all questions concerning ecclesiastical benefices, above live hundred
scudi; and the decisions thereof are of the liighest authenticity, derived from the

doctrine of the pope's infallibility. Tii.
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and the Penitentiary; he sent for Giberto, also, to come to him

again. There appeared reforming bulls ; arrangements were

made for the general council which pope Clement had dreaded

and shunned so much, and which even Paul III. in his private

relationships, might have found much cause to avoid.

How then, if, in point of fact, changes for the better were

admitted, if the Roman court was reforming itself, and the

abuses of its constitution were removed; and if, too, that same

dogma, from which Luther had started, became the principle of

renovation in life and doctrine;—was there here no possibility

of effecting a reconciliation l For be it remembered, how tardily

and reluctantly the Protestants tore themselves from the unity

of the church.

To many it seemed possible ; not a few placed sanguine hopes

on religious conferences.

According to the theory of the popedom, the pope could not

approve of these attempts, since by them it was proposed to decide,

not without the intervention of the civil power, controversies of

which he himself claimed the supreme cognizance. He carefully

guarded himself also; yet allowed it to go on, and sent his de-

puties to it.

He went to work in this affair with much caution ; was care-

ful in every instance to select moderate men
;
persons who sub-

sequently, on many occasions, even fell under the suspicion of

Protestantism. He gave them, besides, judicious directions as

to their mode of life and political conduct.

When, for example, he despatched Moroue, then but a young

man, to Germany, he neglected not to enjoin him "not to con-

tract debts, to pay in the inns to which he should be directed,

to dress neither luxuriously nor meanly ; to attend church indeed,

but without even the appearance of hypocrisy." He was, in

his own person, to exhibit the Romish Reformation that had

been so much talked of; and dignity tempered with serenity was

recommended to him.^ In the year 1540, the bishop of Vienna

had fallen upon a most extreme measure. He thought the

articles held by Luther and Melanchthon, and declared to be

heretical, should be laid before the new faith people, and that

1 Tnstructio pro causa fidei et concilii data episcopo Mutince, 24tli Oct. 153C.

MS.—[Instructions for the cause of the faith and the council delivered to the bishop

of Modena, 24th October. 1536, MS.]
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they should be shortly a.sked whether they Avere disposed to re-

nounce them ? Any such measure, nevertheless, was by no means

recommended by the pope to his nuncio. " We fear they would

rather die," said he, "than consent to anysuch recantation."^ He
wished but to see some hope of reconciliation. On the first

gleam of such a hope he was to send a not offensive formula,

which had been already drawn up for the pui'pose by wise and

worthy men. "Might matters be supposed already advanced

thus far ! Hardly can we venture to expect it
!"

But never did tlie two parties approach each other more

nearly than at the conference at Ratisbon in 1541. Political

circumstances were remarkably favourable. The emperor, who
needed to avail himself of the force of the empire for a war with

the Turks, or against France, wished for nothing more earnestly

than a reconciliation. He chose the most intelligent and moder-

ate Roman catholic divines. Cropper and Julius Pflug, for the

conference. On the other hand, the landgrave Philip of Hesse

was again on good terms with Austria; he hoped to have the

chief command in the war for which people were then preparing;

with admiration and satisfaction the emperor saw him ride into

Ratisbon, on a splendid war-horse, and vigorous as the animal

he bestrode. The pacific Bucer and the tractable !Melanchthon

appeared on the side of the Protestants

The pope's eagerness for a prosperous result appeared at once,

in his choice of the legate whom he sent, falling on that verv

Gaspar Contarini whom we have seen so deeply implicated in

the new turn taken by men's minds in Italy, and so active in

the project of general reforms. Now he stood in a still more

important position, midway betwixt the two opinions and par

1 Insiritctiones j)'>'0 Rei""" D. ep. Midinensi apostolico nxmcio infcrfuturo con-

ventui Germanoi'wm Spirw, 12 Maji 1540, celchrando. Tiniendum est atque adeo
certe sciendum, ista qwB in his articulis pie et pntdenfer continentur non solum
frctos salvo conductu esse eos recusaturos, veruiii ciiam ubi mors prcesens imini-
nerct, illam polivs prccclccturos.—[Instructions for tlie most Rov. Lord bishop of

Modena, apostolic nuncio appointed to be present at the convention of the Germans
to bo held at Sj)ires, 12th May, 1540. It is to be feared, and even certainly to be
known, that not only such as arc trusting; to a safe conduct will reject what thina;s

arc piously and prudently contained in these articles, but th.at even where ins'.uut

dcatli impends it would be jircfcrrcd.]

The articles referred to in this f|uotation. cannot be those of I.nthcr and Me-
lanchthon, for these the jjcrsuns alluded to would U')t certainly reject. And if

popish articles are meant, then tho passage refers to something else than a simjde

intcrrojifatorv. Tn.
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ties that divided the world; at a most advantageous conjunc-

ture ; with a commission to attempt, and the prospect of effect-

ing their reconciliation;—a position which, though it were not

a point of duty, makes it allowable for us to consider his per-

sonal circumstances and qualities more closely.

Messire Gaspar Contarini, the eldest son of a noble family in

Venice that traded to the Levant, had particularly devoted him-

self to philosophical studies. It is not beneath our notice, to

observe how he did this. He devoted three hours a day to his

peculiar studies, never exceeding or falling short of that pro-

portion of time ; he began each time with close repetition ; he

went through every course of study until its completion, and

never skipped over any,^ He would not permit the subtilties

of Aristotle's commentators to carry him into similar refine-

ments in reasoning; he found nothing more ingenious than

falsehood. He gave proofs of the most decided talent, yet of

still greater steadiness. He sought not after the adornment of

discourse, but expressed himself simply, as the case required.

As nature brings forth her productions in a regular order, one year

revolving after another, so did his faculties develope themselves.

Admitted, in rather early life, into the council of Pregadi,

the senate of his native city, it was a considerable time before

he ventured to speak. Not that he did not wish it, or that he

had nothing to say, but he was wanting in presence of mind.

At length, on obtaining sufficient self-command, he spoke, not,

indeed, very gracefully, nor with much wit, nor yet with much
force and animation, yet so simply, and so much to the purpose,

as to gain the utmost respect.

His lot fell in the most momentous times. He witnessed his

native city's loss of its territory, and personally contributed to

its beino; recovered. On Charles the V.'s first comino- to Ger-

many, he was sent to him as an ambassador ; and here he per-

ceived the secession from the church commence. They arrived

in Spain just as the ship Vittoria returned from the first circum-

navigation of the globe.^ And, in so far as I can discover, he

3 Joliannis Casfo Vita Gasparis Contarini: in Jo. Casfc Monimeutis Latinis,

Elit. Hal. 1708, p. 88.

2 Bcccatcllo, Vita del C. Contarini (Epp. Poli III.) p. CTII. There is also a
particular edition, which, however, has only been taken out of the volume of letters,

and has the Ksame pages.
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was the first to resolve the problem of its arriving a day later

than it should have been according to its log-book. The pope, to

whom he had been sent as ambassador after the sack of Rome, he

helped to reconcile with the emperor. We find clear evidence

of his remarkable penetration and knowledge of the world, as

well as of his enlightened patriotism, in his small work on the

constitution of Venice,—a most instructive and well-conceived

treatise—and in his reports as an ambassador, to be found here

and there in manuscript.^

One Sunday in 1535, just as the grand council had met, and

as Oontarini, who by this time had come to fill the most import-

ant public offices, was seated beside the ballot boxes, information

was received that pope Paul, with whom he was personally un-

acquainted, and had no sort of connection, had made him a car-

dinal. Upon this all hastened to congratulate him, as he stood

confounded and unwilling to believe it. Aluise Moncenigo, who

had till then opposed him in state affairs, exclaimed that the

commouAvealth had lost its best citizen.^

Yet to him this honour had its less pleasing side. How could

he think of abandoning that free ancestral city which offered him

its highest dignities, and at all events a sphere for his activity

that put him on a perfect equality with the chiefs of the state,

in order to serve a pope, who was often passionate and would

not allow himself to be hampered by any binding laws ? Was
he to withdraw to a distance from his simple and venerable

republic, whose manners corresponded with his own, to measure

himself with others in the luxury and splendour of the Roman

court? His chief motive, as we are assured, in accepting it,

was the consideration that in such difficult times, a mischievous

effect might be produced by the example of disrespect for so high

a dignity.

And now the whole of that zeal which he had hitherto devoted

to his native city, he applied thenceforth to the general concerns

of the church. He found himself often opposed by the cardin-

als, who tliought it strange that one so newly arrived, and a

1 The first is of 152"), tlic otlici" of 1530. Tlic fonner of those in itarticiilar,

being for the earlier period of Cliarlcs V., is very important. I can find no trace

of it cither in Vienna or in Venice. I discovered a copy in Rome ; but have not

fiucceeded in seeing any other.

9 Daniel Barbaro to Donicnico Venicro : Lettere volgari, I. 73.
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Venetian, should want to reform tlie Roman court ; at times he

had even the pope against him. He once opposed the appoint-

ment of a cardinah "We know," said the pope, "how men

sail in these waters; cardinals like not that another should be-

come equally honourable with themselves." Contarini was hurt

at this, and said, " I don't consider my cardinaPs hat to be my
highest honour."

In this new position, too, he preserved the same strictness,

simplicity, and activity; the same dignity and suavity of temper.

Nature leaves not the simply formed plant without the

adornment of the blossom in which its being exhales and com-

municates itself. In man it is his temper, which being the

collective result of all the higher faculties of his being, then

gives their expression to his moral bearing and appearance. In

Contarini it was suavity; inlierent truthfulness
; purity of mor-

als, and especially that profound sense of religion which makes

a man happy while it enlightens him.

Full of this temper of mind, moderate, almost at one with the

Protestants on the most important point of doctrine, Contarini

made his appearance in Germany, hoping to be able to heal the

schism that had taken place, by a regeneration proceeding from

doctrine on that very point ; and by the removal of abuses.

But whether it had already gone too far, whether the devia-

tions from Roman orthodoxy had already struck root too vigor-

ously, is a question which I may not at once decide.

Another Venetian, Marino Justiniano, who left our father-

land shortly before this diet, and who seems to have carefully

contemplated the state of things, represents it at least as very

possible.^ He finds only some important concessions indispen-

sable, and names the following: " The pope must no more

think of claiming respect as Christ''s vicegerent in civil as well

as ecclesiastical things—substitutes of blameless life and capable

of instructing the people, must be put in the room of ignorant

and scandalous bishops and priests—neither the sale of masses,

nor plurality of benefices, nor the abuse of compositions, must be

any longer tolcn'ated—the violation of the laws that relate to

fasting, must be visited with light j)unishments at the utmost

;

1 Relazione del clar"^" M. Marino Okulinian Kav^ (ritmmatn) dalla Icgasiono

di O'crmania, soLto Fcrdinando re dl Romani. Bibl. Corsini at Rome n. 461.
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were the communion then in both kinds, and the marriage of

priests allowed, the people of Germany would forthwith renounce

all dissension, would yield obedience to the pope in things spirit-

ual, would allow the mass to continue, would submit to auricular

confession, and even own the necessity of good works, as fruits

of faith, that is to say, in so far as they result from believing.

As schism has been caused by abuses, so must it be taken away

by having these abuses corrected

Here be it remembered, that the Landgrave Philip of Hesse

had declared the year before, that the secular power of the bishops

might be tolerated, if means could be found for securing the

proper exercise of their spiritual authority ; that with respect to

the mass, people might easily come to a settlement, if it were

conceded that the communion should continue to be administered

in both kinds .^ Joachim of Brandenburg expressed his readi-

ness to acknowledge the papal primacy, without hesitation, under

certain restrictions. Meanwhile approximations were likewise

made on the other side. The imperial ambassador repeatedly

urged that concessions must be made on both sides, to the

utmost extent consistent with the divine honour. The non-

protesting party would likewise have been well pleased, had the

spiritual government of the bishops, who had in effect become

princes, been taken away from them throughout Germany and

handed over to superintendents, and had a general and legally

valid alteration been adopted with respect to the alienation of

ecclesiastical property. Neutral things, which might either be

done or omitted, began to be talked of; even in the spiritual

electorships, prayers were appointed for a favourable progress to

the work of reconciliation.

We will not dispute about the degree of feasibility and proba-

bility of this success ; it was at all events extremely ditficult,

but supposing that the prospect seemed but slight, still it was

worth an effort. Thus much we perceive that once more there

1 Letter of the Landjjrave s in Romniers Urkundcnbuche, p. 85. Compare the
bishop of Lunden'.H in Scckcndorf, j). 290. Contariiii al C Farnese 1541, 28th
April ( Epp. Poli III. p. cclv.) The Landj^rave and the Elector demanded both
the marriage of the priests and communion in iiotli kinds; the Ibrmer showed him-
self more difficult to deal with, with respect to the ])rinia<y, and the latter with
respect to the doctrine de missa quod sit sacrifichun—[on the doctrine of the mass
being a sacrifice.]

I. 0.
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was exhibited a great propension for such an effort, and that

it became an object of more than ordinary hopes.

But let us ask whether the pope too, without whom matters

coukl come to no issue, was disposed to remit somewhat of the

rigour of his demands. In this respect especially, a passage in

the body of instructions with which he dismissed Contarini, is

very remarkable.^

He did not arrogate to himself the boundless plenitude of

power, upon which so much urgency was shown on the imperial

side. He conjectured that demands might be put forth in Ger-

many, to which no legate, not even he, the pope himself, could

venture to accede without consulting other nations. Yet he did

not on that account reject all negotiation, "We must first,"

says he, " see whether the Protestants will agree with us in

principles ; for example, upon the primacy of the holy see, the

sacraments, and something else." If we inquire what this some-

thing else might be, we find that the pope does not express him-

self quite distinctly. He indicates it as being what was approved

at once by holy Scripture, and by the constant usage of the

church ; and that it was known to the legate." Upon this

groundwork, he adds, an attempt might be made towards coming

to a mutual understanding on all the disputed points.^

There can be no question that this vague mode of expressing

himself was purposely adopted ; Paul III. may have been will-

1 Instnictio data Revmo C' Contareno in Germaniani legato d. 28 mensis Jan-
iiarii ISil. To be found in many libraries in manuscript ; printed in Quirini Epp.
Poll III. CCLXXXVI.

2 Professor Ranke speaks as if it were only one thing that the pope left unspeci-

fied, but the words alia qmedam fucre leave no doubt that several things were
meant. Tr.

3 " Videndum inprimis est an Protestantes et ii qui ab ecclesise gremio defcce-

runt, in principiis nobiscum conveniant, cujusmodi est luijus sanctaj sedis prinia-

tus, tanquani a deo et salvatore nostro institutus, sacrosanct a) ccclesioe sacramenta,

et alia qutedam quae tuni sacrarum litterarum autoritate turn univei-salis ecclesia)

porpetua observatione hactenus obscrvata et comprobata fucre et tibi nota esse bene

scunus, quibus statim initio admissis omnis super aliis controvei-siis concordia ten-

taretur."—[First it must be seen whether the Protestants and those who have revolted

from the bosom of the church agree with us in i)rincii)les, of such a kind as tlie pri-

macy of this holy see, as instituted by ( fod and our Saviour, the sacraments of the

holy church, and some other tilings which have been observed and appi'ovedat once

by the authority of the sacred scriptures, and by the per])ctual oliservation of the

\niiver.sal church, and with which we know you to be well acquainted, which things

being admitted at the very beginning, the utmost harmony may be attemjited in

other matters.] In this the reader has only to keep constantly in view, the

supremely orthodox, and, from its very nature, inflexible position of a pope, in order

to jierccive how much is involved in such an address.
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mg to try how far Contarini might bring matters, and yet have

had no wish to tie himself up beforehand with respect to the

ratification. Next he allowed a certain scope to his legate. It

would unquestionably have cost the latter new efforts to render

acceptable to the obstinate curiawhat people had obtained at Rat-

isbon, without the possibility of completely satisfyingthem; but on

this, on a reconciliation and union among the assembled divines,

all in the first instance depended. The mediating tendency was

still too doubtful; it could not as yet be distinguished by a

name ; it had first to gain some fixed point, before it could hope

to make itself available for more.

The negotiations were opened on the 5th of April, 1541; a

draught communicated by the emperor and approved, after a few

alterations, by Contarini, was proposed as the basis on which

they might proceed. Even here the legate thought it advis-

able to depart a step from his instructions. The pope had

required before every thing else the acknowledgment of his pri-

macy. Contarini saw well, that on a question so much calcu-

lated to set men's passions in a ferment, the attempt might

founder at the very outset. He went into the arrangement,

that of the articles proposed for conference, that relating to the

papal primacy should much rather be the last. He considered

it better to begin with those in which he and his friends ap-

proached the Protestants in their views, these being points,

besides, of the highest moment, and touching upon the very

foundations of the faith. In the discussions upon these he had

the greatest share. His secretary assures us that nothing was

decided by the Roman catholic divines, nor even a single altera-

tion adopted, without his being first consulted.^ Morone, bishop

of Modena, Tomaso da Modena, master of the sacred palace,

both men who in the article of justification were of the same

views, supported him." The greatest difficulty they had to

contend with, arose from a German divine, Luther"'s old anta-

gonist, Doctor Eck. But upon insisting that he should ex-

plain himself, point for point, he too was brought at last to de-

clare his mind satisfactorily. In fact, in a short time an agree-

ment was come to ; who would have ventured to hope so

1 Beccatelli, Vita del Cardinal Contavini, p. CXVII.
2 Pallavicini, IV. XIV. p. 433, from Contanni's letters.
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much, on the four important articles of human nature, original

sin, absolution, and even justification? Contarini assented to

the chief point of the Lutheran doctrine, that man's justification

was eflfectual through faith alone, without merits; to this he

only added that this must be a living and active faith. Me-

lanchthon acknowledged that this was just the Protestant doc-

trine/ Bucer eagerly maintainedthat in the collated and reconciled

articles there was comprehended all that was required "in order

to a man's living a godly, righteous, and holy life, before God
and the congregation."^ No less pleased were people on the oppo-

site side. The bishop of Aquila called it a holy colloquy; he

had no doubt that it would bring about the reconciliation of

Christendom. These friends of Contarini, who were of the same

mind with him, were delighted to hear how far he had succeeded.

" In contemplating this harmony of sentiment," wrote Poole to

him, "I have experienced a satisfaction such as I could never

have received from any concord of sweet sounds. Not only

because I perceive the approach of peace and concord, but also

because these articles are the foundations of the Christian faith.

They seem, indeed, to treat of many things, of faith, of works,

of justification; yet upon that, even justification, is grounded all

the rest, and I congratulate you, I thank God, that on that

point the divines of both parties have united. We trust, that

He who has so mercifully made a commencement, will also bring

it to a completion."^

This was a moment, if I am not mistaken, of essential conse-

quence to Germany, nay, to the world. To the former, the

1 Melanclithon to Camerarius, lOtli May, (Epp. p. 3G0): adsentiuntur justificari

homines Jhlc, et qiiidem in earn sententiam ut nos docemus.—[They agi'ce that men
are justified by faith, and indeed hold that opinion as we teacli it.] Compare
Planck ; Geschichte des Protestantischcn Lelirbegriffs, ITT. II. 93.

2 Alle Ilandlungen und Schi'iften, zu Vcrgleieliiingder Religion durch die Kaiserl.

Majestat, &c. verhandclt ao. 1541, durcli Martinum Bucenira, in Ilortleder,

Book I. chap. 37, ^. 280.

3 Polus Contarcno. Capivanicc, 17 Maji, 1541. Epp. Poli, Tom. III. ]>. 25.

The letters of that bishop of Aqiiila in Rainaldus, 1541, No. 11, 12, are remarkable.
It was thought, that if an agi'oement could be but come to on the point of the sup-
per, cvcrj'thing el.se might be allowed to settle itself. " Idunumest ipiod omnibus spem
maximam facit, assertio Cajsaris .so nullo pacto nisi rebus bene compositis dis-

cessurum, atquc ctiam quod omnia scitu consiliisque rev"" legati in colloquio a
nostris theologis tractantur et disputantur."—[This alone it is which gives the gi'cat-

cst hopes to all, even the emperor's asserting that lie will on no account go away
until iill things are well settled, and also that all are handled and discussed with the

cognizance and councils of the most llev. legate, in eonrei'cnce I)y our divines.]
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points that we have touched upon, involved the prospect of

dianging the collective spiritual constitution of the nation, and

of giving to it a position at once of greater freedom in relation

to the pope and his secular encroachments, and rendering it

independent of any but itself. The unity of the church, and

with it that of the nation, would have been maintained. But

infinitely more extensive would the future consequences have

been. Had the moderate party, from which these efforts

proceeded, and by which they were directed, known how

to maintain the ascendancy in Rome and Italy, what a to-

tally difierent form must the (Roman) Catholic world too have

assumed

!

But so extraordinary a result could not be attained without a

keen contest.

What was concluded at Ratisbon, had to be confirmed, on the

one hand, by the approbation of the pope, and, on the other, by

the assent of Luther, to whom there was even a special embassy

despatched.

But already there here appeared many difficulties. Luther

who, at the first blush of the business, declared himself to be

not altogether repelled, soon, however, began to suspect that all

was intended to deceive, and was but a device of his enemies.

He could not persuade himself that on the other side as well as

his own, the doctrine of justification had really taken root.

Li the reconciled articles he saw nothing, in fine, but piece-meal

work, compounded of both opinions; he who regaixled himself

as constantly engaged in the contest between heaven and hell,

here, too, thought he could recognise the machinations of

Satan. He warned his master the elector, in the most urgent

manner against appearing in person at Ratisbon. " He was

the very man whom the devil was looking for."^ An immense

deal depended, in fact, on the appearance and the assent of the

elector.

These articles were meanwhile sent also to Rome. They ex-

cited extraordinary interest. Cardinal Caraffa, and San Mar-

cello, in particular, were greatly scandalized at what was said on

the subject of justification, and it was with difficulty that Priuli

1 I.utlicr to John Fvcilerick in dc Wettc's Collection,
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could clearly explain its meaning.^ The pope, however, did not

at once express himself so decidedly as Luther had done. Car-

dinal Farnese made a letter be written to the legate to the effect,

that his holiness neither approved nor disapproved of the decision.

But all others who had seen it were of opinion that, granting

its meaning to accord with the Roman Catholic faitli, still it

might have been expressed in plainer words.

Powerful as this theological opposition might be, it was nei-

ther the only one, nor perhaps the most influential. Another

rose from the political side.

Such a reconciliation as was proposed, would have given an

unwonted unity to Germany, and on the emperor, who might

apply it to his own ends, would have conferred exorbitant power.^

As the head of the moderate party, he must have obtained an

authority of the highest kind throughout Europe, especially in

the case of a council at last being called. How naturally did

all the usual animosities start up to oppose this.

Francis the First believed himself directly threatened, and

neglected not to interpose obstacles to the union. He bitterly

complained of the concessions made by the legate at Ratisbon ;^

that "his proceedings dishearten the good and embolden the

1 I cannot forgive Quirini for not having fully communicated Priuli's letter on

these circumstances, though he had it in his possession.

2 There was at all times an imperial party -which defended this tendency. In

this among other things lies the whole mystery of the negotiations of the archbishop

of Lunden. He represented to the emperor, che se S. M. volesse tolcrare che i

Luthcrani stessero nelli loro errori, disponeva a modo e volcr suo di tutta la Ger-

mania.—[That if his Majesty wished to tolerate the Lutherans remaining in their

eiTors, he might have all Germany at his absolute disposal.] Instruzione di Paolo

III. a Montepulciano, 1539. Now, too, the emperor wanted toleration.

3 lie spoke of this with the papal ambassador to his court. H C di Mantova al

C Contarini in Quirini III. CCLXXVIII. Loces 17 Maggio 1541. " S. ^U Ch"'»

diveniva ogni di piu ardente nelle cose della chiesa, le quali era risoluto di voler

difenderc e sostenere con tutte le forze sue e con la vita sua e de' figliuoli, giuran-

domi che da qucsto si moveva principalmente a for questo officio."—[His most Chris-

tian Majesty became every day more ardent in the affairs of the church, which he
was resolved to defend and sustain with his utmost force, and with his life and that

of his -sons, swearing to me that that alone chiefly moved him to do that duty.] On
the other hand Granvelle had different accounts ; maffcrnw, says Contarini in a
letter to Farnese, ibid. CCLV., con (liitrmunifo havcrc in mano Icttcre del re

christ"^", il quale scrive a questi principi protcstantiche nonsi accordino in alcun

modo, c die lid avcva voluto veder Vopinioni loro, le quali nan li spiaccvano.—[He
assured me with an oath, that he had in his possession letters from the most chris-

tian king, who wrote to those protestant princes, not to come to terms in any way,
and that lie had wished to see their opinions, which had not displeased him.] Ac-
cording to tliis, Francis 1. must have interposed obstacles to a reconciliation on both

Rides.
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bad, that in his compliancy to the emperor he will allow mat-

ters to proceed so far that they will be past remedy. Other

princes too ought to have been called in and consulted." He
assumed the mien of a man who saw both pope and church in

danaer. He enfraa-ed to defend them with his life and with all

the resources of his kingdom.

And, already, it was not in Rome alone that the ecclesiastical

scruples we have noticed, had struck root. It was besides re-

marked, that the emperor at the opening of the diet, when he

spoke of the meeting of a general council, had not added a word

as to the pope alone having the right to call it. This was thought

to indicate that he himself claimed this right. In the old arti-

cles concluded with Clement VII. at Barcelona, people would

have it that there was a place that pointed that way. A.nd did

not the Protestants constantly maintain that the calling of a

council belonged to the emperor? How readily might he yield

to them in a matter where his interest coincided so manifestly

with their doctrine.^ This would have involved the utmost risk

of a schism.

Meanwhile people began to bestir themselves in Germany

also. We have Giustinian''s assurance before this, that the power

which had accrued to the Landgrave from his putting himself at

the head of the Protestant party, had suggested to others that

they might make themselves equally powerful at the head of the

Roman Catholics. One who took part in the proceedings of this

diet, intimates that the dukes of Bavaria were averse to any

agreement. He cautions the pope, in a special letter, against

any national council, nay, against any council to be held in

Germany; "that exorbitant concessions would have to be made

there."^ Other documents may be found in which German

Roman Catholics complain directly to the pope of the progress

made by Protestantism at the diet ; the pliability of Cropper

and Pflug, and the exclusion of Roman Catholic princes from

the conferences.

1 Ardinghello al nome del C Farncsc al O Contarini, 29 Maggio 1541.

2 LiterDC Cardinalis Moguntiiu in RainaJdas, 1541, n. 27.

3 Anonymous, likewise in Rainaldiis, No. 25. The side they came from may be

drawn from the manner in wliieh Eck is spoken of in them; 'iuiks diuilaxat

peritus theolomis adhibitus est—[only one sldli'iil divine is admitted.] They abound
in msinuatioiL-s against the emperor : nihil, so we read, onlinabitur pro rohore eccle-
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Enough, in Eonie, France, and Germany, among the enemies

of Charles V., among those who either really were or who affected

to be the most zealous Roman Catholics, there arose a keen

opposition to the mediating overtures. It was observed at Rome
that there was an unwonted intimacy between the pope and the

French ambassador; the report gained ground that he intended

to marry his grand-daughter, Vittoria Farnese, to one of the

Guises.

The consequence was inevitable; these movements could not

fail vigorously to re-act on the divines. Eck, moreover, stuck

to Bavaria. "The emperor"'s enemies," says Contarini's secre-

tary, "both within and beyond Germany,who dread his greatness,

were he to unite all Germany, begin to sow tares among those

divines. Carnal envy broke up this conference."^ The diffi-

culties raised by the opposition make it not surprising that no

further agreement could thenceforth be come to upon any article.

It were to overstep the line of justice, were we for this to

blame the Protestants solely, or even chiefly. Shortly after the

pope instructed his legate to announce it as his fixed determina-

tion, that neither publicly nor as a private person would he ap-

prove of a decision in which the (Roman) Catholic meaning

should be expressed otherwise than in such words as should

leave room for no ambiguity. The formulas in which Contariui

had thought to combine the various opinions on the primacy

of the pope, and the power of councils, were unconditionally

rejected at Rome.^ The legate had to consent to explanations

that seemed even directly to contradict his previous expressions.

Something, however, might have resulted from this, had the

emperor wished at least that, until further progress were made in

the reconciled articles, people might abide by the formulas that

.^•/'t', quia timetur, illi (Ccesari) displicere.—[Nothing will be ordained for the
strengthening of the church, because of the dread of displeasing hiiu (the emperor.)

1 BeccatcUi Vita p. CXIX. "Ilorail diavolo, die semprc alle buone opere
s'atti-aversa, feee si die sparsa qucsta {ama dclla Concordia die tra catholici e i)ro-

tcstanti si prepai'ava, gli invidi dell' impcratore in Germania e fuori, die la sua
grandezza temevano quando tutti gli Alcmani fussero stati uniti, coniinciarono a
f<eminare zizania tra quelli tlieologi collocutori.—[Now the devil, who is always
thwarting good works, so contrived that having spread this report of the concord

that was jn-cparing between the Catholics and tlie Protestants, those who were jeal-

ous of the emperor, in and out of Germany, and who dread his greatness when all

the Alenianni (Germans) shall be united, began to sow tares among those divines

v.lio were to confer togetlicr.]

SArdinghello a Contarini. The same, p. CCXXIV.
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had been found, and in the rest, on both sides, tolerate differen-

ces of opinion. It was announced to the cardinal, that the whole

college had with one voice determined under no condition to con-

sent to a toleration in such essential articles.

After such high hopes and so auspicious a commencement,

Contarini returned without effecting anything. He could have

wished to accompany the emperor into the Netherlands, but this

was refused to him.^ He had no choice but to submit to listen

in Italy to the calumnies, which had been circulated from Rome,

over the whole country, with respect to his procedure and the

pretended concessions he had made to the Protestants. But

he had sufficient magnanimity to feel more bitterly the failure

of such comprehensive views. What a lofty position was that

which the moderate Roman Catholic sentiment occupied in him.

But as it failed to carry its philanthropic intention into effect,

the question occurs, how far it was likely even to maintain its

own ground. Every great tendency has an inherent and inse-

parable purpose of making itself influential and effective ; and if

it cannot succeed in acquiring the mastery, failure involves its-

approaching ruin.

NEW ORDERS.

Meanwhile men's minds had already begun to move in

another direction, nearly allied in its origin to that which has

been described, yet ever deviating more and more widely from

it, and although based on the idea of reform, opposed through-

out to Protestantism.

If Luther rejected the priesthood that had hitherto prevailed,

in its principle and idea, a movement on tlie other hand com-

menced in Italy, for the purpose of restoring this principle, and

bringing it anew into respect in the church, by securing a stricter

observance of its functions. The corruption of the spirit-

ual order was perceived on both sides. But while in Germany
people would be satisfied with nothing short of the dissolution

of monkery, attempts were made in Italy to renovate its youth

;

1 By whom? Not likely by tlie emperor, whoso views at this time he seems to
have done his utmost to cany into effect; but probably by the pope and other
authorities at Rome. No doubt, what li.ad passed at Jl()me,"had thrown him again
into that despair which we have seen the pope's plausibility for a time dissipate, and
his wish to go to the Netherlands was not unlikely to have been expressed with tho
secret intention of passing over to England. Tr.

I. R
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while there the clergy rid themselves of so many trammels that

they had hitherto borne, people here contemplated giving that

body a stricter constitution. On this side of the Alps we (Ger-

mans) struck into quite a new path; on that side, on the con-

trary, attempts were repeated similar to those that had been

made from time to time, for hundreds of years past.

For the ecclesiastical orders had ever declined into secularity,

and then not. seldom had it been requisite anew to remind

them of their origin, and to bring them back to it. How neces-

sary did the successors of Charlemagne find it to admonish the

clergy, accordins: to the rule of Ehrodeo'ano;, to live together in

common and in spontaneous subordination. The simple rule of

Benedict of Nursia did not long suffice even for the monaster-

ies ; during the tenth and eleventh centuries we everysvhere find

that strictly close congregations, with special rules, after the

example of Oluny, became necessary. This had an instant

re-action on the secular clei'gy ; through the introduction of celi-

bacy they became, as we have mentioned, almost subjected even

to the rule of a (monastic) order. Not the less, however, and

even in spite of the powerful spiritual impulse^ communicated to

the nations by the crusades, so that even the knights and barons

subjected their profession as warriors to the forms of monk-

ish laws, had all these institutes sunk into a deep decline when

the begging friars arose. At their commencement they undoubt-

edly contributed to the restoration of primitive simplicity and

strictness, but we see how they, too, gradually became disorderly

and worldly, and how a leading feature in the corruption of the

church was to be perceived in them at a glance.

As early as in the year 1520 and since, in proportion to the

advances made by Protestantism in Germany, there arose in

countries which had not yet been reached by it, a feeling of the

necessity of a new amelioration of the hierarchical order. This

feeling made its way even in the religious orders themselves,

sometimes in one, sometimes in another of them.

Notwithstanding the great seclusion of the order of the Cam-
aldoli, Paul Giustiniani found it implicated in the general cor-

ruption. In 1522, he instituted a new congregation of that

order, which took the name of Monte Corona, from the hill on

1 We fear there was not much spirituality in the impulse. Tn.
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which it had its chief seat afterwards/ In order to the attain-

ment of Christian perfection, Grinstiniani held three things to be

essential, .solitude, vows, and the separation of the monks into

distinct cells. Those small cells and oratories, such as are

yet to be found here and there, on the highest hills, in charming

wilds, such as seem to conduct the soul at once to sublime flights

and to more profound tranquillity, are spoken of by him in some

of his letters with special satisfaction." The reform of these

hermits extended to all parts of the world.

Among the Franciscans, who perhaps had become the most

profoundly corrupted of any, yet another new effort at reforma-

tion was attempted, in addition to the many that had been made

before. The Capuchin friars contemplated the restoration of the

regulations of their original founder, divine service at midnight,

prayers at appointed hours, discipline and silence, in short the

whole severe rule of life laid down in the original institution.

One cannot but smile at the importance which they attached to

things of no consequence ; but setting that aside, it must be

acknowledged that they again behaved with great courage, as for

example, during the pestilence of 1528.

Meanwhile little was done by any reformation of the religious

orders alone, seeing that the secular clergy had become so en-

tirely estranged from their callings. If an improvement was to

be of any material consequence, it behoved to act upon them.

Here, too, we meet with members of that Roman oratory.

Two of these men, in other respects, it appears, of the most

opposite characters, took upon them to prepare the way for such

a reformation. The one, Cajetan of Thiene, a man of a peace-

ful, quiet, and soft temper, of few words, and prone to indulge

in the ecstasies of a spiritual enthusiasm ; of whom it was said

that he wanted to reform the world, but without its being known

that he was in the world.^ The other, John Peter Caraffa, ol

1 Tlic erection is probably to bo dated from the drawiiifr up of the rule, after

Mafacio Ijcini; given uj) to the new congregation in 1522. ISIonto Corona was first

erected by Basciano, Justinian's successor. See Ilelyot Ilistoire des ordres monas-
tiques, V. p. 271.

3 Lettcra del b. Giustiano al vescovo Teatino bei Broniato Storia di Paolo IV.
lib. III. ^ 10.

s Caracciolus: Vita S. Cajetani Thicntci c. IX. 101. In conversatione hnmilis,

mansuetus, modestus,pauci sermonis,—mcminiquc iu.e iUum scepe vidissc interpre-
candiim lacrymantcm.—[In conversation humble, meek, modest, of few words—and
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whom we shall have to speak more at large hereafter, was vehe-

ment, fervid, stormy, in short a zealot. But CarafFa too acknow-

ledged, as he said, that his heart became only the more oppressed

the more his desires were gratified, that it found peace only

in the self-abandonment of a life devoted to God, only when

in communion with heavenly things. Thus did they advance

together, in that longing for retirement and meditation, which

in the one was nature, in the other the object of his wishes, and

of his idea what life should be, and in an inclination for spiritual

activity. Convinced of the necessity that there was for a re-

formation, they combined to form an institute—called the order

of the Theatines—having for its object both contemplation and

the improvement of the clergy.^

Cajetan belonged to the protonotari pai'ticipanti ; he resigned

these benefices ; Oarafla held the bishopric of Ohieti, and

the archbishopric of Brundusium ; he resigned both." Joined

by two very intimate friends who had likewise become members

of the oratory, on the 14th of Sept. 1524, they solemnly took

the three vows.^ That of poverty they took with this special

addition, that not only were they to possess nothing, but were

even to abstain from begging ; they were to wait at home for

alms. After a short delay in the city, they took possession of

a small house on the Monte Pincio, at the Vigna Oapisucchi,

which afterwards became the Villa Medici, and where at

that time, although it lay within the walls of Rome, there

was a deep solitude. Here they lived in the poverty they had

prescribed for themselves, in the practice of spiritual exercises,

I remeinber having often seen him weeping during prayer.] The testimony of a

pious society at Vicenza, which will be found there too, c. I. n. 12, describes him
very well.

1 Caracciolus c. 2. § 19, describes its object thus: Clerids quos ingenti populo-
ru'in exitio improhitas inscitiaque corrupissent, clericos alios dehcrc sivffici, quorum
opera damnum quod illi per pravuiii exemplam intuUssent sanaretur.—[To make
up what is wanting in tliose clergy, who to the vast destruction of the people have
been corrupted by wickedness and ignorance, by means of other clergymen through
whose labours the loss caused by tho wicked example of the former may be healed.]

2 From a letter from the papal Datarlus, of 22d Sept. 152i, (Lettere di principi

I. 135), we have authentic evidence that the pope long refused to accept the resig-

nation, (nonvolendo privarc quelle cldese di cosl buon pastore)—[none being will-

ing to deprive that cliurch of so good a pastor.] It was only in compliance with

the repeated and urgent prayers of Caraifa, that he yielded his consent at last.

3 The acta on this occasion arc found in the Coinmeutarius pvicvius AA. S.S.

Au^. II. 249.
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in the strictly arranged and monthly repeated study of the Gos-

pels; after which they proceeded to the city to preach.^

They did not call themselves monks but regular clergy; they

were priests bound by monkish vows. They proposed to esta-

blish a kind of seminary for priests. The brief of their erection,

expressly allowed them to receive secular clergymen. They did

not originally impose on themselves any precise form or colour

of dress ; that was to be determined by what was usual among

the clergy of the country. They wished, also, to conduct divine

service everywhere according to local usages. And so they rid

themselves of many things that embarrassed the monks ; they

expressly declared that neither in life nor worship should any

mere custom oblige the conscience ;^ on the other hand, they

1 The radical defect of the Thcatines seems to have been their persistance in

building on an unscriptural foundation, in regard alike to justifying and inherent
righteousness, and their idolatry of the saints as demigods and intercessors, must
have placed an impassable gulf 'between them and all true Protestants. Let us
turn, for example, to " the Spiritual Combat," a work eminently fitted to impress
minds of any religious susceptibility, and to form the charm of the man who resigns

himself to it. As Alban Butler, in his Lives of the Saints, attributes it to Law-
rence Scupoli, "a Theatine of Italy," and as those who ascribe it rather to D. John
de Castanisa, a Spanish Benedictine, yet admit that Scupoli put the finishing hand
to it with many additions, we may consider it as a specimen of the practical theo-

logy of Cajetan, Caraffa, and their reforming associates. Now, there are a great

many excellent things in the book. It warns people from being deceived by ignor-

antly placing their devotion in exterior works, such as long vocal prayers, hearing
masses, assisting at the divine ofiice, spending many hours in church, and frequent

communion. Yet bodily chastisement, either in punishment of past ofl'enccs, or for

a gi-eater humiliation and subjection to their Creator, is spoken of as "one of the
excellent fruits of a consummate virtue." And in the xlviii. xlix. and 1. chapters,

there are such flagi-ant exliortations to blasphemy and idolatry, as must horrify

every one whose views of God and of the "one Mediator between God and man,"
are drawn from the sacred oracles alone. We are recommended to say to the Vir-

gin Mary, "that Providence designed her from all eternity to be the mother of

mercy and refuge of sinnei's," to represent to her what so many learned men have
asset-ted, and what has been confinned by so many miraculous events, that no one
ever called upon her with lively faith, without experiencing her assistance." Here
the o|)inions of liillible men, coupled with a monstrous falsehood, are made the
ground for a sinner's looking up to Mary, a fellow-mortal and feUow-sinner, as the

object of religious faith and confidence. The next chapter calls her "an inexhaust-
ible source of blessings," who "ever proportions her favours to the confidence

placed in her." The 50th chapter recommends our assigning the several days of
the week to the different orders of the blessed. " On Sunday, beg the intercession

of the nine choirs of angels ; on Monday, invoke St. John the Baptist ; on Tuesday,
the Patriarchs and Pro]ihets; on Wednesday, the Apostles; on Thursday, the Mar-
tyrs; on Friday, the Bishops and Confessoi-s; on Saturday, the Virgins and other
Saints. But let no day jjhss without imploring the assistance of our blessed Lady,
the Queen of aU Saints; without invoking your Angel Guardian, the glorious Arch-
angel St. Michael, or any other Saint, to whom you have any particular devotion."

Thus gross idolatry, even with the Thcatines, was a matter of daily ])ractice, and
it seems incredil)lo that their union with Protestants could ever have been seriously

contemplated. They presented to the naturally idolatrous heart of man, a com-
j)lete system of heathen worship, tricked ofl'with Christian names. T[^.

2 Rule of the Theatines in Bromato's life of Paul IV. lib. III. § 25, " Nessuna
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wished to devote themselves to clerical duties, preaching, the

administration of the sacraments, and the visitation of the sick.

Thus there was again beheld what had quite fallen out of use

in Italy, priests appearing in the pulpits ; with the barett, cross,

and clerical coat. They were next seen in the oratory ; often,

too, in the form of a mission on the streets. Caraifa himself

preached; he displayed that exuberant eloquence which was

peculiar to him to his dying day. He and his companions, per-

sons belonging for the most part to the nobility, and who might

have enjoyed the pleasures of the world, began to wait upon the

sick in private houses and hospitals, and to attend the bedsides

of the dying.

Here was a resumption of clerical duties, and it was of the

utmost consequence.'^ Not that this order was properly a nur-

sery for priests ; for it was never sufficiently numerous to be so,

but it adapted itself to be a nursery for bishops. In course of

time it became the peculiarly noble order of priests ; and it being

consuetudine, nessun modo di vivere o rito clie sia, taiito di quelle cose die spettano

al culto divino e in quahinque modo fannosi in chiesa, quanto di quelle che pel

viver comune in casa e fuori da noi si sogliono pratifare, non perinettiarao in

veruna nianiera che acquistino vigore di precetto."—[We do not permit that any
custom, any mode of life or ritual whatever, whether in things respecting divine

worship, and in any way done in church, or in things iisually practised by us in

common life at home, or out of doors, should acquire the force of positive obligation.]

1 The cessation oi preaching during several centuries previous to the Reformation
and its i-esumption by the Heformers, are supposed by some to have been predicted

in the words of the Apocalj'pse ; "thou must prophesy (that is, preach) again," <fec.

chap. X. 8—11. The following notices on this subject will be read with inter-

est :
—" We find from the rituals that l)otn the reading and the preacliing continued

integral and established parts of the church service. But, as regards the former,
besides the diminution of the scripture lessons in the congregational worship, arising

partly out of the monastic multiplication of services, accordant with the now recog-

nised seven canonical hours of prayer, (the most of which services were attended by
monks only, ) and aijportionment to them of much that was before read to the con-

gregation ; besides this I say, legends of saints had now begun to be read at

times instead of scripture ;—the Psalms, the chief scripture lessons remaining, were
chanted by priests instead of being read to the people; moreover, in the West, as

language underwent its mutations, through the intermixture and settlement of the
invading Gothic hordes, the Latin, in which thoy were chanted, was rapidly becom-
ing an luiknoxvn tongue. As for the preacliing, it had both become more rare, and
where performed of anything but the jn-imitivc evangelic character." This the

author attributes first to the naiTow views entertained of its obligation, next, to that

exaggerated view of the eflicacy of the sacraments which led to their administration,

being thought the essential duty of the ministry. Again, the increasing ignorance
and superstition often made the preaching of the gospel to be considered as out of

the question, in the case of priests and even of bishops. Besides all wiuch, restric-

tions were now oanonically imjiosed on the free preacliing of the gospel, that might
impede its revival. See Elliott's IToroi Apocalypticce, vol. II. p. 488—490.

It is hardly necessary to obsen'e that there was this essential difference between
the revived preaching of the RefDrniers, and that here described by Professor Banke,
namely, that the one was, the other was not, the pifcaching of the gospel. I'b.
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carefully observed from the very commencement that the new

members were of noble descent, proofs of noble extraction were

therefore required at times in order to being admitted as mem-

bers. It will readily be seen that the original plan of living

upon alms without begging, could be carried out only under such

conditions.

Meanwhile the great point was that the good idea'^ of combin-

ing clerical duties and consecration, with the vows of monks, was

approved and imitated in other places.

Upper Italy, ever since 1521, had been the scene of prolonged

warfare, and was consequently overrun with devastation, famine,

and diseases. How many children thus too became orphans, and

were threatened with the ruin alike of soul and body ! Happily

among mankind, compassion is ever neighbour to distress. A
Venetian senator, Girolamo Miani, collected the children whom
flight had brought to Venice, and took them into his house ; he

went about the islands around the city, in search of them;

regardless of the upbraidings of his brothers-in-law, he sold the

silver plate and most costly tapestry in his house, in order to

procure the means of finding shelter and clothing, food and

instruction, for the children. To this he gradually devoted all

his active energies, and, in Bergamo especially, met with much

success. Indeed the hospital which he founded there, was so

nobly supported that he was emboldened to make similar attempts

in other cities, and in the course of time such hospitals appeared

at Verona, Brescia, Ferrara, Como, Milan, Pavia, and Genoa.

At leno-th he and some friends of cono-enial sentiments united

in forming a congregation, after the model of the Theatines,

consisting of clerks regular, and bearing the name di Somasca.

Their hospitals received one common constitution.^

1 A Protestant can hard]y liold tills to be a good Idea, unless in the interests of

the papacy. A Christian ministry untrammelled by monkish vows, seems indispen-

sable to the simple and unsophisticated Christianity of the New Testament, the
religion that sanctifies instead of denouncing, or at least dejireciating domestic
life. Tr.

2 " Approbatio societatis tam ecclesiasticai-um quam secularium personarura, nuper
institutaj ad crigcndum hospitalia pro subventionc paupcruni orphanorum ct muli-

erum convertitarum."—[Approbation of the society, consisting of both ecclesiastical

and secular persons, lately instituted for the erection of hospitals in aid of poor

orphans and converted women,] which last object was in some cases combined with

the first. Bull of Paul in. 5th June, 1540. Bullarium Cocquelines, IV. 173. It

farther appears from the Bull of Pius V. Injunctum nobis 6 Dec. 15G8, that the

members of this congregation then for the first time came under vows.
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Milan, of all cities, had suffered from the evils of war in the

cours3 of the sieges and assaults which it had sustained, some-

times from the one, sometimes from the other side. To miti-

gate these calamities by active beneficence, to remove the disor-

derly habits which they had brought in their train, by instruc-

tion, preaching, and good example, such was the object of the

three founders of the order of Barnabites, Zachfti-ia, Ferrari, and

Morgia. It appears from a Milan chronicle with what amaze-

ment people first beheld these new priests traverse the streets,

meanly dressed, with round baretts, all alike, with sunken

heads and all as yet but young. Their place of residence was

at St. Ambrosio, and there they lived in common. For their

support they were mainly indebted to the countess Ludovica

Torella, who sold her patrimonial estate and devoted the price

to good works.^ The Barnabites, too, had the form of regular

clergy.

But whatever might be accomplished by all these congrega-

tions in their own circle, either the limited extent of their ob-

ject, as in the instance we have last mentioned, or that circum-

scription of their means, which was involved in the nature of the

case, as in the instance of the Theatines, hindered their exercis-

ing a general and thoroughly efficient influence. They are

remarkable as signalizing, in the spontaneity of their origin, a

powerful tendency, which contributed immensely to the restora-

tion of Roman Catholicism ; but other forces were requisite in

order that the bold advance of Protestantism might be eff'ect-

ually withstood. These forces developed themselves in a similar

course, but in a very unlocked for and extremely peculiar manner.

IGNATIUS LOYOLA.

Of all the chivalries of the world, that of Spain alone had re-

tained somewhat of its spiritual element. The wars with the

Moors, which Avhile hardly terminated in the peninsula, were still

prosecuted in Africa, the very neighbourhood of the ISIoriscoes

who had been left behind in a conquered state, and Avith whom the

Spaniards remained on a footing of constant religious animosity,

the adventurous expeditions against other unbelievers beyond

> Chronicle of Burigozzo in Custode; Continuation of Ven-i. Storia di IVIilano,

IV. p. 88.
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the Atlantic ocean—all kept alive this spirit. It became ideal-

ized in books, like the Amadis, overflowing with simple, enthu-

siastic, lojal gallantly.

*'Don luigo Lopez de Eecalde,^ youngest son in the house of

Loyola, born at the castle of that name between Aspeitia and

Ascoitia in Guipiscoa, of a family that ranked with the best in

the country

—

de parientes mayores, the head of which had always

to be invited to do homage by a special letter, after spending his

younger years in the court of Frederick the Catholic, and in the

retinue of the duke of Najara, was filled with this spirit. He
eagerly pursued the praise of knighthood ; fine arms and horses,

the renown of valour, the adventures of personal encounters and

of love, had no fewer charms for him than for others; but in

addition to this, he was characterized by a strong tendency to

religious fervour ; in those early years he had made the first of

the apostles the theme of a chivalroas romance.^

His name, notwithstanding, would likely have appeared among
the other gallant nobles of Spain, to whom Charles V. gave such

ample opportunity of distinguishing themselves, but that he had

the misfortune to be Wounded twice, and in both legs, at the

defence of Pamplona, against the French, in the year 1521.

He was possessed of such firmness, that when taken home he

allowed his wounds to be twice opened up, an 1 Avhile suffering

the most acute pain he only clenched his fist. His recovery

was most imperfect.

He knew and was fond of the romances of chivalry, particu-

larly the Amadis. And now, while waiting till he should be

quite recovered, the life of Christ, and those of some of the saints,

fell into his hands.

Naturally of a fanciful humour, excluded from a career which

had seemed to promise him the most splendid good fortune, and

now thrown alike into inactivity, and into the feverish excite-

ment caused by his sufferings, he was placed in one of the most

singular predicaments possible. The deeds, too, of St. Francis

and St. Dominick, who here appeared to him in all the lustre of

their ghostly renown, struck him as worthy of his imitation; and

1 lie is so called in judicial dov^uments, and our not knowing how he came to

have the name of Kccaldc, cannot prove anythiua; against its genuineness. Acta
Sanctorum 31 Jalii. Commentariiis prwvius, p. 410.

a JMaffei ; Vita Ignatii.

I. fc>
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from reading about them in such circumstances, he felt both a

disposition and a capacity for copying their example, and emu-

latino- them in self-denial and strictness of life.'^ Not seldom,

indeed, did those ideas give place to very worldly thoughts. Not

the less did he picture to himself how he should seek out, in the

city where she dwelt, the lady to whose service he had in his

heart devoted himself—she was no countess, says he, no duchess,

but still more than this—with what wit and elegance he would

address her; how he would signalize his devotion to her, and

what feats of chivalry he would perform in her honour. He
allowed himself to be carried away sometimes by one, sometimes

by another of these fancies ; by turns they engrossed his soul.

But the longer this lasted, and the worse the prospect of his

recovery, the more did the religious fancies gain the ascendancy.

Should we be doing him injustice, were we to deduce this result

from his being led to perceive by degrees that his perfect cure

was becoming impossible, and that he could never again be fit

for military service and the honour of knighthood l

Nor was it so abrupt a transition to something totally differ-

ent, as one may perhaps suppose. In his spiritual exercises,

which have always been deemed to have originated in the first

reveries of his excitement, he represented to himself two armies,

the one at Jerusalem, the other at Babylon, Christ^s and Satan's

;

in the one all that is good, in the other all that is evil, and each

equipped for contest with the other. Christ was a king who

announced his determination to subdue all the territories of the

infidels. Whoever would offer him military homage, as a sol-

dier in his host, must nevertheless be content with the same food

and clothing as himself ; he must endure the same hardships

and watching that Christ endured, and according as he does

this, would he share in his Master's triumph and rewards. Be-

fore him, and the virgin, and the whole court of heaven, each

1 On this point wc have most authentic infoitnation from tlic Acta antiquissima,

a Ludovico Consalvo ex ore Sanctiexcepta.— [the oldest miniitos taken by Ludovic

Consalvo, from the mouth of the saint.] lie thouglit once : Qitid, si cao hoc agercm

quod fecit b. Franciscus, quid si hoc quod h. JAnuinirus ?—[What if I shoidd do as

St. Franeis, what if I should do as St. Dominick did i]—Then : dc muchas cosas

vanas que se le ofrccian una tenia

:

—[Of many vain tilings that ]iresented them-

ficlves to iiini, one only took hold of him,] even the honour he intended to show his

mistress.] Non era eondesa, ni duquesa, mas era sw estado mas alto que ningtmo

destas.—[She was neither a countess nor a duchess, but something higher than any

of these,] a singularly frank and »imi)le confession.
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will then declare that he will follow the Lord with the utmost

loyalty, share iu all his crosses, and serve him in true spiritual

and bodily poverty.^

Such fantastic notions it might be that led to his transition

from worldly to spiritual knighthood, for such was that which

he contemplated, but it was one whose ideal perfection lay

wholly in the achievements and privations of the saints. He
abandoned his father's home and his relations, and went off to

climb the steeps of Mount Serrat; not in compunction for his

sins, not under the impulse of any properly religious want, but,

as he himself said, from the sole desire of accomplishing feats no

less great than those for which the saints were so renowned; to

undertake penances no less or even still more severe, and to

serve God in Jerusalem. He hung up his weapons and armour

before an image of Mary ; and before it he spent the night,

kneeling or standing in prayer, with his pilgrim staff never out

of his hand, a manner of watching different from the vigils of

his knighthood, but having an express reference to the Amadis,

where such exercises are so minutely described. The dress of a

knight in which he had come, he gave away, and provided him-

self with the rough woollen garment of the hermits, who had

their lonely dwellings among those naked rocks. After going-

through a general confession, instead of proceeding at once, as

required by his Jerusalem project, to Barcelona, for he dreaded

his being recognised on the highway, he went first to Manresa,

in order that after new penitential exercises there, he might from

that reach the seaport.^

But here other trials awaited him. The turn which he had

taken, more as an amusement than in earnest, had, as it were,

become his absolute master, and put forth all its serious energy

in his soul. He engaged in the severest penances in the cell of a

Dominican monastery; at midnight he rose to pray, he spent seven

hours a day on his knees, and scourged himself regularly thrice a

^
1 Exercitia spiritualia : sccunda hebclom. Contemplatio regni Jcsii Chrisii ex

similitudine regis terreni subditos suos evocantis ad bellum, u. a. St.—[" Spiritual
exercises, week second. Contemplation of Jesus Christ from the similitude of an
eartUy king calling out liis subjects to war," and other pieces.]

^ Acta antiquissima : cum menteni rebus its rcfcriam /lahcret qr«i' ob Amadeo
de Gaula conscriptce et ab ejus f/cneris scriptoribus,—[when he had his mind stutt'ed

with the things written by Amadcus of Gaul, and witers of that sort,] what an odd
mistake, for Amadis is truly no story-teller

—

noimulke ilkp similes occurrebatit,—
[several such fell iu his way.]
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day. But this was so severe for liim, that he often doubted wlie-

ther he could continue it for life ; what was of far more conse-

quence, he remarked that it did not procure him peace. He had

spent three days at Mount Serrat in making a confession, extend-

ing over his whole past life ; but this he did not deem sufficient.

He repeated it at Manresa; recalling forgotten sins and search-

ing out the merest trifles; but the more minutely ho went to

work, the more painful were the doubts that beset him. He
conceived that he was not accepted by God, nor justified in his

sight. He read in the lives of the fathers, that God had once

been softened and moved to show mercy by total abstinence

from food; and he too on one occasion abstained from all nour-

ishment, from one Sunday to that following. His confessor for-

bade his practising this abstinence, and as there was nothing he

prized so highly as obedience, he complied. True, he felt now

and then that his melancholy left him, as a heavy garment drops

from the shoulders, but soon the old evils returned. It seemed

to him as if his whole life had been one continuous course of sin.

He was even tempted at times to throw himself out at the

window.''

Here we are involuntarily reminded of the painful state into

which Luther was thrown, by very similar doubts, twenty years

before. What religion required, a complete reconciliation with

God, even to the consciousness of the same, was never to be

attained by the ordinary course prescribed by the church, in the

case of the inexplorable depths of a soul living at enmity with

itself. But from this labyrinth these two men extricated them-

selves by very difl'erent ways ; Luther reached the doctrine of

reconciliation through Christ without works ; from this point he

first understood tlie scriptures, on which he powerfully stayed

himself. As for Loyola, we do not find that he searched the

scriptures, or that doctrine made any impression on hini. As

1 Maffei Ribadencira, Orlandino, and all others relate these struggles. The
most authentic aecounts will always be found in the Acta, which proceeded from
Ignatius himself: the following passage, for example, indicates the condition in

which he lay :
" Cum his cogitationibus agitaretur, tentabatur snspegravitcr magno

cum impctu ut magno ex foramine qiiod in cellula orat, scsc dejiccrct. Nee aberat

foramen ab eo loco ubi preces fundebat. Sed cum videret esse peccatum se ips\un

occidei'e, rui'sus clamabat : Domine, non faciam quod te oft'endat."—[While lie was
tossed to and fro with these thoughts, he was often tem|>ted with a mighty impulse

to cast himself out of the large opening in his cell. This opening was not far from

wliere ho prayed. Rut when he saw it M'as a sin to kill himself, he again cried out:

Lord, I will not do what niay offend thee.]
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he lived entirely on inward emotions and on thoughts that had

their source in himself, so he helieved that he was subject to the

suggestions, sometimes of the good, sometimes of the evil spirit.

At length he became conscious to himself of the difference be-

tween them, and thought it lay in this, that the soul felt itself

gladdened and solaced by the one, and depressed and tormented

by the other.^ One day he seemed to himself as if he had

awaked out of a dream. He believed that he had palpable proof

that all his sufferings were Satan's temptations. He resolved

from that very hour, to have nothing more to do with his past

life, to probe those wounds no further, never again to touch

them. This implies not so much the attainment of comfort, as

a mere resolution ; it is more an assumption which a man grasps

at, because such is his pleasure, than a conviction to which he

must necessarily submit. It had no need of scripture ; it rested

on the feelino; of an immediate connection with the kingdom of

spirits. It never could have satisfied Luther ; he would have

no inspiration, no apparitions ; he held them all alike objection-

able ; he would have nothing but the simple, written, unambi-

guous word of God. Loyola, on the contrary, lived wholly in

fancies and reveries. Christianity seemed to him to be best

understood by an old woman, who told him, in his afflictions,

that Christ must yet appear to him. This at first threw no

light into his mind, but now he thought he saw with his eyes

Christ at one time, and the Virgin at another. He stood weep-

ing aloud on the steps of St. Domiuick's at Manresa, believing

at that moment that he was contemplating the mystery of the

Trinity;^ he spoke of nothing else the whole day; his simili-

tudes were inexhaustible. The mystery of the creation sud-

denly shone above him in mystical symbols. In the consecrated

wafer he saw him who Avas God and man. Having gone one

day by the side of the Llobregat to a church at some distance,

as he sat down and fixed his eyes on the deep stream that rolled

1 One of his most peculiar and earliest observations, the commencement of which
ho biiiiself referred to tlic reveries that accompanied his illness. In Manresa he

liccjime assured of its being true. It is much brought out in the spiritual exercises.

There we find detailed directions, ad motus animce quos divcrsi excitant spiritus

discernendos, ut honi solum (ulmittantur et pellantiirmali,—[for distinguishing the

motions of the soul produced by different spirits, so that the good may bo admitted

and the bad ivpelled.]

2 En figura do trcs teclas.—[In the shape of tiircc harpsichord keys.]
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before him, he suddenly found himself enraptured with an intui-

tive perception of the mysteries x)f the faith. On rising he

seemed to himself to be quite another man. For him, then,

there was no further needed any testimony, any scripture. Even

had there been any such, he would without hesitation have pre-

sented himself to death, in behalf of the faith he had hitherto

confessed, and which he now saw.'^

If we have rightly apprehended the fundamental traits of this

so singular a development of character, this chivalry of absti-

nence, this fanatical determination of purpose and fantastic

asceticism, it is not necessary to proceed a step farther with the

life of Inigo Loyola. He did go to Jerusalem in the hope of

lending his aid, alike in confirming believers and converting infi-

dels. But how was he to accomplish the latter in particular,

ignorant as he was, without companions, and without a commis-

sion. His project of remaining in the Holy Land was nullified

by the explicit prohibition of the authorities at Jerusalem, who

for that possessed the express sanction of the pope. On his

return to Spain too, he had sufficient trials to encounter. On
his beginning to teach and to communicate to others the spirit-

ual exercises which meanwhile suggested themselves to him, he

was even suspected of heresy. It would have been the most

singular caprice of fortune, if Loyola, whose society, centuries

afterwards, passed into Illuminati, were himself really associated

with a sect of that name." And it cannot be denied that the

Spanish Illuminati of that time, the Alumbrados, to whom he

was suspected to belong, cherished opinions that bore a resem-

blance to his fancies. Departing from the ceremonial holiness,

sanctioned by Christianity up to that time, they too resigned

themselves to inward raptures, and believed, as he did, that they

beheld the mysteiy—they speak of that of the Trinity in parti-

cular—in immediate revelation. Like Loyola, and afterwards

1 Acta antiquisslma : his visis haud mediocriter turn confirmatus est,—[having

seen these tilings he was not a little confirmed,]—(the original: y le clieron tanta

confirmacione sienipre de la fe), ut scepe etiani id cogitant, quod ctsi nulla scrip-

tura mysteria ilia jklei doceret, tamcn ipse oh ea ipsa quoi viderat statucrct sib-

pro his esse moricndum,—[so that he often tlioiight that although no scripture taught

nim those mysteries of the faith, yet on account of the things which he had seen,

he would resolve to die for thcni.]

^ Lainez and Borgia likewise were suhjected to this reproach. Llorento IIist.de

i'lnquisition, flT. 83. Molchior Cauo unhesitatingly calls them Illuminati, tlio

Cruostics of that age.
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his followers, they made the general confession the condition of

absolution, and insisted above all things on mental prayer. May
I not maintain that Loyola did not remain altogether unaffected

by these notions, but I dare not add that he belonged to the

sect. He differed from them mainly in this respect, that Avhile

they considered themselves as raised by the acquirements of the

Spirit, above ordinary duties, he, on the contrary, old soldier as

he was, declared obedience to be the highest of all the virtues. To

the church and her authorities he subjected on every occasion

his whole inspiration and inward conviction.

Meanwhile these trials and obstacles had a result which deter-

mined the complexion of his whole future life. In the condition

in which he stood at that time, without learning, ignorant of the

principles of theology, and without political abettors, he must

have lived out his days without leaving a trace of his existence

behind him ; sufficiently happy to have effected a few conver-

sions within the bounds of Spain. But having had imposed upon

him at Alcala and Salamanca four years of theological study, as

a prerequisite to his resuming the teaching of certain, espe-

cially, of the more difficult doctrines, he had of necessity to

enter on a course which gradually opened a field for indulg-

ing his passion for religious activity, such as he had not anti-

cipated.

He repaired to what was then the most celebrated university

in the world, Paris.

His studies were attended with more than ordinary difficul-

ties. He had to pass through the grammar class, which he had

commenced in Spain, and to attend that of philosophy, previous

to his being admitted to that on theology.^ But while occupied

with the words which he had to decline, and the logical ideas

which he had to analyse, he Avas seized with those raptures of

deep religious sentiment which he had been wont to combine

with these exercises. There was something magnanimous in

his ascribing this to the suggestions of the evil spirit, who wanted

1 According to the oldest clironicle of the Jesuits, CJironicon breve AA. SS.

p. 525, Ignatius resided in I'aris from 1528 to L535. " Ibi vero non sine m.agnis

molestiis et persecutionlbus jii-inio granimaticse de integi'o, turn pliilosopliiaj ac de-

mum tlieologico studio scdulani ojiorain navavit."—[But there, not without great

annoyances and persecutions, he laboured sedulously, fii'st at graniniar. wiiieh lie

resumed, then at philosopliy, and finally at tlie study of theology.]
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to seduce him from tlie right way, aud in his subjecting himself

to the most rigorous discipHne.

While his studies opened up to him a new, and that the real

world, still he never on that account relinquished for a moment

his religious turn, and even the communication of it to others.

Even here it was that he made those first conversions which

proved so permanent, so effective, nay, for the world itself, so

eventful.

Of the two students who shared Loyola's apartment at the

college of St. Barbara, one, Peter Faber from Savoy, a man,

reared among his father\s herds, who had one night, under the

open canopy of heaven, devoted himself to Grod and to study,

was not difficult to gain over. With Ignatius, for this was the

name that Inigo went by in foreign countries, he completed the

philosophical course, and the former took the opportunity of

communicating to him his ascetic principles. Ignatius taught

his young friend to contend with his failings, prudently not

attacking them all at once, but one after another, as he then

would always have some one virtue to make the special object of

his pursuit, he kept him to confession, and to the frequent taking

of the Supper. They lived in the closest fellowship. Igna-

tius made Faber share with him in the alms that were supplied

to him, in tolerable abundance, from Spain and Flanders. He
found more difficulty in dealing with the other, Francis Xavier,

from Pamplona in Navarre, whose only ambition it was to add

the name of a man of learning to the long list of his ancestors,

men renowned for their exploits in war, who had shone with

lustre on his family tree for the preceding five hundred years.

He was handsome, wealthy, full of spirit, and had already ac-

quired some footing in the royal court. Ignatius neglected not

to show him all the deference which he claimed, and took care

that it should be paid to him by others also. He procured for

him a tolerable attendance at his first prelection. Having first

formed a personal intimacy with him, his example, and the

strictness of his mode of life, fjiiled not to have their natural

influence. He prevailed with both to conduct their religious

exercises under his direction. Nor did he spare them; he kept

them fasting for three successive days and nights; and this he

enjoined on Faber during the severest winters, when the frost was
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such that waggons crossed the Seine on the ice. He obtained

a complete mastery over both, and communicated to them his

views.

^

What an important spot did that cell of St. Barbara become,

which brought together these three men, and in which, in the

exuberance of their fantastic religiosity, they drew up scheme;?

and made preparations for undertakings, of the remote conse-

quences of which they themselves were not aware.

Let us contemplate the first movement in which the farther

development of this alliance originated. After being joined by

some Spaniards, Salmeron, Lainez and Bobadilla, to all of whom
Ignatius had made himself indispensable by good counsel or sup-

port, they repaired one day to Moutmartre church. Faber, who
was by that time priest, read mass. They promised chastity

;

they bound themselves by oath, on the completion of their

studies, to devote their lives, in absolute poverty, in Jerusalem,

to attendance on Christians or to the conversion of the Saracens

;

but in the event of their finding it impossible to reach Jeru-

salem, or to remain there, they were to make an offer of their

strenuous exertions to the pope, for any country he might com-

mand them to go to, without reward or condition. Thus sworo

each of the party and then received the consecrated wafer, after

which Faber took the oath, and then administered the wafer to

himself. Thereafter they partook of a repast at St. Deny^'s Well.

Here was a league formed among some young men ; fanati-

cal, not even feasible ; still following out the ideas that had

originally possessed Ignatius, and only thus far removed there-

from, that they expressly took into account the possibility of

their being unable to carry them into efi^ect.

At the commencement of 1537, we find them, in fact, with

three other associates, met in Venice, in the contemplation of

commencing their pilgrimage. We have already perceived many
changes in Loyola; we have seen him make the transition from

a secular to a spiritual knighthood, fail into the severest tempta-

tions, and work himself out of them, by having recourse to a

fantastic asceticism; then he became a theologian and the foun-

1 Orlandinus, who has also vritten a life of Faber, which I have not scon, enters
also, in his great work, Ilistoricn Societalis Jcsu pars I. p. 17, into more details on
this point than Ribadeneira.

I. r
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der of a fanatical society. Now, at last, his views took their

permanent direction. The war which had just broken out be-

twixt Venice and the Turks, at once prevented his departure,

and still further damped the idea of the pilgrimage; but then

he found in Venice an institution, which, it may be said, jSrst

properly opened his eyes. For a long while Loyola attached

himself in the closest manner to Oarafla ; he took up his resi-

dence in the monastery of the Theatines, that had been formed

in Venice. He served in the hospitals placed under the super-

intendence of Caraffa, and in which the latter made his novices

exercise their gifts, Ignatius, it is true, did not find the Thea-

tinish institution quite to his mind; he spoke to Carafia about

some important changes in it, and about these they seem to have

fallen out with each other. "" But from this it may already be

seen, what a deep impression it had made on him. Here he

beheld an order of priests, zealously and strictly devoting them-

selves to duties properly clerical. If obliged, as it became ever

more and more evident that he would be, to remain on this side

of the Levant, and to make Western Christendom the sphere of

his active endeavours, he perceived clearly that he could not fitly

enter on any other course.

He and all his companions, in fact, took priest\s orders at

Venice, and after a course of forty days' prayer, four of the party,

including himself, commenced preaching at Vicenza. On the

same day, and at the same hour, they appeared in difterent

streets, mounted on stones and waving their hats, while they

lifted up their voices in calls to the people to repent. Strange

preachers they were; ragged and haggard-looking, speaking an

unintelligible gibberish, half Spanish, half Italian. In those

parts they remained until the year had elapsed that they had

resolved to wait over, and then they proceeded to Rome.

As they were about to separate, for they wished to travel by
different routes, they drew up their first rules, in order that while

living apart from each other, they might observe a certain uni-

formity of life. But what answer were they to give should they

be questioned as to their employment? They pleased themselves

1 SacJiimis : cujiis sit auctoritatis quod in h. Cajctani Thicnm vita cle hcato
Igtyxtio traditur.—[Sachinus : upon whoso autliority rests what is related resjjoet-

ing Ignatius in the Life of the blessed Cajetan of Tliiene,] before Orlandiuus, fully

investigates this circiuustance.
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with the idea of making war on Satan, like soldiers; and follow-

ing out Ignatius's old military whims, resolved to call them-

selves the company of Jesus, just as a company of soldiers bears

the name of its captain.^

In Rome they at first had no very easy position. Ignatius

thought he saw every opening closed against them, and here

they found it necessary once more to clear their characters of the

old suspicion of heresy. Meanwhile, however, their manner of

life, their zeal in preaching and teaching, and their attendance

on the sick, drew around them numerous adherents, and so many
showed a readiness to join them, that they were encouraged to

think of having a regular constitution for their society.

They had already laid themselves under two vows; they now
took a third, that of obedience. But as Ignatius had ever de-

clared obedience to be one of the chiefest virtues, they sought

forthwith to out-do all the other orders in that respect. It was

already a great step, their having resolved to choose their gene-

ral once for life; but this did not content them. To that they

added the special obligation, "to do whatever might be enjoined

on them by the pope for the time being, to go into whatever

country he should send them to, to Turks, heathens, or heretics,

without objection, without condition or reward, and without

delay."

What a contrast to the tendencies that had hitherto charac-

terized those days ! While the pope was meeting on every side

with opposition and desertion, and had no prospect but that of

being abandoned by still greater numbers, here was a society

formed, spontaneous, full of zeal, enthusiastic, for the purpose of

devoting itself exclusively to his service. He could have no

scruple to sanction them, first in 1540, under certain limitations,

and then in 1543, imconditionally.

Meanwhile the society now took its final step also. Six of the

Ribadeneira Vita Ircvior, c. 12, remarks that Ignatius chose this name, ne de
suo nomine dicerctnr,—[lest it should bo called after liimself.] Nigroni explains
societas, " quasi dicas cohortcm aut centuriam quic ad pugnam cum hostibus spiritu-

alibus conserendam conscripta sit. Postquam nos vitamquc nostram Cliristo D""
nostro ct ejus vero ac legitimo vicario intcrnis obtuleramus,"—[as you would speak
of a cohoi't or company raised for the purpose of engaging with spiritual enemies.
After we had presented ourselves and our life to Christ our Lord, and to his true

and legitimate Vicar intcrnis,]* are the words of the DeUberatioprimorumriatram.
AA. SS. 11. p. 463.

* Internu I confers myself urmble to tr.-uisl.ite, .-xnil prcsumo it must b.; a raispriut for in tevij, i. c. " vicar on tlio

earth." Tb.
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oldest members met to elect the leader who, as was laid down

in the first scheme that they delivered to the pope, "was to dis-

tribute degrees and offices as he should think fit, and advise with

the members in drawing up the plan of the constitution, but in

every thing else should only have to command ; in him Christ

was to be revered as if present amongst them." With one voice

they elected Ignatius who, as Salmeron noted on the slip con-

taining his vote, "had begotten them all in Christ, and had nour-

ished them with his milk."'*'^

And now for the first time the society was regularly organ-

ized. It, too, was an association of clerks regular; it, too, was

based on a combination of clerical and monkish duties, but it

was distinguished in many ways from others of that kind.

While the Theatines had already allowed several of their less

important obligations to drop, the Jesuits carried these still

further.^ It was not enough for them to avoid all monastic

peculiarity of dress; they likewise declared themselves released

from having to conduct in common the devotional exercises

which engross most of the time in monasteries, and from the

obligation of singing in choir.

Exempted from these far from necessary employments, they

devoted their whole time and energies to duties of real conse-

quence. Not to any special one, like the Barnabites, although

they allowed attendance on the sick to be imposed on them, that

being a means of enhancing their reputation ; not under hamper-

ing conditions, like the Theatines, but with utmost efibrt they

applied themselves to the most important. First, there was

preaching ; already, on separating at Vicenza, they had pledged

themselves to preach mainly for the common people; to think

more of impressing their hearers than of making a display of

elaborate eloquence; this they were now carrying out in prac-

' Siiffragium Salmcronis.

2 Tliey themselves regard this as constituting the difference betwbct the Thea-

tines and them. Didacus Payva Andradius : Orthodoxaruni Explicatt. lib. I. fol.

14 : "Illi (Theatini) sacraruni setcrnarumque reruni nicditationi psalmodiicque po-

tissimum vacant : isti vero ( Jesuitae) cum divinormu mj'steriorum assidua contem-

platione docendaj plebis, evangclii amplitlcandi, sacramcnta administrandi atquo

reliqua omnia apostolica muuera conjungunt."—[These (the Theatines) chiefly de-

vote themselves to meditation on sacred and eternal things, and to psalmody : but

these (the Jesuits) conjoin with assiduous contemplation of the divine mysteries,

the office of teaching the common people, amplifying the gospel, administering the

sacraments, and all otlier apostolic duties.]
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tice. Next, there was the confessional ; for immediately con-

nected with that, was the direction and governing of the con-

science; in the spiritual exercises, which had been the means of

uniting them with Ignatius, they possessed an important auxil-

iary. Lastly, there was the instruction of youth ; to this like-

wise they had intended to bind themselves in their vows by a

special clause, and although this intention, it is true, was not

then carried into effect, yet it was inculcated most earnestly in

their rule. Above all things they wished to gain the rising

generation. Enough, they allowed all secondary engagements

to fall aside, and devoted themselves to substantial, efficient,

influence-promising labours.

Ignatius''s fantastic endeavours resulted, accordingly, in a pre-

eminently practical movement; his ascetic conversions gave birth

to an institution founded on calculations of the utmost worldly

shrewdness.

He saw all his anticipations far exceeded. He now held in

his hands the unrestricted direction of a society into which a

great part of his peculiar views had passed, and which by study

formed its peculiarities of religious conviction in the same man-

ner as he himself, by accidental circumstances and genius, had

done; which, it is true, did not carry his Jerusalem project into

effect, a project that remained wholly without result, but which,

for the rest, proceeded to form the most remote, and, in their

consequences, the most effective missions, and which, most of

all, took up the cure of souls he had constantly enjoined, on a

more extensive scale than he ever could have anticipated ; whose

obedience to him, in fine, was that at once of the soldier and of

the priest.

Before taking a nearer view of the effective character which

the society very soon acquired, we have yet to investigate one

of the most important causes whence this arose.

FIRST SITTINGS OF THE COUNCIL OF TRENT.

We have seen what interests combined to make the emperor

demand the calling of a council, and what led to this demand

being refused on the side of the pope. There was but one point

of view in which a new church convention could have any thing
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desirable for the pope. In order to the doctrines of the Roman

catholic church being inculcated and diffused with full and

unintermitted zeal, it was necessary that there should be a set-

tlement of those doubts which had arisen on one or other of

them, within the bosom of the church itself. Now nothing short

of a council could do this, with absolute authority. Everything

depended only on its being summoned at the favourable moment,

and held under the influence of the pope.

That great crisis at which the two ecclesiastical parties had

made a closer mutual approach than ever, on the ground of a

middle and moderate opinion, in regard to this, too, was of deci-

sive consequence. The pope, as we have said, thought he could

perceive that the emperor himself cherished the pretension of

being entitled to summon the council, and at this moment, while

assured on all sides of the adherence of the Eoman catholic

princes, he lost no time in anticipating him here. It was in the

midst of those commotions that he definitely resolved to proceed

to the calling of an ecumenical convention of the churches, and

to cut short all delays;^ he forthwith caused this to be intimated

to Oontarini, and through him to the emperor; the negotiations

were vigorously prosecuted ; finally, the brieves were issued ; and

the next year we find that his legates had arrived in Trent.^

Meanwhile, on this as well as former occasions, new obstacles

occurred; the number of bishops that appeared was quite too

inconsiderable; the times too warlike, and circumstances other-

wise not very propitious; it was not until December 1545, that

the council was actually opened. The old procrastinator had

found the desirable moment at last.

For what could have been more so than that in which the

1 " ArdinghcUo al C Contarini, 15 Giugno 15il, in Quirini III. ccxlvl: Consi-

derato die ne la concordia a Christiani e succcssa e la tolevantia,"—[Ardinghello to

the most illustrious Contarini, 15th June 1541, in Quirini III. ccxlvi. : Consider-

ing that from concord among Christians comes success and toleration,] (that which was

proposed at Ratisbon, which had been rejected by the council of Cardinals,) "ciUe-

citissima c damnosa o la gueiTa difficile e pericolosa, pare a S.S. cho si ricorra al

rimedio del concilio.—Adunque, S. Beatitudino ha detorminato di levar via la

prorogatione dclla suspcnsione del concilio o di dicliiararlo c congregarlo quanto

piu presto si potra."— [is illegal and condcmnable, and war difficult and dangerous,

it appears to his Holiness that he should have recourse to the meeting of a council.

—Therefore, his Beatitude has determined to take away the ]irorogation of the

suspension of the council, and to publish and convene it with all the speed in his

power.]

2 They entered the town on the 22d Nov. 1542.
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emperor had resolved to take up arms against the advance of

Protestantism, which, as he supposed, threatened him in his

imperial dignity, and in the government he had introduced into

his hereditary territory. In as much as he stood in need of the

pope''s assistance, he could not give effect to the claims which he

liad formerly seemed wishful to assert as to a council. The war

besides must fully occupy him; looking at the power of the Pro-

testants there was no seeing in what perplexities it might involve

him ; so much the less then could he press the reform with which

he had hitherto threatened the Roman see. The pope, besides,

had contrived to cut off beforehand the way for his doing so.

The emperor demanded that the council should first begin with

reform; to the papal legates it appeared a victory that the reso-

lution was carried, that reform and points of doctrine should be

discussed simultaneously;^ but, in fact, the points of doctrine

only were taken up first.

While the pope contrived to put out of the way what might

have proved to his prej udice, he laid hold of whatever was likely

to turn to his advantage. To him, as has been shown, the final

settlement of the controverted points was of the utmost conse-

quence. It must now be .seen how far it was possible to retain

one or other of the views that leant to the Protestant system,

within the pale of Roman Catholic orthodoxy.

First, for matters were gone about very systematically, reve-

lation itself was the topic of discussion, together with the sources

from which the knowledge of it is to be drawn. Here imme-

diately voices were raised in the direction of Protestantism.

Nachianti, bishop of Chiozza, would hear of nothing but scrip-

ture ; he insisted that every thing necessary to salvation stood

written in the gospel. But he had an immense majority against

him. It was resolved, that those unwritten traditions that had

been received from the lips of Christ, and transmitted down to

the latest times under the safeguard of the Holy Ghost, should

be received with no less reverence than holy writ. With re-

spect to this last, reference was not once made to the original

text. An authentic translation was reco2:nised in the Vula-ate,

1 A modo of escaping from the difficulties suggested by Thorn. Carapcggi. P.illa-

vicini V[. VII. 5. jMoreovcr a Refonnation-butl was drawn up from the very first,

but it was never published. Bulla reformationis Pauli piqi'.c III. cuncepia non
vulgata, pnmmn cdidit H. N. Clausen. Ilavn. 1829.
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and the only engagement made, was that for the future it should

be printed in the most careful manner/

After having in this fashion laid the foundation—not without

reason was it said that half the journey was already accom-

plished—they proceeded to that decisive article of justification,

and the doctrines that stand or fall along with it. To this con-

troversy the chief interest was attached.

For there were not a few in fact at the council, whose views

on this point co-incided with Protestant opinions. The arch-

bishop of Siena, the bishop della Cava, Giulio Oontarini, bishop

of Belluno, and along with these five of the divines, ascribed jus-

tification simply and solely to the merits of Christ and to faith.

Charity and hope, according to their exposition, were the con-

comitants, and good works the evidence of faith; they were

nothing more; but faith alone was the ground of justification.

How could it be thought that at the very moment when the

pope and the emperor were attacking the Protestants with an

armed force, the fundamental view to which their whole exist-

ence might be traced, could obtain any weight in a council held

under the auspices of the pope and the emperor? In vain did

Poole admonish them, in no case to reject a doctrine only because

Luther maintained it. Too many bitter personal animosities

were mixed up with the question. The bishop della Cava and

a Greek monk actually came to blows. Upon so unequivocal an

expression of Protestant opinion, the council could not so much

as once enter into any serious discussions ; these bore only, and

this was already important enough, on the intermediate opinion,

as proposed by Gaspar Contarini, who had but just died, and his

friends.

The general of the Augustinians, Seripando, propounded

them, not however without au express reservation that they

were not Luther's opinions that he defended, but much rather

those of his most reputed opponents, for example, of a Pflug and

a Cropper. He held that there is a twofold justification," one

1 Cone. Tridentini Sessio IV : in publicis lectionibus, disputationibus, prmdica-

tionibus et expositionibus pro authentica habeatiir,—[bo held authentic in public

readings, discussions, preachings, and expositions.] Tt was to be printed in an im-

proved shape, posthac, [afterwards,] not quite as Pallavicini has it, quanlo si potesse

jjin tosto : VI. 15, 2.—[as tar as could be done at the soonest.]

2 Parere data a 13 di Luglio 15-iI.—[Dated apparently 13th July loll.] E.k-

ccrptcd from Pallavicini VIII. XI. 4.
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dwelling in us, inherent, whereby from being sinners we become

children of God, that it also is of free unmerited grace, active in

good works, conspicuous in the practice of the virtues, but not

capable, of itself, of conducting us to the glory of God; the

other the righteousness and the merit of Christ, given and iro

puted to us, which restores all defects, and is complete and sav-

ing. This is just what Oontarini had taught. If it be asked,

said he, on which of these righteousnesses we should build, that

which is indwelling, or that in Christ imputed, the reply of the

godly man must be, that we have to commit ourselves to the

latter only. Our righteousness is now but begun, is imperfect,

and full of defects; Christ's righteousness, on the contrary, is

genuine, perfect, absolutely and alone well pleasing in the eye

of God ; in virtue of it alone can a man believe that he can be-

come justified before God.^

Yet even under this modification, which, as we perceive,

leaves untouched the essence of Protestant doctrine, and may be

approved by its adherents, this opinion encountered warm oppo-

sition.

Caraffa, who had already opposed it when under discussion

at Ratisbon, now held a place among the Cardinals commissioned

to superintend the council of Trent. He produced a treatise

of his own on justification, in which he warmly controverted all

opinions of the kind.^ The Jesuits had already risen on the

same side. Salmeron and Lainez had procured for themselves

the well devised privilege of delivering their sentiments, the

former first, and the latter last. They were learned, energetic,

in the bloom of life, and full of zeal. Instructed by Ignatius

never to support an opinion that the least approached innova-

tion,^ they opposed Seripando's doctrine with their utmost

1 Contareni tractatus dc jiistificatione.—[Contarini's treatise on justification.]

One must not fall upon the Venetian edition of 1589, as was at first the case with
me. Tliis passage will be sought for there in vain. As early as in 1571, the Sor-
bonnc at Paris had, as it were, approved of the treatise : in the Paris edition of this

year the passage will bo found entire ; in 1589, on the contraiy, Fra Marco Medici,
the Inquisitor General at Venice, would no longer allow it to pass : not contented
with simply omitting the (condemned) passages, they were modified and altered
agreeably to the received doctrine. One is astonished on coming u]ion the collation

in Quirini Epp. Poli III. ccxiir. One must I'cmember these unjustifiable violences

in order to account for a hatred so bitter as that which Sarpi manifests towards
him.

2 Bromato, Vita di Paolo IV. Tom. II. p. 131.

8 Orlandinus VI. p. 127.

I. D
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might. Lainez appeared on the field of controversy more with

a work than with a speech in reply. He had the greatest num-

ber of the divines on his side.

These opponents possibly admitted to some extent the above

distinction of justifications. Only they maintained that the

imputative righteousness became merged in the inherent; or

that Chrisfs merits became immediately attached and commu-

nicated to man by faith ; that a man must by all means build on

Ohrist''s righteousness, not, however, because it completes ours,

but because it produces ours. All depended just upon this.

According to Contarini's and Seripando's views, the merit of

works could avail for nought. By this view its efficiency was

preserved. It was the old doctrine of the Schoolmen, that the

soul, invested with grace, merited eternal life.^ The bishop of

Bitonto, one of the most learned and eloquent of those fathers,

drew the distinction between a preliminary justification, depend-

ent on Christ''s merits, by which the ungodly becomes delivered

from a state of perdition, and a subsequent justification, earned

by a man''s personal righteousness, and dependent on grace in-

fused into and dwelling in us. In this sense, said the bishop of

Fano, faith is no more than the door to justification, but a man
durst not stand waiting there ; he must enter and complete the

whole course.

Nearly as these views seem to touch, yet are they quite

opposed to each other. The Lutheran, too, requires the inward

new birth, points out the path of salvation, and maintains that

good works must follow; but it makes the divine favour flow

from the merits of Christ alone. The Tridentine council, on

the other hand, admits, it is true, Ohrisfs merit, but it ascribes

justification to the same, only in so far as it produces that inner

second birth, and, along with it, good works, on which, at the

last, everything depends. " The ungodly," it says,^ "is justified,

in that through the merits of the most holy passion, by the

power of the Holy Ghost, the love of God becomes implanted in

his heart and dwells therein ; having in this wise become a

friend of God, man advances from virtue to virtue, and becomes

renewed from day to day. In observing the commandments of

1 Chemnltius, Examen concilii Trldeiitini I. 355.

2 Sessio VI. c. VII. X.
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God and of the church, he grows, hy help of faith, through good

works, in the righteousness that is attained through the grace of

Christ, and becomes more and more justified."

And thus did the view maintained by the Protestants become

completely excluded from Roman Catholicism; everything in-

termediate was put aside. This happened just as the emperor

had achieved his successes in Germany, as the Lutherans were

surrendering themselves on all sides, and as Charles was pro-

ceeding not the less strenuously to put down all the refractory

spirits that still held out. Already had the -defenders of the

middle view, cardinal Poole and the archbishop of Siena, under

other pretexts, as was natural, left the council;^ instead of mo-

derating and limiting others in their creed, they must have had

reason to dread seeing their own assailed and condemned.

But herewith the most important difficulty was overcome.

When the justification within a man is progressive, and that too

in a continued development, the sacraments, by means of which

it is either commenced, or, after being commenced, is promoted,

or after being lost, is recovered, become indispensable to it.^

There was found no difficulty in retaining and referring to the

Author of the faith, the whole seven, as they had been received

hitherto, in as much as it was held that the institutions of the

church of Christ are communicated, not only through scripture,

but also through tradition.^ But these sacraments now embrace,

as we know, the whole life of man and all the successive steps

of its development ; they lie at the foundation of the hierarchy,

in so far as it governs the days and hours of a man's existence

;

and as they are understood not only to be the signs of grace, but

also to impart it, they complete the mystic relation which man
is supposed to hold with God.

The very reason for tradition being admitted was because the

1 It was singular at least that they both should have been prevented by attacks
of an '.'Xtraordinary sickness, as it was called, from returning to Trent. Polo ai
Cli Monte e Cerviai 15 Sett. 154G. Epp. T. IV. 189.—[Poole to the most illus-

trious Monte and Ccrvini, 15th Sept. 1516. Epp. T. IV. 189.] This did Poole
much injury. "Mendoza al Emperador Carlos, 13 July 151Y. Lo Cardinal de
Inglaterra le haze danno lo que se a dicho de la justilicacion."—[Mendoza to the
Emperor Charles, 13tli July 1547. Tlio Cardinal of England has been much
damaged by what he has said about justification.]

2 Sessio VII. Proocmium.

3 Sarpi communicates the discussions on this subject : Ilistoria del concilio Tri-'

dentino, p. 211. (Edition of 1G29.) Pallavicini is very incomplete upon it.
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Holy Ghost dwells in the church evermore; as that for admit-

ting the Vulgate was because the Romish church, through the

special favour of God, is (supposed to be) preserved from all

errors. It was of a piece then with this indwelling of the divine

element, that the justifying principle, also, should reside in man
himself, that the grace bound up with the visible sacrament be-

comes step by step imparted to him, and embraces his life and

death. The visible is at the same time the true church, which

had been called the invisible. It can acknowledge no religious

existence beyond its circle.

INQUISITION,

Measures, in the meantime, had already been taken for dis-

seminating these doctrines, and for the suppression of such as

were opposed to them.

Here we must once more revert to the times of the conference

of Ratisbon. On its being observed that no determination had

been come to with respect to the German Protestants, that mean-

while, in Italy too, controversies about the sacrament, doubts as

to purgatory, and other doctrinal notions that seemed to threaten

the Romish ritual, were gaining the ascendancy, the pope one

day asked cardinal Caraffa what antidotes he would recommend

for these evils. Upon this the cardinal stated that a thoroughly

efficient inquisition was the only thing that would do, an opin-

ion in which he was supported by John Alvarez of Toledo, car-

dinal of Burgos.

The old Dominican Inquisition had long since gone to decay.

As the monkish orders continued to be invested with the power of

choosing the inquisitors, it so happened that these not seldom

shared themselves in the opinions meant to be attacked. In

Spain a departure had already taken place from the earlier form,

in so far as a supreme tribunal of the Inquisition had been esta-

blished in that country. CaraiFa and Burgos, both old Domini-

cans, men of a gloomy integrity, zealots in behalf of pure Roman
Catholicism, severe in their manner of life, unbending in their

opinions, advised the pope to establish a general supreme court

of Inquisition in Rome, after the model of that in Spain, and

that on it all others should be made to depend. As St. Peter,
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said Caraffa, vanquished the first heresiarchs nowhere but in

Rome, so ought Peter*'s successors to trample down all the here-

sies of the world in Rome.^ The Jesuits glory in the fact that

their founder, Loyola, supported this proposal by a special

representation on the subject. The bull was issued on the 21st

of July.

It appointed six cardinals, among whom Caraffa and Toledo

were named first, as commissaries of the apostolic see, and gene-

ral and universal inquisitors in matters of faith, for both sides

of the Alps. It empowered them, in all places, as they should

think proper, to delegate clergymen with similar authority, to

have an exclusive jurisdiction in deciding appeals against the

procedure of these delegates, and to proceed even without the

participation of the ordinary ecclesiastical law courts. Every

man, without exception, and without respect to rank or dignity,

was to be subject to their judicial authority. They were to

throw suspected persons into prison; to punish the guilty even

capitally, and to confiscate their goods. One sole limitation was

imposed on them. They were to have full power to punish ; the

extension of mercy to the guilty on their repentance, the pope

reserved to himself. Thus were they to do, arrange, and exe-

cute whatever might be required for the suppression, and utter

extirpation, of the errors that had broken out in the Christian

commonwealth^

Caraffa lost not a moment in giving effect to this bull. He
was not at all rich, yet he was too impatient on this occasion to

wait for money from the apostolic chamber. He hired a house

forthwith; from his own means he fitted up apartments for the

officials and prisons; these he provided with bolts and strong

locks, with fetters, chains, and bonds, and all those horrid appur-

tenances of his office. He then appointed commissaries general,

for the various countries of Christendom. The first, so far

as I can see, was his own divine, Teofilo di Tropoa, of whose

severity, such cardinals as Poole had soon cause to com-

plain.

"The following rules," says the manuscript biography of

1 Bromato, Vita di Paolo TV. lib. VII. §. 3.

3 " Licet ab initio. Deputatio nonnulloruin Cardinaliura generaliuin inquisitoruiu

hffircticae pravitatis, 21 Julii 1542." Cocqiiclines IV. 1,211.
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Caraffa, "the cardinal prescribed for himself, as the fittest to be

adopted in this matter/

" First, that in matters of faith, one must not venture upon a

moment's delay, but the most energetic measures must at once

be taken, on the slightest suspicion presenting itself.

"Secondly, no deference must be shown to any prince or pre-

late whatever, however exalted in rank.

"Thirdly, much rather must those be prosecuted with the

utmost rigour, who shall endeavour to avail themselves of the

protection of a potentate ; on nothing short of confession should

lenity and fatherly compassion be shown in dealing with an

offender.

"Fourthly, people must not degrade themselves with any sort

of toleration for heretics, and particularly for Calvinists."

Here, as we perceive, all is that stern severity which winks

at no transgression, and looks at no consequences, until confes-

sion of guilt is obtained. Frightful, indeed, particularly when

we consider that this was just the time when men''s views were

as yet undeveloped, and when many were endeavouring to com-

bine the more profound doctrines of Christianity with the esta-

blished order of the existing church. The weak gave way and

submitted; men of stronger minds, on the contrary, now first

properly comprehended the antagonist opinions, and tried to

make their escape from violence.

One of the first of these was Bernardine Ochino. It had long

ere this been remarked that he had been less sedulous in the

observance of his monastic duties, and in 1-542 people took excep-

tion to his preaching. He maintained, in the most decisive

manner, the doctrine of justification by faith alone; quoting a

passage in St. Augustine, he would exclaim, " He who without

thee hath created thee, shall it be not without thee that he saves

theef His comments on purgatory seemed not very orthodox.

Already had the nuntio at Venice prohibited him from entering

the pulpit for some days; he was then summoned to appear at

Rome; he had advanced as far as Bologna, as far indeed as

Florence, when, probably from a dread of the newly-erected in-

1 Caracciolo, Vita di Paolo TV. MS. c. 8. "Ilavevacgli questoinfrascrittcrcgolo

tenute da lui come assiomi verissuni : la prima, chc in materia di Icde non bisogna

asi)ettar punto, ma siibito che vi 6 qualchc sospetto o indicio di i)esto herctica far

ogiii sforzo c ^'iolenza per estirparla," itc.—[Translated in the text.]
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quisition, he resolved to flee. The historian of his order allows

him, not improperly/ when he had come as far as the St. Ber-

nard, once more to halt and call to his remembrance all the

honours that had been shown him in his lovely fatherland, the

innumerable crowds that received him with the highest expect-

ancy, that heard hira with eager attention, and accompanied him

on his way home, at once pleased and wonder-struck : an orator,

assuredly, loses more in leaving his fatherland than any man
else does. But he forsook it, advanced in years as he was. He
gave the seal of his order, which he had always carried about

with him, to his attendant, and went to Geneva. Meanwhile

his convictions never became settled, and he fell into very extra-

ordinary errors.

About the same time Peter Martyr Vermigli left Italy. " I

tore myself," says he, "from so many dissimulations, and res-

cued my life from the peril that impended." Many of the stu-

dents whom up to that time he had reared at Lucca, followed

him somewhat later.^

Celio Secundo Curione allowed danger to approach him more

closely. He waited until the bargello (sheriff) seemed to be in

search of him. Curione was a large and powerful man. With
no better arms than the knife that he had with him, he passed

right through the midst of the sbirri (criminal oflScers), threw

himself on his horse, and rode off. He went to Switzerland.

There had already been commotions on one occasion in Mo-
dena, and now they were excited anew. Mutual complaints

prevailed. Philip Valentin withdrew to Trent. Castelvetri,

too, found it advisable to seek safety, for some time at least, in

Germany.

For in Italy persecution and terror burst forth on all sides.

Party hatred came to the aid of the inquisitors. How often,

after having long looked out in vain for some other opportunity

of wreaking his vengeance on his enemies, would a man have

recourse to an accusation of heresy ! The monks who held by

1 Boverio, Anuali I. d.38.

3 A letter of Peter Martyr's addressed to the flock he had loft behind him, in

which he oxpi-esscs his ref^ret that he had sometimes wrapt up the truth in dark-
ness, and hid it under lock and key. Sec Lives of Bcza and Peter Martyr. Ger-
dcsius and M'Crie have collected many particular notices in the works already
quoted.
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the old faith, now had weapons at hand wherewith to attack

that whole host of intellectual persons who had been carried

away by their literary studies into the religious movement, and

condemned their enemies to perpetual silence. These two par-

ties hated each other with equal bitterness. Hardly is it possi-

ble, exclaims Antonio dei Pagliarici, "to be a Christian and to

die in one's bed."^ The academy of Modena was not the only

one that was dissolved. That of Naples likewise, established by

the Seggi, originally intended for the promotion of literature

only, but which, following the spirit of the times, went quite

over to theological discussions, was closed by order of the vice-

roy.^ Literature became subjected to the strictest censorship.

In 1543, CarafFa issued orders that for the future, no book, of

whatever tenor, whether old or new, durst be printed without

leave from the Inquisitors; booksellers were to send descrip-

tions of their whole stock to these officials, without whose per-

mission they were no longer to make sales of books; the custom-

house officers received orders to allow no package of books, man-

uscript or printed, to proceed to its address without having pre-

viously laid it before the Inquisition.^ An index of prohibited

books was gradually adopted, a measure of which Louvain and

Paris presented the first examples. In Italy Giovanni della

Casa, who was on terms of the closest intimacy with the Caraffa

family, had the first catalogue, of nearly seventy numbers, printed

at Venice. More copious editions appeared in 1552 at Flor-

ence, in 1554 at Milan, and the first that assumed the form

generally adopted in later times, at Rome in 1559. It com-

prised the writings of cardinals and the poems of that very Casa

himself. Nor were such laws imposed on printers and booksell-

ers alone ; it came to be made a matter of conscience even for

private persons to give notice of forbidden books, and to co-oper-

ate towards their destruction. This measure was carried into

_
1 Aonii Palcarii Opera, ed. Wctstcn. 1095, p. 91. II C> di Ravenna al C> Conta-

rini, Epp. Foli III. 208, already adduces tliif? reason : " Sendo quella citta (Ravenna)
partialissima nd vi rimancndo huomo alcuno non contaminato di qucsta maccliia
delle fattioni, si van volontieri dove I'occasion s'oifcriscc canicando Tun I'altro da
inimici."—[That city (Ravenna) being most addicted to party spirit, not a man
residinn; there wlio is not contaminated with that stain of faction, they voluntarDy
proceed, as occasion offers, to abuse one another as enemies.]

2 Giannone. Storia di Napoli XXXIl. c. V.

3 Bromato VII. 9.
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effect witli a severity that almost exceeds belief. Although the

book on the benefits of Christ had probably been disseminated

to the extent of thousands of copies, it has now utterly vanished,

not a copy is anywhere to be found. Whole heaps of them that

had been carried off, were burnt at Rome.

In all these arrangements and undertakings, the clergy

availed themselves of the assistance of the secular arm.^ It

proved advantageous to the popes that they held a territory be-

longing to themselves, and of so respectable an extent, for in

that they could set the example, and present a model to other

princes. In Milan and Naples the government could the less

venture upon opposition, in that it had itself contemplated the

introduction of the Spanish Inquisition ; in Naples the confisca-

tion of property alone remained prohibited. In Tuscany, the

Inquisition was accessible to secular influence through the legate

whom the duke, Cosmo, had contrived to procure for himself;

the fraternities which it established, nevertheless, gave much
offence; in Siena and Pisa it opposed the universities with an

unbecoming presumption. In the Venetian territories, it is true,

the Inquisitor continued to be still so far subject to secular

superintendence, for in the capital, ever after April 1547, three

Venetian nobili had seats in his court, and, in the provinces, the

rector of each of the towns,a magistrate who occasionally assumed

doctors (of divinity) into his council, and in difficult cases par-

ticularly, as soon as complaints were preferred against persons

of consequence, first consulted the council of Ten, took part in

the examination ; but this did not prevent the orders from Rome
being carried into effect, in essentials.

Thus were the movements of dissentient religious opinions,

in Italy, smothered and annihilated. Nearly the whole order

1 Nor was the government the only part of the laity that joined in these efforts.

"Fu rimcdiato," says the Inquisitor's Compondiuin, " opportunamente dal S. officio

ill Roma con porre in ogni citta valenti e zclanti inquisitori, sorvendosi ancho tal-

hora de secolari zelanti c dotti j)er ajuto dclla fede, come vcrbi gratia del Godescalco
in Como, del Contc .\lbano in Bergamo, del Mutio in Milano. Questa risolutione
di servirsi de' secolari fu prcsa perclie non soli moltissimi vescovi, vicarii, frati e
preti, ma anco molti dell' istessa inquisitione, erano heretici."—[This was oppor-
tunely remedied by the holy office in Rome, through the cstabltshmont in all the
cities, of able and zealous inquisitors, taking the assistance likewise at times of
zealous and learned laymen, as an auxiliary to the faith, snch, for example, as that
of Godescalco in Como, the Count Albano in Bergamo, and of jMutio in Milan.
AVhich resolution of taking the services of laymen was adopted, because not only
very many bishops, vicars friars and priests, but many, further, of that vei-y inqui-

sition, were heretics.]

I. X
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of Franciscans was obl'ged to submit to retractations. The
greater number of the followers of Valdez agreed to recant. In

Venice, foreigners, such as Germans who might happen to be

there in pursuit of trade or literature, were allowed a certain

measure of freedom ; natives, on the contrary, were compelled to

abjure their opinions; their meetings were dispersed. Many
fled; such refugees we meet with in all the towns of Germany
and Switzerland. Those who would not submit, and who could

not save themselves by flight, were punished. In Venice they

were sent out from the canals and marshes to the open sea, with

two barges; between these there was laid a plank, and the con-

demned being placed upon it, the rowers at the same instant

pulled away from each other; the plank dropt into the water,

and the unhappy victims could but call upon Christ, and then

sank beneath the waves. Autos-da-fe, with all the formalities,

were held at Rome, in front of the church of Santa Maria alia

Minerva. Many fled from place to place with wife and child.

We can trace them for a while and then they disappear, proba-

bly from having fallen into the nets of their merciless hunters.

Others kept quiet. The duchess of Ferrara who, but for the

Salic law, would have been heiress to the kingdom of France,

found no defence in her high birth and rank. Her very hus-

band was her adversary. " She sees no one," says Marot, "to

whom she might express her complaints; the mountains are

between her and her friends; she mingles her wine with

tears."

GRADUAL COMPLETION OF THE JESUIT INSTITUTE.

In this development of things, while opponents were violently

thrust aside, while dogmas were firmly fixed anew in the spirit

of the age, and while the ecclesiastical government, in providing

for their observance, employed arms which it was impossible to

evade, in strictest alliance with that power, arose the order of

the Jesuits.

Not only in Eome but throughout all Italy it obtained extra-

ordinary success. Although originally destined by its own

members for the common people, it soon found its way among

the leading classes of society.

In Parma, it enjoyed the favour of the Famese family;^ even

1 Orlando expresses himself oddly. "Et civitas," says he, II. p. 78, "et privati
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princesses subjected themselves to its devotional exercises. In

Venice, St. John's Gospel was expounded by Lainez for the ex-

press edification of the nobility; and, aided by a Lippomano, he

succeeded, even as early as 1542, in laying the foundation of a

college of Jesuits. In INIontepuciano, Francis Strada prevailed

on some of the principal men of the town, to accompany him

through the streets and to beg with him. Strada knocked at

the doors and his companions took the alms that were offered.

At Faenza, although Ochino had produced a great effect there,

they succeeded in obtaining much influence, in reconciling par-

ties that had lived at enmity for ages, and in founding societies

for the maintenance of the poor. I adduce but a few instances

of their success ; they appeared in all quarters, obtained adher-

ents, formed schools, and firmly established themselves.

But as Ignatius was quite a Spaniard, and imbued through-

out with Spanish notions, as perhaps his cleverest disciples, too,

v.^ere from that country, his society, into which this spirit was

infused, obtained a success in the pyrenean peninsula, as almost

exceeded what it enjoyed in Italy. In Barcelona, it made a

very important acquisition in the person of the viceroy Francis

Borgia, duke of Candia. In Valencia, such numbers flocked to

the preaching of Araos that they could not be contained in a

church, so that a pulpit was erected for him in the open air; in

Alcala, there very soon gathered round Francis Villanova, fol-

lowers of consideration, although he was in ill health, a man of

low origin, and quite unlearned ; it was from this place and Sala-

manca, where a commencement was made in 1548, with a very

confined bad house, that the Jesuits mainly extended themselves

afterwards over Spain.^ Meanwhile they were welcomed no less

cordially in Portugal. Of the first two that were sent to him

at his request, he allowed only one to proceed to the East Indies,

namely, Xavier, who aftei-wards earned by his labours there the

title of an apostle and a saint; the other, Simon Koderick, he

qnlbn8 fuisse dlcitur alii/ia cum Ilomano pontificc noccssitiulo, supplices ad eum
literas pro Fabro rctiuendo dederiint."—[Both the city and those private persons

vho were said to have had some relationship witli the Roman pontiff, presented a
suj)plicatoi-y letter to hiin, praying that they might retain Faber.] As if jieoplo

were not aware that Paul III. had a son. RIoreover the Inquisition was afterwards

introduced into Parma on the occasion of an opposition being formed against the

priests of the Jesuit party.

2 Ribadeneii-a, Vita Ignatii c. XV; n. 214, c. XXXVIII. a. 2S5.
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kept near his own person. At both courts the Jesuits procured

for themselves extraordinary approbation. They thoroughly

reformed that of Portugal, and at the Spanish they were at one

and the same time confessors to the principal grandees, to the

president of the council of Castile, and to the Cardinal of Toledo.

As early as in 1540, Ignatius had sent some young men to

Paris to pursue their studies there, and from that point his

society extended itself to the Netherlands. Faber had the most

decisive success in Louvain. Eighteen young men, already

bachelors or masters (of arts), offered themselves, to leave home,

university, and country, and to accompany him to Portugal.

They were even to be seen in Germany, and among the first

Peter Oanisius, who rendered them so much service, entered

their order on his three and twentieth birth day.

It was not in the nature of things that this rapid success

should not exert the most essential influence on the development

of the constitution of the society. It was completed in the fol-

lowino; manner.

Few were admitted by Ignatius into the circle of his first

companions, called the professed; for he found that few men

were to be had at once fully accomplished (for his purpose) and

good and pious. Even in the first plan which he transmitted

to the pope, he expresses his design of founding colleges at one

or other of the universities, for the purpose of properly forming

the characters of young persons; and such, as we have said, at-

tached themselves to him to an unexpected amount. These

formed the class called scholastics, in contradistinction to the

professed.'^

But very soon an untoward circumstance presented itself. As
the professed, by their distinctive fourth vow, pledged themselves

to perpetual travelling in the service of the pope, there was a

contradistinction in so many colleges as became necessary being

committed to their charge, these being institutions whose success

depended on the constant presence of those who conducted them.

1 Pauli III. faciiltas coadjiitoi'cs atlmittcndi d. 5 Jimii lolG : "ita ut ad vota ser-

vanda pro CO tempore quo t\\, fill pra'positc, ct qui pro tempore fuerint cjusdem so-

cietatis propositi, cis in mini.stcrio spiritual! vol tem])orali utenduiu judicaveritis, et

non ultra astringantur." Corpus institutorum I. p. 15.—[So that they shall be

astricted to keep their vows for whatever time, thou my son, and those who for the

time being preside over the said society, shall judge requisite to employ them ia

spiritual and temporal mattei-s, and no longer.]
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Ignatius soon found it necessary to establish a third class between

these two; these were the spiritual coadjutors, who also were

priests, men of literary acquirements who expressly devoted

themselves to the instruction of youth. This was an institution

of the utmost consequence, in so far as I am aware, peculiar to

the Jesuits, and to which the society has been mainly indebted

for its prosperity. These first could settle at any particular

spot, make it their home, acquire influence and make themselves

masters of the education of the youth of the place. Like the

scholastics they came under three vows only, and be it well noted,

that these were simple only, not solemn. The meaning of this

is, that they themselves would have fallen into excommunication

had they chosen to withdraw again from the society; but the

right of discharging them was conceded to the society, though

only in strictly defined cases.

And now but one thing farther was requisite. It would have

disturbed the studies and occupations to which these classes

were destined, had they been obliged at the same time to devote

themselves to looking out for a livelihood. The professed lived

in their houses on alms; but this was rendered unnecessary to

the coadjutors and scholastics, by the colleges being allowed to

have common revenues. For the administration of these, in so

far as it did not fall into the hands of the professed, who, mean-

while, could not themselves enjoy them, as well as for attending

to all externals, Ignatius further assumed secular coadjutors,

who indeed not the less laid themselves under the simple three

vows, but had to content themselves with the conviction that

they were serving God, while supporting a society which watched

for the salvation of men's souls,and were to have no higher aims.

These arrangements, well-calculated in themselves, laid the

foundation at the same time of a hierarchy, joeculiarly adapted,

in its various gradations, to fetter the human mind.^

An attentive observation of the laws that were successively

given to this society, shows that one of the chief objects by which

they were dictated, was that all the common ties which bind men
together, should be completely cut asunder. Love of kindred

was condemned as a carnal alibction." Whoever renounced his

1 The novices, guests, and indiiferents formed the base, out of whom the various
classes rose in regular gi-ailation.

2 Summarium coHstitutioimni, ^ 8, in the Corpus instUutionum socictatis Jcsu.
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property for the sake of entering the society, was not to relin-

quish it to his relations, but to mete it out to the poor.^ Who-
ever once entered, neither received nor despatched letters with-

out their being first read by a superior. Tlie society will have

nothing less than the whole man ; it seeks to lay fetters on all

his inclinations.

His very secrets it desires to share with him. He enters

\vith a general confession. He has to point out not only his

faults but even his virtues. A confessor is appointed for him

by his superiors; the superior reserving to himself the granting

of absolution for such cases as it should seem proper for him to

take in hand.^ This was insisted on, in order that he mio;ht

acquire a perfect knowledge of the person subject to him, and

then make such use of him as he thinks proper.

For in this society obedience takes the place of every other

tie, and every other motive, that the world can present to human
activity; obedience for its own sake, and without respect to the

end to which it is directed.^ None is to desire being put into

another rank from that in which he stands; the secular coadju-

tor is not to learn reading or writing without leave, if he can do

neither before. Each is blindly to submit to the government of

his superiors, with an absolute renunciation of his own interest,

as if he were a thing without life, a staff, for example, which

serves the person who holds it in his hand, for any purpose he

pleases to apply it to. They are to appear in the light of the

divine providence.^

Antverpice, 1T09. Tom. I. Faber is commended in Orlandinus ITI. 66, for hav-
ing so far suppressed his feelings on arriving once at his native town in Savoy, after

an absence of some years, as to pass on without halting.

1 Examen generale c. IV. § 2.

2 Precepts, only contained in the Summarium constitufionum § 32, § 41, the

Examen generale ^ 35, § 36, and Constitiitlonum Pauli III. c. 1, n. 11. " Illi casus

reservabuntur,"—[those cases shall be reserved,] so it nuis in the last passage, " quos
ab eo(superiore) cognosci necessarium videbitur aut valdc conveniens,"—[wliicli it

shall seem necessary or very convenient for him (the superior) to be informed of]

3 The letter of Jgna.i\\\9. fratribus socictatis Jesu qui sunt in Liisitania,—[to the

brethren of the society of Jesus M'ho are in Portugal,] 7 Kal. Ap. 1553, '^i 3.

* Constitutiones VI. 1. " Et sibi quisque persuadeat, quod qui sub obedientia

vivunt, se ferri ac regi a divina provident'apcr superiorcs sues sinerc debcnt, perinde

ac cadaver esscnt."—[And let each be persuaded that they who live under obe-

dience ought to allow themselves to be borne about and governed by the divine pro-

vidence, acting in their superiors, just as if they were a corpse.] llerc now is the

other constitution, VI. 5, according to which it appears as if even a sin might be

ordered. " Visum est nobis in Domino - - nuUas constitutiones, declaratioues vol ordi-

nem idlum vivendi posse obligationem ad peccatum mortale vol vcniale inducere,

nisi sui)erior ea in nomine domini Jesu Christi vcl in virtute obediential jubcat."

—
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What a power was this with which the general of the society

now became invested, in having the absolute direction of this

obedience, during his whole life, and without being responsible

to anj one for the purposes to which it was applied. According

to the scheme drawn up in 154S, all the members of the order

who should happen to be in one and the same quarter, with the

general, were to be taken into consultation, even about the small-

est matters. The scheme of 1550, sanctioned by pope Julius

III,, releases him from this obligation, in so far as he himself

should not deem it advisable.^ C)nly in the case of an altera-

tion of the constitution, or of the dissolution of houses and col-

leges that have once been established, is any consultation neces-

sary. In other respects it invests him with all the authority

that might be useful for the government of the society. He has

assistants for the different provinces, who, however, must strictly

confine themselves to the matters committed to them. He ap-

points, as he sees best, the president of the provinces, colleges,

and houses ; receives and dismisses, dispenses and punishes, in

short, has a sort of papal authority on a smaller scale.^

Herewithal but one thing was to be dreaded, namely, that the

general, thus invested with so much power, might himself apos-

tatize from the society's principles. In so far he was subjected

to certain restrictions. It is not a matter perhaps of so great

importance, as it may have seemed to Ignatius, that the society,

or its deputies, had the power of laying down rules with respect

to certain external matters, such as meals, dress, going to bed,

and the ordinary course of daily life;^ but it is always something

[Tt hath seemed good to us in the Loi'd, that no constitutions, declarations, or any
2>rescribed rule of living can lead to an obligation to (commit) mortal or venial sin,

unless tlie superior shall command tliCJC in the name of the Lord Jesus or in virtue

of obedience.] One can hardly believe his eyes on reading this. And in fact there

is a possibility of attaching another meaning to it than that which oft'ers at the

fii-st glance. Obligatio ad pcccatnm morfalc vel veniale may rather point to tlie

engagement with wliich a constitution is made binding, so that the person breaking
it becomes guilty of one or other (mortal or venial) sin. Now it must be owned
tliat tho Constitution should lie more distinct, and that nobody is to be slandered

who in good faith refers the word ea to peccatum mortale vel veniale and not to

constitiUiones.

1 " Adjntus, quatenus ipse opportunum judicabit, fratnim suorum consUio, per se

ipsum ordinandi et jubendi quje ad Dei gloriam pcrtinere videbuntur, jus totum
habcat.''—[Assisted in so far as he shall judge opportune, let him have the riglit by
himself of ordaining and commanding what things shall seem to pei'tain to tho

glory of God,] says Julius IIT.'s confirmation of the Institute.

2 Constitutiones IX. III.

3 Schedula Tgnatii AA. SS. Commcntatio prrcvia n. 872.
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that the possessor of supreme power is deprived of a freedom

which the most insignificant man enjoys. The assistants, more-

over, who were not appointed by him, had their eyes upon him

continually. A person was regularly appointed to admonish

him of his duty, called the Admonitor, and in case of his com-

mitting grossly improper acts, the assistants could summon a

meeting of the general congregation, which thereupon was em-

powered even to pronounce the general's deposition.

COMPLETION OF THE JESUIT INSTITUTE.

This carries us one step further.

If, without suffering ourselves to be blinded by the hyperbo-

lical expressions in which the Jesuits have described this author-

ity, we will rather consider to what it might practically amount,

under the enlargement which the society very soon received, we

shall find that matters stood thus. With the general remained

the supreme direction of the whole, and principally the superintend-

ence of the superiors, whose consciences it behoved him to know,

and on whom he conferred the various offices established in the

society. These, on the other hand, possessed within their own

sphere, a similar authority which they often exercised more

sharply than the general did his.^ Superiors and general, in a

certain measure, formed a counterpoise to each other. The gene-

ral had to be made acquainted also with the personal qualities of

all who were subject to him, of all members of the society;

—

and though here, as is self-evident, he could interfere only in

urgent cases, still he held the supreme superintendence. A com-

mittee of the professed, on the other hand, exercised a reciprocal

superintendence over him.

Other institutes besides this of the Jesuits, there have been,

which, forming a world within a world, and having released

their members from all other ties, have engrossed them to them-

selves, and begotten in them a new principle of existence. This

was the very object for which the Jesuit institute likewise was

designed. But in this it has a peculiar character, that on the

one hand, it not only favours, but even demands the develop-

ment of individual character, and on the other hand, takes abso-

lute possession of it, and makes it all its own. Thus must we

1 Mariana. Discui-so de las enfermedadas de la compania de Jesus c. XI.
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account for all the relationships that were established, the per-

sonal qualities cultivated, the subordination and reciprocal super-

intendence that were enjoined. They compose, nevertheless, a

strictly exclusive and complete unity ; full of nerve and practical

energy; for which very reason the monarchical principle in the

government was made so strong. The subjection to it was abso-

lute, unless that its possessor himself departed from the principle.

It quite accords with the idea of this society, tliat none of

its members should be invested with any spiritual dignity. This

would have involved the discharge of duties, and entanglement

with connections, which would have made all superintendence

impossible. At the commencement at least, this point was most

strictly insisted upon. Jay wished and durst not accept the

bishopric of Trieste, and when Ferdinand I. who had offered it

to him, desisted from pressing his wish in compliance with a

letter from Ignatius, the latter caused a solemn mass to be cele-

brated, and a Te Deum to be sung.'^

It forms another important feature in the society, that while'

it exempted itself, in general, from the more cumbersome exer-

cises of divine worship, individual members likewise were directea

not to overdo their religious exercises. They were neither to

weaken their bodies with fasting, watching, and chastisements,

nor to withdraw too much time from the service of their neigh-

bours. Moderation was to be observed even in work. The
high-spirited horse was to be reined in as well as spurred; no

more weapons were to be carried than a man could wield ; they

were not to overwhelm themselves with labour to such a dcOTee

as to impair the free action of the mind.*^

It is evident how much the society desired to make all its

members, as it were, its own property, but therewithal to en-

courage the most powerful development of the faculties that can

possibly be attained, without going beyond that principle.

This, in fact, was indispensable in order to its discharging the

difficult employments which it had taken upon itself. These, as

1 Excerpt"from the ?i'6cr OT^morta?i5 of Liulovious Gonsalvus: "quod desistente

regc S., Ignatius indixcrit niissas ct Tc Deum laudamus in gratiariini actionem :"

—

[that on the king's desisting, St. Ignatius ordered masses and a Te Deum laudamus,
by way of thanlcsgiving.] Commentarius pnevius in A A. SS. Julii VII. n. 412.

3 Constitutiones V. 3, 1. EjHstola Tgnatii adfratres qui suntinlli.spania. Cor-
pus institutorum II. 540.
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we have seen, were preaching, education, and the confessional.

To the last two of these the Jesuits specially devoted them-

selves, according to a method peculiar to itself.

Education had been hitherto in the hands of those literary

persons who, after having long prosecuted their studies in a

thoroughly profane manner, had thereafter entered upon a spi-

ritual course in its commencement, not quite agreeable to the

Eomish court, and finally rejected by it. The Jesuits made it

their business to force these persons out of employment and to

step into their situations. They were, in the first place, more

systematic; they divided the schools into classes; their instruc-

tions were carried on, from the first initiatory principles to the

highest steps, in one uniform spirit ; they looked farther into the

morals of their pupils and formed well-bred people ; they enjoyed

the favour of the civil government ; finally, they gave their in-

structions gratis. On a college being founded by a city or a

prince, no private person was required to pay anything further.

They were expressly forbidden to ask or receive wages or alms

;

education, like preaching and saying masses, was gratuitous; in

the very church there was no collection box. As men are at

present constituted, this must have been immensely serviceable

to the Jesuits, particularly as they now actually taught with

equal success and zeal. Not only were the poor helped on

thereby, says Orlandino,^ but the wealthy were also thereby re-

lieved. He remarks their unheard-of success. We behold, says

he, many decked out in the splendid purple of cardinals whom,

not lono- before, we had before us on the benches of our schools;

others have been advanced to a share in the government in cities

and in states; we have reared bishops and their counsellors; nay,

even other ecclesiastical societies have been supplied with mem-

bers from our schools. They had the skill, as may readily be

supposed, to aitach men of prominent talents to their order.

They formed themselves into a body of teachers which, by ex-

tending itself over all Roman catholic comitries, by being the

first to Give education that relio-ious tone which it has retained

ever since, and by maintaining a strict unity of discipline, method,

1 Orlamliiuis lib. VI. 70. A comparison miglit be instituted with the cloister-

schools of the Protestants, in which too the leligious tendency was completely pro-

dominant. See Sturm in Ruhkopf History of Scliool Establishments, S. 378. It

may depend upon the difTcrence.
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and doctrine, procured for itself an incalculable amount of influ-

ence.

But how much did they strengthen that influence by contriv-

ins; to make themselves masters alike of the confessional and of

the direction of consciences ! No age was ever more ready to

receive it, or seemed, as it were, to need it more. It was incul-

cated upon the Jesuits by their book of laws, that " in the na-

ture and manner of their granting absolution, they should follow

one and the same method, should practise themselves in cases of

conscience, should accustom themselves to a short method of

interrogation, and have the examples of the saints, their sayings,

and other aids in readiness, wherewithal to counteract every

kind of sin,"'^ rules which, as is manifest, are very well calculated

for the wants of mankind. Meanwhile the rare success to which

they attained, and which involved a real extension of their modes

of thinking, was based on yet another important element.

There is something very remarkable in the little book of spi-

ritual exercises which Ignatius, I will not say first drew up, but

which he elaborated in a manner most peculiarly his own,"

and with which he drew together, and attached to himself, his

earlier and, afterwards, his later disciples, as well as his adher-

ents in general. It became more and more influential ; the more

so probably for this very reason, that it Avas recommended only

as the occasion seemed to require, at moments of mental dis-

quietude and of an inward sense of need.

It is not a book of doctrinal divinity; but a directory for a

man's own reflections. The soul's lono-ino-s! says Ignatius, are

not to be satisfied with the knowledge of a multitude of things,

but only by a man's own inward contemplations.^

These contemplations he undertakes to guide. The spiritual

adviser points to the object to be aimed at; the person under

exercise must follow it out. Ere he goes to sleep, and likewise

when he first awakes, he has to direct his thoughts to it, and

1 Rcgula sacerdotum, § 8, 10, 11.

2 For after all that has been written on both sides, it is very clear that Ignatius
had in his eye a book of the same Icind by Garcia de Cisneros. Wl)at is most pe-
culiar about it, however, seems traceable to him. Coram, pi-ajv. n. 64.

^
3 "Non enim abundantia scientinc, sed sensus ct gustus rerum interior dcsidc-

rium animre replere solet."—[For not abundance of Imowledge, but the inward sense
and taste of things, usnally satisfies the longing of the soul.]
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strives to exclude every other object; windows and doors are to

be shut; on his knees, and extended on the ground, he is to fol-

low out the train of reflection.

He beoins with callins: his sins to remembrance. He consi-

ders how the angels, for a single sin, were cast into hell, but for

him, although his oflences have been much greater, the saints

interceded, heaven and the stars, the animal and the vegetable

worlds, ministered to his wants; and now he calls upon the cru-

cified Christ, that he may be freed from his sin, and may not

fall into eternal condemnation ; he is sensible that he is answer-

ing him ; they converse together as a friend with a friend, as a

servant with his master.

It then becomes his chief concern to edify himself with reflec-

tions on sacred history. "I see," so it runs, "how the three

persons of the Godhead survey the whole earth replenished with

men, who must go on to hell; they resolve, in order that these

may be saved, that the second person should take upon him

human nature ; I cast a glance over the entire circuit of the earth,

and perceive in one corner of it the humble home of the Virgin

Mary, whence proceeds salvation." He advances from one great

step to another in sacred history; he places before his mind the

transactions recorded there in all their details, arranging them

in categories according to their import, religious fancy, free from

the trammels of the word, is allowed the amplest scope to expa-

tiate ; the garments and the footsteps of holy persons are ima-

gined to be touched and kissed. In this excited state of the

imaginative faculty, in the feelings of the greatness of that soul's

felicity which is replenished with divine graces and virtues, the

subject of one's own condition comes again under review. If the

man has still to choose his position in life, he now makes the

choice, consulting only the wants of his heart, while the sole

object he contemplates is that of solemn dedication to the love

of Grod, while he fancies himself to be standing in the immediate

presence of God and of the saints. But if the man have already

made this choice, ho then reviews his manner of life, the kind

of company he maintains intercourse with, his domestic habits,

his necessary expenditure, what he has to give to the poor, all

with the same sentiments that a man would wish to have enter-

tained at the moment of his deatli, without having any tiling
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besides to occupy him but what tended to promote God's glory

and his own salvation.

Thirty days are devoted to these exercises. Reflections on

sacred history and the most personal circumstances, prayers, and

resolutions, alternate with each other. The soul is kept always

on the stretch and active of itself. Finally, in the contempla-

tion of the providence of God, "who in his creatures as it were

operates ejBfectively for men," one is to believe once more that he

is standino- in the sig-ht of the Lord and of his saints ; he is im-

plored to venture to devote himself to his love and worship ; the

man makes an offer of his liberty; he devotes to him memory,

judgment, will ; and thus he concludes a covenant of love with

him. "Love consists in a community of all powers and posses-

sions." In reward for its sacrifice, God imparts his graces to

the soul.

It will suffice to have given here a cursory idea of this book.

In the course it pursues, in the individual positions it assumes

and their mutual connection, there is a cogency which admits,

indeed, of some inward play of thought, yet confines it within a

narrow circle, and lays restraints on its movements. His aim

being contemplation governed by the fancy, for this it could not

have been better adapted, and here he was the less likely to fail,

from its being based on his own experience. Ignatius himself

has step by step embodied the lively movements of his awakening

and spiritual progress, from the commencement to the year 1548,

when it was approved by the pope. True, it has been said, that

Jesuitism took advantage of the experience of Protestants, and

here and there this may have been the case. On the whole,

however, they present the strongest contrast. Here, at least,

Ignatius opposes the methods of the Protestants, which were

discursive, argumentative, descending to principles, and from

their very nature polemical, with quite a different method, short,

intuitive, and leading to contemplation; calculated to work upon

the fancy ; inspiriting to instantaneous resolution.

And thus was that element of the fancy which had animated

liim from the first, grown to an extraordinary degree of inilu-

ence and importance. But as he was likewise a soldier, aided

by that same religious fancy, he mustered a standing army of

spiritual warriors, selected man by man, and educated indivi-
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dually for liis object, which army he commanded in the service

of the pope. He saw it extend over all the countries of the

world.

When Ignatius died, his society comprised thirteen provin-

ces, exclusive of the Roman.'^ It might even then be seen at a

glance where lay the sinews of its strength. The greater num-

ber of these provinces, namely seven, belonged to the Pyrenean

peninsula and its colonies alone. There were ten colleges in

Castile, five in Aragon, and five also in Andalusia ; Portugal

out-numbered every other place in its colleges, and it had likewise

houses for the professed and for novices. It had acquired an

almost absolute mastery over the Portuguese colonies. Twenty-

eight members of the order were employed in Brazils, and about

a hundred in the East Indies, from Goa to Japan. From that

quarter an attempt had been made in Ethiopia, and a provincial

sent thither, with, as was thought, an absolute certainty of suc-

cess. All these provinces, in which the Spanish and Portuguese

languages and ecclesiastical orders prevailed, were comprehended

under one commissary-general, Francis Borgia, The society""s

influence was most extensive in the nation in which the idea of

it had first been suggested. But it was hardly less so in Italy.

There were three provinces speaking Italian ; 1st. the Roman,

directly superintended by the general, with houses for the pro-

fessed and novices, the collegium Romanum and the collegium

Gerraanicum, which last had been established expressly for Ger-

mans at the suggestion of cardinal Morone, but without having

yet met with any real success ; Naples, too, belonged to this

province ; 2d, the Sicilian with four colleges already completed,

and two only commenced ; the first Jesuits had been brought

thither by the viceroy della Vega;^ Messina and Palermo emu-

lated each other in founding colleges, and from these the rest

afterwards followed; and 8d, the properly Italian province, com-

prehending upper Italy with ten colleges. There had been no

such success in other countries; in all quarters opposition arose

from Protestantism, or from an already decided leaning towards

it. In France, properly speaking, there was but a single college

in existence ; Gl ermaiiy was made to form two distinct provinces,

1 In the year 155C. Sacchimis Ilistoria Socictntis Jcsu, p. II., sivcLainius;
from the beginning. 2 Ribadencira ; Vita Ignatii p. 293.
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but as yet they existed only in their infancy. The upper Ger-

man province established itself at Vienna, Prague, and Ingol-

stadt ; still, in all quarters it maintained itself very doubtfully

;

the lower province was to comprise the Netherlands, yet Philip

had not given the Jesuits any legal existence here.

But already this first rapid progress gave the society war-

ranty of the mighty influence which it was destined to wield.

Its attaining so powerful an influence in the two peninsulas,

countries peculiarly Roman catholic, was of the utmost conse-

quence.

CONCLUSION.

We see how, as a counteractive to the Protestant movements,

which were every moment enlarging their sphere, a new tend-

ency was in this manner developed, in the very midst of Roman
Catholicism, in Rome, and around the pope.

Just like those movements, it proceeded from that seculariza-

tion of the church, which had hitherto characterized that body, or

rather from that feelino: of the need that there was for a change,

which had consequently begun to prevail.

At first there were symptoms of a mutual approach. There

was a period in Germany when people had not fully determined

to allow the hierarchy to come so completely to the ground, and

when even in Italy there was a disposition shown to admit of

rational modifications in the same. That period passed away.

AVhile the Protestants, staying themselves on Scripture, went

back with an ever-increasing eagerness to the primitive forms of

the Christian faith and life, a determination was shown, on the

other side, to maintain and merely renovate, and to imbue with

spirit, earnestness, and severity, the ecclesiastical establishment,

such as in the course of the current century it had come to be.

There Galvanism developed itself, a system more anti-Roman

catholic by far than Lutheranism ; here whatever reminded one

of Protestantism at all, was repelled with conscious hostility and

confronted with direct opposition.

Thus two springs gush forth on the high hill top in close

neighbourhood to each other; which after having poured their

waters over various lower parts of the eminence, go oft* in opj)o-

site directions, and are separated for ever.



BOOK THIRD.

THE POPES ABOUT THE MIDDLE OF THE SIXTEENTH
CENTURY.

The sixteenth century is remarkable above all for being prolific

in religious movements. Down to the present day we live amid

the opposite convictions which then first began their course.

Would Ave more precisely indicate the period' in the world's

history, in which the schism was completed, we shall find that

it did not coincide with the first appearance of the Reformers

upon the scene, for opinions did not at once become clearly set-

tled, and an assimilation of the controverted points was long in

being despaired of; it was only about the year 1552, that all

attempts that way completely failed, and the three grand forms

of western Christianity fixed them themselves for ever apart.^

Lutheranism was stricter, more austere, and more exclusive;

Galvanism went off from it on the most important articles, albeit

that Calvin himself had previously passed for a Lutheran ; op-

posed to both, Roman Catholicism assumed its modern form and

structure. The three theological systems endeavoured, in oppos-

ing each other, to establish themselves upon the point which

each had adopted, and, proceeding from it, to supplant both the

others, and subject the world to itself.

It might seem as if it were the Roman catholic tendency,

which chiefly contemplated no more than the renovation of the

1 Not for ever surely, as resjiects Lutheranism and Calvinism, both which in-

volve what ought ever to unite, and often docs unite, in closest fellowship, so called

Lutherans and Calvinists, namely, implicit deference to Holy Scripture, and the

cordial reception of the righteousness by faith, which is therein revealed, as the sole

sure foundation of a sinner's hope. This is one of those passages in which the

author has imfortunately given the papists a handle against Protestantism, carrying

his love of systematic arrangement quite too far. True Lutheranism and true Cal-

vinism must ever tend to union with each other, but never with true Romanism. Tb.
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existing establishment, that must have found it easier than the

others did, to push forwards and advance upon the scene. But

the advantage it possessed was not great. It, too, was encom-

passed and circumscribed by many other impulses of a secular

kind, by profane learning, and heterodox theological convictions.

It resembled matter in a state of fermentation, with regard to

which it seems doubtful whether it will really seize and over-

power the elements in which it is generated, or be overwhelmed

by them.

The first obstacle it met with was found in the popes them-

selves, their personal qualities, and their policy.

We remarked how a thoroughly unspiritual bent of mind in

the supreme heads of the church had become inveterate, had

evoked opposition, and given an immense impulse to Protestant-

ism.

Every thing depended on how far the strict ecclesiastical ten-

dency would overmaster this bent of mind, and whether it would

bring about a change or not.

I find that the antagonism of these two principles, of what

was usually done and permitted and the policy hitherto preval-

ent, with the necessity that was felt for introducing an internal

reformation, constitutes the main interest in the history of the

next popes.

Too much importance is generally attached at the present

day to the aims and influence of persons in high situations, of

princes and governments ; their memories must often do penance

for the sins of the community ; sometimes, too, people attribute

to them, what really proceeded spontaneously from the commu-

nity at large.

The Roman catholic movement which we reviewed in the pre-

ceding book, first appeared under Paul III., but it were a mis-

take to suppose that it originated with that pope, and to ascribe

it to him. He very clearly saw of how much consequence it

was to the Roman see, and not only tolerated but even promoted

it; still, it may bo said without hesitation, that in his own per-

sonal disposition he was nev^ devoted to it.

Alexander Farnese, such was Paul II I.'s earlier name, was
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as worldly a person as ever pope had been before him.^ Born in

1468, liis character was completely formed previous to the close

of the fifteenth century. He had studied at Rome under Pom-

ponius Lgetus,^ and in the gardens of Lorenzo Medici at Flor-

ence. He had fully imbibed that taste for elegant learning, and

for the works of art, which distinguished that period ; and even

its morals were then no stranger to him. His mother on one

occasion found it necessary to have him confined as a prisoner

in the castle of St. Angelo, and there he contrived to take ad-

vantage of an opportunity when he was not watched, presented

to him by the procession on Corpus Christi day, to let himself

down from the castle by means of a rope, and to escape. He
acknowledged a natural son and a natural daughter. Notwith-

standino- all this, for at that time no one was much scandalized

at such things, he was at a tolerably youthful age advanced to

be a cardinal. During his cardinalship he laid the foundation

of that most beautiful of all the Roman palaces, the Farnese ; at

Bolsena, where his patrimonial estates lay, he built for himself a

country house, which Pope Leo found sufficiently inviting for

him to visit it repeatedly. But with this sumptuous and splen-

did life he combined endeavours of another kind. From the very

first he fixed his eyes on the supreme dignity. He is marked

by this peculiarity, that he sought to obtain it by pursuing a

course of the most complete neutrality. The French and impe-

rial factions divided between them Italy, Rome, and the college

of cardinals. He conducted himself with so considerate a re-

serve, with so happy a tact, that no one could say to which he

inclined most. Even as early as upon the death of Leo, and, again,

upon that of Adrian, he was on the point of being elected. He
disliked the remembrance of Clement VH. who had deprived

1 A severe judgment at once on Paul III. and his predecessors. Roman Ca-
tholics own that he had weaknesses, and are angry at the Protestants, a])ostatos, and
heretics, as they call them, who attack the faUings of their popes, as if God ought to

have set angels at the head of their church, instead of men who, weak and sinful

themselves, must be the fitter to sympatliize with their fellow-sinners. AVas it from

sucli tender feelings for the errors of others, that tliis worldly pope re-established the

Inquisition? Tr,

2 Pomponius Lsetus was a philoso])her who, we are told, troubled himself little

about religion or Christianity. lie retained his poi>ularity to the end of the 15th

century, but fell into disrepute under Paul II., and died at the age of seventy, under

Alexander VI., so miserably poor that he had to be taken to an hospital during his

last illness, and was buried at the expense ofliis friends, lie published an abridge-

ment of the lives of the Cirsars, from the death of Gordian to Justin III., &.c. Tu.
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hiin of twelve years of the popedom which might have belonged

to him. At last in October 1534-, in the fortieth year of his

cardiualship, and the sixty-seventh of his life, he attained his

object and was elected/
^

Very differently did he feel now with respect to the grand

oppositions of interest presented in the world, the struggles of

those two parties betwixt which he himself now occupied so im-

portant a position ; the necessity for opposing the Protestants,

and the secret bond he maintained with them on account of

their political position ; the natural inclination he felt, owing to

the state of his Italian principality, to weaken the preponder-

ance of the Spaniards, and the risk of danger incident to every

attempt towards that object; the urgent need tliei'e was for a

reform, and the undesirable limitation with which it seemed to

threaten the power of the pope.

It is well worth while to observe how his life and character

opened out amid such a complication of opposing exigencies.

Paul III. had an accommodating, splendid, and liberal man-

ner. Seldom has a pope been so much liked in Rome as he was.

There was something magnanimous in appointing some distin-

guished cardinals, without their being previously aware of the

honour to be conferred on them, a course contrasting greatly to

his advantage, with the petty personal views which had almost

become the established rule. But he not only called these men
into the college of cardinals ; he allowed them likewise to exer-

cise an unwonted freedom there ; he bore with opposition in tlio

consistory, and encouraged unreserved discussion.^

1 Onuphrius Panvinius, Vita Pauli III.

2 Previous to liis elevation to tlic popedom. Cardinal Farnese seems to have been

an active man of business as well as a showy churchman, and probably enhanced his

fortune very considerably by the profits of many rich benefices and appointments.

In adilition to several rich bishoprics, ho had been legate at Viterbo, and sent as

legate also to the court of Charles V. in Spain. Tr.

3 In li538 Mark Anthony Contarini read a report on the state of tlie Roman
court, to the Senate of Venice. Unfortunately I have boon unable to find this

work either in the Venetian arcliives or anywhere else. In a MS. on the Turkish
war of this period, under the title "Tre libri deUi commentiirj dclla guerra 1537, 8,
9,"—[Three books of commentaries on the war of 1537, 8, 9,] in my possession, I

find a short e.\tract therefrom, whence I have taken the above notices. " Disse del

state dclla corte, che molti anni inanzi li i)rclati non erano stati in quella riforma,

di vita ch'eran allora, e che li cardinali havevano libertii maggiore di dire I'opinion

loro in concistoro ch'avcsser avuto gia mai da gran tempo, e che di cio il i)ontolieo

non solameute non si dolcva, ma so n'era studiatissimo, ondc per questa i-agione si

poteva sperare di giorno in giorno maggior riforma. Considero che ti"a cardinali vi
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But while he forbore from shackling the freedom of others,

and was pleased that each should enjoy the advantages that be-

longed to his position, he had no idea of relinquishing a single

prerogative of his own. The emperor on one occasion remon-

strated with him for having advanced two of his grandsons to

the cardinalship, at much too early an age ; he answered he

would act like his predecessors ; there had been instances even

of babes in their cradles being created cardinals. For his family

he showed a predilection that even in that station was unusual.^

He had resolved that, like other popes, he would advance it to

princely dignities.

Not that, like another Alexander VI., he made every thing

else subordinate to this object; this no man can say. He con-

templated with the utmost eagerness the restoration of peace

betwixt France and Spain, the suppression of the Protestants,

the subjugation of the Turks, and the reformation of the church;

but therewithal he had the aggrandizement of his family much

at heai't.

In taking upon himself all these designs, inconsistent as they

were with each other, in pursuing at once public and private

objects, he had necessarily to follow an exceedingly cautious, cir-

cumspect, dilatory, and expectant jiolicy, every thing depending

on the favourite moment, the happy combination of circumstan-

ces, which he had tediously to prepare long beforehand, and

then endeavour with the utmost rapidity to snatch and maintain.

Ambassadors found it difficult to negotiate with him. They

were amazed that one who allowed not the slightest want of

erano tali uomini celeberrimi cha per opinionc commune il mondo non n'a\Tia altre-

tanti."—[lie said that for many years before, the prelates had not showed that

reform of life which they then manifested, and that the cardinals had more freedom
in expressing their opinions in the consistory than they had had for a gi-eat while,

and that not only was the pope far from displeased with this, but was most studious

of it, for which reason one might hope for greater reformation from day to day. I

consider that among tlie cardinals there, there were men of such celebrity that it

was commonly thought the world had not their match.]

1 Soriano 1535. " E Romano di sangue et e d'anuno molto gagliardo : - - - sti-

ma assai ringiurio chc gli si fanno, ct e mcliuatissinio a far grandi i suoi."—[lie

has tlie blood of a Roman in him, and is very high-spirited : - - he thinks enough
of injuries that may be done to hun, and is much set on aggramlizing his own
family.] Varchi (Istorie fiorentinc p. G36,) s.ays of Pavil's first secretary, "who
would do everything that he could, and could do'everything that ho would.'' Among
many other jiresents he once had sixty silver wash-hand basins with their ewers
given him. " How comes it," it was said, " that with so many w.ash-hand basins,
his hands are never clean?"
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energy to be seen in him, yet could seldom be induced to bring

a matter to a close, to make up his mind. He tried to tie down

others, to obtain from them some expression that would bind

them, some assurance that they could not recall; but he him-

self would on no account come under any engagement. It was

remarked of him even in smaller matters ; that he was disinclined

either to refuse or promise anything beforehand, and wanted to

have his hands at liberty up to the last moment. How much

more so in difficult conjunctures ! At times, after having him-

self suggested a mode of escaping from a difficulty, or of media-

ting between opposing claims, on a disposition being shown to

adopt it, not the less would he draw back. In short, he wished

to remain at all times master of his negotiations.^

As we have said, he was one of the classic school. He was

on every occasion studious of expressing himself, whether in

Latin or Italian, in choice and elegant language, ever selecting

and weighing his expressions with a twofold regard to meaning

and form, and explaining himself in a low voice, and with tedi-

ous caution.

Often it was no easy matter for a man to know how he stood

with him. It was thouo;ht at times that one mio-ht venture to

conclude that instead of meaning what he said, he meant rather

tlie reverse. But this conjecture did not always fall true. Those

who knew him intimately remarked that he hoped best to gain

1 In the Lettres et Memoires d'Estat par Guill. Ribier, Paris 16G6, ono finds a

number of samples of his negotiations, and their character, from 1537 to 1540, and
from 1547 to 1549, in the despatches of the Frcncli ambassadors. Matteo Dandolo
dii'ectly describes them, "Relatione di Roma 1551, d. 20 Junii, in senatii," MS. in

my possession. " II negotiare con P. Paolo fu giudicato ad ogn'un diiRcile, perche ei'a

tardissimo nel parlare, perche non voleva mai proferire parola che non fusse elegante

et exquisita, cosi nella volgare come nella latina e greca, che di tuttc tre ne faceva

profcssione (I don't suppose he often aiegotiated in Greek) e mi aveva scoperto di

quel poco che io ne intendeva. E perche era A'ccchissimo, parlava bassissimo et era

longhissimo, ne volea negar cosa che scgli addimandasse : ma ne anche (volea) che
I'uomo che negotiava seco potesseesser securodi haverehavuto da S. 8=* il si piu che

il no, perche lei voleva stai"si sempre in I'avantaggio di poter ncgare e concedcre :

per il che sempre si risolveva tardissimamente, quando volea negare."—[Negotiat-

ing with Paul was thought difficult by every one, for he wa.s very slow of speech,

for lie never liked to utter a word that was not elegant and exquisite, in the ver-

nacular as well as in Latin and Greek, all three of which he pi'ofessed to speak, and
explained to me what little I have understood. And also because he was very okl,

spoke in the lowest tone, and was very tai'dy. not wishing to refuse the things that

v/ei'c asked of him : but neither, too, did he like that the person with whom lie ne-

gotiated should be secure of having had from his Holiness the yes rather tlian the

no, for he wished always to retain the advantage of refusing and conceding, and be-

cause he always came to a decision witli the utmost slowness, when he wished to

refuse a request.]
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an object by saying nothing about it, touching neither on the

case itself, nor on the persons whom it concerned.^ For it was

not less observed in him, that he never would allow an object to

drop, after being once contemplated. Whatever he once took

in hand he hoped to carry through, if not at the moment, at some

future time, under altered circumstances, and in a different way.

It was not inconsistent with such a character, so wide in the

range of its calculations, so attentive to all that was passing

around him, and so mysteriously considerate, that in addition to

the powers of this earth, those of heaven also should enter into

his calculations. The influence of the stars on the success of

human efforts, was at that time little doubted, and Paul III.

would hold no important meeting of the consistory, would un-

dertake no journey, without selecting the proper days, and con-

sulting the constellations.^ An alliance with France found an

obstacle in the want of conformity between the king's nativity

and that of the pope. This pope felt himself placed, it would

seem, amid a thousand mutually opposing influences; not only

the earthly ones of this world, but the celestial, proceeding from

a configuration of the stars ; and he desired to pay due regard to

both, to avert their disfavour, to take advantage of their favour,

and betwixt all the rocks that threatened him on every side, to

steer adroitly to his aim.

Let us consider how he attempted this, if success attended his

efforts, if at last he really surmounted the antagonist forces of

the general convulsion, or if he too were overpowered by them.

He succeeded, indeed, even in the first years of his adminis-

tration, in effecting a league between Charles V. and the Vene-

tians, against the Turks. To this measure he warmly pressed

the Venetians, and on this occasion a hope was entertained even

of seeing the Christian frontiers extended as far as Constantin-

ople.

The only formidable obstacle to this undertaking, lay mean-

1 Remarks of CI. Carpi and Marcjarcthens, "che son los," says Mendoza, "que
mas platica tienon dc su condicion,"—[who arc the persons that have the best

knowledge of his disposition.]

2 Mendoza. " Es venida la cosa a qvie ay muy pocos cardcnalos, que eoncierten

ncgocios, aunqiie sea para comprar una carga de lena, sino es o por medio de algun

astrologo o hechizero."—[Matters caine to such a condition that very few even of

the cardinals would conduct ;iny negotiations, even were it only to jturchase a cargo

of wood, unless by the assistance of some astrologer or wizard.] About the pope

liimself wc find the most unquestionable details.
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while in the renewed hostilities betwixt Charles V. and Francis

I. The pope spared no pains in trying to compose this mutual

animosity, and the conference that was held between the two

princes at Nice, where he likewise appeared, was brought about

entirely by him. The Venetian ambassador, who was on the

spot, cannot find words sufficiently to commend the zeal and

patience shown there by the pope. It was only after extraor-

dinary efforts, and at the last moment, while he was threatening

to leave the place, that he finally succeeded in mediating a

truce.^ He effected a mutual approach between the two princes,

which, very soon after that, seemed to grow into a sort of inti-

macy.

While the pope was thus promoting the common interest,

still he did not neglect his own affairs. The latter, it was ob-

served, he contrived always to connect with the former, and then

simultaneously advanced both. The Turkish war gave him the

opportunity of confiscating Camerino. It should in fairness have

been united with Urbino. The last Varana, heiress of Camerino,

was married to Guidobaldo II. who entered on the government

of Urbino in 1538.^ But the pope declared that Camerino could

not be inherited through a female line. The Venetians might

fairly have been expected to support the duke whose ancestors

had always enjoyed their protection, and served in their armies;

and even now they interceded for him with much urgency and

warmth ; but the war made them hesitate about doing more.

They dreaded lest the pope should call in the assistance of the

emperor or of France, and shrewdly bethought themselves that

were he to obtain the emperor's aid, the latter could accomplish

the less against the Turks, while were he to obtain that of

France, the peace of Italy might be jeoparded, and the condition

of that country rendered still more dubious and solitary ;^ and so

they abandoned the duke to his fate. He was forced to relin-

quish Camerino, and the pope invested his grandson, Octavius,

with it. For already had his family risen to splendour and

power. How advantageous to him had been the conference at

1 Relatione del Cl™° M. Niccolo Ticpolo del convcnto di Nizza. Tnfomiatt. poli-

ticlie VI. (Berlin Library.) There \:i to be found an old edition of it also.

2 Adrian! Istorie 68 H.

3 The deliberations are given in the Commentaiy on the Turkish war above re-

ferred to, and which is on this account particularly interesting.
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Nice ! At the very time when it was in progress, his son Peter

Lewis obtained Novara and the territory attached to it from the

emperor, and the latter irrevocably determined to marry his

natural daughter Margaret, after the deatli of Alexander Medici,

to Octavius Farnese. We can believe the pope when he says,

that he had not passed over to the imperial party uncondition-

ally. He wished rather to form a no less intimate connection

with Francis I. The king too entered into this, and when at

Nice, promised him the duke of Vendome, a prince of the blood,

for his grand-daughter Victoria.^ Paul III. felt gratified at this

connection with the two greatest houses in the world ; he was

very susceptible of the honour it involved; he spoke of it in the

consistory. Nor could his spiritual ambition fail to be flattered

by his occupying, between the two potentates, a position which

enabled him to establish peace, and to mediate in case of differ-

ences arising betwixt them.

But the further development of these events was not so pro-

pitious. It was far from being the case that any advantages

were gained over the Osmans, and Venice had to accede to an

unfavourable peace. Francis I. afterwards recalled the promise

which he had personally made, and although the pope never

abandoned the hope of actually effecting a family alliance with

the house of Valois, the negotiations for that purpose became

tediously protracted. The good understanding which the pope

first introduced between the emperor and the king, seemed likely,

indeed, for a while, to become more and more intimate ; it even

at one time gave rise to a certain peevish jealousy on the part

of the pope ; he already complained that after having established

that good understanding, he was now slighted on account of it;'

1 Grignan, Ambassadeur du Roi de France a Rome, au Connetable. Ribier I.

p. 251. " Monseigneur, sa dite Saintet6 a iin meryeilleux dcsir du inariage de Ven-
dosrae : cai* il s'cn est entierement declare a moy, disant que pour estre sa nieco

unique ct taut aimee de luy, il no dcsii-olt apres le bien de la Clixesticnt^ autre

chose plus que voir sa dite niece mai-i6e en France, dont le dit scigTieur (le roi) luy

avoit tenu propos a Nice ct apres Vous, Monseigneur, lui en avicz parle."—[Grignan,

ambassador of the king of France at Rome, to the Constable. Ribier I. p. 251.

My Lord, liis said Holiness has a marvellous wish for a mai-rlage with Vendome

:

for he has fully declared himself to me about it, saying that she being his only niece*

and so much beloved by him, next to the weal of Christendom, he desired nothing

more than to sec his snid niece married in France, about which the said lord (the

king) had made propositions to huu at Nice, and after you, my Lord, had spoken

about it.

a Grignan, 7 March 1539. Ribier I. 40G. Le cardinal de Boulogne au Roi 20

• The reader is no doubt aware that Oie natural cliildren and grandchildren of the popes are, from motives of licli-

ciey, called ni;phews mid niecea. For " Ills Holiness" to speak about liis bastards, would never do. Tit

.
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nevertheless it was but all too soou dissolved again, and hostili-

ties commenced afresh. The pope then aspired to new objects.

Previous to this, he had ever openly maintained to his friends,

and even given the emperor to understand, that Milan belonged

to the French, and that it ought in point of justice to be restored

to them.'^ This opinion he gradually abandoned. From Cardi-

nal Carpi, who of all the cardinals had most of his confidence, we
find, that, far from that, he made a proposal to Charles V. point-

ing a very difierent way.^

"The emperor," he says in it, " must not aim at being a mere

earl, duke, or prince, he must be emperor and that alone; he

ought to have not many provinces, but great vassals. His good

fortune had ceased since he took possession of Milan. He can-

not well be advised to restore it to Francis I. whose thirst for

conquest he should thereby only stimulate, but he ought also not

to retain it.^ This alone made him enemies, that he was suspected

of attempting to bring foreign countries into subjection to him-

self. Were he to do away with that suspicion, were he to be-

stow Milan on some particular duke, Francis I. would no longer

find any adherents ; he, the emperor, on the contrary, would find

Germany and Italy devoted to him ; his banners he might carry

to the most remote nations, and associate his name, such is the

expression, with immortality."

But if the emperor was neither to relinquish Milan to the

French nor to keep it himself, on whom was he now to bestow

that dukedom ? To the pope it seemed no unreasonable escape

Avi-il 1539. lb. p. 44.5. The pope told him "qu'il estoit fort estonnfi, vcu la pcino
et travail qu'il avoit pris pour vous appointor, Vous et I'Empcrcur, quo vous le

laissicz ainsi avriere."—[That he was much amazed, considering the pains and labour
it had cost him, to bring about a settlement of your differences, your's and the em-
peror's, that you should now leave him behind.]

1 M. A. Contarini also has stated this in his report.

2 Discurso del Rev""" Cl'^ di Carpi del 1543 (though probably a year earlier) a
Carlo V. Cesare del modo del domiuare. Bibl. Corsini, n. 443.

3 " Se la M. V. dello state di Milano le usassc cortesia, non tanto si spegncrebbc
quanto si accenderebbe la sete sua : si chc e moglio di annarsi di quel ducato contra
di lui.—V. M. ha da esser certa, die, non per affcttionc che altri abbia a questo re,

ma per interesse particolare, e la Germania e I'ltalia, sincho da tal sospetto non
saranno liberate, sono per sostentare ad ogni lor potere la potcntia di Francia."—[If
your Majesty were to make a com]ilimcnt of the state of Milan, you \v<»ii!d not so
much extinguish as cntlamc his thirst . indeed it were better to take u]) aims for

that duchy against him.—Your Majesty may be assured that, not lor any affection

entertained by others for this king, but for their own interests, both Germany and
Italy, in case of their not being freed from tliat suspicion, are for sustaining tlio

power of Franco with all their might.]

I. 2 A
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from this difficulty, for it to be transferred to his grandson, the

emperor's son-in-law. He had already hinted this in previous

missions. At a new conference held with the emperor at Bus-

seto, he formally proposed it.

The pope in his ideas was very far-seeing, if it be true that he

thought also of a marriage between his grand-daughter and the

heir of Piedmont and Savoy, so that his grand-children would

have reigned on both sides the Po, on both sides the Alps.^ In

Bussetto everything concerning Milan was earnestly considered,

and the pope cherished the liveliest hopes. The marquis of

Basto, governor of Milan, whom he had gained over, with char-

acteristic credulity and love of show, already appeared one day

Avith a carefully prepared sj^eech, for the purpose of accompany-

ing Margaret, as his future lady, to Milan. I find that the

negotiation was broken off in consequence of some excessive de-

mands on the part of the emperor.^ Yet it is difficult to be-

lieve that the latter could, at any price, ever have been inclined

to abandon to foreign influence a principality so important, and

so well situate.

For, in addition to this, the position which the Farneses had

assumed to themselves, was full of danger to him. Of the Ital-

ian provinces governed or influenced by Charles, there was none

in which the existing government had not been necessarily

founded in violence, or at least established by force. Every-

1 Dandolo ; Relatione di Francia 1545 : " Si e dubitato, che S.S'* fosse per tener

con Cesare in queste trattationi massime a beneficio de U duca di Savoglia, col quale

gli voleva dar la nepote."—[Howevei- it is doubted, that his Holiness would be for

keeping, in these negotiations with the emperor, chiefly to what was to be for the

advantage of the Duke of Savoy, to whom he wished to give his niece.] In France
people expressed themselves on this subject in the Uveliest manner (gagliardc parole).

2 Pallavicini has directly denied these negotiations. Thei-e is room for doubt
perhaps from what Muratori also says about them (Annali d'ltalia X. II. 51). Ho
relies on historians who may possibly have WTitten from hearsay. But the matter
is set at rest bj^ a letter from Girolamo Guicciardini to Cosmo !Mcdici, Cremona,
26th June, 1543, in the Medici Archives at Florence. Granvelle himself siiokc of

it. " S. M^mostrava non esser allena, quando per la parte del papa fiissino

adempiute le larghe offerte eran state pi-oferte dal duca di Castro sin a Geneva."

—

[His Majesty showed that he was not averse, as soon as there should bo i'lilfilled on
the part of the pope the ample offers that had been proffered by the duke di Castro

(extending) even to Genoa.] I know not what offers these might have been, yet they

were too niucli for the ])ope. According to Gosselini. who was secretary to Ferdi-

nand Gonzaga, the emjjei-or at his departure dreaded "die in voigendo egli le spalle

(i Farnesi) non pensassero ad occiiparln." (Vita di Don Ferrando p. iv.)—[Lest in

following him the Farneses might think of engrossing him.] (Life of Don Ferdi-

nand, p. iv.)—On this subject wo find very co]>ious details in a still unpublished

biography of Basto, to be found in tlie Chigi 1/ibrary at Rome.
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where, in Milan as well as Naples, in Florence, Genoa, and

Siena, there were malcontents belonging to the vanquished party.

Rome and Venice were full of emigrants. The Farneses did not

see, in their near connection with the emperor, any reason for

refraining from allying themselves with these parties, which,

though kept down, it is true, yet never ceased to be really

powerful from the importance of their chiefs, their wealth, and

the number of their adherents. At the head of the victors stood

the emperor ; the vanquished looked for an asylum to the pope.

Innumerable secret threads knit them together; they never

ceased to hold a visible or invisible connection with France

;

they were continually suggesting new plans and enterprises.

These related sometimes to Siena, sometimes to Genoa, some-

times to Lucca. How often did the pope seek to gain a footing

in Florence too, and to find admission there ! But in the young

duke Cosmo, he found the very man that could best oppose him.

With stern self-reliance Cosmo expresses himself on this sub-

ject thus ;
" The pope, who has succeeded in so many enterprises,

has nothing further so much at heart as to be capable of doing

something in Florence also, and to estrange this city from the

emperor, but he shall descend with that wish into the grave.""

In a certain respect, the emperor and the pope stood at all

times opposed to each other, as the heads of two factions. Had
the former married his daughter into the family of the pope, it

had only been that he might have a check upon him, and as he

himself said, that he might maintain the existing state of things

in Italy. The pope, on the other hand, wanted to make this

alliance with the emperor subservient to his acquiring some

advantages from the imperial power. His family he hoped to

aggrandize by availing himself at once of the emperor's protec-

tion, and of the assistance of his opponents. In reality there

was still a Gibelline and a Guelph party, the one holding ever

to the side of the emperor, the other to that of the pope.

Notwithstanding all this, in 1545, we find the two chiefs

again on friendly terms. Margaret's hopes of being a mother,

1 Letter of Cosmo's, found in the Mcdiccan Arcliivcs. Furtlier in 1537. "Al
papa non c restato altra vo;;lia in questo mondo so non disporrc di questo stato e
levarlo dalJa divotione dciriniporatore," Ac.—[To the pope tiicrc remains no other

object to be wislied for in tliis world, unless it be to dispose of this state, and to

remove it from its devotion to tlie emi>eror," &c
]
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the prospect of soon having a descendant of the emperor's in

their family, made the Farneses feel a fresh cordiality towards

Charles V. Cardinal Alexander Farnese repaired to him at

Worms. This formed one of Paul III/s most important mis-

sions. The cardinal once more succeeded in appeasing the em-

peror''s displeasure. He endeavoured to exculpate his brother

and himself from some things that had been alleged against

them ; with respect to others he prayed that they might be for-

given, and engaged that for the future they should all be obe-

dient servants and sons to his Majesty. The emperor replied

that in that case he would treat them as his own children.

Thereupon they began to converse on matters of the deepest

importance. They talked about the war with the Protestants

and the council. It Vv^as agreed that the latter should be brought

about without delay. In case of the emperor determining to

employ arms against the Protestants, the pope came under a

formal compact, to aid him with all his forces and with all his

treasure," even to the selling of his crown, should that be found

necessary."^

In fact, the council was opened that same year, and here for

the first time we fully perceive how this result was brought

about. War too commenced in 154!6. The pope and the em-

peror combined for the purpose of annihilating the league of

Smalchalden, which made it not much less difficult for the em-

peror to govern the empire, than it was for the pope to govern

the church. The pope furnished money and troops.

The emperor made it his object to combine the force of arms

with pacificatory negotiations. While he employed war in i-ein-

1 Granvelle himself supplies us M'itli authentic infonnation. " Dispaccio ili l\Ion-

signox' di Cortona al Duca di Fiorenza. Vorraatia, 2!) Maggio 1545. (Granvclla)

mi concluse in somma ch'el cardinale era venuto per giustificarsi d'alounc cakimnie,

c supplica S. M. che quando non potesse intei-amente discolparc I'attioni passate di

N™ Slgnore sue e di sua casa, ella si degnasse rimettorlo c non nc toner conto. Ex-
pose di piu, in case che S. M. si risolvesse di sbattere per via d'arnie, pcrehe per

giustitia non si vcdcva quasi modo alcuno, li Lutei'ani, S. Beatitudine concorrera

con ogni somma di denari."—[Despatch from Monsignor di Cortona to tlie duhe of

Florence. Worms, 29th May, 1545. (Granvelle) convinced me in a word that the

cardinal had come to justify himself with respect to some calumnies, and besought

his Majesty that, since he could not entirely exculpate the past deeds of our Lord

(the po])c) nor his own and those of his house, lie would deign to pardon and make
no account of them. lie further stated that in the event of his Majesty resolving

to attack the Lutherans with arms, because it seemed as if there were no way of

doing so in the way ol'justicc, his Beatitude would concui* with all the money ho

could raise.]
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ing in the disobedience of the Protestants, the council was to

determine ecclesiastical controversies, and, above all, to proceed

with reforms which might make it in some measure possible for

the Protestants to yield submission.

The success of the war exceeded all expectation. At first

Charles might have been given up for lost, but in the most dan-

gerous posture of his affairs, he resolutely maintained his ground

;

in the autumn of 1 546 he saw the whole of Upper Germany in

his hands ; cities and princes rivalled each other in submitting

to him ; the moment seemed to have come when the Protestant

party in Germany might be subdued, and when the entire North

might again be made Roman Catholic.

At such a crisis, what was it that the pope did I

He recalled his troops from the imperial army ; the council

which at this very time was to fulfil its object, and to commence

its pacificatory movements, he transferred from Trent, where it

had been appointed to meet at the instance of the Germans, and

pretending that an infectious disease had broken out there, he

summoned it to meet in his second capital, Bologna.

There is no doubt as to his object in this. Once more did

the political tendencies of the popedom run counter to those of

the Romish church. He had never desired seeing the whole of

Germany conquered and laid prostrate at the emperor''s feet. It

was something very different that his nice calculations had led

him to look for. It is true he may have believed that some suc-

cess on the emperor's part would prove for the advantage of the

Roman catholic church; but therewithal, as he himself admits,

he doubted not that he should see him encounter numberless

difficulties, and entangle himself in perplexities, which would

secure to him, the pope, on his side, more ample freedom for pur-

suing his own objects. Fortune mocked at his designs. He now

had reason to fear, and had his attention directed to it by

France, that this preponderance of power would indirectly affect

Italy, and but too soon make itself sensibly felt by him, in spi-

ritual as well as in secular concerns. But, besides this, his

anxieties with respect to the council increased. It had long

oj>presscd him already;^ he had ere now had thoughts about dis-

1 " Lo mome an monio."—[The same to the same] Ribicr, I. 037. " S. S. a
entcmhi que le cUic de Saxc sc trouve fort, dont olio a tel contentement, enmmo
cehiy qui cstime le coinnuin ennomy ostre par ccs nioyons reteiui d'executcr ses en-
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solving it ; now, however, the prelates of the imperial party, ren-

dered more and more courageous by victory, took a particularly

bold step. Under the name of censures, the Spanish bishops

proposed some articles which collectively had for their object a

diminution of the papal authority; the reformation which Rome
had always so much dreaded, seemed no longer to admit being

delayed.

It seems strange, yet nothing is more true, that at the very

moment that all northern Germany shuddered at the re-intro-

duction of the papal government, the pope felt himself to be in

league with the Protestants. He showed his satisfaction at the

advance made by the electoral prince, John Frederick, against

duke Maurice, and desired nothing more eagerly than that that

prince might be able to hold out against the emperor. He sent

to Francis 1. who was already endeavouring to combine the

whole world in a league against Charles, expressly exhorting him
" to support those who were not utterly beaten." Again he

deemed it likely that the emperor would have to encounter the

greatest difficulties, and have his hands occupied for a long while.

" In this," says the French deputy, " the wish was father to the

thought."

But he deceived himself as he had done before. The emper-

or's good fortune defeated all his calculations. Charles obtained

a victory at Muhlberg; he carried off with him the two heads of

the Protestant party as prisoners, and could now direct his eye

to Italy more keenly than ever.

For most profoundly, as may be supposed, did the conduct

of the pope wound his feelings. He saw through his purposes

very well. " The object of his Holiness since the first," he

writes to his ambassador, " has been to entangle us in this un-

dertaking, and then to leave us in the lurch."^ The recal of the

treprises, et connoist-on bien qu'il seroit utile sous-main d'entretenir ccux qui luy
r6sistent, disant que vous ne soauriez foire d6pense plus utile."—[His Holiness has
heard that the duke of Saxony finds himself strong, and at this has all the satisfac-

tion of one who calculates that the commoia enemy is by these means restrained

from executing his enterprises, and it is well known that it would be useful to give
underhand sujiport to those who resist him, saying that you could not lay out money
more usefully.]

1 Copia de la carta que S. M. scrivio a Don Diego de TMondoga a XI. de Hebrero,
1547 aos. " Quanto mas yva el dieho (prosjiero suceso) adelante, mas nos eonfirnia-

vamos en crelier que fuese verdad lo que antes se havia savido de la intencion y
inclinacion de S.S. y lo que se dezia (es) qiic su fin h.avia side por ombaraear nos en
lo que estavamoa y dexarnos en ello con sus liiica, desinos y platicas, pero que, aun-
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papal troops was not of so much consequence. Ill paid, and on

that account defective in point of obedience and discipline, they

had never been of much avail. But the removal of the council

from Trent to Bologna, was of the utmost importance. It is

wonderful how on this occasion too, the disagreement between

the popedom and the empire, proceeding from the political posi-

tion of the former, came in aid of the Protestants. Now it was

that means might well have been found for compelling them to

submit to the council. But as the council itself had split in two,

for the imperial bishops remained in Trent, and as -no common

decisions, of a valid kind, could now be adopted, no man could

be compelled to give his adhesion. The emperor had to submit

to see the most essential part of his plans come to nothing, in

consequence of his being deserted by his ally. Not only did he

continue to urge the recal of the ecclesiastical convention to

Trent, he gave ont, " that he would come to Rome and hold the

council there himself."

Paul III. gathered up all his energies ;
" the emperor is

powerful," said he, " but we too are able for something ; and we

still have some friends." The long-talked of alliance with France

was now concluded ; Horatio Farnese was affianced to the natu-

ral daughter of Henry II. and no means were left untried in

order to gain over the Venetians next, to join a common league.

All the refugees began to bestir themselves. Just at the right

time disturbances broke out in Naples, and a Neapolitan deputy

made his appearance, with a request that the pope would protect

his vassals in that quarter, nor were there wanting Cardinals

who recommended him to agree to this.

Once more did the Italian factions begin to eye each other.

They stood the more directly opposed to each other, from the

two chiefs being now in open dissension. On the one side there

were the governors of Milan aud Naples, the Medici in Florence,

que pcsassc a S.S. y a otros, cs])oravamos con la ayuda de N. S. aunquc sin la de

S. S., guiar csta impresa a buen camino." Copy of a letter wTitten by Ilis Ma-
jesty to Don Diego dc Mendoza, P'ebruary 11, 1517.—[However niueh our ailairs

prospered, the more were we confirmed In believing the truth of what we had forni-

cvly learned of the intention and inclination of hits Holiness, and in fact it may I)o

said, that his object was to embarrass us in the position in which we were placed,

and leave us therewith his cunning aims, designs, and practices; nevertheless,

though it was of importance to his Holiness and others, we hoped, with the aid of

our lyord, even without that of his Holiness, to bring this enteq)rise to a satisfac-

tory conclusion.]
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the Dorias in Genoa ; Don Digo Mendoza, imperial ambassador

at Rome, might be regarded as their centre ; they had still in

all quarters a strong body of Gibbeliue adherents ; and, on the

other hand, there was the pope and the Fames es, the refugees

and the malcontents, a newly formed Orsinish party, and the

dependents of the French. For the one, there was that part of

the council which remained in Trent; for the other, that which

had gone to Bologna.

The hatred which these parties bore to each other, soon dis-

played itself in an act of violence.

The pope had taken advantage of his intimate connection with

the emperor, to bestow upon his son Peter Luigi Parma and

Placeutia, as a dukedom, holding feudally of the papal see. He
could no longer venture on such a measure with the recklessness

of a Leo or an Alexander. Accordingly he restored Camerino

and Nepi to the church ; and endeavoured to demonstrate, by a

calculation of the expense incurred in guarding that frontier for-

tress, the interest which his son would have to pay for the same,

and the revenues of the restored territories, that the exchequer

would suffer no loss. But it was only by addressing himself to

the cardinals individually, that he could persuade them to con-

sent, and even then he could not succeed with them all. Some

spoke openly against it; others intentionally staid away from

the meeting of the consistory at which the matter was to be con-

sidered ; Oaraffa was seen that day making a solemn visitation

of the seven churches.^ Neither was the emperor in favour of

it ; he wished at least that the dukedom should be given to his

son-in-law Octavius, to whom Camerino likewise belonged." He
allowed it to pass because he stood in need of the pope's friend-

ship, but he never approved of it ; he knew Peter Luigi but too

well. It was the very son of the pope that held in his hand all

the threads of the secret leagues formed among the Italian oppo-

sitionists. None doubted of his being privy to the attempt

made by Fiesco at Genoa, and that ho had assisted the power-

1 Bromato : Vita di Paolo IV. II. 222.

2 Tlie negotiations respecting tliis, commence with Mcndoza's letter of 20th

November, 1517. The pope says that lie liad granted the investiture to Peter

Ijouis, because the cardinals had preferred this ; and " haviendo de vivir tampoco

eonio mostrava su indisposicion,—[liavhig so short a time to live, as his indisposi-

tion clearly showed.]
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fill leader of the Florentine emigrants, Peter Strozzi, after an

unsuccessful attack upon Milan, to cross the Po at a moment of

the utmost urgency, and alone effected his deliverance. It was

conjectured that he himself had an eye to the possession of

Milan.'

One day the pope, who considered himself as at all times under

the influence of propitious stars, and that he could conjure all

the storms that threatened him, appeared at the audience in par-

ticularly good spirits ; he recounted the prosperous events of his

past life, and compared himself in this respect with Tiberius;

on that very day, his son, the possessor of his acquisitions, the

prop of his fortunes, was assaulted by conspirators at Placentia,

and murdered.^

The authors of the crime were the Gibellines of that city, who
had become offended and exasperated at the violent measures of

the duke, one of the severely governing princes of that time, who
made it his special object to secure the obedience of the nobility;

but as it was the universal impression at the time that the go-

vernor of Milan, Ferdinand Gonzaga, was concerned in the plot,^

we can hardly doubt that such was the case. Gronzaga's biogra-

pher, who was his confidential secretary at the time, and who
endeavours to exculpate him, asserts that no more was intended

than that Farnese should be made prisoner, not that he should

be murdered.'* I find in some manuscripts a still closer hint,

yet must not at once believe them, that the emperor had been

previously apprized of the plot. At all events the imperial

troops hastened forwards to take possession of Placentia; they

gave practical effect to the claims of the empire to the possession

of that city. This was in some wise a retaliation for the breaches

of engagement committed by the pope in the Smalkaldic war.

1 Gossellini : Vita di FeiT. Gonzaga p. 20. Segni : Storie Fiorentine, p. 292.

" Mcndocja al enipcrador, 18 Sept. 1517. " Gast6 la mayoi' pai'te del tempo" (on
tliat day) " en contar sus felieidades y compararse a Tibeiuo imperador." [See the
text.]

3 " Compertum habemus Fcrdinandiim esse autorem."

—

[We have discovered
that Ferdinand was the author,] said the pope in the consistory. " Extrait du
consistoirc tenu par N. S. Pere."—[Extract from tlie consistory held by our Holy
Father,] in a despatch from Morvillier, Venice, 7th Sept. 154.7. Ribier, II. Gl.

4 Gossellini, p. 45. " Ne I'imperatore ne U. Fernando, come di natiu'a magnani-
mi, consentirono mai alia morte del ducaPier Luigi Fai'ncse, anzi feceroogni opera
di salvarlo, comandando in specialita a congiurati die vivo il tenesscro."—[Neither
the emperor nor B. Ferdinand, as Itoing naturally magnanimous, ever consented to

the death of duke Peter Lewis Farnese ; on the contrary they did everything to save

him, specially enjoining the conspirators to take him alive.]

I. 2b
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Affairs now assumed a posture altogether without a parallel.

It was pretended to be known that Alexander Farnese had

said, that he could help himself by nothing so well as the death

of some of the imperial ministers ; he could not rid himself of

them by violence ; he must have recourse to stratagem. While

in consequence of this, these were endeavouring to secure them-

selves from poison, some Corsican ruffians were apprehended at

Milan, and brought to confess, truly or falsely I will not under-

take to say, that they had been hired by the pope"'s relations to

murder Ferdinand Gonzaga. At least Gronzaga was anew highly

exasperated. He said that he must secure his life in the best

way he could, and nothing further remained for him but to rid

himself of two or three of these enemies of his, with his own or

some other hand.^ Mendoza thought, then will all the Span-

iards in Rome be put to death ; the populace secretly instigated

to fall upon them ; and the deed, when done, will be excused on

the ground of the impossibility of restraining them.

A reconciliation was not to be thought of It might have

been wished that the emperor's daughter should interpose her

good offices to that effect. But she had never felt happy in the

Farnese family ; she despised a husband who was much younger

than herself; she revealed his bad qualities without compunction

to the ambassador, and said she would rather cut off her child-

ren's heads than apply to her father about anything that could

displease him.

Mendoza's correspondence with the emperor lies before me.

It were no easy matter to find anything like the tenor of these

letters, in point of profound hatred, restrained on both sides, yet

on the part of both evident. It displays a sense of superiority,

brimful of bitterness; of contempt, which is nevertheless on its

guard ; a feeling of distrust such as one cherishes towards an ill-

doer of no common sort.

If in this state of things, the pope looked for some support,

some assistance, France alone could secure it to him.

In fact we find him occasionally discussing the relaitons of

France with the Roman see, for hours at a time, in the presence

of the French ambassador, and of cardinals Guise and Farnese.

1 Mendoga al Enip. " Don Ilemando procurara do ascgurar su vida come mcjor
pndierc, hechando a parte dos o tres di cstos o per su niano o por niauo de otros."

—[See the text.]
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" In old books," says he, " I have read, during my cardinalship,

I heard from others, and have found by experience since being

pope myself, that the holy see has ever been powerful and flour-

ishing, when allied with France, but has suffered losses as soon

as it was otherwise; I can never forgive LeoX., my predecessor

Clement, I cannot forgive myself, for having on any occasion

favoured the emperor ; but now I have resolved to unite myself

for ever with France. I hope to live long enough to leave the

papal see devoted to the French king ; fain would I make him

the first prince in the world ; I will indissolubly attach my own

family to him."^

He contemplated forming an alliance with France, Switzer-

land, and Venice, first to be a defensive league, of which, how-

ever, he himself says, that it was the door to an offensive one.^

The French calculated that their friends, when united, would

procure for them as extensive a territory in Italy as that which

the emperor possessed there, and that the whole Orsinish party

would anew devote their lives and property to the king. The

Farneses thought that within the Milanese territory they might

at least count upon Cremona and Pavia ; the Neapolitan refugees

promised to bring into the field 15,000 men, and forthwith to

deliver up Aversa and Naples. The pope warmly entered into

all these projects. We first apprized the French ambassador of

an attack upon Genoa. He would have no objection were a

league to be formed with the grand seignior or with Algiers, for

the purpose of making the conquest of Naples. Edward VI. had

just ascended the throne of England, and an unquestionably

protestant government had taken the helm of its affairs, still the

pope not the less recommended Henry II. (of France) to make

peace with England, " in order," he said, "to be able to carry

1 Guise au roy, 31 Oct. 1547. Ribicr, II. 15.

2 Guise au roy, 11 Nov. 1547. Ribicr, II. 81. " Sire, il scuible au pape, a ce
qu'il m'a (lit, qu'il doit comracnccr a vous i'aire declaration de son aniitie par vous
pr6scntcr luy et toute sa niaison : et pource qu'ils n'aui'oient puissance de vous faire

BCi-vice ny vous aider a offenser si vous prcmierement vous ne les aidez a dC'fendi*e,

il luy a semble devoir commcnccr par la ligue defensive, laquelle il dit ostre la vraye
portc de I'cffensive."—[Guise to the king, &c. Sire, it seems gciod to tlie ])ope, from
what he has told me, that he ought to begin to make you a declaration of his friend-

ship by presenting to you himself and all his family : and as they should be xinable

to serve you or to aid you in taking the offensive, if you do not first aid tliem in

defending themselves, it appears to liim that there should be a defensive league in

the first instance, the which, he says, is the true opening for the offensive.] The
whole subsequent correspondence bears upon this.
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into effect other objects involving the best interests of Christen-

dom."'

Thus fierce was the pope's enmity towards the emperor ; so

close was his connection with the French ; so extensive were the

prospects he entertained ; and yet he never completed his alliance,

never took the final step.

The Venetians were perfectly amazed. " The pope," said

they, " is attacked in his dignity, is insulted in his hlood, is

plundered of the chief possession of his family ; he should snatch

at any alliance, on any condition ; notwithstanding, after so

many causes of offence, we see him procrastinate and waver."

Generally speaking, when a man is oftended, he runs into ex-

treme measures. Yet there are natures in which this is not the

case, which even when they feel themselves most deeply hurt,

still pause and ponder, not because the passion of revenge is less

strong in them, but because the consciousness of another's supe-

riority holds a more powerful mastery over them ; the sagacity

that sees far into the future, preponderates in them
; great re-

verses, instead of stimulating them, make them dispirited, vacil-

lating, and weak.

The emperor was too powerful to need to apprehend anything

serious from the Farneses. He pursued his course without pay-

ing any regard to them. He solemnly protested against the

sittings of the council at Bologna, declaring beforehand, as null

and void, whatever should be transacted there. In 1548, he

published the Interim in Germany. However intolerable it

seemed to the pope that the emperor should prescribe a form of

faith, however bitterly he complained of ecclesiastical property

being left to its present possessors, a measure in which cardinal

Farnese said he could point out seven or eight heresies," the

1 Frangois do Rohan au roy, 21 Feviucr, 1548. Ribier, IT. 117. " S.S. m'a
commande de vous faire entendre et eonseillcr de sa part, de rcgardcr les moyens que

vous pouvcz tenir pour vous mcttro en paix pour quclque temps avcc les Anglais,

afin que n'estant en tant d'endi-oits cmpesche vous puissiez jilus faci lenient cxocuter

vos desseins et entreprlscs pour le bien public de la Chrcsticnto."—[Francis of Ilohan

to the king, &c. Ilis Holiness has commanded mo to give you to luulerstand, and
to counsel you on his part, to look to the means you can take advantage of for put-

ting yourself at peace for some time with the English, in ordei' that by not having

hindrances in so jnany places, you maymoi-e easily execute your designs and enter-

prises for the public good of Christendom.]

8 " llazcr intender a V. M. como en el interim ay 7o8 heregias." Mendooa 10

Juni 1548.—[Sec the text.] In the " Lcttere del commondatorc Annibal Caro
scritte al nome del C Farncso"—[Lettei"s of the commendator Annibal Caro, •wi'it-
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emperor would not allow himself to be bewildered. lu the Ciise

of Placentia too, he would not yield a hair breadth. The pope

first required that the possession should be restored; the emperor

maintained that he had a right to it as belonging to the empire.

The pope appealed to the treaty of 1521, in which these cities

were guaranteed to the Roman see ; the emperor pointed to the

"word investiture, as evidence of an intimation, on the part of the

empire, that it had rights of superiority over them. The pope

replied that the word was here employed in a different sense

from the feudal ; the emperor contested the point no farther, yet

he declared that his conscience would not allow him to restore

Placentia.''^

The pope would now have willingly taken up arms, leagued

himself with France, and put his friends and party in motion;

in Naples, Genoa, Siena, Placentia, even in Orbitello, the in-

trigues of his dependents might be observed, willingly would he

have revenged himself by some unexpected attack ; but on the

other hand, the emperor was too much his superior in point of

power, not to be extremely formidable, and he dreaded, above

all, his infiuence on ecclesiastical aftairs. He took care that a

council should be called which would declare itself as quite

against him, and even proceed to depose him. Mendoza asserts

that the plot of the Oorsicans against Ferdinand Gonzaga had

particularly alarmed him.

Be this as it may, this much is certain that he restrained

himself and concealed his resentment. The Farneses even be-

held, not unwillingly, the emperor take possession of Siena; they

hoped that he would give it to them as a compensation for their

losses. The oddest proposals were connected with this. "Let

the emperor make this concession," it was said to Mendoza, "the

pope must then bring back the council to Trent, and here not

only act agreeably to the wishes of the emperor in other matters,

ten in the name of cardinal Farncsc], whicli in other respects are composed with
gi'cat reserve, there is to l)e found nevertheless, I. G5, a letter to cardinal Sfondrato,
referring to the Interim, in which it is said :

" the emperor has committed a scan-

dalous oiTence in Chi-istendom ; he might indeed have taken in liand sometliLig'

better."

1 "Lettere del cardinal Farncse scritte al vescovo di Fano, nuntio al ini]>oratoro

Carlo, Infomiationi politichc XIX.,"— [Letters from cardinal Farnesc written to

the bishop of Fano, nuntio to the emperor Charles, political notices XIX,] and some
instructions of the popes and Farneses, ih. XII., reveal these negotiations, of wliich I

can touch upon the most important steps only.
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for example, solemnly recognise liis right to Burgundy, but

declare Charles V. to be his successor in the papal see." " For,"

said they, " Germany has a cold climate, Italy has a warm one;

and for the gout which the emperor suffers from, warm coun-

tries are most favourable,"^ I will not maintain that they were

in earnest in this; the old pope lived in the belief that the em-

peror would die before him, but we see how doubtful, and how
widely remote from the common order of things, were the paths

which their politics ventured upon.

Their movements and negotiations with the emperor did not

escape the notice of the French. We have a letter from the

constable Montmorency, full of wrath, in which he speaks with-

out reserve of the " hypocrisies, lies, aye of truly wicked tricks,"

practised at Rome against the king of France.^

At last, that he might do something, and at least gain some

fixed point in these struggles, the pope determined, as the right

to Placeutia was contested not only with his family, but even

with the church, to restore that dukedom immediately to the

latter. It was the first occasion on which he had ever done any-

thing against the interests of his grandsons. He doubted not

they would willingly reconcile themselves to it; he believed that

he had an unlimited authority over them ; he had ever praised

their stanch obedience, and considered himself fortunate in it.

But the difference was, that on all previous occasions he had

contended for their ostensible interests, whereas he now wished

to effect something which ran counter to tliese.^ They first tried

indirectly to turn him from his purpose. They caused it to be

represented to him that the day which he had appointed for the

consistory to meet, was an unlucky one ; it was Eochus day

;

1 Cardinal Garabava made this proposal to Mendoza at a secret conference held
in a church, ile said at least, " que liavia sci'ipto al papa algo desto y no lo liavia

tornado mal."— [Tliat he had wi-itten the pope somewhat about that, and he had
not taken it badly.]

3 Le eonncstable au roy, 1 Sept. 1548. (Ribier, II. 155.) " Le pape avec ses

ministres vous ont jusques-icy use de toutcs dissimulations, lesqucllcs ils ont depuis
quelque temps voulu couvrir de pur mensonj^e, pour en former une vraye meschaucet6,
puisqu'il faut que je rappello ainsi."—[The constable to the kino;, ttc. The pope
with his ministers have hitherto treated you with all dissimulations, which they
have since wished to cover with sheer lying, to make np a piece of real wickedness,
for such I must call it.]

3 Dandolo too assures us of liis fi.\ed resolution. " S.S. era al tutto A'olta a res-

tituir Panma alia chiesa."—[His Holiness was always for restoring Pai-ma to the
church.]
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the exchange with Camerino, which he wished to restore to them

by way of compensation, woukl be rather a loss to the church

;

they now met him with the reasons which he himself had form-

erly employed ; but they could only delay the matter, not pre-

vent it. At last Paul III. instructed the commandant at Par-

ma, Oamillo Orsino, to keep that city in the name of the church,

and to deliver it up to no man, be he who he might. After this

declaration, which left no further room for doubt, the Farneses

broke through all restraint. They would for no consideration

allow themselves to be robbed of a dukedom, which placed them

on an equal footing with the independent princes of Italy. Octa-

vius made an effort to get Parma into his hands by force or stra-

tagem, in defiance of the pope ; and he was only prevented from

attaining his object through the skill and resolution of the new

commandant. But what must have been the feelings of Paul

III. when he heard of it ? It was reserved for the old man to

find his grandsons, to whom he had been so affectionately de-

voted, and in bestowing favours on whom he had incurred the

censures of the world, now as his life was drawing to a close, were

rising against him ! Octavius was not to be diverted from his

purpose even by the failure of his attempt. He wrote directly

to the pope that if he were not to regain possession of Parma in

a friendly way, he would make peace with Ferdinand Gonzaga,

and try to take possession of it with the arms of the empire. In

fact, his negotiations with that mortal enemy of his house were

already far advanced, and a courier had been despatched with

definite proposals to the emperor.^ The pope loudly lamented

that he was betrayed by his own children ; that their doings

were such as would send him to the grave. He felt cut to the

quick by a report arising that he himself was surely privy to

the enterprises of Octavius, and had a share in them, which ran

counter to his assertions. He told cardinal Este, that never in

the course of his whole life had anything vexed him so much,

not even the death of Peter Luigi, or the occupation of Placen-

tia. But he would leave no room for the world to doubt what

sentiments he cherished.^ His sole comfort lay in the convic-

1 Gossellini : Vita cli FeiT. Gonzaga, p. G5.

2 Hippolji; cardinal de Forrare au roy, 22 Oct. 1.549. Ribicr, IT. 248. '_'S_.S.

m'a asseur6 n'avoir en sa vie cii chose, dont elle ait tant recen d'ennuy, i)our I'opin-

ion qu'eUe craint qu'on vcuillo prendre que cecy ait esto de son conseutenicnt."

—
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tion that cardinal Alexander Farnese, at least, was innocent and

devoted to him. But he came to know hy degrees that he who
enjoyed his utmost confidence, and who managed the great bulk

of affairs, was too well aware of what was doing, and gave it his

secret approval. This discovery broke his heart. On All-Souls

day, (Nov. 2d, 1449) with a heart surcharged with grief, he

imparted it to the Venetian ambassador. Desiring if possible

to divert his thoughts a little, he went next day to his vineyard

on Monte Cavallo. But he courted repose in vain. He sent

for cardinal Alexander; one word led to another; the pope was

in a state of extreme agitation ; he snatched the barret (cap)

from his nephew''s hands and threw it on the ground.^ The

court already anticipated a change. It was generally thought

that the pope would remove the cardinal from the administra-

tion. But it never went that leno-th. This violent mental a^-i-

tation, at the advanced age of 83, proved fatal to the pope him-

self. He immediately fell ill and died in a few days, on the

10th of Nov. 1549. Every one in Rome went to kiss his feet.

No less beloved than his grandsons were hated, people pitied him

for having been brought to the grave by the very persons to

whom he had shown the greatest kindness.

In Paul III. we see a man full of mind and talent, and re-

markable for his penetration and good sense, placed in the high-

est position that he could occupy. But how insignificant does

even one mighty mortal appear in the light of universal history.

[Ilippolyte cardinal of Ferrara to the king, <fcc. His Holiness has assured me that

lie never met with any thing in all his life that has so annoyed him, on account of

the notion he fears people may choose to take up that this has been with his con-

sent.]

1 Dandolo :
" II R,ev""> Farnese si risolse di non voler chc casa sua restasse priva

di Roma e se ne messe aUa forte. - - S. S. accortasi di qucsta contraoperatione del

Ilcv"i"> Farnese me la comunicd il di de' morti in gran parte con grandissima aniari-

tudine, e il di dietro la mattina per tempo se ne anclo alia sua vigna di monte Cavallo

per cercar transtuUo, dove si incolero per tal causa con esse Rev'"" Farnese. - - Gli

fu trovato tutto Tinteriore nettissuno, d'haver a viver aneor qualche anno, se non
clie nel core tregoccie di sangue agghiacciato (was nun wolil cin Irrthum ist), giudi-

casi dal moto deUa colera."—[The most Rev. Farnese resolved that he would not

have his family remain in a private condition at Rome, but that it should make
itself strong. - - His Holiness having penetrated into this counter-jilot of the most
Rev. Farnese, imparted it to me on All-Saints day, mostly with the utmost bitter-

ness, and early on the following morning went to his vineyard at Monte Cavallo to

seek to amuse himself, and there fell into a passion on that account with him, the

most Rev. Farnese. - - All his internal parts were ibund in the healtliie-st state, so

that he might have lived some years longer, but for three drops of congealed blood

in his heart (which is surely a mistake) supposed to have been caused by a fit of

anger.]
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In all his projects and endeavours he is encorapassod and over-

borne by the span-length of time which his mind can overtake,

by its momentary struggles, which press on him with all the

urgency of an everlasting interest. Add to this, that he is pe-

culiarly hampered in the position he holds, by his personal ties.

These give him abundance of occupation, fill his days, at times,

possibly, with satisfaction, oftener with dissatisfaction and vexa-

tion, and teaze and worry him. Meanwhile he perishes, and

the eternal revolutions of history fulfil their course.

JULIUS III.—MARCELLUS II

During the sittings of the conclave five or six cardinals hap-

pened once to be standing round the chapel altar, and were talk-

ing about the difficulty of finding a pope. " Take me," said

Cardinal JNIonte, who was one of them, " and next day I will

make you my favourites and confidants in the college of cardin-

als." " I ask, shall we take him,"" said Sfondrato, another of

them, as they separated.^ As Monte had the reputation of

being of an impetuous and hasty temper, so in other respects

he had small hopes of being elected; the lowest bets were

taken on his name. Yet it so happened that he was elected

(the 7th of February, 1550). From respect to Julius II. whose

chancellor he had been, he called himself Julius III.

There was a smile of satisfaction on every face at the imperial

court when this choice was known. Duke Cosmo had contri-

buted most to bring about the election. To the high degree of

fortune and power which the emperor had reached, there was

now to be added his finding on the papal chair at last a pope

who was devoted to him, and on whom he could safely reckon.

It seemed likely forthwith that public affairs would take another

turn.

The emperor still continued to attach the utmost importance

to the council being again assembled at Trent. Still he hoped
to oblige the Protestants to attend it, and to submit to its deci-

sions. Into this proposal the new pope entered readily. Nav,
his only fear was that, in calling attention to the difficulties that

1 Dandolo Ilclatione l.jol :
" Qucsto rev'"" di Monte se ben subito in consiJor.i-

tionc di ogii'uno, nui airincoiitri) ogii'iino parlava tanto dclla sua colera e subitezza
die ne passo mai chc di pochissima scommcssa."—[See next sentence in the text.]

T. 2 C
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stood in the way, he might be supposed to be looking for a pre-

text for evading such a step. He became untiring in his assur-

ances that it was not so; that he had acted all his life without

dissimulation, and so would continue to do. In point of fact,

he appointed the council to be resumed in the spring of 1551,

and declared that he did this without paction or condition.^

But with the favourable disposition of the pope, all things

were far from being gained.

Octavius Farnese, upon a decision of the cardinals in con-

clave, which had been procured by Julius, had been reinstated

in the possession of Parma. This did not take place in opposi-

tion to the will of the emperor; negotiations had been carried on

for a considerable time, and some hope was entertained of seeing

a good understanding restored between them. The emperor,

however, would not at once determine to grant him Placentia

also anew; he even retained in his hands the townships in the

territory of Parma, which had been taken by Gonzaga; Octa-

vius, accordingly, continued to hold a hostile attitude.^ After

so many offences on both sides, it was not possible then but that

he should ever cherish hatred and fear.

No doubt, the death of Paul III. had bereft his grandchildren

of a great support, but it had at the same time given them a

freedom which they did not before enjoy. They now no longer

found it necessary to pay any regard to the circumstances of the

world at large, or of the church, but could suit their proceedings

to their own interests exclusively. Octavius, without the slight-

est restraint, might turn to Henry II. of France. He complained

that people wanted to wrest Parma from him, and even to put

himself out of the way, but his enemies should not succeed in

either of these purposes.^

He did so at a time when he could reckon upon the best re-

sults. Like Italy, Germany also was filled with malcontents.

All that the emperor had already done, all that was still expected

from him, both his religious and his political management, had

1 Lettcre del Nunzio Pjgliino 12 e 15 Aug. 1550. InfF. polit. XIX.
2 Gnsscllini : Vit.a di Fcrr. Gonzaga, and Gonzaga's oxculjiation from the cliarge

of having been the cause of the war, as contahied in tlie tlurd book (of the said life

of him by Gossellini) authentically distinguisli this turn of affairs.

3 Lctterc delli Signori Farnesiani per lo negotio di Parma.—[Letters of the

Farnesiau I>ords about the affair of Farnui.] Informatt. pol. XIX. The above is

from a letter of Octavlua's to cardinal Alexander Faracso, I'arnia, 24th March, 1551.
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roused innumerable enemies against him. Henry II. could ven-

ture once more to adopt his father''s anti-Austrian plans. He
allowed his war with England to drop, concluded a treaty with

Octavius, and took the garrison of Parma into his pay. French

troops soon appeared in Mirandola also. The banners of France

were seen flying in the very heart of Italy.

In this new complication of affairs, Julius III. kept himself

steadily attached to the emperor. He deemed it insufferable

that a miserable worm, Octavius Farnese, should dare to set

himself up at once against an emperor and against a pope.

"Our will is," he declares to his nuntio, "to embark in the same

vessel with his ISIajesty, and to trust ourselves to the same for-

tune. AVe leave the determination of matters to him who has

both the (requisite) sagacity and power."^ The emperor de-

clared himself for the immediate removal of the French and their

adherents, by the employment of force. Accordingly we soon

see the papal and imperial troops united take the field. An
important fortress in the Parmesan territory fell into their hands,

they laid waste the whole champain country, and completely

invested Mirandola.

Yet the movement which, it is true, originated here, but which

afterwards affected the whole of Europe, was not to be suppressed

by these petty hostilities. War burst forth on all the frontiers

v/here the territories of the emperor and the king of France

touched each other, and both by land and sea. The German

Protestants threw a very different weight into the scale from the

Italians, when they too finally leagued themselves with France.

This was followed up by the most decisive attack that Charles

ever experienced. The French appeared on the Rhine, and the

elector Maurice in the Tyrol. The veteran conqueror, on placing

himself in the mountainous region that lies between Italy and

Germany, so as the better to be able to keep both to their

duty, found himself suddenly in great jeopardy, overcome, and

all but taken prisoner.

1 Julius Papa IIT. manu propria. [Julius Pope III. with his own hniul.] " In-

strattione per voi Monsifjnor d'liiiola eon riniporatoro. L'ultinio di Marzo. In-

formatt. poHt. XII."—[Instructions for you, my Lord Iniola, with tlie emperor.

Last day of March.] He also mentions tlic ground of this close alliance :
" non per

affetto alcuno huniano, ma perche vedcino la causa nostra esse con S. M"' C'esai-ea

in tutti li afiari c massimamentc in qucUo dclla religionc."—[not on account of any
human affection, but because we see our cause to agree with that of his imiR'rial

Majesty in all matters, but especially in that of rcligiiiu.]
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This had an instant effect on affairs in Italy. "We could

never have believed," said the pope, " that God would thus

have visited us."^ In 1552, he had to submit to a truce with his

enemies.

Misfortunes sometimes fall out, which, even to those who

experience them, are not so unpleasant as one would suppose.

Thej put a stop at once to a course of endeavours, which have

already begun to run counter to their inclinations ; and furnish a

legitimate ground and a clear excuse for resolving to relinquish it.

Such, it almost appears, was the mischance that now befell

the pope. He had seen with regret his territories filled with

troops and his exchequer emptied, and at times too he thought

he had cause to complain of the imperial minister. The coun-

cil had likewise become a source of real anxiety to him. Since

the appearance of the German deputies, who had been promised

a reforjuatlon, it took a bolder course ; as early as in January

1552, the pope com.plained that people wished to rob him of his

proper authority, that the Spanish bishops were aiming, on the

one hand, at the servile subjection of the chapters, and, on the

other, to deprive the Romish see of the collation of all benefices

!

yet he would not endure having wrested from him, under the

pretence of removing abuses, what was no abuse, but an attri-

bute of his essential authority.^ It could not be altogether so

disagreeable to him that the invasion made by the Protestants

dispersed the council ; he hastened to decree its suspension, and

thereby rid himself of innumerable pretensions and broils.

After this Julius III. no longer took any serious part in poli-

tical business. The inhabitants of Siena complained, indeed,

that although, by his mother, he was half a countryman of

theirs, he had supported Duke Cosmo in the design of bringing

them into subjection; but a subsequent judicial investigation

demonstrated the falsehood of this assertion. It was Cosmo

rather that had ground to complain. The pope did not hinder

1 Al C Crcsccntio 13 April 1552.

a Lettera del papa a Mendoza 20 Dec. 1551, (TnlT. pol. XIX.) " "Without prido

lie it said, advice we do not need ; we can supply ourselves with that : help wc cer-

tainly need,"

3 " Al C Crescentio IC Genn. 1552."—[To Cardinal Crcsccntio, 10 Jan. 1552.]

He exclaims: "non sara vcro, non conijiortaronio niai, prima lassarcmo niinnre il

mondo."—[Never tndy shall it be so, never will I sulicr it, sooner would I let tlie

•world go to destruction.]
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the Florentine emigrants, who were the bitterest enemies of that

ally of his, from assembling and making hostile preparations

within the territories of the church.

In front of the Porta del Populo, the stranger to this day-

visits the Villa di papa Giulio. In recalling to memory the

scenes of that period, he walks up the broad flight of steps to the

gallery whence Rome is to be seen in its whole extent, from the

Monte Mario to where he stands, and the windings of the Tiber.

In the building of that palace and the laying out of that garden,

Julius III. spent his whole existence. It was he himself who

gave the first sketch of it, but there was no getting it finished

;

new suggestions and wishes occurred to him daily, which the

architects strove to execute.-^ Here the pope lived out his days,

and took no thought of the rest of the world. He was tolerably

attentive to the interests of his relatives. Duke Cosmo ijave

them Monte Sansovino, which was the original seat of the family,

the emperor gave them Novara, while the pope himself conferred

on them the high offices at his disposal in the states of the

church and in Camerino. He kept his word to a favourite whom
he advanced to be a cardinal. He was a youth for whom he had

conceived an affection in Parma. He had once seen him seized

by an ape, and was pleased with his courageous conduct while in

this jeopardy; from that time he educated him, and showed a

fondness for him, which unfortunately proved to be all the merit

this favourite ever had. Julius desired to see him and all his

other relatives and dependents well provided for, but had no idea

of involving himself on their account in hazardous complications.

As we have said, the inoff"ensive and contented life he led at his

villa, satisfied him. He gave hospitable entertainments, sea-

soned with his proverbial wit, which, to say the truth, was such

1 Vasari. Boissard describes the circuit it comprehended at that time :
" occupat

fere omnes coUes qui ab urbc ad pontem Milviuui jirotenduntur,"—[it occupies
almost all tlie heights that stretch from the city to the INIilvian bridge,] (he des-
cribes its magnificence, and gives some of the inscriptions; for example :

" Ilonesto
voluptarier cunctis fas honestis esto."—[Be it lawful for all honest folks honestly to
f'"j"y themselves :] and very conspicuous :

" De hinc proximo in templo Doo ac divo
Andreaogratias agunto," (T understand visitors to be meant) " vitamque ct saUitcm
Julio III. Pont"-"' Maximo Balduino ejus fratri et ooriim faniiliajuniversiDpIurimn a
et sctcrnam precantor."—[In the nearest temple to this let (visitors) return thanks
to God and tlie deified Andrew, and let them pray for life and health in abundance,
and to eternity, to the pontiff" Julius III., to Maximus Baldwin his brother, and to
their whole faniily.] Where all is so very pagan, I have avoided translating " tem-
plo," "divo," and "salutcm," by the Christian terms, "church," "saint," and
"salvation." Tr.
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at times as to cause a blusli. In the great affairs of the church

and state, he took no greater share than was absolutely neces-

sary. He died on the 11th of April, 1555.

But certainly these affairs were not likely to fare well in such

circumstances. The dissensions betwixt the two great Roman
catholic powers boded more and more danger. The Crerman

Protestants had roused themselves vigorously from the defeat

they had experienced in 1547, and now showed a firmer front

than ever. The oft-contemplated Roman catholic reformation

was not to be thought of; the future prospects of the Roman
catholic church, it was not to be concealed, were extremely dark

and doubtful.

But if, as we have said, within the bosom of that very church

a tendency had developed itself which condemned, from the very

heart, the course of life and manners that had been pursued by

so many popes, was it not to be expected that this tendency

should at last bestir itself on the election of a new pope? Much
depended on his personal qualities

;
precisely on that account was

this supreme dignity dependent on election, in order that some

one, holding the sentiments that preponderated in the church,

might be placed at the head of affairs.^

The death of Julius III. gave occasion to the first election in

which the stricter party obtained an influence in the choice of

a pope. Julius had often felt himself cramped in his little dig-

nified career, by the jDi'esence of cardinal Marcello Oervini. This

very person carried the election, 11th April, 1555. He became

Marcellus II.

During his whole preceding life he had conducted himself

nobly and irreproachably; the reform of the church, of which

others only babbled, he had exemplified in his own person; he

had excited the highest expectations. "I had prayed," says a

contemporary, " that a pope might come, who should know how

to rescue those fine words, church, council, reformation, from the

contempt into which they had fallen; in this election I consid-

ered my hope accompliahcd ; my wish seemed to have become a

1 This mi^ht be the theory, but in prnetice the election (le]iencleil on tlic cardinals,

who could not for a moment he renavded as the cliurcii's leuitimate representatives.

It were a hitter satire on the Roinisli cluu'ch indeed, to hold that the popes were a

fair index of Its general character at the time of their elcctiou, and yet that they were
so in a great degree is perfectly true. Tk.
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reality."^ "The opinion," says another, "entertained of this

pope's goodness and incomparable wisdom, led the world to hope

that now, if ever, it would be possible for the church to extin-

guish heretical opinions, to put away abuses and corrupt living,

and again to become sound and united.*"" Marcellus began his

popedom entirely in this spirit. He would not suffer his rela-

tions to come to Rome; he introduced many savings in the ex-

penditure of his court ; he is said to have drawn up a memoir on

the chief ameliorations required in the institutions of the church

;

he next wished to restore divine service to its genuine solemnity;

all his thoughts were occupied with council and reform.^ With
respect to politics he took up a neutral position, and with this

the emperor was content. " Truly," say these contemporaries,

"the world was not worthy of him;" they applied to him the

words of Virgil when speaking of another JNIarcellus. 'Fate

would only show him to the world. He had been pope for only

two and twenty days when he died.

We can say nothing of the effects produced by so short an

administration, but this very commencement, and such a choice,

already manifested the bent of mind which was beginning to

acquire the ascendancy. In the next conclave also it retained

this predominance. The strictest of all the cardinals, John
Peter Caraffa, came forth from the same as pope, on the 2od of

May, 1555.

PAUL IV.

We have often spoken of him already; he is the same that

founded the order of the Theatines, that restored the Inquisi-

tion, and so materially promoted the permanent establishment

of the old doctrines* at Trent. There was a party which con-

templated the restoration of Catholicism in all its strictness ; in

his person it was not simply a member of that party, but its

founder and chief who now ascended the papal chair. Paul IV.

was already seventy-nine years old, but his deep-set eyes still

1 Seripando al Vescovo di Fiesole. Letterc di principi, III. 1G2.

2 Letterc di principi, III. 141. Here the editor himself has taken the word.

3 Petri Polidori dc Vita Marcelli II. conunentariua, 1744, p. 119.

1 Old doctrines, it' we look only to their having prevailed for several centuries in

Western Cliristcndom under the Roman antichrist, Imt new as conii)ared with the
doctrines of the Reformers, for these had all the antiquity of the Holy Scriptures,

and of him who inspired those scriptui'cs. Tn.
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retained all the fire of youth. He was remarkably large and

lean; walked with a hurried step, and seemed to be all sinew.

As he had never confined himself hitherto, in his daily habits,

to any precise rules, he would often sleep during the day and

study at night—woe to the servant that entered his chamber

until he had pulled the bell—so he ever followed in other matters

the impulses of the moment.^ But these were swayed by opin-

ions formed in the course of a long life, and which were now be-

come a second nature. He seemed to know no other duty, and

no other business, but the restoration of the old faith to its

former domination. Such characters are formed from time to

time, and are occasionally to be met with even at the present

day. Their notions of life and of the world have been taken

from a single point of view; the individual and personal bent of

their minds is so strong as absolutely to govern their powers of

moral vision. They are indefatigable talkers, and have a certain

freshness and vigour about them
;
pouring forth in an uninter-

rupted stream sentiments which seem to develope themselves in

them from a certain necessity. Of what supreme importance do

they become on attaining a position where their activity is purely

dependent on their sentiments, and where power is the compan-

ion of their will. What might not all expect from Paul IV., a

man who had never known what it was to be influenced by views,

and who had always urged his opinions with extreme impetuo-

sity, now that he was elevated to the highest rank." He was

himself surprised at his having attained it, having never pur-

chased the goodwill of a single cardinal, and never shown traces

1 " Relatione di M. Bernardo Navagcro (elie fu poi cardinale) alia Sei""'' Rep"" di

Venetia tornando di Roma Ambasciatore appi-esso del Pontefiec Paolo IV. 155S."

—

[Rc]5ort by M. Bernardo Navagero (who was afterwai-ds cardinal) to the most serene

rejiublic of Venice on his return from Rome as ambassador at the court of the Pon-
tiff Paul IV. 1558.] To be found in many Italian libraries, and also in the Tnfor-

iiiationi politiche at Berlin. " La complessione di qucsto pontefice e eolerica adiista;

ha una inci-edibil gravita e grandezza in tutte le sue azioni et veramente pare

nato al signoreggiare."—[The complexion of this pontiff is choleric and adust;

he has an inci-edible gravity and grandeur in all his actions; and tndy he seems

born to rule.]

2 It may be suiiposed that his character did not please every body. Arctias,

Capitolo al re di Francia, describes him :

'• Caraffa ipocrita infingardo

Che tien per conscienza sj>irituale

Quando si mcttc del pepe in sul cardo."

[C'araffa, a lazy hypocrite, who makes a matter of conscience of tilings the most
indifferent.]
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of anything but the strictest severity. Not by the choice of the

cardinals, but by God himself he believed that he had been elec-

ted, and was called upon to carry out the accomplishment of hia

views/

"We engage and swear," said he accordingly, in the bull with

which he entered on his functions, "in truth to see to it care-

fully, that the reformation of the church in general, and of the

Roman court, be carried into effect." He distinguished the day

on which he was crowned by issuing certain commands, relating

to monastic establishments and the religious orders. He immedi-

ately dispatched two monks of Monte Oassino into Spain, with

the view of restoring the decayed conventual discipline of that

country. He formed a congregation for the general purposes of

reform, divided into three classes, each of which was to consist

of eight cardinals, fifteen prelates, and fifty learned men. The
articles which were to come under their consideration, and which

related to appointments to offices, were communicated to the uni-

versities. It will be seen that he went to work with great earn-

estness.^ It seemed as if the ecclesiastical tendency which had

already long made its influence felt in the lower departments

of the church, now that it had taken possession of the pope-

dom, was about to have the exclusive guidance of the public

administration of Paul IV.

The only question was, Avhat position he would assume in the

general movements of the world's affairs.

It is by no means so easy to effect a change in the great move-

ments which a government has once decidedly adopted ; these

have become gradually incorporated with all that is peculiar to it.

While, from the nature of the case, it must ever have been

1 " Relatione del CI'"'' M. Aluise Moconigo K. ritornato dalla corte di Roma
I06O. (Arch. Venez.) Fu eletto pontefice contrail parer e credere di ogn'uno e

forse anco di se stesso, come S.S. propria mi disse poco inanzi morisse, die non avea
mai compiaciuto ad alcuno, e clio se nn cardinale gli avea domandato qualchc gratia

gli area seraprc risposta alia rivorsa ne mai compiaciiitolo, onde disse : io non so

come mi hahbiano eletto pajta e coneludo ehe Iddio f'aceia li pontefici."—[Report of

the most Illustrious M. Aluise Mocenigo K. on his return from the coiu't of Rome
in 1560. (Arch, of Venice.) He was chosen pope contrary to appearances, and to

every one's belief, perhaps indeed to his own, as Ilis Holiness himself told me siiortly

before ho died, that he never had complied with the humours of any one, and that

if a cardinal ever asked a favour of liim he had always answered by refusing it, and
had never com])lied with his wishes, whence he said : I know not how they elected

me ix)i)e, and conclude that God makes the pontiffs.]

2 Bromato: Vita di Paolo IV. lib. IX. § 2 § 17. (II. 224, 289.)

I. 2d
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the wish of the popes to be relieved from the preponderance of

Spain, tlie present moment seemed once more to make this pos-

sible. The war which we have seen result from the movements

of the Farnese family, was the most unfortunate that Charles

the V. ever waged. He was hard pressed in the Netherlands;

Germany had revolted from him ; Italy no longer remained true

;

he could no more reckon on the allegiance of the Estes and the

Gonzagas; he himself was weary of life and in bad health. I

know not if any other pope, in so far as not decidedly attached

to the imperial party, would have withstood the temptations thus

presented to him.

In the case of Paul IV. they were more than ordinarily

powerful. Born in 1476, he had seen Italy while she still en-

joyed the freedom of the fifteenth century, and his soul hung

upon that remembrance. The Italy of that period he compared

to a well-tuned instrument of four strings. He called Naples,

Milan, the church and Venice, the four strings; he execrated the

memory of Alphonso and Lewis the Moor, " abandoned and lost

souls," he would say, " whose dissensions had destroyed that

harmony." He could never learn to endure that from that time

downwards the Spaniards should be masters of the country. The

CarafFa family from which he was descended, belonged to the

French party; it had borne arms, times without number, against

the Castilians and Catalonians; again, in 1528, it had attached

itself to the French; during the disturbances of 1547, it was

John Peter CarafFa that advised Paul III. to make himself mas-

ter of Naples. But besides the animosity of party, he was in-

fluenced by hatred arising from another cause. Caraffa had

always insisted that Charles V. favoured the Protestants from

jealousy of the pope, and even attributed the progress of that

party to the emperor himself.^ The latter knew him well. He
once thrust him out of the council that had been formed for the

administration of the government of Naples ; he never would

1 " Infeliei quelle anime di Alfonso d'Aragona c Ludovico duca di IMilano, che
fuiTio li primi chc guastarono cosi nobil instrumcnto d'ltalia."—[U'iihai>py souls of
Alphonzo of Aragon and Lewis duke of Milan, who were the fii-st to spoil that noble
instrument, Italy.] See Navagcro.

2 ^Icmoriale date a Annibale RuccUai Sett. 1555. (Informatt.pol. tom. XXTV.)
" Chiama liberanicnte la M" S. Cesarea fautore di heretici e di scismatici."—[He
was liberal in his explanations, that his imperial Majesty was a favourer of heretics
and schismatics.]
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allow him quietly to possess his Neapolitan benefices ; moreover

he had at times signified his mind plainly enough with respect

to Oaraffa's declamations in the consistory. The animosity of

the latter, as may readily be supposed, only became the more

violent. At once as a Neapolitan and as an Italian, as a Roman
catholic and as pope, he detested the emperor, and next to his

zeal for reform there was no passion ho cherished more than this

hatred.

He entered on the popedom not without some self-satisfaction,

for he remitted taxes to the Romans, brought in corn, and saw a

statue raised in honour of him on that account; and, in all

the splendour of a magnificent court administered by Neapolitan

nobles, received the homage of embassies that eagerly speeded

from all sides to congratulate him; but even then, he was involved

in numberless controversies with the emperor. As the latter could

not but complain to the cardinals belonging to his party, of such a

choice having been made; as his partisans held suspicious meet-

ings ; and as some ofthem had carried off from the harbour of Civ'-

ta-Vecchia some ships that had been previously taken from them

by the French,^ the pope forthwith was breathing fire and flames.

Either he imprisoned the vassals and cardinals of the imperial

party, or they fled, and then he confiscated their property. But

this was not enough for him. He entered without much consi-

deration into the league with France v>^liich Paul III. had never

been able to come to the determination of concluding. " The

emperor," he said, " would fain but bring him to the ground by

means of a sort of spiritual fever, but he was resolved to be

above boards with him, and with the help of the king of France

he would deliver this poor Italy from the tyranny of the Spaniard

;

he hoped yet to see two French princes reigning in Milan and

Naples." For hours long would he sit after dinner at the black

thick volcanic wine which he drank,""—it was the kind callel

1 " Instruttloni e lettere di Monsijinor dolla Casa a iiomo del C Caraffa, dove si

conticne il principio della rottura della guen'a ira papa I'aolo IV. e I'iiiiperatoro

Carlo V. 1555."—[Instructions and letters of the Ijislioj) of della Casa, in the namo
of C Caraffa, where there is to be found the origin of the ru])ture in the war be-
tween Paul IV. and the emperor Charles V. 1555.] Also in the Inf. pel. 21.

3 Navagero :
" L'ordine suo e se3ui)re di mangiai-e duo volte il giorno : vuol esser

servito molto delicataraente, c nel principio del pontificato 25 piatti non bastavano

:

bevc molto ])iu di quelle che mangia : il vino e. potent* e gagliardo, ncgi-o c tanto
spcsso que si potria quasi tagliare, dimandasi mangiaguciTa, clie si conduce del regno
di Napoli; dopo pasto semprc bcve malvagia, che i suoi chiamano lavarsi i dei.it.
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mangiaguerra,—aud pour forth a torrent of invective against

these schismatics and heretics, accursed of God, a race of Jews

and Moors, the dregs of the earth, and whatever else he would

call the Spaniards.^ But he comforted himself with the promise;

" Thou shalt tread upon the lion and adder, the young lion and

the dragon shalt thou trample under feet." Now had come the

time when the emperor Charles and his son should receive cor-

rection for their sins. He, the pope, would inflict it ; he would

deliver Italy from his thraldom. Though no one should listen

to him, or stand by him, yet some day hereafter it would be

said that an old Italian, so near his death that he should rather

have been taking repose and preparing for his dying hour, yet

had conceived such lofty plans. It is not necessary that we

should detail the particulars of the negotiations, into which he

entered while his head was full of these thoughts. As the

French, in spite of the understanding they had already come to

with him, had agreed to a truce with Spain,^ he sent his nephew

Stava a mangiare in jniblico come gli alti-i pontefici sino all'ultima inclispositione,

che fu riputata mortale, quando perdette I'appetito : consumava qualche volte tre

here di tempo dal sedere al levarsi da mensa entrando in varii raglonamenti, se-

condo I'occasiono et iisando molte volte in quel impeto a dir molte cose secrete e d'

importanza."—[It is his ordinary custom always to eat twice a day ; he likes being

served very delicately, and from the commencement of his pontificate, twenty-five

dishes have not satisfied him ; he drinks much more than he eats ; the wine is strong

and heady, black, and so thick, that it might ahnost be cut ; mangiaguerra wine is

asked for, which is brought from the kingdom of Naples ; after eating he always

drinks mahnsey wine, which his people call washing the teeth. lie continued to

take his meals in public like the other pontiffs up to the time of his last indisposi-

tion, wliich it was thought vrould be mortal since he had lost his appetite ; he spent

three hours each tune from his taking his seat, until he rose from table, entering

into various discourses as the occasion might require, and often being wont, in his

impetuosity, to say many things of secrecy and importance.]

It would appear that this strict Theathie was at once an epicure, and all but a

drunkard. Had the daily habits of any of the leading Protestants, or Reformed,

been authentically described as similar to those of Paiil IV., how should the world

have rung with declamations against them. Tb.

1 Navagero. " Mai parlava di S. M" della natione Spagnola, che non gli chia-

niasse eretici, scismatici e maladetti da Dio, seme di Giudci e di Mori, fcccia del

mondo, dcploi-ando la miseria d'ltalia, che fosse astretta a servirc gcnte cosi abjetto

e cosi vile."—[He never spoke of his Majesty and the Spanish nation without call-

ing them heretics, schismatics, and under God's malediction, a seed of Jews and

Moors, the dregs of the world, deploring the miseiy of Italy, that it should be con-

strained to submit to a nation so abject and so vile.] The despatches of the French

ambassadors are full of these sallies of passion. For example those of Lansac and

of Avangon in Ribier, II. 610—618.

2 Very significant is the representation given of the original incredulity of the

Caraffas, in Navagero. " Domandandoio a! pontcfice et al C Carafla, se havevano

avviso alcuno dclle tregue (of Vaucclles), si guardorno I'lm I'altro ridondo, quasi

volessero dire, si come mi tlisse anchc apcrtamentc il Pontcfice, che questa speranza

di tregue era assai dcbolc in lui, e nondlnieno vennc I'a^^'iso il giorno scguente, il

quale si come consolo tutta Rwaa cosi diode tanto travaglio e tanta molestia al papa
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Charles OarafFa to France, who succeeded, even, in drawing the

various parties that Vv^ere disputing about the government there,

the Montmoreucies and the Guises, the wife of the king and his

paramour, into his interests, and in occasioning a new outbreak

of hostilities/ In Italy, he obtained in the duke of Ferrara, a

bold and active ally. They contemplated a complete revolution

of Italy. Florentine and Neapolitan refugees filled the curia;

the time for their restoration seemed to have arrived. The papal

fiscal commenced a lawsuit against the emperor Charles and

king Philip, in which he sued that these princes should be ex-

communicated, and their subjects loosed from their oaths of alle-

giance. It has always been maintained in Florence that there

is extant evidence of a determination having been also formed at

this time, for the destruction of the house of Medici.^ Every

thing bore a warlike aspect ; the whole development of that cen-

tury, down to this moment, became once more placed in jeopardy.

But, therewithal, what a totally different turn did this ponti-

ficate take from what had been looked for ! The efforts made

towards effecting a reformation, were doomed to give place to

military struggles, and these produced results of quite an oppo-

site character.

The very man who as a cardinal, had most zealously, and at

some personal risk, condemned nepotism, was seen to have be-

come a slave to that abuse. His nephew, Charles Caraffa, who

had all alon"; deliohted in a wild and scandalous life as a sol-
es o

dier,^ and of whom Paul IV. himself had said, that his arm

was steeped to the elbows in blood, he raised to be a cardinal.

Charles had found out how to propitiate the old man ; he had

contrived to be seen occasionally kneeling before a crucifix and

praying with all apparent contrition.^ But the main reason

et al cardinalo che non lo poterono dissimularc. Diceva il papa clie qucste trcgiio

sarebbero la ruina del moiido."—[On my asking the pontiff and C. Carail'a, it" they
had had any advices of the truce (of Vauceiles), tiiey looked at one another with a
smile, as if they would have said, as indeed the pope said to me also openly, that

this expectation of a truce was very weak m him, and nevertheless the news of it

an-ivcd on the day following, which, as it was indeed a consolation to all Rome, so

did it give such concern and annoyance to the pope and the cardinal as they coiil 1

not dissemble. The pope said that that truce would be the ruin of the world.]

1 Rabutin M6moircs ; Coll. Univers. tom. 38, 358. Particularly Villars Mo-
moires, lb. tom. 35, 277.

'^ Gussoni Relatione di Toscana.

3 Babon in Ribicr, II. 745. Villars, p. 255.

* Bromato.
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was the cordiality with which they cherished the same hatred.

Charles Carafia, who had been in the emperor"'s military service

in Germany, complained that his only return had been unquali-

fied disfavour. His having been deprived of a prisoner who, he

expected, would have paid him a heavy ransom, and his having

been prevented from entering on possession of a priorship of the

Malthese to which he had already been appointed, filled him

with hatred and revenge. This passion, in the pope's eyes, stood

in the place of all the virtues. There was no end to his prais-

ing him. He said he was certain that the Roman see never had

a more capable servant. He entrusted him with the general

management not only of secular but also of ecclesiastical afiairs,

and was nowise displeased that he should be regarded as the

prime mover, in every act of favour that a man might receive.

It was long before the pope designed to cast a single look of

favour on his two other nephews ; and not until they too pro-

fessed the anti-Spanish sentiments of their uncle, did he mani-

fest any willingness to be of use to them.'^ Never had any one

expected that he would act as he did. He declared that the

Colonnas, constant rebels against both God and the church, had

often had their castles wrested from them, but they had never

been retained; now, however, he would hand them over to vas-

sals who should know how to defend them. He gave them to

his nej)hews, calling the one duke of Palliano, and the other

Marquis of Montebello. The cardinals held their peace and

looked to the ground, when he opened to them this his intention.

The Caraftas aspired to the vastest designs. The daughters were

to be married, if not into the family of the king of France, into

that of the duke of Ferrara. The sons hoped at least to acquire

Siena. Some one having jested at the jewelled cap of a child

belonging to that family, " we may now venture to speak of

crowns," said the mother of the nephews.^

Everything, in fact, depended on the result of the war which

1 " Extractus pvoccssiis Caidin.ilirf Cavafili?. Similiter dux Palliani dcponit,

quod donee se declaravit contra inijioriales, jjapa euni niuiquani vidit grato vultu

(~t hono oculo."—[Extract from the jiroccss of Cardinal Carafia. In like manner
the duke of Palliano deposes, that until he declared himself against the imperial-

ists, the pope never looked on him with a gracious countenance and a good eye.]

2 Bromato IX. IG, II. 28G. The words were "non esscr quel tempo da parlar

di berette, ma di corcne."— [Tliis is no time to speak of caps but of crowns.]
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now broke out, but which, from the very first, certainly took uo

favourable turn.

Upon what had been clone by the fiscal, the duke of Alva

advanced from the Neapolitan territory and invaded that of

Rome. He was accompanied by the papal vassals ; their confe-

deracies awoke. Nettuno expelled the church's garrison and re-

called the Colonnas. Alba besieged Frosinone, Anagni, Tivoli

on the hill, Ostia on the sea. He invested Rome on both sides.

The pope at first placed his dependence on his Romans. He
had reviewed them in person. They came from Campofiore, and

passed on by the castle of St. Angelo, which saluted them with its

cannon, till they reached the square in front of St. Peter's, where

the pope with his two nephews waited for them at a window.

They mustered three hundred and forty ranks armed with

muskets, and two hundred and fifty with pikes, each nine men

deep, presenting a fine appearance, commanded exclusively by

the nobility. As the commanding ofiicers and the flagbear-

ers successively came up, he gave them his blessing.^ All this

looked very well, but these were not the men that could defend

the city. After the Spaniards had advanced thus far, a false

report, the appearance of a small body of horse, sufficed to pro-

duce such a panic, that not a man stood to his colours. The

pope had to look elsewhere for assistance. At last Peter Strozzi

brought him the troops that were serving before Siena, in fact

he took Tivoli and Ostia, and removed to a distance the danger

that pressed nearest.

But what an extraordinary war was this

!

It looks at times as if the ideas that put things in motion, the

secret motives that actuate men, visibly opposed each other.

Alva might at the first have taken Rome without difficulty;

but his uncle cardinal Giacomo reminded him of the bad end to

which all the participators in the capture of that city by Bour-

bon had come. As a good Roman catholic, Alva carried on the

war with the utmost reserve ; contending with the pope, indeed,

yet without ceasing to reverence him, meaning only to wrest the

sword from his hands, yet by no means coveting the honour of a

place among the conquerors of Rome. His troops complained

1 " Diario di Cola Callcinc Romano del rlono di Trasieverc dall' anno 1521 sine

aU'anno 1562." MS.—[Journal of Cola Calloino, Roman citizen ol" the Traste-

vcre ward, from 1521 to 1562. MS.]
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that they were led into the field to encounter a smoke, a vapour,

which annoyed them without their being able to seize it, or to

extinguish it at its source.

And who were they, on the other hand, who defended the

pope against such good Catholics? The most effective among
them were Germans, all Protestants. They scoffed at the images

of the saints in the roads and churches; they ridiculed the mass,

broke the fasts, and committed a hundred thino-s for which the

pope would at another time have punished one and all of them

with death.^ I find even that Charles Oaraffa once entered into

a mutual understanding with the great Protestant leader, Albert,

markgrave of Brandenburg.

The points of contrast between the opposing parties could not

have come out more strongly. In the one, the strict Eoman
catholic tendency wherevv^ith the commander in chief at least

was penetrated;—how far behind did it leave the times of the

constable Bourbon! In the other, we see the secular leanings

of the popedom, which, however Paul IV. might condemn them,

had notwithstanding obtained the mastery even in him. It hap-

pened accordingly, that the faithful of his own fold attacked

him, while he was defended by those who had deserted it ; but the

former, even in attacking him, preserved their submissiveness to

liis authority, while the latter, even in guarding him from danger,

manifested their hostility and contempt for his very existence as

pope.

But then first did the struggle properly begin, when the

French auxiliary force, consisting of 10,000 foot, and a less

numerous yet magnificent cavalry, appeared at length over the

Alps. The French would rather have tried their strength in a

direct attack on Milan, which they thought less prepared for

defence, but were hurried along by the impulse they had received

from the Oaraffas to proceed against Naples." These Iiad no

1 Navagero :
" Fu rijnitata la piu csercitata gcntc la Tedcsca (3500 fauti," yet

other manuscripts state the number differently) " c piu atta alia guerra, ma era

in tutto Luterana. La Guascona era tanto insolentc, tanto contro I'onor delle donne
ct in torre la robba,—gli oflesi malcdicevano publicamentc chi era causa di quest i

disordinl."—[The German nation Avas considered as the best trained (consisting of

3500 infantry, stated differently in other MSS.) and most ajtt for war. The Gas-

cons were so insolent, so given to licentiousness and plunder, that those who suf-

fered from them openly, cursed them as the cause of these disorders.]

- Rycaut, in his continuation of Platina's lives of the popes, says that Paul TV-

contemplated the addition of the kincdom of Naples to the states of the church. Th.
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doubt of finding countless adherents in their native country ;

they reckoned on the power possessed by the refugees, and the

rising of their party, if not throughout the whole kingdom, yet

in the first instance in the Abruzzi, all round Aquila and Mon-

torio, where their noble ancestors, both by the father"'s and the

mother^s side, had ever preserved a powerful influence.

In one way or other the course of things could not but go

forward.

The opposition of the papal government to the preponderance

of Spain, had been too often roused, not to break out once more

in an open manner.

The pope and his nephews had resolved to adopt the most

extreme measures. Caraffa not only applied to the Protestants

for assistance, he even made a proposal to Solyman I. to ab-

stain from prosecuting his Hungarian campaigns, in order that

he might direct his whole force against the two Sicilies.^ He
invoked the aid of the infidels even against the Catholic

kinjj.

In April 1557, the papal troops crossed the Neapolitan fron-

tier. Maunday Thursday was marked by the capture and hor-

rible sack of Compli, a town full of the property both of its own

citizens and of others, who had fled thither for refuge. There-

upon Guise also passed the Tronto, and laid siege to Civitella.

Still, however, he found the kingdom fully prepared. Alva

knew well that there would be no revolutionary movement, as

long as he was the most powerful man in the country. In a

parliament of the barons he had obtained a very considerable

donative; Queen Bona of Poland, who was of ancient Aragonese

descent, and had shortly before come with much wealth into her

dukedom of Bavi, influenced by a hearty detestation of the French,

assisted him with half a million of scudi; he collected the eccle-

siastical revenues that used to be sent to Rome, and even laid

claim to the gold and silver of the churches, and the bells of

Benevento." Accordingly he had found means to strengthen to

1 Sec liis confessions in Bromato, Vita di Paolo TV. torn. II. p. 300. Bromato,
moreover, gives j;ood inl'onnation resjieelinn; the war. lie takes it, as lie acknow-
ledges, often word for word, from a coi)i(ins MS. of Nores's, wliich has tlus war for

its object, and is often to bo met with in Italian libraries.

2 Giannone Tstoria di Napoli lib. XXXIIT. c. 1. Not only Gosselini, but also

Marabrino Roseo delle historic del mondo lib. VII., who narrates tliis war copiously

r. 2 E
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the utmost all the Neapolitan, and as many Roman frontier

places as he still held, and to bring into the field a fine army,

composed in the old fashion, of Germans, Spaniards, and Ital-

ians ; he had even formed companies of Neapolitans under the

command of the nobility. Oivitella was gallantly defended by

the count of Santafiore; he had animated the inhabitants to

take an active part in the defence, and they had even repelled

an attempt to take the place by storm.

While the kingdom held together in this manner, and showed

every appearance of devotedness to Philip II., there broke out,

on the other hand, the keenest animosities among its assailants,

between the French and the Italians, Guise and Montebello.

Guise complained that the pope did not keep to the agreement

they had concluded, and had failed to send assistance to the pro-

mised amount. When the duke of Alva appeared with his

army in the Abruzzi, in the middle of May, Guise thought it

best to raise the siege and to repass the Tronto. The war again

fell back on the Roman territory.

Thus it was a war in which there was ag-ffression and retro-

gression, towns were besieged and then abandoned, and on one

sole occasion was there a serious battle.

Mark Antony Colonna threatened Palliano, which had been

taken from him by the pope; Julius Orsino hastened to relieve

it with provisions and troops. Three thousand Swiss had arrived

in Rome, under the command of an ofiicer from Unterwalden.

The pope received them with great satisfaction ; adorning their

officers with chains of gold, and with the title of knights ; he

declared that they were a legion of angels whom God had sent

to his assistance. These, together with some Italian troops,

horse and foot, were led by Julius Orsino. M. A. Colonna

threw himself in his way. Once more a battle ensued in the

spirit of the Italian wars of 1494—1531. Papal and imperial

forces, a Colonna and an Orsino, stood opposed to each other

;

the German foot placed themselves as they had often done in

former times, under their last famous chiefs Gaspar von Feltz

and Hans Walther, opposite the Swiss. Once more did the old

combatants encounter in a quarrel, which little concerned either

and from good sources, and others, ascribe to Ferdinand Gorjaga a great part of tln»

able measures that wei'e taken by Alva.
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of them; but not the less, on thcat account, were they more than

ordinarily courageous/ At last Hans Walther threw himself,

huge and strong as a giant, say the Spaniards, into the midst of

a Swiss company; with a pistol in one hand and his naked bat-

tle-sword in the other, he rushed directly at the standard-bearer,

whom he slew at once by a shot in the side, and a vigorous

stroke on the head; the whole company now rushed upon him,

but already were his soldiers at his back to defend him. The

Swiss were completely broken and beaten. Their colours, on

which there was inscribed in large characters, " Defenders of the

faith and of the holy see," sank into the dust; their commander

brought two only of his eleven chief officers back with him to

Rome,

While this war on a smaller scale was carrying on in Italy,

the great armies lay opposed to each other on the Netherlands

frontier. The battle of St. Quentin followed. There the Span-

iards gained the most decisive victory. In France the only

wonder was that they did not directly rush upon Paris, which

they might have taken.

^

" I hope," wrote Henry II. on this event to Guise, " that the

pope will do as much for me in my need, as I have done for him

in his.^ So little now could Paul IV. count on French assist-

ance, that the French looked much more for assistance from him.

Guise declared that no chains should be able to detain him any

longer in Italy.* He hastened back with his troops to his hard-

pressed prince.

Hereupon, there being no longer any thing to oppose them,

the Spaniards and Colonnese advanced anew against Rome.

Once more did the Romans see themselves threatened with hav-

ing their city taken and plundered. Their condition was so

much the more desperate, in that they dreaded their defenders

hardly less than their foes. For many successive nights they

had lights at all the windows, and the streets illuminated, a

measure which is said to have frightened off a troop of Spanish

soldiers that had made an excursion to the gates; but they

1 The intlivklual circumstances of this small affair I derived from Cabrera Don
Felipe Scgundo lib. III. p. l.'JO.

2 Monluc, Momoircs, p. 116.

3 Le Roy a Mons. de Guise, bci Ribier, TI. p. 'JRO.

f Lettera del duca di Palliano al C Carafla. Informatt. polit. XXII.
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chiefly sought by this means to stand prepared against the vio-

lence of the papal troops. Every body murmured; people wished

a thousand times the pope were dead ; it was insisted that the

Spanish army should be allowed to enter the city by means of a

formal capitulation.

Such were the extremities to which Paul IV. allowed matters

to come. Then only would he submit to the idea of peace when his

enterprise had completely misgiven, when his allies were beaten,

when his territories were in a great measure occupied by his

enemies, and his capital a second time threatened.

The Spaniards concluded the war in the same spirit with

which they had conducted it. They restored all the castles and

towns that they had taken from the church; and a compensation

was even promised to the Caraffas for Palliano which they had

lost. Alva came to Rome. With the deepest awe he kissed the

foot of his conquered foe, the sworn enemy of his country and

his king. He said that he never had dreaded the face of any

man so much as he did that of the pope.

But advantageous as this peace seemed to be for the papal

government, it had a decidedly repressive effect on the endea-

vours which the popedom had been making until then. All

attempts to shake off the preponderance of Spain were now at an

end ; these were never renewed again in the old spirit. The

domination of the Spaniards had proved itself not to be shaken

in Milan and Naples. Their allies were ^stronger than ever.

Duke Cosmo, whom it had been proposed to expel from Flor-

ence, had acquired Siena besides, and was now in possession of

a considerable independent power ; through the restoration of

Placentia the Farneses were gained over to Philip II. Mark

Anthony Colonna had earned a high reputation, and given fresh

lustre to the ancient rank of his family. There remained nothing

for the pope but to be content with this state of things.

Even Paul IV. had to submit, and it may well be supposed

how hard it was for him to do so. Philip II. having once been

called his friend ; "yes, my friend," he continued, "who kept

me in a state of siege, who sought my very life !" Before others

he compared him to the lost son in the gospel, but in the circle

1 A secret convention was held between Alv.a and cardinal Caraffa on the sub-

ject of Palliano, secret not only as respected the public, but even the pope himself.

Bromato, II. 3S5.
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of his confidential friends he spoke in praise of sucli popes only

as bad aimed at making the kings of France emperors/ He
cherished the okl feehng ; but he was trammeled by circumstan-

ces; he could no longer hope, much less undertake any thing

except in secret; nay, he durst not even complain.

It is, however, at all times vain to think of setting one's self

to oppose the consequences of a completed event. Even in Paul

IV. after some time, a re-action gradually took place which

proved of the utmost consequence, both for his administration

and for the movements of this papal institution in general.

His nepotism was not based in the selfishness and domestic

affection of earlier popes ; he favoured his nephews because they

supported his opposition to Spain; he considered them as his

natural auxiliaries in that conflict. Now that there was an end

put to it, his nephews too ceased to be of use to him. Fortun-

ate results are expected to accompany every distinguished posi-

tion, especially one not altogether legitimate. Cardinal Caraffa,

chiefly in the interest of his family, undertook an embassy to

king Philip, about securing the compensation we have mentioned

as promised for Palliano. After his return from this mission,

without certainly having accomplished much, the pope was ob-

served to become colder and colder towards him. Soon it be-

came no longer possible for the cardinal to lord it over his uncle's

immediate circle, and, as he had hitherto done, to allow none to

approach him but the most devoted friends. Unfavourable re-

ports too reached the ears of the pope, and possibly revived the

untoward impressions of earlier times. The cardinal was once

unwell, the pope paid him an unexpected visit, and found some

people of the worst reputation with him. " Old men," said he,

" are distrustful; I have become aware of things in that quarter,

which open a wide field to my thoughts." Wo see that there

was only wanted an occasion for raising a storm within him, and

this was presented by an event otherwise of no importance. In

the course of new year's night 155.9, a tumult had taken place in

1 L'cvesquc d'Angoiilcsmc an roy, 11 .Tunc Io.jS. miiicr, IT. 71"). The pope

had said: "que vous, Sire, n'estiez pas pour dOgenorcr de yo^ prodcccsscui-s, qui

avoicnt toujours 6ste conscrvateurs ct defcnscurs de ce saint siigc, eommc au eon-

trairc que le roy Philippe tcnoit de race de Ic vouloir ruiner et confondre ontierc-

ment."—[that you, Sire, were not to degenerate from your predecessors, wlio liad

always been conserv.ators and defenders of that holy see, as on the contrary king

Philip held of the race that wished to rain and confound it entirely.]
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the streets, in which a young cardinal, cardinal Monte, and the

same formerly noticed as the favourite of Julius III. had drawn

his sword. The pope having heard of it the next morning

took it much to heart that his nephew said not a word to him

about it; he waited for some days, but at last gave full vent to

his displeasure. The court, impatient besides of a change,

greedily caught this sign of disfavour. The Florentine amljas-

sador, who had received a thousand mortifications from the Car-

affas, now forced his way to the pope, and laid the bitterest com-

plaints before him. The marchioness della Valle, a relation

who had never been allowed free access, contrived to place a short

note in the pope's breviary, calling his attention to several mis-

deeds of his nephews, and adding that should His Holiness re-

quire farther information, he had only to subscribe his name.

Paul did so, and the explanations were not sparingly given. In

this condition, filled already with resentment and dissatisfaction,

the pope went to the meeting of the Inquisition on the 9th of

January. He spoke about that nocturnal tumult; he broke out

severely against cardinal Monte, threatened to punish him, and

ever and anon thundered out "Reform, Reform.''"' Cardinals who

on other occasions had been so indisposed to speak, now took

courage. " Holy father," said cardinal Pacheco, "we must begin

this reform with ourselves." The pope was struck dumb. These

words went to his heart. The convictions fermenting and gra-

dually forming there, brought them home to his conscience.

Leaving the case of Monte unconcluded, he retired to his own

private apartment, consumed with vexation, and thinking only of

his nephews. After giving immediate orders that nothing in

future should be done at the instance of cardinal Oaraffa, he made

his papers to be sent for. Cardinal Vitellozzo Yitello, who had

the reputation of being privy to all the secrets of the Caraffas,

had to swear that he would discover all that he knew of them

;

Camillo Orsino was ordered in from his country seat for the same

purpose; the stricter party, after having long beheld the doings

of the nephews with displeasure, now raised itself; the old Thea-

tiner, Don Jeremiah, who was looked upon as a saint, would be

for hours in the pope's apartments ; the pope was apprized of

things of which he never had had the least idea, and which filled

him with astonishment and horror. He became dreadfully agi-
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tated; he could neither eat nor sleep; for ten whole days he lay

fevered and sick, an ever-memorable instance of a pope who, by

inward force of mind alone, threw off partiality for his relations.

His resolution was formed at last. On the 27th of January he

called a meeting of the consistory ; there he spoke with passion-

ate emotion of the ill lives of his nephews ; he called God, and

the world, and men, to witness that he had been quite unaware

of it,—that he had been all along deceived. He dismissed them

from their offices, and banished them and their families to differ-

ent places at a distance. The mother of his nephews, a woman

of seventy, bowed down with infirmities, and personally not to

blame, threw herself at his feet as he was going into his palace,

but he passed on, giving her nothing but sharp words. The

youthful marchioness of Montebello even came from Naples; she

found her palace shut up ; no one would receive her into an inn

;

during a rainy night she went from one to another, until at last

the landlord of a distant hostelry, who had received no orders to

the contrary, once more gave her shelter. In vain did cardinal

Caraffa offer to put himself in prison, and to render an account

of his doings. The Swiss guard had orders to repel not him

only, but all too who had ever been in his service. The pope

made but one exception. INIontorio's son, whom he loved and

had made a cardinal when only eighteen, he kept near his per-

son and repeated his hours with him.^ But this young man

never durst mention those who had been banished, much less

venture upon any petition in their favour. He durst not even

hold any communication with his father. The calamities that

1 As the cardinal was third son to the Duke of Montorio, this was, no doubt, his

nephew, the son of the next duke. Professor Ilanke makes no mention of another

near relative of Paul IV., the well-known Galeacius Caraccioli, eldest son of the

Marquis of ^'ico, and nephew to the \)n\>c. The life of this Galeacius has been

written by Beza, and a notice of him will be found in Dr. M'Crie's Reformation in

Italy. Although Paul seems to have relaxed the stern severity of the arch-inquisi-

tor in regard to his Protestant nephew, by ])erinitting him to be dealt witli in the

way of remonstrance and bribery, when another would have been arrested and ])ut

to death, still, the compulsory retirement of the latter, after literally " leaving

brethren and sisters and father and mother, and wife and children and lands, for

Christ's sake and the gospel's," to Geneva, where he spent the evening of his days

as a ruling elder in the Italian Reformed Church, presented a striking contrast to

the brilliant fortunes of his cousins, the Caraffas, during their enjoyment of tlic

pa])al favour. But when the pope found these ungrateful, and when that favour

was lost, the Genevan exile must have felt peculiarly thank-ful for the deliverance

he had had from such temptations and i-evcrscs, and one can hardly supjiose but

tliat the pope himself must have been affected by the contrast at all points between

his many Roman Catholic and one Reforaicd rektive. Tn,
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had bafallen his house, only affected him on this account the

more deeply, and what he was not allowed to express in words,

was pahited in his looks and person.'^

And are we to believ^e that all this took place without any re-

action on the feelings of the pope?

It seemed as if nothing had happened to him. Just after he

had pronounced the sentence in the consistory with energetic

eloquence, while most of the cardinals were pai'alyzed with

amazement and fright, he seemed on his side to be quite insen-

sible to what had passed, and proceeded without further ado to

other business. The foreign ambassadors were amazed while

contemplating his behaviour. " In such sudden and thorough

changes," it was said of him, " in the midst of entirely new min-

isters and servants, he remained steadfast, stubborn, indefatiga-

ble. He felt no sympathy. He seemed not to have retained

any farther recollection of his relations." He now surrendered

himself to quite a different passion.

Assuredly this change of conduct was of the most lasting con-

sequence. Hatred of the Spaniards, the idea of living to be the

liberator of Italy, had hurried Paul IV., too, into secular strug-

gles, into the gifting of his nephews with ecclesiastical estates,

into the elevation of a soldier to the administration even of

ecclesiastical affairs, into deadly feuds and bloodshed. Events

compelled him to relinquish this idea, to suppress that feeling

of hatred ; theroAvithal his eyes gradually opened to the culpable

conduct of his relations. The vehement sense of what was right,

which bid him rid himself of these, cost him a severe inward

struggle. From that moment he returned to his old reforming

views. He began to exercise his authority as people had at the

very first supposed that he would exercise it, and with the same

passionate earnestness with which he had hitherto indulged his

animosities and carried on war, he now laboured to reform the

state and, most of all, the church.

Secular affairs of every kind were now committed to other

hands. Those who had hitherto been podestas (mayors) and

1 Satisfactoi-y information on this sulijcct will be founil in Pallavicini, but espe-

cially in Broniato. In onr lierlin Tnibrmationi there is farther to be found, vol.

VIII., a " J)iario d'alcune attioni piii notabili nel pontilieato di Paolo IV. I'amio

155S, sino alia sua niortc."—[a Journal of some of the most notable transactions in

the pontificate of Paul IV. from the year 1558, to bis death.]
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governors lost their places ; their dismissal in some instances tak-

ing place in a very extraordinary manner. In Pe^'ugia the

newly-appointed governor made his appearance at night; with-

out waitino- till mornino- he ordered the ancients to be assembled,

and producing his credentials, commanded them to imprison

without delay the governor whom he was to succeed, and who

was present with them. Paul IV. was now the first pope, from

time immemorial, who reigned without nephews. They were

replaced by Cardinal Carpi and Camillo Orsino, who had al-

ready been so powerful under Paul III, With a change in the

persons who conducted the government, there was one also in its

spirit and character. No inconsiderable savings were eftected,

and taxes proportionally remitted; a box was set up in which all

might put a statement of their grievances, and of which the pope

alone possessed the key ; the governor gave in a daily report

;

business was transacted carefully, considerately, and without

any of the old abuses.

As amid the commotions that had occupied him hitherto, the

pope had never quite lost sight of the reformation of the church,

he now devoted himself to it with a fuller zeal and with a more

disengaged heart. He introduced a stricter discipline into the

church ; forbade all begging, even to the collection of alms by

the clergy for masses; he removed scandalous images; a medal

was struck in honour of him representing Christ with the scourge

purifying the temple. He expelled from town and state monks

who had absconded from their monasteries. He obliged the

court duly to observe the fasts, and to celebrate Easter by com-

municating at the supper. Nay, the very cardinals had to

preach occasionally! He himself preached. He endeavoured

to put away many lucrative abuses. He would no longer hear

of marriage dispensations and revenue derived from them, A
number of offices, which had hitherto been always bought, even

the very clerkships of the chamber,^ he desired should hence-

forth be bestowed solely according to personal merits. How
much more did he look to personal worth, and a clerical spirit,

1 Caracciolo : Vita di Panlo IV. IMS. particularly mentions them. The pope
said :

" clic siinili officii d'aniministrationo c di giustitia conveniva clic si dassero a
pcrsone che li facessoro, c non vendcrii a clii avcsse occasion di volorne cavarc il suo

danaro."—[tliat such oiHccs of administration and justice must be bcstowod on those

who should discharge them, and not be sold to persons who might come to wish to

have their money from tliem.

I.

'

2 F
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in bestowing ecclesiastical offices. All private arrangements,

common as they might have been, according to which, while one

person performed the duties, another enjoyed the best part of the

revenues, he would no longer tolerate. He likewise cherished

the prospect of restoring to the bishops many of the rights that

had been taken from them, and he considered the greed with

which every thing had been drawn to Eome, as most culpable.^

Nor was it only in the way of abolition, and negatively, that

he went to work ; he endeavoured to surround religious worship

with greater pomp; to him we must ascribe the ornaments of

the Sixtine chapel, and the solemn representation of the holy

sepulchre.^ There is an ideal of modern catholic worship, full

of dignity, devotion, and splendour, which floated even in his

imagination.^

Not a day, as he boasted, did he suffer to pass without pub-

1 Bromato, II. 483.

2 Mocenigo : Relatione tli 15G0. " Nelli officii clivini poi e nolle ceremonie pro-

cedeva qucsto pontefice con tanta gravita c devotione che vcramente pareva degnis-

simo vicario di Gcsu Christo. Nolle cose poi dcUa religione si prendcva tanto pen-

siero et usava tanta diligcntia elie niaggior non si poteva desiderare."—[Then hi

the divine offices and in the ceremonies, this pope proceeded with so much gi'avitj'

and devotion that he truly appeared to be a most worthy vicar of Jesus Christ. In
I'eligious matters at that time so much thought was taken, and diligence employed,
that it was impossible to desire any thing farther.]

3 What the author here calls a solemn I'epresentation of the Holy Sepulchre, no
doubt refers to what are called Calvary chapels in some popish churches, in which
an image of tlie body of our Lord is sometimes extended on a cross above the sepul-

chre, sometimes, as in Easter week, transferred to the grave elaborately constructed

below, at least such seemed to be the case at the Calvary chapel in the cliurch of

St. Roch on Good Friday some years ago. An immense crowd passed through the
chapel to see the spectacle, entering by one side and coming out by the other. As
for the "dignity, devotion and splendour" of tlic pafial worship, one is apt to be
earned away with it at the moment, but it I'equires but a little reflection to make
it abhorrent to all the best feelings of a protestant. I remember being one day
quite overpowered with the solemn music in the same church of St. Roch, and felt

inclined to join in what seemed so divine a service. But on observing what were
the words, I found that the priests and congi'cgation were chanting on their

knees divine honours to the Virgin Mary, or rather to the idol who, under that

name, has succeeded to the idolatrous worship paid to Diana in the Soutli and to

Freya, I suppose, in the north of Europe. Of coiu'sc the discovery pi'oduced a
revulsion of ineftable disgust, only increased by the thought that the church which
sanctioned this abominable i)andering to the invincible idolatry of the hoiirt of man
in its natural state possessed the Scriptui'cs but i)reforred tradition, and proiesscd

to worship God througli the One Mediator, but preferred the mediation of the gods

many and lords many invoked as saints. Such were the feehngs too that affected

the worthy missionaries who first sailed to Otahoite, where the antagonism of

popery to pure Christianity has of late been so signally dis]ilayed, on entering a

cathedral at Rio Janeiro, " wliich was liung witli black an<l blazing with lamps.

The prayers were cli:inted and chorusses sung, accom])aniod by a band of music.

The sight afflicted us; to behold such external ppnij) of worship, and to discoverno

trace of the pure undefiled religion of Jesiu ." See Missionary Voyage in the Ship

Duif. London, 1790, p. 36. Tr.
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lishing an order, having a reference to the restoration of the

church to its original purity. In many of his decrees we may

recognise fundamental outlines of those arrangements, sanctioned

soon afterwards by the council of Trent.^

In pursuing this course, he displayed, as might be expected,

all that unbending character which was natural to him.

Above all other institutions, the grand object of his favour

was the inquisition, which he himself had restored. He would

often allow those days to pass which were appointed for the

meetings of the segnatura and of the consistory, but never the

Thursday on which the congregation of the inquisition met in

his presence. He would needs know that it was most strictly

observed. He subjected fresh offences to its jurisdiction; he

gave it the horrible privilege of applying torture to the ques-

tioning of accomplices; with him there was no respect of per-

sons; he dragged the principal barons before that tribunal: car-

dinals, such as Moroue and Foscherari, who had themselves

been wont to examine and report on the tenor of books of im-

portance, such, for example, as the spiritual exercises of Igna-

tius, he caused to be thrown into prison, owing to some doubts

having arisen in his mind with respect to their own orthodoxy.

He instituted the Feast of St. Dominick in honour of that great

inquisitor.

Thus did that direction of the popedom which tended to spi-

ritual severity, and to the restoration of what had fallen to de-

cay, obtain the preponderance.

Paul IV. seemed almost to have forgotten that he had ever

cherished any other ; he became lost to all recollection of past

times. He lived and moved in his reforms and his inquisition;

he gave laws, threw people into prison, excommunicated and held

autos-da-fe. At length, on being seized with an illness, and

just such as might have brought even a younger man to his

grave, he convened the cardinals once more, recommended his

soul to their prayers and the holy see, and the inquisition to

their diligent attention; once more ho wanted to collect his

1 Mocenlgo. " Papa Paolo IV. andava contlnuamcntc foccmb qualchc nova
detenninationc c rifonua, e scinpve diccva prepararo altro, acci6 clic rcstassc manco
occasionc e monor necessita di fur concilio."—[Pope Paul IV. went on continually

making some new resolution and rcf'onn, and always sjiokc of prcjiariiig for others,

in order that there might remain small occasion and less necessity for having the

council.]
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thoughts and to sit up. The effort was beyond his strength

;

he sank down and expired (ISth August, 1559).

In this respect at least are these distinguished and passionate

men more fortunate than the weaker race of mortals. Their

peculiarities of mind and temper dazzle and delude them, but

steel them at the same time against reverses, and make them in

themselves invincible.

But the people did not forget so quickly as the pope had

done, what they had suffered under him. They could never for-

give the war which he had brouglit upon Home. His removal

of those nephews, who were thoroughly detested, did not satisfy

the multitude. After his death some of the mob met at the

Capitol and resolved to destroy his monument, because he had

deserved ill as respected both that city and the world. Others

plundered the Inquisition building, set it on fire, and maltreated

the officers of the court. An attempt was likewise made to set

fire to the Dominican monastery near the Minerva. The Colon-

nas, Orsinis, Cesarinis, Massunis, all of whom had received mor-

tal offence from Paul IV., took part in these tumults. The

statue that had been erected to the pope was torn from its

pedestal, broken to pieces, and the head with the triple crown

was dragged through the streets.^

How fortunate might not the popedom have been considered,

had it experienced no other re-action against the enterprises of

Paul IV.

REMARKS 0:S THE PROaSESS OF PROTESTANTISM DURING THIS REIGN.

We have seen how that earlier dissension between the pope-

dom and the imperial Spanish power contributed, probably more

1 Moncenigo. " Vitldi il popolo coiTcr in fiiria verso la casa di Ripetta depiitata

per le cose dell'inquLsitione, metter a sacco tutta la robba cli'era deiitro, si di vit-

tualie como d'altra robba, che la niaggior parte era del Rev"" C Alessandriiio

sommo inquisitore, trattar male con bastonate c ferite tutti i ministri dell'inquisi-

tione, levar le scritture gettandole a refuso per la strada c linalmente pouer foco in

quella casa. I frati di S. Domenico erano in tant'odio a quel popolo clio in ogni

modo volevan al)bruciar il monastero dclla Minerva."—[I saw the peo]>le run I'uri-

ously towards the house of Ripetta, set apart lor the aftairs of the Inquisition, plun-

der all tlie efi'ects that could be found in it, including victuals as well as other goods,

the most part of which belonged to the Most Rev. Cardinal Alessandrino chief in-

quisitor, maltreat with blows and cuts all the persons employed in the inipiisition,

take away the writings by throwing them aI>out the streets like rulibisli, and finally

set fire to the house itself. The friars of St. Dominick were so detested l)v tliat

people, that they wished in any way to burn the monastery deUa Minerva.] He
then mentions that the nobility had been most to blame in this. Moreover similar

tumults had taken place in Perugia.
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than any other external event, to the establishment of Protes-

tantism in Germany. Nevertheless people ran into a second,

which now developed itself in more comprehensive operations,

and filled a larger circle.

We may consider as its first important step, the recall of the

papal troops from the imperial army, and the transferring of the

council from Trent to Bologna. From that very moment its

importance became evident. Nothing threw so material an ob-

stacle in the way of the repression of the Protestants as did the

doings and the omissions of Paul III. at that crisis.

The results of this pope's measures on the general history of

the world, first appeared after his death. The alliance with

France in which he had involved his nephews, led to a generalwar.

It proved a war in which not only did the German Protes-

tants obtain an ever-memorable triumph, through which they

were permanently secured in the face of council, emperor, and

pope; but in which, also, the new views, directly favoured as

they were by the influence of the German soldiers who fought

on both sides, and by the confusion produced by the hostilities

allowing no vigilant oversight of men's opinions, made vigorous

progress in France and the Netherlands.

Paul IV. ascended the Roman see. He might have plainly

perceived this state of matters, and should have desired above

all things the restoration of peace. Yet, blinded by passion, he

threw himself into the strife, and by so doing it so happened that

he who was the most vehement of zealots, promoted, probably

more than any of his predecessors, the diffusion of that Protes-

tantism which he hated, abominated, and persecuted.

Let us now call to mind his influence on England.

The first triumph of the new opinions in that country was

long incomplete. Nothing was needed but a return to its old

course on the part of the national government, notliing but a

Roman catholic queen was required, in order to induce the par-

liament to vote for the church being subjected anew to the pope.

But it must be confessed that the latter had now to proceed with

moderation, and not make war directly against the innovations

which had been effected in the previous condition of things.

This was clearly perceived by Julius III.^ No sooner had the

1 Lettere di Mr. Henrico, Nov. 1553, in a MS. cntitulcJ " Lctterc c negotiati
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first
J
apal nuncio remarked how much influence was exercised

by those who had an interest in the confiscated church property,

than Julius came to the magnanimous resolution of not at all

pressing its restoration. The legate in fact dared not set his

foot in England, until he could give satisfactory assurances on

that point. They formed the basis of his whole power of accom-

plishing any thing.^ But now he also met with the utmost suc-

cess. It was Reginald Poole, whom we know to have been, of

all men then living, the one who made it most his peculiar task

to restore Roman Catholicism in England; a man raised above

all suspicion of being actuated by corrupt views ; able, temperate,

and as a high-born native, held in equal respect by the queen,

nobility, and people. The enterprise succeeded beyond all ex-

pectation. The ascension of Paul IV. to the papal throne, was

distinguished by the arrival of English ambassadors, who assured

him of the obedience of that country.

This obedience Paul IV. did not require to win, he only

needed to preserve it. Let us observe what measures he em-

ployed in this state of things.

He declared the restoration of ecclesiastical property to be an

indispensable duty, the postponement of which would be followed

with everlasting damnation ; he had the presumption likewise to

permit the collection of the Peter's penny again to be made.^

But besides all this, what could have been less fitted to complete

the brin2;in2; back of the kinodom, than his makino- war so furi-

ously against Philip II. a prince who was likewise king of Eng-

land? At the battle of St. Quentin, an event of so much conse-

quence to Italy too, Englishmen fought on the side of Spain.

Finally, he persecuted Cardinal Poole, whom he now could not

for a moment endure, deprived him of his dignity as legate,

though none had ever exercised that office with greater advan-

tage to the holy see, and appointed in his room a monk not fitted

for the place, and bending under the weight of years, but viol-

di Polo."—[Letters and negotiations of Poole,] which farther contains much that is

of importance for this history. About the negotiation (consult) Pallavicini, XIII.

9, 411.

1 lie sci'upled not to acknowledge those who had been up to that time iu posses-

sion of them. Litlcroi dispensatorice C"^ Poll. Concilia M. Britannisc, IV. 112.

2 At that tunc these ideas engrossed his whole existence. He published his bull

Rescissio alknatiunum (Bullarium IV. 4, 319,) in which he annulled all alieuati6n3

of old church property in general.
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ent in his opinions/ Had it been Paul IV.'s serious purpose to

throw obstacles in the way of restoration, he could not have con-

ducted himself otherwise.

No wonder that upon the unexpected and early death, both of

the queen and of the legate, the opposite tendencies powerfully

manifested themselves anew. These were immensely promoted

by the persecutions which Poole had always condemned, but

which were approved of by his headstrong opponents.

Nevertheless then, too, the pope had one more opportunity of

reconsidering the question, and it demanded all the more serious

consideration in that it unquestionably bore upon Scotland.

There, too, religious parties were engaged in a violent struggle

with each other ; and according as things settled down in Eng-

land, were sure to determine the future course of events in Scot-

land also.'"^

Of how much consequence was it now, that Elizabeth showed

herself by no means that first Protestant in her views,^ and sent

public notice to the pope of her accession to the throne. Her

marriage with Philip II. was at least a subject of negotiation,

and at that time seemed very likely to take place. It might

naturally be thought that nothing could have seemed more desir-

able to a pope.

But Paul IV. knew no moderation. He gave Elizabeth's

ambassadors a repulsive and contemptuous answer. She must,

first of all, said he, submit her claims to his judgment.

Let it not be supposed that he was prompted to this solely

by the consequence that he attached to the papal see. He had

other motives to influence him. The French wished, from poli-

tical jealousy, to throw obstacles in the way of that match. They

contrived to make use of the pious, and of the Theatines, to have

it represented to the old pope that Elizabeth was still a Protes-

tant at heart, and that such a marriage would secure no good

1 Also Goodwin, Annalcs Angljse, &c. p. 456.

2 Here Professor Rankc speaks too absolutely. No doubt the re-establishment oi

popery in England must have been a sei'ious, but not necessarily afafiil blow to the
Reformation in Scotland. While tlio English papal government would have been
greatly weakened, the Scotch Ilefoniicd would liavc been no less strengthened by
the continued existence of Protestantism in England, and by the arrival of numer-
ous Protestant refugees in Scotland. Tr.

3 Further, Nares, Memoirs of Burgliley, IT. p. 43, considers her religious i3rinci-

ple.s "at first liable to some doubts."
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results/ The Guise family had great interests at stake in this

matter. In case of Elizabeth being rejected by the papal see,

their sister's daughter, Mary Stuart, dauphiness of France, and

queen of Scotland, possessed the next claims to England, and in

her name the Guises ventured to hope that they might yet reign

over all the three kingdoms. That princess in fact assumed

the arms of England, and already dated her edicts from the year

of her reign over England and Ireland; military preparations

began to be made in the Scottish harbours.^

Even had Elizabeth had no personal leaning in favour of

Protestantism, she would have been compelled by circumstances

to throw herself into it, and this she did in the most decided

manner. She succeeded in obtaining a parliament with a Pro-

testant majority,^ by means of which all those changes which

constitute the essential character of the Ensflish church, were

accomplished in the course of a few months.

Scotland, too, then became necessarily affected by this turn of

affairs. Here the advances of the Roman catholic French party

were opposed by one that was national and Protestant. Eliza-

beth lost no time in forming an alliance with the latter. Can it

be believed that in this she was confirmed by the very Spanish

ambassador!* The treaty of Berwick which she concluded with

the Scottish opposition, gave the latter the preponderance. Be-

fore Mary Stuart could land in her kingdom, she had not only

to renounce her title to En2;land, but to eive her sanction also

to the decisions of a parliament which had met under the influ-

ence of Protestant leanings,—decisions, one of which abolished

the mass upon pain of death.

Thus we must ascribe it in a great measure to a re-action

against the French claims favoured by the pope, that the tri-

umph of Protestantism was for over secured in Great Britain.

Not in any wise, as if the inward impulses of those who had

adopted Protestant views, had depended on those political move-

ments; these impulses sprang from a much deeper source; but,

1 Information in the possession of Thuanus (De Thou).

3 In Forbes' Transactions there is to be found at p. 402, a " Responslo ad })eti-

tiones D. Glasion ct cpisc. Aquilani," by Cecil, who gives the utmost prominence
to all these motives.

3 Neale, History of the Puritans, I. 120. " TIio court took such measures aljout

elections as seldom fail of success."

* Camden, Rerura Anglicarum Annales, p. 37.
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generally speaking, the motives that led to the first outbreak

of the contest, and its progress and ultimate determination,

closely concurred with political developments.

Even upon Germany one of Paul IV.'s measures had, once

more, much influence. His allowing the old spirit of antipathy

to the house of Austria so far to influence him, as to make him

oppose the transference of the imperial crown, compelled Ferdi-

nand I. to look more than ever to the maintenance of those

friendly terms on which he stood with his Protestant allies.

From that time forward Germany fell under the guidance of a

union of moderate princes belonging to both sides, and under its

influence the ecclesiastical establishments in Lower Germany

were first transferred to Protestant administrations.

It seemed, in short, as if the popedom was never to be damaged

without having in one way or another itself contributed, by its

political efforts, to that result.

But at this conjuncture, let us for once cast our eyes over the

world, from the heights of Rome, and mark how immense were

the losses that had been sustained by the Roman catholic confes-

sion. We behold Scandinavia and Britain in revolt; Germany

almost entirely Protestant; Poland and Hungary in fierce fer-

mentation ; Geneva become as important a centre for the West

and for nations of Roman origin, as Wittemberg was for the

East and the tribes of Germany; and even already, alike in the

Netherlands and in France, we behold a party risen up under

the banners of Protestantism.

One hope there yet remained for the Roman catholic faith.

The movements of dissent had been repressed and extinguished

in Spain and Italy, and a restorative strictness had begun to

manifest itself in ecclesiastical opinion. Prejudicial as the poli-

tical administration of Paul IV. had been in other respects, yet

this tendency at least had obtained the predominance, both at

the court and in tlie palace. The question was, would it conti-

nue to maintain itself there, would it then prove powerful enough

once more to pervade, and to unite, the Roman catholic world ?

It is related that once on a time, when the cardinals were

dining together, Alexander Farnese gave a boy wlio was skilled

2 a
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as an improvisatore at the liarp, a wreath wliich he was to pre-

sent to that one of the party who should one clay be pope. The

boy, whose name was Silvio Antoniano, and who afterwards be-

came a distinguished man, and even a cardinal, went up instantly

to John Angelo Medici, and chanting his praises as he went,

presented him with the wreath. This member of the Medici

family succeeded Paul under the name of Pius IV.

^

He was of mean origin. His father Bernardino had originally

come to Milan, and had earned a small competency by farming

the public revenues.^ His sons nevertheless had to shift for

themselves somewhat poorly; the one, Giangiacomo, having de-

voted himself to a military life, entered first into the service ol

a nobleman ; the other, who was the John Angelo we have now

to do with, became a student, but in very straitened circumstan-

ces. Their success in life had the following origin. Giangia-

como, naturally fool-hardy and enterprising, had allowed him-

self to be made use of by those who at that time bore rule in

Milan, to put out of the way an opponent of theirs, a certain

viscount, called Monsignorin, But hardly had the murder been

perpetrated, when those who had contrived it wanted to rid

themselves of the tool they had employed, and sent the young

man to the castle of Mus, on the lake of Como, with a letter to

the warder, directing him to put the bearer to death. Giangia-

como entertained suspicions, opened the letter, and perceiving its

contents, instantly resolved what to do. He sought out some

trusty followers, obtained an entrance by means of the letter,

and succeeded in obtaining possession of the castle. There he

lived afterwards as an independent prince, and from that strong

post kept Milanese, Swiss, and Venetians, in constant movement.

Finally he assumed the white cross and entered the imperial

service. He was raised to the marquisate of Marignano; served

as chief officer of artillery in the war against the Lutherans, and

led the imperial army before Siena.^ Equally able and cnter-

1 Nicius Erytln-fpus relates this anecdote in the article Antoniano: Pinacotheca

p. 37. It is repeated also by Mazzuchelli. The election took place 2Gth Dec. 1559.

2 Ilieronynio Soranzo, Relatione di Roma. " Bernardino padre della B. S. fu

stimata jiorsona di somma bonta c di gran industria, ancora che fusse nato in povero

e basso state : nondimcno venuto habitar a Milano si diede a pigliar datii in affitto."

—

[Bernardino, father of his holy Beatitude, was considered a person of the highest

worth, and of great industry, albeit that he was born in a jioor and low condition ;

however, having come to live in Milan, he set himself to take the datii in hire.]

3 Kipamonte, Ilistorise urbis Mediolani. Natalis Comes Hist.
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prising, fortunate in all that lie undertook, a stranger to pity,

how many of the peasantry who wanted to take provisions into

Siena, did he not kill with his iron stafl'; there was not a tree, far

and wide, on which he had not ordered one or other of them to

be hanged; it was reckoned that he had caused five thousand to

be put to death. He took Siena and founded a distinguished

family.

His rise was now accompanied with that of his brother, John

Angelo, who took the degree of Doctor, and gained himself some

reputation as a jurist ; then purchased an office for himself in

Rome, and was already enjoying the confidence of Paul HI.

when the marc^uis married an Orsina, sister of the wife of Peter

Lewis Farnese.^ On this he became cardinal. After that we

find him charged with the administration of papal cities, with

the direction of political negotiations, and more than once with

the commissariat of the papal army. He proved himself active,

clever, and good-natured. But Paul IV. could not endure him,

and on one occasion spoke against him with great vehemence in

the consistory. Medici thought it best to leave Rome. At one

time at the baths at Pisa, at another in Milan, where he built a

great deal, he contrived to lighten his banishment by literary

labours, and by a splendid beneficence which gained him the title

of a father of the poor. It is not improbable that the direct con-

trast he presented to Paul IV. now contributed most to his

election.

This contrast was more striking than ever.

Here we see Paul IV. a Neapolitan of high rank, of the anti-

Austrian faction, bigoted, a monk and an inquisitor ; there

Pius IV. a Milanese upstart, closely connected with the house

1 Soranzo. " Nato 1499, si dottoro 1525, vivendo in studio cosi strettamcnte
die in Pasqua suo medico, clie stava con lui a dozena, I'accommodd un fjran tempo
del suo servitore e di qualclie altra cosa neccssaria. Del 1527 compro un protono-

tariato. Servendo U C Farneso (Ripamontc speaks of the good understanding ho
maintained with Paul III. himself) coUa piu assidua diligenza, s'ando mettendo
inanzi : ebbo diversi impicghi, dove acquisto nomc di persona Integra e giusta c di

natura offieiosa."—[Born 1499, graduated as doctor in 1525, living as a student in

such straitened circumstances, that at Easter his physician, who boarded with him,
accommodated him with his servant and sonic other necessaries. About the j'oar

1527, ho obtained a prothonotaryship. In the service of C Farneso (Ri])amonte
speaks of the good understanding he maintained with Paul III. himself) with the

utmost assiduity and diligence he proceeded with tho despatch of business ; he had
various employments, where he earned tho name of a man of integrity, a just man
and naturally obliging.] The marriage of tho marquis followed " con pronicssa di

far lui cardinale."—[with tho promise of making him a cardinal.]
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of Austria through his brother and some German relatives, a

jurist, fond of life, and a man of worldly views. Paul IV. made

himself difficult of access ; even in the smallest matters he liked

to make a display of dignity and majesty ; Pius was all good-

nature and condescension. -He was daily seen on the street,

mounted or on foot, almost unattended, and conversing affably

with every body. We can form an idea of his character from

the Venetian despatches.^ The ambassadors meet with him while

he sits writing and working in a cool apartment ; he rises and

paces to and fro with them ; or when he is about to go to Belve-

dere, he takes a seat without laying aside his staff, and without

more ado, hears what they have to say, and then sets off in com-

pany with them. But while he treated them with this familiar

intimacy, he wished at the same time that business should be

transacted ably and considerately. The clever expedients which

the Venetians at times proposed to him, gave him satisfaction

;

he commended them with a smile; and Austrian as he was in

his sentiments, he was disgusted with the unbending and haughty

manners of the Spanish ambassador Vargas. He did not like

to be overwhelmed with the details of business; they easily

fatigued him; but if one kept to general views, and points of

importance, he would find him ever good-humoured and tract-

able. He would then pour forth his feelings in a thousand cor-

dial assurances, saying how he hated bad people from the very

heart, and what a natural love of justice he had; that he desired

to injure no man in the enjoyment of his freedom, but to be kind

and friendly to all; but that his chief thoughts were about doing

his utmost for the church, and he hoped to God that he might

yet effect some good. He may be pictured to the life ; a portly

old man, yet active enough to go to his country seat before sun-

rise, with a bright countenance and lively eyes ; fond of talk,

good cheer, and pleasantry. On recovering once from what had

been thought a dangerous illness, he mounted on horseback, rode

off to the house he had occupied when a cardinal, proceeded up

the steps, one after another, with a firm tread, exclaiming as he

went; " No, no ! wc won't die yet."

But let us ask now, was such a pope, one so fond of life and

1 Ragguagli dcirambasciatore Vencto da Roma 15G1.—[Advices from the Vene-
tian ambassador at Home 1561.1 From Mark Anthony Amulio(Mula). Informatt..

polit. XXXVII.
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so worldly, fitted for the task of administering the affairs of the

Romish church in the difficult position in which it now stood!

Was there no ground to fear that he would again desert that

course which had just been entered orf during the last days of

his predecessor 1 His natural disposition, I deny not, may have

inclined him to do so ; nevertheless it fell out otherwise.

Personally he had no liking for the Inquisition ; he censured

the monkish severity of its procedure; he seldom or never

attended the congregation ; but he would not venture to attack

it ; he declared that he knew nothing about it ; he made no pre-

tence to be a theologian ; he allowed it to have the entire power

which it had received under Paul IV/
Of the nephews of that pope he determined to make a terrible

example. The excesses of which the duke of Palliano was

guilty even after his fall—he put his own wife to death from jeal-

ousy—made it easy for the enemies of the Caraffas to enjoy the

revenge for which they thirsted. A penal process was com-

menced against them ; they were accused of revolting crimes,

robberies, murders, perjuries, and, over and above all this, of a

most arbitrary administration of the government, and of perpe-

tually deceiving that poor old man, Paul IV. We have their

defence; it is drawn up by no means without a show of justifi-

cation.^ But their accusers had the preponderance. The pope,

after spending a day from an early hour till the evening, in

hearing the minutes of court read over to him in the consistory,

pronounced sentence of death on them ; that is to say, on the

cardinal, the duke of Palliano and two of their nearest relations,

the counts Aliffe and Leonardo di Cardine. Montebello and

1 Soranzo. " Se bene si conobbe, non esser di sua satlsfationc il modo clio ten-

gono grinquisitori di procedero per I'ordinario con taiito rigore contra gl'lnquisiti,

e chc si lascia intcndcrc clie piu li piaceria che iisasscro termini da cortcse gentiluonio

che da fratc severo, non di meno non ardisce o non vuolc mai opponcrsi ai giudicii

lore."—[If he knew himself well, he was not satisfied with the mode which the in-

quisitors observed in jwoceeding ordinarily with so much rigour against the sus-

pected, and that he let it to be understood that he would bo much better pleased did

they use such terms as became a courteous gentleman, not an austere monk ; not
the less he cither did not dare, or did not wish ever to oppose their judgments.]

2 Notices in detail of these occurrences arc to be found in Bromato, taken chiefly

from Nores. Wc fui'ther find in the Inibrmatt. the letters of Mula, for example 19
July, 1560, the " Extractus processus cardinalis CaralFtio,"—[Extract of tlie process

against Cardinal Caralfa,] and " Fl succesao dc la niucrtc dc los Caraflas con la

declaracion y el modo que niuricron."—[The occurrence of the death of the Caraffas

and the declaration and the manner in which they died.] I.a morte del C CaraiVa

(in the Lib. at Venice; VI. No. 39) is the MS. that Brcmato luid before hmi, besides

that of Nores.
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some others had fled. The carduial had looked for banishment

perhaps, but had never expected death. Ou the sentence being

intimated to him, one morning while still in bed, on all doubt

being removed, he threw the bed clothes over him for a few

moments, then, on rising, clapped his hands and uttered a cry

of distress, heard in Italy from men in desperate circumstances,

"bene, pazienza: well, patience!" He was not allowed his usual

confessor; to the one appointed for him he had, as may be sup-

posed, much to say, and his confession lasted rather long

:

" Monsignore," said the officer of police, " you must be done

;

we have other business on hand."

Such was the fate of these nephews. They were the last

that sought to obtain independent principalities, and that raised

great commotions in the world in pursuing political objects. We
meet with such from the days of Sixtus IV.: Jerome Riario,

Caesar Borgia, Lorenzo Medici, Peter Lewis Farnese; the Car-

affas are the last. Other nephew families were formed in sub-

sequent times, but quite in another manner. No further instan-

ces occur of that which had prevailed down to this period.

How could Pius IV. of all men, after so violent an execution

of the law, dream of such a thing as granting any such power to

his relatives, as that had been which he punished so inexorably

in the Caraffas? Besides, naturally of an active and stirring

temper, he wished to reign himself. He decided aflairs of im-

portance according to his own judgment, and was rather blamed

for applying too little for assistance from others. To this may be

added that the one among his relations whom he might have

been tempted to promote, namely, Frederick Borromeo, died in

early life. The other, Charles Borromeo, was no man to look

for worldly aggrandizement ; he had never accepted any. Charles

Borromeo viewed the position he occupied with respect to the

pope, and the connection into which it threw him with the most

important concerns, no more as a right which entitled him to

indulge himself in anything, but as a duty to which he had to

devote himself with the utmost carefulness. This he did with

equal discretion and constancy. He was indefatigable in giving

audiences ; he attended assiduously to the administration of the

state, and he made himself of consequence to it by founding a

colleire of eight doctors, out of which there was afterwards formed
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the consulta. Then he assisted the pope, lie is the same that

was afterwards pronounce 1 a saint. Even at this time he dis-

played a noble and irreproachable character. " In so far as

people know," says Jerome Soranza in speaking of him, " he is

without a stain; he lives so religiously and presents so good an

example, as to leave nothing further to be desired by the best.

It is greatly to his praise that in the bloom of life, the nephew

of a pope, and in full possession of his favour, at a court, too,

where he had every sort of gratification within his roach, he led

so exemplary a life." It was his recreation to have learned men

with him in the evening. They would begin to talk about pro-

fane literature, but from Epictetus and the Stoics, whom Borro-

meo, who was young as yet, did not disdain, the conversation,

in those hours of ease, would soon pass to ecclesiastical subjects.^

If any fault were found in him, it was not that he was wanting

in good intentions, or in diligence, but some deficiency in point

of talent ; or his servants would complain that they had to forego

the most valuable testimonies of favour, such as had been ob-

tained from former nephews.

Thus did the peculiar qualities of the nephew compensate for

what the stricter party might have missed in the uncle. At all

events people went on in the course that they had commenced

;

spiritual and secular affairs were conducted zealously, and with

an eye to the church's advantage; reforms were continued. The

pope openly admonished the bishops to reside in their sees ; and

some were seen forthwith to kiss his feet and take their leave.

There is a compulsory power in common ideas that have once

gained the ascendancy. The serious tendencies of ecclesiastical

opinion had gained this ascendancy in Rome, and would ad-

mit of no further deviation from them, even in the pope.

But now, if the v/orldly spirit of this pope was not unfavour-

able to the restoration of a strict spiritual system, we may ven-

ture to add, on the other hand, that it was sure to contribute

even immensely to^yards the composing of the dissensions that

had arisen in the Roman catholic world.

Paul IV. had imaQ-ined that it belou2;ed to the vocation of a

pope, to subjugate emperors and kings; and on this account he

1 These were the Noctcs Vaticanac (Nights in the Vatican) nicntioned by Gh:s-

sianus : Vita Caroli BoiToniei, I. TV. 22.
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rushed into so many wars and feuds. Pius IV. perceived these

failings the more clearly, from his having had a predecessor to

whom he felt himself opposed on other points. " We owe the

loss of England," he would exclaim, "which we might have re-

tained to this day, to the lack of support given to Cardinal Poole

;

thus have we lost Scotland also; the war enabled the German
doctrines to find their way into France." He, on the other

hand, wished for peace. He had no desire for war even with the

Protestants. When an ambassador from Savoy came to confer

with him about assistance in an attack on Geneva, he repeatedly

interrupted him ;
" What times were these then to make such a

proposal to him? he wanted nothing so much as peace."^ He
wished to be on good terms with every body. He was by no

means chary of his ecclesiastical favours, and when he had to

refuse anything, he did it with tact and discretion. He was con-

vinced, and openly said so, that the power of the pope could no

longer be maintained without the authority of princes.

The last period of Paul IV.^s life was marked by the fact

that the whole Roman catholic world called anew for the assem-

bling of a general council. It is certain that Pius IV. could not

have evaded this demand without the greatest difficulty. No
longer could he point to war, as his predecessors had done, as a

pretext for refusing it, peace being at length re-established

throughout Europe. Even his own interests urged it on him,

for the French had threatened to assemble a national council

which might easily lead to a schism. But in truth I find that

besides this, he himself was cordially inclined to it. Let us hear

how he speaks out his mind on the subject. " We wish to have

a council," says he, " we wish it certainly, we wish it general.

Had we no wish for it, we might put the world off for many
years by alleging difficulties, but these we would much rather

remove out of the way. It shall reform what there is to be re-

formed; even in our own person, and our own concerns. If we

have any other object in view but to serve God, so may God
1 Mula : 14 Feb. 1561. Pius had to inform him :

" cho havemo animo <li stare

in pace, e cho non sapemo nicnto di qiicsti pensieri del diiea di Savoia; c ci mara-
vigliamo chc vada ecrcando f|Uosto cose: non c tempo da iarc Tinipresa di (Jincvra

ne da far gcnerali. Scriveto clie siamo constauti in qucsta opinionc di star in pace."

—[that we liave a mind to remain at itcacc, and tliat wo have notliing of these

thoughts of tlie duke of Savoy; and here wc marvel that he goes seeking these things :

this is not the time to make the attempt on Geneva or any general attempt. Write
that we are constant in lliis opinion of ivmaining at peace.]
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chastise us." It often seemed to him that he was not sufficiently-

encouraged to proceed with so important a project, by support

from the princes. The Venetian ambassador had a meeting

with him one morning when confined to bed and lamed by an

attack of gout ; he found him engrossed with these reflections.

" Our object is good," said he, " but we are alone." " I could

not but compassionate him," says the ambassador, " on seeing

him in bed and hearing him say. We are alone for so heavy a

burthen." Meanwhile he put things in train. On the 18th of

January, 1562, as many bishops and deputies were collected in

Trent, as admitted of a third opening of the council, which had

bjeen broken up twice. The pope had the greatest share in this

step. "Assuredly," says Girolamo Soranzo, though not in other

respects of his party, "His Holiness has in this shown all the

zeal that could be expected from so great a supreme pastor ; he

has omitted nothing that could assist so holyand so good a work."

THE LATER SESSIONS OF THE COUNCIL OF TRENT.

How wholly altered was the state of the world since the first

calling of this council. Now had the pope no more to dread a

mighty emperor^s taking advantage of it, in order to make him-

self lord of the popedom. Ferdinand I. had no sort of power in

Italy. Neither was there room for anxiety on account of any

serious error in essential points of doctrine.'^ Although not yet

fully developed, the theology that had been established during

the first sittings, had already become predominant over a great

part of the Roman catholic world. Any proper re-union with

the Protestants was no longer seriously to be thought of. In

Germany they had assumed a powerful but no longer an aggres-

sive position ; in the north their ecclesiastical tendencies had been

incorporated with the civil government itself; and even in

England the same course of things had just come into operation.

The pope's declaring that the new council was to be a conti-

nuation of the preceding, and his success at last in silencing the

1 Such was Ferdinand I. 's view of the matter. Littcrrc ad Icgatos 12 Aug.
]5(i2, in Le Plat, Monum. ad hist. cone. Tridentini, V. p. 452. "Quid cniin
attinct, disquirerc de his dogmatibus, do quibus apud omncs non solum prinpi])cs

vcrum etiam privates homines catholicos nullo nunc pcnitus existit disceptatio?"

—

[Letter to the legates, 12 Aug. 1502,. in I,e Plat's Documents relating to the Hist,

of the council of Trent, V. p. 452. For what puqjosc does it serve to enter on tho

discussion of those dogmas about which there is now absolutely no dispute, not only

among princes, but even among private persons being (Roman) catholics ?2

I. 2 TI
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voices of those who opposed this, destroyed of itself all hope of

reconciliation. How could the free Protestants give their adhe-

sion to a council, by whose previous decrees the most important

articles of their creed had already been anathematized?^ This

being the case, the proceedings of the council had their effects

confined beforehand within the infinitely circumscribed circle of

the Roman catholic nations. Its object was necessarily limited

in the main to these three points,—to compose the dissensions that

had arisen between those nations and the supreme ecclesiastical

authority ; to lay down the doctrines of the church on some as

yet unsettled points; but, above all, to complete the internal re-

formation that had commenced, and to prescribe rules of disci-

pline which should be carried into universal effect.

But even this was found extremely difficult; the most ani-

mated disputes very soon broke out among the assembled fathers.

The Spaniards mooted the question whether the residence of

bishops in their dioceses, was of divine law, or merely a matter

of human regulation. This might seem an idle controversy,

since all were agreed that they were obliged to residence. But

the Spaniards maintained in general that episcopal government

was not an emanation from that of the pope, as people in Eome
would have it, but that, in its origin, it rested immediately on

divine arrangement. Here they struck tlie very nerve of the

whole ecclesiastical system. The independence of the inferior

ecclesiastical authorities, which were so sedulously kept under by

the popes, would necessarily have been restored by means of the

development of this principle.

While this controversy continued to be waged with great

keenness, the imperial ambassadors made their appearance. The

articles they presented are extremely remarkable. "The pope

too," says one of them, " must humble himself after Christ's

example, and allow a reform to take place as respects his person,

his states, and his curia. The council must reform the appoint-

ment of cardinals as well as the conclave." Ferdinand used to

1 The main ground of the letter of refusal sent by the Protestants. " Causae cur
clectores ])rineij)es aliiquo Augustana; confossioni adjuneti status recuscnt adirc con-

cilium."—[The causes why tlie electoral ])rinces ami other orders adhering to the

confession of Augsburg refuse to go to the council.] Lc Plat, lY. p. 57. 'J'liey

Lkewiso remark in the first proclamation the suspicious words: "omni sus]iensione

sublata." They call to recollection the condemnation which their principles had
previously met with, and state at great length " qurc mala sub ea coniu'mationo

lateant."—[the evils that lay concealed under tluit confirmation.]
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say :
" Since the cardinals are not good, how shall they choose a

good popeV For the reform which he contemplated, he wished

to see the plan of the council of Constance, which had never been

carried into effect, laid down as the basis. The decrees should

be prepared by committees deputed by the several nations. But,

over and above this, he required the allowing of the cup (to the

laity) and of marriage among priests, dispensation from fasting

for some of his subjects, the erection of schools for the poor, the

purgation of breviaries, legends and postilles,^ more intelligible

catechisms, church psalmody in German, a reformation of mon-

astic establishments, and, in order to that, " their great wealth

should therewithal be prevented from being so profligately spent.""

These were indeed most important overtures, aiming as they did

at a thorough revolution in the very essence of the church. The

emperor, in repeated letters, urged their being discussed.

Finally there appeared the cardinal of Lorraine also, with the

French prelates. He attached himself, on the whole, to the

German overtures, and especially required the securing of the

cup to the laity, the administration of the sacraments in the

mother tongue, instruction and preaching at the mass, leave to

sing in full congregation the psalms in French, all being things

from which people there promised themselves the greatest re-

sults. " We have the certain assurance," says the king, "that

the securing of the cup to tlie lait}^, will calm many now dis-

quieted consciences, will unite to the (Roman) catholic church

whole provinces which have now departed from it, and will be

one of the best means of composing the troubles of our kingdom."'^

But, moreover, the French ambassador made an attempt again

to bring forward the decrees of Basel ; these openly maintained

that a council is above the pope.

1 Notes and explanations. Tn.

2 Pallavicini almost quite passes over these demantls, XVII. I. 0. They ilid not
suit him. In fact they have nevci* been known in their proper form. They lie

before us in three excerpts. The first is to be found in P. Sarpi, book VT. p. 325,
and quite to the same effect, only in Latin, in Uainaldi and Soldast. The second
is in Bartholoma^us de Martyiubus, and is somewhat more extended. Schelhorn
took the third from the papers of Staphylus. They do not very well accord with
each otlier. The original, I should think, might bo found in Vienna : it must ever
bo thought a most remarkable public document. I have adhered to Schelhorn's
extract. Le Plat has it also, together with the answer.

3 " Memoirc baillo a Mr. le C de Lorraine, quand il est parti pour allcr au con-
cil."—[Memoir delivered to the C of Lorraine when he set off for the council.] J..C

Plat, IV. 502.
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Now, it is true, the Spaniards did not concur in the demands

of the Germans and French ; the giving of the cup to the laity,

and the marriage of priests, they with the utmost warmth pro-

nounced damnable, and, at the council at least, no concession in

this respect could be obtained; all that was effected was that a

dispensation might be applied for to the pope ; but there were

points on which these three nations united in opposing the pre-

tensions of the Curia. They thought it not to be endured that

the legates alone should have the rio-ht to introduce overtures.

But that, in addition to this, these legates should with respect

to every decree that was to be passed, first interpose the opinion

of the pope, appeared to them to be a slur upon the dignity of

the council. In this way, thought the emperor, there are pro-

perly two councils ; the one at Trent, the other, and the true one,

at Rome.

Had the voting, in this state of opinions, been by nations,

what singularly remarkable decrees might have been expected !

But as that was not the case, the three nations, even taken col-

lectively, remained all along in the minority. They were far

out-numbered by the Italians, and they, again, according to their

usual custom, defended, without much consideration, the views

of the Curia, on which they were in a great measure dependent.

Hence great mutual exasperation. It became a standing jest

with the French, that the Holy Ghost came to Trent in a port-

manteau. The Italians spoke of Spanish leprosy and French

diseases, with which the orthodox were infected one after another.

When the bishop of Cadiz declared that there had been famous

bishops, that there had been fathers of the church, whom no

pope had ever appointed, the Italians loudly exclaimed against

liim; they demanded his removal; they even spoke of anathema

and heresy. The Spanish retorted the charge of heresy.^ At
times sundry crowds would collect on the streets under the cry

of Spain, Italy, and bloodshed was seen instead of peace.

Was it matter of surprise that ten months should bo spent

without a session being effected, and that the first legate dis-

1 Pallaviciui XV. V. 5. Paleotto Acta : " Alii prrplati inconiinahant clamantcs
Exeat, exeat; et aJii Anathema sit; ad quos Granatciisis convcrsua rcsiiondit, Ana-
thema vos estis."—[Some prelates groaned, calling, " Out with him, out with him ;"

and others said, " Let him bo anathema ;" to whom the hishoj) of tiranada turning

round replied, "Yc are anathema."] Sec Mcndliam, Memoirs of the Council of

Trent, p. 251.
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suaded the pope from coming to Bologna; for what would men
say if even then the council should not come to any regular

close, but have to be broken upf Nevertheless a dissolution, a

suspension, or even no more than a translation which had often

been thought of, would have been extremely hazardous. At
Rome, nothing but harm was expected. People thought that a

council was by far too strong a medicine for the debilitated body

of the church ; that it would completely ruin both it and Italy.

" Some days before my departure, at the commencement of the

year 1563," says Girolamo Soranzo, " Cardinal Carpi, dean of

the college, and a truly intelligent man, told me that in his last

sickness he had prayed to God, to vouchsafe to him the favour

of death, and to prevent him from witnessing the fall and burial

of Rome. All the other cardinals that were looked up to, un-

ceasingly lamented their untoward fate ; they clearly perceived

that there was no escape for them, if the holy hand of God did

not specially intervene in their behalf."^ Pius IV. dreaded lest

he should come to be overwhelmed with all the calamities with

which other popes had ever thought themselves threatened by a

council.

It is a lofty idea that in troublous times, and when errors are

rampant in the church, the grand remedy must be sought in a

meeting of her chief pastors. " Without arrogance or envy, in

holy humility and cathoHc peace," saith St. Augustine, " let

such hold coimsel together. After more extensive inquiry and

information, let them open up what was closed and bring to light

1 " Lcttera del O" di Mantua, legato al concilio di Trento, scritta al papa Pio IV.
li 15 Genn. 15C3. Quando si havessc da dissolversi questo concilio, per causa d'altri

e non nostra, mi piacoria piii die V™ Beatitudinc fusse restata a llouia."—[Letter
from the cardinal of Mantua, legate to the council of Trent, written to pope Pius
IV. the 1.5th of January, 1503. If this council have to be dissolved on account of
others, not on our account, I should bo better pleased had your Beatitude remained
at Rome.]

a " Li Cardinali di maggior autorita deploravano con tutti a tutte I'oro la loro

miseria, la quale stimano tanto maggiore che vedono o conoscono assai chiaro, non
esservl rimedio alcuno so non quello che piacosse dare al H' Dio con la sua santissi-

ma mano ! Ccrto non si pu6 se non temcre, adds Sorano himself, Sor"'° Principe, che
la povera Italia, afflitta per altre cause, habbi ancor a sentire afllitionc ]ier questo
particolannente

: lo vedono e lo conoscono tutti i savj."—[The cardinals of more
authority dcjdored with all men at all times their misery, which they judged to be
so much the greater, that they saw and knew clearly enough that there was no re-

medy for them, but such as the Lord God might be pleased to give with his most
holy hand! Certainly they cannot but fear, adds Sorano himself, Most Serene
Prince, that poor Italy, atHicted by other causes, may have still to sailer aftliction

by this particularly : all wise men see and know it.]
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what was hidden." But even in the earliest ages, this fine idea

was far from being ^practically realized. In order to that, there

was required a purity of purpose, and an independence of foreign

influences, which do not seem to have been granted to man. But

how much less likely was it to be attained, now that the church

was connected with the state in such innumerable and mutually

conflicting relations. That the council, notwithstanding this,

should continue to be regarded with the utmost respect, and come

to be so often and so pressingly called for, must mainly be

ascribed to the felt necessity of laying a restraint on the power

of the popes. Now, however, what these had always said, seemed

to prove true ; that the meeting of a general council of the church

in times of great confusion, was fitted rather to aggravate the

evil than to remove it. All the Italians shared in the alarms of

the curia. " Either," said they, " the council will be continued,

or it will bo dissolved. In the former event, and especially

should the pope in the mean time be removed by death, the ultra-

montanists will regulate the conclave according to their views, to

the prejudice of Italy; they would fain so limit the pope's pre-

rogatives that nothing more should be left him than his being

simple bishop of Rome ; under the title of a reform, they will

ruin the ofiices (connected with the church) and the whole curia.

On the other hand, should the council be dissolved without any

good result, even the faithful will be much scandalized, and the

doubting, who are now in a very dangerous position, will be

utterly lost."

If we consider the state of things, it must appear impossible

to have excited any change of the predominant tone in the coun-

cil itself. The legates who were directed by the pope, and the

Italians who were dependent on him, were confronted by the

prelates of the other nations who again, on their side, held by the

ambassadors of the princes whose subjects they were. No recon-

ciliation, no compromise of differences, could be thought of.

-Already, in February 15G3, matters seemed still to be in a des-

perate condition ; there was nothing but vehement contention

;

each party hold obstinately by its opinions.

But if once we fix our eyes on the state of things, precisely as

it stood, we shall discover a possibility of finding an escape from

this labyrinth. In Trent the opposing opinions only met and
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conflicted with each other ; they originated in Eome and with

the difterent monarchs. If the dissensions were to be removed,

it was necessary that they should be traced to their sources. If

Pius IV. had ah'eady said on another occasion, that the pope-

dom could no more sustain itself without a union with the mon-

archs of Christendom, now was the moment for carrying this

maxim into effect. He had thoughts at one time of giving ad-

mission to the demands of the courts, and of complying with

these, without the intervention of the council. But this would

have been but a half measure. The problem was how to come

to a common understanding with the other powers in bringing

the council to a close; no other resource presented itself. Pius

IV. resolved to make the attempt, and in this he was aided by

Morone, who as a politician was the ablest of all his cardinals.

It depended, first of all, on the emperor Ferdinand, to whom
the French, as we have said, had attached themselves, and to

whom as being his uncle, Philip II. too, paid no small respect.

Morone, shortly before named president ofthe council, but forth-

with convinced that nothing could be effected in Trent, repaired

in April, 1563, without being accompanied by a single other pre-

late, to Inspruck, to meet the emperor. He found him depressed

in spirits, dissatisfied, and in bad health; convinced that there

was no sincere desire felt at Rome for ameliorations, and deter-

mined first of all to achieve its freedom for the council.'^

An extraordinary, in our times it would be said, a diplomatic,

fitness was required in the legate, in order to his merely first

putting the irritated prince in good humour.^

Ferdinand was out of temper in consequence of his reforma-

tion scheme having been slighted, and never so much as once

really submitted to deliberation. The legate contrived to con-

vince him, that, on not altogether objectionable grounds, it had

1 Bearing njion this also is the " Relatione in scr. fatta dal Comcndoncai S" Ic-

gati del coneilio sojira le cose ritratte daH'imperatore 19 Feb. 1503. Pare que
jH'iisino trovar niodo c forma di haver piu parte et autoritii nel prescnte coneilio per

stabilire in csso tutte le loro pctitioni giuntamente con li Franccsi."—[Accoiint in

writing by Coracndone to the lords legates of the council, on the matters repre-

sented by the emperor 19th Feb. 15G3. It appears that they think to find a mode
and fonn of having a larger share and more authority in the present council by

J
referring all their petitions in it conjunctly with the French.]

a The most important piece that I have met with on the suliject of the Triden-

line negotiations is Morone's report on his legation: it is short I>uf substantial.

Neither Sarpi nor I'allavicini has noticed it. " Relatione Sommaria del C Moro-
ne soj)ra la legatione sua." Bibl. Altieri in Rom. VII. F. 3.
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been thought hazardous to submit it to formal deliberation, but

not the less on that account had they taken up, and even already

come to a conclusion, on the most important part of its tenor.

The emperor further complained that the council was controlled

by directions from Rome, and that the legates were governed by

the instructions they received; on which Morone observed in

reply, what could not be denied, that the ambassadors from the

sovereigns also, had instructions from their respective courts, and

were continually provided with new directions how to act.

In point of fact, Morone, who moreover had ere now long en-

joyed the confidence of the house of Austria, came off success-

fully from treating these delicate points. He quieted the unfa-

vourable personal impressions that the emperor had received, and

now simply applied himself to the discovery of some compromise

for the settlement of those controverted points that had arisen

out of the grievous distractions at Trent. He had no thoughts

of giving way in essentials, or of allowing the authority of the pope

to be weakened. " All depended," he himself says, " on hitting

upon such determinations as should lead the emperor to believe

that he had received satisfaction, yetwithout allowing the author-

ity of the pope, or that of the legates, to be too much encroached

upon."'

The first of these points was the exclusive initiative of the

legates, of which it had always been maintained that it ran coun-

ter to the liberties of a council. Morone remarked that it was

not for the interest of sovereigns that all prelates should have

the initiative secured to them; and he must have found little

difficulty in convincing the emperor of this. It was easy to see

that bishops, if once possessed of this right, would very soon bring

forward propositions of a kind that would contravene pretensions

and privileges hitherto accorded to the state. The confusion that

would follow from such a concession, was evident. Nevertheless

there was every desire so far to meet the wishes of the sover-

eigns; and the expedient that was hit upon calls for notice.

Morone engaged to bring every thing forward for discussion that

the ambassadors should lay before him to that effect ; if he did

not do so, he should then concede to them the right of propound-

1 " Fu ncccss.irio trovarc fcinpcraniento talo clic parcsse aH'impcratoi'c tli csserc

in aJcuno modo satisfatto ot insicnic non si pivgiudicasse aH'aiitorita del papa ne do'

Icgati, ma rcstasse il concilio ncl suo possesso."—[See the text.]
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ing the matter themselves. This compromise showed the spirit

that had gradually begun to prevail iu the council. Tlio legates

conceded a case in which they were to renounce the exclusive

initiative, but not so much in favour of the fathers composing

the council, as in favour of the ambassadors.^ Hence it followed

that none but princes were allowed to participate in the rights

which the pope in other respects preserved for himself.

A second point was the demand that the committees that pre-

pared the decrees, should be allowed to meet for discussion, accord-

ing to the various nations which they represented. Morone re-

marked that this had always been so already, but that in com-

pliance with the wishes of the emperor there should now be

stricter regulations to that effect.

Next came the third point in dispute ; reform. Ferdinand

conceded at last that the expression, a reformation of the head,

and the old Sorbonian question also, whether a council stood

above the pope or not, should be avoided ; but in return Morone

eno;a2;ed that there should be a thorough reform in all other

matters. The draft that was made to this effect, bore even upon

the conclave.

This main affair having been despatched, they soon came to

agree about matters of inferior moment. The emperor departed

from many of his demands, and charged his ambassadors above

all things sincerely to maintain a good understanding with the

papal legates. After having succeeded in putting things in a

proper course, Morone retraced his steps across the Alps.

"When people in Trent," he himself says, " heard of the emper-

or"'s good resolution, and perceived the coalition of his ambassa-

dors with those of the pope, the council began to alter its man-

ners, and to become much more manageable." Towards this re-

sult some other circumstances co-operated.

The Spaniards and the French had quarrelled about the right

1 " Summarium eorum qua; dicuntur acta inter C;T>sai-cnm Majcstatcm ct illus-

trissimuin Cardinalem Moromini,"—[Summary of the mattei-s said to liavc been

transacted between the im]icrial Majesty and tlic most ilhistrious Cardinal Morone,]

in the Acts of Torcllus, also in Salij^'s (icschichte dcs tridentiniselien Conciliiinis

III. 292, thus expresses this :
" Maj. S. sibi reservavit vol per medium dlctorum

legatorum, vel si ipsi in hoc gi'avarcntur, per so ijisum vol per ministros suos ])ro-

poni curare."—[Ills Majesty hath reserved to liimsclf, to sec to matters lieinn; pro-

posed, either througli the medium of tlie said legates, or if they should think them-

selves aggrieved in this, by himself or his ministers.] I own that I should not have

readily concluded from this, that tlierc was any negotiation as Morone informs us,

although it foi-ms ]iart of it.

i.^ 2 I
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of precedence in the representatives of their kings, and had ever

since been much less in each other's company.

Special negotiations had likewise been entered upon with each

of them apart.

For Philip II. there was involved, in the nature of the case,

the most pressing necessity for a good understanding. His power

in Spain was mostly founded on ecclesiastical interests, and it

behoved him above all things to look well to his retaining these in

his own hands. Well was the Romish court aware of this, and

the Madrid nuncio often said that a peaceable conclusion to the

council was as much to be wished for by the king as by the pope.

Already had the Spanish prelates remonstrated at Trent against

the taxes levied on ecclesiastical property, which formed an im-

portant part of the public revenues of Spain ; the king had heard

of this movement with anxiety, and implored the pope to forbid

such offensive discussions.^ How could he, after that, ever think

of granting to his prelates the right of propositions to be dis-

cussed by a council? He was far more solicitous to keep them

within limits. Pius complained of the vehement opposition that

had unceasingly been shown to him by the Spaniards, in answer

to which the king promised to take effectual measures for re-

moving this refractory spirit on their part. Enough, pope and

king became aware that their interests coincided. Yet other

negotiations must have found a place in the general treaty. The

pope threw himself entirely into the arms of the king, and the

king gave his solemn assurance to the pope that he might count

on his supporting him with the whole force of his kingdom, on

every pressing emergency.

The French meanwhile were making their approaches on the

other side. The Guises, who exercised so much influence both

on the government at home and here too in the council, gave at

all times a decidedly Roman catholic direction to their policy in

both quarters. People were indebted to nothing but Cardinal

Guise's pliability for a session being again effected at last, after a

delay of ten months and eight prorogations. But over and above

this, a union of the strictest kind was brought into discussion.

Guise proposed that there should be a convention of the most

powerful Roman catholic princes, the pope, the emperor, and the

1 Paolo Tiepolo, DLspaccio di Spagna, 4 Dec. 1502.
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kings of France and Spain/ In order that he might communi-

cate more closely he went to Rome, and there the pope could not

find words enough to praise "the christian zeal of Guise for the

service of God and the public peace, not only in the concerns of

the council, but in other matters also affectins: the jreueral weal,"'^

The proposed conference was thought very desirable by the pope,

who sent ambassadors accordingly to the emperor and the king.

After this it was no longer at Trent, but at the several courts,

and by means of political negotiations, that the then existing

dissensions were composed, and the more important obstacles to

a felicitous closing of the council taken out of the way. Morone,

who contributed most to that result, found methods in the mean-

time of personally gaining over the prelates, gratifying them with

the full measure of acknowledgment, praise, and favour that they

longed for.^ He fully showed for once what an able and skilful

person, who comprehends the state of things, and proposes to

himself an end that is commensurate with what they require,

can accomplish, even under circumstances the most difficult

;

and if the Roman catholic church be indebted to any man for

the happy issue to which the council was brought, that obliga-

tion it owes to him.

The way was now made smooth. As he himself says, the

members could now enter upon the consideration of the difficul-

ties which the case involved.

The old controversy was still mooted about the necessity of

residence and the divine right of bishops. The Spaniards long

showed that they were determined to abide by their dogmas on

these points; so late as July 1563, they declared these to be no

1 Instruttionc data a Mons. Carlo Visconti niandato da papa Pio IV. al re catt.

per Ic cose del concillo di Trento (ultimo Ottobre 1563). Bibl. Barb. 3007.

3 II beneficio universale. Lett, di Pio IV. 20 Ott. 1563.

3 " I prelati," says Morone himself, " accarezzati c stimati, e lodati e gratiati, si

fecero piii trattabili."—[The prelates, says Morone himself, being caressed, and

flattered with cxjiressions of esteem, and praised, and loaded with kindness, made
themselves more tractable.] INIartin Perez dc Ayala, who kept uj) his ojjposition to

the last, was quite angiy at the general declension. " Todo lo havia ya vencido cl

cardenal de Moron con sus artcs ansi al C dc Porcna como al arzobisi)o de Granada
como otros siete o ocho que al principio estubieron bien on las cosas del bien co-

mun."—[The Cardinal Morone ultimately overcame everything by his arts; by this

means he gained over the Cardinal Porena, the archbishop of Granada, and seven

or eight othci-s, who at the beginning stood well for the things that were to be for

the general good.

He calls Morone " hombre doblado."—[a double man,] and supposes that he

wanted to flatter him too. (From liLs biogi'ai)hy in the Vida d<t Vitiamtcva.,
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less infallible than the ten commandments ; the archbishop of

Granada wanted to see all books forbidden that maintained the

reverse;"^ nevertheless, when the decree came to be reduced to

Avriting, they were content to allow their sentiments to remain

unexpressed, a minute however being taken by which they were

to be allowed to continue to defend their views. Lainez directly

gave his meed of praise to this double meaning in the decree."

A like method was adopted in the case of the other controversy

about the initiative, the proponentibus legatis. The pope de-

clared that each should be allowed to ask and to say, whatever

it was competent for him to ask and to say, according to the

old councils, yet he guarded himself carefully from using the

word "propose.""^ An expedient Avas fallen upon which contented

the Spaniards without involving the smallest concession on the

part of the pope.

After the removal of the drawback occasioned by the political

tendencies of the as-e, endeavours were made not so much to

determine, as to set aside, by means of a skilful mediation, the

questions that had given occasion for bitter and angry feelings.

Having agreed thus far, it was found so much the easier to

proceed with the less doubtful points. Never did the coun-

cil go on with greater despatch. The important dogmas re-

specting ordination to the priesthood, the sacrament of marriage,

the indulgence, purgatory, the Avorship of the saints, and by far

the most important reforming arrangements which it collectively

drew up, occupied the three last sessions, in the latter half of

the year 1563. On the one side as well as on the other, the con-

gregations were formed of various nations. The project of re-

form was made the subject of deliberation in five special assen>-

blies ; one French, which met in the house of Cardinal Guise

;

1 " Scrittura nolle lettere e mcmoric del nuncio Viseonti, II. 171."—[Writing in

the letters and memoirs of the nuntio VLsconti, II. 174.

]

3 " Ejus verba in utramquc partem pie satis posse exponi."—[Tliat its words may
be set forth with sufficient piety in regard to both (doctrines.) Sec Palcotto in

Mendham's Memoirs of the council of ""Trent, p. 202. Tlie maxim was proposed

:

•' episcopos esse a Christo institutes,"—[that bishops have been instituted by Christ.]

It was finally resolved: " esse hierarchiam divina ordinationc inslitutam, quro con-

stat ox cpiscopis, prcsbyteris et ministris,"—[that the hierarchy was instituted by

divine ordination, and consists of bishops, presbytei-s, and ministers.] It was in vain

that some proposed ordinationc peculiari, others institutionc. The bishop Mendoza

of Salamanca ascribes the favourable result to the able (cuerdo) conduct of Cardinal

Morone. Villanueva, II. p. 427.

3 rallavicini, 23, G, 5.
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another Spanish, in that of the archbishop of Granada, and three

Itahan/

Not much difficulty was found in coming to a common under-

standing on most of the questions; only two special difficulties

presented themselves—the questions respecting the exemption of

the chapters and plurality of benefices, in which again private

interests played an important part.

The former of these chiefly affected Spain. There the chap-

ters had already lost some of the extraordinary privileges which

they formerly enjoyed; and while they wished to have this loss

restored, the king entertained the idea of imposing much greater

limitations upon them; for, as he had the appointment to the

bishoprics, he was himself interested in the extension of episco-

pal power. The pope, on the contrary, was in favour of the

chapters, inasmuch as their absolute subjection to the bishops

would have not a little curtailed his influence over the Spanish

church. Once more those two powerful influences came into

direct conflict. In fact the question was, which was to have the

majority. The king was uncommonly strong in the council

;

his ambassador had contrived to remove a deputy who had

been sent up by the chapters for the purpose of attending to

their interests; and he had so many spiritual favours to bestow,

that every one hesitated to ruin his prospects in that quarter.

The result of the voting by voices was unfavourable for the chap-

ters, and now let the reader mark the expedient fallen upon by

the papal legates for obviating this. They resolved that the

votes should in this instance be ordered to be given in writing

;

but it was only the votes by voice, given in the presence of so

many of the king's followers, that wore influenced by a regard to

Spain, not the written votes which were delivered into the hands

of the legates. In this manner they actually obtained a consi-

derable majority in favour of the papal view and of the chapters.

Thus reinforced, they proceeded, under Guise"'s mediation, to

open new negotiations with the Spanish prelates, who at last

contented themselves with a much slighter extension of their

rights than they had contemplated."

1 The Iicst notices on this subject are to bo found where one woultl nut think of

lookinj^ for tliem, in Baini Vita di I'alestrina, I. 100, from authentie papers. The
subject is touched upon likewise in the Diarium of Servantio, wliicli Moudham has

made use of (p. 301).
3 Sarpi, Vlll. 81f), is still not clear in what he says on this subject. Tlieauthcn-
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Of still greater consequence for the curia, was the second

article, concerning the plurality of benefices. A reform in the

order of cardinals had long been spoken of, and many tho ught

they could perceive in the degeneracy of that order, the source

of all that was Wrong. They often engrossed, without scruple,

a multiplicity of benefices; in this, then, it was proposed that

they should be circumscribed by the severest laws. It will

readily be seen how sensitive the curia was sure to be to every

innovation of the kind ; it already dreaded and shunned even a

serious deliberation on the subject. The expedient fallen upon

by Morone, was in this case also highly characteristic. He
slumped^ the reform of the cardinals with the articles respecting

the bishops. " Few," he says himself, " clearly apprehend the

importance of the matter, and in this way all dangerous rocks

were avoided."

While the pope in this manner succeeded in preserving for

his court the form it had hitherto maintained, he showed his

readiness at the same time to pass from the reform that had

been contemplated with respect to monarchs, yielding herein to

the representations of the emperor.^

All now went on fundamentally as at a friendly conference.

While questions of subordinate interest were preparing, in the

hands of divines, for general decrees, the courts negotiated about

such as were of more importance. Couriers were constantly

hurrying to and fro. One concession was compensated with

another.

What chiefly concerned the pope now, was to have the coun-

tic explanation of Morone is very much what was to be desired. " L'artieolo dclle

cause e dell'essenzioni do' canonici fa vinto seeondo la domanda dcgli oltraniontani:

poi faccndosi contra I'uso clic li padri tutti dcssero voti in iscritto, furono mutate
molte scntentic e fa vinto il contrario. Si venue al fin alia concordia clie si vede

nei decreti, e fu mezzano Lorena, che gia era tornato da Roma, tutto additto al ser-

vitio di S. Beatitiuline et alia fine del concilio."—[The article of the rights and
essential character of the chapters was lost, according to the demand of the ultra-

montanists : then causing, contrary to custom, that all the fathers should give their

votes in writing; many opinions were changed, and the contrary was lost. At last

all came to the concord that is seen in the decrees, and the person who mediated

between the parties was Lorraine, (i. e. Cardinal Guise) who had just returned from

Rome, entirely devoted to the service of his Beatitude, and to the object of bring-

ing the council to a close.]

1 Threw together. Tii.

2 There was an intimate connection between the fact of no strict reform beir.g

effected in the curia, the cardinals, and the conclave, and the abandonment of tl e

reform of the princes. Sec extracts from the correspondence of the legates iu Pal-

lavicini, 23, Y, 4.
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cil speedily closed. To this the Spaniards for a time still re-

fused to consent, not being yet satisfied with the reforms that

had been eflected: the Spanish ambassador even made a show

of protesting. But on the pope declaring his willingness to call

a new synod, in the event of any pressing emergency;^ as it

was thought above all things hazardous to risk a vacancy in the

papal see while the council was open ; finally, as every one was

tired, and all longed to return home, they also yielded at last.

The spirit of opposition was effectually overcome. Even in

the last periods of its existence the council showed the utmost

subserviency. It condescended so far as to ask the pope to give

his sanction to its decrees ; it expressly declared that all reforma-

tion-decrees, whatever their expressions might seem to imply,

were drawn up on the previous understanding that the respect

due to the papal see should remain unaffected thereby.^ In this

how far were the men who met at Trent, from renewing the

claims made at Constance and Basel, to a superiority over the

papal authority ! Further, in the resolutions carried by accla-

mation with which the sittings were closed, drawn up by Car-

dinal Guise, the universal episcopate of the pope was specially

acknowledged.

Accordingly, all ended at last in a prosperous issue. That

council which had been so vehemently called for and so long

avoided ; after being twice dissolved, shaken by so many of this

world's storms, and when convened for the third time, anew beset

with peril, was now closed amid the general concord ofthe Roman
catholic world. This was seen in the emotion and joy where-

with the prelates were affected at their last meeting, which was

on the 4th of December, ] 563. Those even who had on other

occasions been mutual opponents, now congratulated each other;

even tears were seen starting from the eyes of these old men.

But after having obtained this result, by means of so much
suppleness and political shrewdness as we have remarked, the

question occurs, whether the council must not necessarily have

lost again thereby in point of influence.

If we cannot regard the Tridentine council as the most iin-

1 Pallaviclnl, 24, 8, 5.

^ Sessio XXV. c. 21.
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portant that has ever met, at all events it is the most important

that has mot in modern times.

Its importance is comprised in two grand principles.

By the one, which we have before touched upon, during the

Smalkaldic war, dogmatic theology, after divers fluctuations,

separated itself for ever from Protestant views. The doctrine

of justification, as then established, gave rise to the entire sys-

tem of Roman catholic dogmatics, as maintained down to the

present day.

By the latter, which we considered last, after Morone"'s con-

ferences with the emperor, in the summer and autumn of the

year 1563, the hierarchy became founded anew, theoretically by

the decrees respecting ordination to the priesthood, practically

by the resolutions on the subject of reform.

These reforms are, and will ever continue to be, of the utmost

importance.

The faithful were again subjected to an intolerant church dis-

cipline, and, in urgent cases, to the sword of excommunication.

Seminaries were founded, and in these care was taken to bring

up young ecclesiastics in strict discipline and piety. Parochial

benefices were placed under new regulations; the administration

of the sacraments and preaching were brought into rigid order;

the co-operation of the conventual clergy was regulated by cer-

tain fixed laws. The bishops had inculcated on them the duties

of their office, and particularly the superintendence of the clergy,

according to the various grades of their consecration. It was of

the utmost consequence that the bishops, by a special confession

of faith, which they subscribed and swore to, solemnly bound

themselves to the observance of the Tridentine decrees, and to

yield subjection towards the pope.

Only, the restriction of the pope's power, an object which the

assembly of the church certainly had at first in view, was not

attained by it. Far from that, his power came forth from the

struggle even more extensive and more secure than ever. As
the pope held the exclusive right of interpreting the Tridentine

decisions, it ever remains with him to prescribe the rules of

faith and manners. All the threads of the restored discipline

converged together in Kome.

The Roman catholic church acknowledired its limitation; it
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u) longer paid any sort of regard to the Greeks and the East;

Protestantism it spurned from it with countless anathemas. In

the Roman Catholicism of earlier times there was comprised an

clement of Protestantism; that was now cast out for ever. But

while limitations were thus submitted to, measures were taken

to concentrate the church's resources, and to gather up all its

energies.

Such progress, as we have remarked, could only have been

made by means of a community of sentiment and action with the

leading Roman catholic powers. In this union with the mon-

archies, there lies one of the most important conditions for the

whole subsequent development. It presents an analogy with the

tendency in Protestantism, to combine monarchical with epis-

copal rights. It first gradually acquired a shape among the

Roman catholics. There was a conviction, indeed, that herein

likewise there lay the possibility of new dissensions; but there

was no immediate reason to apprehend such a result. Already

in one province after another, the decrees of the council were

readily received. Were it for nothing else, Pius IV. is an im-

portant person in the history of the world, for having accom-

plished this ; he was the first pope that knowingly surrendered

the tendency of the hierarchy to place itself in opposition to

monarchical government.

With the result he now certainly believed that the work for

which he had to live was accomplished. It is remarkable that

with the termination of the council the tension of his soul be-

came relaxed. People thought they could observe that he ne-

glected religion, ate and drank all too eagerly, and took an

excessive delight in the splendour of his court, in sumptuous

festivities, and in costly buildings. The more zealous perceived

a difference betwixt him and his predecessor, which they loudly

lamented.^

1 Paolo Ticpolo. " Doppo clie qiiesto (il concilio) hebbc fine, libcrato da una
grando soUccitudinc fattosi I'crnio c gagliai'do nell'autorita sua, iiicominciopiu liber-

amentc ad opcrarc conforme alia sua inclinationc o ]iensieri : ondc facilmcntc si

conobbe in lui animo piii tosto da prlncipc che atteiulesse solamentc al fiitto suo, clie

di pontefice ehc avci^sc rispetto al l>encficio e salute degli altri."—[After it (the coun-
cil) had come to a close, being now freed from a cause of much anxiety, and having
made himself firm and strong in his authority, he began to act more freely accord-

ing to his natural inclination and thoughts; whence tliere was easily to be j)erceivcd

in him a mind more like that of a prince who looks only to his own afTairs, than of

a pontiff who has respect to the good and salvation of others.] The same remark
is found in Panvinius.

r. 2 k
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From this change in the pope, however, no particular re-ac-

tion was now any more to be looked for. A tendency had de-

veloped itself in Roman Catholicism, which could no longer be

repressed or restrained.

When the mind is once excited, it becomes impossible to pre-

scribe to it what paths it should follow. Every, even the most

trifling deviation from its standard, on the part of those who
should represent it, will call forth the most striking symptoms.

The spirit that developed itself in the strict Roman catholic

party, instantly became dangerous even to this pope himself.

There was now living in Rome a certain Benedict Accolti, a

bigoted Roman catholic who was always talking about a secret

that had been entrusted to him by God ; he was to reveal it, and

in proof of the truth of his assertions, was to pass in the pre-

sence of the assembled multitude at the Piazza Ravona, im-

harmed through a blazing pile.

His secret consisted in fancying that he knew beforehand,

that a union was shortly to take place between the Greek and

Roman church; that these united churches would again subject

Turks and all apostates to their sway; that the pope would be a

holy man, would attain to universal monarchy, and introduce

the only perfect righteousness on earth. With these fancies he

was possessed even to fanaticism.

He found, however, that Pius IV., whose worldly walk and

conversation were infinitely removed from his ideal perfection,

was not fitted for so grand an undertaking, Benedict Accolti

conceived that he had a call from God to deliver Christendom

from this useless chief.

Having formed the project of putting the pope to death, he

found an associate, to whom he gave assurances of rewards from

God and the future holy monarch. One day they set out to

accomplish their purpose. Soon they saw the pope approach in

the midst of a procession, an easy mark, unconscious of danger,

without suspicion and without defence.

Accolti, instead of rushing upon him, began to shake all over

and changed colour. The train about a pope had something in

it that could not fail powerfully to impress so fanatical a Roman
catholic. The pope passed on unhurt.

Meanwhile others had marked Accolti. The companion
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whom he had gained over, and whose name was Anthony Can-

ossa, was a person of no firm decision of purpose ; at one time he

persuaded himself that he would do the deed some other time,

at another he felt himself tempted to make it known. They did

not keep it altogether secret, and at length they were arrested

and condemned to deatli.^

We see what spirits bestir themselves when society is agi-

tated. Much as Pius IV. had done for the reconstruction of

the church, there were men whom this was far from satisfying,

and who still cherished very different projects. Pius IV. died

on the 9th of December, 1565.

PIUS V.

The adherents of the strict tone of sentiment however had,

immediately after this, an unexpected aiid great success. A pope

was chosen whom they could perfectly count upon as one of

themselves. This was Pius V.

I will not here repeat the more or less doubtful reports which

the book upon the Conclaves and some historians of that time

have related respecting this election. We have a letter of

Charles Borromeo's, which gives us sufficient light on the sub-

ject. " I was resolved," he there says, and it is certain that he

had the greatest influence on the election, " to see to nothing so

much as the interests of religion and the faith. As the piety,

blameless life, and holy temper of the Cardinal of Alexandria,

afterwards Pius V. were known to me, I conceived that the

Christian republic would be administered by him for the best,

and devoted my utmost endeavours in his favour."^ No other

object could besides be expected to influence a man of so thor-

oughly spiritual a temper of mind as Charles Borromeo. Philip

II., who wa^ gained over by his ambassador to support the said

cardinal, expressly thanked Borromeo for the part he took in

this election.^ It was just such a man that was supposed to be

1 I liave borrowed tlicso notices, which I have found nowhere else, from a MS. in

the Corsini Library at Rome, No. G74, under the title, Antonio Canossa. " Qucsto

e 11 sommario della mia depositione jier la qua! causa io moro, quale si dogncra V. S.

niandare alii miei s" padre e niadro."—[This is the summary of my deposition in

the cause on account of which I die, wliicli your Holiness will vouchsafe to trans-

mit to my father and mother.]

2 C"^ Borromeus Henrico C" Infanti Portugalliffi Roinnc d. 2G Feb. 1506. Glus-

siani Vita C. Borromei p. 62. Compare Ripamonti llistoria urbis Mediolani lib.

XII. p. 8U.
3 I find this in a Dispaccio di Soranzo arnhf" in Siiagna. " Non cssendo conos-
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needed. The adherents of Paul IV., who had hitherto kept

always quiet, congratulated themselves. Some of their letters

are still extant. " To Rome, to Rome,"" writes one of them,

" come confidently and without delay, yet with all becoming

modesty. God has again raised up for us Paul IV,

Michael Ghislieri—who nowbecarae Pius V.—ofmean descent,

was born in 1504^ at Bosco, not far from Alexandria, and entered

a Dominican monastery when only fourteen. There he devoted

himself, soul and body, to the monkish poverty and piety which

his order required. Out of his alms he did not keep so much

for himself as was required for having a mantle made for him.

To secure himself against the ill effects of the summer heats, he

found nothing so effectual as taking little food, and although

confessor to a governor of Milan, he never travelled except on

foot, with his sack on his back. When he taught it was always

with precision and heartily. If he had the concerns of a mon-

astery to administer as prior, he was strict and frugal ; more than

one he freed from debt. His character was formed during those

years in which, even in Italy, the hitherto prevailing doctrines

conflicted with the Protestant movements. He sided with the

strict party professing the old opinions ; out of thirty contro-

verted points which he defended in 1543, at Parma, the greater

number turned on the authority of the Roman pope, and were

opposed to the new opinions. Ere long he was charged with the

functions of an inquisitor, and these he had to discharge in places

where he was exposed to peculiar danger; in Como and Bergamo,^

ciute le qualita di S. S* da questo Scr"" re, mentre era in cardinalato, il detto com-

mendator (Luigi Requesens Coniui. maggior) sempre lo laudo molto, predicando

questo soggetto csser dcgno del pontiticato, con il che S. M. si mosse a dargli oixline

che con ogni suo potere li desse tavorc.—[The qualities of his Holiness not having

been known to this most Serene king, while he was in his cardinalship, the said

Comniendator (Lewis Requesens the greater Conini.) always praised him much,

boasting that this subject was worthy of the pontificate, so that His Majesty miglit

persuade himself to give them directions to favour him to the utmost of their

power.] With this the story related by Oltrocchi in his annotations to Glus-

Biano, p. 219, falls to the ground. The election took place on the Sth of January,

1566.

J Paolo Tiepolo: Relazione di Roma in tem])o di Pio IV. et V. " In Bergamo
li fu levato per forza dalle prigioni del monastero di S. Domonico, dove allora si

solevano mettere i rei, un jirincipalc heretico, noniinato tiiorgio Mondaga (a name
still applied to Italian Protestants), con gran pericolo suo e de' frati. Nella

medesima citta poi travaglio assai per formare il jirocesso contra il vescovo allora

di Bergamo."—[In Bergamo he removed by force from the prison of the monastery

of St. Dominiek, where accused ])ersons used then to he placed, a leading heretic,

called Cicorge Mondaga (a name still applied to Italian Protestants), at gi-eat per-
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where commerce with the Swiss and Germans could not be

avoided; in the Valtellon, which formed part of the Grisons. In

this he displayed the stubborn and resolute spirit of a zealot.

He was occasionally greeted as he entered Oomo with a shower

of stones, and often, to save his life, had to hide himself in some

peasant's hut, like an outlaw seeking to escape from justice. Yet

he maintained his presence of mind in the midst of danger.

When the count della Trinita threatened to toss him into a well,

he replied that God's will would be done. He was entangled,

however, in the strife of spiritual and political powers then agi-

tating Italy. As the tendency to which he attached himself

triumphed in that struggle, he rose with the ascendancy which

it gained. He became commissary of the Inquisition at Rome

;

soon Paul IV. spoke of Friar INIichael " as an eminent servant

of God and much to be honoured;" he made him bishop of Nepi,

for he wanted to put a chain to his foot, that he might no more

have it in his power to return to the quiet life of a monastery,^

and in 155 7 he made him a cardinal. In this new dignity

Ghislieri continued as before, severe in his manner of life, poor

and unpretending. He told his household that they must con-

sider themselves as living in a monastery. He now devoted

himself wholly to his religious exercises and to the Inquisition.

In a man of this temper, Borromeo, Philip II., in short, the

whole strict party, thought they saw the salvation of the church.

The citizens of Rome possibly were not quite so well pleased.

Pius V. being informed of this, remarked, " the more will they

lament for me when I am dead."

Even when pope, he retained all the severity of his monastic

life; he observed the church's fasts to their full extent most assi-

duously; he would not allow himself clothes of fine materials,^

sonal risk to himself and the friars. In that same city he laljourcd much to bring

a process against the tlien bishop of Bcrsramo.]

Tlie above note certainly gives the Protestant reader an extraordinary idea of
" the piety, blameless life, and holy temper," ascribed by Charles Horronioo to

Michael Ghislieri. lie seems to have been no more a Christian than Saul of Tar-
sus was previous to his conversion, and no doubt resembled that zealous persecutor

of the Lord Jesus in his poor members, by a pharisaical strictness in what was held

to be sanctity of life in a corrupt church. Tr.

1 This too is to be found in Catena, Vita di Pio V., from which wc have taken
most of the notices here. Pius V. told it himself to the Venetian ambassador, as

the latter, Mich. Suriano to Paul Tiepolo, 2 October 1508, relates.

2 Catena. Tiepolo :
" Ne mai ha lasciato la camisia di i-assa chc come fratc in-

comincio di portare. Fa le oratioiii ilivotissimamentc et alcune volte coUe lacrime."
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lie often read, and daily heard mass. Still he took care that

his spiritual exercises should not hinder his attending to public

business; he rose very early, and allowed himself no siesta.

Should any one doubt how far this spiritual earnestness had any

deep foundation, he may find a proof in the fact that Pius

thought the popedom not propitious to his piety; that it contri-

buted nothing to the salvation of his soul, or to his obtaining the

glory of paradise ;^ he deemed that he should find the burden

intolerable without prayer. The joys of a fervid devotion, the

only joys of which he was capable, a devotion which often" moved

him to tears, and from which he arose with the conviction that

his prayers had been heard,^ remained with him to the end of

his life. The people were in ecstasy when they saw him in the

processions, barefoot and uncovered, his countenance glowing

with the pure expression of an undissembled piety, with a long

snow-white beard; they thought that never had there been so

pious a pope; they told one another how his very look had con-

verted Protestants. Pius, too, was kind and affable; his inter-

course with his old servants was of the most confidential kind.

How beautifully he received that same count della Trinita, who

happened to be sent as an ambassador to him. " See now," said

he on recognising him, "thus doth God help the innocent:" this

was all the notice he ever took of it to him. He had an esta-

blished character for benevolence, and kept a list of necessitous

persons in Rome whom he caused to be regularly supported

accordino" to their rank.

Meek, resigned, childlike, are natures of this sort; but if once

they be roused into passion and offended, they run into vehe-

ment indignation and inexorable wrath. What they think right

— [IIo never left off wearing the coarse shirt which ho first commenced wearing as a

a monk. He said his prayers most devoutly, and sometimes with tears.]

1 The reader must be careful to distinguish the sense of the word " spiritual," as used

here, from that attached to it in the holy Scriptures. From his first persecutions

of Christ's faithful followers in the valleys of the Alps, to his last commands to the

Romanists of France utterly to destroy the Reformed of that kingdom. Plus V.

must ever be regarded as one of the most fearful representatives and agents of anti-

christ. The ]n-oof Professor Ranke alleges of his spirituality, is nothing to the pur-

pose. No doubt he found that the secular business on which the po]icdom involved

liim, necessarily interrupted the ascetic exercises in whicli he trusted for his salva-

tion, but a Turlvish or Ilmdoo fanatic might have made the same complaint in like

circumstances. Tu.

2 The authority quoted gives only alcunc volte, " sometimes," whence we may
presume that the whole picture is overcharged. Tu.

3 Where the authority for this? Tk.
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they regard as a duty, a duty of the highest kind, the nou-ful-

fihnent of which excites and inflames them.

Pius V. felt conscious that he at all times pursued the straight

path; and his having been conducted thereby to the popedom,

filled him with a self-contidence that raised him quite above any

regard for consequences.

He was extremely obstinate in maintaining his opinions.

There was no getting him to retract these, even for the strong-

est reasons. He was easily irritated by opposition to his views;

his face would redden, and he used the very strongest expres-

sions.^ As he understood little about the world's affairs and

those of the state, and rather allowed himself to be affected one

way or other by irrelevant circumstances, it was extremely dif-

ficult to transact business with him.

In personal respects, it is true, he did not always allow hia

mind to be determined by the first impression ; but if he once

conceived any one to be good or bad, nothing after that could

ever disturb the conclusion he had formed.^ In all cases, how-

ever, he believed rather that people grew worse than better ; he

suspected most men.

It was remarked that he never mitigated the sentence passed on a

criminal; generally speaking, he would rather it were more severe.

It was not enough for him that the Inquisition should punish

new transgressions ; he gave orders for inquiry into old offences,

of ten or twenty years' standing.

1 " Informatione di Pio V. (Bibl. Ambrosiana, at Milan, F. D. 181.) La S" S.

naturalracnte e giovale e piacevole, sc ben per accidente pare di altra dispositionc, e

di qui vicne elie volontieri onestamente ragiona con Mr. Cirillo suo maestro di casa,

il quale con Ic sue piacevolozze essendo liuomo dcstro et accorto dilctta S. Beatitu-

dinc e sempre profitta a so stosso ct altri."—[His Holiness is naturally of a jovial

and merry temper, although perchance he appears of a different disposition, and
hence he willingly enters into familiar talk with his house steward Mr. Cirillo, who
being a dexterous and shrewd man, delights his Beatitude with liis pleasant man-
ners, and always attends to his own advantage and that of others.]

We may regard it as another proofof the infidelity of Professor Ranke's portrait of

Pius V. that while he speaks of the arch-inquisitor as incapable of feeling any joys

but those of devotion, this contemporary represents him as of a jovial and meriy
temper ! The historian has evidently been led away by his ambition to make a

saint of a persecutor, and to represent a calm, meek, humble and holy heart, rejoic-

ing only in the conviction that God hears its prayers, as consistent with a ferocious

and blood-thirsty fanaticism. But in this bold attempt even his own authorities

confute him. Tu.

a Informatione di Pio V. " E pli\ diffioultoso di lasciar la cattiva improssiono

clie la Iniona, c massiraamentc di quollo pci-souo clic non ha in ])ratica."—[U was

more difficult for him to give up the bad impression than the good, especially in the

case of persons with whom he was not familiar.]
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If there was a district remarkable for the small number of the

convictions, he held it therefore as not pure; such mildness he

imputed to remissness in the proper authorities.

Let us hear with Avhat severity he pressed the maintenance

of church discipline. " We forbid," so it runs in one of his

bulls, " every physician who shall be called to attend a bedrid

patient, to attend him longer than three days, if he have not

within that time received a certificate that the sick person has

made a new confession of his sins."^ Another appoints the pun-

ishments for the profanation of sabbath and for blasphemy.

Pecuniary fines are to be imposed on those of higher rank. "But

a common man, who cannot pay the line, shall, for the first

offence, stand for a whole day before the church door, with his

hands bound behind his back ; for the second offence, he shall be

whipt through the streets; for the third, his tongue shall be

pierced and he himself sent to the galleys."

Such is the general style of his ordinances ; how often must

he have exposed himself to the remark that he had to do, not

with angels, but with men."

He was not deterred from this by that respect for the secular

powers which was now so pressing ; not only did he cause the

bull In ccena Domini^ which had long been complained of by

princes, to be published anew, but he rendered it more strict, by

the addition of some special clauses ; in these he seems altoge-

ther to refuse to governments the right of imposing new taxes.

Such violent encroachments, it is manifest, must have been

followed by re-actions. Not only that the demands, which a man

of so stern a character believed he might venture to make upon

the world, never could be gratified, but there were symptoms of

1 Supra gregem dominicura. Bull. [V. II. p. 281.

In all this we perceive remarkable proofs of the general fact, that asceticism and
persecution arc natural companions of each other. AVhcn self-righteousness leads a

man to punish himself, as a means of taking revenge on his own heart for not allow-

ing him to attain to the fancied holiness which pride and ambition make him covet,

he cannot bear that others should enjoy what he denies to himself How different

the Christian under the fatherly chastisements of his God and Saviour ! The fruit

of the Spirit then abounds in liim, even love, joy, peace, long-suffering, gentleness,

«tc. Tk.

9 In the Infonnationi politicho XTT. there is to be found, for example, an "Epis-

tola a N. S- Pio V. nella quale si esorta S.S. tolcrare gli Ebrci et le corteggiane,"

—[an Epistle to our Lord Pius V. in which His Holiness is exhorted to tolerate

Jews and courtesans,] from a person called Bertano, who concurs therein. The
officers ])rayed the pope .at least to tolerate the latter. The jkjiic rcjilicd that he

would i-ather abandon Rome than wink at what was wrong.
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deliberate resistance, and innumerable misunderstandings arose.

With all liis devoutness, Philip, on one occasion, gave the pope

to know, that he must not put to the proof what a prince, when

driven to extremities, might do.

This the pope, on his side, felt deeply. He often found himself

unhappy in his high office ; said that he was weary of life ; acting

without respect for others he made himself enemies; since his

coming to the popedom he had experienced nothing but annoy-

ances and persecutions.

But however this might be, and although it was as far from

bringing complete contentment and satisfaction to Pius V. as other

men, yet certain it is, that his conduct and character exercised an

immense influence on his contemporaries, and on the whole devel-

opment of his church. After so much had been done to excite

and promote a more spiritual tendency, after so many resolu-

tions had been taken with the view of making that tendency

more generally predominant, a pope like this was required in

order to its being not only made known, but also practically

introduced everywhere. To this, by his zeal as well as by his

example, he immensely contributed.

People now saw the oft-promised reformation of the court,

though not in the forms that had been projected, yet substan-

tially introduced. The disbursements of the papal household

were greatly diminished; Pius V. required little for himself, and

often had been heard to say, " Whoever would govern others,

must begin with himself." He provided not illiberally for his

servants who, as he believed, had remained true to him all his

life, not from any expectation of reward, but from pure affection

;

still he kept his relations under greater restraint than any pope

had ever done before. He made a moderate provision for the

nephew, Bonelli, whom he created a cardinal, only because he

had been told that this was required in order to his being on a

familiar footing with princes. When that nephew, on one occa-

sion, got his father to come to Rome, he obliged the latter that

very night, nay that very hour, to leave the city again. He
would never raise his other relations above the middle rank, and

woe to him that ever allowed himself to be caught committing

an offence, were it no more than a lie;^ never would he forgive

1 British readers will exclaim, "What worse than a lie?" Unhappily for the

continent, there even a lie ia not thought so very gross an offence. Tn.

1. 2 L
"
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him, but drove him ruthlessly away. How far was he then from

pursuing that course of favouritism to nephews, which for ages

had constituted so important a part of the papal history ! By
one of his most emphatic bulls, Pius V. prohibited for the future

every investiture with any possession whatsoever of the Romish

church, under whatever title or pretext; he declared that those

who should merely advise such a thing, should be excommuni-

cated beforehand ; and he made all his cardinals subscribe this

ordinance of his.^ He went zealoiisly to work in the removal of

abuses ; it was observed that he granted few dispensations, and

still fewer compositions ; the indulgence which had been given

by his predecessors, he often limited. He gave instructions to

his auditor-general to proceed immediately against all ai'chbish-

ops and bishops who should not reside in their dioceses, and to

make out a statement for him, so as to enable him to take mea-

sures for the deposition of all the disobedient." He commands

all parish priests, under heavy penalties, to keep to their parish

churches, and to see to the celebration of divine worship; he

recalls the dispensations that they might have obtained in re-

gard to this.^ Not less zealously did he endeavour to restore

the order of the monasteries. On the one hand he secured to

them their exemption from taxes and other burthens ; for exam-

ple, from billeting ; he desired that there should be nothing to

disturb them in their repose; but he at the same time forbade

the monks, without examination by the bishops and permission

from them, to hear confessions, and every newly-appointed bishop

was to have it in his power to repeat such examination. He
enjoined the strictest living within their convent, for nuns as

well as monks. This was not always commended. It was com-

plained that he compelled people to observe severer rules than

they had bound themselves by; some fell in consequence into a

kind of despair; others took to flight.*^

1 " Prohibitio alienandi et infeudandl civitatcs ct loca S. R. E. Admonot nos:

1567, 29 Mart."—[Prohibition against alienating and granting feudal dispositions

of the states and places belonging to the Holy Roman church. Admonishes us

:

1567, 29 Mairh.] Achnonct nos is the title from the first words. Tb
2 Cum alias: 1566, 10 Junii. Bull. TV. IT. 303.

3 Cupicntes: 1568, 8 Julii. II). TV. TIT. 2-1.

4 Romani: 1571, 6 Aug. lb. IV. III. 177.

6 Tiepolo :
" Spessc volte ncl dar rimedio a qualclio disoi\lien incorrc in un'alti'o

maggiore, procedendo massimamentc per via degli estrenii."—[Many a time in try-
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All these things he carried best into effect in Rome and in

the states of the church. He bound the civil as well as the

ecclesiastical functionaries to see to the observance of his spiri-

tual regulations.^ He himself meanwhile saw to the adminis-

tration of justice being firm and impartial.^ Not only did he

particularly admonish persons in the exercise of the magistracy

to this ; on the last Wednesday of every month he held a pub-

lic session with the cardinals, where any one might prefer his

complaints against the courts of justice. Otherwise, too, he was

indefatigable in giving audiences. He took his seat at an early

hour, and every one was allowed to come forward. This zeal

was followed in fact by a complete reform in the state of things

at Rome. " At Rome," says Paul Tiepolo, " matters are now

conducted otherwise than they have been wont to be hitherto.

People have grown a great deal better, or at least they have the

appearance of being so."

Something similar to this took place more or less throughout

all Italy. In all quarters the publication of the decrees of the

council went hand in hand with a stricter inculcation of church

discipline; the pope had an obedience paid to him, such as for a

long time none of his predecessors had enjoyed.

Duke Cosmo of Florence felt no scruple in delivering up to

him persons accused by the Inquisition. Oarnesecchi, one of

those literary men who had participated in the first movements

of Protestantism in Italy, had hitherto always passed safely

through difficulties; but now neither his personal reputation nor

the reputation of his family, nor the alliance in which he stood

with the reigning house itself, could any longer screen him from

ing to remedy some disorder he ran into a greater, proceeding for the most part by

the way of extreme measures.]

1 Bull. IV. III. 284.

2 " Informatione dcllc qualita di Pio V. c delle cose che da quelle depcndono."

—

[Notice of tlio character of Pius V. and of the things that dejicndcd on it.] (Ber-

lin Library.) " Ncl conferire Ic gi-atie non si cura delle cu-constanzc, secondo che

alio volte sarebbe ncccssario per qualsivoglia rispetto considerabile, no a requi-

sition d'akuno la giustitia si ha punto altcrata, ancora che sia senza dar scandalo o

con esemi)io d'altri pontefici potesse fare."—[In conferring a favour, he cares not

about the circumstances beyond its being called for in every case by some one or

other important consideration ; nor is the course of justice altered in the least at the

request of any one, even although it might be done without scandal, and in con-

formity with the precedents left by other jiopes.] Soriano finds that he never

gi-anted a favour without adding an exhortation ;
" il che mi parse proprio il stilo

do' confessori, che fanno una gran riprensione al penitentc, quando sono per assol-

verlo."—[tlio which to me appears the proper style of confessors, who administer a

severe reproof when about to absolve a pei'son.]
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persecution ; he was delivered up in bonds to the Romish Inqui-

sition, and doomed to be burnt at the stake/ Cosmo was abso-

lutely devoted to the pope. He supported him in all his under-

takings, and yielded instant compliance with his spiritual de-

mands. The pope, in return, felt himself induced to give him

the title of grand duke of Tuscany, and to crown him as such.

The right of the papal see to take any such step was exceedingly

doubtful; the prince''s morals gave just ground of offence, but

the devotion he showed to the holy see, and the strict ecclesias-

tical regulations which he introduced into his territories, formed

in the pope's eyes a merit above all merits.

Those old opponents of the Medici, the Farneses, emulated

them in this course; Octavius Farnese, too, gloried in giving

effect to the pope*'s commands at the first wink.

The footing on which Pius stood with the Venetians, was not

quite so satisfactory. They were neither so hostile towards the

Turks, nor so tolerant towards the convents, nor yet so com-

plaisant to the Inquisition, as he could have wished. Still, he

took good care not to involve himself in a quarrel with them.

He deemed " that the republic was based upon the faith, had

ever maintained its catholicity ; it alone had escaped the inun-

dation of the barbarians; on it reposed the honour of Italy;"" he

declared that he loved it. The Venetians, too, were more com-

pliant to him than to any other pope. What at another time

they never would have done, they delivered to him poor Guido

Zanetti of Fano, who on account of his religious opinions had

been subjected to prosecution and had fled to Padua. They
adopted apparently a proper order of things for the clergy of

their city, who for a long time past had troubled themselves little

about ecclesiastical regulations. But besides this, upon the con-

tinent, the church of Verona was regulated for them in the most

striking manner by J. Matteo Giberti. People have sought to

point to his example as showing how a true bishop ought to live :^

his regulations have served as a model throughout the whole

Roman catholic world; the council of Trent adopted several of

1 15G7. Cantini : Vita di Cosimo, p. 45S.

3 " Petri Francisci Zini boni pastoris excmj)liim ac specimen singulare ex Jo.

Mattlijco Giberto cpiscopo exprossum atquc propositnni."—[Peter Francis Zini's

singular example and s]iccinien of a jjood I'astor described and proposed in tlie per-

son of Jolm Matthew Oibcrto.] Written in 1550, clilelly for Kngland. Oi)era Gi-
berti, p. 252.
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them. Charles Borromeo had his likeness taken, in order that

he might be constantly reminded of the example he had given

him.

Still greater was the influence exercised by Charles Borromeo

himself. From the manifold dignities and offices he possessed,

among others he was grand penitentiary, and as the chief of the

cardinals of his uncle^s choice, he might have occupied a splen-

did position in Rome ; but he resigned all, he cast away all, in

order to devote himself to the ecclesiastical duties of his arch-

bishopric of Milan. This he did with uncommon intensity, nay,

passionately. He was constantly travelling through his diocese

in all directions; there was not a part of it which he had not

visited twice or thrice; he repaired to the highest mountains and

to the most retired valleys. He was generally preceded by a

visitator whose report he had by him, and now looked into every

thing with his own eyes, appointed what punishments should bo

inflicted, and confirmed the improvements.^ He induced his

clergy to adopt a similar conduct; six provincial councils were

held under his presidency. But over and above this, he was in-

defatigable in attending to his own ecclesiastical functions. He
preached and read mass ; he would spend the whole day in ad-

ministering the sacrament of the supper; he ordained priests,

invested nuns with the veil, and consecrated altars. The conse-

cration of an altar required a ceremony of eight hours; it was

calculated that, one after another, he had consecrated three hun-

dred. Many of his regulations, it must be confessed, are very

superficial, relating chiefly to the restoration of buildings, uni-

formity of ritual, the exposition and worship of the host. The

principal matter was the strict discipline in which he kept the

clergy, and in which their flocks again were subjected to them.

He well knew what means to employ in order to gain admission

for his ordinanc. s. In the Swiss territories he visited the places

that had been held in veneration from the most ancient times,

distributed largesses among tlie people, and invited the leading

persons among them to his table. On the other hand he knew
how to meet with effect the most refractory. The peasantry in

Valcamonica waited for him on one occasion to receive his blcss-

1 Gluasianus do vita ct rebus gcstis S. Caroli Borroniaii Mcdiol. p. 112, is very
particular in the "ritus visitationis" and all these things.
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ing. But as they had not paid thoir tithes, he passed on with-

out lifting his hand or looking at any one. The people were

horrified, and agreed to yield the old allegiance.'^ At times,

however, he met with more obstinate and bitter opposition. His

wishing to reform the order of the Humiliate excited so much

discontent among the members, who had entered it with the sole

object of enjoying its wealth in a course of dissolute living, that

they even attempted to take their archbishop''s life." While at

prayer in his chapel he was shot at. But never was anything

more fortunate for him than this attempt. The people regarded

his escape as a miracle, and from that moment first began truly

to revere him. His zeal being no less pure and uninfluenced by

worldly objects than it was persevering, having displayed even

in the hour of danger, when the plague was raging, an indefati-

gable solicitude for the lives and souls of those committed to his

charge, allowing nothing to be seen in his conduct but resigna-

tion and piety, his influence increased day by day, and Milan

assumed quite another aspect. " How shall I praise thee, most

beautiful city," exclaims Gabriel Paleotto, towards the close of

Borromeo's administration, " thy holiness and religion excite my
wonder; in thee I see a second Jerusalem."

Such animated apostrophes, notwithstanding all the worldli-

ness of the Milanese nobility, cannot have been altogether with-

out ground to justify them. The duke of Savoy solemnly con-

gratulated the archbishop on the success of his endeavours. The

latter sought likewise to give permanent stability to his ordinan-

ces. The maintenance of uniformity of ritual was committed

to a congregation ; a special order of persons under vows, called

the Oblati, composed of clerks regular, devoted itself to the ser-

vice of the archbishop and his church ; the Barnabites received

new rules, and from that time, first here and afterwards where-

ever they were introduced, they have allowed themselves to be

set apart to the assistance of the bishops in their cures.^ These

1 Ripamonte : " Ilistoria urbis Mediolani, in Grajvius TI. I. p. 864." Moreover

Ripamonte has devoted the whole second part of his history, lib. XI.—XVII., to

Charles Borromco.

2 They liad in all ninety-four houses, each of which could have maintained a

hundred men, yet the members were so far from numerous, that there were only two
to a house. The order was abolished, and its wealth was then applied to Borromeo's

institutions, and also to the Jesuits.

3 Ripamonte. 857. He calls the first founders Beccaria, Ferraria, and Morigia.

(iiussano, p. 412, has the common names.
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arrangements were a repetition of the Romish on a smaller scale.

A Helvetic college also, for the restoration of Roman Catholi-

cism in Switzerland, was established at Milan, like the collegium

Germanicum at Rome for Germany. Respect for the Romish

pope could only have thereby obtained a firmer hold of men^s

minds. Borromeo, who never received a papal brief but with his

head uncovered, communicated the same devout submission to

his church.

Meanwhile Pius V. had obtained an unwonted influence in

Naples also. On the very first day of his pontificate he called

to him Tomaso Orfino da Foligno, and charged him to under-

take a reforming visitation of the Romish churches. After this

was over, he appointed him bishop of Strougoli, and despatched

him with the like object to Naples. Amid a huge concourse of

that devout people, Orfino carried his visitation into effect, both

in the capital and throughout a great part of the kingdom.

It is true that in Naples, as well as Milan, the pope had not

unfrequently to engage in contests with the royal officials. The

king made complaints against the bull In ccena Domini: the

pope would not hear of the exequatur regium ; for the former the

ecclesiastical officials did too much ; for the latter the royal offi-

cials did too little ; there were incessant bickerings between the

viceroys and the archbishops. At the court of Madrid, as has

been said, there was often heartfelt dissatisfaction, and the king's

confessor openly complained. Matters meanwhile did not pro-

ceed to an open rupture. Each of the potentates invariably cast

the chief ])lanie on the subordinate authorities and councillors of

the other. They themselves personally remained on terms of

mutual confidence. On the occasion of Philip II. being once

unwell, Pius V. raised his hands to heaven and prayed that

God would remove his illness; the old man prayed that God

would take some years from his own life and add them to the

king's, as being of more importance than his.

Spain, too, was entirely governed in other respects in the spi-

rit of the ecclesiastical restoration. The king was for a moment

doubtful whether or not to own at once the Tridentine decrees,

and he at least would willingly have limited the papal power in

the rio;ht of makino- concessions that should run counter to the

same; but the spiritual character of his monarchy stood opposed
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to any attempt of the kind ; he saw that ho must avoid even the

appearance of any serious difference with the Roman see, if he

wished to be assured of the obedience that was paid to himself.

The decrees of the council were published in all quarters, and

its ordinances universally introduced. Here, too, the strict dog-

matic party obtained the ascendancy. Carranza, archbishop of

Toledo, the first ecclesiastic in the kingdom, formerly a member

of the council of Trent, and who, next to Poole, had contributed

most to the re-establishment of Roman Catholicism in England

under Queen Mary, notwithstanding so many titles to respect,

could not nevertheless escape the grasp of the Inquisition. " 1

have never," said he, "aimed at ought but the suppression of

heresy. In this respect God hath assisted me. I myself have

converted several who had erred from the faith; I have caused the

bodies of some leading heretics to be dug up and burnt, (Roman)

catholics and protestants have united in calling me the foremost

defender of the faith." But this unequivocal display of Roman

catholic zeal proved of no avail to him against the Inquisition.

His writings were found to contain sixteen articles in which he

seemed to approach the doctrines of the protestants, particu-

larly with respect to justification. After he had been long im-

prisoned in Spain and tormented with the process, he was taken

to Rome ; it seemed a great favour to rescue him from his per-

sonal enemies. Yet he could not, even there, escape a sentence

of condemnation at last.'^

But if this happened to one occupying so exalted a position,

and in so doubtful a case, one may imagine how little disposed

the Inquisition could be to tolerate manifest departures from or-

thodoxy in subordinate persons, as they certainly were to be

found here and there in Spain. The whole of that rigour which

had been hitherto displayed in persecuting the remains of the

Jewish and Mahomedan opinions, was now turned against the

protestants; one auto-da-fe followed another, until the last germ

of them was destroyed. From the year 1570, downwards, we

find hardly any but foreigners brought before the Inquisition on

account of protestantism."

1 Llorcntc devotes three long chapters of his History of the Inquisition to this

event, llistoire do I'lnquisition, 111. 183—315.

2 M'Cric, History of tlic pi'ogi-css and suppression of tlic rcfurmation in Spain,

p. 336.
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The Spanish government showed no favour to the Jesuits.

They were found for the most part to be Jew-Ohristiaus, not of

pure Spanish blood; and it was alleged that they cherished the

idea of one day revenging themselves for all the hard treatment

they had suffered. In Portugal, on the other hand, the mem-
bers of that order succeeded but all too soon in obtaining bound-

less power; they governed the kingdom in the name of king

Sebastian. As they at the same time enjoyed the liighest cre-

dit at Rome, and under Pius V., they were guided in the exer-

cise of their authority in the former country by the views of the

curia.

And thus Pius V. more perfectly held the two peninsulas

under his sway, than had been done by any one of his predeces-

sors for a long time previous ; the Tridentine ordinances made

their way in all quarters; all the bishops swore to the pro/essio

Jidei (confession of faith) which contained a summary of the

dogmatic decisions of the councils; Pope Pius V. advertised the

Romish catechism, interspersed throughout Avhich there are fur-

ther developments of these dogmas; he abolished all breviaries

that were not expressly furnished by the Romish see, or that

had not been introduced at least two centuries before, and an-

nounced a new one, drawn up after the model of the oldest of

the Roman cathedrals, from which he wished to have it intro-

duced universally elsewhere.^ Nor did he omit to publish for

common use a new missal, " according to the model and ritual

of the holy fathers;"^ the ecclesiastical seminaries became fully

attended; the monasteries and convents were effectually reformed;

the Inquisition watched with merciless severity over the unity

and inviolability of the faith.

Had there been nothing else to create an intimate union

among all these countries and states, this alone would have suf-

ficed to that effect. What immensely contributed to this was

that France, a prey to intestine war, cither abandoned its old

hostility towards Spain, or at least prosecuted it less warmly.

Nor was this the only re-action resulting from the troubles

1 " Kcmotis lis qunc aliena ct inccrta csscnt,"—[those being removed which were
strange and douhtt'ul.] " (iuoniam nobis: 9 Julii 1508."

2 " Collatis omnibus cum vetustissimis nostnc Vaticanro bibliothecro alii-i(|tie

undique concjuisitis emendatis atque incorruptis codicibus."—[Having collated all

the most ancient ia our \'atican library, and other corrected and incorrupt copies

collected from all quarters.]

I. 2 M
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in France. From the occurrences of any given time, there

ever emerge certain general political convictions which come at

length to rule the world. The Roman catholic princes thought

there was ground to helieve that a state rushed to its own ruin

when it permitted changes in religion.^ As Pius IV. once said

that the church could not accomplish its objects without the aid

of crowned heads, so were monarchs now convinced that for

them, too, an alliance with the church was indispensably neces-

sary. This Pius V. was always preaching to them. In fact,

he even lived to see that southern part of Christendom gather

round him for the purpose of uniting in a common enterprise.

The Osman power continued to make vigorous advances ; it

had the ascendancy in the Mediterranean ; it showed by its

attempts upon Malta, and afterwards upon Cyprus, how eagerly

it was bent on the conquest of the islands that remained still

unsubdued; from Hungary and Greece it threatened Italy. Pius

V. succeeded at last in bringing the Roman catholic princes

clearly to perceive for once the danger that threatened ; the

attack on Cyprus suggested to him the idea of forming them into

a league, and such a measure accordingly he proposed to the

Venetians on the one side and to the Spaniards on the other.

" On my being permitted to open a negotiation on the subject,

and communicating this to him," says the Venetian ambassa-

dor, " he raised his hands to heaven and thanked God; he pro-

mised to devote his whole energy and all his thoughts to this

affair.""' It cost him infinite trouble to remove the obstacles

that were opposed to an union of the two maritime powers ; to

these he added the remaining powers of Italy ; he himself,

1 The author evidently disapproves of the armed resistance of the Protestants in

France. But his reasons by no means warrant his conclusion, if he means that the

Reformed ought quietly to have submitted to extirpation. Of what consecjuencc in

that case would it have been whether France and Spain were united or op])oseil ?

and, besides, the most cursory view of the troubles in France is -sufficient to show
that it was not the toleration of the Reformed that distracted that country, but the

absence of toleration, so that the conviction he s])eaks of was the very opposite of

what the facts of the case ought to have produced. Tr.

2 Soriano. " Ilavuta la risolutione, andai subito alia audienza, benche era di

nottc et I'hora incommoda et S. S" travagliata per li accidenti seguiti quel giorno

per la coronatione del duca di Fiorenza ed il protesto deirambasciatore Cesareo

(dagegen): e communicata la commissione die havcva. S. S" si allegro tutta."

—

[The resolution being taken, he went at once to the audience, although it was night

and at an inconvenient hour, and his Holiness was fatigued by what had occurred

that day relating to the marriage of the duke of Florence, and the protest of the

ira)wrial ambassador (against it): and upon comnmnicatiug the commission which I

held, his Holiness was quite delighted.]
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altliougli at first he had neither money, ships, nor arms, found

means to throw in some papal galleys as a contribution to the

fleet; he had some share in the selection of the commander in

chief, Don John of Austria, whose ambition and devotion ho

knew alike how to inflame. And thus the result was the most

successful engagement, at Lepanto, that the Christians had

ever fought. So much engrossed was the pope with this under-

taking,' that on the day of the battle, in a kind of trance, he

thought he saw the victory achieved. The fact of its being

gained filled him with great self-confidence, and suggested to

him the boldest designs. In a few years he hoped to have the

Osmen completely humbled.

But it was not only upon such unquestionably glorious enter-

prises that he made his intervention to bear with effect. His

religiosity was of so exclusive and bigoted a kind, as to inspire

him with the bitterest hatred of all Christians who differed from

him in matters of faith. What a contradiction for the religion

of innocence and meekness, to persecute true piety ! Pius V.,

reared at the Inquisition and grown old in his ideas, saw no con-

tradiction in this. While he strove with indefatigable zeal to

root out every vestige of dissenting agitation that yet survived

in Roman catholic countries, he persecuted with a still more

savage inveteracy protestants properly so called, whether such

as had become free, or such as were still struggling to be so.

Not only did he come himself to the assistance of the French

Romanists with a small military force ; he gave its commanding

ofiicer. Count Santafiore, the unheard-of injunction, "to take no

Huguenots prisoners, but instantly to put to death all who should

fall into his hands."^^ When the troubles broke out in the

1 Catena :
" Vita di Pio V. p. 85. Pio si iloLse dol conte clic non Iiavesse il co-

mandamento di lui osservato d'ammazzar suljito qualunque hcrctico gli Ibsso venuto

alle mane."—[Pius complained of the count that lie liad not observed the command
he had given him, to massacre at once whatever heretic miglit fall into his hands.]

3 " Immediately after tho battle of Moncontour, in the letter of congratulation

which he wrote to the king of France, Pius V. had urged him to follow u|) his suc-

cess, and stifle every sentiment of clemency as sinful and rebellious against tho

Almighty; after holding out once more the tatc of Saul as a warning, his holiness

adds, ' what else would it be in short, but to render vain the kindness of God in

this victoiy over the heretics? the fruits whicli it ought to produce are the extermi-

nation of the infamous heretics, our common enemies, on account of the deserved

hatred which they inspire, and the restoration of the ancient peace and tranquillity

of the kingdom. Do not suiter any one to deceive you with vain sentiments of

piety, .and seek not the false glory of a pretended clemency, in jiardoning injuries

done to God himself, for nothing is more cruel than mercy towards wretches who
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Netherlands, Philip II. wavered at first with respect to his treat-

ment of those provinces; the pope advised him to decide the mat-

ter with arms. His reason was, that if a man negotiate without

the terror inspired by arms, he must be content to receive laws;

whereas, on the contrary, if he have arms in his hands, he im-

poses laws. He signified his approbation of Alva's sanguinary

proceedings by sending him a consecrated hat and sword. It

cannot be proved that he was privy to the preparations for St.

Bartholomew's night; but he had done things that left no doubt

that he would have approved of it no less than his successor did.

What a medley of simplicity, nobleness, personal strictness,

devoted religiosity, and morose exclusiveness ; of bitter hate and

bloody persecution.

Such was the temper in which Pius V. lived and died.^ When
he felt the approach of death, he once more visited the seven

churches, " in order," as he said, " that he might bid farewell to

those sacred spots;" thrice he kissed the last steps of the Scala

santa. He had once promised to devote to an enterprise against

England, not only the church's property, including even chalices

and crosiers, but to take the command of it in his own person.

Some of the Roman catholics who had been driven out of Eng-

land, happened once to present themselves to him on the street

;

he told them he could wish to shed his blood for them. His

conversation ran chiefly on the league, for the success of which

have merited the worst punishments. Tf your majesty wishes to restore the ancient

splendour, power, and dignity of France, you must strive above all things to make
all persons who are subject to your dominion possess the catholic faith aloiie ; that

which from the first origin of Christianity has remained uncontaminated to tliis

day.' The letter concludes with recommending the execution of aU who have borne

arms against the government ; and that inquisitors should be established in every

town throughout the kingdom. Pius was unwearied in his exhortations, and

letters an-ived from him without intermission. The same strain pervades most of

them ; but as the probability of a peace increased, he resorted to more powerful

arguments." Browning's Ilist. of the Huguenots, vol. I. p. 286, 2S7.

When peace was restoi-ed between the contending parties in France, Pius V. ^vrote

to the cardinals of Bourbon and Lorraine, expressing his great concern at the mis-

fortune which had befallen France. " It is especially to be feared," says St. Pius,

" that God may inflict a judgment on the king himself, and all those who have

adhered to this negotiation."—As the subsequent letters of Pius V., Mr. Browning
adds, "were of a very diiferent character, we may fairly presume that he was pri-

vately informed of the plot already in preparation," that is, the St. Bartliolomcw

massacre, a measure which Professor llankc, in the second volume of this work,

seems to think must have been suggested by Alva, but winch we see no reason for

not ascribing to Saint Pius himself, when he saw that all his endeavours to hound on

the papists of France against the Refonned, in the way of open war, were use-

less. Tn.

1 He died May 1, ir.Y2.
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he left behind him all things fully prepared ; to that was des-

tined the last money he gave away/ The ghosts of his enter-

prises flitted round him till his last moment. He had no doubt

of their future success. He thought that God would, if needful,

raise up from the very stones the man that was required.

Though his loss was more sensibly felt than even he himself

believed, yet a unity had been formed, a power had been brought

into existence, whose internal force must necessarily confirm

the career that had been entered upon.

1 " Tnformatione dell'infermita di Pio V. Ilavenflo in sua stanza in una casaet-

tina 13™- sc. per donaro e fare elomosine di sua mano, dno giorni avanti sua niorte

fec8 chiamare il dcposltario Jella camera e levav^i, diccndo che sarieno boni per la

]ega."—[Having 13,000 scudi in a casket in his bedchamber for giving presents and
alms with his own hand, two days before his death he commanded the casluer of

tlie chamber to be called to take them away, saying that they would be good for the

league.]



BOOK IV.

STATE AND COURT. THE TIMES OF GREGORY XIII.

AND SIXTUS V.

With reuovated and concentrated strength lloman Catholi-

cism now advanced against the protestant world.

If we would make a general comparison between them, we

shall find Roman Catholicism already possessed of no ordinary

advantage, in having a common centre, and a chief who could

direct its movements on all sides.

Not only was it competent for the pope to combine the powers

of the other Roman catholic governments in common efforts ; he

had also a state of his own, of sufficient strength to enable him

to contribute materially towards this.

The states of the church now assume a new importance in our

regard.

They owed their origin to the endeavours of the popes to raise

the families to which they belonged, to princely power, or to ob-

tain for themselves an imposing authority among the potentates

of the world, and chiefly among the states of Italy. Neither of

these objects had they attained to the extent of their wishes

;

and now it had become for ever impossible to renew these at-

tempts. A special law forbade the alienation of the church's

possessions; and the Spaniards were too powerful in Italy to

admit of the idea of rivalling them being entertained for a

moment. On the other hand, the church states now contributed

more than ever to prop the spiritual power. By means of the

financial resources they presented, they came to have an import-

ant bearing on the general development of history. Before pro-

ceeding farther, then, it is necessary that we take a closer view
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of their administration as it gradually displayed itself in the

course of the sixteenth century.

ADMIMSTRATION OF THE STATES OF THE CHURCH.

A FINELY situate, rich and magnificent territory had now be-

come the portion of the popes.

The accounts of the sixteenth century cannot find sufficiently

glowing terms to describe the fertility of the country. What
beautiful plains present themselves round Bologna, stretching

through the whole Romagna. From the Appenines downwards,

all is loveliness and fertility. "We travelled," say the Vene-

tian ambassadors in 1522, " from Maceratato Tolentino, through

the most beautiful fields, both hill and valley full of corn ; there

was nothing else to be seen growing for thirty miles wide ; not

a foot of land was to be found uncultivated; it seemed to us im-

possible even to gather in such a quantity of corn, not to say, to

consume it." The Romagna produced every year 40,000 stara

more than it required for its own consumption; it was in great

demand. After providing for the hilly districts of Urbino, Tus-

cany, and Bologna, 35,000 stara were at times shipped for expor-

tation. Whilst Venice on the one coast was supplied from the

Romagna and the !Mark ;^ on the opposite shore the wants of

Genoa generally, and even of Naples occasionally, were supplied

from the territory of Viterbo and the Patrimony (of St. Peter).

In one of his bulls, dated in 1566, Pius V. praises the divine

goodness, through which it had happened that Rome, though in

earlier times it could not subsist without foreign corn, now not

only had it in abundance, but was often able, from its Oampagna,

to send it to neighbours and distant countries, by land and sea.

In 1589, the exportation of corn from the states of the church

was reckoned to amount annually to the value of 500,000 scudi."

1 Badoei-: Relatione 1591. The friendship of Roma ojna was gjroundod on tlic

consideration, " quanto importa lavieinitii di questa eittii per hen venderc per I'or-

dinario le loro biade, vini, frntti, <(uadi et altre cose, riportandonc all'incontro honi

danari."—[of the great importance of the vicinity of that city as a good marlcet for

the sale, at ordinary rates, of their corn, wine, fruits, fish, and other things, receiv-

ing good cash in return.]

3 .Tui'isdictio consulum artis agriculturie iirhis, 9 Sept. 15GG, lUill. Cocijuel. IV.

II. 314.

3 Giovanni Gritti : Relatione 1589. " La Romagna c la Marea sola si mctte

clie alcune volte abbia mandato fuori fifl"'. nibbia di grano e jiin di .'SO'"- di nienudi.

II paese di Roma c lo stato di la dell'Alpi (|uasi ogni anno soniministra il viver al
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Particular districts, too, were famed for their own peculiar pro-

ductions; Perugia for its hemp, Faenza for flax, Viterbo for

both of these,^ Cesena for a wiue which it exported, Rimini for

oil, Bologna for wood, St. Lorenzo for its manna; the wine

growths of Montefiascone were famous all over the world. In

the Campagna, moreover, there was a breed of horses not much
inferior to those of Naples; towards Nettuno and Terracina there

was the finest hunting, particularly of the wild boar. There was

no lack of seas abounding in fish; there were salt-works, alum

works, and marble quarries. In short, people seemed to possess

in abundance all that they could desire for the mere comforts of

life.

Nor was intercourse with the rest of the world by: any means

excluded. Ancona had a very prosperous commerce. " It is a

fine place," say those ambassadors of 1522, " full of merchants,

particularly Greeks and Turks; we were assured that some of

them transacted business last year to t'he extent of 500,000

ducats." In the year 1549, we find two hundred Greek fami-

lies settled there, who had a church of their own, and were all

eno:a2,'ed in commerce. The harbour was then full of Levantine

caravels. Armenians, Turks, Florentines, Lucchese, Venetians,

Jews from the East and from the AVest, met there. The arti-

cles exchanged consisted of silk, wool, leather, lead from Flan-

ders, and cloths. Luxury advanced apace ; the rents of houses

rose; physicians and teachers were employed in greater numbers

and at higher fees.^

The valour, however, of the inhabitants of the states of the

church is spoken of in much more flowing terms than their stir-

ring character and commercial industry. Sometimes it is even

paese di Geneva ct altri luoghi cii-convicini : onde dcH'uscita di grani e di biadc dollo

state ecclesiastico si tien per cosa certa che ogni anno entri in csso valsente di 500 "•

sc. alnieno : ne all'incontro ha bisogno di cose di fuori sc non di jjoco nioniento ct in

poca stiina, clie sono specierie e cose da vestirsi di nobili c persone principali."

—

[Romagna and the Marlv alone represent that tlicy have sonictuues sent abroad

00,000 rubbia of wheat, and above 30,000 of other grain. Tlie country about l{oine,

and the state beyond the Alps, we may say every year furnish the means of life to

the lands about Genoa and circumjacent places; Lencc it is held certain that from
the export of wheat and oats from the church's territory, there is yearly received

by it to the value of 500,000 scndi at least ; neither, on the contrary, does it re-

quire from abroad any articles but such as are of little consequence and value, such

as spices and clothing materials for noblemen and persona of rank.

1 Voyage de Montaigne, 11. 488.

2 Saracini : Notizie Lstoriche della citti d'Aiicona. llonia, 1675, p. 302.
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described to us in all its manifold diversities. The men of

Perugia were thought active and steady in service ; those of the

Komagna brave but rash ; those of Spoleto full of military arti-

fice ; the Bolognese courageous, and only difficult to keep under

discipline. The men of the Mark are described as prone to plun-

dering; those of Faenza, admirably adapted to stand firm under

attack and to pursue a retreating enemy. In the execution of

difficult manoeuvres the men of Forli distinguished themselves,

and the inhabitants of Fermo in the use of the lance.^ " The
whole people," says one of our Venetians, " are adapted for war

and naturally fierce. No sooner have they once abandoned their

homes than they are fit for any kind of military service, both for

open campaigns and for sieges ; they easily sustain the hardships

of the field."^ Venice was invariably supplied with her best

troops from the Mark and Romagna; on which account the re-

public found it of so much consequence to be on good terms with

the duke of Urbino; we constantly find officers from those parts

in her service. It was said even that military chiefs were to be

had here for all the monarchs upon earth ; on that head it was

recollected that from thence the company of St. George went

forth with which Alberich of Barbiano exterminated the hordes

of foreign mercenaries, and renewed the fame of Italian arms

;

that the people were still of the same race and stock with those

who so largely contributed of old to the founding of the Roman
empire.^ In later times they had done less to prove their title

to such emphatic eulogies ; yet the last military leader that

availed himself of the services of this soldiery at a distance from

their homes, had without hesitation accorded them the prefer-

ence over the other Italians, and over a good part of his French

troops.

1 Lancli : Qurestiones Forciantc, Neapoli, 1536 ; a book replete with curious and
authentic notices with respect to the state of Italy at that time.

a Soriano 1570. " Q,uanto a aoldati, c commune opinione cho nello stato della

ohiesa siano i migliori di tutto il resto d'ltalia, anzi d'Europa."—[As for soldiers, it

is commonly thought that in the state of the church they are better than in all the

rest of Italy, say rather of Europe.]

3 Lorenzo Priuli : Relatione 15SG. " Lo stato pieno di viveri per darnc anco a
popoli vicini, pieno di huomini bcllicosi:"—[The state full of ])rovisions, so as to have
enough to spare for the neighbouring populations, full of warlike men:] he mentions
byname Genga, Carpagna, Malatesta. "Pareno tutti questi popoli nati ct allovati

nella militia. E molto presto si metteria insieme molto buona gente toccando il

taniburo."—[All these pojjulations seem born and bred to war. And in a very short

time many fine men would assemble by tuck of drum.]

I. 2 N
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All these rich territories and brave populations were now

subject to the pacific spiritual government of the pope ; and we

now proceed to delineate, in its leading traits, the nature of

the state which developed itself in the midst of them.

It reposed, like that of Italy in general, on a more or less

complete circumscription of that municipal independence which

had gradually grown to maturity, pretty much everywhere, in

the course of ages.

Ere the close of the fifteenth century, the priors of Viterbo

received, on their stone seats, in front of the town house door,

the oath of the podesta, who was sent to them by the pope or

his deputy.^

When, in 1463, the city of Fano became immediately sub-

ject to the Roman see, it made its conditions beforehand, and

stipulated for itself, not only that there should be no interfer-

ence with its affairs for all time coming, but also obtained the

right of electing its own podesta without requiring any further

confirmation, together with twenty years'* exemption from all new

imposts, the profits of the salt-trade, and several other pri

vileges."

Not even so headstrong a ruler as Cffisar Borgia could avoid

guaranteeing privileges to the cities composing his principality.

That of Sinigaglia even obtained from him exemption from the

payment of revenues that had to that time belonged to the

prince.^

How much more had Julius II. to act thus, whose ambition

it was to appear in the character of a liberator from tyranny.

He himself reminded the Perugians of his having passed the

blooming years of his youth within their walls. Having driven

Baglione from Perugia, he contented himself with recalling the

refugees, restoring his authority to that pacific magistrate, the

prior, and gratifying the university professors with higher sal-

aries; the ancient liberties he left untouched. Not long after,

all that was received from that city, was only a few thousand

ducats, by way of acknowledgment of the pope's government;

and, further, I find under Clement VII. a calculation of the

1 Feliciano Bussi : Istoi-ia di Viterbo, p. 59.

3 Amiani : Memoric istoricLe dclla citta di Fano. T. II. p. 4.

3 Siena: Storia di Siiiigaglia. App. n. VJ.
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number of troops which it could send into the field, as if it were

an absolutely free municipality.'^

The yoke of subjection lay as ligbtly on Bologna. It had at

all times maintained, together with the forms of municipal inde-

pendence, many of its essential attributes. It had the unfet-

tered administration of its own revenues ; it kept its own troops

;

the pope's legate received a salary from the city.

Julius II. conquered the cities of the Romagna in the course

of the Venetian war. Not one of them did he get into his hands

without consenting to conditions that circumscribed his power,

or securing them in certain definite new privileges. In later

timse they always referred back to the articles of capitulation

they then concluded. The constitutional relation they maintained,

they designated by the title of the church franchise.^

If we take a general view of the state which thus acquired a

collective existence, we shall find a close resemblance between it

and that of Venice. In both cases the government power had

hitherto been in the hands of communes, which had, generally

speaking, subjected to themselves, and continued to govern,

other smaller communities. In the case of Venice these govern-

ing municipalities submitted to the dominion of the nobili of that

city upon the most strictly defined conditions, and without being

thereby deprived of their independence at all points. In the

states of the church they fell under the commonwealth of the

Curia. For there the court was formed of a commonwealth, as,

in the other case, of the nobility. It is true that the dignity of

the prelature, during the former half of this century, was not

an indispensable pre-requisite even for the most important situa-

tions ; there were secular vice-legates in Perugia ; it seemed to

be almost the rule in the Romagna that the administration

should be directed by a secular president; laymen sometimes

came to possess the greatest influence and unlimited authority,

as in the instance of Jacopo Salviati under Clement VII.; but

these too belonged once to the Curia; they were relations of a

pope, and therefore members of that corporation ; then the

cities had no liking for lay governors ; they themselves asked to

have prelates ; they seemed to think there was something more

1 Suriano : Relatione di Fiorenza, 1533.
a Rainaldus mentions these but very briefly. As to Ravenna, see IXieronjini

Rubei Historiaruni Ravennatum lib. VIII. p. OGO.
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honourable in being placed under ecclesiastics of high rank.

Compared with a German principality and its fully developed

system of ranks, an Italian principality looks at first sight as if

it had almost no constitutional rights at all. But in point of

fact, here, too, there was a notable branching out of manifold

privileges; the nobili of a city acted as a check on the supreme

government; the cittadini (burghers) on the 7iohili^ the subject

municipalities on the chief ones, the peasantry on the city. It

is a striking fact that there hardly ever was an instance of pro-

vincial jurisdiction in Italy. Provincial assemblies, to be sure,

came to be held in the states of the church, and they were dis-

tinguished by the very significant title of parliaments ; but in no

way whatever could it have answered to the manners of the

country, or to the Italian character, to organize such an institu-

tion; they never succeeded in obtaining a lasting influence.

Had but the municipal constitution, however, fully developed

itself, as it might have done, and as it seemed in the way to do,

it would thus have exhibited most forcibly, in the limitation of

the state government on the one hand, in the positive rights and

ample power of the communes on the other, and in a multiplicity

of private privileges, the principle of stability, and a political

constitution fixed down by special privileges and mutual limita-

tion.

Great progress had been made towards this in the Venetian

state; far less in that of the church.

This result is traceable to the oris-inal difference of the forms

of government. In Venice, it was an hereditary self-governing

corporation, that looked upon the rights of government as its

property. The Romish Curia, on the other hand, was an ex-

tremely fluctuating body; upon every new conclave, new ele-

ments joined it; the countrymen of the different popes had a

large share, at all times, in the management of affairs. There

every appointment to an office was a matter falling within the

administration of the corporation itself; hero it depended on the

favour of the supreme head. There those who administered the

government were controlled by severe laws, and by a vigilant

superintendence and syndication ; hero those Avho personally ad-

ministered the government, were less controlled liy fear of pun-

ishment than by hope of promotion, which, meanwhile, depended
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much on favour and personal liking, and preserved a wider sphere

of action.

The papal government, too, had from the very first stipulated

for a less trammeled position.

In this respect a remarkable result presents itself if we would

in any instance compare the Romish concessions with the Vene-

tian. Among others this may easily be done in the case of

Faenza which had first surrendered itself for a few years to the

Venetians, before it fell into the hands of the pope, and which

concluded capitulations with both.^ On both occasions, for ex-

ample, it required that no new impost should ever be introduced

without the approval of the majority of the great council of

Faenza; to this the Venetians assented without hesitation; the

pope added this short clause, "if he were not pleased to do other-

wise on important and reasonable grounds." I will not go through

this capitulation in all its extent; we everywhere discover in it

a similar state of things ; it will sufiice that I mention one other

variation. The Venetians had agreed at once that all criminal

sentences of the podesta and his curia should take their course

;

the pope conceded no less in general, but he made one exception.

" In cases of leze-majesty, or similar crimes, which might cause

public scandal, the authority of the governor was to intervene."

It will be perceived that the papal government reserved through-

out a much stronger action on the part of the sovereign power.^

It is not to be denied that abundant facilities for its introduc-

tion were all along furnished by the other side.

In the subjected towns, at that time, the middle ranks, the

burgesses, and also the merchants and artisans, when their gains

were sufiicient to secure a livelihood, maintained a state of quiet

submission to authority ; but the patricians, the nobili, who not-

withstandinc: formed the class which held in its hands the muni-

1 Historic di Faenza, fatica di Giiilio Cesai-o Tonduzzi, Faenza 1C75, contain the
capitulation concluded with the Venetians in 1501, p. 569, and that granted by
Julius 11. in 1510, p. 587.

2 The means it employed are pointed out by Paul III. when he says (1547)

:

" ceux qui viennent nouvellenient <au paj)at, vienncnt pauvrcs, obliges de proniesses,

et la d6pense qu'lls font pour s'asseurer dans les tciTcs de I't-glise monte plus que
Ic jn'ofit dcs premieres annecs." Le Cardinal de Guise au Roy de France,— [those

who have come recently to the popedom, have come \wov, obliged to discharge jiro-

mises, and the expense they are at in sccui-ing themselves in the lauds of the church

amounts to more than the profit of the fii'st years. The Cardinal of Guise to the

ki:ig of France,] in Ribier, II. 77.
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cipal government, were seen in everlasting agitation. They had

no trade to occupy thera ; they troubled themselves little about

agriculture; they had not much at heart either accomplishments

of a higher order, or skill in the management of military weapons

;

they were wholly engrossed with their feuds and animosities.

The old partisanships of the Guelph and Gibelline classes still

subsisted ; and had been nourished by the last war, in which suc-

cess had alternately attended each at the expense of the other.

The families that belonged to the one or the other side, were all

known. The Gibellines were the most powerful in Faenza,

Ravenna, and Forli, and the Guelphs in Rimini ; yet in each of

these towns, the antagonist factions also maintained their place.

In Cesena and Imola they were equally balanced. Even when
peace prevailed abroad, an intestine war was carried on; every

one made it a matter of the utmost personal consequence to keep

down his opponents of the other party, and to cast them into the

shade.^ The chiefs had at hand adherents among the lowest

classes, sturdy and resolute fellows, swaggering bullies, who

themselves sought out persons known to them as standing in

fear of their enemies, or who had injuries to revenge ; such men
were ready at all times to commit murder for money.

Now the consequence of these inveterate feuds was this, that

as no party would allow another to administer the government,

none having any confidence in the other, the cities themselves

were the more remiss in the assertion of their privileges. On
the arrival of the president, or the legate, in the province, no one

asked whether he were inclined to respect the rights of the muni-

cipality ; the only Bubject of curiosity was which party he was

to side with. It is not to be told how the favoured rejoiced, and

how the others were cast down. The legate had to observe the

utmost prudence. The leading men readily attached themselves

to him, sought to make themselves agreeable to him, affected the

1 Relatione dclla Romagna (Bibl. Alt.) " Li nobili laanno scguito di molte per-

sonc, dcUe quali alcime volte si vagliono ne' consegli pei* conscguire qualche carica

per se o per altri, per potere vinccre o per impediro all'altri qualche richiesta : ne'

guidicii per provare et alcune volte per testificare nelle iuimicitie per fore vendette,

ingiuric : alcuni ancora a Ravenna, Imola e Faonza iisavano di contrabandare

grano."—[The nobili have a numerous following of persons whom they can occa-

sionally employ in designs for obtaining some object for themselves or for others, for

securing the success of a request for themselves, or preventing others from doing so :

in courts of justice to prove their case, and sometimes to give evidence; in feuds to

take revenge and inliict injuries : some moreover at Ravenna, Iniola and Faenza
are in tlie practice of smuggling gi-ain.]
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utmost zeal for the interests of the state, and approved of all the

measures adopted for the promotion of these ; but all this was

often done with the sole view of making interest with him, insi-

nuating themselves into his good graces, and then having it in

their power more sensibly to injure and to persecute the party

which they hated/

The landward barons Avere in a condition somewhat different.

Generally speaking, they were poor, but open-handed and ambi-

tious of distinction, so that they even kept open house, and with-

out exception launched into expenses beyond their means. They

had dependents at all times in the cities, of whose services they

often availed themselves in infringing the laws. But they made

it their grand concern to maintain a good understanding with

their tenants, who at all times possessed the greater part of the

ground and soil, although they might have no other wealth. In

the southern territories, much account was made of respectabil-

ity of birth and the prerogatives of blood ; but the distinction of

ranks was far from being so marked as it was in the north; it

did not exclude the most intimate personal confidence. These

barons, too, lived more on a footing of fraternal subordination

Avith their tenants ; it was impossible to say whether the lower

orders were most willing to offer obedience and service, or the

barons to lend their assistance when required ; there was some-

thing patriarchal in the connection.^ This may be attributed,

among other causes, to the baron seeking above all things to pre-

vent his subvassals from having recourse to the state govern-

ment. He wished to recognise as little as possible the pope as his

feudal lord. The legate's claim of jurisdiction in the second, and

sometimes even in the first instance, these vassals held to be not

so much a right, as the consequence of an unfortunate political

conjuncture which would soon pass away.

Here and there, too, there might still he found, particularly

in the Romagna, a completely enfranchised peasantry:^ there

1 " Relatione di INIons''' Rev™" Gior. P. GhisUiori al P. Gregorlo XITI. tornniulo

cgli dal presidcntato di Romagna."—[Statement by Monsignore the most Rev.
John P. Ghisilieri to P. Gregory XIII. on returaing from the presidentship of

Romagna.] From Tonduzzi (historic di Facnza p. 673) we see tliat Ghisilieri came
into the province in 1678.

a "Relatione della Romagna ; Essendosi nggiustati gliAmi all'linmore degli altri."

—[Being mutually adjusted, the one to the humour of the other.]

3 The peasants had often even shaken off the dominion of the cities. " Ghisi-
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were large clans, tracing their lineage from a common stock

;

lords in their own villages : all of them armed and particularly

expert in the use of the arquebuse; generally speaking, they

were half-savage. They might be compared with the free Greek

or Slavonic communities who preserved their independence under

the Venetians, or who fought to recover what they had lost,

under the Turks, such as we meet with in Candia, Morea, and

Dalmatia. In the states of the church they too attached them-

selves to different factions. The Cavinas, Scardocci, and Sol-

aroli were Gibellines; the Manbelli, Cerroni and Serras,

Guelphs. The Serras had a hill in their territory which served

as a sort of asylum for those who had incurred any of the

penalties of the laws. The most powerful of them all were the

Cerroni, who were to be found also beyond the Roman frontier,

in the Florentine territory. They had branched off into two

septs—Rinaldi and Ravagli—and these, notwithstanding their

consanguinity, lived in perpetual feud. They maintained a kind

of hereditary alliance not only with the principal clans of the

cities, but also with the lawyers who supported one or other of

the factions in their law-suits. Throughout the whole of Ro-

magna, there were no families so powerful as to be beyond reach

of injury from these peasants. The Venetians had at all times

one or other of the chiefs among them, so as to be assured of

their assistance in the exigencies of war.

As we have already remarked, had all these inhabitants of

the states of the church been agreed among themselves, the

Roman prelates would have found it no easy task to give effect

to the civil authority. But their dissensions gave strength to

the government. I find the following statement in a report pre-

sented to Pope Gregory XIII. by one of the presidents of the

Romagna ;
" It is hard to govern if the people keep too much

united; on the contrary, if there be dissension, despotism becomes

easy."^ But, besides, there grew up in these territories a party

lieri :
" Scossi da quel giogo e rccati quasi corpo diverse da quelle citta (for exam-

ple Forli, Cescna) si governano con certe lore Icggi scjiaratc sotto il governo d'un
protettorc cletto da lore medesimi, li quali lianno ami)lissiiiia autorita di far le i-e-

solutioni necessarie per li casi occorrenti alii contadini."—[Being rid of that yoke,

and having received as it were a different body from those cities (e.g. Forli, Cesena)
they are governed by certain distinct laws of their own, under the rule of a protector

elected from among them, witli the most anqile authority to take all necessary re-

solutions for such cases as may occur among the country people.]

1 Ghisiliori :
" Siccome il popolo disunite facilmente si domina, cosi difficilmente
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that sided with the government, consisting of peaceable people

that were fond of quiet, belonging to that middle rank which

had never been hurried away into the stream of the factions. In

the city of Fano they entered into a mutual league called the

holy union; "having been compelled thereto," as it runs in the

record of its institution, " because the whole city was filled with

robbery and murder, and not only were those insecure who had

involved themselves in feuds, but those also who rather ate

their bread in the sweat of their brow." They pledged them-

selves mutually by an oath taken in church, as brethren for life

and death, sincerely to maintain the peace of the city, and to

put down all who would disturb it.^ The government patron-

ised them, and authorised their bearing arms. We find them

in all parts of the Romagna under the name of the pacifici,

(peace-makers) and they grew by degrees into a kind of plebeian

magistracy. The government had its adherents among the

peasantry also. The Manbelli attached themselves to the court

of the legate. They had bandits at their command, and guarded

the frontiers; this gave them in return no small respect among
their neighbours.^ The mutual rivalry of neighbourhoods, the

opposition of the rural districts to the cities, and several other

evils in the state of society, further aided the government.

And so instead of that subordination to law, that quiet and

stability, according Avith the idea into which such a con-

stitution might have been developed, we find a lively movement

of factions ; the active intervention of the government, so long

as these maintained their feuds; the counterpressure of the

municipalities coming into operation as soon as they united
;

si regge qiiando e troppo unito." The antithesis between domina and regge, \y]x\c\\

Professor Ranke presents in the German words bcherrschen and regie rl, I have
attempted to convey in the English words govern and despotism. Tr.

^ It is lilce the Hcrmandad. Amiani, in his ISIemorie di Fano, II. 146, lias its

motto, founded on the text: " Beati pacifici, quia filii dci yocabuntur."—[Blessed
are the peace-inakers, for tlicy shall be called the children of God.] Thence its

name may have originated in other cities.

3 According to the Relatione dclla Roniagna, they were called also, from their
place of residence, Schieto men: "huomini, says that account, che si fanno molto
riguardare : sono Guclfi : la corte di Roniagna si e valuta deH'opera lore molto util-

mcnte, massime in liavere in mano banditi et in ovviare alle fraudi clic si fanno in

estrarrc bestiami dalle niontagno."—[men, who made themselves much respected;
they were Guclphs; the court of Roniagna has very usefully availed itself of their

services, chiefly in having bandits at command, and in preventing all the tricks

that are practised in taking cattle from the mountains.]

I. 2
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violence on the side of the law; violence opposed to the law;

every one looking to what extremes he might go.

Even under Leo X. the citizens of Florence, who had the

government in a great measure in their own hands, gave effect to

the rights of the Curia in a most oppressive manner. Embas-

sies were seen going from the cities one after another, to Rome,

to seek after redress of their grievances. Ravenna declared that

it would rather deliver itself up to the Turks than endure the

farther continuance of such a system of government.^ The old

lords would often take advantage of vacancies in the government

offices to return, and then it was with difficulty that the popes

could turn them out again. On the other hand the cities too

dreaded being again alienated. Sometimes it was a cardinal,

sometimes a relation of the pope"'s, sometimes a neighbouring

prince, who for a sum of money paid to the Romish exchequer,

sought to apply to his own use the rights of government in this,

or the other city. On this account the cities kept agents and

representatives at Rome, for the purpose of procuring intelli-

gence respecting all plans of that sort, as soon as contemplated,

and of interposing obstacles in case of their proceeding to be

executed. In general they succeeded. But sometimes, too, a

case would occur in which they opposed force to the papal autho-

rities, and even to the papal troops. In glancing over almost

every history of these territories, we find one or other example

of a serious spirit of resistance. In Faenza, on one occasion

during the summer of 1521, matters went the length of a regu-

lar engagement, a sort of battle on the streets, between Pope

Leo's Switzers and the citizens. The Swiss succeeded in form-

ing themselves into one body on the public market place, but as

all the outlets presented by the streets that opened into it, were

barricaded by the citizens, they had to be satisfied with having

a free passage out cleared for them, and being allowed to with-

draw unscathed. That day was observed in Faenza with reli-

gious solemnities for many a year afterwards.^ Jesi, though

1 "Marino Loi'zi, Relatione di 1517. Lc tcrro di Romagna e in gran combus-
tlonc dcsordiiio : li vien lalta poca justitia : c lui orator lia visto tal x man di ora-

tori al cardinal di Medici, chc ncgotia lc faccndo lanieutandosi di niali portamenti

fanno quclli i-ettori loro."—[The territory of Romagna is in great combustion and
disorder : little justice is done tlicir ; and lie, tlie deputy, has seen, sometimes at ten

in the morning, deputies at the cardinal Medici's, who in transacting business com-
jilained of the bad conduct of their governors.]

2 Tondiuzi, Historic di Faenza, p. COO.
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not exactly a city of importance, had nevertheless the courage,

on the 25tli of November, 1528, to arrest in his own palace tho

vice-governor, who had desired to have some marks of honour

paid to him which could not be shown. Citizens and peasantry

were united, and^a hundred Albanians, then in the neighbourhood,

were taken into pay. The vice-governor, with all the officers

under him, took to flight. " My fatherland," says the chronicler

of that city, in other respects a very pious man in the Roman
catholic sense, " seeing itself thus restored to its original free-

dom, resolved solemnly to observe the anniversary of that day

at the public expense."^

The only results that could follow, it is evident, was being

overpowered anew, punished, and having all remains of freedom

more circumscribed than ever. Indeed, in dealing with cities

that still possessed an important remnant of their ancient liberty,

the government took advantage of such opportunities, in order

to deprive them even of that, and thus complete their subjection.

Ancona and Perugia in particular, present remarkable exam-

ples of the manner in which this took place.

Ancona paid the pope nothing more than a yearly acknow-

ledgment. This seemed more and more inadequate, the more

the city increased and prospered. At the court the revenues of

Ancona were reckoned at 50,000 scudi, and it was thought in-

tolerable that the nobility of that place should divide this sum
among them. Now that the city eluded likewise the payment

of new imposts, and had taken by force a castle which it claimed

as its own property, matters came at length to an open quarrel.

And here be it observed in what manner governments in those

days would occasionally assert their rights. The papal func-

tionaries caused the cattle to be driven off" from the marches of

Ancona, in order to secure the full amount of the taxes not

otherwise paid; it was called reprisals.

Meanwhile Clement VII. did not think this enough. Ho
only waited for a favourable opportunity of making himself real

master of Ancona, and to get it into his hands even stooped to

employ artifice.

While issuing his commands for the erection of a fortress in

1 " Baldassini, Memorie istoriche dcirantichissima citta cli Jcsi"—[Historical

Memoirs of the most ancient city of Jeai.] Jcsi, 1744, p. 256.
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Ancona, lie represented that his sole reason for doing so, was

because the Turkish power, after its successes in Egypt and

Rhodes, had increased so much throughout the Mediterranean,

that it would, beyond doubt, soon attack Italy; how dangerous

then would it be for Ancona, where a number of Turkish mer-

chant vessels lay always at any rate, to be left altogether with-

out fortifications to defend it. He sent Antonio Sangallo to

construct the fortress. The work went on with the utmost

despatch; soon a small body of troops was posted at the place.

Now had come the very moment that the pope had been wait-

ing for. When things were at this stage, in Sept. 1532, the

governor of the Mark, Monsignor Bernardino della Barba, a

j)riest it is true, but one of a warlike temper, appeared one day

in the territory of Ancona, at the head of a fine army, collected

for him by the rivalry of the neighbours, seized on one of the

gates, from that rushed forward to the market place, and caused

his troops to be marched up to the front of the palace. Here

there dwelt, not dreaming of danger, and bearing the insignia

of the highest dignity, the ancients who had just before been

elected by lot. Monsignore della Barba walked in with a mili-

tary escort, and told them without much reserve, "that the

pope wished to have the government of Ancona in his own

hands, without restriction." In fact resistance was now hopeless.

The younger nobili proceeded with the utmost haste, to call in some

troops that were devoted to them, from the country round; but

what could now be done, for the papal troops had already in every

respect the advantage by occupying the fortifications ? The elder

nobili would not expose themselves to the risk of having the city

plundered and laid waste. They submitted towhatwas unavoidable.

The ancients left the palace; shortly after the new papal legate

appeared, Benedict delli Accolti, who had engaged to pay the

apostolic exchequer 20,000 scudi a year, for the rights of govern-

ment in Ancona.

The whole state of thiu2:s became altered. All arms had to

be delivered up; sixty-four respectable nobili were banished.

The framework of society was constructed anew; men not of

noble birth, and the inhabitants of the rural districts, had a

share in the public offices secured to them; justice was no longer

pronounced according to the old statutes.
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Woe to those who should move a finsrer against these ordin-

ances ! Some of the leading men brought themselves under the

suspicion of being engaged in a conspiracy ; they were arrested

forthwith, condenmed and beheaded. The next day a carpet

was spread out on the market place; the dead bodies were laid

upon it, each having a lighted torch burning beside it: thus

were they left the whole day.

It is true that after this, Paul III. granted some alleviations,

but these by no means involved the removal of the bondage to

which the city was subjected; he was far from restoring the

ancient liberties.^

But he rather made use of this same Bernardino della Barba,

in depriving some other of his cities of their liberties.

The pope had raised the price of salt by about one half. The

city of Perugia thought that its privileges entitled it to oppose

this impost. The pope pronounced the interdict; the citizens,

having assembled in the church, elected for themselves a magis-

tracy consisting of "twenty-five defenders;" they laid the keys

of their gates before a crucifix in the market place. Both sides

prepared for war.

The circumstance of so important a city having risen against

the domination of the pope, excited a general agitation. It would

have been followed by notable results had there been any war

besides in Italy. But as all was quiet there, not a single state

could afford the assistance they had reckoned on receiving.

Accordingly, although Perugia was not quite powerless, still

it was far from possessing force enough to resist such an army

as Peter Lewis Farnese had collected, consisting of 10,000

Italians and 300 Spaniards. The government, too, of the five

and twenty was rather arbitrary and violent than prudent and

protective. They had not even money in readiness for the pay-

ment of the troops that had been brought them by one of the

Baglione. Their sole ally, Ascanius Oolonna, who opposed the

same impost, contented himself with driving the cattle from the

territory of the church, but could not bring himself to rende?

any more serious assistance.

Thus after a brief enjoyment of freedom, the city had again

1 Saracini, Notizio istoriche della citta tl'Ancona.—[Snracini, Historical Noti-

ces of the city of Aiuona.] II. XI. p. 335.
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to submit, on Scl of June 1540. In long mourning cloaks and

with halters about their necks, its deputies appeared in the por-

tico of St. Peter's at the feet of the pope, to implore his mercy.

This, it is true, he granted them, but meanwhile he had ut-

terly destroyed their liberties. Their privileges he had quite

abolished.

The same Bernardino della Barba that had arranged matters

at Ancona, came to do the same at Perugia. Arms were deli-

vered up, the chains with which the streets had hitherto been

closed, were removed, the houses of the five and twenty, who had

absconded, were levelled with the ground, and a castle was erected

on the spot where the Bagliones had had their residence. The

citizens themselves having to assess themselves for the expense.

A magistrate was appointed over them whose name showed at

once the object for which he was designed. He was called the

conservator of ecclesiastical obedience, and though a subsequent

pope restored his title of prior, this was done without restoring

any of the ancient privileges.^

Meanwhile Ascanius Colonna, too, was invaded by the same

force and driven out of all his strongholds.

By so many fortunate hits the papal government was im-

mensely aggrandised ; neither the cities nor the barons ventured

any longer to oppose it; it had subjected to itself the free muni-

cipalities one after another; it could coerce to its own purposes

all the resources of the country.

Let us now consider how it carried out this.

First of all then, it is of consequence that we have before us

the system of the papal finances ; a system which is of import-

ance not only as respects these states of the church, but on ac-

count of the example it presented to all Europe.

While we remark that the business of exchanires durins: the

middle ages, was mainly indebted, for the form it assumed, to the

particular nature of the papal revenues, which falling due in all

1 Mariotti, Memorie istoricho civili ed ccclesiasticbc della citta di Perugia e
suo contado,—[Mariotti's Historical and Ecelosiastical Memoirs of the city of I'eru-

gia and its vicinity,] Perugia, ISOG, relates this occurrence, I. p. 113—160, authen-
tically and minutely. Subsequent references are made to it, for example in vol.

III. p. 634.
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parts of the world, were transmitted from all sides to the Curia,

so it is no less worthy of observation, that the constitution and

management of state debts which at this moment presses us on

every side, and cramps and hampers all the operations of com-

merce, was first systematically developed in the states of the

church.

With whatever justice people may have complained of the

exactions which Rome allowed herself to make during the fif-

teenth century, it is evident, nevertheless, that but little of the

proceeds came into the hands of the pope. Pius II. enjoyed the

general obedience of Europe; yet from want of money he had

once to limit himself and his circle to a single meal in the day.

He had to borrow the 200,000 ducats required for his projected

war with the Turks. Even the petty means which many a pope

employed in order to obtain^ from a prince, bishop, or grand-

master, who had any affair at the court, some such present as a

cup of gold with some ducats in it, or a piece of fur-work, only

show that the establishment conducted there was singularly

poor.

The money, though not in the extraordinary sums that people

have assumed, yet in very considerable sums, went certainly to

the court, but there it was melted away in a thousand hands. It

became absorbed by the public offices, which now for a long

time it had been the custom to sell. They were mostly based

on fees and perquisites; ample room was left for the industry of

those who held them, in multiplying exactions. The pope re-

ceived the purchase money on the occurrence of vacancies.

In the event of the pope embarking in any expensive under-

taking, he had to provide for it by extraordinary means. On
this very account jubilees and indulgences were most desirable

to him ; for by such means he had a clear income secured to him

by the good nature of the faithful. Then there was yet another

means which readily presented itself. In order to obtain a sura

of money of considerable amount, all that was required was to

create new offices and then to sell them; a singular kind of bor-

1 Voigt, Voices from Rome on the papal court in the fiftecntli century, in tlic

Historical Pocket-Book of Fi-. von Raiimor 1S,:J3, has many notices on this sub-
ject. Whoever has the book called, " Schlesten vor und seit dem Jahrc 17-iO,"

will find in vol. II. p. 483, not a bad satire on this disorder of present-giving i'rom

the fifteenth century : " Passio domini papjo secundum marcam auri et argenti."

—

[The passiou of our lord the pope aecortliug to the mark of gold or silver.]
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rowing, tlie interest of which was dearly paid for by the church,

in augmented dues. It had already been long in use. Accord-

ing to an authentic register procured from the Ohigi family, there

were about 650 purchasable offices in the year 1471, the annual

revenues of which were calculated at nearly 100,000 scudi.^

These offices were almost all those of procurators, registrars,

abbreviators, correctors, notaries, scriveners, even runners and

door-keepers, whose increasing numbers were continually enhan-

cing the charges of a bull or a brief. For this very purpose

they were created ; the business done in them amounted to little

or nothing.

It may readily be supposed that the following popes, who en-

tangled themselves so deeply in the affairs of Europe, must have

greedily laid hold of so convenient a method of filling their cof-

fers. In this Sixtus IV. availed himself of the advice of his

prothonatary Sinalfo. He erected whole colleges at once, and

sold the places in these for a few hundred ducats apiece. Strange

were the titles that appeared on this occasion, as, for example, a

college of 100 Janissaries, who received their appointments on

payment of 100,000 ducats, for which was made over to them

the revenue derived from bulls and annates.^ Notarj'ships, pro-

thonotaryships, the places held by procurators practising at the

chamber, all were sold by Sixtus IV.; in short he carried the

system so far that he has been considered its founder. It was

since his time at least that it began fairly to prosper. In-

nocent VIII, , who in the course of his embarrassments went so

far as to pledge the papal tiara twice, founded a college of twenty-

six secretaries for 60,000 scudi, and other offices fully to the

same extent. Alexander VI. appointed eighty writers of brieves,

each of whom had to pay 750 scudi ; to these Julius II. added

one hundred writers of archives at the same price.

Meanwhile, the sources from which all these hundreds of

offices drew the emoluments attached to them, were not inex-

1 Gli ufficii piu antichi. MS. Bibliothcca Chigi N. II. 50.—[The most an-

cient offices. MS. Chigi Library, No. II. 50.] There are 051 offices and 98,340

Sc. fin alhi creatione di [down to the creation of] Sisto IV. So far from true is

what Panviniiis says, that SLxtus IV. was the first that sold them, p. 348.

2 There wei'c besides these Stradiots ajid Mamelukes, who however were after-

wards abolished. " Adstipulatorcs, sine quibiis millaj posscnt confici tabula)."

—

[Cautioners, without whom no tables could be eom|)leted.] Onuphrius Panvi-

nlus. According to the register uificii antichi this creation would have jn-oduced

only 40,000 ducats.
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haustible. We have seen how ahnost all Christian states simul-

taneously endeavoured, and not unsuccessfully, to circumscribe

the encroachments of the papal court. These endeavours were

made at the very time that the popes were driven by their great

undertakings into an extraordinary expenditure.

The acquisition of the state was fortunate for them, for tliere-

Avith, notwithstanding the mildness of their treatment of it at first,

they obtained many new revenues. It can be no matter of sur-

prise that they administered these quite in the same way as they

had done the ecclesiastical.

When Julius II. secured the salaries of the clerks we have

mentioned by an assignation to the annates, he further added se-

curities charged on the customs and exchequer. He established

a college of 141 presidents of the corn-laws, endowed entirely

from the exchequer. Next he applied the surplus revenue of his

territory to the purpose of founding loans upon it. What seemed

in this pope most remarkable to the other powers, was that he

could raise as much money as he pleased. His policy in a good

measure rested on this.

But the necessities of Leo X. far exceeded those of Julius II,;

for besides being no less involved in war, he was much more

prodigal in his expenditure and dependent on his relations.

" That the pope should ever have a thousand ducats by him at

one time," says Francis Vettori of him, " were as impossible as

that a stone should of itself fly upwards." It was complained

of him that he had squandered three popedoms, that of his pre-

decessor, from whom he had inherited a considerable treasure,

his own, and that of his successor, to whom he left an immoder-

ate amount of debts. He was not content with selling the exist-

ing offices; his extensive appointment of cardinals brought him

a considerable sum; and he advanced in the boldest manner along

this course that had now been commenced of creating new offices,

for the mere purpose of selling them. He alone established 1200

of them.^ The essential feature in all these portionarii, scudieri,

1 Sommario di la relation di ]\T. Minio 1520 :
" Non ha contanti, pcrche e liberal,

non sa tcnir danari : poi li Fiorentini, chc si fanno c sono sol parent!, non li lassa

mai aver im soldo : e diti Fiorentini 6 in gi'an odio in corte, pei'clie in ogni cosa e
Fiorentini."—[Abstract of the narrative of M. Minio, 1,')20. lie has no ready
money, for he is liberal ; he knows not how to keep hard eash M-hen he ha,s it : then
tlie Florentines who are about him, and :ire his relations, never allow him to have a

penny, and the said Florentines are niiieli liated at court, for they have a share in

every tiling.]

I 2 r
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cavalieri di S. Pietro, and others of various names, was that they

paid down a certain sum, the interest of which they drew for life

under that title. Their office was of no importance beyond its

enhancing the enjoyment of the interest by some petty prero-

gatives. This was really nothing but raising money on life

annuities. From these offices Leo drew about 900,000 scudi.

The interests, which yet were far from insignificant, amounting-

to an eighth part of the capital,'^ were secured, it is true, in a

great measure on a small impost on church dues; but in the

main, they came from the treasuries of tlie provinces that had

been conquered shortly before, that is, from the surplus of the

municipal administrations, which went into the state exchequer,

the produce of the alum-works, the sale of salt, and the customs

at Rome. Leo raised the number of offices to 2150; their yearly

income was reckoned at 320,000 scudi, forming a burthen that

pressed alike on the church and on the state.

Now, however much to be blamed this prodigality was in

itself, yet Leo may have been confirmed in it by its efiects, for

the moment, being rather advantageous than mischievous. To
these monetary transactions, we must, in fact, partly attribute

the uncommon prosperity of Rome at that time. There was not

a spot in the world in which a man could lay out his money to

better advantage. Through the multitude of new creations,

vacancies and re-appointments, a movement was kept up at the

Caria which presented to every man the possibility of easy suc-

cess in life.

By means of such operations, too, the necessity was further

obviated of burtheuing the state with new impositions. There

is not a doubt that the ecclesiastical state of all the countries,

and Rome of all the cities in Italy, at that time, paid the least

taxes. Already before this, it had been represented to the

Romans that every other city paid to its lord heavy loans and

oppressive imposts, while their lord, the pope, much rather en-

riched them. A secretary of Clement VIL who soon after wrote

an account of the conclave at which that pope was elected, ex-

presses his surprise at the people of Rome not being more

1 The 612 " Portionarii di ripa, aiji^iunti al collcglo dci presidcnti,"—[portion-

arics of the riverside, added to the college of presidents,] paid 230,200 and received

38,81 G ducats per annum: tlie 400 Cavalieri di S. Pietro (knights of St. Peter)

paid 400,000 and received in return 50,G10 ducats a year.
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devoted to the holy see, from their having so little to suffer in

the way of taxation. " From Terraciua to Piacenza," he

exclaims, "the church possesses a large and fine part of Italy;

its dominion extends far and wide, yet all these blooming lands

and wealthy cities, which under any other government would

have to maintain large armies with the taxes levied on them,

pay the Roman pope hardly so much as covers the expenses of

the civil government/"

But from the very nature of things, this could not last longer

than there was an excess of income above the expenditure, in

the government treasury. Already had Leo X. found it impos-

sible to fund all his debts. Alvise Gaddi advanced him 32,000,

Bernardi Bini 200,000 ducats ; Salviati, Rudolphi, in short all

his ministers and connections, exerted themselves to the utmost,

to procure him money ; looking to his liberality, and compara-

tively youthful years, they hoped for repayment and splendid

gratitude ; by his sudden death they were, all of them, ruined.

On the whole, he left an exhaustion behind him which it fell

to the lot of his successor to experience.

The general hatred which poor Adrian brought upon himself,

arose in part from his adopting the plan of imposing a direct tax

to relieve him from the great poverty in which he found himself.

It was to amount to half a ducat for each hearth ;^ and the im-

pression it made was all the worse that people had been so little

accustomed to sach demands.

But Clement VII,, too, could not dispense with the imposition

of at least new indirect taxes. Cardinal Armcliu became the

object of popular murmurs, from being supposed the inventor of

these; the raising of the dues levied on all articles of food on

passing the gates, caused particular discontent ; but this people

1 Vianesius Albergatus, Commcntarii rcnim sui tcniporls (which is notliing

but a description of the conclave): " Opulentiswimipopiilict ilitissimtc iirbcs, qua) si

alterius ditionis essent, suis vcctigalibus vel magnos exercitua alere posscnt, Romano
pontifici vix tantum tributum pendunt quantum in prajtoruni magistratuuraquo
expensam sufficere queat."—[See the text.] In the " llelation" of Sorzi, 1517, the
revenues of Perugia, Spoleto, the Mark and llomagna, according to a sketcli by-

Francis Armclin, are estimated at 120,000 ducats. The half of this came into tho
papal excliequer, " Di quel somma la mita, e per terra, |icr pagar i legati ct altri

officii, c altra mita ha il papa."—[Of which sum the half is for tho land, to pay the
legates and other offices, and the pope has the other lialf.] Unfortunately there are
not a few errors in the copy of the " Kelation," in Sanuto.

'^ Ilieronymo Negro a IMare Antonio Micheli, 7 April 1523. Lcttere di Principi,

I. 114.
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had just to bear.^ Things were in such a state that it was neces-

sary to have recourse to suppHes of a totally diflerent kind.

Loans had been made hitherto under the form of purchasable

offices; Clement VII. first approached the pure loan, at a criti-

cal moment, just as he was preparing to encounter Charles V. in

the year 1526.

In the case of the offices, the capital was lost at the demise of

the person who held one, in so far as his family failed to have it

restored to them by the papal exchequer. Clement now raised

a capital of 200,000 ducats, which did not indeed bear so high

a rate of interest, but yet it was a very considerable rate, ten

per cent, and moreover it went to heirs. This v/as a Monte non

vacabile, the Monte della Fede. The interests were secured on

the customs.

The Monte had its security further enhanced, by the creditors

having a share in the administration of the customs granted to

them. But in this again, there is evidence that the old form

was not altogether departed from. The Montists formed a col-

lege. A few contractors paid the total amount to the exchequer,

and then disposed of it in individual sums to the members of

this college.

Shall it, indeed, be said that the state creditors, in so far

as they had a right to the common income, to the produce of the

labour of all, acquired thereby an indirect share in the civil

government 1 So at least it appears to have been understood at

that time in Rome, and without the form of such a participation,

capitalists would not agree to lend their money.

J]ut this, as will come to be evident, was to commence finan-

cial operations of the most extensive description.

Paul III. continued them only to a moderate extent. He
contented himself with lowering the interest on the Clementine

Monte ; and as he succeeded in obtaining new assignations in

security, he raised the capital by nearly a half. Still he esta-

blished no new Monte. The creation of six hundred new offices

1 Foscari, Relatione 1526. " E qualchc murmuration in Roma etiam per causa

del cardinal Armellin, qual truova nuove invention per trovar danari in Roma, o fa

metter novo angarie, e fino clii porta tordi a Roma ct altrc cose di manzar paga
tanto : la qual angaria im]iorta da due. 2500."—[There is some murmuring at Rome
caused even by Cardinal Armellin, for having discovered a new method of finding

money in Rome, and has made new taxes to be laid on, and at last has brought

thrushes at Rome and other provisions to such a price ; which unpost brings 2500
ducats.]
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may have indemnified him for this moderation. The measure

by which he distinguished himself in the financial history of the

states of the church, lay in something diff'erent.

We have seen what a commotion arose on the enhancement

of the price of salt which he had ventured on. He relinquished

even that. But in its place, and with the express promise that

he would abandon it, he introduced the direct impost called the

Sussidio. This was the same impost that was exacted at that

time in so many countries in the south of Europe, and which we

meet with again in Spain as the servicio, in Naples as the dona-

tive, in Milan as the mensuale, and under other titles elsewhere.

In the states of the church it was originally introduced for three

years, and fixed at 300,000 scudi. The contribution to be sent

up by each of the provinces was determined in Rome itself; the

provincial parliaments assembled for the purpose of apportioning

it out among the different towns. These again further distri-

buted it over town and country. Every one thus became sub-

ject to payment of his share. The bull expressly ordained that

all secular subjects of the Roman church, even though exempted,

and though privileged, not excluding marquesses, barons, vas-

sals, and public functionaries, were to pay ratably to this con-

tribution.^

But it was not paid without keen reclamations, particularly on

its being observed that it came to be continually prorogued from

three years to three years, and accordingly was never taken off

again. Neither was it ever fully brought into the exchequer,^

and Bologna, which was rated at 30,000 scudi, was clever enough

to purchase for itself a perpetual exemption by paying down a

sum of money on the spot. Parma and Piacenza were alienated

and paid no longer; while Fano presents us with a specimen of

how matters went on in other towns. Under the pretext that

it had been rated too high, this city long refused payment.

Thereupon Paul III. found himself induced even to remit pay-

ment for the terms that had elapsed, but under the condition

that it should expend an equal amount on the restoration of its

1 BuUar. In the ycai- 1537 ho dcdareil to tlic Fivneli amliassatlor :
" la d6bilite du

rcvcnu do 1' eglisc (meaiiiiijr thereby the state), dont elle u'avoit jjoint iiiaiiitciiant

40"' escus do rente par an de quoi elle puissc laire estat."—[The feebleness of the

revenues of the church (meaning the state), of which it had not then 40,000 crowns

of available yearly income.] Sec llibier, I. CO.

a Bull : Decens esse censemus : 5 Sept. 1543. Bull. Cocq. IV. I. 225.
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walls. Subsequently to this, too, a third part of the sum at

which the city was rated, continued to bo allowed on that behalf.

Not the less on that account, did those who came afterwards

complain of the excessive rate at which they were assessed; the

rural communes also continually grumbled at the proportion of

the tax that had been imposed on them by the city; they made

attempts to withdraw from under the government of the town

council, and while the latter asserted its independent authority,

they would gladly have submitted to the duke of Urbino. It

would carry us too far to discuss these petty interests any fur-

ther. Enough, if we recognise how it was that not much above

the half of the sussidio was realized.^ In the year 1560, the

whole impost was assessed at J 65,000 scudi.

Notwithstanding its being so, yet tliis pope raised the reve-

nues of the states of the church in a remarkable degree. Under

Julius II. they were reckoned at 850,000 scudi; under Leo at

420,000, under Clement VII. in 1526, at 500,000. Immedi-

ately after the death of Paul III. they are given in an authen-

tic statement which the Venetian ambassador, Dandolo, pro-

cured from the exchequer, as amounting to 706,473 scudi.

Those who followed, nevertheless, did not find themselves

nmch the better for this rise. Julius III. complains in one of

his instructions that his predecessor had alienated the whole of

the revenues, no doubt with the exception of the sussidio, which

could not be alienated, in as much as, nominally at least, it was

never imposed but for three years only, and, over and above, had

left behind him 500,000 scudi of floating debt.^

As Julius III., in spite of this, rushed into his war with the

French and the Farneses, he necessarily involved himself in the

greatest embarrassments. Although the imperialists gave him
1 Bull of Paul IV. Cupientes indemnitati : 15 April 1359. Bullar. Cocq. IV.

I. 358. " E.\actio, causantibus diversLs c.xceptionibus, libertatibus et immunitatibns

a solutionc ipsius subsidii diversis cominunitatibus et univcrsitatibus ct particula-

ribus personis, ncc non civitatibus, tcrris, oppidis ct locis nostrl status ecclesiastic!

concessis, ct factis divevsarum portionum cjusdem Bubsidii donatiouibus scu reinis-

sionibus, vix ad diiiiidiuni sumratc trecentorum inilliuin scutorum luijusmodi ascen-

dit."—[The iiiii)ost, owiii<( to the various exceptions, francliises, and ininuinities from

payment of the said subsidy, granted to divers communities and universities and
particular persons, as well as to cities, lands, towns and places of our ecclesiastical

state, and to donations or remissions Tiiadc of various j)ortions of the said sub-

sidy, hardly amounted in this way to the half of the sum of three hundred thousand

Bcudi.]

2 Instruttiono per voi Monsignorc d'Imola: ultimo di Marzo 1551. Infomiationi

politiche, toui. XII.
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what was no insignificant aid in money for those times, yet all

his brieves are full of complaints, " He had expected to raise

100,000 scudi in Ancona; instead of that he had not got 100,000

bajocchi; instead of 120,000 scudi from Bologna he had received

only 50,000 : immediately on the back of the promises of the

bankers of Genoa and Lucca, there had come intimations recall-

ing these ; and whoever possessed a farthing witldield it, and

would not run the risk of its being lost."^

If the pope wished to have his military forces brought toge-

ther, he necessarily required to have recourse to stronger mea-

sures; he resolved to institute a new Monte, and did it in away
that has been followed almost ever since.

He imposed a new tax by charging two carlini on every rub-

bio of flour. After all deductions, this brought him 80,000

scudi, which sum he set apart as interest for a capital, which he

raised forthwith; and thus he founded the Monte della farina.

Let us observe how closely this resembled the earlier financial

operations; just as offices connected with the church were erected

in former times, and appointed to be paid out of the prospective

augmentations of the dues ])aid to the Curia, for the sole object

of havino; these offices to sell, and receiving; in hand the sum that

was required at the moment, so were the revenues of the state

now augmented by a new impost, but this was employed only

as the interest of a large capital, which could not be obtained in

any other way. Such was the procedure of all the popes that

followed. Sometimes these Monti were, like the Clementine, non

vacabili; sometimes however they were vacabili, that is, the

obligation to pay interest ceased with the death of the creditor.

In this last case the interest was higher, and in the collegiate

character given to the INIontists, there was a nearer approach to

the system of raising money by creating offices. Paul IV. esta-

blished the Monte novennale de Frati on a tribute to which he

compelled the regular orders of Monks to submit. Pius IV.

levied a quatrin on every pound of meat, and employed the pro-r

cecds immediately in founding a Monte non vacabile, which then

brought him 170,000 scudi. Pius V. imposed a new quatrin on

the pound of meat, and on this established the Monte Lega.

It is by keeping this course of things in view, that the gene-

1 II papa a Ciovamb. di ]\Ioiit(."; 2 April \5o2.
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ral importance of the states of the church first comes fully

before us. Yet wliat were tlie necessities by which the popes

were compelled to have recourse to so strange a kind of loan, and

one that imposed so direct a burthen on their territory ? It was,

generally speaking, the necessities of Roman Catholicism at large.

When purely political tendencies passed away, there remained

none but the ecclesiastical for people to aim at accomplishing.

The support of the Roman catholic powers in their contest with

the Protestants, and in their enterprises against the Turks, now

almost invariably became the first cause that led to new finan-

cial operations. The Monte of Pius the V. was called di Lega,^

because the capital which it procured was applied to the war

with the Turks, entered upon by that pope while in league with

Spain and Venice. This became more and more a settled sys-

tem. In this way every European movement affected the states

of the church. These had on almost every occasion to contri-

bute by some new burthen or other, to the maintenance of Roman
catholic interests, precisely on which account the preservation of

these states was of importance to the ecclesiastical position of

the popes.

They were not, however, content with Monti; they did not

allow the old methods of raising money to drop. They went on

creating new offices, or cavalierate (knighthoods) with special

privileges attached to them, whether the remunerations were pro-

portionally met by new imposts, or that, from the remarkable

depreciation of money which then took place, more considerable

sums were paid into the exchequer."

By this means it now came about that the papal revenues,

after a short diminution under Paul IV. and caused by his

wars, from that time forward constantly rose. Even under Paul

they rose again to 700,000 scudi ; under Pius, they were reck-

oned at 898,482 scudi. Paul Tiepolo was amazed at finding

them, after an absence of nine years, increased, by about 200,000

scudi, and risen to 1,100,000. The only thing extraordinary

was, which liowever could not have been otherwise, that the

popes notwithstanding this increase, in reality received no more.

1 Of the league. Tn.

2 Thus about 1580, many " lunglii di Monte"—[government funds] stood at IJIO

instead of 100 : the interests of the vacabili were lowered from 11 to 9 (per cent),

which, on the wliole, made a mighty saving.
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With the rise in the amount of the taxes, alienations were pro-

portionally augmented. It is calculated that Julius III. alien-

ated 5i,000, Paul IV. 45,960, but Pius IV. who turned every

thing to account, alienated no less than 182,550 scudi of the

revenues. Pius IV. increased the number of saleable offices to

3500, exclusive of course of the Monti, which were not reckoned

among the offices.^ Under this pope the amount of alienations

rose to 450,000; they still continued to increase, and in 1576,

had risen to 530,000. Great as had been the increase in the

revenues, this nearly absorbed half the entire amount.^

The accounts of the papal revenues present a remarkable

aspect about this period. After naming, article by article, the

sums which the farmers of the revenues had contracted to give,

the contracts with the farmers being generally made for nine

years, we have a statement of the amount of alienations. The

custom-house at Rome, for example, in 1576, and the following

year, yielded the respectable sum of 133,000 scudi; but of this

111,170 was assigned (to the payment of interests) ; still further

deductions had to be made, so that the exchequer did not receive

above 13,000 scudi. Some imposts on corn, meat, and wine,

left no remainder, the monti payments having to be provided for

out of them. From several of the provincial government chests,

called treasuries, which had likewise to meet the wants of the

provinces, for example, from the Mark and from Camcrina, not

a fai'thing came into the papal exchequer. And yet the sussi-

dio was often added to these. Nay, the alum pits of Tolfa, on

which formerly much dependence was placed, were so heavily

burthened with the interests secured upon them, that the pro-

duce fell short of them by about two thousand scudi.^

1 Lista ilegli iifRcii clella corte Roman.a, 15C0.—[List oftlic offices attached to

the Roman court.] Bibl. Chigi No. II. 50. Many other individual notices of dif-

ferent years.

2 Tiepolo reckons that besides 100,000 scudi for pajnncnt of salaries, 270,000 were
spent on fortresses and nuncio's offices, so that the net sum received by the pope
never amounted to 200,000. lie calculates alterwards that the i)opes had received,

under the pretext of its being needed for the Turldsh war, 1,800,000, and yet had
applied to that ])ur])ose only ^10,000.

So that the embezzlements of their llolincsses amounted to the respectable sura

of 1,400,000 scudi, equal to more than' seven times their lawful net revenue ! Tn.

3 For example, Entrata della reverenda camera apostolica softo il pontificate di

N. S. Grcgorio XIII. fatta nclF anno ISYfi. MS. Gothana, No. 219.—[Income
of the reverend apostolic exchequer under the ]ionti(icatc of our Lord Gregory XIII.,

drawn up in the year 157G. Gotlia MS. n. 210.1

I. 2q
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The pope had mainly to look to the dataria for his personal

expenses and those of his court. The revenues of the dataria

were of two kinds. The one consisted of such as were more

ecclesiastical in their nature, such as compositions, being fixed

payments in money, for which the datarius allowed regresses,

reservations, and otlier canonical irregularities, on the occasion

of a person passing from one benefice to another. Paul IV., by

the strictness of his procedure, had much diminished these, but

they had again gradually increased. The otlier kind was of a

more secular quality. They accrued upon the vacancy and new

endorsements of the cavalierate, saleable oflices, and shares in

the monti vacabili ; they increased in proportion as these became

more numerous.^ But both together, about the year 1570, did

not amount to more than barely sufficient to meet the daily

necessities of the household.

Now this development of things quite altered the condition of

the states of the church. Whereas they had once gloried in

being the least burthened of all the Italian states, now they

were taxed as heavily, nay more heavily than the others,^ and

loud were the complaints of the inhabitants. But little remained

of the old municipal independence. The action of the govern-

ment became more and more regular. The ridits of the admin-

istration used often, formerly, to be handed over to favoured

cardinals and prelates, who made no inconsiderable gains by

them. The fellow-countrymen of the popes, such as the Flor-

entines under the Medici, the Neapolitans under Paul IV. and

the Milanese under Pius IV., had accordingly enjoyed the best

situations. Pius V. put a stop to this. Yet none of these

favourites ever personally administered the government ; they

uniformly committed it to a doctor of law;^ Pius V. appointed

1 According to Mocenin:o 1560, the Dataria drew before that between 10,000 and
14,000 ducats. Under Paul IV. they came to from 3,000 to 4,000 ducats less.

a Paolo Tiepolo, Relatione di Roma in tempo di Pio IV, c Pio V., says already :

" L'impositionc alio stato ccclesiastico c oravezza quasi inso]iportabile per cssere per

diversi altri conti molto aggravato ;
- - d'alienarc piil entratc della chiosa non vi 6

piu ordine, percho quasi tutto I'cntratc certo si trovano gia alienate e sopra rincc-i'to

non si trovaria clii dcsse danari."—[Tlic taxes imposed on the states of the churcJi

form a grievance that may be considered as iutolerablo, being much aggi'avatod by
various other means ; - - the alienation of more of the revenues of the church is no

longer the order of things there, as it may be said that all the certain revenues arc

alienated already, and nobody can be found to give money on such as arc uncertain.]

3 Tiepolo, ibid. " Qualchc govcrno o legationo rispondeva sino a trc, quatro, o

forsc sette mila e pii scudi I'anno. E quasi tutti allegramente ricevendo 11 denaro
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this doctor himself, and appropriated to the exchequer the gains

which had previously flowed into the cofiers of these favourites.

All things hecame more orderly and tranquil. A militia had

formerly been established, and 160,000 men had been enrolled;

Pius IV. had kept a body of light horse; Pius V. dispensed

with both the one and the other. The cavalry he disbanded,

and allowed the militia to drop ; his whole armed force amounted

to less than 500 men, the mass of whom was composed of 350

men, chiefly Swiss, at Rome. But for the necessity of guarding

the coast from the attacks of the Turks, people would have be-

come quite unused to arms. This warlike population seemed

willing to become perfectly peaceable. The popes wished to

administer the government of the country as one would manage'

a large estate, the rents of which should indeed partly go to the

use of the family, but in the main should be applied to the neces-

sities of the church.

We shall see, hov/ever, that in this attempt they mot once

more with great difficulties

THE TIMES OP GEECtORT XIII. AND SIXTUS V. GREGORY SIII.

Gregory XIII.—Hugo Buoncompagno of Bologna, had been

brought up as a jurist and in secular services, and Avas naturally

lively and of a jovial disposition. He had a son, born it is true,

before his ordination to the priesthood, yet not in marriage ; and

although ever after his ordination he had lived a regular life,

yet at no time was he scrupulous ; he rather manifested his dis-

approbation of a certain kind of strictness, and seemed disposed

to conduct himself after the example of Pius IV. whose minis-

ter he immediately brought again into office, rather than that of

his immediate predecessors.^ But in this pope we see the mighty

influence of sentiments that have once gained the ascendancy.

A century earlier ho would, at the most, have reigned like an

Innocent VIII. Now on the contrary, even such a man as he

si scaricavaiio del peso del govcrno col mcttcro iin dottorc in liiogo loro."—[Each
govcriuncnt or legation answei'cd to as much as tln-ec, fom% or pei'haps six thousand
st'udi a year. And while almost all gladly took the money, they threw off the bur-

then of government by putting a doctor (of laws) in their place.]

1 It was expected that he would govern in a diflcrent manner from Ids i)rcdcccs-

sors : "niitiori quadam hominumijue cajitui accommodatiori ratione"—[by a cer-

tain milder method, and one better fitted to captivate men], Commentarii de re-

bus Gregorii XIII. (MS. Bibl. Alb.)
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could no longer emancipate himself from tlie power of tlie strict

spiritual tendencies.

Tliere was a party at court which had made it their grand

aim to maintain and defend these. It was composed of Jesuits,

Theatiues and their friends. We find mentioned by name Mon-

signors Frumento and Corniglia, that dauntless preacher Fran-

cis Toledo, and the Datarius Contarell. They acquired an over-

powering influence over the pope, the more readily from their

acting in concert. They represented to him that the respect

enjoyed by Pius V. was mainly to be ascribed to his personal

conduct. In all the letters they read to him, nothing was intro-

duced but the remembrance of the holy life of the deceased, and

the renown of his reforms and his virtues. Every expression to

the contrary was suppressed. They gave a thoroughly spiritual

character to the ambition of Gregory XIII.

How much must he have had it at heart to promote his son

and to elevate him to princely dignities. But out of the very

first act of favour bestowed on hinj, his appointment as warder

of St. Angelo and standard-bearer of the church, there was made

a case of conscience by the associated friends ; during the jubilee

of 1575, they did not suffer Giacomo to be in Rome; as soon as

that was over, they permitted him to return ; even then, how-

ever, for this sole reason that the discontentment of the aspiring

youth was hurting his health. Gregory then married him; he

gave his sanction to the Venetians^ naming him one of their

nobili, and to the king of Spain's appointing him general of his

men at arms. Nevertheless, he at all times was careful to keep

1 Relatione della corte di Roma a tempo di Gregorio XIII. (Bibl. Corsini Y14)

20 Feb. 1574, is full of information on this subject. Speaking of tlie temper of the

pope, the author says, " non e state scrujniloso ne dissoluto mai, e le son dis])iaciute

le cose malfatte."—rjt has never been cither scrupulous or dLssolutc, and ill deeds

have displeased it.]

2 On this occasion they had to indicate the difficulty attending his birth. Tt has

been boasted of as a proof of the tact of the Venetians, that he was called Signer

Giacomo Boncompagno, "closely allied with Ilis IloUncss." Tliis was properly an eva-

sion of Cardinal Como's. While the matter was under discussion, tlie ambassador

asked the minister, if Giacomo was to be called the son of Ilis Holiness. "S.Ss"*
111""* prontamente, dopo avere scusato con molte parole il fatto di S. S'^, clic prima
chehavcsse alcuno ordineecelcsiasticogcncrassequcstofiglivolo, disse : che si potrebbe

nominarlo per il S"' Jacorao Boncompagno Bolognesc strcttamente congiunto con

Sua Santita."—[His most illustrious Lordship, after having excused with many
words what His ] [oliness had done, that he had begotten this son before having been

ordained to any ecclesiastical office, said readily ; that he might be called by the

name of Lord Jacomo Boncompagno, of Bologna, straitly allied with His Iloliiiess.J

Dispaccio Paolo Tiepolo 3 Marzo 1574.
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him within bounds. Once that he succeeded in procuring Hbera-

tion from custody for one of his university friends, the pope

banished him anew, and proposed to deprive him of all his offices.

This was prevented only by the young wife throwing herself at

his feet. But the time for cherishing higher expectations was

long since gone by.^ It was during the last years of the pope''s

life that Giacomo, for the first time, had any influence with his

father, neither was it then in the important business of the state,

nor unrestricted." If his influence with the pope were asked for,

he would shrug his shoulders.

Now, if such were the case with the son of the pope, how much
less durst other relations entertain any hopes of irregular favours,

or of having a share in the government. Gregory raised two ot

his nephews to the cardinalship ; Pius V. had also done some-

thing of the same kind; but to the third who presented himself

no less for promotion, he even refused an audience, obliging him

within two days to remove again to a distance. The pope's bro-

ther also had set out for the purpose of enjoying a glimpse of

the good fortune that had befallen his family; he had already

reached Orvieto, but there was met by a messenger from the

court, commanding him to return. Tears started into the old

man''s eyes, and he could not refrain from pursuing his journey

to Rome a short distance farther, but receiving a second order,

he went back in good earnest to Bologna.^

Enough has been said to show that this pope can never be

fairly charged with promoting nepotism, or illegally favouring

his family. When a cardinal who had just received his appoint-

ment as such, said that he should ever feel grateful to the pope's

family and nephews ; striking the arm chair with his hands, he

exclaimed: "You must be grateful to God and the holy see."

Thus much was he already imbued with the religious tendencies.

1 Antonio Tiepolo, Dispacci Agosto, Sett. 1570.—[Despatches in August and
Sept. 1576.] In the year 1583 (29 March) it is said in one of these despatches:

"il Signor Giacomo non si lascia intromcttcrc in coso di stato."—[Signer Giacomo
is not allowed to intermeddle with state affairs.]

3 In these last daj's of his life only did the opinion hold good of him which has
very strongly established itself, and which I find for example in Richelieu's Memoirs:
"prince doux et benin fut meilleur liommc que bon papc."—[a mild and benevolent

prince, a better man he was than a good pope.] It will be seen in how limited a
measure this was true.

3 The worthy man complained that his brother's elevation to the popedom rather

injured than benefited him, by obliging him to spend more than Gregory over made
up to him.
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In the piety of his behaviour ho endeavoured not merely to equal,

but even to surpass Pius Y} During the first years of his

pontificate, he himself read mass three times a week, and never

once omitted doing so on Sunday. His walk and conversation

were not only irreproachable but edifying.

There were certain functions of the pontificate which no man
ever administered more faithfully than Gregory. He kept lists

of men belonging to all countries, who were considered as fit for

the episcopal ofiice. Whenever any one was proposed, he showed

that he was fully informed on the bearings of the case ; he sought

with the utmost care to direct how those important ofiices might

best be filled.

Above all things he took pains to promote strict ecclesiastical

instruction. He supported the extension of the Jesuitical col-

leges with extraordinary liberality. He made munificent pre-

sents to the house occupied by the " professed" of that order, in

Rome; ho bought houses, shut up streets, and assigned revenues

in order to 2:ive the college that entire form which we see it bear

at the present day. It was calculated for twenty lecture rooms

and three hundred and sixty cells for the students ; it was called

the seminary of all nations ; at its very first institution, in order

to show that it was meant to embrace the whole world, twenty-

five discourses were delivered in different languages, each, how-

ever, accompanied at the same time with a translation in Latm."

The collegium Germanicum, which had already been established

for some time, was in jeopardy from want of funds; the pope not

only gave it the palace of St. Apollinarius and the revenues of

St. Stephen's on the Monte Celio, he likewise assigned to it

10,000 scudi chargeable on the apostolic exchequer. In fact

Gregory may be regarded as having properly been the founder

of that institution, out of which, ever since that time, there has

1 " Seconda relazione dell'arabasciatore di Roma CI""* M. Paolo Tiepolo Cav'® 3

Maggio 157C. Nella religione ha tolto non solo d'imitar, ma ancora d'aA-anzar Pic

V. ; dice per I'ordinario almeno trc volte mcssa alia settimana. Ila aviito partlcolar

cura delle chicse, facendole non solo con fabrichc ct altri modi ornar, ma ancora colla

assistcntia e frequcntia di preti accresccr nol cidto divino."—[Second report from

the ambassador at Rome, the most illustrious Paul Tiepolo, Knight, 3d May, 1570.

In religion he has taken not only to imitate, but even to surpass Pius V.; he says mass
ordinarily thrice in the week. He ]iays particular attention to the churches, not

only causing them to be adorned with architectural and other kinds of ornament,

but further to be filled by enjoining the attendance of a number of priests at divine

worship.]

2 Diapaccio Donato, 13 Genn. 1582.
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been annually sent a whole host of defenders of Roman Catho-

licism into Germany. He established an English college also

at Rome, and found suitable means to endow it. He supported

the colleges at Vienna and Gratz from his privy purse, and pro-

bably there was not a single Jesuit-school in the world which

had not to boast, in one way or other, of his bounty. On the

advice of the bishop of Sitia he also established a Greek college.

It was to be open for the reception of young people of from thir-

teen to sixteen years of age; not only from countries subject to

Christian dominion, such as Corfu and Candia. but even from

Constantinople, the Morea, and Salonichi. They were provided

with Greek schoolmasters ; they were dressed in the caftan and

Venetian cap ; and were never suffered to forget that they were

to return to their native country. They were to be allowed to

retain their peculiar ritual as well as their language ; and it was

intended that they should be instructed in those doctrinal prin-

ciples on which the Greek and Latin churches were united.

Gregory's reformation of the calendar also, must be ascribed

to that assiduous care of his, which embraced the collective

Roman catholic world. The Tridentine council had desired it

;

it was rendered indispensable by the displacement of the high

feasts from the relation which the decrees of councils had ordained

them to hold to certain periods of the year. All Roman catho-

lic nations took part in this reform. A Calabrian, little known

in other respects, called Lewis Lilio, has earned for himself un-

dying renown by having pointed out the readiest method of

remedying the evil. His proposal was communicated to all the

universities, among others to the Spanish, Salamanca and Alcala;

communications approving of it came fast in from all sides. A
commission in Rome, the most active and most learned member

of which was our countryman Clavius,^ then subjected it to a

fresh examination, and drew up the definitive decree. The learned

Cardinal Sirlcto had the greatest influence in all that was done

on this occasion. ^Matters were conducted in it with a certain

1 Dispaccio Antonio Ticpolo, IG Marzo ir)77 : "accio die fatto maggiori possano

afTettionatamcnte e con la vcrita imparata dar a vedere ai snoi Grcci la vera via"

—[in order that by the superiority of their behaviour they might affectionately, and
witii the truth imparted to them, enable their Greek countrymen to see the true

way].

2 Erythra-us: " in quibus Christophorus Clavius i)rincipem locum oblhiebat"

—

[among whom Christo2)hcr Clavius held the chief place].
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degree of mystery; the new calendar was communicated to

nobody, not even to the ambassadors, until it had received the

approval of the various courts.'^ After that Gregory made a

solemn announcement of it. He boasted of this reform as a

proof of God's immense goodness towards his church.^

But all this pope's endeavours were not of so peaceful a nature.

It made him miserable to find that first the Venetians concluded

a peace, and then that even King Philip II. agreed to a truce

with the Turks. Had it depended on him, the league that had

won the victory of Lepanto, would never have been dissolved.

An immense sphere of activity was opened up to him by the

troubles in the Netherlands and in France, and by the mutual

exasperation of parties in Germany. He was indefatigable in

his projects against the Protestants. The risings which Queen

Elizabeth had to contend with in Ireland, were almost always

encouraged by aid from Eome. The pope made no secret of his

desire to mature matters for a general attempt upon England.

Year after year his nuncios negotiated about this with Philip II.

' and with the Guises. It would not be uninterestins; to brinjr

together all those negotiations and attempts, which were often

unknown to those for whose ruin they were intended, and which

resulted at length in the grand enterprise of the Armada. Gre-

gory urged them on with the utmost warmth of zeal. The
League in France which proved so formidable to Henry III. and

Henry IV., had its origin in the understanding which this pope

maintained with the Guises.

Now, although it be true that Gregory XIII. did not burthen

the state much with the cost of favours conferred on his rela-

tions, yet such comprehensive and costly undertakings not the

less obliged him to lay his hand on its resources. Even that

expedition of Stuckley's, which afterwards completely failed in

Africa, trifling as it was, he had allowed to cost him a considerable

sum of money. Further, he sent Charles IX. on one occasion

400,000 ducats, raised from a direct pecuniary subsidy from the

cities in the states of the church. He often gave support in

money to the emperor, and to the grand master of the ]\Ialtese.

But even his pacific efforts required a large expenditure. It was

1 Dispaccio Donato 20 Dec. 1581, 2 Giiin^no 15S2. lie commends the cardinal

as " liiiomo veramente di gi-andc litteratura"—[a mau truly of gi'eat learning],

a Bull of the 13th of Feb. 1582 § 12. BuUar. Cocq. IV. 4, 10.
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reckoned that the support given to young people in their studies

cost him two millions.''' How heavy must have been the expense

in wliich the twenty-two Jesuit colleges, which owed their origin

to him, involved him.

In the financial operations of the state, which notwithstand-

ing the gradual augmentation of the receipts, had never pre-

sented a clear surplus, these expenses must have often thrown

him into sufficient embarrassment.

Soon after his ascending the pontifical throne, the Venetians

made an attempt to prevail on him to grant them a loan. Gre-

gory listened with increasing attention to the detailed proposal

of the ambassador ; when he saw at last what he would be at, he

exclaimed: " Where am I, Mr. Ambassador, the congregation

meets every day for the purpose of contriving how to procure

money, and never finds an available means of doing so."^

Gregory XIII. 's mode of administering this government now

became a matter of pre-eminent importance. People had already

proceeded so far as to condemn both the alienations and also the

raising of new imposts; the danger, nay the absolute ruin in-

volved in such a system, became perfectly evident. Gregory called

upon the congregation to procure him money, but not by spirit-

ual concessions, nor by new imposts, nor by the sale of ecclesias-

tical revenues.

But after excluding these, what other methods remained to be

thought oil Both the measures adopted and the effects they

produced afterwards, demand our special attention.

Gregory, who was at all times guided by a boundless idea of

the extent of legal riglits, fancied he could discover that the

ecclesiastical principality still possessed many such rights which

it had only to turn to account, in order to obtain new resources.^

He had no idea of sparing privileges that stood in his way. He
abolished, without the least consideration, among other rights,

that belonging to the Venetians, of exporting corn from the

1 Calculntion of Baronius. Posscvinus in Ciacconius Vitro Pontificiim IV. 37.

Lorenzo I'riuli reckons that lie annually expended 200,000 scudi on " opere pii"

—

[pious worl<s]. The most copious and authentic notices on this subject are to I)c

found in the extracts which Cocqucllnes gives from the rc]>orts of the Cardinal of

Como and Musotti's at the conclusion of the Annals of jMallei.

2 Pispaccio 14 Marzo 15Y3. It vas a " Congregationc deputata so])ra la provi-

sione di danarl"— [a congregation dejiutcd on the means of finding nion<'y].

3 Maffci, Annali di Gregorio XIII. T. p. 104. He reckons that the states )f

the church still preseiTcd a net income of only 160,000 scutli.

I. 2 R
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Mark and Ravenna under certain favourable conditions. He
said that it was fair that the foreigner should pay as much taxes

as the native,'^ As they would not at once agree to this, he

caused their warehouse at Ravenna to be opened by force, its

contents to be sold by auction, and the owners to be imprisoned.

Nevertheless this was but a small affair; it merely indicated the

course which he proposed to follow. What was of far more

importance was, that he thought he could perceive a multitude

of abuses in the nobility of his territory, which might be abol-

ished with advantage to the coffers of the state. His commis-

sioner of the exchequer, Rudolph of Bonfiglivolo, brouglit under

consideration a wi<lely comprehensive enlargement and renewal

of feudal rights, which had been hardly ever thought of. He
stated that a large proportion of the castles and domains of the

barons within the states of the church, had lapsed to the pope,

some in consequence of the failure of the line of heirs to which

they had been properly granted as fiefs, others in consequence of

the non-payment of the dues to which they were liable.'"^ Nothing

could have fallen out more opportunely for the pope, who had

already acquired possession of some such estates by their having

feudally lapsed to him, or by purchase. He proceeded forthwith

to work. In the hills of the Romao^na he took Castelnova from

the Isei of Cesena, and Corcana from the Sassitelli of Imola.

Lonzano on its beautiful hill, and Savignano in the plain, were

confiscated from the Rangones of Modena. Alberto Pio volun-

tarily resigned Bertinoro, rather than encounter the lawsuit with

v/hich he was threatened by the papal exchequer ; but not con-

tent with this, it deprived him also of Berucchio and other ter-

ritories. Hereupon he made a formal offer of his reddendo every

Peter's day, but it was never accepted again. All this took

place in the Romagna alone, but the same procedure was adopted

in the other provinces. Not only estates for which the feudal

reddendos had not been offered, were laid claim to; there were

1 Dispaccio Antonio Tiei)olo 12 April 1577.

a Dispaccio A. Tiepolo 12 Goiin. 1579. "11 commissivio dclla camera attcndc
con molta diligent ia a ritrovarc o rivedore scritture ])er ricuperaro quanto dalJi i)on-

tcfici ])assati si 6 stato obligate o dato in pegno ad alcuno, c vcdcndo che S. S" glL

asscntisse volontieri, non la sparagnao j)oi'ta ris])etto ad alcuno."—[Tlie commissary
of the exchequer set himself witii much diligence to find out and review documents
that might enable him to recover whatever had been made obligatory or had been

givcH in pledge by former ])opes to any one, and perceiving that His Holiness will--

ingly gave him his con.sent, he did not si)arc it or bear favour to any one.
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others wliicli originally had been only given in pledge to the

barons; but in the course of time, this original title had come

to be forgotten ; they had passed from hand to hand as unen-

cumbered property, and had been much improved; "now it pleased

the pope and his commissary of the exchequer to redeem them

again. Thus they obtained possession of the castle of Sitiano

by paying the redemption money of ] 4,000 scudi, a sura far

below the actual value.

The pope was too much gratified with these measures. He
thought to earn one claim more to the favour of heaven, as soon

as he should succeed in augmenting the church's revenues by

even 10 scudi, it being of course understood without new im-

posts. He calculated with no small satisfaction that the reve-

nue of the states of the church had been increased within a short

time, and by legitimate means, about 100,000 scudi. What an

increased capability did this aflord for acting against heretics and

unbelievers ! He was in a great measure supported by the court.

" This pope is called the watchful," (that being the meaning of

Gregorius) said the cardinal of Como: "he will watch and get

his own into his hands again.
"^

In the country, on the contrary, and among the aristocracy,

these proceedings made a very different impression.

Many great families found themselves suddenly ousted of a

possession which they had considered to be lawful in the high-

est degree. Others saw themselves threatened. Daily searches

were made in Rome for ancient documents, and on these new

claims were made day after day. Soon no one thought himself

secure, and many made up their minds rather to defend their

properties with arms than to deliver them up to the commissary

of the exchequer. One of these feudatories told the pope to his

face, " to lose is to lose; by defending his own, a man finds at

least a sort of satisfaction."

In consequence of the influence of the nobility on their ten-

1 Dispaccio 21 Ottobre 1581. " Sono moUi anni die la cliiosa non ha liavuto

pontefiec tli qucsto iioiiic Grc^oi-io, clio secundo la sua ctimologia grcca '^^lol dire

vigilante : quosto chc c Grogorio e vigilante, vuol vigilare c ricupcrare il suo, e li

par di far im gran servitio, qiiando ricupera alcuna cosa, benche minima."— [j\Iany

yoai-s have past since the ehurch has had a pontifl'cif this name Orogory, wliich ac-

cording to its Greek etymology means watchful : this that is Gregory is waicliful,

desires to watch and recover his own, and it seems doing a great scx"viee to him to

recover any thing however small.]
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ants and on the nobili of the neighbouring cities, this produced

a ferment over the whole country.

To this it must be added that the pope had by other ill

advised measures brought some losses on some of the cities which

they felt very sensibly. Among others he had raised the cus-

tom-house duties at Ancona, with the intention that the impost

should fall on the commercial classes, not on the land ; but he

thus gave a blow to the prosperity of that city which it has

never yet recovered; commerce quickly withdrew from it; it

proved but of little avail that the duties were taken off again, and

that the Ragusans had their ancient franchises expressly renewed.

The consequences of this were unexpected and peculiar in the

highest degree.

In any country, but most of all, in one so tranquilly disposed

as that of the states of the church, obedience to the government

is based on a voluntary subordination. There the elements of

agitation were neither removed out of the way, nor put down by

fo/ce; they were merely concealed by the magisterial authority

of the government extended over them. Accordingly, in pro-

portion as subordination gave way, these elements jointly pressed

forward and appeared in free action. The country seemed sud-

denly to call to its recollection how warlike, how capable of

bearing arms, how independent in partisanships, it had been for

centuries. It began to despise the regimen of priests and doc-

tors ; it fell back into a condition which was natural to it.

Not as if there was any direct opposition to the government,

or insurrection against it; enough, that in all quarters, the old

parties re-appeared on the scene.

All the Roman'na was anew divided out amongst them. In

Ravenna, the Rasponi and Leonardi; in Rimini, the Ricciardelli

and Tignoli; in Cesena, the Venturelli and Bottini; in Furli,

the Numai and Sirugli; in Imola, the Vicini and Sassatelli,

were opposed to each other ; the first named were always Gibcl-

lines, the others Guelphs; even after so total a change of inter-

ests, the names were revived anew. These parties often appro-

priated to themselves different quarters and different churches;

they were distinguished by wearing badges; the Guelphs wore

the feather always on the right side, the Gibellines on the left ;^

1 Tlie Relatione dcUa Romajina makes these distinctions to consist " neltagliar del
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the distinction of parties was carried even into the pettiest vil-

lage; no man would have spared his brother's life had that bro-

ther professed to belong to an opposite party. Some had been

known to murder their wives, for the sake of being able to take

a wife out of a family that belonged to their own party. The

pacifici were no longer of any avail, owing to this as well as

other causes, that from motives of personal favour, members less

capable than formerly were admitted into that association. The

factions even administered justice among themselves, and often

declared persons to be innocent whom the papal courts had con-

demned as criminals. They broke into prisons for the purpose

of liberating their friends; their enemies, on the other hand, pro-

secuted them for such doings, and the next day sometimes saw

their heads taken off and stuck on the public wells.^

Now that the public authority was so weak, there began to be

formed in the Mark, the Campagna, and in all the provinces,

gangs of banditti who had absconded from justice, and that in

such numbers as to be like little armies.

There appeared at their head Alphonso Piccolomini, Eoberto

Malatesta, and other young men belonging to the most consider-

able families in the country. Piccolomini took the town-house

of Monte-abboddo ; he caused all his opponents to be searched

out and executed before the eyes of their mothers and their

wives : nine were killed of the name of Gabuzio alone, his follow-

ers in the meantime amusing themselves with dances in the

market-place. He overran the country as if he were lord of the

soil; even an intermittent fever with which he was seized had

no effect in restraining him; when the weather was bad, he had

himself carried in a litter before his troops. He made a procla-

mation to the inhabitants of Corneto to make good speed with

their harvest; for he would come and burn down the crops of

his enemy Latino Orsino. As far as respected himself person-

ally, he still retained a certain feeling of honour; he took the

letters from a courier, but would not touch the money the man
carried with him. His companions showed themselves only so

pane, nel cingcrsi, in portarc il ponnaccliio, fiocco o fiore al capcllo o'all orccchio"

—[in the cut of their clothes, in adjusting the sash, and in the leather, tassel, or

flower worn on the cap or at the ear]. From the connection I ])resunic pane must
be old spelling for panni, clothes. If not, it must be translated loaves. Tk.

1 In the MS. Sixtus V. Pontifex M. (Alticri Lib. at Rome) there is a full descrip-

tion of this state of things. An extract from it wDl be found in the appendix.
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much the greedier and disposed to plunder. Deputations arrived

in Rome from the cities on all sides, praying for assistance.^

The pope increased his military forces ; gave Cardinal Sforza as

extensive powers as any one had ever possessed since Cardinal

Albornoz; he was boldly to proceed to act manu regia, not

only without any respect for privileges, but even without

being bound by any of the enactments of law, nay, without any

legal process ;^ Giacomo Boncompagno took the field ; they suc-

ceeded, indeed, in dispersing the armed bands, and in clearing

the country of them; but no sooner had they withdrawn than

the old disorder sprang up behind them, and became as bad as

before.

Its mischievous effects were much aggravated by a particular

circumstance.

This pope, who has often passed for being too good-natured,

yet maintained his princely as well as his ecclesiastical preroga-

tives with the utmost strictness.^ He spared neither the emperor

nor the king of Spain; he paid no regard to his neighbours. Not

only was he embroiled with Venice on innumerable questions,

such as the affair of Aquileia, the visitation of their churches,

and other points ; the ambassador could not find words to

1 Dispacci Donato del 15S2 thi-ougliout.

2 Letters for Sforza, coraraunicated in the Dispacci. " Omnimodam facultatem, po-

testatem, auctoritateni et arbitrium contra qnoscunque bannitos, facinorosos, recep-

tatores, fautorcs, complices, et segiiaces etc. ncc non contra commimitates, universi-

tates et civitates, terras et castra, et alios cvijuscunque dignitatis vel praeeminen-

tia;, Baroncs, Duces, et quavis auctoritate fungentes, et extrajudicialiter et juris

ardine non sei-vato, etiam sine processu et scripturis, et manu regia illosque omnes
et singiilos jnmiendi tarn in rebus, in bonis quara in personis."—[Every sort of

faculty, power, authority, and absolute discretion against whatsoever bandits, cri-

minals, receivers, favourers, accomjjlices and followers, &c. as also against coramii-

nities, universities, and cities, domains and castles, and others of whatsoever dignity

or pre-eminence, barons, dukes, and persons in the exercise of any authority, and
that extrajudicially, without observing the forms of justice, even without formal pro-

cess or minutes, and of punislxing them, all and each, with royal power, as well in

goods and chattels as in their persons.]

3 This is remarked by P. Ticpolo as early as in 15YG. " Quanto piii cerca d'ac-

quistarsi nomc di giusto, tanto piii lo pcrde di gratioso, poreho concede molto meno
gratic estraordinario di quel che ha fotto altro ]>ontcrK-e di molti anni in qua :—la

qual cosa, aggiunta al mancamento ch'e in lui di ccrti ollici grati et accetti per la

difficxdta massimamcnte naturale clic ha nel jnirlar e per Ic i)ochissime parole cho
in ciascuna occasione usa, fa ch'egli in gran parte manca di quella gratia apprcsso
Ic pcrsone."—[Tlie more lie seeks to acquire the name of a just man, the more ho
loses tliat of a gracious one, for he grants many fewer extraordinary favours than
any other pontiff lias done in this way for many years ; wliich thing, added to the
want we find in him of certain grateful and acceptable offices, owing to the difKculty,

for tlie most part natural, which he has in spcaliing, and to the very few words he
employs on every occasion, has the effect of making him very mucli fail in being
liked by others.]
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describe how he flared up every time these matters were touched

upon, and what intense bitterness he manifested. The same

was the case as to Tuscany and Naples. Ferrara found no favour

;

Parma, shortly before, had lost considerable sums of money in

its law-suits. All these neighbours were content enough to see

the pope in such unpleasant embarrassments ; they scrupled not

to receive the bandits into their territories, and these again seized

the first opportunity of returning to the states of the church. It

Avas in vain that the pope besought them to cease doing so. They

thought it strange that people should care for nobody at Rome,

and then desire to have respect paid to them by every body.^

Gregory accordingly was never able to lay hands on those who

had absconded from his territories. No taxes were paid; the

sussidio failed. In the country, general dissatisfaction spread

everywhere. The very cardinals started the question, whether

it were not better to attach themselves to some other state.

In these circumstances to think of carrying into effect the

measures proposed by the commissary of the exchequer, was out

of the question. In December 1581, the Venetian ambassador

expressly reports, that the pope had put a stop to all proceedings

in cases of threatened confiscation.

He had to submit to Piccolomini's coming to Rome, and pre-

senting a petition to him." He shuddered all over on reading

it, presenting as it did so long a catalogue of murders which he

was to pardon, and he laid it on the table. But he was told that

of three things, one was necessary ; he must expect his son Gia-

como to be put to death by the hands of Piccolomini ; or he must

execute him himself; or Piccolomini must be allowed to obtain a

free pardon. The father confessors of St. John Lateran declared

that although they durst not reveal the secrets of the confes-

sional, if something were not done, a great calamity impended.

To this it must be added that Piccolomini came to be openly

1 DJspaccio Donate 10 Sett. 1581. " E una cosa ijrandc clic con non dar niai

satisfatione nissuna si pretcnde d'averc da altri in qucllo clie tocca alia liborta dollo

stato sue correntemcntc ogni sorte d'osscquio."—[Tt is one great affair, tliat while

he never gave satisfaction, he claimed having every sort of obsequiousness uniformly
shown to him by others in all that touched the liberty of the state.]

2 Donate 9 April 1583. " II spai'agnar la spesa e I'assicurar il Signor Giacomo,
che lo dcsiderava, et il fuggir I'occasione di disgustarsi ogni di j)iu per qucsto con
Fiorcnza si come ogni di avvcniva, ha fatto venir S. S^ in questa risolutione."

—

[llis Holiness was led to adopt this resolution by a view to the .saving of expense,

and to satisfy Lord Giacomo who desired it, and to avoid the occasion of being dis-

gusted any more every day on this account with Florence, as daily happened.]
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patronised by the grand duke of Tuscany, for he had his resi-

dence in the Medici palace. The pope at last made up his mind,

but with a sorely wounded heart, and subscribed the brief of

absolution.

This did not, however, at once restore tranquillity. His own

capital was full of banditti. Matters proceeded to such a length

that the city magistrate of the conservators had to step in and

enforce obedience to the papal police. A person of the name of

Marianazzo refused to accept the pardon that was offered to him

;

it was more advantageous, said he, for him to live as a bandit

;

his doing so gave him greater security
.'''

The old pope, weary of life and feeble, raised his eyes to heaven

and exclaimed; "Thou slialt arise, O Lord, and have mercy

upon Zion!"

Gregory reigned from the 13th of ISIay, 1572, to the 10th of

April 1585.
siXTug V.

It would seem at times, as if in confusion itself, there were a

secret power which forms and rears men capable of controlling

and directing it.

While throughout the whole world, hereditary monarchies and

aristocracies were transmitting the powers of government from

generation to generation, the spiritual monarchy had this to dis-

tinguish it, that it could promote a man from the lowest step in

human society, to the highest rank there. From the most hum-

ble condition there now arose a pope, who possessed the power,

and quite the natural disposition along with that, to put an end

to all this disorder.

On the occasion of the first successes of the Osmen in the

Illyrian and Dalmatian provinces, many of their inhabitants fled

into Italy. There they were seen collected in groups, sitting on

the shore, and lifting their hands to heaven. Zanetto Peretti,

the ancestor of Sixtus V., probably came over among those refu-

gees; he was of Slavonic origin. But as it commonly fores with

fugitives, neither he nor his descendants, who had settled in Mon-

talto, had any particular good fortune to boast of. Peretto

Peretti, the father of Sixtus V., had even to leave that town on

1 " Che il viver fuoniscito li toriii pin a, conto e di niaggim- sicurta."—[That to

live as an outlaw was more to his advantage and was attended with more security.]
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account of his debts; and was first placed by his marriage, in a

condition to rent a garden in Grotto a JNIare, near Fermo. It

was a remarkable spot ; the ruins of a temple dedicated to the

Etruscan Juno, Cypra, were seen among the garden plants;

there was no want of the finest fruits of the south, for Fermo

enjoyed a finer climate than the rest of the Mark. Here, on the

18th of December, 1521 , Peretti had a son born to him. Shortly

before it had seemed to him in a dream, that while he was

lamenting his manifold adversities, a voice from heaven consoled

him with the assurance that he should have a son who would

restore the fortunes of his family. This hope he seized with all

the eagerness of a fanciful self-satisfaction, excited by the indi-

gence of his circumstances, and moreover turned already to the

regions of the mysterious ; he called the boy Felix.''

The circumstances of the family may be readily understood

from such incidents ; for example, as the child falling into a pond,

and his aunt, who was washing at it, pulling him out again. The

boy had to v/atch the fruit, nay even to take care of the pigs.

He learned his letters from the horn-books which other boys, in

passing through the fields to school and coming back from it,

allowed to remain with him, the father not having even the five

bajocchi to spare which the nearest schoolmaster required as his

monthly fee. Fortunately, one of the family relations belonged

to the clerical order, a Franciscan friar, called Salvatore, who

was at last prevailed upon to pay the school money. Thereupon

the little Felix went with the rest to receive instruction; he got

at the same time a slice of bread, and this he used to eat for his

1 Terapcsti, Storia dcUa vita e gcsto <\i Sisto V. 1754, made researches in the

archives of Montalto as to the origin of liis hero. The Vita Sixti V. ipsius nianu

emendata, MS. in the Alticri Lib. at Home, is also an authentic docimicnt. Six-

tus was born, " cum pater Ludovici Vecchii Firmani hortum excoleret, mater Diantu

nuriii ejus perlionestas matroiiaj domesticis ministcriis operam daret."—[when his

father was cultivating tlie garden of Lewis Vecchio Firmani, and while his mother
•was acting as a domestic servant to Diana his sj)ouse, a most respectable matron.]

This Diana in extreme old ago lived to .see the pontificate of Sixtus. " Anus scnio

confecta llomam deferri voluit, cupida venerari cum in summo rorum humanarum
fastigio positum, qucin clitoris sui fdium paupcrc victu domi sua? natum alucrat."

—[The old woman when enfeebled by age wislied to be taken to Rome, being desir-

ous of venerating liim who was now placed on the very summit of human affairs,

but whom, as the son of her gardener, she had brought up on mean fare after being

born in her house.] Moreover, " pavisso puerum pecus et Piccntes memorant, et

ipse adeo non diffitctur ut etiam pra; se ferat."—[they say that the boy dreaded the

cattle and the Piccntes, and he himself is so little a.shanied of it, as even to boast

of it.] At the Ambrosiana U. 124, there is to be found F. lladice dcU' origine di

Sisto v., a document dated at Rome 4th May, 1585, which meanwhile says but

little to the purpose.

I. 2y
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diuner as he Ksat beside the well that supplied him with water to

moisten it. Yet, notwithstanding such scanty means, the

fathcr''s hopes soon became also those of the son ; and when that

son, at the very early age of twelve—for no Trideutine council

had as yet forbidden vows being taken so early—entered into the

Franciscan order, he still retained the name of Felix. Friar

Salvatore kept him under strict discipline, using all the author-

ity of an uncle who had succeeded to tliat of a father; yet he

continued to send him to school. Felix would often study with-

out a supper, by the light of a lamp in the corridore, or when it

went out, by that which burned in the church before the host.

Ho exhibited no immediate indications of an originally religious

cast of thought, or of a decided aptitude for acquiring knowledge

;

we only learn that his progress was rapid, both at the school at

Ferno and at the schools and universities of Ferrara and Bol-

ogna. He carried off the academical honours with much
applause, and gave proofs, in particular, of a turn for logic. He
applied himself to the utmost to the acquisition of the monkish

talent for handling abstruse questions in theology. At the gen-

eral convention of the Franciscans held in ] 549, and which was

celebrated with literary debates, he opposed, with ability and

presence of mind, Antonio Persico from Calabria, a Telesian,

who had at that time earned a high reputation at Perugia.^ This

was the first occasion of his attracting respect; the protector of

his order, Cardinal Pius of Carpi, zealously befriended him ever

after.

But he ascribes his own good fortune to another occurrence.

In 1552, he preached the Lent sermons in the church of the

Holy Apostles at Rome with the greatest applause. His dis-

courses were thought animated, copious, and fluent. He was not

superficial ; his order was excellent ; he expressed himself plainly

and agreeably. On that occasion it happened one day, in the

1 Sixtus V. Pontifex Maxiraus : MS. in the Alticri Library. "Exiniia Pcrsicus

jipud omncs late fama Porusiiv pliilosoiiliiam ex Telosii placitis cumpublicedoccrct,
novitate doctriiiaj tuni primuin iiasccntis nativum iiigouii lumen nilrifice illustra-

bat. Montaltus ex univcrsa thoologia cxccrptns jiositiones carilinali Carpensi in-

scrlptas tanta cmn ingcnii laiule delendit lit omnibus admirationi fitcrit."—[When
Persieo, with <i;rcat and wide-spread rcpntation amongst all men, was teaching phi-

losophy from the placets of Teksius, at Perusia, he amazingly illustrated the native

light of genius with the novelty of a doctrine then fiist brought into existence.

Montalto defended, to the admiration of everyone, positions extracted from univer-

sal theology, inscribed to the Cardinal of Carj)!.]
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midst of a full congregation, when after the first part of his dis-

course, as is the custom in Italy, he was pausing for a while, and

after he had rested, was reading out the notices that had been

handed in, and which used to contain prayers and intercessions,

he came to one which had been found sealed up on the pulpit, and

contained something very different. All the heads of Peretti's

previous preaching were noted down in it, particularly with res-

pect to the doctrine of predestination, and under each head there

appeared in large letters: " Thou liest." Peretti could not quite

conceal his astonishment; he hastened to the conclusion of his

sermon, and on reaching home despatched the note to the Inqui-

sition/ Soon he saw the grand inquisitor, Michael Ghisilieri,

arrive at his apartment. The strictest investigation began.

Peretti often used to relate afterwards, how much he was fright-

ened by the appearance of that person, with his severe brow,

deep-set eyes, and strongly marked features. Yet he did not lose

his presence of mind; he answered satisfactorily and showed no

weakness. When Ghisilieri saw that the friar was not only inno-

cent, but was so well versed and firmly settled in the Eomau
catholic doctrines, he at once became another person; he em-

braced him with tears and proved his second patron.

Ever after that, Friar Felix Peretti attached himself most deci-

sively to the strict party, which was just then rising to power

in the church. He maintained an intimate connection with Igna-

tius, Felinus, and Philip Nero, who all three, gained the name

of Saints. His meeting with opposition in his own order which

he endeavoured to reform, and his being even expelled by the

brethren of that order from Venice, only increased the respect

entertained for him by the representatives of the tone of opinion

which was now advancing to the ascendency. He was intro-

duced to Paul lY., and often consulted in difficult emergencies;

he laboured as a divine in the congregation for the council of

Trent, and as consulter at the inquisition ; he had a great share

in the condemnation of the archbishop Carrauza. He did not

1 Extract from the same nianusei-ipt. " Jam priorcm oratlonis partem cxcgei-at,

cum oUatum lilicllum rcsignat ac tacitus, ut populo summam cxponat, legerc inci-

pit. Quotriuot ad cam diem catliolicfc fidei dogmata Montaltus pro concioiie aftir-

marat, ordinc collecta contincbat, singnlisquo id tantum addcbat, lilcris gi-aiidior-

ibiis: Mciitiris. Complicatum diligciitcr libcllum, scd ita ut constcniationia

manifcstus multis esset, ad pectus dimittit, orationemquc brcvi proccisione paucis

absolvit."—[Froely translated in the text.]
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grudge the pains it cost liim, to search out those passages in the

writings of the Protestants which Carranza had adopted in his

own, and gained the full confidence of Pius V. That pope

appointed him vicar-general of the Franciscans, for the express

purpose of authorizing him to proceed with the reformation of

that order, and in fact Peretti went vigorously to work. He
deposed the commissaries-general who had to that time possessed

the supreme government of the Franciscans ; he restored the old

constitution, according to which this belonged to the provincials,

and carried the strictest visitation into effect. Pius saw his

expectations not only fulfilled but even exceeded; he considered

the liking he had for Peretti to be a kind of divine inspiration ;

deaf to the calumnies with which the latter was persecuted, he

appointed him first, bishop of St. Agatha, and in 1570, a car-

dinal.

The see of Fermo was also conferred on hira. Felix Peretti

returned to his native seat in the purple of the church, that

native seat where he used to watch fruits and tend cattle. Yet

his father's anticipations and his own hopes were not yet fully

accomplished.

It has been repeated, indeed, times without number, what arti-

fices Cardinal Montalto, for that was now the name he went by,

employed in order that he might obtain the tiara; what meek-

ness he affected ; how he tottered along bent down as with weak-

ness, coughing, and supporting himself with a staft'; any one that

knows the world must be satisfied at once that there is no truth

in this. It is not by such tricks that the highest dignities are

obtained/

Montalto lived a quiet, frugal and industrious life, directed to

his own satisfaction. It was his delifjht to cultivate trees and

vines in his vineyard at Santa Maria Maggiore, which is still

visited, and to confer benefits on his native town. His more

serious hours were occupied with the works of St. Ambrose,

which he published in 1580. Notwithstanding the pains he

bestowed on this work, his method of treating it was somewhat

capricious. Moreover, his character appeared not quite so harm-

1 It ia not .lUcged that he obtained the popedom by snob artifiees, but only that

he secured the votes of otlier expectants, such as Trani and Justhiian, who, but for

the idea tliat he could not live long, might have turned the election against him.

Tr.
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less cas it had been said to be; a document dating as early as

1574, speaks of Moutalto as a man of ability and learning, but

as crafty and malicious/ Yet he gave proofs of extraordinary

self-command. When his nephew, husband of Yittoria Accor-

ambuona, was murdered, he was the first to beg the pope to drop

the prosecution. This peculiarity, which was a matter of gene-

ral surprise, probably contributed most to the election having

actually fallen upon him, after the intrigues of the conclave of

1585 had succeeded so far as to secure his being named. It was

considered, also, as is expressly stated in the authentic narra-

tive of the proceedings, that, according to the circumstances, he

was still at a tolerably fresh time of life, namely, 64, and of a

vigorous and hale complexion. It was the universal feeling, that

at that particular conjuncture a man in the full vigour of his

strength was above all things necessary.

And so Friar Felix found himself at the wished-for goal. It

must have been with feelings worthy of a man that he saw so

1 A " Discorso sopra i soggetti papabili"—[Discourse upon subjects capable of

being popes] says of Montalto :
" La natura sua, tenuta terribilc iinperiosa et an-o-

gante, non li puo punto conciliare la gi-atia."—[His nature, held to be terribly im-

perious and arrogant, could not in the least conciliate favour for him.] It will be

seen that he was the same in his cardinalship as when he was pope. Gregory XIII.

often said to his friends, "Caverent magnum ilium cinerarium"— [that they should

beware of that great relieman]. Farncse saw him between the two Dominicans,

Trani and Justinian, who also had hopes for themselves. The author of Sixtiis V.

P. ]M. makes him say :
" Nsc Picenuni hoc jumentum raagnificc olLm exilict, si duos

illos, quos hinc atque illinc male fert, carbonis saccos excussci-it."— [Won't that

Picenian ox spring out magnificently, should he ever shake off these two sacks of

coals which he now can-ies so impatiently.] To this he adds, that with this

very view Aecorambuona betrothed herself with the nephew of Sixtus. Besides,

the grand duke Francis of Tuscany had a great share in this election. In

a despatch of the Florentine ambassador, Alberti, of the 11th May, 1585, (Roma
Filza n. 3G) we find as follows: "V''' Altezza sia sola quclla chc come convienc

goda il frutto dell' opera chc ella ha fatta (he speaks of this election) peraveie

qucsto Pontefice amico e non altro so ne faccia bello."—[Your Highness is the

only one that properly enjoys the fruit of the work you have done (speaking of the

election) by having this pontiff friendly, and that no other can plume himself upon

it.] In another Florentine despatch we find: " II papa replica, che il gran duca

aveva molte ragioni di desiderargli bene, iicrche egli era come quel agvicoltore che

pianta un frutto che ha poi care insieme di vcderlo crescere ct andnre avanti lungo

tempo, aggiungendoli chc egli era stato quelle die dopo il Signer Iddio aveva con-

dotta quest'opera, che a lui'solo ne aveva ad aver obUgo, e che lo conosceva, se ben

di queste cose non poteva parlar con ogn'uno."—[The pope replied that the grand

duke had many reasons for wishing well to him, for he was like a gardener who

plants a fruit-tree, and who then takes an interest in seeing it grow and make pro-

gi-ess for a long while ; adding, that he had been the person who, next to the Lord

God, had conducted this business ; that to him alone he had to feel obliged for it, and

that he knew it, although these indeed wei'e matters about which he could n()t speak

to every one.] Here \vc see that quite another stoiy was transacted behind the

scenes, of which wo know little or nothing. The election took place on the 2 1th of

April, 1685.
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lofty and so legitimate an ambition gratified. Every tiling now

presented itself to his soul in which ho had ever thought that

he could recognise a higher calling. He adopted as his motto,

" Thou, God, hast been my defender from the womb."

In all his enterprises, too, he believed that from that time

forward he would be favoured by God. No sooner had he

ascended the throne, than he announced it as his determination

to root out banditti and evil-doers. Should his own powers

prove inadequate for such a pm'pose, he was persuaded that God

would send legions of angels to his assistance.^

To this difficult task he proceeded immediately, with equal

resolution and considerateness.

EXTIRPATION OF THE BANBXTTI.

The remembrance of Gregory was against him; ho could not

think of carrying into effect the measures of that pope ; he dis-

banded the greater number of the troops he found enrolled, and

reduced even the sbirri to about half their numbers. On the

other hand, he resolved to inflict the most ruthless punishment

on such criminals as had been apprehended.

It had long been forbidden to carry short weapons, and, in

particular, a sort of firelock. Four youths belonging to Cora,

nearly related to each other, had allowed themselves to be

arrested while carrying such weapons. The pope was to be

crowned on the day following, and advantage was taken of so

joyful an occasion, to intercede for them. Sixtus opposed this.

"As long as I live," said he, " every criminal must die."^ That

same day the whole four were seen suspended from a gibbet at

the Angel bridge.

A youth from beyond the Tiber was condemned to death, for

having resisted the sbirri who wanted to take from him an ass,

1 Dispaccio PriulL 11 Maggio 1585. The pope's discourse in tlie consistory.
" Disso di due cose clie lo travagliavano, la materia dclla giustitla c doUa abondan-
tia, alle quali voleva attender con ogni cura, spei'ando in dio clio quando li maneas-
scro li ajuti proprii c forasticri, li niandcra tante legioni di angeli per punir li nial-

f'attori c ribaldi, ct csorto li eardinali di non usar Ic loro fnvncliigio nel dar rieapito

a tristi, detustando il j>oco pensier del sue predecessor."—[lie spoke of two things

which pressed on his thoughts, the subject of justice and of ])lonty, to which he
desired to give his utmost attention, hoping in God that should his own and others'

aids be wanting to him, he would send sd many legions of angels to punish the

malefactors and rogues, and exhorted the cardinals not to use their franchises in

giving shelter to'wretches, abominating his pi-cdeccssor's want of thought.]

a So vivo facinorosis moriendura esse.
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As the weeping boy was led to the place of execution, lie was an

object of universal pity; his tender age was represented to the

pope. " I will add a few of my own years to his," said lie, and

allowed the execution to take place.

These first doings of Sixtus V. terrified every one; they secured

a powerful impression for the ordinances which he now issued.

Barons and municipalities were enjoined to keep their castles

and towns free from banditti; the lord superior, or the munici-

pality, were themselves to repair whatever losses might be caused

by banditti.^

It had been usual to set a price on the head of a bandit. Six-

tus ordained that this price should not be paid from the exche-

quer, but rather by the bandit's relations, or when these were

too poor, by the commune (or parish) from which he came ori-

ginally.

It is clear that his intention was to have the lords superior,

the municipalities, and the relations, all interested in the attain-

ment of his object. He even sought to arouse the interest of

the bandits themselves. He promised to each of them that

should deliver up an accomplice, dead or alive, not only pardon

for himself, but for some of his friends whom he should name,

and a reward in money over and above.

On the adoption of these ordinances, and after the strictness

with which they were administered, had been exhibited in a few

examples, the prosecution of the banditti in a short time took

another form.

It fortunately happened that it succeeded at the very first

with a few of the chiefs.

The pope could not even sleep at the thought that the priest

Guercino, who called himself the king of the Campagna, and who

had once forbidden the subjects of the bishop of Yiterbo to obey

their lord, still pursued his trade, and even projected new depre-

dations. He prayed, says Galcsinus, that God might deliver

the states of the church from such a marauder; the news arrived

next morning that Guercino had been apprehended. The head

was stuck up at the castle of St. Angelo with a gilt crown on it;

the man who brought it received his reward, 2000 scudi; the

people applauded his Holiness"'s administration of justice.

1 BuU. T. TV. p. IV. p. 107. Baiido b. Tcmpcsti I. IX. H.
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Notwithstanding this, another called deila Fara, ventured one

night to knock up the guards at the porta Salara, when he an-

nounced his name and requested them to present his compli-

ments to the pope and to the governor. Hereupon Sixtus com-

manded the handit's relations to produce him, and that on pain

of corporal punishment if they failed. Ere a month had elapsed

the head of Fara was brouofht in.

Sometimes it was not altogether justice that was exercised

against the bandits.

At Urbino thirty of them had entrenched themselves on a

hill. The duke caused mules laden with provisions to be driven

along in the neighbourhood; and the train of course was plun-

dered. But the provisions were poisoned and all the robbers

died. " On hearing the news of this,"" says a biographer of Six-

tus v., "the pope felt great satisfaction."^

In Rome a father and his son were put to death, though both

protested their innocence. The mother interposed ; she begged

only for a slight delay; she could instantly prove the innocence

of her husband and son. The senator refused it to her. "Since

you are thirsting for blood then," she exclaimed, "I will satisfy

you," and threw herself out at a window in the capitol. Mean-

while the two arrived at the place of execution ; each wanted to

suffer death first ; the father unwilling to see the son die, the son

unwilling to see the father; the people cried aloud from compas-

sion ; the savage executioner chided their useless delay.

Personal rank was then of no avail. Count John Pepoli, who

belonged to one of the chief families in Bologna, but who had

largely participated in the banditti movements, was strangled in

prison, his property and ready money were taken possession of

by the treasury. Not a day passed without an execution ; in

all parts of the country, in wood and field, stakes were to be met

with, having the heads of bandits stuck upon them. The pope

commended those only of his legates and governors who satisfied

him in this respect, and sent him in abundance of heads. There

is something at once barbarous and oriental in this justice.

Such robbers as were not overtaken by it, were sure to fall by

means of their own comrades. The pope's promises had dis-

1 Mcmorie del pontlficato ill SistoV.: " Ragguagliato Sisto uc prcso gran coii-

tcato."—[See the text.]
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united the banditti; none now trusted another; they murdered

one another/

And thus not a year had elapsed when the insurrectionary

movements in the states of the church, if not extinguished at

their source, were nevertheless repressed in their outbreaks. In

1586, the news arrived that Moutebrandano and Arara, the last

of the chiefs, had been put to death.

The pope felt himself happy now that ambassadors, on their

arrival, reported that in travelling through his states they had

everywhere found peace and security."

LEADING FEATURES OF THE ADMINISTRATION.

But as the abuses which the pope had to combat, had another

origin besides the want of vigilance in the government, so was

the success which attended his efforts to be ascribed also to other

steps taken by him.

Sixtus V. has sometimes been regarded as the sole author of

the ordinances of the states of the church ; regulations have been

ascribed to him which existed long before his time; he has been

celebrated as an incomparable financier, a most unprejudiced

statesman, a restorer of antiquities. He had natural qualities

that were calculated to make a deep impression on others, and

thus too ready a credulence has been given to fabulous and hyper-

bolical tales respecting him.

But although we must not put implicit confidence in all that

has been said of him, his administration nevertheless must ever

be regarded as very remarkable.

In one peculiar respect it presents a contrast to that of Gre-

gory. The latter, in the general measures he pursued, was severe,

decided, pai'tial; but he winked at particular instances of dis-

obedience. The growing social disorder which he experienced,

1 Disp. Piiuli as early as 29th June 1585. " Li fuoruscitl s'ainmazzano I'un

I'altro per la provision del novo breve."—[The outlaws killed one another for the

sake of the sums provided for them in the new brief.]

2 Vita Sixti V, i. ra. em. " Ea quies et tranquillitas ut in urbc vasta, in hoc

eonyentu nationum, in tanta peregrinorum advenarumquc colluvio, ubi tot iinbiliura

superbre eminent opes, nemo tani tenuis, tarn abjccta> fortun!t> sit qui sc nunc sen-

tiat cujusquam injuria^ obnoxium."—[Such was the quiet and trancjuillity that in a

vast city, in this assemblage of nations, in such a mass of foreigners and new-

comers, where there is proud o]nilence of so many nobles to engross regard, there is

no one"of means however small, or in fortune so abject, who now kx\>- himself ex-

posed to injury from any one]

I.

"

a. T
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had precisely this for its origin, that while he raised a war of

interests against himself on the one hand, he allowed an unex-

ampled impunity to prevail on the other. Sixtus, on the con-

trary, was inexorable in individual cases ; he held to the execu-

tion of his laws with a severity that bordered on shocking cruelty;

in his general measures, on the contrary, we find him mild,

yielding, placable. Under Gregory, obedience to law brought

no advantage; resistance to it, no harm. Under Sixtus, people

had every thing to fear the moment they manifested any oppo-

sition to him; on the contrary one might expect tokens of favour

in reward for being well disposed towards him. Nothing so

much promoted his views.

From the very first he allowed all those misunderstandings

to drop in which his predecessor had become involved with his

neighbours, on account of his ecclesiastical claims. He declared

that a pope must uphold and augment the privileges which were

secured to princes. To the Milanese, for example, he gave back

those places in the Rota which had been taken from them by

Gregory XIII. When the Venetians at last brought a brief to

light, the tenor of which was decidedly in favour of their claims

in the case of Aquileia, he expressed himself highly satisfied.

He resolved to expunge every offensive article in the bull In

ccena Domini. He at once abolished the congregation on the

subject of ecclesiastical jurisdiction, from which most of the dis-

putes had proceeded.'^ Assuredly there was something magna-

nimous in a man allowing all disputed rights, by a spontaneous

act of his own will, to drop. This procedure was followed forth-

with with the happiest consequences. The king of Spain an-

nounced to the pope, in a letter in his own handwriting, that ho

had instructed his ministers at Milan and Naples to pay no less

deference to the ordinances of the pope than to his own. Six-

tus was moved even to tears at the thought that the greatest

1 Lorenzo Priiili, Relatione 1586. " E Pontifiee clio non cosi Icgsfiermentc nbraccia

le querele con principi, anzi per fugirlc ha Icvata la congrcgationc ilella giurisdit-

tione ecclesiastica (at another place he says, mainly out of respect for Spain), e stima

di potere per qiicsta via concluder con maggior facilita lo cose, c di sopportare con

manco indegnitii quelle clie saranno trattate secrctanientc da lui solo."—[He is a

pontiff who does not thus lightly enter into quarrels with lu'iucos, but in order to

avoid them, has abolished the congregation of tlie erclesiastieal jurisdiction, and

considers that in this way he shall be able to conclude matters with greater facility,

and to suffer with less indignity those which shall be treated secretly by himselt

alone.]
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monarch in tlie world should thus, as he expressed himself,

honour him, a poor monk. Tuscany showed her submissiveness,

Venice her satisfaction. These neighbours now adopted a dif-

ferent policy. Bandits who had sought refuge beyond the fron-

tiers, were sent in to the pope from all quarters. Venice pro-

hibited, under threats of punishment, their return into the states

of the church, and forbade her ships,when touching on the Roman
coasts, to take outlaws on board. The pope was in ecstasy at

this. He said he would remember his obligations to the repub-

lic for it at another time; he would, such were his expressions,

allow himself to be flayed alive for it ; he would shed his blood

for it. Thus were the banditti brought into his power, because

they nowhere found shelter and assistance.

Then, too, he avoided to the utmost, in his own territory, those

severe measures which Gregory had adopted for the benefit of

his exchequer. After having punished the guilty feudatories,

he rather sought to attach the remaininc; barons to himself and

to gain them over to him. He bound together those two great

families, the Colonnas and the Orsini, by connecting them in

marriage both with his own house and with each other. Gre-

gory took their castles from the Colonnas; Sixtus even regulated

their domestic economy and advanced money to them.^ He
gave the constable M. A. Colonna the one, and Duke Virginio

Orsini the other of his two grand-nieces, bestowing on them equal

portions and very similar favours. He adjusted the contentions

between them about precedency, by engaging that it should

always belong to the eldest of the two families. The pope's sis-

ter. Donna Camilla, then appeared in great splendour between

her children, such noble sons-in-law and married grand-daugh-

ters.

Sixtus, generally speaking, found gratification in communi-

cating privileges.

To the Mark in particular, he proved himself a well-disposed

native. He restored to the citizens of Ancona some of their old

municipal rights. In Macerata he established a supreme court

of justice for the whole province; ho distinguished the college

of advocates in that province by new grants in its favour; he

raised Fcrmo to an archbishopric, and Tolentino to a bishopric;

I Dispacci degli ambasciatori estraordinnrii ] 9 Ott. 25 Nov. 1585.
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the small town of Montalto, in which his forefathers first took

up their residence, he raised by a bull to that special effect, to

the honours of a city and bishopric; "for,"" said he, " it gave

our lineage its happy origin." While only a cardinal he had

estaljlished a classical school there; now that he was pope, he

founded at the university of Bologna, the Montalto college, for

fifty scholars from the Mark, and of these Montalto alone was to

present eight and Grotto-a-mare two/

He resolved to raise Loreto also to the rank of a city. Fon-

tana represented to him the difficulties that stood in the way.
" Think no more about it, Fontana," said he, " it was harder

for me to make up my mind to it, than it will be to carry it into

execution." Part of the ground was purchased from the Keca-

natese; hollows were filled up; hills were levelled down; the

streets were then marked off; the free communes of the Mark
were encouraged each to build a house there ; Cardinal Gallo ap-

pointed new civic functionaries in the holy chapel. By this the

pope satisfied at once his patriotism and his devotion to the holy

virgin.

All the other cities also, in the other provinces, shared his

solicitude. He took measures for checking the augmentation of

their debts, and restrained their alienations and mortgages ; he

instituted a close scrutiny into the whole management of their

money affairs, and to his ordinances it has been ascribed that the

municipalities gradually increased again in point of population.^

1 The neighbouring districts also were reckoned to Montalto. Vita Sixti V.
ipsius raanu cmendata. " Porculam Patrignoi'um et Mintenorum, quia Montalto haud
fermo longius absunt quam ad teli jactum ct crcbris affinitatibus inter se et coni-

merciis rerum omnium et rfgi-orum quadam communitate conjunguntur, haud socus

quam patriae partem Sixtus fovit semper atque dilexit, omniaque iis in commune
est elargitus, quo paulatim velut in unam coalescercnt civitatem."—[Sixtus ahvaj's

cherished and loved Porcula of the Patrigni and IMinteni, because they were dis-

tant from it only about a bowshot, and were conjoined with it by frequent affinities

among themselves and interchanges of all things in buying and selling, and by a

certain community of fields, no otherwise than if they had formed jiurt of his native

seat, and to these he gave bountifully all things in common, whereby they gradually

coalesced into one city.]

2 Gualteiius. "Ad ipsanim (universitatum) statura cognoscendura, eon-Tgen-

dum, constituendum quinquo camei'fo apostolicsc clericos misit."—[lie sent five

clerks of the apostolic chamber to cx.amine into the .state of those (universities) and
to correct and constitute them ai'ight.] In the Memorie likewise tlie utility of

these regul.ations is noticed. " Con le quali ])rovisioiii si diede principio a rihavei'si

le communita deUo state ecclesiastico ; le (piali poi de tutto ritornorono in piedi : eon

quanto I'istesso provcdimcnto perfeziom") Clemente VIII."—[With the which provi-

sions ho first devoted himself to regain the municipalities in the states of the cliureh,

which then everywhere returned to their (former) footing: with how much of the

same prudence could Clement VIII. perfect it.]
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He promoted agriculture in all directions, and took measures

for draining the Cliiana^ of Ovvieto and the Pontine marshes.

This last he himself visited ; the Fiume^ Sistg, which previous to

the time of Pius VI. was all that had been accomplished for this

purpose, owed its origin to Sixtus V.

And so too would he willingly have promoted the prosperity

of trade and conmierce. A person called Peter of Valencia, a

Roman citizen, having offered his services in setting on foot the

silk manufactures, the thoroughly efficacious regulations with

which the pope seconded this enterprise, are most characteristic

of him. He issued an order that throughout his whole terri-

tory, mulberry trees should be planted in all gardens and vine-

yards, in all meadows and wolds, over all hills and valleys where

no corn grew ; he appointed five as the fixt number for every rub-

bio of land, and in case of non-compliance, threatened the com-

munes with a considerable fine.^ He endeavoured to promote

woollen manufactures, "that the poor," he said, "might earn

something thereby ;" to the first that engaged in it he furnished

assistance from the exchequer, in return for which the manufac-

turer was to deliver in a prescribed number of pieces of cloth.

We should do injustice to the predecessors of Sixtus V. were

we to give him the sole credit of turning his attention to these

matters. Pius V. and Gregory XIII. likewise patronised agri-

culture and manufactures, and Sixtus distinguished himself not

so much by entering on a new career, as by pursuing that which

had been entered on already, with greater promptitude and more

powerful effect. It is owing just to this that he has lived longer

in the recollections of men.

When it is said that he founded the con2:reo;ations of the car-

1 Chiana, the Italian for " a standing pool." Tu.

3 Fiume, river. Tn.

3 " Cum sicut accopinuis :" 2Sth May, 158G, Bull. Cocq. IV. 4, 218. Gualtoriug.
" Bombicinam sericam lancficiain vitrcamquc artcs in in-beni vol induxit vol am])lifit'a-

vit. Ut vcro scrica ars frequcntior csset, raororum arborum seminaria et ])lanl:aria ]ior

univcrsam ecclcsiasticani dltioncni fieri pra'ccpit, ob camquc rem Maino ruidiun

Hebrco ex bombicibus bis in anno IVuctinn et sericam amj)lificaturum scduin iiolli-

centi ac reci])ienti maxima privilegia iinpcrtivit."—[lie cither introduced into the

city or extended the silk, woollen, and glass manufactures. But that the silK- trade

might Iiecome more generally followed, he ordered nursery grounds and plant:i(i<ins

of mulberry trees to be made throughout the entire territory subject to the eliiireh's

jurisdiction ; and on that aceoxuit wlien a Jew, called Main, sedulously imdertook to

increase the fruit and silk from the silk worms twice in the year, and gathered in

the same, he bestowed on him the highest privileges.]
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dinals, this must not be understood as having been quite the

case. The seven most important, for the inquisition, the index,

the affairs of the council, the bishops, the monks, the Segnatura

and Oonsulta, he found abeady formed. Nor were state affairs

altogether left out of account by these, for the two last embraced

justice and the executive. Now Sixtus determined to add eight

new congregations to those already existing, yet of these, only

two were to be charged with the affairs of the church, the

one with the founding of new bishoprics, the other with the

management and renovation of ecclesiastical customs,^ the other

six were designed for particular branches of the administration;

there was that for corn, a second for the construction of roads, a

third for the repeal of oppressive imposts, a fourth for the build-

ing of war vessels, a fifth for the Vatican printing press, and the

sixth for the university at Rome." It will be seen with how
little system the pope went to work in this department, and how
much he confounded merely transient interests with such as were

general; nevertheless, he had guessed right in adopting them,

and the order he introduced has with few alterations lasted for

ages.

Moreover, he established a high standard for the qualifica-

tions of the cardinals themselves. They were all to be distin-

guished men, of exemplary morals, their words were to be ora-

cles, whatever fell from tlicir lips was to be a rule of life and

thought for others ; they were to be the salt of the earth, the

candle upon the candlestick,^ Not that it is to be supposed that

on each occasion of an appointment he acted very conscientiously.

He had nothing better to allege in favour of Gallo, whom he

raised to that dignity, than that he was his servant, to whom he

wished well on many accounts, and who had once entertained

1 " Congregation de sacr iriti c cci-imonie occlcsiasticlic, dollc provisioni consis-

toi'iali: a questa voile appartenesse la cognitionc delle cause dell'erettionc di nove
cattcdrali."—[Congi-cgation of sacred rites and ecclesiastical ceremonies, of consis-

torial provisions : to this he would have the cognisance of matters relating to the
erection of new cathedrals to belong.]

2 "Sopra alia grascia et annona—sopra alia fabriea armaniento c mantenimento
delle galore—sopra gliaggravi del popolo—sopra le strade acque ponti c coniini—sopra
alia stampcria Vaticana—sojjra I'univcrsita dello studio Romano."—[Over provisions

and corn, the building, equipment, and maintenance of tlio galleys, the roads, waters,
bridges, and boundaries, the Vatican printing press (he gave the chief superintend-
ent of the church's printing press a residence in the \'atican, and 20,000 scudi for

10 years) over the univei'sity of the Roman college.]

3 Bulla : Postquam verua ille: 3 Dec. 1586. BuUar. M. IV. IV. 279.
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him very hospitably when on a journey.^ Bat here, too, he pre-

sented a rule which though not always followed, yet for the most

part was kept in view afterwards. He fixed the number of the

cardinals at seventy; "like as Moses," said he, "chose out

seventy old men from among all the people that he might take

counsel with them."

Not seldom, too, has this pope had ascribed to him the anni-

hilation of nepotism. But if we consider the matter more closely,

we shall find that here the case was really otherwise. Already,

under Pius IV. Pius V. and Gregory XIII. as we have seen,

the favours bestowed on nephews had become very insignificant.

If we are to regard any of them as deserving of special commen-

dation in this respect, it is Pius V. who expressly prohibited the

alienation of ecclesiastical property. As we have said, this ear-

lier kind of nepotism had disappeared previous to the time of

Sixtus V. But among the popes of the succeeding century, it

re-appeared under another form. There were always two spe-

cially favoured nephews, the one of whom was raised to the car-

dinalship and entrusted with the supreme administration of

ecclesiastical and political affairs; the other, in a secular station,

richly married, provided with landed property, and luoghi di

Monte, founded an entailed estate, and gave its origin to a family

of princely rank. Now, if we ask when this form of nepotism

first made its appearance, we shall find that it was by degrees

that it acquired a shape, but that it first had a way opened for

it under Sixtus V. Cardinal Montalto, for whom the pope cher-

ished a heart-felt affection, so as even to moderate the natural

violence of his temper to him, was admitted to the consulta and

to a share at last in foreign affairs ; his brother Michael became

a marquis and founded a wealthy house.

But were we to believe that in this Sixtus introduced a nepot-

ismal government, we should be completely mistaken. The

marquis had no sort of influence; the cardinal none at least

1 If Sixtus met with opposition from no other quarter, lie found it in the pulpit.

Francis Toledo, the Jesuit, said on this taking place, in a sermon, a man commits

sin when he bestows a public station on any one in retm-n for private services. " Non
perche," he went on to say, " uno sia buon co])picre o soaico, gli si commctto senza

nota d'imprudenza o tm vescovato o un eardinalato."-— [Not liccause a man lias been

a good cup-bearer or carver can one eoiniuit to liim eitlier a l)islioprick or a car-

dinalship, without being noted for imprudence.] Gallo had been just a master of

tlie kitchen. (Mcmorie del pontificato di Sisto V.)
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that deserved the name/ That would have been quite at var-

iance with this pope's settled notions. His favours had some-

thing simple and familiar in them ; they lay at the foundation

of his public and private popularity ; but he never would quit

his hold; he invariably ruled himself. However much he ap-

peared to favour the congregations, however much he even chal-

lenged the free expression of opinions, yet he always became

impatient and petulant as soon as any one availed himself of

this liberty.^ He alv»^ays showed great wilfulness in having

every thing done as he would. " With him," says Giovanni

Gritti, " almost no one has a consultative, not to say a decisive

voice."^ Yet with all those personal and provincial marks of

favour, his administration plainly had a most thorough, strict,

and absolute character.

Nowhere, indeed, more than in its financial department.

The Chigi family in Rome preserves a small autograph me-

morandum book of Pope Sixtus V. which he had kept when a

monk.* One now "lances at its contents with much interest.

He has carefully noted down in it every thing of importance that

occurred in his life ; where he on each occasion preached on fast

days, what commissions he had received and executed, also the

books he possessed, what were bound by themselves and what

bound up with others ; finally his whole petty monkish house-

keeping. We read in it, for example, how his brother-in-law

Baptista had bought twelve sheep for him ; how the friar had

paid for that, first twelve, then again ten florins and twenty

Bolognians, so that they became his absolute property ; the

brother-in-law kept them by him, as was customary, at Montalto,

1 Bentivoglio, Mcmorie p. 90. "Non avcva quasi alcuna partccipationc nol

govemo."—[lie may be said to liaTe had no share in the government.]

' Giialterius. " Tametsi eongrcgationibus aliisque negotia mnndaret, ilia tamen
ipKc cognoscere atquc conficere consuevit. Diligentia incredibilis scicndi cognos-

cendi(iuo omnia quse a rectoribus xn-bis, provineianira, populonim omnium, a ceteris

magistratibus sedis apostolicrc agcbantur."—[Albeit he committed bu^*iness to the

congregations and otlier.s, yet that he himself was wont to make hiniscU' acquainted

with and to execute. He had an incredible diligence in knowing and informing

himself of all things which were doing by the rwlcn of the city, of the provinces and

of all the populations, and by other magistrates of the apostolic see.]

3 Gritti, Relatione. " Non ci e clii abbi con lui voto decisivo, ma quasi ne anche

consultivo."—[See the text.]

4 Mcmorie autografc di papa Risto V.
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for half the profits on them. Such is the manner in which it

proceeds. It will be seen how prudently he went about his little

savings, how carefully he kept an account of them, how the total

amount gradually increased to a few hundred florins; we pur-

sue this with a pleasing interest; we see in it the same thrifty

disposition which this Franciscan shortly afterwards transferred

to the administration of the papal states. His frugality is a

characteristic trait which he praises in every bull that affords

an opportunity, and in many inscriptions. In fact no pope

either before or after him, governed with similar success.

On ascending the throne he found the funds of the state com-

pletely exhausted. Bitterly did he complain of Pope Gregory,

who had spent a considerable part of the pontificates at once of

his predecessor and successor.^ He had conceived so bad an

opinion of that pope that he once ordered masses for him, in

consequence of his having seen him in a dream suffering pun-

ishment in the other world. The revenues were already pledged

beforehand up to next October.

Just so much the more did he make a point of filling the

treasury, and in this he succeeded beyond all expectation. At
the close of the first year of his pontificate, in April 1586, he

had already amassed a million of scudi in gold, in November

1587 a second million, in April 1588 a third. This amounts to

above four millions and a half in silver. As soon as he had col-

lected a million, he deposited it in the castle of vSt. Angelo,

having devoted it, as he expressed himself, to the holy Virgin

Mary, the mother of God, and to the holy apostles Peter and

Paul. " He surveyed," as he says in his bull, " not only the

billows on which the ship of Peter now staggered at times, but

those also of the more distant storms that threatened; the

hatred of heretics was inexorable; the believers were threatened

with the powerful Turks, the rod of God's anger; by that God

1 Vita e succcssi del cardinal di Santaseverina. MS. Bibl. Alb. " Mentrc gli

parlavo delcollegio dc' iieofitie di quel dcgli Armani, che liavevano bisogno di soc-

corso, mi rispose con qualche alteratione, ciic in casteDo non vi orano danari e cho

non vi era cntrata, clic il papa passato liavea mangiato il pontificate di Pio V. e

suo, dolcndosi acrcmcnte dello state nel quale haveva trovato la sede apestolica."

—

[When I spoke to him of the college of tlie neophytes and of that of the Armenians,

as needing his assistance, he answered me witli some warmth of temper, that there

was no money in the castle and no revenues, that the late pope had eaten \ip the

pontificate of Pius V. and his own, bitterly complaining of the condition in which he

had found the apostolic sec.]

I. 2 u
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on whom he thus depended, he was likewise taught that the

master of the house should watch by night as well as day. He
followed the example of the fathers of the Old Testament, who

kept at all times a good sum of money stored up in the temple

of the Lord. He fixed, as is known, what were to be the events

in which alone it should be allowable to take advantage of this

treasure. They were the following; on a war being undertaken

for the recovery of the Holy Land, or a general campaign against

the Turks, on famine and pestilence invading the country, on a

province of Roman catholic Christendom being in manifest dan-

ger of being lost, on a hostile attack being made on the states of

the church, or in case of the possible recovery of a city belong-

ing to the holy see. He bound his followers by the wrath of

Almighty God, and that of the apostles Peter and Paul, to bind

themselves by these emergencies.^

We shall leave the value of these destinations for a moment

to rest on its own merits ; and proceed to inquire what means

Sixtus employed in collecting a treasure which for that period

was so astonishing in its amount.

It was no accumulation of net revenues; Sixtus himself often

said that of these the papal see had not above 200,000 scudi.^

Neither is it to be directly imputed to his savings. He had

made something by these ; he restricted the expenses of his table

to six paoli a day ; he abolished many useless places at the court;

he reduced the number of troops ; but not only have we the tes-

timony of the Venetian Delfino, that all this lessened the dis-

bursements of the exchequer by no more than about 150,000

scudi ; even Sixtus himself calculates the reductions which the

exchequer owed to him, only at 14G,000 scudi.

With all his savings, then, according to his own statements,

the net revenue stood him only 3,500,000 scudi. This Avas

hardly sufficient for his buildings, not to say for the amassing

of so colossal a treasure.

3 Ad clavum, 21 Apr. 158G. Cocq. IV. IV. 20G.

3 Dispaccio Grittl, 7 Giugno 15SG. The pope blames Ileniy III. for saving

notliing out of 14 millions. " Con addur resempio di so nicdesimo nol rrovcrno del

pontificate, che dice non liavcr di netto piii di 200,000 sc. all'anno, liattuti li inter-

essi de' pontefici passati e le spcsc clie convien fai-e."—[AUeging his own example

in the government of the pontificate, which he said had not of net income above

200,000 scudi a year, after deducting the interests of fomaer popes and the neces-

sary expenses.]

3 Dispaecio Badocr, 2 Giugno 15S9.
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We li:ive already considered the peculiar financial economy

which had established itself in the states of the church : this

augmentation of imposts and burthens without any increase of

net income; this multiplicity of loans in the way of saleable offi-

ces and Monti; this augmented burthening of the state for

the purpose of meeting the necessities of the church. It is evi-

dent what mischiefs must have been involved in it, and on hear-

ing the high-sounding praises that have been lavished on Sixtus

V. we must be led from these to suppose that he had contrived

to remove those evils. But how much are we surprised to find

that he went straight on in the same course, with the utmost

recklessness ; and gave so fixed a character to this financial eco-

nomy that never could check be given to it again.

The sale of offices formed one of the chief sources of his finan-

cial wealth. First of all, he raised the price ofmany which already

had been sold. For example, there was the office of the treasurer

of the exchequer. It had been hitherto transferred for 15,000

scudi; he sold it first to a Giustiniani for 50,000 scudi; on mak-

ing him a cardinal, he sold it to a Pepoli for 72,000 scudi ; on

giving him too the purple, he cut off a full moiety of the income

of the office, 5,000 scudi, which he assigned to a Monte;

after such a diminution he still contrived to sell it for 50,000

scudi in gold. Secondly, he began to sell offices which hitherto

had always been given away gratuitously; notaryships, fiscal-

ships, the offices of the commissary-general, of the solicitor of

the exchequer, of the poor's-advocates ; often at considerable

prices, the office of commissary-general at 20,000, and the not-

aryships at 20,000 scudi. But lastly he erected a multitude of

new offices, and among these some of great importance; a trea-

surership of the Dataria, the prefecture of the prisons, 2-i refer-

endaryships, 200 cavalierate, notaryships in the principal quar-

ters of the states; these he sold, one and all.^

In this way he certainly collected very considerable sums; the

sale of the offices brought him in 608,510 scudi in gold, and

401,805 in silver, consequently altogether amounting to near a

million and a half in silver; but if the saleable offices even before

this, caused a pressure on the state, for, as has been mentioned,

1 Calcul.atinii to be found in a copious manuscrij^t on the Roman Finances xindcr

Clement VI il. (Barbcrini Library at Rome.)
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there was involved in it a participation in the rights of govern-

ment, on the ground of a loan, which rights the lender enforced

with the utmost severity against those who were bound to pay,

without attending to the official duties (that were paid for), how

much must this evil have been thus increased! The consequence

unavoidably followed that the office was regarded as a possession

that gave rights, not as a duty which called for exertions.

But over and above this, Sixtus now increased the Monti too,

beyond measure. He established three Monti non vacabili and

eight Monti vacabili ; being more than any one of his predeces-

sors had done.

We have seen that the Monti had always to be secured on

new imposts. Even Sixtus V. found no other means, although

at first he fain would have avoided it. When he first spoke to

the cardinals in the consistory of the laying up of a public trea-

sure, Cardinal Farnese replied, that his grandfather Paul III.

had also contemplated this, but perceiving that it would be im-

possible without an augmentation of the taxes, he had refrained

from doing it. Sixtus turned on him violently. The insinua-

tion that another pope had been wiser than he, galled him to

the quick. " That was caused," he replied, " because under

Paul III. there were some great spendthrifts, who, thank God,

are not to be found in our times." Farnese blushed and was

silent.^ But it turned out as he had said. In 1587, Sixtus V.

became quite reckless. The most laborious of employments, for

instance, that of dragging vessels up the Tiber by means of buf-

faloes and horses, and the most indispensable wants of life, such

as firewood and the pint of wine sold by retail, he burthened

with new imposts, and straightway founded Monti on these. He
deprecinted the coin, and whereas this was directly followed by

1 Memorie del pontificate cli Sisto V. " Mutatosi per tanto ncl volto mentre Far-
nese parlava, irato piu tosto que gi'ave gli rispose : Non e maraviglia, Monsignore,

che a tempo di vostro avo non si potesse mctterc in opera il disegno di far tcsoro ])er

la cliiesa con I'cntrate e proventi ordinarii, pcrclie vi crano di niolti e grandi scial-

aquatoi'i (a word lie was very fond of using), i quali non sono dio gratia a tempi
nostri: notando aniaramentc la moltitudine di figli o tiglic e ncpoti d'ogni sortc di

questo pontclice. Arrossi alquanto a quel dire Farnese e tacque."—[So far chang-
ing countenance while Farnese spoke, he answered rather angrily tlian seriously :

No wonder, My Lord, that in your gi'andsire's time it was impossible to jnit in

pi'acticc the design of having a treasure for the chnrcli drawn ii-om the oi'dinary

receipts and i-evenues, for there were then many and great spendtln-ifts (a word
which he was very fond of using), such as, tliank (Jod, ;ut' not to be Ibund in our

day; bitterly remarking that poi)c's multitude of sons and daughters and nephews
of aU kinds. Farnese blushed a little when he sjiokc thus, and was silent.]
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a petty excliang-e business being formed at all the street corners,

even that he took advantage of, by selling the privilege of engag-

ing in it.^ Much as he favoured the Mark, yet he burthcned

the commerce of Ancona with a further two per cent on imports.

Manufactures, while as yet but springing into life, were obliged to

contribute at least indirectly to his advantage.^ He employed

a Portuguese Jew, of the name of Lopez, who from terror at the

Inquisition had fled from Portugal, and had gained the confi-

dence of the Datary, of Madam Camilla, and at last of the pope

himself, and who had suggested to him these and similar opera-

tions. After the treatment Farnese had received, not a cardinal

durst venture on any further opposition. When the above-men-

tioned impost on wine was spoken of, Albano of Bergamo said;

" I approve of all that pleases your Holiness, yet I would ap-

prove of it still more, did this impost displease you."

Sixtus thus effected such an augmentation of the revenues, as

to be able to take up, with interest on it, a loan in the Monti, of

about two millions and a half of scudi in gold, the precise sum

being 2,424,725.

But we confess that in this political economy there v/as some-

thing incomprehensible.

The country was burthened with new and unquestionably very

oppressive taxes, in consequence of these fresh imposts, and so

many offices ; the offices were paid out of fees which could not

but clog the course of justice and the administration; the im-

posts fell on trade, both wholesale and retail, and could not fail

injuriously to affect its movements. And, after all, what object

was gained by the revenue thus acquired?

If we reckon up together how much the Monti and offices to-

gether produced, it will be found to amount to much about the

1 One got for an old Julio besides 10 Bajocclii which he had coined, a premium
of from four to six quatruis.

a The following Ls a fair specimen of his administration. Le stcssi memorie :

" Ordino non si vendesse seta o sciolta o tessuta in drajipi ne lana o panni sc non
ajjprobati da official! crcati a tal effetto, ne si cstracssero senza Hcenza degli stessi

:

inventionc utile contro alio fraudi, ma molto piu in pro della camera, percho pag.andosi

i scgui c Ic licenze sc n'iniborsava gran-danaro dal jiontefice."—[The same Memoir :

lie ordained that there should be no sales of silk, whether raw or woven into cloth,

or of wool or woollen cloth, unless approved by official persons created to that effect,

nor was any to be exported without license IVom such persons ; a useful invention

against all frauds, I)ut much more so for the profit of the exchc([ucr, for from what
was paid for seals and licenses, large sums were pocketed by the pontilf] That then

could not be vei-y hurtful to industry.
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sum that came to be deposited in the castle; four millions and a

half of scudi, little more. All the great undertakings for which

this pope has been celebrated, he must have managed to execute

with the money derived from his savino-s.

One can readily conceive of a man collecting and saving up
his surplus income ; for a man to make loans to help out the

wants of the moment, is nothing out of course ; but for a man to

contract loans and lay on burthens for the purpose of hoarding

up a treasure, intended for future wants, in a fortress, is most

extraordinary.

Yet this is what the world has most wondered at in the case

of Sixtus V.

True it is that the measures of Gregory XIII. had something

odious and violent about them, and that they produced a very

mischievous reaction. Notwithstanding all this, I am inclined

to believe that had he brought matters into such a train as would

have enabled the papal exchequer for the future to dispense with

both new imposts and loans, this would have called forth a most

beneficial action, and the states of the church would probably

have had a more prosperous development.

Gregory, however, in his last years especially, was wanting

in the force required for carrying his ideas into effect.

What distinguished Sixtus V. Avas precisely his possessing

this thoroughly executive force. His accumulating of treasure

by means of loans, the sale of offices and new imposts heaped

burthen upon burthen ; we shall see what were the consequences,

but his success blinded the world, and for the moment actually

gave the popedom a new importance.

Surrounded with states, the greater number of which were

pinched in respect of money, the popes, by their possessing a

treasure, came to have more confidence in themselves, and to

command more respect with others.

In point of fact, this administration of the state was singularly

of a piece with the Roman catholic system of that time.

As it placed all the financial powers of the state in the hands

of the ecclesiastical chief, it first fully fitted the states to become

an organ of spiritual government.

For to what else could this money be applied but to the de-

fence and extension of the Ivoman catholic faith?
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The life of Sixtus V. was absorbed in projects tliat had this

for their objcot. Sometimes they were designed for the East

and the Turks; more often for the West and Protestants. Be-

twixt the two systems, the Roman catholic and the Protestant,

a war burst forth in which the popes took the liveliest part.

We shall review it in the book that follows. First, let us for

a moment longer remain at Rome, which contrived anew to exer-

cise a o-eneral influence on the v.^orld.

ARCHITECTURAL ENTERPRISES OF SIXTUS T.

This was now the third time that Rome presented itself even

in its external aspect as the metropolis of the world.

The splendour and extent of ancient Rome are well known

;

many are the representations that have been attempted to be

made of it from ruins and historical accounts. Its middle age,

too, has certainly deserved for once to have a like diligence be-

stowed on them. Mediaeval Rome, as well as the ancient, was a

lordly city, with its majestic basilics, the worship of its grottos

and catacombs, the patriarchal residences of the popes, in which

were preserved the memorials of the Christianity of the earliest

times, the still sumptuous imperial palace which belonged to Ger-

man kings, the fortified castles, which in the midst of so many
governments, and as if in defiance of them, independent races

erected for themselves.

During the absence of the popes in Avignon, this mediceval

Rome had fallen into a decay as evident as that of the Rome of

antiquity, which had lain long in ruins.

When Eugenius IV. returned to Rome in 1443, it had be-

come a city of cow-herds; the inhabitants were not distinguished

from the peasants and herds of the country. The heights had

long been deserted; the level ground between the windings of

the Tiber, was the only part inhabited. The narrow streets had

no pavement. The gloom was still further increased by the

balconies and arches by which the houses supported one another;

cattle were seen going about as in a village. From St. Sylves-

ter to the Porta del popolo nothing appeared but garden grounds

and marshes, where wild ducks were hunted. The very remem-

brance of antiquity seemed to have nearly vanished. The Capi-

tol had become the Goat-hill, and the Forum Romanum the Cow-
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park. The strangest traditions had become associated with some
of the monuments that still remained. St. Peter's church was

in danger of falling in.

When Nicolas had gained at last the obedience of all (Roman
catholic) Christendom, he conceived the idea, when enriched with

the offerings of the pilgrims that came pouring in at the jubilee,

of adorning Rome with buildings in such a manner, that eveiy

one should be filled with the thought that it was the metropolis

of the world.

But this was not the work of one man alone. The popes that

succeeded laboured at it for centuries.

I will not here repeat in detail what they have attempted in

this way, as has been described in their biographies. The epochs

of Julius II. and of this our Sixtus, were the most important,

as well in respect of their success, as also of the contrast which

they present.

Under Julius II. the lower part of the city on the banks of

the Tiber, to which quarter it had drawn itself, was entirely re-

newed. After Sixtus IV. had better connected the two sides of

the river by that solid and simple bridge of Travertine's which

still bears his name, both were built on with the utmost eager-

ness. On the other side, Julius did not content himself with

such an undertaking as the church of St. Peter, which under

him raised its head majestically ; he also renewed the Vatican

palace. In the hollow between the old building and Innocent

VIIL's country house, called the Belvedere, he founded the

Loggie, one of the best designed works that can be conceived.

Not far from that his cousins the Riari, and his treasurer, Augus-

tine Chigi, strove which of the two should erect the finest edifice.

Chigi unquestionably carried off the prize ; his is the Farnesina,

wonderful even in its design, but incomparably adorned by the

hand of Raphael. On this side of the river we are indebted to

Julius II. for the completion of the Canccllaria, with its cortile,

which has been executed in pure and happily-conceived propor-

tions ; it is, in fact, the finest court-yard in the world. His

cardinals and barons strove to emulate him ; Farnese, whose

palace by its magnificent entrance has gained for itself the fame

of being the most perfect of Roman palaces ; Francis di Rio,

who boasted of his, that it would stand until the tortoise
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pliall have travelled over the earth. The residence of the

iSIedici was filled with all the treasures of literature and art,

and the Orsini adorned both the exterior and interior of their

palace on the Campofiore, with statues and sculpture.'^ The
stranger does not always give the attention they deserve to these

monuments of that noble epoch, in which people strove to equal

antiquity, extending all round from the Campofiore and the

Farnese square. It displays an union of emulation, genius,

fertility, and a general state of wellbeing. In proportion as the

population increased, buildings were erected on the Carapo Marzo

and all round by the mausoleum of Augustus. This state of

things was still farther carried out under Leo, but even before

that Julius had had occasion to trace out the Lungara beyond

the river, and facing it on this side, the Strada Julia. Tlie in-

scription is still seen, in which the conservators extol him as

having marked out and opened new streets, " suited to the

majesty of the newly-acquired dominion."

The population again fell low in consequence of the plague

and of the sack of the city. The commotions under Paul IV.

brought an addition of new and grievous calamities ; it was after

that that it first began to revive again ; with the renewed obe-

dience of the Roman catholic world, the number of the inha-

bitants again began to increase.

Already had Pius IV. contemplated rebuilding the forsaken

rising grounds. On the Capitoline hill he founded the palace of

the conservators. On the Viminal, Michael Angelo erected for

him, out of the ruins of Diocletian's baths, the church of Santa

Maria degli Angli ; the Porta Pia on the Quirinal, to this day

bears his insignia.^ Gregory XIII. also built there.

Still from the very nature of things, all these were but vain

attempts as long as the heights were without water.

This was the very desideratum which Sixtus proceeded to

supply. What has secured for him a glorious reputation in the

1 Opusculura dc iniraMIlhus novao ct vctcris ui-his Romro cditum ,1 Frnr.pisco
Albcrtino, 1515.—[A siiiiill work on the wonders of modern and ancient Homo by
Francis Albcrtini, 151.5,] especially in the second part, " dc nova urbo"—[on the
modern city].

2 Liiioji Conlarini, Antichita di Roma p. 7C, gives the highest meed of praise to

the endeavours of Pius IV. " S'egli viveva aneora 4 anni, Roma saivldio d'.'dificii

un altra Konia."—[Had he lived four years longer, Home in point of buildings
would have been another Rome.]

T. 2 X
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city, beyond all other popes, is his having fixed his regards on

this want, and his having resolved to supply the deficiency of

water, by means of colossal aqueducts. This ho did, says he,

" that therewith these hills, ennobled even to Christian times

with basilics, noted for the purity of their atmosphere, for their

charming position, and pleasant prospect, might again be inha-

bited." " Therefore," he adds, " we have not allowed ourselves

to be deterred by any difficulties or by any expense." In fact,

from the very first he told the architects that he wanted a work

which might match with the ancient magnificence of imperial

Rome. In defiance of all obstacles he brought the Aqua Mar-

tia a distance of twenty Roman miles, all the way from the Agro

Colonna, leading it partly under ground, partly over lofty arches.

Great was the satisfaction with which the pope saw at last this

run of water discharge itself in his vineyard. He conducted it

farther to St. Susanna on the Quirinal; called it after his Chris-

tian name, Acqua Felice ; and with no small self-satisfaction had

Moses sculptured at the fountains, standing as when the water

at the stroke of his staff gushed from the rock.^

This proved a great advantage both for that particular quar-

ter and for the whole city. The Acqaa Felice supplies 20,537

cubic meters of water every twenty-four hours, and feeds twenty-

seven fountains.

Upon this people began in good earnest to build again upon

the heights, and Sixtus encouraged them by special privileges.

He levelled the ground at the Trinita de' Monti, and prepared

the foundation of the steps leading to the Spanish square, which

forms the nearest communication from the lower city to that

height.^ Here he laid out the Via Felice and Borgo Felice; he

opened the streets that to this day lead from all sides towards

1 We have in Tasso's Stanze all'acqua felicc di Roma (Rim^ II. 311), how tlie

water wanders at first along a dark path and then cheerfully bursts out into the liglit

of the sun, to see Rome as Augustus saw it.

2 Gualterius: " Ut viara a frcquontioi'ibus urliia locis per Pincium collem ad
Exquilias cdnmiode strueret, Pincium ipsuni collem ante sanctissimaj Trinitatis tem-
pluni liiuniliorem fecit et carpentisrhcdisquepervium reddidit scalasque ad templum
illud ah utrutiuc porta} latere commodas perpulcrasque ad modum cxtruxit, cquibus
jucundissinnis in totani urbem prospectus est."—[In order that he might form a
conimodious communication from tlio more thickly inhabited jiarts of the city, by
tlic Pincian hill to the Exquilise, he lowered that Pincian hill in front of the church
of the most holy Trinity, made it p.assable tor carts and carriages, and built llights

of steps, at once convenient and exceedingly beautiful, on each side of the door."and
loading u]) to that church, whence there is a most charming view of the whole city.]
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S. Maria Maggiore ; he contemplated connecting all the basilica

with that one, by broad and ample ways. The poets boast that

Rome had almost doubled itself, and again sought out her an-

cient habitations.

Yet it was not only by this building upon the heights, that Six-

tiis V. was distinguished from former popes. He likewise con-

ceived designs that ran directly counter to the earlier ones.

The ruins of ancient Rome were contemplated under Leo X.

with a kind of religious awe; the divine sparks of the ancient

spirit were perceived in them with feelings of ecstasy. How
studiously did that pope issue orders for the preservation, " of

whatever still remained extant of the ancient mother, of the re-

nown, and of the grandeur of Italy
/'^

From such a spirit Sixtus V. was infinitely removed. This

Franciscan had no sense of the beauty that pervaded the remains

of antiquity. The Septizonium of Severus, a most remarkable

work, which had outlasted all the storms of so many centuries

down to his time, found no favour in his eyes. Ho destroyed

it from the foundation, and removed some of its columns to St.

Peter's.^ He was quite as headstrong in destroying as zealous

iu building, and it v/as the universal apprehension that in that

too he would show no moderation. Let us mark what is told by

1 See passages from Castiglione's well-known Letter to Leo X. I^cttcre di

Castiglione, Padova, 1796, p. 149. Yet I can find nothing in that letter of a pro-

ject for any regular digging out of the ancient city. It seems evident to mc that

it is a preface to a description of Rome with a plan ; to tliis description and this

plan there is a continual reference ; it remains in the highest degree probable that a

work of Raphael himself was to have been introduced with this preface. This may
be presumed especially from the similarity of expressions to be found in the well-

known epigram on Raphael's deatli and in this epistle. For examjjlo, " vedendo

quasi il cadavcro di quella nobil patria cosi miscramentc lacorato"—[beholding as

it were the carcass of this noble native seal thus miserably lacerated]. Urbis lacer-

imi fcrro igui annLsque cadaver Ad vitam rovoeas.

Life in Rome's carcass at thy call appears,

Though thus disfigured by war, fire, and years

!

This, indeed, denotes a restoration, but only in idea, in a description. This mean-
ing does not really do away with the hitherto asserted views, but more precisely de-

fines them. We may conclude that the work in which Rajjhael was engaged during

the last period of his life, was already pretty far advanced, for a dedication for it

had already been composed in his name. What a name to add to those of other

astygraphers (describers of cities) ! The pai)ers and the plan might have come into

the hands of Fulvius, who probably had a great share in the undertaking.

3 Gualterius :
" Prrccipue Severi Septizonii, quod incredibili Romanorum doloro

demolicndum cui'avit, columnis marmoribusque usus est, passimque per urbem caveas

videbantur unde lapides omnis generis ofi'odiebnntur "—[In ]iarticular he eni])loyed

the columns and marbles of the S('])tizoiiiuni ol' Severus, which be liail caiiscil Id bo

destroyed, to the incredible vexatidii of the Komans, and lien; ami tlicro througiiout

the city excavations were seen where stones of all kinds were (.lug out.]
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the cardinal of Santa Severina, and which might seem incredible

but that it happened in the relater's own experience. " When
it was seen," says he, " that the pope was altogether and abso-

lutely bent on destroying the antiquities of Rome, a number of

the Roman nobility came to me one day and besought me to do

my utmost to induce His Holiness to relinquish so extravagant

an idea. They applied to that cardinal who, beyond a doubt,

was regarded as the greatest zealot of that time. He was joined

by Cardinal Colonna. The pope answered them by saying, that

he would remove ugly antiquities, but would restore the rest that

required it. Be it but imagined what might not appear to him

as ugly! He contemplated the direct destruction of the tomb

of Csecilia Metella, which even then v/as the sole important relic

of republican times, an amazing and sublime monument. How
much may under him have been levelled with the ground!"

He could hardly make up his mind to bear with the Laocoon

and Apollo Belvedere in the Vatican. The ancient statues with

which the citizens of Rome had adorned the Capitol, he would

not suffer to remain there. He declared that he would destroy

the Capitol, if people would not remove them. They consisted

of a Jupiter Touans betwixt a IMinerva and an Apollo. The
Minerva alone was allowed to remain ; the other two were in fact

taken away. But Sixtus wished to make her serve as an em-

blem of Rome and of Christianity. He therefore removed the

spear which she held in her hands and replaced it v/ith an enor-

mous cross.

^

In this sense he restored the pillars of Trajan and the Anto-

ninuses. Having ordered to be removed from the former the

urn which, it was said, contained the ashes of the emperor, ho

dedicated it to the apostle Peter, and the other to the apostle

Paul, whose statues have ever since stood facing each other in

that aerial altitude, and looking down upon the habitations of

men. His intention in this, was to achieve a triumph for the

Christian faith over heathenism.^

The erection of the obelisk in front of St. Peter's lay the more

at heart with him, inasmuch as he " wished to see the monu-

1 Passages from tlie Vita Sixti V. ipsius nianu cmcndata, reprinted in Bunsen's
Description of lionic, I. S. T02.

3 Among otlicr authorities, J. P. Maffei Tlislorlaruni ab excos.su Gregorii XIII,
lllj. 1. p. 5, seems to indicate tliis.
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ments of unbelief subjected to the cross, at the very spot where

Christians had once to suffer death by crucifixion,""^

It was, indeed, a magnificent design, which he executed, how-

ever, quite after his own fashion; with a strange mixture of vio-

lence, grandeur, pomp and bigotry.

The architect, Domenico Fontano, who had worked his way

up under the pope's own eye from the time that he was a

mason's apprentice, he even threatened to punish should any

thing miscarry with him and the obelisk be damaged.

Difficulties occurred at every step, to raise it from its base at

the spot on which it stood near the vestry of the old church of

St. Peters, to lower it again, to transport it to a new site, and

there to set it on its base again.

It was begun witli the impression that a work was now to be

undertaken which v/ould be celebrated throughout all after-ages.

The workmen, nine hundred in number, began with hearing

mass, making confession, and receiving the sacrament. They

then entered the space which had been enclosed with a paling

for their labours. The master occupied a raised seat. The

obelisk was encased in straw-matting and boards, held toge-

ther by strong iron rings. Thirty-five capstans were to set in

motion the huge machino which was intended to lift it up,

with strong hempen ropes. Two horses and ten men worked

at each. At last the signal was given by the blowing of a

trumpet. The very first pull proved most effective; the obelisk

rose from the base on which it had rested for 1500 years; at

the tvv'elfth it had risen 2|- palms, and was there fixed. The

architect saw the enormous mass, with its casing weighing up-

wards of a million of Roman pounds, in his power. It was care-

fully noted that the da^^ was the SOth of April 1586, at about

3 o'clock p. M. about the twentieth hour. A salute was fired

from the castle of St. Augelo; all tlio bells of the city began to

peal; the workmen carried their master in triumph round the

enclosure with unintermitted acclamations.

1 Vita SIxti V. i. m. c :
" lit iibi grassatiim olini sup])lic'iis in Cliristianos ct pas-

sim fixaj eruccs, in qiias innoxia iiatio sulilata tetcrrimiH cruciatibus nocarctur, ilii

Rujiposita cruei et in crucis versa lionorcni cuUumquc ipsa inipiotatis inoimmciita

cernerciitur."—[tliat wh(>n> of old Christians were assailed with piinisliments, and

crossas were (ixed here and there, lifted np (in wliieh the harmless nation were slain

by the most dreadful tortures, there the very momnuents of imitiety nii^ht l)e sucu

placed Uuieatli the cross, and ajjplicd to the honour and wor.ship of the cross.]
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Seven clays thereafter the obelisk was let down with no less

ekill, after which it was moved along on rollers to its new

site. Not until after the hot months had passed was there

any attempt made to proceed to its re-erection.

For this the pope selected the 10th of September, a Wed-
nesday, which day he had always found to be a lucky one,

and the next before the feast of the elevation of the cross, to

which the obelisk was to be dedicated. On this occasion, too,

the workmen besian with commendins; themselves to God;

they fell on their knees on entering the enclosure. Fontana, in

his arrangements, had proceeded not without respect to the last

erection of an obelisk as described by Ammianus Marcellinus;

yet he had provided besides a force of a hundred and forty horses.

It was thought, too, a particularly auspicious circumstance that

the sky was cloudy. All succeeded to a wish. The obelisk

was moved in three great lifts, and about an hour before sunset

it settled down on its new pedestal, on the backs of four bronze

lions, which seemed to support it. The rejoicings of the people

were indescribable; the pope felt the most complete satisfaction.

So many of his predecessors had desired to have it done ; it had

been thought desirable in so many writings; and. now he had

carried it into effect. He had it noted in his diary that he had

succeeded in one of the irreatest and most difficult tasks that the

mind of man could think of; he had medals struck on the occa-

sion; he received verses upon it in all languages, and sent ai

account of it to all the foreign powers.^

1 The Dispacei of Gritti, of the 3, 10 Maggio, 12 Luglio, 11 Ottobre, treat of

tills erection. The " Vita Sixti V. ipsius manu cmendata" gives no bad ])ieture of

the impression. " Tcnuitqvie universa? civitatis oculos novoo et post 1500 ampliiis

annos relatso rei spectaculo, cura aut sedibus suis avulsani toleret moleni, uno tem-
pore et duodenis vcctibus impiilsara et quinis tricenis ergatis quos equi bini homines
deni agebant, in siiblimo clatani, aut cum suspensara inde sensim deponeret exten-

deretque humi junctis trabibus atque ex his ingenti composita traha qua; jacentem
exciperet, aut cum suppositis cylindris (sunt haj lignca; cohimna; teretes et volubiles)

quaternis ergatis jivotracta paulatim per editum et ad altitudinem basis cui impo-

nenda erat excitatum aggerem atque undiquc egregie nuniitum incedcret, denique

cum iterum erccta librataque suis reposita sedibus est."—[He tixed the attention

of the whole city with the spectacle of a new, and, after more than 1500 years, re-

peated thing, wlien either he raised the mass wlion wrenched from its seat, being

subjected to twelve simultaneous pulls and lifted into the air by thirty-five capstans,

-driven each by two horses and ten men, or when from thence he slowly let it down
while thus suspended, and extended it along the ground on beams fixed together,

and on a huge tray composed of those beams for the pnr|iose of receiving it, as it

lay, or when on cylinders (that is, wooden columns smoothly rounded) placed lieneath,

it was dragged along by four windlasses (that is, four capstans for each stage, of

which, it appears from the text, that there were three) it gradually moved over ihc
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The inscription sounds odd in which he takes praise to him-

self for having wrested this monument from the emperors Au-

gustus and Tiberius, and having dedicated it to the most holy-

cross. He had a cross erected upon it, in which there was en-

c'csed a piece of the pretended true cross. This expressed his

full meaning. The very monuments of heathenism were to

subserve the purpose of conferring glory upon the cross.

He devoted himself with all his soul to those buildings of his.

A herdboy, brought up in gardens and fields, still ho loved

cities; he had no idea of looking at a villeggiatura ; it was re-

freshing to him, he said, "to see many roofs." I understand

by this that his architectural undertakings gave him the greatest

satisfaction.

Many thousand hands were constantly employed ; he allowed

no difficulty to daunt him.

The cupola v/as still wanting at St. Peter's, and the architect

asked ten years for its completion. Sixtus intended to give

money for this, but he also wanted the work to be done under

his own eye. He set 600 workmen to it ; there was no intermis-

sion even during the night ; all was finished in two and twenty

months. He lived to see all but the leaden roof put upon it.

But even in works of this description he set no bounds to his

arbitrary spirit. The remnants of the papal patriarchium at the

Lateran, which were still by no means insignificant, and which

were besides exceedingly interesting relics of the very dignity

with which he himself was invested, he pitilessly ordered to be

pulled down, that he might build his Lateran palace on the spot,

a palace which was never needed, and which has only gained a

very doubtful notoriety as one of the first specimens of the uni-

form regularity of modern architecture.

How completely chaiiged was now the relation in which people

stood with respect to antiquity. Both at an earlier time, and

also now, efforts were made to rival it; but formerly the object

was to equal it in beauty and grace of form; what now was at-

tempted, was to equal, or to surpass it, in massive undertakings.

Even in the most trifling monument, people used formerly to

revere the slightest trace of the spirit of antiquity; now they

line whicli had been built and elevated to the height of the base, on whicli it was
to bo placed, and excellently strengthened on all sides ; finally, when being again set

up and iiicelv poised, it was settled on its own resting-place.]
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would rather obliterate such traces. One idea was followed, and

it alone was allowed any weight, and beside that no other was

acknowledged. It is the same that gained the ascendancy in

the church, and that made the state become an organ of tlie

church. This idea of modern Eoman Catholicism enters into

all the veins of life, amid all the diversity of its institutions and

arrangements.

CHANGE IN THE DIRECTION OF THE MIND IN GENERAL.

For we must by no means believe that it was the pope alone

that felt the ascendancy of this spirit; at the close of this cen-

tury there is observable, in every department, a direction of the

mind opposed to that which peculiarly marked its commence-

ment.

Here a leading feature presents itself in the fact, that the

study of the ancients, from which at that time every thing had

proceeded, had now immensely declined. Even now an Aldus

Manutins appeared again at Rome, and became professor of rhe-

toric. But he found no congenial spirit to become enamoured

either of his Greek or of his Latin. At the hour appointed for

his prelections, he might be seen with one and another of his

hearers pacing to and fro before the gate of the university; these

were all that showed him the least sympathy. What an incre-

dible advance had been made in the study of the Greek authors

at the commencement of that century ! At its close, not a

single Hellenist of any note was to be found in Italy.

Now I do not wish to represent this altogether as a decline;

in a certain respect it is connected with what was the necessary

progress of the development of science.

Thus, although previous to this, science was derived directly

from the ancients, this had now ceased to be any longer possible.

On the one hand, its materials had immensely increased. What
a totally different mass of information on the subject of natural

history had been collected, for example, by Ulysses Aldrovandi

in the course of a long life of unintermitted labour and of many
journeys, from what any of the ancients knew; he had contem-

plated bringing the science to a degree of peculiar completeness

in his nmsoum, where the natural object was wanting, supplying

its place by an imitation, and having each object accompanied
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with a copious description. How had geography become ex-

tended beyond every couceptiou of the ancient world ! On the

other hand, researches began to be conducted more deeply and

minutely. ^Mathematicians first only endeavoured to fill up the

blanks left by the ancients in that science. Commandin, for

example, believed he had discovered that Archimedes must have

either read, or even written something on the centre of gravity,

Avhich had since been lost. He made this an occasion for him

to investigate the subject itself. But just by doing so people

came to be led much farther; they broke loose from the leading-

strings of the ancients; they made discoveries lying beyond tlie

circle that had been described by them, and opening up new

paths for more extensive investigations.

To the knowledge of nature in particular, people devoted them-

selves with an independent zeal. They wavered for a moment

betwixt the owning of mysteries in things, and a bold and thor-

ough exploration of phenomena. Yet the latter, that is, the

more scientific tendency, already preponderated. Already had

an attempt been made to arrange the vegetable world by itself,

according to a rational system ; and in Padua there lived a pro-

fessor whom people used to call the Columbus of the human

body. On all sides, efforts were made to extend the limits of

science; it ceased any longer to be comprised within the books

of the ancients.

It followed, if I mistake not, necessarily, that the study of

antiquity, to which people no longer durst pay such absolute d(!-

ference in point of object, even in respect of form could no

longer exercise the influence it formerly possessed.

In works of learning people began to turn their attention to

the accumulation of materials. At the commencement of the

century Cortesius had presented the essence of the scholastic

philosophy, intractable as the subject may appear, in a well-writ-

ten classical work, full of mind and wit: now (near its close) a

certain Natal Conte compiled a body of ancient materials that

might have given scope for the most intellectual and exquisite

treatment, namely, the ancient mythology, in an unreadable

quarto. This author wrote a history too; the sentences with

which he has adorned his book, he has almost always quoted

directly from the ancients, and has referred to the places they

I. 2 y
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have been taken from, yet all the while he shows an utter want

of taste for proper descriptive writing. For his contemporaries

it seemed quite sufficient to heap together materials consisting

of bald facts, in masses. One may venture to say that such a

work as the Annals of Baronius, so altogether shapeless, writ-

ten in Latin, but without a trace of elegance even in single ex-

pressions, would never for a moment have been thought of at the

commencement of the century.

While the path of antiquity was thus forsaken in scientific

efforts, and much more of course in form and composition, chan-

ges entered into the life of the nation which exercised an incal-

culable influence on all literary and artistic efforts.

Even that part of Italy which was republican in its govern-

ment and left to its own discretion, that Italy on whose peculiar

circumstances the earlier developments even of the mind itselt'

had rested, now fell to the ground. The whole freedom and

racy simplicity of the general intellect vanished. Be it observed

that a passion for titles came in. As early as in J 520, some

were vexed to see that every man wished to be called Signer;

this was ascribed to the influence of the Spaniards. About 1550,

alike in letters and in speech, cumbersome honorary titles had

already supplanted simple addresses. Towards the close of tho

century, tho titles of Marquis and Duke began to carry the day;

everybody wanted to have one or other of them; all wanted to

be " your excellency." It may be said, indeed, that this is a

matter of no great consequence; yet even at this day its effects

are observable, though now the fashion has long been antiquated

;

how much more at the time that it was in vogue. But in every

other respect, too, people maintained towards one another a

stricter, firmer, and more definite bearing; the hearty freedom

from restraint that marked the mutual relationships of earlier

times, the directness of reciprocal intercourse, had disappeared.

Be the cause of this what you please, assuming even that it

was a change which had its origin in the nature of the soul, thus

much is evident, that in all productions, from about the middle

of the century downwards, there breathes another spirit, and

that society, in its living reality, had other wants.

Of all the phenomena that marked this change, perhaps the

most striking is the recomposition of the Orlando Inamorato of
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Boiardo, undertaken by Berni, It is the same and yet quite a

different work. All the charm and freshness of the original

poem are taken out of it. If we examine it a little more closely,

we shall find that the author has everywhere poorly substituted

a 2;enerally prevalent for individual traits, and for the careless

expression of a nature beautiful and full of life, a kind of conven-

tional decorum, such as society in Italy, then and in later times,

required.^ Therewithal he completely succeeded in his aim. His

work met with incredible popularity. The recomposition has

completely supplanted the original. And how speedily was this

revolution completed. Not quite fifty years had passed since

the first appearance of the work.

This fundamentally altered tone, this breath of another spirit,

may be traced through most of the productions of that time.

It is not so much want of talent that makes the large poems

of Alamanni and Bernardo Tasso, so insipid and tedious, not at

least in the case of the latter. But even their conception is cold.

In compliance with the demands of a public, not indeed by any

means very virtuous, but which had become serious and decor-

ous, they chose for themselves faultless heroes ; Bernardo chose

Amadis, of which the younger Tasso says; " Dante would have

recalled the contemptuous judgment he has passed on the ro-

mances of chivalry, had he known the Amadis of Graul or of

Greece; so full are those ideal representations of generosity and

constancy;"—Alamanni elaborated Giron the courteous, the mir-

ror of all knightly virtue. His avowed object in it was to direct

young men to that example, to show them how a man should

endure hunger and watching, cold and sunshine, bear arms, show

justice and inoffensiveness towards every man, and forgiveness

of enemies. Now in as much as with this morally didactic ob-

ject in view, they proceeded just as Berni did, and purposely

deprived their fable of the poetical groundwork it possessed, the

consequence is that their works have generally turned out prolix

and dry.

It seemed, if one may venture to say so, as if the nation had

used and worked out the whole amount of poetical conceptions

that had been suggested by its past experience, by the ideas of

1 I liave emlcavourcd to go more closely into tlii.ssulijcet in the acailemical trea-

tise above noticed.
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the niiddle age, and that there did not even remain the pov/er c.f

comprehendino; tliem. It wanted somethiuo- new. But neither

would creative genius appear, nor did life present fresh mate-

rials. Down to about the middle of the century we find prose,

didactic from its nature, still intellectual, glowing, flexible, and

pleasing. But it, too, gradually became stiff and cold.

Art shared the same fate with poetry. It lost the inspiration

that once animated its religious objects, and very soon that also

which animated its profane objects. It was for the most part

among the Venetians only that any of it survived. How com-

pletely had the disciples of Raphael, with one sole exception,

fallen short of Raphael! In imitating him they lost them-

selves in a factitious beauty, in theatrical attitudes and affected

graces, and we observe in their works in what a colder and more

unattractive tone they are conceived. The disciples of Michael

Angelo were no better. Art no longer knew its object; it re-

linquished the ideas which it formerly struggled to embody;

nothing remained but the externab of method.

In this state of things, when people had already departed from

antiquity, no longer imitated its forms, and had outstripped it

in science, when the old national poetry also, and religious modes

of conception, were despised by literature and art, the new aggran-

dizement of the church commenced. It obtained the mastery

over men's minds with or against their wills ; and introduced a

thorough change in every thing connected with art or literature.

But the church, if I mistake not, produced quite a different

effect on science from what it produced on art.

Once more did philosophy and science, in general, experience

an epoch of great importance. After the restoration of the

genuine Aristotle, people began in philosophy too, as well as in

other branches of other ancient writers, to cast themselves loose

from him. They proceeded to a free investigation of the high-

est problems. Now, from the very nature of things this was

what the church could not favour. She herself had already pro

nounced upon the highest principles in a manner that admitted

of no doubt. But if the adherents of Aristotle had often pro-

fessed anti-ecclesiastical and naturalistic views, something of the

same kind was to be apprehended from those that opposed him.

They desired, as one of them expressed it, to compai'o the dog-
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mas of previous teachers with the original handwriting of God,

with the world, and with the nature of things. This was an

attempt the consequences of which no one could see in all their

extent, but which must produce, be it discoveries or errors, of a

very prejudicial character ; the church therefore checked it in the

very bud. Albeit that Telesius never brought himself into

notice on the subject of physical science, he remained his whole

lifetime mewed up in his petty native town ; Campanella lived

as an exile; he was subjected to the torture; the most profound

of the whole, Giordano Bruno, a true philosopher, after many
persecutions and wanderings, at length, as it runs in the record,

" not only as a heretic but as a heresiarch, who had written some

things which bore upon religion and were unbecoming,"^ came to

be accused by the Inquisition, was arrested, sent off to Rome, and

adjudged to be burned alive. In such circumstances, who could

have felt courage enough to indulge any free movement of the

mind ? Of all the innovators produced by this century, only one,

1 In a Venetian MS. in the Vienna Arcliivcs under the Rubric Roma, Esposi-

tioni, 1593, 2S Sett., we find the original of a protocol on the subject of the deli-

vering up of Giordano Bruno. There ajjpeared before the college the Vicar of the

patriarchs, the father InrjuLsitor, and the assistant of the Inquisition, Thomas Mor-

osini. The Vicar stated :
" li giorni passati esser state ritenuto e tuttavia ritro-

varsi nelle prigioni di qucsta citta deputate al servicio del santo ufficio Giordano

Bruno da Nola, imputato non solo di heretico, ma anco di hcrcsiarca, havendo com-
posto diversi libri nci quali laudando assai la regina d'Inghilterra et altri principi

licrctici scriveva alcune cose conccrnenti U partieolar della religione die non con-

venivano sebene egU parlava filosoficamcnte, e che cestui era apostata, essendo state

prime fratc domenicano, che era vissuto molt'anni in Ginevra et Inghilterra e che

in Napoli et altri luoghi era state inquisito della medesima imputatione : e che essen-

dosi saputa a Roma la prigionia di cestui, lo ill™" Santa Severina supremo inquisi-

tore haveva scritto c date ordinc cho fusse inviato a Roma, - - con prima sicura

occasione."—[that for days past there had been detained and constantly kept within

the prison of this city, destined to be at the service of the holy oKice, Giordano

Bruno of Nola, charged not only with being a heretic, but iurther as a heresiarch,

having composed divers books, in which sufficiently praising the Queen of England and

other heretical monarclis, he hath written scmie things concerning the particular of

religion which were not becoming, although he sjioke philosophically, and that ho

was an apostate, having first been a Dominican friar ; that he had lived many years

in Geneva and England, and that in Naples and other places he had been accused

of the same charge, and that his imiirisonmcnt being known at Rome, the most

illustrious Santa Severina, supreme inquisitor, had written and given order that he

should be sent to Rome - - by the first safe opportunity.] Such an op])ortunity was

now presented. They receive no immediate answer. After dinner the father In-

quisitor again appeai-s, and is very pressing, for the vessel is about to sail. But the

savi reply :
" che essendo la cosa di monu'uto c considerationc, c le occupatioiii di

questo state molte c gravi, non si haveva per allhora potuto fare risolutione."

—

[that the case being one of great weight, and calling for consideration, and tlie en-

gagements of this state being many and serious, they had it not in their power at

the time to come to any resolution.] And so the vessel sailed that tiiiK^ witlimit the

prisoner. I have not been able to discover whether afterwards the actual delivering

of Jiim up was bi'ought about by moans of new negotiations.
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Francesco Patrizi, found favour at Rome. He too attacked

Aristotle, only however on this account, that the positions of

that ancient author vs^ere opposed to the church and to Christi-

anity. In contradiction to the views of Aristotle, he attempted

to trace a genuine philosophic tradition, from the pretended

Hermes Trismeoistus, in whose writinijs he thouo-ht he could

find a clearer explanation of the Trinity than even in the Mosai-

cal scriptures, down through the succeeding ages. This tradi-

tion he endeavoured to revive, renew, and to substitute in the

place of the Aristotelian. In all the dedications of his works,

he introduced this object and the usefulness and necessity of

having it accomplished. He was a man of a peculiar turn ; not

without critical talent, yet only for what lie rejects, not for what

he admits. He was called to Rome and there he maintained

himself in great respectability, by the correspondency of the

peculiar character and tendency of his works with the church's

views, not exactly by means of their influence, for that was but

small.

With the philosophical investigations of that period, those

relating to physics and natural history were almost inseparably

mixed up. The entire system of men's notions as it had existed

till then, was called into (question. We find, in fact, a great

tendency in the Italians of that age ; we find in them research,

eagerness to advance, lofty anticipation. Who shall say what

attainments they would have made? But the church prescribed

for them a certain limit beyond which they must never go. Woe
to the man who ventured beyond it.

If, as there can be no doubt, the restoration of Roman Catho-

licism had thus a repressive eff"ect on science, it was rather the

reverse that took place with art and literature. They suffered

from the want of a subject, of the living object, and these the

church restored to them again.

The degree to which the renovation of religion obtained the

mastery over men's natures, may be seen in the case of Torquato

Tasso. His father had sought out a morally faultless hero ; he

advanced a step farther. Like yet another poet of this age who

selected the crusades as his subject, for this reason, " that it is

better to treat a true argument in a Christian way than to seek

after a far from Christian fame in a fi'v'titious one," so also did
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Torquato Tasso. He adopted, not a fabulous, but an historical,

a Christian hero. Godfrey is more than ^neas ; he is like

some saintly man, satiated with the world and its passing re-

nown. Meanwhile he would have produced a very dry work,

had the poet chosen to content himself with the representation

of such a personage. Tasso seized at the same time the senti-

mental and enthusiastic side of religion, which also very well

harmonizes v/itli the fairy world, whose party-coloured threads

he shot into his web. The poem here and there has turned out

somewhat tedious; the effect is not everywhere properly and

fully worked out; yet it is a poem full of fancy, and feelings of

national sentiment, and of truth in the expression of character,

by which Tasso has retained the favour and admiration of his

countrymen down to the present day. But what a contrast

when compared with Ariosto ! The art of poetry at an earlier

period had fallen away from the church; it subjected itself again

to religion when revived.

Not far from Ferrara, where Tasso composed his poem, in

Bologna, there arose directly afterwards the school of the Car-

acci, the rise of which marks a general revolution in painting.

If we inquire how this was occasioned, we are told that it was

by the anatomical studies of the Bolognese academy, its eclectic

imitations, the learning that distinguished its style of art. And
certainly the zeal wherewith it strove in manner to approach the

phenomena of nature, is a great merit. But to mo it seems of

no less consequence what subjects it selected, and with how much
spirit it seized them.

Ludovico Caracci was much engrossed with the ideal of Christ.

Not always, but at times, as in the calling of Matthew, he suc-

ceeded in representing the man full of mildness and earnestness,

of truthfulness and fervour, of grace and majesty, as has been

so often imitated since. We observe the distinctive peculiarity

of his character in the manner in which ho proceeds when ho

himself imitates. On one occasion he has RaphaePs transfigura-

tion evidently before his eyes, but while he avails liimsclf of its

conception, he adds one of his own, and makes his Christ, giving

instruction, lift up his hand towards Moses. The masterpiece

of Agostino Caracci is St. Jerome, an old man just about to die,

unable any longer to move himself, and who with his last breath
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longs eagerly for the consecrated wafer -svliicli is lield out to

him.

Of Anuibal Caracci it may well be said that in his most cele-

brated works he repeats Ludovico's ideal Christ, in a more ele-

vated style. In the passion at the Borghese palace, it appears

in a figure strongly shaded, of fine transparent skin, and in

tears. Admirably and with youthful greatness it shows itself

even in the torpor of death, in the Pieta, a work in which moreover

the mournful event is conceived and expressed with new feeling.

We see that although these masters devoted themselves like-

wise to profane subjects, still they seized the sacred with pecu-

liar zeal ; here accordingly it was not quite so external a service

which their position rendered them; the main affair will be found

to be that they received inspiration again from their subject,

that the religious scenes which they represent were of some reci-

procal importance to them.

This tendency distinguishes their disciples also. Domenichino

employed his industry so successfully upon the invention of

Agostino, that idea of Jerome (above noticed), that in the

variety of his grouping, and in finish of expression, he perhaps

excelled his master. But his own inventions also have the same

character. I consider his head of St. Nilus a noble production,

exhibiting a mingled expression of pain and thoughtfulness ; his

prophetesses are full of youthfulness, innocence, and profound

meditation. He delighted above all things, to place in contrast

the joys of heaven with the sorrows of earth; as he has done so

strongly in the Madonna del Eosario, the celestial mother, rich

in grace, with poor indigent mortals.

Guido Reni, too, sometimes seizes this contrast; were it in

nothing but in placing monkish saints, consumed with grief, over

against the Virgin, radiant with immortal beauty. Guido pos-

sessed elevation and originality of conception. How lordly is

his Judith, transported with the consciousness of her accom-

plished deed, and with the gratitude she owes to aid from hea-

ven! Who knows not his Madonnas, ecstatic, and somewhat

melting in their ecstasy ? For his saints likewise he created

for himself a sentimental and enthusiastic ideal.

Still we have not yet pointed out the whole peculiarity of this

tendency; it had at the same time not quite so attractive a side.
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The inventions of these artists assume at times somewhat of an

odd and incongruous character. The beautiful group of the holy

family, for example, is at times thus represented witli St. John

formally kissing the feet of the infant Jesus, or with the apostle

appearing, as was said, to condole with the Virgin, who there-

upon prepares to wipe away her tears. How often, still more,

do we find what is shocking represented without the slightest

alleviatino; trait. We see the blood of the Saint A ones of Do-

menichino gush out under the sword; Guido pictures the mas-

sacre of the infants at Bethlehem in all its horrors ; women, who

one and all open their mouths in shrieks of agony, ferocious exe-

cutioners in the act of murdering the innocent.

Men had again become religious as they had been in earlier

times; but there existed a great difference between the two pe-

riods. In the earlier times the composition was epigi-ammati-

cally simple; now it often presented something fantastic and

forced.

No man will refuse his admiration to the talent of Guercino.

But what kind of a John is that of his which the Sciarra gallery

preserves! With broad sinewy arms, colossal naked knees,

gloomy, certainly bearing marks of inspiration, but an inspira-

tion of which it is impossible to say whether it be of earth or

heaven. Guercino represents Peter the Martyr, just as the

sword has cleft his head. Near that Aquitanian duke whom
St. Bernard is investing with the cowl, he introduces a monk
also, who is converting one of his squires; and the spectator

thus finds himself remorselessly delivered over to the contempla-

tion of a scene of merely contrived devotion.

Here we shall not inquire, in how far by this mode of treat-

ing a subject, sometimes insanely ideal, sometimes hard and un-

natural, the proper bounds of art were on both sides overstepped

;

enough if we remark, that the church became absolute master of

painting at its restoration. She animated it with the inspira-

tion of poetry, and with the principles of a positive religion; but

she gave it at the same time a spiritual, priestly, and modern

dogmatic character.

The church of Rome must have found this still more easy in

architecture, for that was at her immediate service. I know not

whether any one has investigated the progress which took place

I. 2 z
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in modern buildings, from the imitation of the antique down to

the canon drawn up by Barozzi for the building of churches, and

which has been observed ever since at Rome and throughout the

whole Roman catholic church. The lightness and free geniality

with which the century commenced, passed in architecture, as

well as other things, into seriousness, and pomp, and devout

splendour.

There was but one of the arts, as to which it was long doubt-

ful whether it was ever to subserve the church's purposes.

Music about the middle of the sixteenth century had become

lost in the most intricate artificiality. Prolongations, propor-

tions, imitations, puzzles, fugues, made the glory of a composer

There was no longer any attention paid to the sense of the words

;

a great many masses are to be foun(l belonging to that period,

which are composed according to the theme of well-known pro-

fane melodies; the human voice was employed as a mere instru-

ment.^

No wonder that the council of Trent took offence at the intro

duction into the church of pieces of music of such a character.

Following up the discussions that had taken place there, Pius

IV. appointed a commission which was to address itself directly

to the question whether music should be admitted into the

church or not. The decision it might come to, was still very

doubtful. The church required intelligibility of words, and that

there should be an agreement between their meaning and the

expression of the music; the musicians insisted that that could

not be attained by the laws of their art. Charles Borromeo was

in the commission, and considering the strict temper of that

church dignitary, a severe judgment might readily be expected

to follow.

Fortunately (for the church of Rome) once more there ap-

peared the right man at the right time.

Among the musical composers then in Rome, was Peter Lev.'is

Palestrina.

That austere man, Paul IV., had expelled him from the pope^'s

chapel, on account of his being married, and he had been living

ever since, retired and forgotten, in a poor hut among the vine-

1 Giusc|)])o T?aini, Momoric storico-critichc dclla vita c dellc opcre ili Giovainu
Pier Liiigi di Palestrina, Roma 1828, gives these uotices of which I have availet'

myself.
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yards of Monte Celio. But his was a spirit which untoward

circumstances could not crush. Even in that solitude he de-

voted himself to his art with a resignation which allowed the

creative powers by which he was distinguished, to give birth to the

freest and most original productions. Here he composed the

Improperios, which still every year, in the Sistine chapel, glorify

the solemnization of Good Friday. Never perhaps did a musi-

cal composer show a finer mind in apprehending the profound

meaning of a text of Scripture, its symbolical significancy, its

application to the soul and to religion.

If ever man were qualified to make the experiment how far this

method was capable of being applied to the comprehensive vvork

of a mass, assuredly it was this master; and the cpmmission ac-

cordingly employed him for that purpose.

Palestrina was impressed with the conviction that it was an

experiment upon which, so to speak, depended the life and death

of that grand description of music employed in masses. He
proceeded to his task with a conscious eftbrt; and the words,

" Lord, enlighten mine eyes," have been found in his manu-

script.

He did not succeed at once, his first two attempts having

proved failures ; but at length he brought to a bearing in happy

moments, the mass which is known by the name of Pope Mar-

cellus's mass, and in wdiich he exceeded all expectation. It is

full of simple melody, and yet, in point of variety, will stand a

comparison with earlier masses; choruses separate and unite

again; the meaning of the text is exquisitely brought out; the

Kyric is all prostration, the Agnus humility, the Credo majesty.

Pope Pius IV., before whom it was executed, was in ecstasy.

He compared it with heavenly melodies, such as those that the

apostle John might have heard when he was entranced.

By this one great example the question was now for ever set

at rest; a way was opened by which musical pieces have been

produced, most beautiful in themselves and most affecting even

to persons of another faith. Who can hear them without being

cnwrapt ? It is as if nature were endowed with music and a

voice, as if the elements spoke, and all living things had united

in one spontaneous concert of prayer; now rising and falling like

the ocean, now darting up to heaven in one general shout of joy.
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Forthwith this art, which more perhaps than any other, had

divorced itself from the church, attached itself to it most inti-

mately. Nor could any thing have proved more important for

Roman Catholicism. Yet, if we mistake not, even in its dog-

mas, it had imbibed abstract contemplation and something of an

enthusiastic character. A deep tone of feeling had found its

way into the most influential books of penance and edification.

Spiritual sentimentalisra and ecstatic fervour became the chief

objects of poetry and painting. Music, which is more direct,

more urgent, more irresistible than any other kind of instruc-

tion, or than any other art, and in the department of an ideal

expression, at once more pure and more appropriate, music pre-

sented that expression, and with it fascinated the minds of men.

THE CURIA.

While in this manner all the elements of life and mind Avere

seized and beset on all sides by the ecclesiastical movement, the

court at Rome, in which they all found a common centre, like-

wise experienced a great change.

This was perceived even as early as in Paul IV.'s time ; the

example of Pius V. had an extraordinary influence; under Gre-

gory XIII. it was manifest to every body. " It immensely

contributes to the best interests of the church," says Paul Tie-

polo in 1576, "that there have been several popes of irreproach-

able life immediately following one another; all other people have

either been improved thereby, or at least have seemed to be so.

Cardinals and prelates assiduously attend mass; in their domes-

tic habits they try to avoid whatever might give oftence; the

whole city has thrown off its old reckless habits; in point of

morals and social customs it is much more Christian than it

used to be. It may be asserted that Rome, in worldly business

and in religion, is not very far from the perfection attainable by

human nature in ireneral."

Not as if the court there had been composed of hypocritical

and demure persons ; it consisted unquestionably of distinguished

men, who, however, in a high degree, had made that severe ec-

clesiastical temper their own.

On bringing that court before our minds as it existed in tlie

days of Sixtus V. we find the seats of nut a few of the cardinals
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occupied by men who had a large share in the affairs of the

world/ There was Gallio of Como who had conducted the govern-

ment as premier under two pontificates, with the talent for reign-

ing bj means of address ; all that he was noted for now, was the

application of his large revenues to ecclesiastical institutions :

there was Rusticucci, a powerful person under Pius V. and not

Avitliout much influence under Sixtus also ; a man noted for his

acuteness and goodness of heart, industrious, but so much the

more circumspect and irreproachable in his morals, as he had

hopes of yet being pope : Salviati, who had made himself famous

by a well-conducted administration of the government of Bologna;

blameless and simple; and still more rigorous than simply in

earnest: Santorio, cardinal of S. Severina, the man of the Inqui-

sition, who had already long exercised a commanding influence

in spii'itual aftairs ; obstinate in his opinions, severe towards his

servants, obdurate towards his relations, how much more so to-

wards others; inaccessible to every body: contrasted with him

there was Madruzz, who had ever at his tongue's end the policy

of the house of Austria, whether the Spanish or the German

line, who used to be called the Cato of the college, but only on

account of his learnins; and untarnished virtue, not because of

his censorious arrogance, for he was modesty's very self. Sirlet

was still alive, of all the cardinals of that time unquestionably

the most deeply versed in science, and in the knowledge of lan-

guages quite a living library, as Muretus said ; yet who when

1 It is interesting to compai-e these eulogistic characters sketched from those left

by warm partisans, of particular individuals in the Romish church, who were placed

in eminent situations, to wipe off, by their shining qualities, the reproach that had so

long been attached to their church as a nurse of the most flagrant vices, and who
lived in honour and affluence, with the account given by enemies, of the Waldenses

as a body, poor, persecuted, and despised, with nothing in this world, whether in

enjovTiicnt or in prospect, to encourage them in virtue and self-denial.

' " Heretics," says Reinerius, " are distinguished by their manners and their words.

For they are sedate and modest in their manners. They have no ])ride in clothes
;

for they wear such as are neither costly nor mean. They do not carry on com-
merce, in order that they may avoid falsclioods, oaths, and frauds ; l)ut live by labour

as workmen. Their teachers also are shoemakers and weavers. They do not mul-
tiply riches ; but are content with what is necessary. They are chaste, especially

tiie Lconists, and are temjieratc also in meat and drink. They do not go to dances,

taverns, or other vanities. They restrain themselves from anger. They are always
at work learning or teaching." lie cadds, "and so they pray but little," also a
statement of their hypocritically at times attending the Romish Church. How ill,

says Mr. Elliott, the paruin oranl (they pray little) applies to the Leonist Walden-
pcs, appears sufliciently from the strong exhort,-iti(ms to watch and pray always, in-

culcated in the " Noble lesson." " They abstain," continues Reinerius, " from
flcurrility, detraction, and levity in their discourse, and also from lying and swear-

ing." Sec Hone Aifocahjplicm, by the Rev. E. B. Elliott, vol. II. p. 002. Tn.
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separated from his books, would call the boys to come to him as

they were taking their bundles of faggots to market in winter,

would instruct them in the mysteries of the faith and then buy

their bundles ; a man, in short, thoroughly good-tempered and

compassionate/ The example of Charles IJorromeo, whose

memory gradually attained such a lustre that he was at last

sainted, exercised much influence. Frederick Borromeo was

naturally irritable and violent; but conforming to his uncle*'a

example, he led a spiritual life, and would not allow him-

self to be driven out of temper by the mortifications he not

seldom experienced: but Charles Borromeo Avas more peculiarly

represented by Augustine Valier, a man of no less noble and

pure a nature than uncommon learning, who followed his con-

science alone, and seemed now, when at an advanced age, to

present the image of a bishop of the first centuries.

The remaining prelates fashioned themselves after the

model of the cardinals, beside whom they sat in the con-

gregations, and whose places they were destined one day to

occupy.

Among the members of the supreme court of justice, the

auditori di Rota, two were at that time pre-eminent, though

certainly they presented a contrast in point of character,—Man-

tica and Arigone. Mantica lived only among books and law

papers, made himself useful to the bar and to the schools, by his

works on jurisprudence, and was wont to express himself in a

curt manner, without much ceremony ; Arigone gave his time

not so much to books as to the world, to the court and to busi-

ness; and showed judgment and versatility ; but both equally

endeavoured to maintain the character of moral and religious

men. Among the bishops who resided at court, those were par-

ticularly noticed who had made trial of their talents in the office

of nuncio; such as Torres, who had had a great share in the

arrangement of the League formed by Pius V. against the Turks;

Malaspina, who attended to the interests of the Roman catholic

church in Germany and the north; Bolognetti, who was entrusted

with the difficult task of visiting the Venetian churches,—all of

1 Ciaconlus Vitro Paparum III. p. 978. There, too, wo find Sirloto's cpitai>h,

in which ho is desii^natcd as " eriulitorum pauporum ))atromis"—[patron of ]>o(-r

men of learning]. In Cardclla's Memorie, storicho de'i-ardiiiali, we only find tlio

notices given by Ciacouius collected together in Italian,
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them persons who owed their rise in life to the activity and zeal

they had displayed in belialf of their religion.

An important rank was held by men of learning. Such were

Bellarmine, professor and grammarian, the greatest controver-

sialist of the Roman catholic church, and who has the reputa-

tion of having led the life of an apostle; and another Jesuit,

Maffei, who composed the history of the Portuguese conquests

in India, particularly with an eye to the extension of Christian-

ity in the South and East, and who also wrote the life of Loyola,

phrase for phrase, with deliberate prolixity and elaborate ele-

gance.'^ These learned men were in some instances foreiijners,

like our (German) Clavius, who combined profound science with

a blameless life, and enjoyed the reverential regard of all men;

or Muretus, a Frenchman and the best Latinist of that time.

After havino; for a lono- while illustrated the Pandects in an

original and classical manner, for he was no less witty than elo-

quent, he became a priest even in his old age, devoted himself to

theological studies, and daily read mass. There was, also, the

Spanish canonist Azpilcueta, whose Responsa were regarded as

oracular at the court and throughout the whole Roman catholic

world. Pope Gregory had often been seen to stop before his

house and to converse with him for hours at a time; and yet

therewithal he discharged the humblest services in the hospitals.

Among these remarkable personages Philip Neri, founder of

the congregation of the oratory, a great man for hearing confes-

sions and prescribing for men's souls, obtained a deep and ex-

tensive influence. He was good-natured and playful, severe in

what was important, tolerant in smaller matters; he never com-

manded, but only gave advice, and requested as it were. He did

not lecture; he conversed and possessed the shrewdness required

for distinguishing the peculiar bent of every individual mind.

His oratory increased in his hands in consequence of the visits

that were made to him, and of the dependence upon him of some

young people, who regarded themselves as his disciples and

wanted to. live with him. The most celebrated of these was

Caesar Baronius, the annalist of the church. Philip Neri recog-

nised his talents, and recommended hijn, without his having at

1 Vita J. P. Maffcji Serassio auctorc. In tho edition of Maftei's works, Berg.

1747.
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first shown any great inclination for it, to read lectures on church

history in the Oratory.'^ For the space of thirty years Baron-

ius performed this task. Even after he had become a cardinal,

he was constantly out of bed before day-break to continue his

labours at it. He regularly took his meals at the same table

with his domestics, making his whole life an example of humil-

ity and piety. As he had been in the Oratory, so was he in

this dignity; he was most intimately associated with Tarugi, who

had become greatly respected as a preacher and father confessor,

and who exhibited quite the same immaculate piety. Their

friendship lasted till death, and in that we may count them

happy, for they were buried beside each other. A third disciple

of S. Filippo's was Silvio Antoniano, who indeed had a general

turn for literature. He employed himself at times in writing

poetry, and when, at a later period, a pope committed to him the

composition of his brieves, he executed that task with uncommon

literary skill. But over and above this he was a man of the

gentlest manners, meek and affable, all pure goodness and reli-

1 Gallonius: Vita Phil. Nerii. Mog. 1G02, p. 1G3.

"i These glowing descriptions of individual characters, existing in a state of things

directly opposed in principle to scriptural Christianity, and intiuencing by feelings

of deadly hostility those who professed it, may startle a protestant reader, and hare

no doubt been eagei-ly caught at by Roman catholics as proofs of the virtuous tend-

ency of their creed. Some qualifying reflections, however, at once suggest them-
selves. 1st. If Roman Catholicism had any such virtuous tendency in itself, this

ought to have appeared previous to the protestant Reformation, instead of being

deferred imtil tlio virtuous demands of protestantism, acting on public opinion

throughout Europe, had made an ostentatious display of shining personal qualities

ill its dignified priests, indispensable to the popedom as a matter of policy. 2d. That
all the persons described lived in great ease and comfort, if not in splendour, and

had secular and temporal reasons ibr cultivating amiable and useful qualities, pro-

bably far more cogent than any tem])tations they had to the reverse. 3d. That
virtuous appearances are no test of religious truth, but that with respect to that we
must absolutely submit to God's law and testimony. 4th. That the author has

drawn his descriptions of character from eulogistic biographies \\Titten by panegy-

rists, who, as a matter of policy as well as feeling, indulged the passion for hyjier-

bolical writing, which distinguishes the Italians, without restraint. 5th. That we
cannot have the testimony of protestant witnesses to their characters, as the most

amiable of them do not seem to have offered the slightest opposition to the barbar-

ous custom of committing such ]>rotestants to tlie flames. 6th. That the most se-

ductive qualities are often found to co-exist in the same persons with the most re-

volting religious errors, and even witli revolting vices. In this respect Professor

Ranke's saints remind us of a story told of an Indian old woman and convert to

jjopery wlio was about to receive the sacrament from her priest, but while the latter

was rejoicing in what he tliouglit the indubitable marks of grace in his convert, she

horrified him by l)eg<;ing that a boy might be killed, as she thouglit she coidd reli.sh

j)ieking one of his liaiids when broiled! So the Inquisition and its horrors fully

jiroved that tlic papists of Italy, at the period described, had none of them lost the

innate ferocity of human nature, any more than its innate self- righteousness and
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All that was exhibited at this court, politics, the civil admiu-

istratiou, poetry, art, learning, assumed the same colour.

How remote was tliis from the Curia as it existed at the com-

mencement of the century, where the cardinals gave battle to

the popes, where the popes girded on their armour, and threw

off from their court and life whatever was likely to recall

their Christian vocation. How still and cloister-like was

the life of the cardinals now. The chief cause why Cardinal

Tosco, who at one time had the nearest prospect of being pope,

never reached that dignity, lay in his having a habit of using

some Lombardy proverbs, which people thought offensive. So

exclusive had the public mind become in its tendency, and so

easily was it scandalized.

But let us not conceal that it developed, not only in literature

and in art, but also in actual life, another and to our mind an

unpleasant side. Miracles recommenced after having long

ceased to attract notice In the church of St. Silvestro an

image of Mary began to speak; and such was the general im-

pression which this produced upon the people that the vacant

ground lying about the church, was very soon covered with

buildings. In Rione de' monti there appeared a miraculous image

of Mary in a hay-rick, and the inhabitants of the country round

regarded this as so evident a favour from heaven that they went

out in arms to resist an attempt that was made to remove it.

We find notices of like apparitions at Narni, Todi, San Severino,

and from the states of the church they spread further and fur-

ther over the whole Eoman catholic world. The popes likewise

proceeded anew to pronounce canonizations, which they had long

intei'mitted. Not many father confessors were so sagacious as

Philip Neri ; a hollow external sanctity was favoured, and fixn-

tastic superstitions were mingled with men's notions of divine

things.

pi'oncness to idolatry. They remind the translator too of what once oecuiTed to

liimsclf in France. Ilajipenhig to be at tal>le with Rome wortliy French pastors, he

lic2:;,-o(l to have their opinion of the "Sisters of Charity," a well-known religious

ortier who devote themselves to the visitation of the sick. lie said tliat they were

often spoken of even by protcstants in ?2ngland, as being little short of angels. " Des
anges !" said one of the ablest and best infonncd of the conijiany, " Cens d'annes en

jupcs I"—[Angels! policemen in petticoats.] And then lie proceeded to relate liow

these same sisters of charity had nearly succeeded in throwing out of a high window

a poor Reformed pastor, who had ventured into an hospital for the purpose of visit-

ing a patient belonging to liLs flock ! Tn.

I. 8 A
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Would that one njiglit venture at least to cherish the convic-

tion that therewithal the multitude also had begun to give tok-

ens of an absolute resignation to the authority of the precepts of

religion !

But it necessarily followed, even from the nature of the court,

that side by side with those spiritual efibrts, there might be ob-

served the perpetual agitation of the keenest secular struggles.

The Curia was not merely an ecclesiastical institution ; it had

a state, and, indirectly, a great part of the world to govern.

According to the degree in which a man participated in this

government, he obtained respect, fortune, influence, every thing

in short, of which men usually covet the possession. Human
nature could not have undergone such a change, as that people

should endeavour by spiritual methods alone to carry ofl" the

prize in the rivalships of society and the state. Here they

grasped at such objects as was generally done at other courts,

but only in a manner that corresponded to such a soil, and highly

peculiar.

Rome, it is probable, had at this time the most shifting popula-

tion of all the cities in the world. Under Leo X. it had risen to

more than 80,000 souls; under Paul IV,, from the rigour of

whose government all were ready to fly, it fell to 45,000; imme-

diately after his time it rose again in a few yeai's to 70,000, and

under Sixtus V. to above 100,000. Now it is remarkable that

the fixed inhabitants bore no proportion to so large a number. It

was rather a place of prolonged stay than a native home to those

who dwelt there. It might be compared with a fair, or with a

diet; no constant residence and firm consolidation; no ties of

blood and kindred to bind the people into one whole. How many

turned their steps thither, because they could find no success at

home. Mortified pride actuated some ; boundless ambition others.

Many found that a man could live with less restraint there than

anywhere else. And each sought to advance his interests in his

own way.

But all these various classes had not become properly amal-

gamated into one body. Those who were natives of the same

soil still formed such numerous bodies by themselyes, and held

themselves so much apart, that the diflerenccs of national and

provincial character could easily be distinguished. By the side
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of the observant and docile Lombard, you could distinguish the

Genoese, who thought he could accomplish every thing by his

mere good luck ; the Venetian, studious to penetrate foreign se-

crets; the frugal and garrulous Florentine; the Romagnaman,

whose instinctive shrewdness would never let him lose sight of

his own interests, and the pretensions and ceremonious Neapoli-

tan. The men from the North were distinguished for their sim-

plicity, and sought to enjoy themselves; even our own Clavius

must submit to be jested on his double and always excellently

furnished breakfast. The French held themselves aloof, and

with the greatest difficulty relinquished their national habits.

Wrapt up in his cottana and his cloak, the Spaniard, as he stalked

along, full of pretension and of ambitious aims, loo]:ed on all the

rest with contempt.

There was nothing that every man might not covet. People

remembered with satisfaction that John XXIIL on being asked

why he went to Rome, replied that he M'ished to be pope, and

that it had turned out according to his wish. Just so, too, had

Pius V. and Sixtus V. risen from the lowest rank to the highest

dignity. Every man reckoned himself capable for any thing, and

set no bounds to his hopes.

It was often remarked at that time, and is perfectly true, that

the prelature and the Curia had something republican about

them. It consisted in this, that all men might pretend to all

things; that a man rose by a continuous course from a mean

beginning to the highest dignities. But this republic was most

singularly constituted ; the general authority was directly con-

fronted with the absolute despotism of a single individual, on

whose caprice every favour, every promotion, was absolutely de-

pendent. And who then was this? It was the man who came

forth as victor from the conflicts of the election, in consequence

of some combination upon the result of which it was absolutely

impossible to calculate. However insignificant a person he might

have been before, he now came all at once to have the utmost

plenitude of power in his hands. He could so much the less

feel himself induced to give up his personal inclinations, from

his experiencing the conviction that he had been elected to the

highest dignity through a special inihience of the Holy Ghost.

Generally speaking he began at once with a thorough and uni-
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versal change of official persons. All the legates, all the provin-

cial governors were displaced. In the metropolis there were cer-

tain offices which, moreover, in all cases, fell to the nephews of

the pope for the time being. And although, as at the time which

we are more inmiediately considering, nepotism was kept within

bounds, yet every pope favoured his old intimates and depend-

ents ; it was so natural that he should not admit of his bein^

deprived of their further companionship through life. Thus the

secretary who had long served Cardinal Montalto, was the fittest

person also to act in that capacity for Pope Sixtus. The parti-

sans of the opinions to which they had belonged, they necessar-

ily brought into power along with themselves. Hence every

new pope on entering upon office, caused a sort of revolution in

all views and expectations, in the avenues to power and in eccle-

siastical as well as secular dignities. " It was," says Commen-
done, " as if in a city the prince's castle should be removed to

another spot, and as if all the streets were to be made to turn

towards it. How many houses must be pulled down ; how often

must a highway be made to pass right through a palace: new
lanes and thorough-fares began to show themselves." This com-

parison gives no bad idea of the violence of such a revolution,

and of the degree of stability in the arrangements that took place

each time.

It necessarily followed that the state of things assumed a very

peculiar aspect.

As this occurred so often, as the popes ascended the throne at

so much more advanced an age than other monarchs generally

did, as at any instant a new change might supervene and the

government pass into other hands, people lived as if they were

engaged in an interminable game of chance: like that, the re-

sults could never be calculated upon, yet constant scope was

allowed for indulging hopes.

To rise in the world, to be promoted according as every man
desired to be, depended especially on personal favours. In the

extraordinary fluctuation of all personal influence, ambition in

the course of its calculations had to assume a corresponding

shape, and to adopt very peculiar modes of procedure.

Among our manuscript collections there is to be found quite

a multitude of instructions, showing how a man had to conduct
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himself at this court/ It strikes me as not unworthy of obser-

vation how the subject is handled, how each severally endea-

vours to make his fortune. The plasticity of human nature is

inexhaustible, and the more limited the circle of its relations,

the more unexpected are the forms which it assumes.

All evidently could not pursue one uniform course. The man

who had no property, had to be content to accept of service.

The free literary family fellowships were still kept up by princes

and cardinals. In the case of a man being obliged to reconcile

himself to such a connection, it became his first endeavour to

assure himself of the favour of the patron. He had to strive to

obtain some merit at his hands, to penetrate into his secrets, to

become indispensable to him. He had patiently to endure every-

thing ; even should he have been wronged, he had to suppress

his resentment. How probable that amid the changes of the

popedom, his star should gain the ascendancy in its turn, and

then its lustre might reach the servant as well as his lord. For-

tune is ever subject to alternations, the man remains the same.

Others might, in the first instance, aim at obtaining some petty

office, which might open certain prospects to their zeal and in-

dustry. But it must be confessed that it was always there,

as at any other time and any other place—a man had to look

first to profit and then to honour.

In that respect how much better off were those who had abun-

dance ! From the Monti, in which they had shares, a certain

income accrued to them from month to month; they purchased

for themselves an office by means of which they immediately

entered the prelature, and not only obtained an independent

establishment, but had opportunities of exhibiting their talents

to the utmost advantage. To him that hath, it shall be given.

1 For example " Instruttlonc al signer cardlnalo di Mcdiel, del mode eoinc si

devc governaro nella carte di Koiiia.—Avvertimenti airill">° cardinal Montalto sopra

il niodo col quale si jiussa e deblia lien governare come cardinale e nepotc del papa.

Inform. XII. Avvertimenti jjolitici et utilis.simi per la corte di Roma: 78 ex-

tremely douljtfiil axioms : Inform. XXV. The most important : Discorso over ri-

tratto della corte di Roma di M"' 111""> Commeiidonc. Codd. Rang, at Vienna

XVIII."— [Instructions to the Lord Cardinal di Medici, showing how he ought to

conduct himself at the court of Rome. Advices to the most illustrious cardinal

Montalto as to the manner in which he might and should conduct himself properly

as cardinal and nephew of the po|)C. Inform. XII. Politicil and most useful ad-

vices for the court of Rome : (78 most doubtful axioms) Inform. XXV. Tiie most

important : Discourse or description of the court of Rome by Monsignor the most

illustrious Commendonc. Codd. Rang, at Vienna XVIII.]
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At this court tlie possession of somewhat proved doubly profit-

able, because the possession reverted to the exchequer, so that

the pope himself had an interest in granting promotion.

In this position there ceased to be any further need for so

unlimited an attachment to some great man; nay, any such

declared partisanship might rather even damage a man's pros-

pects of advancement, should fortune not correspond to it. What
before of all things had now to be seen to, was that a man

should offend no one. This caution was thoroughly felt and

observed even to the nicest and most delicate points of contact

with others. People took care, for example, not to pay any one

more honour than was properly his due. Equality of behaviour

towards diftercnt persons would be inequality, and might make

a bad impression. Nothing, too, but good was to be spoken of

the absent, not only because words once uttered are no more in

our power, they fly no one knows where ; but also because very

few people like to be sharply scrutinized. People are advised to

make a moderate use of their acquirements, and to guard against

annoying any body with an unseasonable display of them. Care

was to be taken to avoid being the bearer of any piece of bad

news ; because part of the unfavourable impression always rests

on the person who brings it. Here there was but the diihculty

presented on the other side, of not being so incommunicative as

to make your purpose observed.

No man's rise in society, not even his advancement to the

cardinalship, obviated the necessity for his attending to these

things; nay, in his new sphere he had only to be more obser-

vant of them. Why should a man venture to betray that people

considered any particular member of the college (of cardinals)

less worthy than others of being promoted to the popedom l No
one was so insignificant that the election might not fall on him.

It was above all things of consequence to the cardinal that he

should enjoy the favour of the pope for the time being. On that

depended fortune and respect, the general regard and willingness

to be of service. Yet this was what had to be sought after with

the utmost caution. While with respect to the personal inter-

ests of the pope a profound silence was observed, no pains wore

meanwhile spared in order to obtain a perfect knowledge of them,

secretly to adapt one's conduct accordingly. But one might
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venture at times to praise the pope's nephews, their loyalty and

talents; for, generally speaking, this he was willing to hear. In

order to ferret out the secrets of the papal family, advantage was

taken of the monks who, under pretence of religion, insinuated

themselves farther than any one imagined.

In consequence of the influence, and the rapid changes, of

men's personal circumstances in relation to others, ambassadors,

in particular, were obliged to be more than ordinarily observant.

Like a good pilot, the representative of a foreign court watched

how the wind blew; he spared no expense in seeking intelligence,

for all his outlay would be repaid to him by some one single

piece of sound information pointing out the seasonable moment
which he required for the object he had in hand. Should he have

a request to present to the pope, he would endeavour to inter-

mingle therewith, unobserved, the interests of the pontiff in some

other quarter. Above all things he had to seek to make sure of

the favourite nephew, ami to convince him that he had to expect

wealth and permanent aggrandizement from none of the courts so

much as from his. He had to endeavour to assure himself also

of the favour of the cardinals. Without promising the popedom

to any, he had to flatter all with hopes of obtaining it. Without

being absolutely devoted to any, at times he would bestow a

favour on those whose disposition to him was hostile. He had

to do like the fowler who shows the flesh to the hawk, but gives

it only a little, and that only by degrees.

Thus did they live and deal with one another; cardinals, am-

bassadors, prelates, princes, public and secret possessors of

power; full of ceremony, for which Rome was the classic soil,

full of professions of attachment and subordination; but thor-

oughly selfish; all ever greedily bent only on attaining some

object, eff*ecting some purpose, gaining some advantage from

others.

Strange, how this struggle to obtain what all were bent on

having, power, honour, riches, enjoyment, which elsewhere occa-

sioned animosity and feud, should here wear the garb of eager-

ness to serve others, and how a man should flatter the passion of

a stranger, of which he is perhaps in some degree conscious him-

self, in order to obtain sonie end of his own. Here we see absti-

nence full of greed, and passion creeping cautiously to its object.
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We have seen the dignity, earnestness, and rehgion that reigned

at this court; we now behokl its worldly side too, ambition, envy,

dissimulation and cunning.

If one would pass a eulogy on the Roman court, he will re-

cognise the former only of these elements of which it is com-

posed; if he would make it the object of attack, then he will pro-

fess to see nothing but the latter. So if one would rise to a can-

did and unprejudiced contemplation of the subject, he will take

cognisance of both ; nay, from the nature of man and the state

of things, will find both equally necessary.

That development in the world's history which we are now

considering, made the promotion of dignity, purity of morals, and

religion more actively in vogue than ever; it was in perfect ac-

cordance with the leading principle of the court, whose position

with reference to the rest of the v/orld rested upon it. It neces-

sarily followed that those before all others rose to eminence,

whose conduct best corresponded to that demand; public opinion

would not only have given the lie to itself, but would have de-

stroyed itself, had it not brought about this result. But it is an

immense charm in the spirit of this world when it so happens

that the good things of fortune are so directly connected v.'ith

moral and intellectual qualities.'^

We can have no doubt of the genuineness of the sentiment,

as not seldom described by our observant and judicious inform-

ants. Bvit hovv^ many would adapt themselves to it with the sole

view of tying down fortune by an empty show. In how many
others would worldly tendencies insinuate themselves along with

those of a higher kind, in the darkness of half-developed mo-

tives.

It was with the Curia as with literature and art. There had

been a universal apostasy from the church, and a devotion to

tondencies that bordered on paganism. By means of the histo-

rical development we have described, there was a resurrection

of the principle of the church ; it seemed to breathe afresh, with

reviving influence, on all the energies of society, and to give a

new colour to universal bein<T. What a difference between

1 Is it not still more clianning to see liigh moral and intellectual qualities flour-

ishing without any of the encouragements of what the author calls the good things
of fortune ? Virtus sine dote had charms even for a heatJicn. Tr.
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Ariosto and Tasso, Giulio Romano and Guercino, Pomponazzo

and Patrizi. They are divided by a great epoch. Neverthe-

less, they possess something also in common, which forms a con-

necting link between the latter and the former. The Curia too

preserved the old forms and retained much of the old modes of

procedure. Yet this did not prevent its being animated by

a different spirit; a spirit which at least communicated its im-

pulse to what it could not completely reconstruct and essentially

alter.

While treating of this mingling of diverse elements, I am re-

minded of a scene in nature which may perhaps serve to place it

before the mind in a kind of image and similitude.

At Terni, the river Nerais beheld between wood and meadow,

advancing through the valley in the distance, with a calm un-

ruffled stream. On the other side the Velino, confined between

rocks, rushes down from the heights with a tremendous speed,

ending at last in a magnificent fall, foaming and dancing in a

thousand hues. It immediately reaches the Nera and instantly

communicates its motion to it. Raging and foaming, the mingled

waters then flow on with the velocity of a torrent.

Thus had the newly-awakened spirit of the Roman catholic

church given a fresh impulse to all the organs of literature and

art, nay, of life in general. We see the Curia at once devout

and restless, spiritual and warlike; on the one hand full of dig-

nity, pomp, ceremony; on the other, marked by cold calculating

shrewdness, and a matchless ambition which nothing can ever

tire. Its piety and its ambitious projects, both being based on

the idea of an exclusive orthodoxy, coincide. Thus, once more,

does it make an eJQfort to conquer the world.

3b



FIFTH BOOK.

COUNTER REFORMATION.—FIRST PERIOD.
1563—1580.

In the history of a nation, of a power, it is always one of the

most difficult problems, to perceive the connection of its particu-

lar circumstances with those of the world in general.

Human life, in particular cases, as contrasted with human life

in general, opens out from its own peculiar mental principles,

according to certain implanted laws, and moves on in harmony

with itself through successive ages. But it is constantly sub-

ject nevertheless to general influences which powerfully act upon

the progress of its development.

Upon this contrast the character of Europe at the present day

may be said to rest. The states and the nations that compose

it, are for ever separated from each other, but at the same time

they are compressed into an indissoluble community. There is

not a single national history in which universal history does not

play an important part. So necessary in itself, and so all-com-

prehensive, is the reciprocal result of ages, that even the might-

iest state often seems but a member of the whole body, and as

such to be involved in and governed by its destinies. Who-
ever has tried to bring before his thoughts the history of a na-

tion in general, and to contemplate its career, Avithout prejudice

and self-deception, will have experienced the difficulty arising

from this source. In the individual steps of progressive life, we

perceive the diftcrcnt currents of universal history.

But this difficulty is doubled when a power, as sometimes hap-

pens, excites a general movement, and makes itself in a special

manner the representative of the princij)le whence that move-
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ment springs. It then takes so active a part in tlie general busi-

ness of the age, it places itself in so animating a relation with

all the world's energies, that its history, in a certain sense,

widens out into universal history.

Such was the influential position into which the popedom

entered, after the close of the council of Trent.

While shaken to its very centre, and having the very princi-

ple of its existence endangered, it had shown itself capable of

sustaining itself, and even of renovating its youth. In the two

southern peninsulas it had already successfully repelled all hos-

tile efforts, had drawn to itself the elements of life anew, and

infused them into every part of its organization. And now it

conceived the idea of again subjecting all that had revolted from

it, in all other parts of the world. Rome again became a con-

quering power, it planned projects, it entered upon undertakings,

such as had emanated from those seven hills in the times of anti-

quity and in the middle ages.

We should know little of the history of the popedom after its

restoration, should we confine our regards merely to its centre-

In fact its real im~portance is first perceived in its influence on

the world.

Let us begin then by fixing our regards on the power and

position of its opponents.

STATE OF rnOTESTAXTlSM ABOUT THE TEAK 1563.

On this side of the Alps and the PyrenedS, protestant views

had continued to make their way without intermission, down to

the times of the last sittings of the council of Trent; they ex-

tended their dominion far and wide over nations of German,

Sclavonic, and Roman origin.

They had established themselves the more immovably in the

Scandinavian kin2;doms, from their introduction there bavins:

coincided with the founding of new dynasties and the general

composition of the institutions of state. They were gladly wel-

comed from the very first, as if there lay in them some original

affinity with the national disposition. Bugenhagen, the founder

of Lutheranism in Denmark, cannot find words to express tlio

eagerness with which people attended preaching there, "even on

work days," as he expresses it, " before day-bi-eak, and on holy-
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days, all the daj.""^ They had now extended themselves to the

very remotest frontiers. People hardly know how the Faroe

islands became protestant; the change was so easily^ effected.

lu the year 1552 the last representatives of Roman Catholicism

demitted their offices in Iceland. In 1554 a Lutheran bishopric

was founded at Wiborg. Evangelical preachers travelled in

company with the Swedish governors to the remote regions of

Lapland. Gustavus Vasa inculcated most emphatically upon

his heirs in his testament, to persevere along with their poster-

ity in the evangelical doctrine, and to tolerate no false teachers.

He made this almost a condition of their right to the throne.^

On this (the south) side also of the Baltic, Lutheranism had

obtained a complete ascendency, at least over such of the inha-

bitants as spoke German. Prussia had presented the first ex-

ample of the secularization of ecclesiastical property on a large

scale; when this was followed at last by Liefiaud in 1561, the

first condition of its submission to Poland, was that it should bo

allowed to retain the confession of Augsburg. Even at that time,

through their connection with those countries whose submission

was based on the protestant principle, the Jagellonic kings were

prevented from setting themselves in opposition to it. The great

cities in Polish Prussia were in 1557 and 1558, by express char-

ters to that effect, fully established in religious worship according

to the Lutheran ritual, and still more unequivocal are the pri-

vileges which the smaller cities soon after obtained ; they having

been previously exposed to the attacks of the powerful'* bishops.

Protestant sentiments had gained the favour of a large propor-

tion of the nobility in Poland proper, owing to their gratifying

that feeling of independence which was fostered in that body by

the nature of its political constitution. It used in fact to be said,

" a Polish nobleman is not subject to the king; why then should

he be subject to the popef Matters went so far that protes-

tants forced their way into the places of the bishops, and further,

under Sigismund Augustus, formed the majority of the senate.

1 Relation D. Pomcrani 1539. Sabb. p. visit, in MuUcr's Entilocktcra Staats-
cabinct 4*^ Erbtfn. p. 305.

2 Miintcr : Kirclicngcscliiclite von Diincmark, III. 520.

3 Tcstamcntuni reliyiosuni Custavi I. in liaaz's Inventariiim ecclesia; Sueo"oth.

p. 282.

* lifngnicii: Nachriclit von dcr Religionsiindcrung in Preujscn, vor dcni -l""

Tlicil del' (jcKchiclitc dcr Prcussisclien Laude, ^ 20.
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That prince was without doubt Roman catholic ; he attended

mass daily, and the Romish preaching every Sunday; he even

joined in singing the Benedictus with the singers of his choir;

he observed the times for confession and for the communion

which he received under one kind; but therewithal he seemed to

trouble himself little about what people believed at his court or

in his territory, and was by no means disposed to imbitter the

last years of his life by entering into coniiict with so powerfully

advancing a conviction/

The government in the adjacent Hungarian provinces at least

gained nothing by attempting such an opposition. Never could

Ferdinand I. bring the Hungarian diet to adopt measures that

would have been unfavourable to protestantism. A Lutheran

was elected Palatine of the kingdom in 155-i, and soon after that

favours had to be conceded to the Helvetic confession in tlie val-

ley of Erlau. Transylvania completely revolted; ecclesiastical

property was confiscated there in 1556, by a formal decree of the

Diet ; the princess even appropriated the greatest part of the

tithes to herself.

And here we come to our fatherland (Germany), where the

new form of the church had opened out from the original spirit

of the nation, had preserved itself in the midst of protracted and

hazardous wars, had won for itself a legal existence, and now

entertained the idea of completely occupying the various terri-

tories into which the country is divided. Great progress towards

such a result was already made. Protestantism not only abso-

lutely predominated in northern Germany, where it had first

originated, and in that district of upper Germany also where it

had always maintained itself; it had made much more extensive

acquisitions all round.

In Franconia the bishoprics opposed it in vain. In Wiirz-

burg and Bamberg by far the greater part of the nobility and

episcopal functionaries, and at least the majority of the magis-

trates and corporations of the towns, together with the mass of

1 Relatione <U Polonia del Vcscovo di Camcrino, ahout 1555, MS. in tlio Chigi

Library. " A molti di questi (who live at court) comporta clie vivano come 11

piaco, perelio si vcde clic S. Maesta e tanto benigna ehc non vorria niai far cosa

che dispiacessc ad aleiiuo, ed io vorrci clie nelle cose dolla relii;ioiio fosse un poco

])iu severa."—[Many of these (who live at court) are allowed to live as they [dease,

for it is seen that his majesty is .so benignant as never to have a mind to do aught

un])lcasant to any one, and I could wishthat in the matters of i-eligiou lie were a

little more severe.
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th 3 peasantry, had gone over to it. In the province of Bamberg
a Lutheran preacher might ahnost be named for each individual

country parish/ The civil administration v/as conducted on pro-

testant principles, although chiefly in the hands of the estates

which had their own constitution, and on these were imposed

even the taxes or rates ; on these principles were the places in

the courts of justice filled up, and it was remarked that the

greater number of decisions ran counter to Roman catholic inter-

ests. The bishops were of no great weight; even those persons

who "with old Teutonic and Frankish loyalty" still revered

them as princes, could not endure seeing them strutting along

in their ecclesiastical adornments, and with their mitres.

This movement had assum.ed a no less animated aspect in

Bavaria. The great majority of" the nobility had adopted the

protestant doctrines; a considerable number of the cities decid-

edly inclined that way; at his diets the duke, as for example,

in the year 1566, had to make concessions such as had else-

where sufficed for the full introduction of the Aussburs: confes-

siou, and which here too seemed likely to have the same results.

The duke himself was by no means so completely opposed to

that confession, as not at times to attend a protestant preaching."^

But matters had gone much farther still in Austria. The

nobility studied at Wittenberg; all the colleges in the country

were filled with protestants; some would have it that probably

not above the thirtieth part of the inhabitants remained Roman
catholic; step by step there was formed a constitution for the

different orders in the country, based on the principle of protes-

tantism.

Shut in betwixt Bavaria and Austria the archbishops of

Salzburg had been unable to preserve their territory in the old

doctrine of the (Romish) church. It is true they allowed no

protestant preachers ; but the sentiments of the inhabitants were

not the less distinctly expressed. In the capital mass was no

longer attended; neither fasts nor holydays were observed ; when

the preachers in the Austrian territories were too remote, the

1 Jiick h.ns mado tliis liis special task in the 2(1 and 3(1 Parts of his History of

Bamberg.

2 Gro])p : Dis:<ortatio do statu rcligionis in Francoiiia I.uthcranisnio infccta.

Si riptores Wii'ccb. I. p. 42.

3 Sitziugor ill Strobcl: Beltriigo zur Litcratur, I. 313.
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people found edilication in their own houses by reading Span-

genberg's comments on scripture. In the hills they did not

think this enough. In Rauris and Gastein, in St. Veit, Tams-

weg and Radstadt, the country people loudly insisted on the cup

at the Supper; and as it was not granted, they ceased attending

the sacrament altogether; they no longer sent their children to

school; at church a peasant would rise and tell the preacher to

his face that he lied ; the peasants preached among themselves/

None can be surprised that while all divine worship not approved

by the newly-rooted conviction, was rejected, opinions of a strange

and fantastic kind should have assumed a definite shape in the

solitude of the Alps.

What an advantage does it appear compared with this, that

in the territories of the spiritual electors on the Rhine, the no-

bility were sufficiently independent to procure for their vas-

sals an amount of freedom which the spiritual lord could not well

grant to them. The Rhenish nobility had at an early period

embraced protestantism, and allowed the prince to make no

encroachments, not even of a spiritual kind, in their lordships.

Already even in the towns, there was a protestant party every

where. Its movements frequently appeared in Cologne, in re-

peated petitions; it was already so strong in Treves as to have

obtained a preacher from Geneva, and to keep him in spite of

the electoral prince; in Aixla chapelle it was struggling directly

to obtain the supremacy ; even the citizens of Maintz felt no

scruples in sending their children to protestant schools ; for ex-

ample to those of NiAruberg. Conmiendone, who was in Ger-

many in 156 J, cannot find words enough to describe the depend-

ance of the prelates on Lutheran princes and their readiness to

give way to protestantism.^ He thought he could observe that

there were protestants of the most violent party in their privy

councils.^ He was amazed that time had done so little for Roman
Catholicism.

In Westphalia matters were found just as elsewhere. On St.

1 Extract from a Report by tlie prebendary Wm. von Trautnumnsdorf, dated
1555, in Zanner's Chronik von Salzburg, VT. 327.

2 Gratiani: Vic de Commendon, p. lUJ.

3 " De' pill arrabbiati lieretici.—Mi e parso die il tempo non liabbia ajiiiortato

aleiin giovamcnto."—[Of the tiereest lioretics.— It appears to me tliat time has not

brought any good.] L'ommcndone : Relatione dello statu della religioiie in Gcr-
mania, MS. Vallicelli.
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Peter\s day all the peasantrywere busywith the harvest; tlie com-

manded fast-days were in general observed no longer. In Pader-

born the town council insisted with a kind of jealous zeal, on the

profession of its protestant creed; more than one bishop in Munster

passed for protestant, and the greater number of the priests had

been formally married ; duke William of Cleves held himself out

on the whole as Roman catholic, but in his private chapel, ne-

vertheless, he received the communion in both kinds; the greater

part of his council were avowedly protestant; no real obstacle

was opposed to evangelical worship.^

Enough, throughout all Germany, from west to east and

from north to south, protestantism had a decided preponderance.

The nobility had been devoted to it from the very beginning;

the public functionaries, forming even at that time a numerous

and respected class, had been drawn into the new doctrine; the

common people would hear no more of certain articles of faith,

such as that respecting purgatory, or of certain ceremonies, for

example, of pilgrimages. No monasteries or convents could

longer subsist ; nobody would venture to bring forth sacred relics.

A Venetian ambassador reckoned, in 1558, that in Germany not

more than a tenth of the inhabitants remained true to the old

faith.

No wonder, if the losses suffered by Roman Catholicism in

property and power, were constantly going on. In most of the

cathedrals the prebendaries were either devoted to the improved

doctrine, or lukewarm and indifferent ; what was there to deter

them, should it otherwise seem advantageous, and when an op-

portunity for actually doing so should occur, from applying for

a protestant to be their bishop \ It is true that by the Augsburg

treaty of peace, it was ordained that a spiritual prince should

forfeit his office and revenues on abandoning the old faith, but

this, it was thought, in no way prevented a chapter that had be-

1 Tempest! : Vita di Slsto V. from the AnonjTiio di Campidoglio, I. XXIII.
" Da molt' anni si comunieaya con ambe le specie, quantunque il suo cajjellano

glien' havesse parlato inducendolo a comunicarsi cosi iiclla sua caj)clla se^rcta jicr

non dar raal cscinpio ai' sudditi."—[For many years he communicated with both

kinds, althoui^h his diaphxin liad spoken to him, inducina; him to communicate tluis

in his secret chapel that he mii^ht not set a l)ad example licfore his subjects.]

In a document to l)e found in Kiesert's Miinstersche ITrkundensainmlunn:, I. XXI.
it runs equally Hijrnificantly for tlie Bishop of Munster and the House of Cleves

:

" Wilhclmus episcopus (W. von Kettler) i'elif,'ioncm semilutheranam hausit in aula

Juliaccnsi"—[l$ishop William (William von Kettler) imbibed tlie semi-lutheran

religion in the court of Juliers.]
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come evangelical, from electing an evangelical bishop; it being

deemed enough that the benefice should not become hereditary.

Accordingly, a Branderburg prince got the archbishopric of

Magdeburg; a Laugenburg prince, that of Bremen; a Bruns-

wick prince, that of Halberstadt. The bishoprics of Lubeck,

Verden, Miuden and the abbey of Quedlinburg fell likewise into

protestant hands.

^

Nor was there less progress made in the alienation of ecclesi-

astical property. What losses, for example, were within a few

years sustained by the bishopric of Augsburg. In 1557, it lost

all the conventual establishments in the Wirtemberg territory,

followed in 1 558 by that of the convents and parochial benefices

of the county of Ottingen. It was not till after the Augsburg

peace, the protestants in Dunkelsbuhl and Donauwerth rose to a

parity, and in Nordlingen and Mcmmingen to the supremacy.

Thereupon the convents in these cities, among others the rich

preceptory dedicated to St. Anthony in Memmingen, and tlie

parochial benefices, were irrevocably lost.^

Hence as matters now stood, Roman Catholicism itself had

but poor remaining prospects to look to for the future.

In institutions for learning, too, properly so called, and at the

universities, protestant opinion proved victorious. Those old

defenders of Roman Catholicism who had entered into personal

controversy with Luther, or who had put themselves forward at

religious conferences, were either dead or far advanced in life.

Young men fitted to take their places, had not yet grown up.

Twenty years had passed at Vienna without a single alumnus

of the university having been ordained to the priesthood. Even

in Ingolstadt, so pre-eminently Roman catholic, no longer could

there be found in that faculty any suitable candidates for import-

ant situations which had always hitherto been occupied by eccle-

siastics.^ At Cologne the city opened a Bursa;* on the ar-

rangements coming to be made, it appeared that the new regent

1 With respect to whieli, sec likewise my Ilistorlea! and Political Journal, I. H.
2G9, ttc.

* Placidns Rraiin: History of the Bishops of Augsburg, vol. III. 633, 535, &c.

here fi'oni good sources.

3 Agricola: Ilistoria provinciiC societatis Jcsu Germaniaj superioris, I. p. 20.

4 An educational establishment with foundations for the sujjport of the scholars.

Tk.

I. 3 c
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was a protestant.'^ For the express purpose of withstanding _

protestant opinions, cardinal Otto Truchsess established a new

university in his city of Dillingen ; for some years it flourished

under a few distinguished Spanish divines ; as soon as these had

left tlie place, no Roman catholic doctors could be met with in

Germany to take their places; protestants found their way even

there. About this time the teachers throughout Germany were

almost without exception protestants ; the whole youth of the

country sat at their feet and imbibed hatred of the pope with

their earliest studies.

Tlius did matters stand on the north and east of Europe,

lloman Catholicism in many quarters was quite set aside, and

every where vanquished and stript of its property. While it

was endeavouring to make efforts to defend itself, still more for-

midable enemies advanced against it farther into the west and

south.

For there is no doubt that the Calvinistic views of doctrine

stand in still more marked opposition to the Roman doctrines

than Lutheranism does; and at the very epoch of which we

speak, they were subjecting men's minds to their dominion with

irresistible force.

These views first appeared on the frontiers of Italy, Germany,

and France, and had from thence diffused themselves on all

sides. In the east, in Germany, Hungary, and Poland, they

formed a subordinate indeed, yet already proved an important

element of protestant development; while in the west they

now even rose into independent power.

A.S the Scandinavian kingdoms had become Lutheran, so the

British had become Calvinistic; the new church had even fash-

ioned itself in Great Britain into two distinct forms. In Scot-

land, where it had fought its way to power against the opposition

of the government, it was poor, popular, and democratic; thereby

only filling men's minds with a more resistless impetuosity. In

England it had risen up in alliance with the civil government

for the time being, and was wealthy, monarchical, and sumptu-

ous ; already, too, it was content if people merely ceased to oppose

1 Orlaiulimis : Ilistoriii societatis .Tcsu, toni. I. lib. XVI. n. 2.5. " llujus novne

burstn retrens, quoin priinum pra-fecerant, Jacobus Lichius, Lutlicranus tandem

apparuit."—[James Lichius, tlie regent, firet appointed lor this new endowed school,

at length ap]ipared a Lutheran.]
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its ritual. The first naturally was infinitely more conformed to

the pattern presented by Geneva, and infinitely more animated

with the spirit of Calvin.

The French nation had, with all their natural vivacity, seized

upon the doctrines of that countryman of theirs, and in spite of

all their persecutions, the French churches regulated themselves

according to the model of protcstant Geneva. A Synod was

held as early as in 1559. Miclieli, the Venetian ambassador,

in 1561, found no province free from protestantism, and three-

fourths of the kingdom filled with it, including Brittany and

Normandy, Gascogny and Lauguedoc, Poitou, Touraine, Pro-

vence, Dauphiny. " In many quarters," says he, " in these

provinces people assemble together, preachings are lieM, rules

of life are adopted, quite after the Geneva precedent, without any

respect to the royal prohibitions. Every body has embraced

these opinions; what is most remarkable, the very clergy have

done so; not only priests, monks, and nuns, there were indeed

few monasteries and convents that remained unaffected, but bish-

ops themselves and many of the first prelates."^ " Your excel-

lency," says he to his Doge, " may be assured that with the

exception of the common people, who still zealously frequent the

churches, all the rest have fallen away, particularly the nobility,

and young men under forty years of age almost without excep-

1 The extent to which even those who I'cmained in the Roman catholic church
in France, desired to have it reformed, and the vast number of such discontented

llomanists, may be learned from the " Remonstrances faictes au Pape Pie III. do

la part du Roy Charles IX."—[Remonstrances made to Pope Pius IV. on the part

of King Charles IX.] This singularly interesting document is by far too long to

appear in a note. The jioints against which King Chai-les IX. remonstrates, are;

1st. The adoration of images as unknown in the primitive church, and expressly

forbidden in the word of God, together with " the great and enormous abuses, false-

hoods, imjjostur&s, and false miracles, which for some time have been discovered in

this kingdom," <fec. 2d. Abuses connected with the sacraments of Baptism and the

Supper; in the former, exorcisms and prayers in an unknown tongue, Ac; in the
latter, communion vmder one kind only, muttered prayers in Latin, and the jjroces-

sion called Fete Dieu in France, on what is called Corpus Christi day. 3d. The Mass,
its being made a matter of sale by "ignorant, ill-living, and vagabond priests," its

being represented as a real sacrifice to the disparagement of that offered on the cross,

and the service being in Latin. 4th. That the priest prayed as for himself, and not
in the name of all who have communicated, «tc. This document forms one of a
great many contained in the /rs< volume of the Recueil des Glioses M6moi'ables
faites ct pass6es pour le faict de la Religion ct estat de ce Royaume, &c. a work of

which the second and third volumes are often to be found, while the first, containing

S83 close-j)rinted pages, is so rare, that the Abbe Anr|uetil, in the researches

he made for his "History of the League," thought at first that it never could

liavc cxistcKl. I was fortunate enough to find a cojiy in an old book store in Paris.

Tk.
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tlon. For notwithstanding that many still attend mass, yet this

happens only for the sake of appearances and from fear; if they

are sure that they are not observed, they shun both mass and

church." On Micheli''s arrival at Geneva, he was informed that

immediately after the death of Francis 11. fifty preachers went

thence into different towns of France ; he was confounded at the

respect in which Calvin was held, and at the amount of money

poured in upon him for the benefit of the thousands that had

withdrawn themselves to Geneva.^ He coi^siders it indispensa-

ble that a religious freedom, at least an Interim, as he expresses

it, should be conceded to the French protestants, if people would

avoid deluging the country with blood. And, in fact, there fol-

lowed shortly after the Edict of January 1562, Avhicli secured a

legally recognised existence for protestantism in France, and

forms the basis of the privileges which from that time forward it

has generally enjoyed in that country.

All these changes occurring on all sides, in Germany, France,

and England, must necessarily have had an efiect on the Nether-

lands. The German influences were the first that predominated.

Among other motives that led Charles V. to engage in the

Smalkaldic war, it was one of the chief that the sympathy which

the German protestants excited in the Netherlands, daily in-

creased the difiiculties attending the government of a province

forming so important a member of his monarchy. By repress-

ing the German princes, he at the same time warded off "an in-

1 Micheli : Relatione delle cose di Francia I'anno loGl. "Da poi die fu conos-

ciuto che col mcttere in prigione e col castigare e con rabbruciarc non solo non si

emendavano, nia si disovdinavano piii, fu deliberato che non si procedesse piii contra

alcuno, eccetto che contra quelli che andavano prcdicando, seducendo e faccndo

publicamente le congregationi e le assemblee, e gli altri si lassasscro vivcre: onde

ne furono liberati e cavati di prigione di Parigi e di tutte le altre terre del regno

im grandissiino nunicro, cho runascro poi nel regno praticando liberaniente o

parlando con ogn'uno e gloriandosi che aveano guadagnato la lite contra i Papisti

:

cosi chiamavano e cliianiano li loro adversarii."—[Micheli's Account of the affairs

of France in 1561. On its being perceived that witli imprisonments, stripes, and

burning there was not only no amendment, but that they became still more disor-

derly, it was thought best that there should be no further proceedings against any

one, with the exception of such as went about preaching, seducing, and openly

holding congregations and assemblies, and that the rest should be allowed to live :

accordingly there were liberated and brought forth from the prisons of Paris and

other towns of the kingdom a very great number who then remained in tlio king-

dom, conversing freely and s])eaking to every body, and boasting that they had

gained their cause against the pajjists : the name they have given and still give to

their adversaries.]

s A very well founded view, as it fcenis to nic, of the Florentine resident at that

tiiao, at the imperial court.
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surrection of the Netherlands. Yet all his laws, although he

enforced them with extraordinary severity, all the executions

which, particularly in the first years of his successor, were de-

nounced in almost incredible numbers, it being reckoned at that

time that up to 1562, 36,000 persons, of both sexes, had been

put to death, ^ proved incapable of arresting the progress of those

religious opinions. The only effect was that these gradually took

the French and Calvinistic rather than the German and Luth-

eran direction. In spite of the persecution, in the Netherlands

too, as early as 1561, a formal confession was brought forward;

churches were regulated according to the model of Geneva; and

as the protestants made common cause with the local privileges

and their defenders, they obtained a political footing from which

they might look not only for deliverance, but even for an im-

portant future influence in the state.

Amid these circumstances, a new energy was aroused in the

older oppositions to Rome. The Moravian brethren were form-

ally acknowledged by Maximilian II. in 1562, and they availed

themselves of this happy event to elect in their synods that same

year a great many new clergy, some reckon a hundred and eighty-

eight of them.^ In 1561 , the duke of Savoy saw himself obliged

to consent to new franchises in favour of the poor Waldensian

flocks in the mountains.^ The protestant idea diffused its life-

giving power even to the remotest and most neglected corner of

Europe. What an immense territory was that which it had

conquered in the space of forty years, extending from Iceland to

the Pyrenees, from Finland to the heights of the Italian Alps !

Even beyond these, as v/e know, analogous opinions once found

their Avay; it embraced the entire circuit of the Latin church.

1 In a dispatch respecting Spain in 15G2, probably by Paul Ticpolo, in the Vene-
tian Archives, wc read, " Una grandissinia parte do quel paesi bassi o guasta e cor-

rotta da qiicste nuove opinion! - - c per tutte le provisioni che si abbiano fatte e per

la morto data a molto niigliara di homcni (che da sctte anni o poco pii'i in qua, per

quel che mi e stato afferniato da personc principali di que' paesi, sono stati morti
di giustitia piu di 36'" i'ra lioineni c domic) nou solamente (non) si 6 rimcdiato, ma
etc."—[A very great part of those Low countries ai'e tainted and corru|>ted by these

new opinions, and by all the measures that have been taken, and by the deaths in-

flicted on so many thousands (for during seven years or a little more, wherein, ac-

cording to what has been stated to mo by loading persons in those countries, more
than 30,000 men and women have died by the hands of justice) not only has the

evil not been remedied, but, etc.]

2 Regenvolscii ccclesiac Slavonica; T. p. 03.

3 Legcr: Tlistoire dcs egliscs Vaudoiscs, II. p. 38, communicates the agreement

then made.
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It had made a conquest of by far the greater number of the

higher classes, of those minds which took part in public life.

Whole nations enthusiastically clove to it; it had altered the

forms of states.^ This was so much the more amazing as it was

by no means simple opposition, perhaps a mere negation A the

popedom, a bare renunciation of it, but something positive in the

highest degree, a renovation of Christian sentiments and princi-

ples, governing men''s lives even to the secrets of the soul.

THE popedom's kesources foe the conflict.

For a long while the popedom and Roman Catholicism, how-

ever they might parry these advances, yet had passively to en-

dure, and generally speaking, to give way before them.

But matters now assumed quite a different aspect.

We have considered that internal development by means of

which Roman Catholicism began to recover the footing it had

lost. On the whole we may say, that it begot within itself a-

new a living force, that it regenerated dogmatic theology in the

mind of the a^e, and called forth a reformation in manners such

as generally responded to the demands of the world at that tiine.

It did not suffer the religious tendencies which appeared in the

south of Europe, to grow up into actual hostilities ; it absorbed

them into itself, took them under its control, and thus gave new

life to its own energies. The protestant spirit alone had hitherto

1 Siicli was the conception formed in Rome itself of the loss that had been sus-

t.aincd. Ticpolo : Relatione di Pio IV. e V. " Parlando solamcnte dl qiiclli

(popoli) d'Euvopa clie non solo obedivano lui (al papa) ma ancora seguivano in tiitto

i riti e le consuctudini della chiesa romana cclebrando ancora li officii nella lingua

latina: si sa die I'lnghilterra, la Scotia, la Dania, la Norvegia, la Suetia c final-

mcnte tutti i paesi settentrionali si sono alienati da lei : la Gennania e quasi tutta

perduta, la Bohemia e la Polonia si trovano in gran parte infetto, H paesi bassi dclla

Fiandria sono cosi corrotti die per runedio che vi si sforzi dar loro il duca d'Alva

difficilmcnte ritorncranno alia prima sanita, e finahnentc la Francia per rispctto di

qucsti mal liumori e tutta ripiena di confusioni, in mode die non pare che sia re-

state altro di sano e di sicm-o al pontefice die la Spagna c I'ltalia con alcune podie

isolc c con quel paese die e dalla Sei-ta v.a [^^ Dalmatia et in Grecia posseduto."

—

[Sjipaking only of those (peoples) of Europe which not oidy obeyed him (the pope)

but iurthcr followed in all things the rites and customs of the Roman church, and

also celeliratcd the sacred offices in the Latin tongue ; it is known that England,

Scotland, Denmark, Norway, Sweden, and finally all the northern countries, have

alienated themselves from him. Gennany may be said to be almost altogether lost,

Bohemia and Poland are found in a great measure infected, the low countries of

Flanders are so coi'ru])ted, that by means of tlie remedy which the duke of Alva en-

deavours to a])))ly to them, tliey will hardly return to tlioir first soundness, and, in

fine, France, owing to these bad" Jiumours, is fidl of confusions, so that there does not

seem to have remained any sound, and safe to the pontilf, but Spain and Italy, with

some few islands, and with the country possesscdjjy your serenity in Dahnatia and

in Greece]
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filled the theatre of the world with result,?, and carried meii'ig

minds along" with it; now there entered into the lists with it,

from a more elevated point, a spirit that may perhaps be consi-

dered as of a like nature, but which was also utterly opposed to

it, a spirit which now understood on its side, how to obtain the

mastery over men's minds and to euflame their active en-

ergies.

The now renovated Roman catholic system first brought tho

two southern peninsulas under its sway. This it could do only

by exercising extraordinary severity. The Spanish Inquisition

co-operated with the revived Inquisition of Rome. All the move-

ments of protestantism were violently suppressed. But at the

same time the tendencies of the inner man, which the revived

Roman Catholicism speedily addressed and enchained, were par-

ticularly powerful in those countries. The princes, too, by whom
they were governed, attached themselves to the interests of the

church.

It was exceedingly important that Philip II., the most power-

ful of them all, took so decided a part on the side of the pope-

dom. With all the haughtiness of a Spaniard who considered

unimpeachable Roman Catholicism as the mark of purity of blood

and of a noble ancestry, he rejected all opinions that were op-

posed to it. Yet his political bearing was not altogether tho

mere dictate of his personal inclination. In Spain the royal dig-

nity from ancient times, and particularly ever since the public

arrangements of Isabella, had worn a spiritual aspect; in all tho

provinces the royal government was strengthened by the addi-

tion of the spiritual power; without the Inquisition that govern-

ment would have been found impossible; even in his American

possessions the king appeared chiefly in the light of a propaga-

tor of the Christian and Roman catholic faith; it was this idea

that united all the countries subject to his sway in the bonds of

a common obedience to him. lie dared not have dispensed with

it without manifest danger. The spread of the Huguenots in

the southern provinces of France, caused the utmost concern in

Spain; the Inquisition thought it was bound to exercise re-

doubled vigilance in consequence. " I assure your excellency,''''

writes the Venetian ambassador to his prince on the 25th of

August 1562, " for this country no great religious movement is
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desirable; there are many that long for a change of religion.'"^

The papal nuncio thought that to proceed with the council, which

had then met, was a matter in which the royal government was

no less interested than the papal. " For," says he, " the obe-

dience which the king receives, his entire royal government, ab-

solutely depends on the Inquisition. Were that to lose the

respect it now commands, insurrections would necessarily follow."

Now, the circumstance of the Netherlands being subject to

this prince, of itself gave the southern system a direct influence

over the whole of Europe ; but, besides, all was far from having

been lost in the remaining kingdoms. The emperor, the kings

of France and of Poland, and the dukes of Bavaria, all continued

attached to the Roman catholic church; there still remained

spiritual princes in all quarters whose lukewarm zeal might be

animated anew; still had protestantism, too, in many quarters,

failed to penetrate as yet into the mass of the population. The
greater number of the country people in France, and indeed in

Hungary^ and Poland also, held still by Roman Catholicism.

Paris, which even at that time exercised a great influence over

other French towns, had not been carried away by the new spirit.

A considerable part of the nobility and commonalty of England,

and in Ireland the whole ancient Irish nation, remained Roman
catholic. Protestantism had found no access into the Swiss and

Tyrolese Alps. Even among the country people of Bavaria it

had not yet been capable of making any great progress. Canisius

at least compared the Tyrolese and Bavarians with the two

tribes of Israel, "which alone remained faithful to the Lord." It

were well worth a minuter inquiry, to what internal principles

we are to ascribe this perseverance, this immovable attachment

to established institutions and customs, in nations of such differ-

1 Dlspaccio Soranzo Perpignan 28 Maggio. " Essendo in qiicsta provincia (Spa-

gTia) molti Ugonotti quasi non osano inosti-arsi per la sevcvissiina diinostrationc

che qui fanno contra. Dubitano die non si mettano insieme, esscndonc molti per

tutta la Spagna."—[There being in this province (Spain) many Huguenots who
daro not show themselves in consequence of the extremely severe demonstrations

against them. It is suspected tliat they might unite together, there being so many
of them in Spain.]

2 If here it was not rather ignoi-ancc, as at least Lazarus Schwendi states; " En
Ungaric tout est confusion et misere ; ils sent de la plus part. Huguenots, mais avec

une extreme ignorance du peuple." Schwendi au ])rince d'Orange. Archives do

la maison d'Orangc-Na.ssau, I. ]>. 281-*.—[In Hungary all is confusion and vTctch-

edness ; they are for the most part Huguenots, but with an extreme ignorance in

the peoj)le.] Schwendi to the I'rince of Orange. Archives of the House of Orangc-

ISassau, I. p. 288.
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ent characters. We find another instance of the same thing

in the Netherlands, in the case of the Walloon provinces.

And now the popedom again assumed a position in which it

could anew subject all these favourable leanings to its sway, and

attach them indissolubly to its own interests. Although it, too,

had experienced revolutions in itself, yet k, was benefited by the

inappreciable advantage of having all the outward forms of the

past, the settled habits of obedience in its favour. The popes

succeeded in the council which they had prosperously closed,

even in increasing that authority of theirs which it had been

intended to diminish, and in obtaining a better established in-

fluence over the national churches. Moreover they abandoned

that worldly policy through which they had hitherto troubled

all Italy and Europe ; with a confidence absolute and unreserved,

they attached themselves to Spain and reciprocated the devotion

which that country paid to the Romish church. The Italian

principality, that now extended state, more than all else contri-

buted towards the promotion of ecclesiastical enterprises ; for a

long while the whole Roman catholic church was benefited by

the excess of its income over its expenditure.

Thus strong in themselves, and powerful from the alliance of

attached potentates with whom they were connected by a com-

mon idea, the popes passed from that merely defensive attitude

with which they had hitherto been obliged to be content, to that

of attack ; an attack the course and consequences of which it is

the chief object of this work to review.

But here an immense scene opens out before us. The enter-

prise which we have to contemplate, was carried on in many
places at once; so that we have to direct our attention to the

most widely separated quarters of the world.

The active measures of the spirituality we find most intimately

associated with political movements; combinations appear, em-

bracing the entire world, and upon whose influence depended

success or failure in every struggle for conquest. We shall fix

our regards the more steadily on the grand alternations of secu-

lar events, inasmuch as they often directly co-incide with the

results of the spiritual struggle.

Yet we must not confine our attention to general features

only. Spiritual conquests, far less than secular, can be accom-

I. 3 D
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plished without corresponding secret sympathies. Wo must

descend to the very root of the interests of various countries, in

order to comprehend those internal movements by means of

which Romish objects were promoted.

Altogether there is presented to us a fuhiess and a diversity

of events, and of manifestations of life, of which we may almost

fear that they can hardly by possibility be comprehended under

one view. It is a development that rests on kindred principles

at bottom, and sometimes embraces great movements, but that

offers also an endless multiplicity of phenomena.

Let us begin with our own country (Germany) where, indeed,

the popedom first suffered its great losses, and where even now

the conflict of the two principles chiefly took place.

Here chiefly did that at once worldly-wise and religiously-

zealous society of the Jesuits, penetrated as it was with the sen-

timents of modern Roman Catholicism, prove of service to the

Romish church. Let us first endeavour to represent to our-

selves the nature and extent of its influence.

THE FIRST JESUIT SCnOOLS IN GERMANY.

At the first diet of Augsburg held in the year 1550, Ferdin-

and L was attended by his father confessor, Bishop Urban of

Laybach. The latter was one of those few prelates who had

never allowed themselves to be shaken in their creed. Often

when at home used he to ascend the pulpit, there to admonish

the people in their mother tongue, to persevere in the faith of

their fathers and to preach to them of the one sheep-fold and the

one shepherd.'"' Now, there happened to be in Augsburg at that

time also, the Jesuit Leo Jay who was exciting attention by

some conversions. Bishop L^rban made his acquaintance and

first heard through him, of the colleges that had been founded

by the Jesuits at various universities. While Roman catholic

theology was in so declining a state in Germany, he advised his

master to found a college of this kind in Vienna. Ferdinand

went warmly into this project ; in a letter addressed by him to

Ignatius Loyola on the subject, he expresses his conviction that

the sole means of maintaining in their integrity the declining

doctrines of the church in Germany, lay in providing learned

1 Valvassor: Ehre des Herzogthums Krain. Thcil II. Buch VII. p. 433.
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and pious Roman catholic teachers for the rising generation.^

The terms were easily settled. In 1551, thirteen Jesuits ar-

rived, among whom was Le Jay himself, and to these Ferdin-

and first of all assigned house accommodation, a chapel, and a

yearly income, until he united them shortly afterwards to the

university, and even charged them with the visitation of that

establishment.

Soon after that they rose to importance in Cologne. They
had already been there for some years, but without success ; they

had even been compelled to live .apart. It was first in the year

1556, that that Bursa which was placed under the superintend-

ence of a protestant regent, gave them the opportunity of ob-

taining a firmer settlement. For as there was a party existing

in the city which was firmly determined that the university

should retain its Roman catholic character, the patrons of the

Jesuits found a hearing at last when they advised that the insti-

tution should be handed over to that order. Those who favoured

them consisted of the prior of the Carthusians, the provincial of

the Carmelites, and above all Doctor John Cropper, who occa-

sionally managed to have a dinner party to which he invited the

most influential citizens, and in good old German fashion, would,

over a glass of wine, contrive to open the way for accomplishing

Avhatever object he happened to have most at heart. Fortun-

ately for the Jesuits there happened to be among the members

of the order, a native of Cologne, John Rhetius, of a patrician

family, to whose special care the Bursa might be committed.

But this did not take place without strict limitations; the Jesu-

its were expressly forbidden to introduce conventual life into the

Bursa, as was usually done in their colleges.^

At that very time they established for themselves a firm foot-

ing in Ingolstadt. The earlier attempts made there had mis-

given, in consequence of the opposition that had been shown,

chiefly by the younger members of the university, who were un-

willing that any privileged schools should circumscribe the pri-

vate instruction which they communicated. But in 1556, on

the duke finding that he must consent to greater concessions in

favour of the protestants, it appeared a matter of urgent neces-

' Printed in Soeher's Ilistoria provineiso Anstrirc Socictatis Jcsu, I. 21.

? Sacchinus: Hist, socictatis Jcsu, i)ars II. lib. I. n. 103.
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sity to those of his councillors who held Roman catholic opin-

ions, to do something effectual for maintaining the integrity of

the old faith. The chief of these were the chancellor Wiguleus

Hund, a man who went to work with no less zeal in maintainino-

than in investigating the ancient condition of the church, and

the duke's secretary, Henry Schwigger. To these the Jesuits

owed their recall. Eighteen of them entered Ingolstadt, on the

7th of July 1556, being Saint WilibaWs day; a day pur^DOsely

selected by them, because St. Wilibald was revered as the

first bishop of that diocese. Still they found they had many
difficulties to struggle with in the city and university, but these

they gradually succeeded in surmounting through the same

favour to which they had owed their being called to the place.

From these three central cities the Jesuits now diffused them-

selves on all sides.

First, they spread from Vienna over the Austrian territories.

Ferdinand I., as early as 1556, brought them to Prague, and

there founded for them an academy for the education of youth,

chiefly that of the nobility. He even sent his own pages thi-

ther, and the order found a welcome and support from at least

the Roman catholic part of the Bohemian nobility, the Rosen-

bergs and Lobkowitzes. One of the most important persons at

that time in Hungary, was Nicolas Olahus, archbishop of Gran.

His name indicates his being of AVallachiau origin. His father

Stoia, terrified at the murder of a Waywode^ belonging to his

family, devoted him to the church, and in that calling he had

had the happiest success.

Already under the last native kings, he filled the most import-

ant office of private secretary; and since that he had risen still

higher in the service of the Austrian party. Amid the general

decline of Roman Catholicism in Hungary, he saw that the onlj-

hope lay in preserving it among the common people who had

not yet altogether apostatized. But here, too, there was a want

of teachers of Roman catholic sentiments. In order to form

these, he founded, in the year 1561, a college of Jesuits in Tyr-

nau ; he gave them a pension from his own revenues ; and to

that the emperor Ferdinand added an abbacy. Immediately on

1 In the Ottoman cmj)irc the governor of ;i sniiill town or province, also a nius-

sulinan charged with the collection of taxes, or with the polite of a place. Tu.
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the arrival of the Jesuits there was held a convention of the dio-

cesan clergy, whose first active endeavours were bestowed on an

attempt to bring back these Hungarian priests and pastors from

the heterodox doctrines to which they had a leaning. And by

this time they had likewise received a call to Moravia. Wil-

liam Prussinowski, bishop of Olmutz, who had become acquainted

with the order in the course of his studies in Italy, invited them

to come to him. Hurtado Perez, a Spaniard, Avas the first rec-

tor in Olmutz. Soon we find them also in Brunn.

From Cologne the society spread over the whole of the coun-

try adjacent to the Rhine. Protestantism, as has been stated,

had found adherents and caused ferment at Treves also. John

von Stein, the archbishop, resolved to enact slight punishments

only against the refractory, and to oppose the movements that

were taking place, chiefly by doctrinal arguments. He ap-

pointed the two heads of the Jesuit schools in Cologne, to meet

him at Coblentz, and represented to them that he wanted to have

some members of their order, with a view, as he expressed it, to

keep the flocks that had been committed to his care within the

bounds of duty, rather by admonition and friendly instruction

than by arras and threats. He directed his inquiries likewise

to Rome, and an arrangement was soon made. Six Jesuits wero

dispatched from Rome; the remainder came from Cologne. They
opened their college on the od of February 1561, with great

solemnity, and undertook the preaching of the discourses to be

delivered at the next fasts.^

Hence also the two privy councillors of the electoral prince

Daniel of Maintz, Peter Echter and Simon Bogen, thought that

in this employment of the Jesuits lay the only means of re-es-

tablishing the declining university of Maintz, and so, notwith-

standing the opposition they met with from the prebendaries and

the inhabitants of the country, they instituted a college for the

order in JNlaintz, and a preparatory school in Aschaftenburg.

The society constantly spread higher and higher up the Rhine.

It seemed particularly desirable to have a footing in Spires; just

because so many distinguished men were united there as asses-

sors of the supreme court, over whom it would be of the utmost

importance to obtain an influence; as also to take up a position

1 Browerus: Annalcs Ticvireiiscs, toiii. 11. 111). XXI. lOG—125.
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in the ueiglibourhood over against tlie university of Heidelberg,

which then enjoyed the highest celebrity for its protestant teach-

ers.'^ They gradually forced their way.

Along the river Maine also, they lost no time in trying their

fortune. Although Frankfort was wholly protestant, yet they

hoped to accomplish something even there, while the fair was

held. But this was not to be done without danger; and so to

prevent discovery, they changed the inns they lodged at every

night. So much the safer and the more welcome were they in

Wiirzburg.^ It would even appear that the admonition given

by the emperor Ferdinand at the Diet of Worms, to the bishops,

to put forth their utmost energies for the maintenance of the

Roman catholic church, had much to do with this splendid pro-

gress of the order in the bishoprics. Proceeding from Wiirz-

burg they passed through Franconia.

Meanwhile the Tyrol, on another side of Germany, was

opened to them. At the desire of the emperor's daughter they

settled at Inspruck, and then at Hall in its neighbourhood.

They made more and more progress in Bavaria. At Munich,

where they arrived in 1559, they found themselves more at

home than even at Ingolstadt, declaring that it was quite the

Home of German3^ And ere long there started up a new colony

not far from Ingolstadt. In order to restore his university of

Dillingen to its original object, Cardinal Truchsess resolved to

dismiss all the professors who were still teaching there, and to

commit the institution entirely to the Jesuits. A formal agree-

ment was concluded to this effect at Botzen, between German
and Italian commissioners, acting on the part of the cardinal,

and of the order respectively. The Jesuits arrived at Dillingen

in 1563, and took possession of the professors' chairs. They re-

late with great satisfaction, how the cardinal, who, soon after, on

returning from a journey, made a solemn entrance into Dillin-

gen, among all who had come forth to receive him, turned par-

ticularly to the Jesuits, held out his hand for them to kiss,

greeted them as his brethren, na}^, visited their cells and dined

1 For instance, Neusei- says in his famous letters to the 'J'lirkish enijicror, tliore

be toaeliers and preachers at IlcideUicrg, " at wliieh i>]ace the most learned men of
all the German territory now hold conl'ercnccs." Arnold : Kctzcrhist. IF. 1133.

2 Gropp: Wirzburgischc Chronik dcr letztercn Zeiten. Th. I. p. 237.
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with tliem. He promoted them to the best of his power, cond

soon instituted for them a mission in Augsburg.

This was no ordinary progress for the society to make within

so short a time. In the year 1551, they had not as yet ob-

tained any firm footing in Germany; in 1566, they embraced

Bavaria and the Tyrol; Franconia and Suabia; a great part of

the Rhenish country, and Austria; while at the same time

they had penetrated into Hungary, Bohemia and Moravia.

Alrea ly was their influence perceptible ; the papal nuncio in

1561, affirms, " that they had won many souls and done great

service to the Romish see." It was the first effective anti-pro-

testant impression that had been made on Germany.

They laboured most of all at the universities, being ambitious

of rivalling the reputation of those that were protestant, and as

all the learned accomplishments of that period were based on the

ancient tongues, these they cultivated with fresh zeal, and in a

short time people thought that here and there at least, the Je-

suit teachers might be put on a level with the restorers of those

studies. They cultivated other branches of knowledge also.

Francis Koster lectured on astronomy at Cologne with equal

acceptability and learning. But, as may bo supposed, the theo-

logical courses continued to be the grand concern. The Jesuits

read with the utmost diligence, even during the holydays ; they

again introduced those exercises in disputation, without which,

as they said, all instruction was dead; the disputations which

they held in public, were at once marked by decorum and good

manners, and full of matter; they wore the most brilliant that

had ever been witnessed. People were persuaded at Ingolstadt

that the university there had been brought to such a state, that

in the department of theology at least, it might stand a compari-

son with any other in Germany. Ingolstadt came to possess,

but in an opposite sense, an efficiency similar to what was held

by Wittenberg and Geneva.

With no less assiduity did the Jesuits devote themselves to

the conducting of Latin schools. One of the objects that Lainez

held most in view was that the junior grammar classes should

be occupied to good purpose. Man is most influenced during

his whole life by the impression which he first receives. Ho

1 Sacchiiuis: pars II. lib. VIII. it. lOS.
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sought out with a perspicacious judgment, men who, after having

once taken up this hmited department in teaching, meant to de-

vote their whole lives to it. For it is with time first that profi-

ciency in so difficult an employment is acquired, and that natu-

ral authority appears. Here the Jesuits succeeded to admiration.

It was thought that young persons learned more in half a year

with them than in two years with others. Even protestants

recalled their children from distant gymnasia and handed them

over to the Jesuits.

This was followed by schools for the poor, by the instruction

of children and catechisation. Canisius composed his catechism

which satisfied the wants of the learners by its well-connected

questions and its suitable answers.

Now this instruction was communicated quite in that tone of

fanciful devotion which so peculiarly characterized the Jesuit

institute from the very beginning. The first rector at Vienna

was a Spaniard, called John Victoria; one who had signalized

his entrance into the society at a former j^eriod of his life, wdien

in Eome, by walking through the Corso during the amusements

of the Carnival, clothed in sacking, and scourging himself mean-

while without intermission, and so long that the blood ran down

his body on all sides. The children that frequented the Jesuits

schools in Vienna ere long distinguished themselves by their

strict abstinence from forbidden meats on fast-days, although

their parents partook of these without scruple. In Cologne it

was again held to be an honour to wear the garland of roses. At

Treves people began to worship relics, which nobody for many

years past had ventured to bring forward. Even as early as

the year 1560, the youth of Ingolstadt went from the Jesuit

schools in pairs on pilgrimage to Eichstadt, in order to be

strengthened at their confirmation "by the dew that dript from

the grave of Saint Walpurgis." A sentiment this which was

first implanted at school and afterwards difiused through the

whole population, from the pulpit and confessional.

This was a result such as has never probably been paralleled

in the history of the world.

When any new spiritual movement has carried mankind along

with it, this has always taken place through personal qualities

of a higher order, and through the overwhelming force of new
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ideas. Here the elFect was accomplished without any great spi-

ritual production. The Jesuits might be learned, and in their

own fashion pious; but none will say that their science rests on

a free play of the mind, that their piety springs from the depth

and ingenuousness of a simple nature. They are learned enough

to have a reputation, to awaken confidence, to educate and retain

scholars ; they attempt nothing further. Their piety not only

keeps itself free from moral blemishes, it is positively apparent

and striking, and so much the more indubitable; this is enough

for them. Neither their piety nor their learning moves in free,

unconfined, untrodden paths. Yet there is one thing by which

they are especially distinguished; namely, strict method. Every

thing is calculated, for every thing has its object. Such a com-

bination of sufficiency of learning and indefatigable zeal, of

studies au.d persuasion, of pomp and voluntary chastisement, of

diffusion over the world and unity in the leading points of view,

the world has never witnessed either before or since. They
were diligent and fanciful; worldly-wise and full of enthusiasm

;

pleasant persons whom people willingly approached ; exempt from

personal interests; mutually promoting each other. No wonder

if success attended them.

We Germans must further add another particular obser-

vation. Among us, as has been remarked, the papal theology

was as good as annihilated. The Jesuits appeared for the pur-

pose of restoring it. Who were those Jesuits, when they arrived

among us? They were Spaniards, Italians, Netherlanders

;

people were long ignorant even of the name of their order ; they

were called Spanish priests. They took possession of the pro-

fessors'* chairs, and found disciples who became attached to their

doctrines. From the Germans they received nothing ; their doc-

trines and constitution had been completed before they appeared

among us. We might venture to regard the progress of their

institute with us, in general, as a new effect produced by Roman
upon German Europe. They vanquished us on our own soil, in

our own homes, and snatched from us a part of our country. It

is not to be douhtod that this was likewise owing to the German
divines not havins-bcen either ao-reed amono; themselves, or mas;-

nanimous enough to tolerate the most unessential differences of

sentiment in one another. Extreme opinions had been cm-

1. a E
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braced; people indulged mutual animosity with reckless fury,

so that they distracted those who were not completely convinced,

and thereby opened the way for these strangers who now, on

their side, obtained the mastery over men's minds by a doctrine

cleverly contrived, carried out into the minutest particulars, and

excluding all uncertainty and doubt

COMMENCEMENT OF TUE COUNTER-REFOKMATION IN GERMANY.

With all this it is evident nevertheless, that the Jesuits

would not have succeeded so easily, without the aid of the civil

power, without the favour of the princes of the empire.

For what had happened with respect to theological questions,

took place also with respect to political ones ; nothing had been

done towards adopting some measure by which the essentially

hierarchical constitution of the empire might have come into

harmony with the new religious bearings of the country. The

real purport of the Augsburg treaty of peace, as understood from

the very commencement, and as afterwards interpreted, was a

fresh extension of the sovereign power. The several provinces

of Germany obtained by it, even in respect of religion, a high

degree of autonomy. It has solely depended ever since on the

convictions of the princes, and on the common understanding

between them and the estates, what ecclesiastical settlement any

particular country should receive.

That peace was, in fact, a compact which seemed to have been

schemed for the advantage of protestantism, but which really

tended to promote Roman Catholicism only. The former had

already taken root on its coming into effect; the latter never

showed any symptoms of recovery until it had it to lean upon.

This result first appeared in Bavaria, and from the immense

effects that sprang from it, it is particularly worth our while to

mark how it took place.

For a long time back we find tlio princes and estates at the

Bavarian diets, engaged in contests. The duke was in perpetual

embarrassment for want of money, oppressed with debts, led into

new expenses, and continually obliged to call on his estates to

assist him. The latter in return made demands for concessions,

particularly of a religious kind. It seemed likely that matters

Qiust assume some such shape in Bavaria as that which had long
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prevailed in Austria; namely, a legitimate opposition of the con-

stituted estates, against its territorial sovereign, founded at once

on religion and privileges, unless, indeed, the latter himself

should pass over to protestantism.

Beyond a doubt this was the state of things, Avhich, as has

been stated, mainly led to the Jesuits being sent for. Their

doctrines, indeed, may very possibly have made a personal im-

pression on Duke Albert V.; he even declared afterwards, that he

had learned whatever he understood of the divine law, from Hof-

faus and Oanisius, both Jesuits. But to this there was added

yet another influence. Pius IV. not only made the duke ob-

serve that every religious concession would diminish the obe-

dience shown him by his subjects,^ an assertion which, as mat-

ters stood in a German principality, could not well be denied

;

he also backed this advice with testimonies of his good will, for

he granted him a tithe of the revenues of his clergy. By thus

rendering him so far independent of the grants that the estates

might have consented to make, he showed him at the same time

the advantages he might expect from the alliance with the church

of Rome.

The question then came chiefly to be, whether or not the duke

would find himself able to calm down again the religious opposi-

tion that had already taken root in the estates.

To this he directed his efibrts at the Diet hold at Ingolstadt

in 1563. The prelates were already favourably disposed; he

next began to work upon the towns. Whether it was that the

doctrines of reviving Roman Catholicism, and the activity of the

Jesuits, who were now insinuating themselves every whore, had

gained an influence over the cities, and in particular over the

leading members of their convention, or that other views inter-

fered, it is enough to say that on this occasion the towns ceased

to make those demands for new religious concessions which they

had uniformly urged till now with much zeal, and proceeded to

make their grants without pressing for now franchises. Thei-e-

1 Legationcs papainim ad duces Bavaria;. [Papal embassies to the dukes of Ba-
varia,] MS. in the Miiiiich Library. Prima legatio 15G3. " Quodsi Sua Celsi-

tudo 111™* ab,«que scdis a])ostoiiciC auctoritatc usum calicis conccdat, ijjsi principi

ctiam plurimiiiii deeederet de ejus apud subdltos auctoritate."—[First embassy in

1503. But if his Illustrious Highness should grant the use of the eup wiiliout the

authority of the apostolic sec, the prince himself would lose much of his authority

with his subjects.] It was complained at the Diet that the prince iiad been blinded

by the tithe (granted him).
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after the nobility alone remained to be dealt with. These left

the Diet, not chagrined merely, but even exasperated ; the duke

was informed of the threatening language which had been ut-

tered by this and the other noble ;^ at last the most distinguished

of them all, Count Ortenburg, who claimed for his county a dis-

puted direct connection with the empire, resolved to introduce

the evangelical profession without more ado into that territory.

But by that very circumstance the duke obtained the best

weapons he could have had. In particular, having found at one

of the castles which he had seized, a correspondence that had

been carried on among some Bavarian lords, containing the most

pungent animadversions, in which he was spoken of as a hard-

ened Pharaoh, and his council as a bloody council for poor Chris-

tians, together with some further expressions, supposed to indi-

cate the existence of a conspiracy, he thus had an opportunity

presented to him for compelling all the nobles that Vvere opposed

to him, to answer for themselves.^ The punishment he de-

nounced against them, cannot be considered severe, but it en-

abled him to effect his object. He excluded from the diets all

who were implicated in this affair, and as they constituted the

sole opposition that remained there, he thus became absolute

master of the estates, with whom there never has been any dis-

pute about religion since.

The importance of all this appeared forthwith. Duke Albert

had for a long time and with much zeal pressed upon pope and

council the granting of the cup to the laity : he appeared to rest

the entire destiny of his country upon this concession ; at length

in April 1564, he obtained it; will it be believed? he now did

not even publicly announce his having done so. Circumstances

were altered; a favour so alien from strict Roman Catholicism,

now seemed rather hurtful than advantageous; he rebuked into

silence by a vigorous exercise of his authority some parishes in

Lower Bavaria that had re-urged with a stormy vehemence what

had before been the desire of all.^

1 Secret information and i-eport in consequence of certain disloyal and insnrrec-

tionary discourses, in Frcilxsrg's Gcscliichtc dcr baierisclien Landstiindc, II. 352.

2 Ilusclibcrg : Gcschiclitc dcs Ilauscs Ortenburg, >§ 390.

8 Adlzreitter : Annalcs BoicT genlls, II, XI. n. 22. " Albertus cam iiuliilgcn-

tiam juris publici in IJoica esse noliiit."—[yVlbert would not have that Indulgeme
made a matter of public right.]
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In short, tlicre wns not a more decided Roman catholic prince

in all Germany than Duke Albert. He proceeded with the ut-

most earnestness, to make his territory likewise altogether Roman
catholic again.

The professors at Ingolstadt had to subscribe the confession

of faith, the publication of which was one of the fruits of the

Tridentine council. Generally speaking, all the ducal officials

had to bind themselves by oath to an unequivocally Roman
catholic confession. Refusal was followed by dismissal. Even

among the common people Duke Albert would grant no tolera-

tion to protestantism. First in Lower Bavaria, whither some

Je=uits had been sent for the conversion of the inhabitants, not

preachers only but one and all of the inhabitants that attached

themselves to the evangelical profession, had to sell their pro-

perty and to leave the country.^ Such was the course adopted

thereafter in all quarters. It would not have been advisable for

any magistrate to wink at protestants ; he would thereby have

drawn upon himself the severest punishment.

But with this renovation of Roman Catholicism all its modern

forms passed from Italy into Germany. An index of prohibited

books was drawn up; they were picked out and removed from

the libraries, and then committed to the flames in heaps. Such,

on the contrary, as were strictly Roman catholic, were favoured

;

the duke took care that authors who wrote in that spirit should

not fail to meet with encouragement; he had Surius's History of

the Saints at his own expense translated into German and printed.

The greatest devotion was paid to relics; St. Benno, though

utterly discarded in another province of Germany, Meissen, was

solemnly declared to be the patron saint of Bavaria. Architec-

ture and music first appeared in Munich, adapted to the taste of

the restored church. The Jesuit institution was promoted above

all things, and by this the education of the rising generation

in Roman catholic sentiments was brought to perfection.

The Jesuits, too, were at a loss for words to express the

praises they bestowed on the duke for all this. He was called

a second Josias, a new Theodosius.

Here one other question only remains.

The more important the extension of the sovereignty that

1 Ao-ricola: Ps. I. Dec ITT, 116-— 120.
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accrued to the protestant princes, in consequence of the influence

they took it upon themselves to exercise in regard to religion, so

much the more striking would it appear, had that of the llonian

catholic territorial lords come to be circumscribed by the reno-

vated authority of the ecclesiastical powers.

But care was taken to obviate this. The popes well saw that,

first of all, it was only through the princes that they could suc-

ceed in upholding their declining power, or in reviving what had

altogether disappeared. On this point they gave way to no illu-

sion ; they made their whole policy turn on an alliance between

them and the princes.

In the body of instructions imparted by Gregory to the very

first nuncio whom he sent to Bavaria, it was said without any

circumlocution; " His Holiness's most earnest wish is to restore

that church discipline which has fallen into decay, but at the

same time he fully perceives that in order to his attaining so

important an object, he must unite with the princes; by their

piety religion must be upheld; only with their assistance could

church discipline and morals be restored,"^ And so the pope

charged the duke with the task of stinmlating negligent bishops;

of giving effect to the resolutions of a synod, that had been held

in Salzburg, to urge tJie bishop at Eatisbou and his chapter to

erect a seminary; in a word, he invested him with a kind of spi-

ritual superintendence; he advised with him whether it were

good to erect seminaries for the regular clergy, as there Avere

seminaries for the secular priesthood. Into this the duke entered

with great willingness. He only asked that now the bishops

should not encroach too much on the princely prerogatives, whe-

ther those of ancient date or those more recently imparted, and

that the clergy might be kept in discipline and subordination to

1 Legatio Gregorii XITI. 1573. " S.S. in earn curara incumbit qua ccclosias-

tica djsciplina jam fernio in Gennania collapsa aliqno modo instauretiii-, (juod cum
auteccssoros snl nut ncr>;lcxorlnt aiit leviter attinoriut, iion tarn bene qiuun par erat

de rcpulilica cliristiana nieiitos esse aniinadvertit : adjiingendos sibi ad talo tantum-

que opus eatluilicos principes sajiieutissimc statuit "--[limbassy of Gregory XIII.

1573. llis Holiness applies himself to this object of attention, iiow church disci-

pline, now almost i'allen to nothing in Germany, may be any how i-estorod, by ne-

glecting or carelessly attending to which, he rcmarlis that his predecessors had not

deserved so well of the Christian commonwealth as it was meet they should liavc

done: he has most wisely i-esolved tliat for sucli and so great a woi-k he should have

the catholic jjrinces conjoined with him.] The aniliassador, IJartliolom. Karl of

Porzia, expressly engages; " Suam Sanctitatem nihil unquani pra'termissuram esse

quod est e re sua (duels Bavarian) aut hliorum."—[That his Holiness would never

omit any thing that was to his (the duke of Bavaria's) advantage or that of hLs sons.]
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their superiors. Edicts arc to be met with, in which tlie prince

considers the monasteries as exchequer property, and subjects

them to a secular administration.

If the protestant principahty assumed to itself ecclesiastical

attributes in the course of the reformation, the same was now

the case with the Roman catholic also. What with the former

happened in opposition to the popedom, happened with the latter

in union with that power. If the protestant princes placed

their younger sons as extraordinary administrators in the neigh-

bouring evangelical foundations, in those that remained Roman

catholic the sons of Roman catholic princes were directly raised

to the episcopal dignity. From the very first Gregory had pro-

mised to Duke Albert that he would neglect nothing that might

seem for the best advantage of himself or his sons ; we shortly

see two of those sons in the possession of the most splendid bene-

fices; one of them gradually rose to the highest dignity in the

empire.^

But over and above all this, Bavaria, in consequence of the

position it assumed, came to enjoy a higli intrinsic importance.

It fought out a great principle which rose even to fresh potency.

The less powerful German princes of that persuasion, for a long

period, looked upon Bavaria as their head.

For the duke, to the utmost extent in his power, zealously ex-

erted himself in restoring the Roman catholic doctrines. Hardly

had the county of Haag fallen into his hands when he caused the

protestants, whom the last count had tolerated there, to be ex-

pelled, and the ritual and creed of Roman Catholicism to be again

introduced. The Margrave Philibert of Baden Baden having

been left dead on the field of Moncontour, his son Philip, who

was only ten years of age, was brought up, at Munich, under the

guardianship of Albert, as a matter of course in the Roman

catholic faith. Yet the duke did not wait for what the young

1 Even Pius Y. toinpcrcd the rigour ofhis princijiles with respect to the duke of

Bavaria; Ticpolo : Relatione di Pio IV. c V. " D'altri principi sccolari di Ger-

niania non si sa chi altro veramente sia cattolico chc il duca di Baviera : pero in

gratificationc sua il pontefice lia concesso die il figliuolo, chc di gran lunga non ha
ancora I'eta dcternvinata dal concilio, habbia il vescovato Frisingensc : cosa chc nou

e da lui stata conccssa ad altri."—[Of the other secular princes of Germany none

was known to be truly catholic but the duke of Bavaria ; thcrcibre in order to gra-

tify him the pontiff has granted ])ermi.ssion for his son, who Mas far as yet from hav-

ing attained the age fixed by the council, having the bishopric of Frisingc; a thing

which he would not have conceded to another.J
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duke might do on liis coming himself to tlie government; he

instantly dispatched Count Schwarzenberg, his chamberlain, and

the Jesuit, Greorge Schorich, who had already been labouring-

together at the work of conversion in Lower Bavaria, into the

Baden territory, to employ the same measures to make it Roman

catholic. True, the protestaut inhabitants produced imperial

orders in opposition to this; but no regard was paid to these;

the plenipotentiaries went on, as the historian of the Jesuits ex-

presses himself with delight, "to prepare the ears and minds of

the multitude for the heavenly doctrine."" That is, they re-

moved the protestant preachers ; they obliged those of the monks

that had not remained quite orthodox to abjure doctrines of that

description ; they supplied both the higher and lower grades of

schools with Roman catholic teachers, and banished the laity

who would not go into their measures. In the course of two

years, 1570 and 1571, the whole country was again made Roman

catholic.'^

WTiile this was taking place in the secular territories, a like

movement appeared, with a still more inevitable necessity, in the

spiritual too.

The spiritual princes in Germany were at one time mostly

all of them bishops, and the popes lost not a moment in giv-

ino' effect in Germany, as well as elsewhere, to that augmented

power over the bishopric which accrued to them from the Tri-

dentine ordinances.

First of all Oanisius was sent to the different spiritual courts

with copies of the decrees of the council. He took them to

Mainz, Treves, Cologne, Osnaburg and Wiirzburg.^ The offi-

cial honours vdih which he was received, he enlivened with a

ready tact and activity. The matter then came to be discussed

at the Diet held at Augsburg in ] 566.

Pope Pius V. had dreaded that protestantism would here ad-

1 Sacchimis pars III. lib. VI. ii. 88, lib. VII. ii. 67. Agi-icola I. IV. 17, 18.

T!io i)ope gave due praise to the duke for this. " Mira pci-fiinditur liotitia," it runs

in that embassage, "cum audit ill. Scr'« V™ ojiera ot industria marchioncm Radcn-

sem in rcligione catholica cducari, ad quod aeeetUt cura ingens quam adhibuit in

coniitatu de Ilag ut catholica tides, a quatur|)iter delecerant, restituatur."—[lie is

marvellously delighted at hearing that by ymn- illustrious Serenity's efforts and

industry the margrave of Baden is educated in the catholic religion, to whicli must

be added the immense care he has showii in the county of Hag, that the catholic

faith, from which there had been a shameful revolt, might be restored.]

2 Maderus de Vita P. Cani,sii lib. IT. c. II. Sacchiiuis III. IL 22.
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vance new demands and obtain new concessions. Already had

he instructed his nuncio, in case of any pressing emergency, to

step forward with a protest, which should threaten the emperor

and the princes with deprivation of all tlieir rights; nay, he

thought that the moment for this was already come.'^ The nun-

cio, who had a nearer view of how the matter stood, did not deem

this advisable. He saw that there was no longer any need to

fear. The protestants were disunited ; the Roman catholics held

together. The latter often held meetings at the nuncio's, for the

purpose of deliberating upon common measures; Canisius, irre-

proachable in point of character, orthodox in the highest degree,

and shrewd, had an immense influence over them; no concession

was to be thought of; on the contrary, the diet may rather be

considered as the first in which the Roman catholic princes dis-

played an effective opposition. The pope\s exhortations found

a hearing; at a special meeting of the spiritual princes, the Tri-

dentine decrees were provisionally accepted.

From this moment we may date the commencement of a new

life in the Roman catholic church in Grermany. These decrees

came to be gradually published in provincial synods; seminaries

were established at the episcopal sees ; the first who gave effect

to this arrangement, was, in so far as I can discover, the bishop

of Eichstadt who founded the college of St. Wilibald -^ the pro-

fessio jidei was subscribed by high and low. It is a fact of the

utmost importance that this was made imperative at the univer-

sities. This regulation had been suggested by Lainez and ap-

proved by the pope, and was now carried into operation in Ger-

many mainly by the zeal of Canisius. Not only were no ap-

pointments to take place, no degrees were to be granted, not even

in the faculty of medicine, without subscription to the professio.

Dillingen, in so far as I can discover, was the first university

where this was introduced; the rest followed by degrees. The

strictest visitations of the churches commenced. The bishops,

who had hitherto been very remiss, now showed zeal and devo-

tion.

One of the most zealous of them unquestionably was James

1 Catena : Vita di Pio V. p. 40, has an extract Iruni the Instnictions. Gratiani

:

Vita Comniendoni lib. HI. c. II.

" Falkcnstein : Nordgauische Altertliiimcr, I. 222.

I. 3 F
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von Eltz, from 1567 to 1581, electoral prince of Treves. Brought

up, moreover, in the ancient disciphue of Louvain, he had long

devoted literary eftbrts likewise to Roman Catholicism, had him-

self compiled a martyrology and composed prayers for the hours,

and, under his predecessor, had had the chief part in introducing

the Jesuits into Treves. Now that he had come to the govern-

ment himself, to these he even committed the visitation of his

diocese. The very schoolmasters had to subscribe the professlo

Jidei; among the clergy there was introduced strict discipline and

subordination, in the methodical spirit of the Jesuits ; the parish

priest had to report once a mouth to the dean, and the dean at

the end of every quarter to the archbishop; those who proved

refractory were at once removed. One part of the regulations

of the council of Trent was printed for the dioceses, and made

known for every one's private consideration; with the view of

removing all diversities of religious w^orship, a new church ser-

vice was published. The spiritual jurisdiction obtained besides

a new and strict constitution, by means in particular of Barth.

Bodeghem of Delft. What seemed the archbishop's highest

delight was to be informed who were returning again from pro-

testantism. He never failed to administer the right of confirma-

tion to such persons himself.^

But to this call of duty, arising from their office and their re-

lation to Rome, there were now other motives to be added. The
spiritual princes were, quite equally with the secular, open to the

motives that urged these to bring back their provinces to their

religion ; nay, they felt the force of such motives in a still higher

degree, inasmuch as a population having a leaning to protestant-

ism, could not fail to present so much the more powerful an op-

position to them on account of their sacerdotal character.

This important step in German history first meets us in that

very city of Treves, There the archbishops were, like other spi-

ritual lords, involved in controversies of old standing with their

chief city. In the sixteenth century this was further conjoined

with a protestant element; and the spiritual court in particular

met with the most determined opposition, James von Eltz found

himself compelled at last to lay formal siege to the city. He

1 Biwvcrus : Annales Trevirenses II. XXII. 25, Ls, gcncnilly speaking, our chief

jiutliority lierc.
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came ofl" victorious in arms; he then produced a judgment of

the emperor's in his favour, and upon this compelled the citi-

zens to secular and spiritual obedience.

Something else he further did which was followed by a gene-

ral result. In J 572 he irrevocably excluded the protestants

from his court. This was of great consequence, particularly for

the nobility of the province, who had to look to the court for their

success in life. All their prospects for the future were thus cut

off; and too many may thus have been induced to go back to

the old religion.

The neighbour of Treves, too, Daniel Brendal, electoral prince

of Mainz, was a very decided Roman catholic. Against the

general advice of those who were about him, he restored the pro-

cession of Corpus Christi day, and acted a part in it himself;

never would he forget his Vespers; among the affairs that came

before him he uniformly gave his first attention to the spiritual,

and among his privy councillors showed himself most inclined to

favour such as were the most zealous Roman catholics; the Je-

suits speak highly of the favour they enjoyed at his hands ; he

even sent some pupils to the collegium Germanicum at Rome.^

But he did not feel himself called upon to go such lengths as

James von Eltz. His religious zeal was not without a certain

tinge of irony. When he brought in the Jesuits, many of his

landed proprietors made representations against that step; "how
is it," said he, "that you bear with me who do not properly at-

tend to my duties, yet wont tolerate people who discharge their

duty so Avelir"'^ We are left in the dark as to the answer he

may have returned to the Jesuits when they urged the complete

extirpation of protestantism in the country. He continued at

least to tolerate both Lutherans and Oalvinists in the city and

at court; in some quarters he even tolerated the evangelical

ritual;^ probably for this reason only, that he did not feel him-

self strong enough to suppress it. He took decisive measures

however in some remote parts of his territory, where ho was not

threatened by any such powerful and warlike neighbours as the

1 Scrai'ius: Moguntiacariun reruju liljri \'., in the .section upon Daniel, particu-

larly cap. VIII. XI. XXII. XXIII.

2 Valerandus Sartorius in Serarius, p. 921.

3 Complaints of Robert Turner, who sought for a Boniface anil found only " prin-

cipeni poiitieura"— [a political prince]. In Serarius, p. 1M7.
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counts palatine on the Rhine. The restoration of Roman catlio-

licism at Eichsfold was his doing. There too protestantism had

established itself by means of the favour of the nobility; it had

likewise penetrated even into Heiligenstadt, under the eyes of

the chapter which possessed the patronage of all the churches;

there was a Lutheran preacher there; the communion was dis-

pensed in both kinds; on one occasion no more than twelve re-

spectable burgesses received the communion at Easter according

to the Roman catholic usage.'^ At this very time, in the year

1574, the archbishop appeared in person at Eichsfeld, accom-

panied by two Jesuits, to hold a visitation of the churches. He
did not proceed by external acts of power; yet the methods he

adopted proved effectual. In Heiligenstadt he removed the pro-

testant preacher and instituted instead a Jesuit college. He
expelled no one from the council; but by means of a small addi-

tion to the oath of office, in virtue of which each of the lords of

the council bound himself to obey his electoral Grace in spiritual

and secular things, he prevented the entrance of any protestants

for the future. The main affair after that, was his appointment

of a decidedly Roman catholic high bailiff, Leopold von Stralen-

dorf, who scrupled not, in the exercise of his own power, to

enforce strictly the mild measures of his master, and in a con-

sistent administration of twenty-six years, restored the Roman
catholic doctrine to its ascendancy in town and country. Re-

gardless of the opposition of the nobility, he expelled also the

protestant preachers who were in the country, and put the pupils

of the new Jesuit schools in their place.

Another spiritual prince in that quarter had already presented

an example of this.

In the diocese of Fulda the evangelical worship had by this

time been tolerated by six abbots, and the young abbot Baltha-

sar von Dernbach, called Gravel, had engaged at his election in

1570, to allow matters to remain as they were. But whether it

was that the favour shown him by the Romish court had enflamed

his ambition, or that in the restoration of Roman Catholicism he

saw the means of augmenting his very insignificant power, or

that his mind had really undergone a deep change of sentiment,

he gradually showed himself not only averse to protestantism,

1 .Toll. Wolf: Gesfhii'litc u. Beschrcibung vou Heiligenstadt, p. 59.
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but positively hostile to it. First, he seut for the Jesuits. He
knew none of them; he had never seen a college; he was deter-

mined only by the common report, by the representations made

to him by some students from the college at Treves, and proba-

bly by the recommendations of Daniel Brendel. The men of

the order came with right good will; Mainz and Treves com-

bined to form a settlement at Fulda: the abbot built a house

and school, and appointed a pension for them; he himself, for

as yet he was very unlearned, received instructions from them.'^

In consequence of this, the abbot first of all came to be on a

bad footing with his chapter, which in matters of that sort had

something to say, and by no means approved of this application

;

but soon after he attacked the town also, having found a most

desirable opportunity for doing so.

The minister of Fulda who had hitherto preached evangelical

doctrine, had now relapsed into Roman Catholicism, and again

])egau to perform the baptismal service in Latin, and to dispense

the Supper in one kind. The burgesses, long accustomed to the

evangelical ritual, would not so willingly consent to this, and

demanded the removal of the minister. As may be supposed,

their representations w^ere disregarded. Not only was the llomau

catholic ritual strictly observed in the high church; the evange-

lical preachers were expelled by degrees from the other churches

also, and Jesuits put in their place. The abbot soon changed

his protestant councillors and public functionaries for Roman
catholic ones.

It was in vain that the nobility made representations against

this ; these the abbot met with affected surprise ; he hoped people

did not pretend to prescribe to him how he ought to govern a

country committed to him by God. Some powerful princes of

the empire seut a deputation to him in order to induce him to

put a stop to his innovations and to remove the Jesuits ; but he

was not to be moved from his purpose. Far from yielding, he

already threatened the knighthood which claimed a kind of

direct subordination to the empire, which would have been gricv-

1 ReifTenberg, Ilistoria Societatis Jcsu ad lllienura infcriovcni, T. VI. If., vvlio

at this plare enlars^cs the notices of Sacdiimis (TIT. VTT. fi.'^), from a tract com-
posed for him by tlie Jesuit Fcurer. On tiie protestant side, see cdinplaiiits of tlio

city of Fulda and of the nobility of that sec, in liehmann do pace religionis, 11. IX.
257.
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ously circumscribed had the spiritual sovereign ventured to

extort relio-ious obedience.

And so Roman Catholicism, after being apparently vanquished,

arose with renovated power in Germany.

Towards this motives the most manifold co-operated ; religion

and doctrine which again began to be diffused; ecclesiastical

subordination renovated by the decrees of Trent; above all,

motives of internal policy also, it being evident how much it

enhanced a prince's power, to have his subjects of the same faith

with himself. The ecclesiastical restoration, it is true, at first

occupied individual points ; still it presented a boundless pros-

pect. It must have been of the utmost consequence in particu-

lar, that the procedure of the spiritual princes met with no

effective opposition. An attempt had been made in the Augs-

burg peace, to give security to protestant flocks in the ecclesias-

tical territories, by a special imperial declaration; the spiritual

prmces now affected to know nothing of that declaration ; at all

events they troubled themselves little about it. The imperial

power was not strong, not resolute enough to conceive, far less

to give practical effect to a thorough-going determination to the

contrary. Even at the meetings of the empire, there was nei-

ther energy nor unanimity enough, to make a stand npon it;

the greatest changes took place without the smallest stir, with-

out their being properly observed, without their being so much

as objects of notice in books of history, just as if matters could

not have been otherwise.

VIOLENT PROCEEDINGS IN THE NETHERLANDS AND FRANCE.

While Roman catholic efforts were now so vigorously put

forth in Germany, they appeared in the Netherlands and in

France likewise, although indeed after a very different sort.

The fundamental difference lay in these countries being sub-

ject to strong central governments, which of themselves took part

in every movement, conducted religious undertakings, and were

directly aftected by opposition on religious grounds.

The condition of things here is consequently marked by a

greater unity; and enterprises have more connection and effect.

It is well known what a number of measures Philip II. adopted

at the commencement of his government in the Netherlands, for
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the purpose of reducing his subjects there to complete obedience.

These measures, one after another, he had to relinquish; but he

held with inexorable severity, to those which were directed to

the maintenance of Roman Catholicism and of religious unity.

By the erection of new archbishoprics and bishoprics, he com-

pletely altered the ecclesiastical constitution of the country; he

allowed .no remonstrance to disturb him in his course, no appeal

to established rights which he thereby certainly violated.

These bishoprics had obtained an even double importance since

the council of Trent had so expressly inculcated church disci-

pline. After some brief hesitation Philip II. admitted the de-

crees of the council, and had them proclaimed in the Nether-

lands also. Social life, which had hitherto found means to exer-

cise its movements without much restraint, was now to be

watched with the keenest vigilance, and subjected with the

utmost strictness to a form which it was engaged in the very

act of throwing off.

To this there were now added tlie proclamations of punish-

ment, so many of which had already appeared in the Nether-

lands under the previous government, and the zeal of the Inqui-

sitors, stimulated from day to day by the new Roman tribunal.

The Netherlanders ceased not to urire the kino- to moderate

his severity, and at times it looked as if he were disposed to do

so : Count Egmont believed that he had received assurances to

that eifect at the period of his being in Spain. Nevertheless it

was by this time what one could hardly expect. We have men-

tioned how much Philip II.'s sovereignty was based in all quar-

ters on a spiritual principle; had he made concessions to the

Netherlanders, thesewould have been demanded from him in Spain

also, where he never could have granted them. Nor let us fail

to acknowledge that he lay under a pressing necessity. More-
over these were the days in which the elevation of Pius V. to

the popedom, and his first measures as pope, were infusing a new
zeal into the whole of Roman catholic Christendom; Philip II.

too, felt an unusual disposition to serve this pope, and gave an
open ear to his exhortations. The attack of the Turks on INlalta

had just been repulsed, and the devotees, the enemies of the

Netherlanders, might, as the prince of Orange suspected, have

taken advantage of the impression produced by that victorv, in
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order to hnn<j the kiiio' to some violent resolution/ Enouijh,

towards the close of 1565, there followed an edict Avliich sur-

passed all the preceding in severity.

The penal enactments, the decrees of the council, and of

the provincial synods held since, were to be inviolably ob-

served; the cognisance of ecclesiastical offences was to be com-

mitted to the Inquisitors alone. All subjects were enjoined to

lend their aid towards this. A commissary was to be appointed

for each of the provinces, who was to watch over the execution

of this ordinance, and to report every three months on the sub-

ject.^

This, it is evident, must have led to the introduction of an

ecclesiastical regimen, if not altogether like that of Spain, cer-

tainly like that of Italy.

The first result was that the people ran to arms, the image

riots burst forth, and the whole country was in flames. A mo-

mentary crisis ensued when the government was even compelled

to show a disposition to yield, but as usually happens, those

acts of violence defeated their own object; moderate and peace-

ably disposed persons took alarm, and were induced to lend their

aid to the administration ; the governante triumphed ; after she

had taken possession of the insurgent districts, she already dared

to venture on proposing an oath to the officials, nay, even to the

king's vassals in general, by which they formally bound them-

selves to uphold the Roman catholic faith and to Avage war with

heretics.^

But to the king this did not yet seem to be enough. It was

the unhappy moment when the catastrophe of his son Don Car-

los occurred; never was he more severe, more unbending. Once

more the pope admonished him to make no concession to the

disadvantage of Roman Catholicism, while the king assured his

Holiness "that he would not sulFer the root of a mischievous plant

to remain in the Netherlands; he would either lose those pro-

vinces or maintain the integrity of the Roman catholic religion

therein."* For the better accomplishment of his objects, after

1 The pi-incc suspected Granvclle. See Lis letter in the Archives de la Maison
d'Orange-Nassau, 1. 289.

2 Strada according to a formula of ISth Dec. 15G5, lib. IV. p. 04.

3 Brandt : Ilistoirc de la r6formation dcs pays bas, I. 150.

* Cavalli Dispaccio di Spagna, 7 Aug. 1507. " Rispose il re, clie quanto alio
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the clistui"bances were composed, lie further sent his best field

officer, the duke of Alva, with a fine army, into the Netherlands.

Let us endeavour to comprehend the fundamental principles

at least, to which Alva^s procedure may be ascribed.

Alva was convinced that every thing might be set to rights in

the case of a country agitated with violent and revolutionary

movements, by getting rid of the chiefs. To the forbearance of

Charles V. in sparing the enemies that fell into his hands, he

ascribed that prince's having been, after so many and such im-

portant victories, as good as driven out of the German empire.

Frequent references have been made to the alliance which was

concluded in 1565, at the conference held in I'ayonne between

the French and the Spaniards, and to the measures that were

discussed and determined upon there; and of all that has been

said with regard to these, this only is certain, that the duke of

Alva called upon the Queen of France, by any means whatso-

ever, to rid herself of the chiefs of the Huguenots. What he

then advised, he now felt no hesitation in himself executing.

Philip II. had given him some blank orders with the royal sig-

nature attached to them. The first use that he made of these

was to arrest Egmont and Horn, whom he assumed to have been

implicated in the previous movements. " Holy catholic Majesty,"

forms the beginning of the letter which he wrote on this subject

to the king, and which seems to prove, notwithstanding, that

he had received no positive orders to that effect, " after my ar-

rival in Brussels, I made inquiries at the proper quarter, and

thereupon assured myself of the count von Egmont, and ordered

Count von Horn and some others to be apprehended."^ Would
the reader know on what account ho condemned these prisoners

cose della religionc S. S'" stasse di buon aninio, chc o\'vero si han da pci'der tiitti

quci stati o die si conservera in essi la vera cattolioa religionc, n6 coniiiortera clie

vi rimanghi, per qiianto potra far lui, alcuna radice di mala pianta."—[Translated

in the text.]

1 Dispaccio di Cavalli, 10 Sett. The late govemanto complained to the Queen
of the arrests. The king i-cpllcd that he had not ordered them. In proof of this,

he produced the letter from Alva, from which tlic j)assage containing tlie proof is

hereupon communicated to us. It runs thus :
" Sacra cattolica Maesta, da poi ch'

io gionsi in Brusselles, pigliai Ic infomiation da chi dovea dclle cose di (pia, onde

poi mi son assicurato del contc di Agmon c fatto ritcncr il contc d'Orno con alquanti

altri."—[Thus far is translated in the text ; there fodows a few words advising the

king to ap]n'ehend Montigni (who was in ,Sj)ain) and the groom of liis cii.inihcr.]

" Sara ben che V. M. per bon rispetto ordini ancor lei die sia fatto 'istesso di Mtm-
tigni (wlio was in Spain) e suo ajutantc di camera."—This was followed by Monti-

gni's imprisonment.

I. 8 a
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to be executed the year thereafter? It was by no means from

any proof of their guilt resulting from their being tried; they

were blamed for having not prevented the movements, rather

than for having caused them; so too it was not from any order

on the part of the king, who on the contrary left it to the duke

to carry the execution into effect or not, just as he might deem

most serviceable; the real reason was as follows. A small pro-

testant force had burst into the country, and although it

had done nothing of much consequence, yet it had gained an

advantage at Heiligerlee where a royal general of much repute,

the duke of Arenberg, had been slain. In writing to the kins',

Alva now said : he had remarked that the people had been

thrown into a ferment by this mischance and had become saucy;

he had deemed it necessary to show the people that he was not

afraid of them in any way ; he had also wished to deprive them

of any desire to effect the deliverance of the imprisoned by means

of fresh disturbances ; so he had come to the resolution of caus-

ing them forthwith to be executed. Accordingly, these noble

persons were doomed to die, though their sole crime lay in de-

fending the anciently acquired franchises of their fatherland, and

though nothing could be discovered in them worthy of death

;

they fell a sacrifice rather to the momentary views of a perverse

policy than to any principle of justice. At that very time Alva

bethought him of Charles V., whose faults he did not wish to

commit.^

We see that Alva was cruel on principle. Who could have

found mercy at the hands of that terrible tribunal which he in-

stituted, under the name of the council of disturbances ? He
governed the provinces by means of arrests and executions; he

pulled down the houses of the condemned and confiscated their

1 Cavalli communicates on the 3d of July this letter likewise in extracts. It is

if possible still more remarkable than the above. " Capitd qui I'avviso tlclla gius-

titia fatta in Fiandra contra di quelli poveri signoi-i prigioni, intorno alia quale

serlve il D. d'Alva, che havendo facolta di S. M. di far tal cxecutione o soprastare

secondo che havesse riputato jiiii espediente del sue scrvitio, che jiero vedendo li

popoli lui poco alterati ct insupcrbiti per la morte d'Arcnberg e rotta di quelli Sj)a-

gnoli, havoa giudicato tempo opportune c necessario per tal etletto jior diniostar di

non teincr di loro inconto alcuno, cj)onercon questo tcrrore a niolti Icvandoli la spe-

ranza di tuinultuar ])er la loro libcratione, e fuggir di cascar nell'erroi'c nel quale

incorsc I'imperatore Carlo, il qnal per tcncr vivo Saxonia e Langravio diedo occa-

sione di nova congiura, per la quale S. M. fu caceiata con poca dignita della Ger-
mania e quasi delJ'impero."—[The text being nearly an exact translation of the

above, excepting the e. of Saxony and the Landgrave are expressly mentioned as

having been foolishly spared by Charles, any farther translation seems needless.]
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property. Nor did he forget political in pursuing ecclesiastical

objects; the share in the government possessed from of old by the

states, was now reduced to insignificance ; the country was filled

with Spanish soldiers, and a citadel was built for them in its

most important commercial city. With an arbitrary obstinacy

Alva insisted on the collection of the most hateful imposts; and

in Spain, for he drew considerable sums from thence also,

people wondered what he did with all the money. But true

it is, the country was submissive; no malcontent dared to

stir; every trace of protestantism disappeared; those who had

been driven into the neighbouring districts, kept themselves

quiet.

" Monsignor," said one of Philip II.'s privy councillors, dur-

ing these events, to the papal nuncio, "are you now satisfied

with the king's measures?" " Perfectly satisfied," replied the

nuncio with a smile.

Alva himself thought he had succeeded in a master stroke,

and it was not without a feeling of disdain that he contem-

plated the French government which never could obtain the

mastery in its own territory.

Turning to France, we find that after that great rising of

protestantism there which occurred in 3 561, a powerful re-ac-

tion against it appeared, chiefly in the metropolis.

What most damaged protestantism in France, was, without

doubt, its forming so intimate an alliance with the factions of

the court. For a long while the disposition to adopt its confes-

sion, seemed universal; but when its adherents, hurried along

by their alliance with some of the grandees, ran to arms and

perpetrated acts of violence, such as are always inseparable from

war, they lost favour with public opinion. " What religion is

this?" it was asked, "where has Christ commanded us to plun-

der our neighbours and to shed their blood?" When people

were compelled at length to put themselves into a state of de-

fence against the attacks of Conde, who appeared at the head of

the Huguenots, all public proceedings assumed an anti-protes-

tant colour. The population of the city capable of bearing arms,

was organized as a military body; the officers entrusted with the

command of it, had before all things to be Roman catholic. The
members of the university, and of the parliament which included
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the very numerous class of advocates, had to subscribe a confes-

sion of faith of a purely Roman catholic tenor.^

Under the influence of this tone of feeling the Jesuits esta-

blished themselves in France. Their commencement was on

rather a small scale; they had to content themselves with col-

leges in Billon and Tournon, opened for them by a few spiritual

lords who revered them ; but those were places far remote from

the centre of the country where they never effected any thing

of consequence. In tlie large towns, and particularly in Paris,

they experienced at first the most determined opposition; from

the Sorbonne, the parliament, the archbishop, who one and all

dreaded being injured by the privileges and the spirit of the

order. But as they conciliated the favour of zealous Roman

catholics, and especially of the court, which then was always

ready to commend them, "for their exemplary life, the purity of

their doctrines, so that many who had departed from the faith,

had by their means been brought back, and so that the east and

west through their endeavours, owned the presence of the Lord;""

as the change in the general tone of feeling took this direction,

they found admission at last, and succeeded in 1564, in obtain-

ing the privilege of being allowed to teach. This had already

1 It is easier to blame the proceedings of tlie French Refomied than to suggest

better, whicli they who censure them uniformly decline. Their cause, like that of

their co-religionists in England and Scotland and Holland, was that of constitutional

liberty rather than of any faction. Toleration having been granted by the States

General, the Crown, without any sanction from that higher authority, again and

again abrogated the statutes of toleration. The real faction was that of the Guises,

from whose oppression even Catherine herself on one occasion appealed to Conde.

And as for public opinion, had it been either more enlightened or less intensely self-

ish in Paris, it would unquestionably have there, as elsewhere, favoured tho Reforma-

tion on patriotic as well as religious gi-ounds. But the Parliament there, a mere

corpoi-ation of lawyers, was jealous of the States General, and wanted to supersede

them as the guardian of the laws, and the Parisians preferred a despotism on tho

part of the church and crown united, which gave them a monopoly of civil and reli-

gious government, to a constitutional freedom and a Christian reformation that

would have deprived them of that pride of place whicJi has proved so detrimental ever

since to the French provinces and to the country at large. The real faults of tho

French Reformed, and what eventually proved their ruin, was their being too con-

tent to have toleration for themselves, too little impressed with the importance of

basing the constitution of the country on pure Christianity. Their loyalty to a

crown, which was not loyal to Christ, was basely but naturally rewarded by unheard

of treachery and persecution. All this appears very evident from the petitions

and apologies of the French Reformed. Tb.

2 In a manuscript of the Berlin Lil^rary, MSS. Gall. n. 75, there is to be found

among other pieces the following: " Deliberations et consultations au Parlcment de

Paris touchant I'C'stablissement des J6suitesen France,"—[containing in particular,

the messages from the court in favour of the Jesuits :] " infracta et ferocia pectora,"

wc find there, "gladio fidei acuto pcnctrarunt."—[They have pierced hard and fero-

cious hearts with the sword of the faith.]
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been conceded to them at Lyons. Whether it were good fortune

or desert, they were enabled directly to commence with some

men of brilliant talents. The Huguenot preachers found an

opponent in Edmund Augier, who had been born in France, but

educated at Eome under Ignatius, and of whom the protestants

themselves would say, that but for his Roman catholic trappings,

there never would have been a greater orator; by his speaking

and his writings he produced an extraordinary impression. At
Lyons especially the Huguenots were completely vanquished;

their preachers were expelled, their churches pulled down, their

books committed to the flames ; the Jesuits, on the contrary, had

a splendid college erected for them in 1567. They had also a

distinguished professor, Maldonat, whose Exposition of the Bible

attracted and enchained the youth of the country in multitudes.

And now from these central points they traversed the kingdom

in all directions ; they formed settlements in Toulouse and in

Bourdeaux; in all quarters, wherever they appeared, there was

an increase of Roman catholic communicants, Augier''s cate-

chism enjoyed uncommon popularity ; 88,000 copies were sold

within eight years, in Paris alone.^

It is very possible that this resumption of Roman catholic

ideas, especially as it went to the greatest extent in the capital,

also influenced the court. At least it secured for it one further

support, when, in 1568, after having long wavered, it at last

declared itself once more decidedly Roman catholic.

This arose especially from the fact that Catherine Medici,

ever after her son's majority, had felt herself much stronger in

the government than before, and no longer found it requisite as

formerly to deal tenderly with the Huguenot grandees. Alva"'s

example showed how much might be accomplished by a steady

will; the pope, who was continually admonishing the court no

longer to tolerate the impudent pretensions of the rebels to

gather strength, or to connive at them a moment longer, followed

up his admonitions at last with leave to alienate the possessions

of the church, a source from which the exchequer was enriched

to the amount of a million and a half livres.^ And so Cathor-

1 These notices arc to bo foiunl in Orlandimis and liis continuators, Pars I. lib.

VI. n. 30, II. IV. 84, III. III. 109, &c. Juvcncius, V. 24, 709, gives us a biogi;;-

phy of Augier.

a Catena: Vita di Pio V. ji. TO.
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ine Medici proposed to the French nobility, as the governante

had done to the nobles of the Netherlands about a year before,

an oath, by which they were to abjure every league that might

be formed without the cognisance of the king;^ she insisted on

the removal of all magistrates in the towns that made them-

selves suspected of the new notions; she declared to Philip II,

in Sept. 1563, that she would tolerate no religion but the Roman
catholic.

This was a resolution, no attempt to enforce which in France

could be made without recourse being had to arms. War in-

stantly burst forth.

It was undertaken on the side of the Roman catholics with

extraordinary enthusiasm. The king of Spain, at the pope's

request, sent the French an auxiliary force of practised and well-

commanded troops. Pius V. had collections made in the states

of the church and subsidies brought in from the Italian princes;

nay, he himself, the Holy Father, sent too, on his part, a small

army across the Alps; the very army to which he gave the

frightful injunction, to kill all the Huguenots that might fall

into their hands, to grant no quarter.

The Huguenots also drew together; they too were full of re-

ligious zeal; in the papal soldiers they saw the host of anti-

christ, now rushing to attack them ; they too gave no quarter

;

as little were they wanting in foreign aid
; yet at Moncontour

they were utterly defeated.

What was the joy with which Pius V. received the captured

standards then sent to him, and hung them up in the church of

St. Peter and St. John Lateran ! He conceived the most san-

guine hopes. Such were the precise circumstances under which he

pronounced the excommunication of Queen Elizabeth. He once

more flattered himself at times with the idea of an attempt upon

England, which he was to conduct in person.

Matters, it must be allowed, did not now proceed thus far.

As it has often happened, an altered tone at this time mani-

fested itself at the French court, and this change, which had its

foundation in slight personal circumstances, produced a great

alteration in concerns of the utmost importance.

The king was unwilling that his brother, the duke of Anjou,

1 Tlie oath is in SoiTanus, Comment, de statu rcligionis in regno Gall. III. 153.
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who had commanded at Moncontour, should have all the honour

of vanquishing the Huguenots and pacificating the kingdom. In

this feeling he was strengthened by those around him ; for they,

too, were jealous of Anjou''s circle. They dreaded lest political

power should go hand in hand with the honour thus acquired.

Not only were the advantages that had been gained followed up

with the utmost dilatoriness ; the strict Roman catholic party

which rallied round Anjou, were soon opposed at court by an-

other and a moderate one, which had adopted a directly contrar_y

policy. It made peace with the Huguenots, and induced their

leaders to come to the court. In 1569 the French, in alliance

with the Spaniards and the pope, had endeavoured to subvert

the queen of England; in the surnxUier of 1572, we see them

allied with that queen, for the purpose of wresting the Nether-

lands out of the hands of Spain.

^

Meanwhile this was too sudden, and too little fore-prepared a

revolution to last long. The most violent explosion followed,

under which all things resumed at last their former course.

It is certainly true that Queen Catherine Medici, while she,

not without a certain eagerness and warmth, entered into the

policy and the plans of the dominant party, which so far at least,

inasmuch as they seemed necessarily to promote the elevation

of her youngest son, Alenyon, to the throne of England, tended

to advance her interests also, prepared notwithstanding all things

beforehand for the execution of quite an opposite stroke. She did

her utmost to prevail on the Huguenots to come to Paris; and

numerous as they were, still they were surrounded and held fast

there by a population far more numerous, having a military or-

ganization, and easily excited by fanaticism. Already had she

plainly enough intimated to the pope beforehand what was her

object in this. But had she still felt any hesitation, she must

have been determined by the circumstances which at this moment

intervened. The Huguenots had oaiucd over the king himself;

they seemed to overweigh and supplant the authority of the

queen mother; and with her personal interests in this jeopardy,

she cut short all delay. With that resistless and magical power

which she exercised over her children, she roused all the latent

1 There seems too nuicli reason to Ijelieve that the hitter alliance was only one of

the many feints contrived to deceive the Ket'oi-med. Tk.
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fanaticism of the king's character. It cost her but a word to

arm the people; she spoke it out; each of the Huguenot chiefs

was pointed out to his personal enemy. Catlierine said she

wanted only six men to be assassinated ; with their deaths alone

she charged her conscience; but about 50,000 were slain.^

And thus did the French out-do even the exploits of the

Spaniards in the Netherlands. What the latter accomplished

by degrees, with deliberate calculation and under the forms of

law, the former effected in the heat of passion, dismissing all

formalities, with the aid of fanaticised masses. The result was

apparently the same. Not a single chief remained around whose

name the dispersed Huguenots could rally; many fled; an im-

mense number submitted; in one place after another people again

attended mass ; the voices of the preachers were silenced. Philip

II. was delighted to see himself imitated and surpassed; he

offered Charles IX. who now first had earned for himself the

title of a most Christian king, the assistance of his arm, to com-

plete this enterprise. Pope Grregory XIII. celebrated the great

event by a solemn procession to the church of St. Louis. The

Venetians, who seemed to have had no particular interest in the

matter, in official letters directed to their ambassadors express

their satisfaction "at this instance of God's favour."^

But can it indeed be possible that attempts of so bloody a

kind should ever succeed? Do they not conflict with the deep

mystery of human things, with those eternal principles in the

order of the universe, which escape our grasp, yet exert an in-

fluence over our inmost souls, and are inviolable? Men may

practise an illusion on themselves; but they cannot shake or

weaken that law of the spiritual order of the world, on which

their existence rests.^ It governs with the necessity which re-

gulates the course of the stars.

RESISTANCE OF THE PROTESTANTS IN THE NETHERLANDS, FRANCE, AND GERMANY.

Macchtavel gives his prince this advice, to make the cruel-

1 I may licrc refer, for brevity's sake, to my discourse on the St. Bartliolomew

massacre in tlie hist, polit. Zeitschrift, II. III.

2 This singular unanimity in laudinj;; one of the most barbarous massacres re-

corded in history, among parties who differed so much on otlier points, forms a strili-

in" comment on tlie unity of the Roman antichrist, Mhile the no k'ss unanimous in-

dignation and synipatliy of th(! llcformed and Piotestant churches at the time,

proves the essential unity of the Kcformed at that j)criod. T».

3 Say rather that men cannot nullify God's promises to his chuich. Tu.
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ties which he considers necessary follow each other in rapid suc-

cession, but afterwards gradually to allow mercy to succeed.

It seemed almost as if the Spaniards wished to give literal

effect to this doctrine in tlie Netherlands. It appeared as if

even they had at last discovered, that enough of goods had been

confiscated, enough of heads struck off; that the time for mercy

was come. In 1572, the Venetian ambassador at Madrid, was

convinced that the prince of Orange would obtain forgiveness, if

he would ask it. The king received the Netherlands deputies

who had come with a petition that he would repeal the impost of

the tenth penny, with much good nature, and even thanked them

for their endeavours ; he had resolved to recall Alva and to send

them a milder governor.

Already, however, it was too late. As a further consequence

of the Gallo-Anglican alliance that had preceded the massacre,

the insurrection burst forth.^ Alva had flattered himself that

he had fully attained his object; but the struggle now first pro-

perly began. Alva beat the enemy as often as he encountered

him in the open field ; on the contrary, in the towns of Holland

and Zeeland, where the religious movement had taken the deep-

est hold of the people, and protestantism at the time had formed

for itself the most vigorous organizations, he experienced a re-

sistance which he found himself unable to overcome.

All things that could be applied to the support of life having

been consumed in Haarlem to the very grass that grew between

the stones, the inhabitants resolved nevertheless to burst through

the ranks of their enemies with their wives and children ; and

although the dissensions of the garrison compelled them to ac-

cept of mercy, yet they had demonstrated that the Spaniards

could be resisted. In Alkmaer the people resolved at first, on

the spur of the moment, to attach themselves to the princes of

Orange, when the enemy was already at their gates ; the defence

they made was as heroic as their resolution ; none stirred from

the place, unless he had been severely wounded ; before those

walls the attacks of the Spaniards first utterly failed. The land

had a breathinoj time ; fresh couraoe was infused into men"'s

minds. The citizens of Leyden declared that before they wouLl

1 Tliis is quite possible even altlioii'^'b France Imd liccn insincere in that alllanci-.

Tu.

T. 3 H
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surrender, they would eat off their left arms in order that mean-

while they might defend themselves with their right. They

conceived the bold design of calling to their assistance against

the besiegers the waves of the north sea, and opening their

sluices. Already had their distress reached the utmost extre-

mity, when a north-west wind, springing up just at the fitting

moment, covered the land with the sea a few feet in depth and

expelled the foe.^

Then, too, the French protestants recovered their courage.

As soon as they perceived that their government, notwithstand-

ing that barbarous onslaught (of St. Bartholomew's eve), wavered,

procrastinated, and adopted contradictory measures, they resolved

to defend themselves and war broke out anew. Sancerre and

Rochelle defended themselves as Leyden and Alkmaer had done.

The voice of the preacher of peace now called men to arms.

Women fought along with men in the strife. It was the heroic

age of western European protestantism.

All the atrocities committed or approved by the most power-

ful princes, encountered at nameless individual points an opposi-

tion which no authority was found powerful enough to repress,

and whose mysterious origin can only be traced to profound re-

liirious conviction.

And now it cannot be our purpose here to review the course

and alternations of the war in France and the Netherlands ; this

would remove us too far from our main object. Besides, the

details may be found in many other books; enough, the protes-

tants maintained their ground.

In France the government had, as early as 1573, and in the

years following, repeatedly to conclude pacifications by which

the old concessions to the Huguenots were renewed.

In the Netherlands we find the power of the civil government

absolutely annihilated in 1576. In consequence of the Spanish

troops, which had not received their pay, being in open insur-

rection, all the provinces had combined against them, those that

stood true to the crown as well as those that had revolted, such

as were for the most part Roman catholic as well as those that

were altogether protestant. The states-general took the govern-

ment into their own liands, appointed oa})tains, general-gover-

1 Allowing assistance and provisions at tliesame time to be brought inboati. Tk.
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nors, and magistrates, and iilled the fortified places with their

own, not with the king's troops/ The league of Ghent was con-

cluded, in which the provinces came under a mutual obligation

to expel the Spaniards and to keep them at a distance. The

king sent over his brother, who might be considered as a fellow-

countryman and a Netherlander, to govern them as Charles V.

had done. But Don John was not even acknowledged until he

engaged to comply with the chief demands that were proposed

to him; he had to accept of the pacification of Ghent, and to

dismiss the Spanish troops; and hardly did he stir from the

constrained position into which he had been forced, when all

rose against him. He was declared to be an enemy to the coun-

try, and the chiefs of the provinces called for another prince of

the family to take his place.

The principle of local government now obtained the ascend-

ancy over the monarchical; the national came off victorious in

its struggle with the Spanish.

Still further consequences necessarily followed. The north-

ern provinces which had conducted the war, and thereby made

this state of things possible, naturally obtained a preponderance

in the concerns of the war and the civil administration; but from

this it plainly followed that the reformed religion diffused itself

over the whole of the Netherlands. It penetrated into Mechlin,

Bruges and Ypres; in Antwerp the churches were already dis-

tributed according to the confessions, and the Roman catholics

bad at times to be content with the chancels of the churches

which they just completely possessed; in Ghent the leaning to-

wards protestantism mingled with a municipal movement and

maintained a complete preponderance. In the pacification, the

old condition of the Roman catholic church was on the whole

guaranteed; the states-general now issued an edict on the sub-

ject of religion, which secured equal freedom to both confessions.

Every where after that, even in the provinces that were chiefly

Roman catholic, the protestant agitation advanced; and it was

to be expected that protestantism would carry the day univer-

sally.

What a position did the prince of Orange now occupy; shortly

before this he was an exile and much in need of mercy, now in

1 Tliis turu of affairs is rendered particularly evident in Tassis III. 15— 19.
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possession of a well-founded authority in the northern provinces,

ruwart^ in Brabant, and all powerful in the assemblies of the

estates ; owned as chief and leader by a great ecclesiastico-poli-

tical party which was felt to be making progress ; closely allied

with all the protestants in Europe, but first of all with his neigh-

bours, the Germans.

For in Grermany, too, the attacks of the Roman catholics en-

countered a resistance on the side of the protestants, which ever

continued to present great prospects.

We find this resistance manifested in o-eneral neofotiations, at

the meetings of the electors, and at the imperial diets, albeit that

here, as might be expected from the nature of German affairs, it

produced no adequate results. In the main, it threw itself, as did

the attack which it opposed, into the individual territories, the

different provinces of Germany.

It now appeared, as we have seen, in the spiritual provinces

chiefly. There was hardly one of these the prince of which had

not made an attempt to restore the Roman catholic principle to

its former ascendancy. Protestantism, still conscious of its

strength, met this with an attempt, unfolding no less extensive

prospects, to make itself master of the spiritual principality itself.

In 1577, Gebhard Truchsess was advanced to the archi-epis-

copal see of Cologne. This was mainly to be ascribed to the

personal influence of Count Nuenar with the chapter, and very

well did that great protestant know who it was that he recom-

mended for promotion to that dignity. In fact, there was no

previous necessity, such as has been alleged, for Gebhard's ac-

quaintance with Agnes von Mansfeld, in order to give him an

anti-Roman catholic leaning. On the occasion of his solemn

entrance into Cologne, when the clergy went out in procession

to meet him, he did not dismount from his horse, according to

custom, in order to kiss the cross; at church he appeared in a

military coat; he had no wish to celebrate high mass. From
the very first he attached himself to the prince of Orange; his

chief councillors were Calvinists;" and as he now had no scruples

about entering into mortgages, in order to raise troops, as he

sought to assure himself of the attachment of the nobility, and

1 Governor or Slicriif. Tn.

3 Maffei : Annali di Gregorio XIII. toiii. I. p. 031.
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gave his favour likewise to a party among the incorporated trades

of Cologne, which began to oppose Koman catholic usages, every

thing seemed to indicate the purpose which he subsequently

avowed, of converting the spiritual into a secular principality.

Gebhard Truchsess was up to this time, still outwardly at

least, Roman catholic. The adjacent bishoprics on the other

hand, in Westphalia and Lower Saxony, as we have already re-

marked, lay directly in protestant hands. The rise of Duke

Henry of Saxe-Lauenburg was of special consequence. As yet

in very early life, and although a good Lutheran, he was called

to the archbishopric of Bremen, after that to the bishopric of

Osnaburg, and in 1557, also, to the bishopric of Paderborn.^

Already he had a large party even in Munster, including all the

young members of the chapter, on his side, and his further ag-

grandizement was prevented only by a direct interference on the

part of Gregory XI IL who declared a demission that had al-

ready taken place, to be null and void, and by the earnest oppo-

sition of the strict Roman catholics. But it must be added that

people could not carry through the induction of another bishop

there.

It is easily seen what a start protestant views must have taken

in Rhenish-Westphalia with this disposition prevailing among

the spiritual chiefs, having besides been extensively diffused

there. All that was wanted was a happy combination, a well-

directed stroke, to obtain for them a decided preponderance.

Nay, this must have wrought a great re-action on the whole

of Germany. What had taken place in the bishoprics of Lower

Germany, was equally possible in all respects in regard to those

of Upper Germany too; still, even within the territories where

the restoration had commenced, opposition was far from being

extinct.

How keenly was it felt by that Balthasar, abbot of Fulda,

whom we have mentioned ! When the intercession of the neigh-

bouring princes and the complaints of the diet availed nothing,

when the abbot, regardless of all other considerations, was ad-

vancing with his restoration of the faith, and went about from

place to place to carry it into effect, one day in the summer of

1576, happening to be for that very purpose in Hamelburg, lie

1 Ilauicliuaun : 01ik'iiburn;isclies Clironicon S. 436.
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was assaulted by his nobility with arms in their hands, impri-

soned in his own house, and as all were incensed against him,

as the neighbours looked on with satisfaction, and as the bishop

of Wiirzburg himself offered to assist, was compelled to abdicate

the government of the country/

In Bavaria, too, Duke Albert did not immediately attain his

object in all quarters. He complained to the pope that his no-

bility preferred renouncing the sacrament altogether, to receiving

it in one kind.

And of still more consequence was it, that protestantism in

the Austrian territories was constantly advancing to legal power

and recomition. Under the considerate s-uidance of Maximilian

II. it not only, as has been stated, acquired a firm footing in

Austria proper; above and below the Ens, it came to be diffused

likewise through all the other territories. Hardly had this em-

peror, for example, redeemed the county of Glatz from its mort-

gagees, the dukes of Bavaria, (in 1567) than there, too, the no-

bility, public functionaries, cities, and at last the greater part of

the people, passed over to the evangelical profession; Henry von

Pubschiitz, the captain general, established for himself with his

own hand a protestant consistory, with which he often went far-

ther than the emperor could have wished. The estates also

gradually acquired here a high degree of autonomy ; for, indeed,

it was then, in general, the most prosperous epoch of the county,

minin"- was in a thriving state, the towns were rich and respect-

able, the nobility accomplished; waste lands were cultivated in

all quarters and studded with villages." The church at Alben-

dorf, which is to this day resorted to by multitudes of pilgrims,

flocking thither to kiss an ancient statue of "the mother of god,"

was for sixty years during that period in the hands of protestant

pastors;^ in the capital, some decades of years afterwards, there

1 Scliannat: Historia Fuldensis pars III. p. 268. The Abbot's letter to Pope

Grcf^oiy of 1st. August 1570, quote;! there from the Archives of the Vatican, is par-

ticularly remarkable. Speaking of the tlireats of his enemies, he says : " Clauiantes,

nisi consentiam, lit administratio ditionis men? episcopo tradatur, non alitor so me
ac canem rabiduin intcrfecturos, tum Saxoniaj et Hassiaj principes in meum grcgcm

immissuros."—[Calling out that if I would not consent to the administration of my
jurisdiction being handed over to the bishop, they would slay me as they would a

jnad dog, and then turn the princes of Saxony and Hesse upon my flock.]

2 See Joseph Koglcr's Chronicles of Glatz. Band I. lieft 2, p. 72. The author

was a Roman catholic parish ])riest, his work is very substantial and useful.

9 From 160;) to 102.1. Sec description of Albondorf, accompanied with docu-

ments (an earlier printed fragment of that Chronicle) p. 30.
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were reckoned only nine Roman catholic, and on the other hand

three hundred evangelical burgesses. This fully accounts for

Pope Pius V. conceiving such an unutterable dislike to the em-

peror. On one occasion, the war in which the latter was en-

gaged against the Turks happening to be spoken of, he said at

once, that really he did not know which side he could wish to

see victorious.^ But under these circumstances protestantism

advanced uninterruptedly into the inner-Austrian territories,

which were not immediately subject to the emperor's commands.

In 1568 twenty-four evangelical pastors were already to be found

in Krain, and in 1571, there was but one Eoman catholic coun-

cillor in the chief town of Steiermark. Not that that profession

of faith found any support from the sovereign of the country, the

archduke Charles; for that prince was much more favourable

to the introduction of the Jesuits, and promoted them as far as

he could; but the estates were protestant in their views.^ They

could carry matters their own way at the diets, where affairs of

administration, and measures for the defence of the country, were

taken into consideration along with religious affairs; they took

care that all their concessions to the government should be com-

pensated by religious concessions to them. In 1578, at the diet

held at Bruck on the INIuhr, the duke had to consent to the free

use of the Augsburg confession, not only in the territories of

the nobility and the landed proprietors, where besides he had no

power to prevent it, but also in the four chief towns, Gratz,

Judenburg, Klagenfurt, and Laybach.^ Thereupon protestantism

organized itself in these as well as the imperial territories. A
protestant ecclesiastical administration (kirchen-ministerium)

was instituted; a regular system of churches and schools was

adopted after the model of that of Wtirtemberg ; here and there

as, for instance, at St. Veit, Roman catholics were excluded from

1 Tiepolo. Relatione di Pio IV. c V. lie adds : " In proposito della mortc del

prim-ipc di Spagiia apertamcnto dissc il papa havorla seiitita con grandissinio dis-

piaccro, perchc non vorria clic 11 stati del re cattolico capitassero in inano do' Te-

dcschi."—[In speaking of the death of the prince of Spain, the pope oi)enly said tliat

ho had felt it with the utmost pain, for ho liad no wish that the states of the catholic

king should fall Into the hands of the Gcnunns.]

2 Socher: Ilistoria socictatis Jcsu provinciro Austrias, I. IV. 100, 184, V. 33.

3 Sui)plication an die Rom. Kais. Maj. uinh Intercession dor drcieii Furstcn-

thiinier and Land, in Lehmann's de pace roligionis, p. 401, a document whltli rec-

tifies the representation given by Khevenhiller in Ann. Ferdinaudci I, 0.
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the municipal elections;^ they were no longer admitted into the

public offices of the province. Such were the circumstances,

under whose favourable influence protestant sentiments first pro-

perly obtained the ascendancy in those regions so near Italy.

Here a firm resistance was opposed to the impulse given by the

Jesuits.

In all the Austrian provinces, whether the inhabitants spoke

German, Sclavonic, or Hungai-ian, with the single exception of

the Tyrol, protestantism may be regarded, in the year 1578, as

still constantly predominating.

It is evident in short, that tliroughout all Germany, it met

the advance of Roman Catholicism with a successful resistance

and a counter advance of its own.

ANTAGONIST PRINCIPLES IN THE REST OP EUROPE.

This was indeed a remarkable epoch, in which the two grand

religious tendencies once more began to arouse themselves against

each other, equally with the prospect of acquiring the ascend-

ancy, the one over the other.

Already there was an essential alteration in the state of things

as compared with what they had been some time before. At an

earlier period there were attempts at mutual accommodation ; a

reconciliation was tried in Germany ; the way was opened for it

in France ; it was called for in the Netherlands ; it seemed for a

long time to be feasible; here and there toleration was practised.

But now the antagonist principles encoimtered each other with

a more intense hostility. Throughout all Europe they, so to

speak, challenged each other to the conflict. It is well worth

our while to take a survey of the state into which things had

been brought in the years 1578 and 1579.

Let us commence in the East with Poland.

The Jesuits had found their way into Poland also ; the bish-

ops there had endeavoured by means of them to strengthen them-

selves. Cardinal Hosius, bishop of Ermelaud, founded a college

for them at Braunsberg in 1569; they formed settlements also

in Pultusk and in Posen with the aid of the bishop. It was of

special importance to Bishop Valerian of Wilna, to anticipate the

Lutherans of Lithuania, who wanted to found a university on

1 Hermann in tier Karntnt'i-isehcn Zeitsehrift, ^^ p. ISO,
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their own principles, by establishing a Jesuit institution at his

episcopal seat. At this time he was old and frail, and wished

that his last days should hi signalized with this meritorious

work. The first members- of the society arrived in 1570."^

Here too the consequence of these eilbrts was no more at first

than that the protestants took measures for preserving their

power. At the convocation-diet of 1573, they carried a law, by

virtue of wliich no one was to be insulted or injured on account

of his religion ;^ the bishops had to accommodate themselves to

it; the example of the disturbances in the Netherlands was ad-

duced to convince them how dangerous it would be to refuse it;

it was to be sworn to by the kings of Poland in all time coming.

In 1579 the payment of tithes to the clergy was totally sus-

pended, and the nuncio would have it that by that alone 1200 par-

ish priests Avere ruined. Just at that time a high court of jus-

tice was constituted, consisting partly of laymen, partly of cler-

gymen, which was also to determine all ecclesiastical disputes.

People in Rome- were astonished at the Polish clergy submitting

to this.

Not less than in Poland did the antagonist principles enter

upon the scene in Sweden, and here, indeed, in the most peculiar

manner. They directly affected the person of the prince, for

that became an object of contention between them.

All the sons of Gustavus Wasa, " the brood of King Gusta-

vus," as the Swedes said, were characterized by a singular mix-

ture of depth of thought and wilfulness ; of religion and violence

of temper.

The most learned among them was John, Avho held a middle

place in the family. Having been married to a Roman catholic

princess, Catherine of Poland, who shared with him his impri-

sonment, and in whose circumscribed solitude he often received

the consolations of a Roman catholic priest, he could not fail to

take a special interest in the religious controversies of the day.

He studied the fathers of the church with the view of acquiring

an idea of its original condition ; he liked the books that treated

ot the possibility of a religious union ; he deeply pondered the

1 Saccliinus: Historia societatis Jcsu, pars II. lib. VIII. 114. Pars III. lib. I.

113, lib. VI. 103—108.

2 Fredro : Ilcnricus I. rex Polonoruni, p. 114.

I. 3 I
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questions which the subject involved. On coming to the throne

he in fact advanced some steps nearer to the church of Rome.

He published a liturgy formed on the model of the Tridentine,

in which the Swedish divines were amazed to perceive not only

some of the usages, but some also of the distinguishing doctrines

of the Romish church,^ As the mediation of the pope, both with

the Roman catholic powers in general in so far as respected his

Russian war, and particularly with Spain in the matters relat-

ing to the maternal inheritance of his wife, might prove very

useful, he felt no scruple in sending one of the grandees of his

kingdom as ambassador to Rome. Secretly he even allowed a

few Jesuit missionaries to come from the Netherlands to Stock-

holm, and committed an important educational institution to

their charije.

This was a symptom which naturally gave rise to the most

brilliant hopes at Rome ; Anthony Possevin, one of the most

adroit of the members of the company of Jesus, was selected for

the purpose of making a serious attempt to convert King John.

Possevin appeared in Sweden in 1578. The king was not

inclined to yield on all points. He required that the priests

should be allowed to marry, that the cup should be given to the-

laity in the sacrament, that mass should be said in the vernacu-

lar tongue, renunciation by the church of confiscated church pro-

perty and similar things. Possevin had no powers to make any

concessions on these points; he only engaged to communicate

the king''s demands to the papal see, and hastened to the dog-

matical questions in dispute. Here he was much more success-

ful. After a few conferences and some time allowed to think

upon the subject, the king said he had made up his mind to sub-

scribe to the professio Jidel according to the formula of the Tri-

dentine confession. He did in fact subscribe to it; he confessed;

once more Possevin inquired whether with respect to the com-

munion under one kind he submitted to the judgment of the

pope; John declared that he did so, whereupon Possevin so-

lemnly granted him absolution. It seemed almost as if that ab-

solution had been the grand object which the king felt he needed

and which he longed to enjoy. He had caused his brother to be

1 In the Judicium prsPilicatorum Ilobuenss. dc iiublicata liturgia, in Baaz's In-

yentarium ccdesiaium Suegoth. p. 393, they aro all to bo seen.
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assassinated, with the previous approval, it is true, of his estates,

still it was an assassination, and that in the most frightful form

!

The absolution he received seemed to give peace to his soul.

Possevin called aloud to God, beseeching him that he would

quite convert the heart of this prince. The king rose and threw

his arms around his confessor; "as I," he exclaimed, "now
embrace you, so do I for ever embrace the Romish faith." He
then received the supper according to the Roman catholic ritual.

After having thus succeeded in his object, Possevin hastened

back; he communicated his news to the pope, and, under the

seal of secrecy, to the most powerful Roman catholic princes ; all

that now remained was that the king''s demands on which he

made the restoration of Roman Catholicism in his kingdom ge-

nerally to depend, should be taken into consideration. Possevin

was a very clever person, gifted with persuasive powers, and with

much talent for negotiation ; but he had too easily allowed him-

self to believe that his object was gained. According to his re-

presentation of matters, Pope Gregory, instead of deeming it

necessary to make any concession, rather insisted that the king

should come over frankly and unconditionally. He gave the

Jesuit therefore, when proceeding on his second journey to Swe-

den, letters drawn up to that effect, and indulgences for all who

should return to the Romish faith.

But the opposite party meanwhile was on the alert ; warning

letters were addressed to the protestant princes, for the news had

instantly spread through all Europe; Chytraeus dedicated to the

king his work on the Confession of Augsburg; and made a cer-

tain impression by doing so on men of rank and learning. The

protestants kept their eyes fixed upon him.

Possevin now arrived; no more, as on the previous occasion,

in a civic dress, but in the usual attire of his order, and with a

load of Roman catholic books. This appearance of his, of itself,

made no favourable impression. He even hesitated for a mo-

ment to produce the papal answer; but at length finding longer

delay impossible, in an audience, which lasted for two hours, he

opened it to the king. Who shall attempt to scan the secrets

of a soul in itself wavering and unsettled? The prince's self-

respect might have felt offended at so flat a refusal of liis re-

quirements; he was convinced, too, that nothing could be at-
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tained in Sweden without the concessions that were refused ; and

he had no idea of resigning his crown on account of his religion.

Enough, that audience was decisive. From that very hour tlie

king showed the pope's ambassador disfavour and displeasure.

He insisted that the Jesuits who were employed as teachers at

the school, should take the communion under both kinds: that

mass should be celebrated in Swedish ; and when they would not

obey him, as, indeed, they could not, he refused to provide for

them as he had hitherto done. When they left Stockholm soon

after, it was undoubtedly not solely owing, as they may have pre-

tended, to the plague being there. The protestant grandees, the

king's younger brother, the earl of Sudermanland, who inclined

to Calvinism, and the Lubeck ambassadors, neglected not to fan

the flame of this growing disgust. In the queen alone, and after

her death, in the next successor to the throne, did the Roman
catholics preserve any stay that they could lean upon, any hope

that they could cherish. For the time immediately before them

the civil government in Sweden remained essentially protestant.'^

In England this came to be more and more the case under

Queen Elizabeth. But here there were points of attack of a dif-

ferent kind; the kingdom was filled with Roman catholics. Not

only did the Irish population hold fast by the old faith and ri-

tual ; in England itself, half of the nation perhaps, if not, as has

been maintained, even more, were attached to them. It must

ever be thought strange that the English Roman catholics, for

the first fifteen years at least of Elizabeth's reign, submitted to

the protestant laws of that monarch. They took the oath re-

quired from them although it ran directly counter to the papal

authority; they attended the protestant churches, and deemed

it quite enough if in going and returning they kept together and

avoided the company of protestants.^

1 In all that I have related here T confine myself to those statements by the Je-
suits, which in so f;xr as I can find, have been nenleeted hitherto, as they may be
read at full length in Saeehinus : Hist, soeietatis Jesu Pars IV. lib. VI. n. Gl—70,
and lib. VII. n. 8,3—111. I should like to know if the continuation of Theiner's
Sweden and its j)osition with respect to the Holy See, will leally communicate any
new facts worth notice ; as yet it is a woi-k so full of coarse invective as to excite

compassion rather than attention. " It is to be hoped tl at they luiow not what
they do."

3 " Relatione del presente stato d'Inohiltcrra, cavata Cn una lettera scritta di

Londra etc. Roma 1590,"—[Account of the jiresent state tf England, taken from a
letter written Irom London, etc. Rome, loOO,] (a printed ] amphlet), closely agrees
on this head with a passage in Ribadeneira do schismate, vhich Ilallam has already
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Meanwhile people at Rome considered themselves sure of

their being true to their church at heart. The idea prevailed

that an opportunity, some small advantage only, was wanted, in

order to enflame the whole Roman catholics of the country to

resistance. Already had Pius V. expressed a desire to shed his

blood in an attempt upon England. Gregory XIII., who never

relinquished the idea of such an enterprise, thought to take ad-

vantage of the military ardour and elevated position of Don John

of Austria in accomplishing it ; and expressly for this purpose

he despatched his nuncio Sega, then with Don John in the Ne-

therlands, to Spain, in order to gain the concurrence of Philip II.

Notwithstanding this, at one time from the king's dislike to

his brother's ambitious views and new political developments, at

another from other hindrances, these extensive projects misgave.

People had to be content with less magnificent attempts.

Pope Gregory first turned his regards to Ireland. It was re-

presented to him that there was no more strict or more immov-

ably Roman catholic nation than the Irish ; but that they were

maltreated by the English in the most arbitrary and violent

manner, plundered, disunited, wilfully kept in barbarism, and

coerced in their religious convictions, and accordingly they were

at all times ready for war; all that was needed was but to assist

them with a small military force; with 5000 men Ireland might

be conquered; it had not a single fortress that could hold out

above four days.^ Pope Gregory was convinced without much

quoted (see the constitutional histoi-y of England, I. p. 1G2) and it is unquestion-
ably tlie source whence it was taken. "Si permettevano giuramenti iuapii contra
I'autorita doUa scdc apostolica, e questo con poco o nissun scru]iulo di conscienza.

Allora tutti andavano communemente alle sinagoghc degli eretici et alio prodielio

loro nienandovi li tigli et fiiiniglie ; - - si teneva allora per segno distintivo suttieiente

venire al!e duesc prima degli eretici e non partirsi incompagnia loro."—[They have
allowed themselves to take impious oaths against the authority of the apostolic see,

and that with little or no scruple of conscience. Then all have gone connnonly to

the synagogues of the heretics and to their preachings, taldng their children and
families with them there; - - it is held to be a sufticiently distinctive sign that they
come to church before the heretics, and do not go away in company with thcni.]

J- " Discorso sopra il regno d'Irlanda e deUa gente che bisogneria per conquistarlo,

fatto a Gregorio XIII."—[Discourse on the kingdom of Ireland and tlie tn)0]ts re-

quired for its conquest, written for Gregory XIII.] See Fugger MS. in tlic \'ienna
librai';s'. The Queen's government is declared to be a tyranny; " lasciando il go-
verno a ministrl Inglesi, i quali per amchii-e sc stessl usavano tutta I'arte dclla tir-

annidc in quel regno, come trasportando le commodita del paese in Inghilterra, tas-

saiido il pojjolo contra le leggi e privilegi antichi, c mantenendo guerra e fattioni tra

i paesani - - non volendo gli Inglesi che gli habitanti imjiarasscro la diiTercnza fra il

viver libero e la .servitii."—[leaving tlic government to Englisli ministei's, who in

order to enrich themselves employ all the arts of tyranny in that kingdom, such ns

exporthig the commodities of the country into England, ta.\ing the iieopic against
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difficulty. There was then living at Rome an English refugee,

called Thomas Stuckley, an adventurer by nature, but who pos-

sessed the art in a high degree of procuring introductions and

acquiring confidence; the pope appointed him his chamberlain,

made him marquis of Leinster, and laid out 40,000 scudi in fur-

nishing him with a ship and troops. He was to have formed a

junction on the French coast with a small force which Geraldine,

an Irish refugee, had collected there, also by means of assistance

from the pope. King Philip, who had no inclination for war, and

yet was willing enough to see Elizabeth's hands occupied at

home, contributed some money towards its success. But Stuck-

ley in a most unexpected manner suffered himself to be persuaded

to take part with the troops destined for Ireland in King Sebas-

tian's expedition to Africa, in which he himself was killed.

Geraldine had to try his fortune alone ; he landed in June 1579

and made in reality some progress. He captured the forts com-

manding the harbour of Smerwich; the Earl of Desmond had

already revolted against the Queen; a general movement took

place through the island. But this was soon followed by re-

peated ill-success; and worst of all, Geraldine himself was slain

in a skirmish. Upon this the Earl of Desmond could no longer

hold out. The papal aid proved inadequate to its object; the

money that had been reckoned upon, never came. The English

accordingly came off victorious. They punished the insurrection

with the most frightful cruelty ; men and women were thrust

together into barns and burnt to death, children were strangled;

the whole of Munster was devastated; the English colonies ad-

vanced to occupy the country after being thus reduced to a

desert.

If Roman Catholicism was ever to effect any thing in that

kingdom, the experiment had necessarily to be made in England

itself; and that, it must be confessed, could be done only under

the ancient laws and privileges, and kcepiiii;- nji wars and factions aniono: the coun-
try people, - - the English having no wisli that the inhabitants should learn the dif-

ference between living free and servitude.]

1 According to the Nuncio Sega in his Relatione corapendiosa (MS. in Berlin
liibrary) 20,000 scudi ;

" altre mercedi fece fare al barone d'Acrcs, al signer Carlo
Buono et altri nobili Inglesi che si trovavano in ^ladrid. eiregli sj)inse andare a
quosta ini])resa insicme col vcscovo Lionese d'lrlanda."—[lie caused other rewards
to be made to Baron Dacres, Lord Charles Buono and other English noblemen at

Madrid, whom he urged to go on this expedition together with Bishop Lionese of

Ireland.]
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au alteration in the subsisting relations of Europe. But in order

that as matters stood the Roman catholic population might not

be completely revolutionized ; in order that it might still l)e

found Roman catholic, spiritual means had necessarily to be

brought to bear upon it.

William Allen first formed the idea of collecting into one

body those English youths of the Roman catholic confession who,

in the pursuit of their studies, lived on the continent ; it was

particularly with the support he received from Pope Gregory that

he succeeded in procuring for them the establishment of a col-

lege at Douay. This, however, did not strike the pope as suf-

ficient to meet the exigencies of the case. He wished to procure

for these refugees a quieter and less dangerous situation under

his own eyes, Douay at that time lying in the Netherlands,

then so much disturbed; so he founded an English college at

Rome, bestowed a rich abbacy upon it, and committed it, in

1579, to the Jesuits.'"'

Now no one was admitted at this college who did not come

under an obligation to return to England at the completion of

his studies, there to preach the creed of the Romish church. For

this alone were the pupils prepared. In the religious enthusi-

asm to which they were stimulated by the spiritual exercises of

Ignatius, the missionaries that had been sent over of old by Pope

Gregory the Great to convert the Anglo-Saxons, were presented

to them as their example.

Attempts of this kind were made forthwith by some of the

older students. In 1 580, two English Jesuits, Person and Cara-

pian, went over to their native country. Subjected to incessant

persecution and obliged to pass under feigned names and another

dress, they reached the metropolis and traversed, the one the

northern, the other the southern provinces. They confined them-

selves for the most part to the houses of the Roman catholic

lords. Their arrival was announced beforehand; yet the pre-

caution was adopted of always meeting them at the door as

strangers. Meanwhile a domestic chapel was already fitted up

in the most retired part of the house ; to the which they were

conducted, and there the members of the fiimily were convened

1 We may here compare the account given by the Jesuits in Saecliinus, Pars IV.
lib. VI. 6, lib. VII. 10—30, with Camden's statements; Rerum Britannic, torn. I.

p. 815.
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and received their blessing. The missionary generally remained

only a single night. In the evening there were preparatory ex-

ercises and confession; next morning mass was said and the

Lord's supper dispensed; this was followed by preaching. All

who still kept by the Eoman catholic confession attended, some-

times amounting to a great number. The religion which had

prevailed in the island for 900 years, was again proclaimed with

the charm of mystery and novelty. Synods were held in secret

;

a printing press was set up first in a village near London ; then

in a lonely house in a neighbouring wood. Roman catholic writ-

ings suddenly re-appeared, written with all the tact that could

be derived from continual practice in controversy, often not with-

out elegance ; and the impression they produced was so much the

greater, the more inexplicable their origin. This was immedi-

ately followed by the Roman catholics ceasing to attend the pro-

testant service and to observe the spiritual laws of the queen;

while, on the other side, the doctrines of Rome were controverted

with much more warmth, and persecution became more oppres-

sive and severe.^

Universally, wherever the principle of the Roman catholic

restoration had not strength enough to acquire the ascendancy,

it at least urged its opposition with more keenness and implaca-

bility.

This might be observed in Switzerland also, though each of

the cantons there had long ere now possessed a religious auto-

nomy, and though the dissensions which had broken out from

time to time on the concerns of the league and the interpreta-

tion of the religious articles agreed to as the basis of the public

peace,^ had been pretty well settled.

But now the Jesuits insinuated themselves here also. They

came to Lucerne in 1574, at the instance of one of the com-

manding officers of the Swiss guard in Rome, and found, parti-

cularly in the Pfyffer family, sympathy and support.^ Lewis

1 From Saccliinus Campiani Vita ct martyrium. IngolstatU, 1584.

2 The most iiiipdi-taut uiKlouhtcdly was that relating to the destiny of the evan-

gelical party fornietl in Loeai-no, an authentic report upon which was made liy F.

Meyer in 183G. The protestant cantons agi'ced in 1555, to acce])t of that interpre-

tation of the contested article, and yielded to the evangelical inhabitants being com-

])ellcd to leave their native land. They had completely disappeared there first about

the year 1580.

3 Agricola, 177.
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Pfyffer of himself gave probably 30,000 gulden to the establish-

ment of the Jesuit college ; Philip II. and the Guises are said

to have contributed something; here too Gregory XIII. was not

found wanting ; he furnished the means for procuring a library.

The citizens of Lucerne were extremely gratified. In a letter

which they wrote for the purpose to the general of the order,

they besought him never more to deprive them of the fathers of

the society who had already arrived; "every thing for them de-

pended on their seeing their youth properly brought up in good

learning, and particularly in piety and Christian living;" in re-

turn they promised him to spare neither pains nor labour, pro-

perty nor life, in rendering the society all the service it could

desire/

And they soon had an opportunity of manifesting their reno-

vated Roman catholic zeal in a matter of no small importance.

The city of Geneva had passed into the special protection of

Berne, and was now endeavouring to draw into this alliance So-

lothurn and Freiburg also, which had been wont to attach them-

selves to Berne, not indeed ecclesiastically, but politically. In

fact it succeeded in the case of Solothurn. A Roman catholic

city took the very focus of Western protestantism into its pro-

tection. Gregory XIII. was terrified and tried every resource

to keep back Freiburg at least from such a step. Here it was

that the Lucerners now lent him their aid. An embassy from

them joined efforts with the papal nuncio, Freiburg not only

renounced the alliance; it even sent for the Jesuits, and there

too a college was organized with assistance from the pope.

Meanwhile Charles Borromeo began his operations. He had

alliances chiefly in the Wald-cantons. Melchier Lussi, land-

amman of Untenvalden, was regarded as his particular friend.

Borromeo first sent over Capuchin friars, who in the mountains

especially, made an impression on the people by the strictness

and simplicity of their lives. These were followed by the pupils

of the Helvetic college which ho had founded for this express

purpose.

Traces of this influence were soon to be discovered in all pub-

lic concerns. In the autumn of 1579, the Roman catholic can-

1 LitcrsB Lucernensiuiu ad Everardum Mcrciulamini, in Saocliimis Ilistoria so-

cictatis Jesii, IV. V. 145.

1. S K
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tons entered into a league with the bishop of Basel, in which they

not only engaged to defend him in his religion, but also to bring

back " to the true catholic faith," as opportunity might occur,

those of his subjects who had become protestant ; resolutions

which, from the very nature of the case, set the evangelical part

of the cantons in commotion. The schism now proceeded with

greater force than it had done for long. A papal nuncio arrived;

in the Roman catholic cantons he received the highest demon-

strations of respect; in the protestant he was mocked and in-

sulted.

CRISIS l>f THE NETHEELANDS.

Such tlien was the state of affairs. Restored Roman Catho-

licism, in the forms which it had assumed in Italy and in Spain,

had made a powerful assault on the rest of Europe. It had suc-

ceeded in making no insignificant conquests in Germany; it had

made advances in many other countries; yet everywhere it had

encountered a powerful opposition. In France the protestants

were secured by comprehensive concessions and a strong position,

partly political, partly military ; they had the preponderance in

the Netherlands; England, Scotland and the North were subject

to their government ; in Poland theyhad vindicated for themselves

most effectual laws in their favour, together with an ample in-

fluence in the general affairs of the kingdom ; in the Austrian

territories, viewed collectively, they confronted the government

with the strength derived from the ancient constitutional privi-

leges enjoyed by the estates in the provinces; in Lower Germany

the ecclesiastical institutions seemed on the eve of undergoing a

decisive alteration.

In such a state of things it now became of infinite consequence

how the scale was to turn, where the people were ever taking up

arms anew; that is, in the Netherlands.

It is impossible that Philip could have thought of repeating

those measures which had already once misgiven, neither was he

any longer in a position to attempt it; it was his good fortune

that ho found friends, who came to him quite spontaneously, and

that protestantism in its new career struck upon an unlooked-for

and insurmountable obstacle. It is worth while to dwell for a

moment longer on this important occurrence.

T3e it observed that it was by no means agreeable to every one
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in the provinces, to see the prince of Orange become so powerful

there; least of all to the Walloon nobility.

Under the king's government, these noblemen, particularly in

the French wars, had ever been the first to mount for the field;

and the most distinguished military chiefs among them, men
whom the people had been accustomed to follow, had acquired

thereby a certain independence and power. Now, under the re-

gimen of the estates they saw themselves placed on the back

ground; their pay was not regularly provided; the army of the

estates consisted mainly of Hollanders, English, and Germans,

who, being unequivocally protestants, enjoyed most confidence.

When the Walloons concurred in the pacification of Ghent,

they flattered themselves that they would obtain a leading in-

fluence in the general direction of the country^s affairs. But it

was much rather the contrary that followed. That power fell

almost exclusively to the share of the prince of Orange and his

friends from Holland and Zeeland.

But with the personal feelings of disgust thus drawn forth,

there come to be a special concurrence of religious motives.

To whatever we may ascribe the fact, certain it is that the

protestant movement found but little response in the Walloon

provinces.

There the new bishops had been quietly received ; almost all

of them very active men. In Arras there was Francis of Rich-

ardot, who had imbibed to the full the restoration principles at

the council of Trent, and whom his admirers have found it im-

possible to praise sufliciently for the strength and impressiveness

he conjoined with ingenuity and polish in his preaching, and

with zeal and worldly sagacity in his life;^ in Namur, Anthony

Havet, a Dominican, less shrewd perhaps, but an earlier mem-
ber of the council and equally indefatigable in giving effect to

its ordinances ;^ in St. Omer, Gerrard de Hamericourt, one of

the richest prelates in all the provinces, at the same time akbot

1 Gazet, Ilistoirc ccelC'siastiquc des pays-bas p. 143, finds him " subtile ct solide

en doctrine, nci-veux en raisons, richo en sentences, copicux en discours, poly en son
langage et grave en actions: mais sui'tout 1' cxcellentc piet6 ct A'crtu, qui rcluisoit

en sa vie, rcndoit son oraison jiersuasive."—[subtle and solid in doctrine, nervous in

reasons, rich in sentences, copious in discourse, polished in his language and grave
in actions; but most of all, of an excellent piety and virtue, which shed a lustre on
his life, and made liis prayer persuasive.] This seems to be Walsclic French. I
have translated oraison in the last clause hy prayer, perhaps incorrectly. Tr.

2 ILavensius: Do ercctione novorum episcopatuum in Belgio, p. CO
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in St. Bertin, who now resigned himself to the ambition of pro-

moting study amongst the young and establishing schools, and

who was the first in the Netherlands to found a college with a

fixed revenue for the Jesuits.'^ Under these and other heads of

the church, Artois, Hainault, and Naraur, while all the other

provinces were in flames, were preserved free from the wild fury

of the image riots,^ so that even the re-actions produced by Alva

did not at that time appear so violently there.^ The decrees of

the council of Trent were without much delay discussed and ad-

mitted in provincial councils and diocesan synods. The influ-

ence of the Jesuits powerfully difiused itself from St. Omer, and

still more from Douay. Philip II. had founded a university at

Douay, in order that his subjects speaking French might have

the means of study without leaving the country. This was of a

jiiece with the close ecclesiastical constitution which he contem-

plated introducing generally. Not far from Douay liets the

Benedictine abbey of Anchin. In the days when the image riots

were raging in the greater part of the rest of the Netherlands,

John Lentailleur, abbot of Anchin, together with his monks,

went through the spiritual exercises of Ignatius. While the

impression these had made was still fresh upon his mind, he re-

solved to apply part of the revenues of the Abbacy to the found-

ing at the new university, of a college of Jesuits, which was

opened in 1568, at once acquired a certain independence of the

university authorities, and soon increased extraordinarily. Eight

years after, the prosperous state of the university, and that, too,

as regarded even literary studies, was mainly ascribed to the

1 In these fiivoin-able repi-esentations of the papal chiefs, the author, as on many-

other occasions, allows himself to be carried away by tlie pro-pai)al current of liis

aiitliorities. Let the reader never forget that these men were daily sinners against

both tables of God's most holy law ; that they were tlic patrons of that gross God-

dishonouring idolatry which pollutes these provinces to this hour, though but for

them at that critical period, the Reformation might have entered there and esta-

blished tlie pure worship of God; and that the second table of the law they also vio-

lated, as pei-sccutoi-s and the abettors of persecution. Tr.

a Tlio " wild fui-y" that destroyed the images was assuredly an infinitely more
worthy i)nssion tlian the avarice that created them or the blind idolatry that wor-

sbi|i[i('d them. Every feeling of true piety as well as of ]iure patriotism must have

been insulted by their presence, and the iconoclasts had at least no I'ieh livings to

secure, no spiritual or tempoi'al power to preserve by their zeal. Tr.

3 Hopper: Recueil ct Memorial dcs troubles des Pays-has, 93, 98.

* According to Viglii commentarius rerum actarum super impositiono declmi

denarii in Papendrecht, Analecta I. 1, 292, the tenth penny was imposed on them,

with the assurance that lie would not be very strict in enforcing it.
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Jesuits. Not only was their college filled with a pious and se-

dulous body of young men; the other colleges rose likewise in

consequence of their endeavours to rival it. Ere long even the

higher schools were furnished from it with eminent divines, and

all Artois and Hainault with clergymen.^ This college gradu-

ally came to be a central point of modern Catholicism for all the

regions round about. In 1578 the Walloon provinces passed, at

least among those who lived at that time, as one of them expres-

ses it, for being Roman catholic in the highest degree.

But these religious features in the condition of the country,

were now, equally with its political claims, threatened by the

preponderance of protestantism.

In Ghent protestantism had assumed a form which we should

at the present day designate as revolutionary. Here the an-

cient franchises of the country which Charles V. had violated in

1539, had not been forgotten; here Alva's malpractices had begot

a peculiar exasperation of feeling; the populace was naturally

violent, disposed to engage in iconoclast tumults, and furiously

opposed to the priests. Two eager ringleaders, Imbize and

Ryhove, took advantage of all this fermentation. Imbize thought

of founding a new republic, and dreamt that Ghent was to be-

come another Rome. They began their undertaking with the

imprisonment of their governor, Aerschot, together with some

bishops and Roman catholic leaders from towns in the neighbour-

iiood, and with whom he was holding a conference at the time.

They then restored the ancient constitution, understood of course

with some modifications, which secured for them the possession

of the government. Thereafter they seized the property of the

church, dissolved the bisliopric, confiscated the abbeys and made

barracks of the hospitals and monasteries. Finally they endea-

1 Testimonium Thomrc Stnplctoni (Rector of the University) dated 1570, in

Saechiniis IV. IV. 124. " Plurimos ex hoc patrum collcgio—called the collegium

Aquicintense—Artesia ct Ilannonia pastores, multos seliola nostra thcologos optimc

institutes et conipai-atos accepit."—[Testimony of Thomas Stajjleton, &c. &c.

Artois and Hainault have had many pastors from that college of the fatliers, and
our univei'sity has received from it many excellently instructed and aceom])lished

divines.] Many still higher eulogies follow which wc may the more omit, as Staple-

ton himself was .a Jesuit.

2 Michiel: Relatione di Frnncia. " II contc (the governor of Ilaiiiaull ) e cnttoli-

chissiino, come 6 tutto quel contado insienie con quel d'Artoes, die li 6 ]in)|rui<[UO."

—The count is most catholic, as is also all that country together, with that of Ar-

tois, which is adjacent to it.]
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voured by force of arms to extend these proceedings among their

neio-hbours.'^

Now some of the leading men that had been arrested, belonged

to the Walloon provinces; forthwith the troops of Ghent made

an incursion into the Walloon territory ; all persons there that

might be of protestant views, began to move; popular passions

were, from the example of Ghent, brought into immediate con-

nection with religious excitement. In Arras there broke out a

tumult against the council. Even in Douay the Jesuits were

banished by a rising of the people against the will of the coun-

cil, and though it lasted but a fortnight, still it was a great

success ; in St. Omer they maintained their footing only through

the special protection of the council.

The magistrates in the cities, the nobility in the country, and

the clergy, all were at once endangered and coerced. They found

themselves threatened with a development, such as had taken

place in Ghent, and of an evidently destructive character. No

wonder if while in this jeopardy they endeavoured to defend

themselves by every means in their power, that first they sent

their troops into the field, where these made dreadful havoc in

the Ghent territory, and thereafter looked about for some other

more stable bond of union among the states which might secure

to them their relationship to the Netherlandish estates in general.

Forthwith Don John of Austria availed himself of this deter-

mination of theirs.

On casting a glance at Don John's whole proceedings in the

Netherlands in general, it seems indeed as if he had eftected

nothing at all, and as if his entire existence had passed away,

leaving as utter an absence of any traces of his having been there

as he left of any personal regard for him. But if we look into

the matter more narrowly and mark how he stood, what he did,

and what were the consequences of his undertakings, we must

ascribe to him above all, if to any one, the founding of the Span-

ish Netherlands. He long tried to adhere to the pacification of

Ghent; but from the independent position assumed by the es-

tates, from the relative situation of the prince of Orange, who was

a far more powerful person than he, the stadtholder-general, was,

1 Sec Vandor Vynkt's History of the Nethorlamls, vol. II. book II. soet. 2.

That section may be reckoned jierhaps as tlic nio:;t important of tlie wliolc book.
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and from the mutual suspicion with which the parties regarded

each other, it was evident that matters must come to an open

breach. Don John resolved to commence war. This he did no

doubt against the king's will, but it was unavoidable. Thereby

alone could he succeed, and did succeed too, in gaining a terri-

tory which again owned the Spanish sovereignty. He still pre-

served Luxembourg; he occupied Namur; the battle of Gem-
blours had made him master of Louvain and Limburcr. If the

king wished again to be sovereign of the Netherlands, it was what

was no longer to be attained by an agreement with the states-

general, for that Avas manifestly impossible, but by gradually

reducing individual provinces to subjection, either by the way
of entering into terms with them or by force of arms. This

course Don John adopted, and already it opened up the largest

prospect. He aroused the old attachment of the Walloon pro-

vinces to the race of Burgundy. What was of special import-

ance, he brought over to his side two powerful persons, Pardieu

de la Motte, governor of Gravelines, and Matthew Moulart,

bishop of Arras.^

These were the very men who, after the early death of Don
John, conducted, with great zeal and a happy dexterity, the ne-

gotiations on which the crisis depended.

De la Motte took advantage of the growing hatred felt to-

wards the protestants. He succeeded in effecting the removal

from many fortified places, of the garrisons placed there by the

estates, for this very reason that they might be protestant, and

in inducing the nobility of Artois first to resolve upon, and then

to accomplish as early as November, the removal of all the Re-

formed from that country. Upon this Matthew Moulart sought

to efiect a complete reconciliation with the king. He began with

a formal procession in the town and prayers for the divine assist-

ance. And indeed, it was no easy task he had undertaken; he

had at times to unite persons whose pretensions directly con-

1 That they were gained over while Don Juan was still in life, appears from tho
following two passages. 1. Strada II. 1. p. 19. " PardiccusMottaj doniinusnon rc-
diturum modo sc ad regis obedicntiam sed ctiam quamphiros sccinn traetunnn jam-
pridcni significarat Joanni Austriaco."—[Pardiou lord of la Motto had already sig-
nified to John of Austria that not only he himself would return to the obedience, but
that he would bring many along with bini.] "2. Tassis ; Episcopum Atrebatcnscm,
qui viventc adhuc Austriaco sc rcgi cfmciliarnt."—[Tho bishop of Airas, who while
the Austrian was yet alive, had reconciled himself with the king.]
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flicted with each other. He showed himself indefatigable, sub-

tile and pliable, and met with coiTespouding success.

Alexander Farnese, who succeeded Don John, possessed the

important faculty of convincing the understandings, and acquir-

ing the attachment and confidence of others. He could at all

titnes command the assistance of Francis Richarbot, nephew to

the bishop of that name, " a man," says Cabrera, " of much in-

sight in various matters, experienced in all of them, who knew

how to manage any affair, whatever the nature of it might be
;"

and of Sarazzin, abbot of St. Vaast, whom the same Cabrera

describes as a great politician under the appearance of calm in-

diflerence, very ambitious under the guise of humility, and who

contrived to acquire and preserve universal deference.

Shall we now describe the course of negotiations as they gra-

dually advanced to the attainment of their object ?

It is enough to remark that on the side of the provinces the

interests of self-preservation and of religion pointed to the king,

while on the king's side nothing remained unattempted that could

be done by priestly influence and adroit negotiation, combined

with the returning favour of the sovereign. In April 1579,

Emanuel de Montigny, the acknowledged leader of the Walloon

army, passed over into the king's pay. Upon this the Count de

Lalaing followed his example ; his doing so was absolutely indis-

pensable to the gaining of Hainault. At last on the l7th May

1579, the compact was concluded in the camp at Maestricht.

But severe were the conditions to which the king had to sub-

mit ! It was a restoration of his power indeed, yet one eftected

only under the strictest limitations. He engaged not only to

dismiss all foreigners from his army, and to serve himself with

Low-country troops alone; he also confirmed in their appoint-

ments to public offices, all who had received them in the course

of the disturbances ; the inhabitants even pledged themselves not

to receive any garrison of which no previous notice had been given

to the estates of the province; two-thirds of the council of state Avere

to consist of persons who had been implicated in the disturban-

ces. The remaining articles are all of a like purport.^ The pro-

vinces obtained such an independence as they had never had before.

1 Cabrera: Felipe segiinclo, p. 1021.

2 Tassis gives us this compact at full length, lib. V. 3!)4— 105
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All this implied a turn in the tide of events which was of

general importance. Throughout the whole of Western Europe

hitherto, every attempt to maintain or re-introduce Roman
Catholicism, had been made through the public force being

brought to bear upon it; the sovereign power had under this

pretext striven completely to suppress provincial privileges. Now
it saw the necessity of pursuing another method. If it would

restore Roman Catholicism and preserve itself, this could be ac-

complished only by a coalition with the estates and their privi-

leges.

Grievously, however, as the sovereign power had been circum-

scribed, it had gained immensely notwithstanding. Those pro-

vinces on which the grandeur of the house of Burgundy was

founded, had returned to their allegiance. Alexander Farnese

now carried on the war with Walloon troops, and protracted as

it was, still he was constantly making progress. In 1580 he

took Courtray; in 1581 Tournay; in 1582 Oudenarde.

But these successes did not bring the matter to a decision. It

may have been the union of the Roman catholic provinces with

the king that directly drove the northern and altogether protes-

tant provinces, not only to league themselves intimately toge-

ther, but at last absolutely to renounce their allegiance to the

king.

Here let us take a survey of the history of the Netherlands as

a whole. There might be found in all the provinces a conflict

of old standing, betwixt the provincial rights and the sovereign

power. The latter, in Alva^s time, had obtained a preponder-

ance, such as it had never before possessed ; but this it could not

for any length of time preserve. The pacification of Ghent

demonstrated how completely the states had won for themselves

the ascendancy over the administration. In this the northern

provinces had no advantage over those of the south ; had all been

united on the subject of religion, they would have established one

common Netherlandish republic. But, as we have seen, their dif-

fering in religion involved their disruption. The first result was

that the Roman catholic provinces went back under the protec-

tion of the king, their grand reason for coalescing with whom
was precisely that the Roman catholic religion might be upheld,

whereupon, as a second result, it followed that the protestant

I. 3 L
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after having so long maintained the struggle, finally cast off the

very name of subjection and revolted altogether from the king.

Now, though the former were called tlie subjected provinces, and

the latter distinguished by the name of a republic, it must not

be supposed that the difference essentially was at first very great.

Even the subjected provinces maintained all the privileges of

their estates, with the utmost zeal. The republican provinces,

too, by which they were confronted, could not dispense with an

institution, that of tlie stadtholder, which had an analogy with

monarchical government. The main difference lay in religion.^

Through this did the struggle first reveal itself, in its pure

antagonist principles, and events ripen towards their completion.

It was at this time precisely that Philip II. conquered Por-

tugal, and as he felt himself stimulated by the success he had

had in making so important an acquisition, to proceed to new

enterprises, even the Walloon states allowed themselves at length

to feel disposed to permit the return of the Spanish troops.

Lalaing and his wife, who had all along been a great adver-

sary of the Spaniards, and to whom their exclusion had been

mainly ascribed, were gained over, and they were followed by

the whole Walloon nobility. They persuaded themselves that

the return of Alva's despotisms and deeds of violence was no

more to be dreaded. The Spanish-Italian army, already with-

drawn once, brought back again, and once more sent off, arrived

anew in the country. With none but the Netherlands troops

the king must have protracted the war interminably; but those

veteran, well-disciplined and altogether superior troops, hastened

the crisis.

As in Germany, colonies of Jesuits, consisting of Spaniards,

Italians, and some Netherlanders, restored Roman Catholicism

in the way of doctrinal divinity and instruction, so did the Ital-

ian-Spanish arms appear in the Netherlands, in order when com-

bined with Walloon elements, to secure a preponderance in arms

for Roman catholic oj)inions.

1 This reasoning powerfully supports those evangelical patriots of our own day in

Holland, who insist that the old glories of the Dutch coranion\vealth were the re-

sults of its high religious character, much more than of any peculiarities in the civil

constitution of the Seven United provinces In so tar as respects civil and munici-

pal franchises, there seems to have been nothing to prevent the fullest development

of national energy in the rival provinces. But superstition has been the curse of

every country it infects. Tr-
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At this point it is impossible not to think of the war. K be-

came at the same time the advance of religion.

In July 1583, Dunkirk, both town and harbour, and within

six days thereafter, Nieuport and all the coast as far as Ostend,

Dixmunde and Furnes, were taken.

Here the character of the Avar at once displayed itself. The
Spaniards showed themselves forbearing in all political matters,

but inexorably severe in those that concerned the church. They
could not endure the idea of granting the protestants the use of

a church, or even liberty to worship in private; the preachers

that were taken, were hanged. The war was carried on with the

full consciousness of its being a religious one ; and in a certain

sense this was even the most rational view of the matter, consi-

dering the state in which people found themselves. The protes-

tants had never succeeded in completely subjecting the country;

on the other hand, by this resolute procedure, their enemies

stirred up on their own side the elements of Roman Catholicism,

which still existed throughout the land. These put themselves

in motion quite spontaneously. Baillia Serves van Steeland de-

livered up the district of Waes ; Hulst and Axel surrendered ;

Alexander Farnese soon found himself strons; enough to think

of making an attempt upon the larger cities ; he commanded the

land and the coasts; one after another, first Ypres in April, then

Bruges, at last Ghent also, where Imbize himself now took part

with the advocates for a reconciliation, had to surrender. To
the communes as such, very tolerable conditions were granted

;

their privileges were in a great measure left to them; only the

protestants were mercilessly expelled ; it was uniformly the prin-

cipal condition, that the Roman catholic clergy should return,

and that the churches should again lapse to the Roman catholic

ritual.

Notwithstanding all this, nothing seemed to be permanently

attained, no security won, as long as the prince of Orange was

still in life, that prince who gave support and effect to the re-

sistance, and who prevented even the conquered from resigning

themselves to despair.

The Spaniards had set a price of 25,000 scudi on his head,

and in the wild excitement that agitated men's minds, there

could not be wanting persons capable of availing themselves of
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the offer. They were impelled to it at once by avarice and fan-

aticism. I know not that there was ever an instance of grosser

blasphemy than that found in the papers of the Biscayan Jaur-

egiiy, who was apprehended for an attempt on the prince's life.

He carried about with him, as a kind of amulet, prayers in which

the merciful Godhead, who appeared to mankind in the person

of Christ, is besought to favour murder, and in which, in the

event of his accomplishing the deed, part of the reward is, as it

were, promised to Christ, a garment, lamp, and crown to the

" Mother of God" at Bayonne, a crown to the mother of God

at Aranzosu, and a rich curtain to the Lord Christ himself!'^

This fanatic was fortunately apprehended, but meanwhile an-

other was already on the way. At the time of the (prince''s)

outlawry being published at Maestricht, Balthazar Gerard, a

Burgundian residing there at the time, felt himself seized with

the idea of carrying it into effect.^ The hopes he entertained of

the earthly fortunes and honour which awaited him in case of

success, and of the renown of a martyr to be derived from it,

should he perish in the attempt, in which views he had been for-

tified by a Jesuit at Treves, would allow him no peace by day

or night until he set about its accomplishment. Having repre-

sented himself to the prince as a refugee, he by this means se-

cured admission to his presence and a favourable moment for

effecting his purpose; in July 1584, he killed Orange by shoot-

ing him dead. He was seized ; but none of the tortures inflicted

1 " Contemporary Copy of a vow and of cei-tain prayers found in the form of au
amulet upon Jaureguy," in tiie Collections of Lord Egerton. " A vos, Senor Jesus

Cliristo, redemptor y Salvador del mundo, erlador del cielo y dela tierra, os oifrczco,

siendo os servido librarnie con vida despues de haver eflectuado mi deseo, un belo

nuiy rico."

2 " Relatione del successo della morte di Guilielmo di Nassau prineipe di Orange
e delli tormenti patiti del generosissimo giovane Baldassare Gerardi Borgognone."

—[Accoimt of what followed on the death of William of Nassau, prince of Orange,

and of the tortures suffered by that most generous youth Balthasar Gerard of Bur-
gundy.] luff, politt. XII. contains some notices differing from the usual accounts.
" Gerardi, la cui madre e di Bisansone, d'anni 28 incirca, giovane non nieno dotto

che cloqucnte."—[Gerard, whose mother was from Besanyon, was about eight and
twenty years of age, and was a youth of no less learnmg than eloquence.] Ho had
had the design in his head for six years and a half " Offerendosi dunquo ro])portunita

di portar le lettci'e del duca d'Alansono al Nassau, essendo gia lui gentilhuomo di

casa, alii 7 Luglio un hora e mezzo dope pranso, uscendo il prhicipe dclla tavola,

scargandoli un archibugctto con tre pallc gli colse sotto la zinna manca c gli fecc una
ferita di due ditl, coUa quale rammazzo."—[An opportunity then offering of taking
letters from the duke of Alon<jon to Nassau, being now a genlleniau of liis house-
hold, on the Yth of July, an hour and a half after dinner, as the i)rincc was retiring

from the table, by discharging a pistol with three balls, he liit him under the left

breast and produced a wound two inches long, with which ho killed him.]
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on him, could extort from him a sigh ; he uniformly declared that

had he not done it, he would still do it. At the time that he

was expiring amid the execrations of the people at Delft, the

prebendaries at Bois-le-duc held a solemn Te Deum, as a

thankso'ivino; for what he had done.

All the passions were now wildly fermenting; the impulse

they communicated to the Roman catholics proved the more

powerful of the two ; it eftected its object and triumphed accord-

ingly.

Had the prince lived, it is believed he would have found means

to fulfil his engagement to relieve Antwerp, which was already

besieged. No one now could be found capable of supplying his

place.

The measures undertaken against Antwerp, Avere of so com-

prehensive a character as directly to menace all other towns of

any importance in Brabant. The prince of Parma cut them all

off at once from the means of obtaining supplies. Brussels first

surrendered. Being a town that usually had a superabundance

of provisions, on seeing itself threatened with want, factions

broke out and these led to its being given up. Mechliue fell

next; finally, on the failure of a last attempt to open the sluices

and effect a communication over the land, Antwerp also was

compelled to surrender.

The mildest conditions, moreover, were granted to these cities

in Brabant as well as to those in Flanders. Brussels was ex-

empted from the contribution ; Antwerp obtained a promise that

the city should never be garrisoned by Spaniards, and that the

citadel should not be renewed. One obligation stood for all,

namely, that churches and chapels should be restored, and the

expelled priests and members of the religious orders recalled. In

regard to this the king was immovable. In all agreements, he

said, that must be the first and last condition. The only favour

he Avould condescend to grant was that those who had settled in

that country should be allowed two years, during which they

should either become converts to Roman Catholicism, or sell their

property and leave the Spanish territory.

How completely had the times now become altered. Philip

II. himself had once entertained scruples about granting fixed

settlements to the Jesuits in the Netherlands, and often since
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had they been exposed to peril, attacked and banished. The
events of the war now brought them back, and that too

under the decided favour of the government. The Farneses,

besides, were special well-wishers to that order; Alexander had

a Jesuit for his confessor; he looked on the order as the chief

means of fully restoring to Eoman Catholicism the half protes-

tant country which he had conquered, and thus accomplishing

the grand object of the war.^ The first quarter in which they

re-appeared, was the first also that was conquered,. Courtray.

The parish priest of the town, John David, had become ac-

quainted with the Jesuits during his exile at Douay; he now
returned, but only to enter the order forthwith; and in his fare-

well sermon to exhort the inhabitants no longer to allow the

spiritual aids of the society to be withheld from them; and they

readily permitted themselves to be persuaded. Old John Mont-

agna who had first introduced the society into Tournay, and had

more than once to take to flight, now returned for the purpose of

giving it a permanent establishment there. Thus too, as soon

as Bruges and Ypres went over to the other party, the Jesuits

arrived in those cities ; the king willingly made a grant to them

of some monasteries that had been deserted during the disturb-

ances. In Ghent the house of the great demagogue Imbize, from

which the destruction of Roman Catholicism had been proclaimed,

was put in order for the society. At the time of their capitula-

tion, the Antwerpers wished to stipulate that they should only

again receive those of the Order that had been there in the time

of Charles V., but this was not conceded ; they had to allow the

Jesuits to march in, and had to restore to them the buildings

they had formerly possessed. The historian of the order relates

this with no small satisfaction, and notices as a special mark of

1 Sacchinus :
" Alexandre et pvivati ejus consilii viris ea stabat scntentia, iit

qufcque reeipiebatui' ex liwreticis civitas, continuo fere in eaiu iiimiitti sociotateui

debere : valere id turn ad piotatem privatam civiuni tiiiu ad paccm tvaiiquillitateiu-

que intelligcbant."—[Alexander and tbe niendjers of bis jjrivy council were fully of

0]iinion tliat as soon as any city was taken from the lierctics, tbe society ougbt
abnost immediately to bo sent into it ; tbey were aware tbat tbis would avail at once
in promoting the private piety of tbe citizens, and public jieacc nnd tranquillity.]

(Pars V. lib. IV. n. 58.) According to tbe " Imago primi .seculi"—[Image of the

first age], tbis was iilso the king's desire, "qui I'ccens datis do hoc argumento literis

duceni cum eiu-a monuerat ut societatis pra^sidio munire satagci'ct pnvcipiuis quas-

que Belgii civitates" —[who l)y letters recently presented on this sidjject had care-

fully admonished tbe duke tbat he should exert liimself in giving tlie society tbe

safeguard of his protection]. Assertions which were sufficiently proved by deeds.
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the divine favour, that property that had been left burthened

with debt, was recovered free from debt; it had meanwhile passed

throiio-h several successive hands, and was without more ado

restored. Nor could Brussels escape the general fate; the coun-

cil of the city declared its readiness ; the prince of Parma granted

a provision from the royal chest; and very soon the Jesuits were

established there likewise in the best manner. The prince had

already solemnly invested them with the right of possessing real

property under ecclesiastical jurisdiction, and freely to avail

themselves in those provinces of the privileges of the apostolic see.

Nor was this patronage confined to the Jesuits alone. Some

Capuchin friars in 1585 came to enjoy it also; by means of a

special letter to the pope he contrived to obtain permission for

them to remain with him;^ he then bought for them a house in

Antwerp. They even made a great impression on the connec-

tions of the order. Other Franciscans had to be debarred, by

special command of the pope, from adopting the reform of the

Capuchins.

But all these preparatory arrangements gradually produced

the utmost effect. They made Belgium, after being half protes-

tant, to become one of the most Roman catholic countries in the

world. Nor, too, can it well be denied that in the earlier part

at least of this period, they gave their aid to the re-establish-

ment of the royal authority.

In consequence of these successes the opinion became more and

more deeply rooted, that only one religion should be tolerated in

a state. It forms one of the chief principles in the political sys-

tem of Justus Lipsius. In religious matters, says Lipsius, there

must be no admittance given to mercy or forbearance; here true

mercy consists in being merciless ; in order that many may be

saved, there must be no hesitation shown in removing one and

another out of the way.

This principle was no where admitted more thoroughly than

in Germany.
pnOGliESS OF THE COUNTEK-nEFOItMATIONS IX GERMAXT.

Were not the Netherlands always considered one of the cir-

cles of the German empire ? From the very nature of things,

1 The Capuchins -were at this time confined bv the miles of their order to Italy.

Tb.
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the occurrences there must have exercised a great influence on

German affairs. As one of their immediate consequences the

aftairs of Cologne were brought to a decision.

The Spaniards had not as yet returned, far less had the great

advantages on the side of Roman cathoHcism been achieved,

when the electoral prince Truchsess of Cologne resolved, in Novem-

ber, 1582, to make a public profession of the reformed doctrine,

and to take a wife, yet without meaning to resign his archbish-

opric. The greater part of the nobility were in his favour, includ-

ing the counts von Nuenar, Solms, Wittgenstein, Wied, Nassau,

the whole dukedom of Westphalia, all of them evangelical. With
a book in one hand and a sword in the other, the electoral prince

entered Bonn ; Casimir von der Pfalz took the field with no in-

considerable force, for the purpose of coercing the city of Cologne,

the chapter, and the archbishopric, all of which were opposed to

him.

In all the transactions of that time we find this Casimir

von der Pfalz ever ready to mount horse and draw his sword,

and always with warlike squadrons, protestants in opinion, at

his beck. But he seldom brought matters to a rio;ht result.

He carried on war neither with the devotedness required by a

religious cause, having on all occasions had some particular ad-

vantage of his own in his eye ; nor with the energy or the science

that were opposed to him. On this occasion too he ravaged,

indeed, the fields of his adversaries; but in the main afiair, on

the other hand, what he accomj)lished amounted to nothing;^ he

made no conquests ; nor did he know how to procure for himself

further aid from protestant Germany.

The Roman catholic powers, on the contrary, combined their

whole resources. Pope Gregory did not trust the affairs to the

delays of a process before the Curia ; he considered a simple con-

sistory of the cardinals, from the urgency of the circumstances,

to be sufficient for the decision of so weighty a case, as that of

depriving a German electoral prince of his archiepiscopal dig-

nity.^ Already had his nuncio, Malaspina, hastened to Col-

ogne; and there he succeeded, particularly with the co-operation

1 Tssclt : Ilistoria belli Coloniensis, p. 1092. " Tota hac sestate nihil hoc cxer-

citu digiiuui cgit."—[That whole summci- he did nothing worthy of such an army.]

2 Maflei : Auuali di Grcgorio XIII. IT. XII. 8.
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of the learned members of the establishment, not merely in ex-

cluding' all the less decided from the chapter, but also in raising

to the archiepiscopate a prince from the only remaining entirely

Roman catholic family, Duke Ernest of Bavaria, bishop of Freis-

ingen.^ Upon this a German Roman catholic army appeared on

the field, brought together by the duke of Bavaria, and not

Avithout papal subsidies. The emperor delayed not to threaten

the Count palatine Oasimir with the ban and re-ban^ of the

empire, and to send dissuasive letters to the troops of the count,

which in fact led at last to the dissolution of the palatinate army.

When matters had proceeded thus far the Spaniards likewise

appeared. In the summer of 1583, they had only taken Zut-

phen; three thousand five hundred Belgian veterans now burst

into the archbishopric. Gebliard Truchsess was overwhelmed

by so many enemies; his troops would not serve in the face of an

imperial mandate ; his principal fortress surrendei'ed to the

Bavarian Spanish army ; he himself had to flee and seek an asy-

lum for mercy's sake from the prince of Orange, at whose side

he had hoped to take his place as one of the champions of pro-

testantism.

As is self-evident, this must have had the utmost influence on

the complete and solid establishment of Roman Catholicism in

the country. At the first blush of the disturbances, the clergy

of the see had allowed the dissensions that existed amonfr them-

selves to subside; the nuncio expelled all suspicious meinbers; a

Jesuit church was organized amid the tumult of arms; so that

when the triumph was achieved, it needed only to be continued.

Truchsess too had expelled the Roman catholic clergy from

Westphalia; they all now returned, as did other refugees, and

were held in high honour.^ The evangelical prebendaries conti-

nued to be excluded from the cathedral, and never even received

their revenues again, which was a thing unheard of. It is true

that the papal nuncios had to deal tenderly even with the Roman
1 Malas])iiia's letter to Duke William of Bavaria, in Adlzi'eitter II. XII. 205.

" (iuod cupieljamus," ho say.s in it, " impetraviiuus.''—[Wc obtained what we desired.]

3 Aelit und Abcracht—in Lathi, liannum et bannum vcitcraluni, orrebanuum, for

if the person denounced did not within a year and day, prove his innoccnee and clear

hhnself of the ban, on a fresli application from Iiis accuser, the second strict or com-
])letc ban was jironounccd against him. Sec Couvci-satious Lcxikon, Olh Ed. art.

Aclit oder Bann. Tr.

3 " The electoral Prince Ernest," says Khevenbiller, "has established anew tlie

temporal government as well as the catholic religion according to ancient usage."

I. 3 M
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catholics ; well was Pope Sixtus aware of this ; among other in-

junctions to his nuncio he told him not to commence reforms

which he might deem necessary, as long as he was uncertain how

far all were disposed to adopt them; but it was just by these

prudent methods that the object aimed at was attained Avithout

its being noticed; the prebendaries, however distinguished they

might have been in point of ancestry, again began to discharge

their duties in the cathedral. Roman catholic views found a

powerful support in the council of Cologne, which had an oppo-

sition party, adopting protestant sentiments, in the city.

This great turn of aiFairs could not but speedily produce an

effect upon all the other spiritual territories; and in the neigh-

bourhood of Cologne this was helped on by a singular accident.

That Henry of Saxe Lauenburg, who would have followed Geb-

hard's example had it succeeded, bishop of Paderborn and Osna-

bruck, and archbishop of Bremen, rode one Sunday, in April,

1585, to church from his home at Vohrde; on his way back he

fell with his horse, and although a young and powerful man, and

not seriously injured, yet he died that same month from the ef-

fects of his fall. The elections that followed now ran greatly in

favour of Roman Catholicism. The new bishop in Osnabruck

subscribed at least the p7^ofessioJidei;^ but Theodore von Furst-

enberg, the new bishop of Paderborn, was a decided Roman
catholic zealot. He had already some time before this, as a pre-

bendary, offered opposition to his predecessor, and as early as in

1580 effected the passing of the statute that in future Roman

catholics only should be admitted into the chapter;^ already too

he had authorized some Jesuits to come, and to these he had

committed the preaching in the cathedral as well as the instruc-

tion of the upper classes in the gymnasium ; this last under the

condition that they should not wear any dress peculiar to their

1 According to Strunck, Annalos Padorbornonscs, p. 514, Bernard von Walbcck
had been previously inclined to protestantism, had shown himself neutral durinp; the

Cologne disturbances, and now abjured the Roman catholic profession. Chji;ra}us

(Saxonia 812) does not contradict him.

2 Bessen : Geschichte A'on Paderborn, TI. 123. In Rciflfenberg, " Ilistoria pro-

vinciio vA Rhenum infcriorem, lib. VIII. c. I. p. 185, wc find a letter of Pope Gre-
gory XIII. " dilectis filiis canonicis ct capitulo eeclesiro Padcrbornen.sis,"—[to his

beloved sons, the canons and chapter of I'adcrborn church,] G Feb. 1584, in which
he praises this spu'it of resistance :

" 'I bus it is rigbt ; the more a man is assaulted,

the stronger i-esistancc ought ho to offer; even he, the pope, carried the fathers of

the society in his heart."
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order. But how much easier did it become for him to carry out

measures of this nature, after he had himself been raised to the

bishopric. The Jesuits needed not now any longer to conceal

their presence; the gymnasium was openly handed over to them;

to preaching there was added catechising. Here they found

enough to occupy them. The town-council was altogether j)rotes-

tant; hardly any Roman catholics remained among the burges-

ses. Nor in the country around, were matters otherwise. The
Jesuits likened Paderborn to a barren field, which cost extraor-

dinary trouble and yet would produce no fruits. At last, as we

shall have yet to touch upon, about the commencement of the

seventeenth century, they attained their object notwithstanding.

For Munster, too, that accidental death proved an important

occurrence. There the younger prebendaries had been in favour

of Henry, the older had been opposed to him; so that it waa

found as yet that no election could take place. Now Duke Ern-

est of Bavaria, electoral prince of Cologne and bishop of Luttich,

was also postulated to be bishop of Munster. This was brought

about ])y Dean Raesfeld, the most decided Roman catholic in

the see, and besides this, he from his own funds set apart a legacy

of J 2,000 rix dollars for a college of Jesuits to be erected at

Munster, after which he died. The first Jesuits arrived in 1587.

They met with opposition from the prebendaries, the preachers,

and the burgesses; but the council and the prince gave them

support; their schools gave scope for their extraordinary merit

(as teachers) ; in three years they already reckoned a thousand

scholars; and by that time, in 1590, they acquired quite an in-

dependent position by means of a liberal grant of church pro-

perty on the part of the prince.^

The electoral prince, Ernest, possessed also the bishopric of

Hildesheim, and here too, although his power was much more

circumscribed, he gave his aid towards the reception of the Je-

suits. The first of these that came to Hildesheim, was John

Hanmier, a native Hildesheimer, who had been reared in the

Lutheran creed; his father was still in life, but now the son was

animated with all the zeal of a new convert. He preached with

remarkable plainness; effected some splendid conversions, and

1 Sacchinus: pars V. lib. VIII. n. 83—91. Reiffcnbcrg: LUstoria provinciso ad
Rlienum inferioreni, I. IX. VI.
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gradually secured a firm footinn;. In 1590 the Jesuits obtained

in Hildesheim a place of residence and a pension also.

We remarked of what consequence the Eoman Catholicism of

the house of Bavaria had now become to Lower as well as Upper
Germany. A Bavarian prince appeared in so many dioceses at

once, as its only stay.

Yet we must not believe that this prince was himself very

zealous or devout. He had natural children, and it was at one

time supposed that he would do at last as Gebhard Truchsess

had done. It is curious to observe the cautiousness shown by

Pope Sixtus in dealing with him, and how carefully he guarded

against letting him perceive that he was aware of his irregulari-

ties, however well he knew all about them. That would have

made exhortations and demonstrations necessary, which might

readily have driven the self-willed prince to such a determination

as was not at all to be wished for.^

German affairs, accordingly, were long before they could be

handled as those of the Low-countries were. They required the

most delicate regard to be paid to personal feelings.

Although Duke William of Cleves held externally by the

Roman catholic confession, his policy nevertheless was wholly

protestant. To protestant refugees he was happy to grant re-

ception and protection ; and he kept his son John William, who
was a zealous Roman catholic, removed from all participation in

public affairs. People at Rome might easily have been tempted

to allow symptoms of displeasure and irritation to escape them

on this account, and to favour opposition to that prince. But

Sixtus V. was too shrewd a person to act thus. It was only

when the prince urged the matter so warmly, that it could no

longer be avoided without giving offence, that the nuncio ven-

tured on holding a conference with him at Dusseldorf; and even

then he exhorted him above all things to be patient. The pope

did not wish him to obtain the golden fleece; it might awaken

suspicion ; nor would he apply directly to the father in favour of

the son ; every tie maintained by the latter with Rome would

have been offensive ; it was only through an intercession on the

part of the emperor, brought about by him, that he sought to

obtain for the prince a position more suitable to his birth ; he

1 Teini>osti : Vita di Slsto V. torn. I. p. 354.
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directed the nuncio to act with regard to some things, as if he

did not notice them. Here, too, this caution, so full of forbear-

ance on tlie part of an authority which had never ceased to be

recognised, failed not to produce its eflect. The nuncio gradu-

ally acquired influence; when the protestants at the diet moved

for some favours being granted them, it was he who by his repre-

sentations chiefly led to their receiving an unfavourable reply.
'^

And so Roman Catholicism through a great part of Lower

Germany, if not instantly restored, was yet, when in great jeo-

pardy, maintained, confirmed, and fortified; it acquired a pre-

ponderance which in course of time might mature itself into an

absolute supremacy.

A kindred development immediatelyappeared in UpperGermany.

We touched on the situation of the Franconian bishoprics. A
bishop possessing determination of character, might well have

entertained the idea of taking advantage of it for the purpose of

acquiring a hereditary power.

In all probability it was really about this that Julius Echtoi

of Mespelbronn, who in 1573, while as yet very young and na-

turally enterprising, became bishop of Wiirzburg, hesitated for a

moment which policy he should adopt.

He took an active part in the expulsion of the abbot of Fulda,

and it is impossible that it could have been any very avowed

Roman catholic opinion that brought the chapter and orders of

Fulda into connection with him. It was the very restoration of

Roman Catholicism that was the main complaint raised by them

against their abbot. The bishop, too, on this account was in

bad odour with Rome. Gregory XIII. imposed on him the

restitution of Fulda. This he did at the very time that Truchsess

avowed his revolt (from Rome). In point of fact Bishop Julius

on that occasion prepared to betake himself to Saxony, and to call

in the aid of the chief of the Lutherans against the pope : he

stood in closer relation with Truchsess, and the latter at

least entertained the hope that the bishop of Wiirzburg would

follow his example. This is mentioned with satisfaction by the

deputy of that Lauenberg who was archbishop of Rremen, his

lord superior.^

1 Tempcsti : Vita di Sisto V. torn. I. p. 359.

9 Letter of Ilermanu von der Dccken (for Bcckcn would seem to be a fiiiso leiiJ-
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Under these circumstances it is hard to say what Bishop Ju-

lius would have done had Truchsess kept his ground in Cologne.

But after so complete a miscarriage, not only could he never

think of imitating him ; he came, on the contrary, to quite an

opposite determination.

Shall we say that his utmost wish was only to be sovereign

in his own country? Or was he actually and at heart a man of

strict Roman catholic conviction? He was at all events a pupil

of the Jesuits, and had been brought up at the coUegium Roma-

niini in Rome. Enough; in the year 1584 he began an ecclesi-

astical visitation on Roman catholic principles, and such a visi-

tation as there had never been seen the like of in Grermany. He
carried it into eifect in person, with all the energy of a resolute

will.

He traversed the country attended by some Jesuits. First,

he went to Gmiinden; from thence to Arnstein, Werneck and

Hassfurt; and so on, from district to district. In each town he

came to, he called the burgo-master and council before him, and

made known to them that it was his intention to extirpate pro-

testant errors. The preachers were removed and their places

filled with persons who had been reared by the Jesuits. In case

of a public functionary hesitating to attend the Roman catholic

worship, he was dismissed without mercy; already there were

other persons of Roman catholic sentiments, waiting to receive

the vacant places. But all private persons even were held bound

to adhere to the Roman catholic service ; they had but to choose

betwixt the mass and expatriation; whoever should hold the

prince's religion in abhorrence, was also to have no part whatever

in his laud.^ The neighbours interceded against this course in

ing) of Gth December 1582, in Sclimidt-Pliiseldcck's Historical Miscellanies, I. 25.

" Auf des Legatcn Anbringen und Werbuuge hat Wirzburgensis ein Idcin Bedenkcn

gebettcn, und hat zur Stunde seine Pferde und Gesindc lassen fertig werden, wollcn

aufsitzen und nach dem Ilerrn Cluuf. zu Sachssen reittcn und Ihre Cliuvf. G. iiber

solliche des Papsts unerhorte Importunitet—Idagen—auch um radt, hulff und Trost

anhalten Der Ilerr Churfiirst (v. Cbln) hatt grosse lloffnung zn hochgedachten

Ilerrn Bisclioflen, dass I. F. Gn. verhoff'entlich dem Papstc werden abt'allen."

—

[Upon (receiving) the Legate's proposals and ap])lications, the bishop of AViirzburg

asked for some small time to think, and had his servants and horses instantly ready ;

and he would moimt and ride off to the Elector of Saxony and—complain—to his

electoral grace of such unheard-of un])ortunity on the pojie's i)art, also to obtain ad-

vice, assistance, and comfort The Elector (of Cologne) has great hopes of

highly esteemed Lord bishops, that their princely graces will, as is expected, revolt

from the pope.]

1 See Biography of Bishop Julius in Groj)p's Chronik von Wurzburg, p. 335;
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vain. Bishop Julius used to say that it was not wJiat he was

now doing that excited any doubts in his mind, but that he was

too late in doing it. He was most zealously abetted by the Je-

suits. Father Gerhard Weller was particularly noticed ; ho used

to go alone from place to place on foot without any baggage, and

preached. In the single year 1586, fourteen cities and market

towns, above t^vo hundred villages, and about sixty-two thousand

souls were brought back to Roman Catholicism. The metropolis

of the see was now all that was left remaining, and in March

1587 the bishop took that also in hand. He made the town

council appear before him; he then appointed for each quarter

and each parish a commission, which judicially examined each

of the burgesses. On this it was found that the half of them

cherished protestant opinions. Many were but weak in their

faith; they soon yielded, and the communion solemnities which

the bishop held at Easter in the cathedral in which he himself

bore office, were already very numerous; others were longer in

complying; and others still preferred selling their property and

expatriating themselves. Among these were the members of

the council.

This was an example, which, most of all, the bishop of Bam-
berg, who was nearest ecclesiastical neighbour to Wiirzburg, felt

himself challenged to imitate. We all know Gosweinsteiu

looking over the vale of Muggendorf, whither to this day people

from all the vales in the neighbourhood proceed on pilgrimages,

by lonely and steep paths, leading through the most beautiful

wolds and glens. There is there an ancient sanctuary dedicated

to the Trinity itself; at this time it was forsaken and desolate.

When the bishop of Bamberg, Ernest von Mengersdorf, went

there on one occasion in 1587, this grieved him to the heart.

Inflamed by the example of his neighbour, he too declared he

would again turn his subjects " to the true catholic religion ; no

danger should deter him from discharging this his duty." We
shall see how earnestly his successor set about it.

But while people as yet were only taking preparatory steps

towards this in the Bamberg country, Bishop Julius proceeded

"it was notified to tliom that tlicy .sliould resign tlieir offices and commands, and
seek their liomes beyond the bisliopric." I avail myself of tliis biography liere as
elsewhere, particularly along with it, Christophori Mariani Augi^tani Encaniia
ct Tricenalia Juliana in Gropp's Scriptt. Wirceb. tom. I.
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completely to revolutionize that belonging to Wurzburg. All

the ancient institutions were renewed. The devotions paid to

the mother of Grod ;
pilgrimages ; the fraternities dedicated to the

ascension and nativity of the Virgin Mary, and those of all the

other denominations, revived and were established anew. Pro-

cessions passed through the streets; the sound of the church

bells called in the whole country at set times to Ave Maria.^

People began anew to collect relics, and deposited them with

great pomp at the places where they were to be worshipped. The

monasteries and convents were again occupied; churches were

built in all quarters ; we are told of three hundred being founded

by Bishop Julius; the traveller recognises them by their high

spired towers. People after a few years perceived this alteration

of things witli amazement. " What at first was even thought

superstitious," exclaims one of the bishop's eulogists, " nay, dis-

graceful, is now accounted holy ; that in which people saw nothing

short of a gospel, is now declared to be a cheat."

Success so great as this had not been expected even in Rome.

Bishop Julius^'s undertaking had already been some time in pro-

gress before Pope Sixtus V. heard any thing about it. After

the autumn holydays of 1586, the general of the Jesuits, Aqua-

viva, appeared before him, for the purpose of making him ac-

quainted with the new conquests of his order. Sixtus was in

ecstasy. He hastened to testify his acknowledgments to the

bishop. He imparted to him the right to fill up vacant benefi-

ces, even within the reserved months; in as much as he himself

must, even better than any other, know whom he had to reward.

But the pope's satisfaction was much enhanced in consequence

of what had been mentioned by Aquaviva coinciding with like

reports from the Austrian provinces, and especially froni Styria.

Still in the same year in which the evangelical states in Sty-

ria acquired so much independence by means of the decrees of

the diet of Bruck, that they might well stand a comparison Avitli

the estates of Austria which also had their council for religious

affairs, their superintendents and synods, and an almost republi-

can constitution, the change had already appeared.

1 Julii Eplscopi statuta nxralia. Cropp: Script, toni. T. Ills idea is, that tlio

spiritual movement, which proceeds from the supremo head oftlio church of Clirist,

communicates itself from above to below, througli all the members of tlie body. S.

p. 441 de capitulLs ruralibus.
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When Rudolph II. received the oath of allegiance, it was re-

marked how totally different lie was from his father. He prac-

tised devotional exercises in all their strictness ;
people were

amazed to see him take his place in processions, even in the

severest winter, without any covering for his head, and with a

torch in his hand.

This tone of sentiment on the part of the sovereign, together

with the favour which he conferred upon the Jesuits, had not

only already roused people's apprehensions, but in conformity

with the character of those times, led to vigorous counter-move-

ments also. In the Landhaus,^ at Vienna, for a proper church

had not been conceded to the protestants in the metropolis, there

preached the Flacianer, Joshua Opitz, with all the violence pecu-

liar to his sect. While he regularly thundered against the

Jesuits, the priests, and all " the abominations of popery," he

did not so much produce conviction as rouse indignation iu his

hearers, so that as a contemporary says,^ on their coming out of

church, "they could have torn the papists with their hands."

The consequence was that the emperor formed the design of

abolishing the meetings at the Landhaus. When this was per-

ceived, opinions on both sides began to be passionately expressed,

and when the nobility to whom the Landhaus belonged, were

already giving vent to their feelings in threats, Corpus Ohristi

day for the year 1578 came round. The emperor had resolved

to celebrate this festival in the most solemn manner. After

hearing mass in St. Stephen's church the procession began,

being the first that had been seen for a long time ; priests, monks,

and friars, corporations, and the emperor and princes in the midst

:

thus was the holy sacrament^ accompanied through the streets.

But symptoms soon manifested what an extraordinary excitement

prevailed throughout the city. On arriving at the corn market,

some booths had to be removed to allow room for the procession

to pass. Nothing more was required in order to produce a gene-

ral uproar; cries were heard: " We are betrayed; to arms."

Choristers and priests abandoned the Host. Halberdiers and

1 The liousc in which the states of the various provuices held tlieir racctings. Tr.

2 D. George Eder, who, it must be acknowledged, was an advei"sary : Extract

from his Warnungsschril't in Raupach's Evang. Ocstrcich II. 280.

3 That is, the consecrated wafer, believed by Roman catholics to be the body, soul,

and divinity of our Lord Jesus Christ. Tb.

I. 3 N
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body-guards^ dispersed in all directions. The emperor saw him-

self in the midst of a raging mob ; he dreaded a personal assault

and laid his hand on his rapier; the princes came round him
with their swords drawn .^ It may be believed that this occur-

rence could not fail to make the greatest impression on the seri-

ous mind of the prince, who loved Spanish dignity and majesty.

The papal nuncio took the opportunity it presented, of pressing

upon him the danger which in such a state of things impended

over him ; that God himself in this intimated to him how neces-

sary was his fulfilment of promises, which moreover he had

made to the pope. The Spanish ambassador seconded all he

said. Magius, the provincial of the Jesuits, had oftentimes

admonished the emperor to adopt some decisive measure, .now

at last he was listened to. On the 21st of June 1578, the em-

peror issued his commands to Opitz, together with his assistants

in church and school, on that very day " before sunset" to quit

the city, and within fourteen days to leave the whole hereditary

territory of the emperor. The emperor was almost afraid of a

riot, and in the critical position of matters, kept a number of

persons whom he could depend upon, under arms. But how

could people have risen against the prince who had the letter of

the law on his side? They contented themselves with convoy-

ing the banished on their departure and giving vent to their

sympathy in affecting condolences.^

From that day forward a Roman catholic re-action began in

Austria, which year after year acquired more and more strength

and efficiency.

The plan was conceived of proceeding next to expel protes-

tantism from the imperial cities. The cities under the Ens

which had separated twenty years before from the order of nobles

and knights, could in fact oppose no resistance. The evangeli-

cal clergy were in many quarters banished and replaced by

1 Ilavtschirer or hai'tschierer—mounted body-guards of the emperor, peculiar, it

would appear, to Vienna. Tr.

2 Maftei : Annali di Gregorio XIII. tom. I. p. 281, 335, without doubt from the

reports of the nuncio.

3 Sacchinus: pars IV. lib. VI. n. 78. " Pudot rcfcrrc, quam exeuntes sacrilegoa

omnique execratione digiiissimo.s prosccuta sit numorosa multitulo, quotquc bcne-

volentia? documentis, ut vol indc mail gravitas acstimari possit."—[I am ashamed

to relate what a numerous multitude followed those wlio went away, sacrilegious as

tliey were, and most worthy of all execration, and witli liow many proofs of their

good will, so that lience even the gravity of the evil might bo estimated.]
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Roman catholic priests; a severe inquisition was suspended over

private persons. We have a formula according to which the

suspected were examined. One article runs as follows: "Be-

lievest thou that all is true which the Romish church establishes

in doctrine and lifef "Believest thou," adds another, "that the

pope is the head of the only apostolic church ?" No room was

to be left for doubt.^ Protestants were removed from civil offi-

ces; no persons were any longer admitted as burgesses who were

not found to be Roman catholics. At the university in Vienna

too, every candidate for a doctorate had first to subscribe the

professio fidei, A new ordinance respecting schools, prescribed

Roman catholic formularies, fasts, church attendance, and the

exclusive use of the catechism of Oanisius. Protestant books

were removed from the bookshops at Vienna, and taken in huge

piles to the episcopal palace. Searches were made at the water-

customhouses, into the boxes, and books and paintings not con-

sidered purely Roman catholic were confiscated.^

With all this, the object was not fully attained. In a short

time, indeed, there were thirteen cities and market towns re-

formed in Lower Austria; and possession was obtained of the

public property and of the mortgaged benefices; but the nobil-

ity still displayed a powerful opposition; the cities above the

Ens were closely allied with them and would not allow them-

selves to be disturbed.^

Not the less, however, as may readily be admitted, had many
of those measures a general influence which no one could escape.

They exerted a direct effect on Styria.

Here the archduke Charles had to agree to concessions, at the

moment when in so many quarters the Roman catholic re-action

was already in progress. This was what his kinsmen could not

forgive. His brother-in-law, Duke Albert of Bavaria, represented

to him that the Peace of religion justified him in compelling his

subjects to adopt the religion which he himself professed. His

advice to the duke was three-fold; at once to fill all his public

offices, particularly those at the court and privy council, with

Roman catholics; after that, to separate from one another the

1 Papal, Austrian and Bavarian articles of Confessions of Faitli in Raupach ;

Evang. Ocstreich, II, 307.

2 KhevcnliiUer : Fcrd. Jalirb. I. 90. Ilansitz : Germania Sacra, 1. 6.(2.

3 Uaupach : Klcinc Nachlcsc Ev. Ocstr. IV. p. 17.
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different estates at the diets, so as to be able to succeed better

with each individually; finally, to enter on friendly terms with

the pope, and to apply to him for a nuncio. Gregory XIIL,

indeed, of his own accord offered to assist. Being perfectly

aware that it was mainly the want of money that had induced

the archduke to make his concessions, he adopted the best me-

thod of relieving him from dependence on the inhabitants of his

territory; he himself sent him money, still in the year 1580, to

the amount of 40,000 scudi, for that time by no means an insig-

nificant sum. In Venice he deposited a still more respectable

capital, which was to be at the archduke's service, in the event of

disturbances breaking out in the country, in consequence of his

Roman catholic efforts.

Thus animated by example, admonition, and actual assistance,

the archduke Charles assumed quite a different attitude ever

after the year 1580.

In that year he gave an explanation of the concessions he had

previously granted, which might be considered as amounting to

a revocation of them. The states prostrated themselves before

him, and for a moment so supplicatory a prayer might have ex-

ercised some influence over him;^ but, on the whole, he kept to

the measures which he had publicly announced ; soon here too

the evangelical preachers bep,an to be expelled.

The year 1584 brought matters to a decision. The papal

nuncio Malaspina appeared at the diet which met that year.

Already had he succeeded in separating from it the prelates who

had uniformly adhered at other times to the secular states ; be-

tween them, the ducal functionaries, and all the Roman catholics in

the country, the nuncio established an intimate union which found

its centre in himself. Hithei'to it had seemed as if the whole coun-

try had been protestant; the nuncio proposed to form a strong

party around the prince also. By this means the archduke be-

came quite immovable. He held fast to the resolution that he

would extirpate protestantism from his cities; the Peace of reli-

gion, he said, still gave him very extensive rights, even over his

nobility, and by further resistance people would bring him to the

determination of enforcing these; in that case lie Avould see who

1 " Seinem angeborcncn mildrcichen landsfiii'stlichcn deutsclicn Gemutli nach,"

—

[agreeably to his innate, benevolent, patriotically princely Gennan spirit,] says the

supplication of tlic three provinces.
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they were that wished to exhibit themselves as rebels. Decid-

edly anti-protestant as was now the tenor of those declarations,

still such was the position of affairs that he had all the success

that he formerly derived from his concessions. The estates could

not refuse grants, the urgency of which sprang from a regard to

other causes.^

After that counter-reformations commenced throughout the

whole territory of the archduke. The parochial cures and town

councils were filled with Roman catholics; no burgess dared

attend any but the Roman catholic churches, or send his chil-

dren to any but the Roman catholic schools.

Matters did not always proceed quite quietly. The Roman
catholic priests and the prince's commissaries were sometimes

insulted and chased away. Even the archduke himself was

once in danger when out a hunting. The report had been

spread through that quarter that a preacher in the neighbour-

hood had been apprehended; the people ran together in arms,

and the poor harassed preacher had himself to go into the midst

of them and to defend the angry prince from the peasantry.^

But in spite of all this, matters took their course. The severest

measures were put in practice; the papal historian recapitulates

them in a few words ; confiscation, says he, exile, severe chas-

tisement for all that proved refractory. Such spiritual princes

as had any possessions in those regions, came to the assistance

of the secular magistracy. The archbishop of Cologne, who was

also bishop of Freisingen, changed the council of his town Lack,

and subjected the protestant burgesses to imprisonment or fines.

The bishop of Brixeu wished directly to set about a new distri-

bution of land in his lordship of Veldes. This disposition spread

over the whole Austrian territories. Although the Tyrol re-

mained Roman catholic, yet the archduke Ferdinand in Tnspruck

did not neglect to preserve strict subordination among his clergy,

and thereupon to see that every one received the sacrament.

Sunday schools were established for the common people. Car-

dinal Andrew, the son of Ferdinand, had catechisms printed

1 Valvassor, in his " Ehrc des Ilcrzogthiims Krain," presents us with good and

copious information on all these things. But here Maffci in the Annali di Grcgorio

XIIT. lib. IX. c. XX. lib. XIII. c. I. is of particular importance. lie had, no doubt,

the information communicated by the nuncio.

3 KhevenhiUer: Annalcs Fcrdinandei II. p. 523.
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which he distributed among children attending school, and the

unlearned/ But in districts into which protestantism had in

any degree penetrated, they did not confine themselves to such

mild measures. In the Margraviate of Burgau, although only

lately acquired, and in the bailiwick of Schwaben, although tlie

question of jurisdiction there was disputed, they went on .just as

the archduke Charles had done in Styria.

All this afforded Pope Sixtus matter of endless commendation.

He praised the Austrian princes as the firmest pillars of Chris-

tianity. To the archduke Charles in particular, he sent the

most obliging letters.^ The acquisition of a county which at

that time lapsed to the lord superior, was regarded at the court

at Gratz as a divine reward for so much good service rendered

to Christianity.

Although the Roman catholic order of things had mainly

owed its re-establishment in the Netherlands to its accommodat-

ing itself to the privileges of the people there, this was not also

the case in Grermany. The result in the latter country was that

the provincial sovereignties rose in point of rank and power, in

proportion as they succeeded in favouring the ecclesiastical res-

toration (of the church of Eome). But the most remarkable

example of the closeness of this connection between ecclesiastical

and political power, and of the extent to which it was carried, is

presented by the archbishop of Salzburg, Wolf Dietrich von

Raittenau.

The old archbishops who had witnessed the movements that

took place during the time of the Reformation, contented them-

selves with now and then publishing an edict against the inno-

vations, denouncing a punishment, and making an attempt at

conversion, but only, as Archbishop James would say, "by mild,

paternal, and loyal measures."^

Very diflierent were the sentiments of the young archbishop

Wolf Dietrich of Raittenau, who in 1587 entered upon the see

of Salzburg. He had been brought up at the collegium Germa-

nicum at Rome, and was still possessed with the ideas of the

1 Puteo in Tcmpcsti : Vita di Sisto V. torn. I. 376.

2 Extract fi'om Letters ; in Tcmpcsti I. 203.

3 A sever mandate was certainly published in the name of James, but it first

appeared after his having had to resign the administration to a co;H\jutor.
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ecclesiastical reformation in all their freshness ; there he had

further seen the brilliant commencement of Sixtus V/s adminis-

tration, had conceived an intense admiration for him, and, in

addition to this, was particularly stimulated by his uncle being

a cardinal, Cardinal Altemps, in whose house he had been reared

at Rome. In 1588, on his return from a journey which had once

more taken him to Rome, he now proceeded to give effect to the

projects he had formed under those impressions. He required

all the burgesses of his capital to make a solemn profession of

Roman Catholicism. Many held back from this; he allowed

them some Aveeks' consideration ; after that, on the 3d of Septem-

ber 1588, he commanded them to leave town and bishopric within

one month. Only that month and, after urgent petitions to that

effect, at last another was allowed for selling their property.

They were obliged to send an estimate of all they possessed to

the archbishop, and even then they durst not make it over to

any persons who might be disagreeable to him.^ A few only

yielded so far as to renounce their faith ; in that case they had

to do public penance in the church with lighted tapers in their

hands; by far the greatest number, and those, too, the most

thriving burgesses in the city, expatriated themselves. The

prince was not much troubled at losing them, believing that ho

had discovered in other measures the means of maintaining the

splendour of the archbishopric. He had already greatly aug-

mented the taxes, raised tolls and customs, laid a new impost on

the salt of Halle and Schellenberg, the Turkish aid was enlarged

and made a regular provincial tax, and an excise on wine, and a

property and land tax, were introduced. He had no respect

whatever to any established franchise. The dean of the cathe-

dral killed himself, it was believed, in a fit of melancholy,

caused by the loss of the rights of the chapter. The object of

the archbishop"'s regulations respecting the working of the salt,

and the whole mining department, was to bring down the inde-

pendence of the manufactory, and to incorporate it wholly with

the exchequer. Germany presents no similar example in all that

century, of such perfect fiscality. The young archbishop had

brought across the Alps with him the ideas of an Italian princi-

1 Refoniiationsmandat in Goeckingk : Volllcomnicnc Emigi'ationsgoschiclite von

dcncn aus dcni Erzbisthum Salzburg vcrtvicbencu Ijutberanern, T. p. S8.
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pality. How to possess money seemed to liim the first problem

of all political economy. He proposed to himself Sixtus V. as

his model; like him he wished to have in his hands a submissive,

entirely Roman catholic, tributary state. The removal of the

burf^esses from Salzburg, seeing that he looked on them as rebels,

even gave him satisfaction. He caused the deserted houses to

be pulled down and had palaces, in the Roman style, erected in

their stead.
''^

Above all things he was fond of splendour. He never refused

the usual entertainment to strangers;^ on one occasion he was

observed to attend the diet with a following of four hundred

men. In 1588 he was only twenty-nine years of age; he was

full of buoyancy of spirits and of ambition ; already he fixed his

eyes on the supreme ecclesiastical dignity.

And now the same course of things that we have seen in the

spiritual and secular principalities, took place when it became

any wise possible in the cities also. How bitterly did the Luth-

eran burgesses of Gmiinden complain of having their names

erased from the roll of the council-chamber. In Biberach the

council that had been placed there by the commissary of Charles

v., on the occasion of the Interim, still maintained its ground;

the whole city was protestant, the council alone Roman catholic,

and it kept every protestant carefully excluded.^ What oppres-

sions were experienced by the evangelical inhabitants of Cologne

and Aix-la-chapelle ! The council of Cologne declared that it

had engaged to the emperor and elector to tolerate no religion

but the Roman catholic ; it punished those who attended a pro-

testant preaching, occasionally with imprisonment and fines.''

Also in Augsburg the Roman catholics obtained the ascendancy;

dissensions broke out on the occasion of the introduction of the

new calendar; in 1586, first the evangelical superintendent, then

eleven of the clergy all in a body, and finally a number of the

most unbending of the citizens, were expelled from the city.

Something similar followed at Ratisbon in 1587, on account of

1 Zauncrs Salzburger Clironik Sicbentcr Tlicil,—[Zaunci-'s Salzburg Chrou-
iclc, Seventli Part,] is our most imjiortant source of information for this. That part
lias even been made up from a contemporary biography of the archbishop.

'i Ritterzehrung, that is, the assistance given to poor knights-orrant. Tk.

3 Lehmann dc pace religionis, TI. p. 2G8, -ISO

•s Lehmann, 43G, 270.
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some kindred reasons. The cities, too, already made claims to

the rights of the Reformation ; nay, individual counts and barons

even, and individual knights of the empire, who might perhaps

have been converted merely by a Jesuit, thought themselves

entitled to take advantage of those rights, and in their petty

territory would set about the restoration of Roman Catholicism.

There was an immense re-action. As protestantism had

advanced, so was it now driven back. Preaching and teaching-

had their share in this, but it was far more owing to external

arrangements, commands, and the public force.

Just as the Italian protestants had once on a day fled into

Switzerland and Germany, so now did German refugees, and in

still larger bodies, migrate from western and southern Germany

to the north and east. Thus, also, did those of Belgium with-

draw into Holland. It was a great Roman catholic triumph

which, like a wave, rolled along from one country to another.

To promote and extend its progress now became the endeavour

most of all of the nuncios, who at that time began regularly to

reside in Germany.

There is still extant a memorandum of the nuncio Minuccio

Minucci, dated in 1588, and from it we learn what were the

precise objects which were contemplated, and which dictated the

course that was pursued.^

A pre-eminent regard was paid to instruction. People had

wished that the Roman catholic universities had only been better

endowed, so as to attract distinguished teachers to them; In-

golstadt alone was provided with adequate means. As matters

stood, every thing depended on the Jesuit seminaries. Here it

was the wish of Minuccio Minucci, that provision should be

made, not so much for the forming of learned and profound theo-

logians, as of good and efficient preachers. A man of moderate

acquirements, not aiming at the very summit of learning, and

who had no thought of acquiring renown thereby, would probably

be the most universally serviceable and the most useful. This

view he recommended to the institutions in Italy intended for

the use of German Roman catholics.

1 Discorso del molto illustre e rev"'° Monsignoi* Minuccio Minucci sopni il modo
di restituire la cattolica icligione in A]oninj;;na, 1588. MS. liaib.—[Discourse of

the vciy illustrious and most llovercnd Monsignor Minuccio Minucci, on tJic means
of restoring the catholic religion m Germany. Barberini MS.]

I. , 3
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In the collegium Germanicum there was a diflference origin-

ally made in the treatment received by youths of burgess rank

and those of the nobility. Minuccio Minucci considered the

doing away with this difference as censurable. Not only were

the nobility now eager to go thither; even in the burgess class

there was aroused an ambition, which afterwards nothing could

satisfy, a striving for high appointments which proved detrimen-

tal to the right administration of the lower ones. Moreover,

endeavours were made at that time to bring forward a third and

middle class ; the sons of the higher public functionaries, who in

the natural course of things were destined one day to have a

share in the administration of their native provinces- Gregory

XIII. had already adopted some arrangements for such youths

in Perugia and Bologna. Thus we clearly see that the distinc-

tions of rank which now prevail in German society, were clearly

defined even then.

Most depended at all times on the nobility, and to them

chiefly the nuncio ascribed the maintenance of Roman catholic-

ism in Germany. For as the German nobility had an exclusive

right to the cathedral appointments, they defended the church

as their patrimony. On this very account they now set them-

selves to oppose the emancipation of religion in that department;^

they dreaded the great number of protestant princes, who in that

case would engross all the benefices to themselves. Precisely on

this account was it necessary to shield these nobles and to treat

them tenderly. The law against the plurality of benefices durst

not be enforced against them ; besides, changes of residence had

its use, by uniting the nobility of different provinces for the

protection of the church. Neither were the ecclesiastical ap-

pointments to be given away to persons of burgess rank; a few

learned men were of great use in a chapter, as was remarked in

1 Particularly in Upper Gennany. " L'esempio della suppressione dell'altre (the

Lower Geniian) ha avvertiti i iiobLli a nietter cura maggiorc nella dilesa di queste,

concorrendo in cio tanto gli heretici quanto li cattolici, accorti gia, die neH'occiipa-

tione deUi principi si leva a loro et a' posteri la spcranza dell'utilc eho cavano dai

canonicati e dagU altri beneficii, e clic possono prctendere del veseovato mcntre a'

canonici resti libera I'elettione."—[The example of the suppression of thoothei-s

(the Lower Gemian) has warned the nobility to pay more attention to the defence

of these, both heretics and catholics concuning in this, being already aware that in

the occupation of the princes there was taken fronx them and their posterity the ho])c

of the advantages to be had from the prebends and other benefices, and what they
might pretend to from the episcopate, while the election remained free to the canons.]
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Cologne; but to have carried out this practice further would

have proved the ruin of the German Roman catholic church.

The question now arose, in how far it was possible to bring-

Dack to Roman Catholicism, those territories which had passed

entirely over to protestantism.

The nuncio was far from advising that recourse should be had

to open force. The protestant princes seemed by far too power-

ful for that. But there were some means at hand which might

gradually effect the object in view.

He considered it above all things necessary that the good

understanding between the Roman catholic princes, and parti-

cularly between Austria and Bavaria, should be sincerely main-

tained. The league of Landsberg still subsisted; it should be

renewed and extended, and King Philip of Spain might also be

admitted as a party to it.

And was it not possible to gain over even some protestant

princes? Long had it been supposed that a leaning to Roman
Catholicism might be observed in the electoral prince, Augustus

of Saxony. An attempt to gain him over had, indeed, been

made occasionally, through the intervention of Bavaria in parti-

cular; but it could be accomplished only with great prudence;

and from the electoi-'s wife, Anne of Denmark, strictly adhering

to Lutheran convictions, every such attempt had proved in vain.

In 1585 Anne died. That was not only a day of deliverance

for the oppressed Calvinists, the Roman catholics too endeavoured

again to make approaches to the prince. It appears as if people

in Bavaria, where they had constantly been making efforts,

now felt themselves urged to make an advance; already Pope

Sixtus held himself ready to send absolution to the elector, into

Germany.^ Meanwhile the elector Augustus died before any

3 As early as in 157-i, Gregory XIIT. urged Duke Albert V. "ut duui elector Sax-
onife Calvinistanim scctara ex imperii sui finibus exturbare coual)atur, vcllet ser-

mones cum principe illo aliquando habitos dc rcligione catliolica in Saxonia introdu-
cenda rcnovare."—[that while the elector of Saxony was endeavouring to expel the
sect of the Calvinists from his territories, he would renew the conversations ho had
once held with that prince about inti'oducing the Roman catholic religion into Sax-
ony.] He thought that perhaps it were well to send an agent thither. The duko
was directly opposed to this; in that case the matter would reach the elector's privy
council, " ad consiliarios et familiarcs ; a quibus (juid exspectandum aliud (juani quod
totara I'cm pervertat?"—[his councillors and familiar friends; from whom what was
to be expected but that they would spoil the whole aftair?] He goes on to say ;

"Arte hie opus esse judicatur, quo tanquam aliud agcns ciTantom pie circumve-
ni.at."—[Here it is thought art will be necessary, in order that while a]>parcntly
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thing was effected. But attention was turned forthwith to other

princes ; such as Lewis count palatine of Neuburg, in whom it

was thought there might be observed a desire to have nothing to

do with ought that might prove hostile to Eoman Catholicism,

and also a particular forbearance towards the Eoman catholic

priests who might casually touch on his territory;—William

the IV. of Hesse, who was at once learned and pacific, and had

occasionally accepted the dedication of Roman catholic books.

Nor were men of the higher north German nobility left out of

account; hopes were entertained of Henry Ranzau.

But if the successful result of these endeavours was now re-

mote and not to be calculated upon, still there were other pro-

jects, in executing which more depended on sheer determination

and strength of will.

The majority of assessors in the supreme imperial court ^ still

continued, according to the nuncio*'s assertion at least, to be pro-

testant in their sentiments. These were men of an earlier period,

when in most even Roman catholic countries, secret or avowed

busied about sometliiiig else he may piously circumvent the erring (prince).] " Uxor,
quo ex sexu impotentiori concitatior est, eo importuniora suffimdet consUia, si rcscis-

cat hane apud maritum rem agi."—[His wife, who the moi'e vehement she is from
being of the weaker sex, will pour in the moi'c inopportune counsels, should she come
to know that this matter is treated of with the king.] See the Legationes paparum
ad duces Bavaria?. MS. in the Munich Library. Minucci relates that the fii'st dis-

closures were made as eai-ly as in the time of Pius. The whole passage is remark-
able. " Con duca Augusto di Sassonia gia morto tratto sin a tempi della s. m. di

Papa Pio V. U duca Alberto di Baviera, che vive in cielo, e ridusse la pratica tanto

inanzi che si pronietteva sicura riuscita ; ma piacque a Dio benedetto di diiamarlo,

ne d'opera di tanta importanza fu chi parlasse o pensasse, se non ch'a tempi di Gre-

gorio di gl. mem. il padre Possevino s'ingegno di fabrieare sopra quel fundamenti

:

et in fine nel presente felicissimo pontificate di Sisto, sendo morta la moglie d'esso

duca Augusto, fu chi rieordo I'occasione esser opportuna per trattare di nuovo la

convcrsione di quel principe : ma la providentia divina non li diede tempo di poter

aspettare la benedittione che S. Beat°^ pur per mezzo del signer duca Guiliohuo di

Baviera s'appareccloiava di mandarli sin a casa sua."—[With Duke Augustus of
Saxony, now deceased, Duke Albert of Bavaria, who lives in heaven, treated ever

since the time of h. m. Pius V. and brought the matter to such a length tliat there

was a likeUliood of certain success ; but it pleased the blessed God to call him away,
nor was there any one that spoke or thought about a work of such importance, ex-

cept that at the time of Gregory, of glorious memory, father Possevino endeavoured
to construct something on those foundations ; and finally, in the present most felici-

tous pontificate of Sixtus, the wife of the said Duke Augustus being dead, some
thought it a favourable opportunity for treating anew of the said prince's convereion ;

but the divine providence did not give him time to be able to wait for the benedic-
tion which his Beatitude was moreover preparing to send him in his own country."]

It wiU be seen how early this line (of princes) was prepared beforehand to become
jtapists.

1 Kammergericht. luqjorial court of ajijieal, instituted by MaximUian T., and
consisting of three jircsidcnts and fifteen assessors, chosen by diflerent pi'ovinccs of

the empire. Tb.
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protestants sat in the councils of the princes. The nuncio

thought such a state of things fitted to throw the Roman catho-

lics into despair; and pressed for some remedy. It seemed a

ready way to him to compel the assessors of Roman catholic

countries to give a solemn adhesion to the confession of faith, and

all newly appointed members to swear either not to change their

religion, or to resign their offices, that in all justice the pre-

ponderance in that court ought to belong to the Roman catho-

lics.

He does not even abandon the hope of again obtaining posses-

sion of the lost bishoprics, without the employment of force, if

people would but discharge their functions with effect. All con-

nection betwixt those bishoprics and Rome was not as yet broken

off; the old right vested in the Curia, of presenting to benefices

falling vacant in the reserved months, was not yet absolutely

repelled ; even the very protestant bishops still believed at bot-

tom that they required the papal sanction, and Henry of Saxe

Lauenburg, already mentioned, had an agent always at Rome for

the purpose of procuring that sanction for him. If the papal see

had hitherto been unable to take advantage of this, it arose from

the emperor having by means of indults, remedied the defect

caused by the want of the papal sanction, and from the presen-

tations to those benefices that might be attempted to be procured

from Rome, either arriving too late, or having other faults be-

sides in respect of form, so that the chapter uniformly had a

legal pretext for acting without restraint. Upon this Minucci

now became urgent for the emperor's never more granting an

indult; an object easily obtained in the existing tone of senti-

ment at the court. Duke William of Bavaria had already pro-

posed that the patronage of benefices should be entrusted to the

nuncio, or to some German bishop who could be relied upon.

Minucci thought that it would bo necessary that a Dataria, ex-

pressly for Germany, should be instituted at Rome. No chap-

ter would dare to repel Romish candidates lawfully nominated.

And what authority, what influence, must not this procure for

the Curia?

We see well how warmly people entered into the idea of a

complete restoration of the old government. To gain over the

nobility; to allure into the Romish interests the higher ranks
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among the burgesses; to educate the young in these sentiments;

to restore the ancient influence exercised over the dioceses, even

though these might have become protestant; to recover a pre-

ponderance in the imperial court of justice; to convert powerful

electors ; to engage the leading Roman catholic power to take

part in the German league afliairs, thus many were the projects

conceived simultaneously.

Nor have we any reason to believe that these suggestions were

neglected. No sooner were they proposed at Rome than persons

were employed in Germany to carry them into effect.

The efficiency and good order of the imperial court of justice

mainly rested on the annual visitations always undertaken by

seven different estates of the empire, according to their succes-

sive ranks at the diet. In these visitations the majority was

often Roman catholic; in 1588, it was once protestant; the pro-

testant archbishop of Magdeburg among others had a part in it.

On the side of the Roman catholics it was resolved that this

should not be permitted. As the elector of Maintz was proceed-

ing to summon the estates, the emperor on his own responsibility

ordered him to put off the visitation for this year. But the

omission of one year did not suffice. The order of succession

still remained as before ; for a long time a protestant archbishop

of Magdeburg was still to be dreaded ; so it happened that these

prorogations were repeated year after year ; nay, the result was

that no regular visitation was ever held again; which led accord-

ingly to the infliction of an irreparable injury to the noble order

of that supreme imperial court.'^ We soon meet with the com-

plaint that unlearned Roman catholics were preferred there to

learned protestants. The emperor too ceased granting indults.

In 1588 Minucci advised that people should think about the

conversion of protestant princes, and in 1590, Ave find the

first of them already pass over to the other side. That was

James of Baden, who took the lead in a long succession of

them.

1 Minucci wrote specially about the suproiiie imperial court also. It may be

conjectured on jrood grounds that hia reprrsrutalidns led to that inhibition. As we
have said he lield tlie protestant majority in abhoi-rence ;

" non vole dir altro I'aver

gli cretici I'autorita luaggiore c li piu voti in quel seiiato che un ridurre i catolici

d'Alemagna a disperatione,"—[the fact of tlie liereties having most authority and
most votes in that senate was enough tt> reduce the catholics of Germany to de-

spair.]
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THE LEAOtJE,

While this great movement engrossed Grermany and the Ne-

therlands, it invaded France also with resistless force. The affairs

of the Netherlands had long been most intimately bound up witli

those of France ; for how often had the French protestants come

to the assistance of those in the Netherlands, and the Roman
catholics of the Netherlands come to the assistance of their

brethren in France; the ruin of protestantism in the Belgium

provinces was a direct loss for the Huguenots in France.

But now, in addition to this, the restoration tendency of

Roman Catholicism was constantly making more and more pro-

gress in France as well as other countries.

We have already noticed the commencement of the Jesuits;

they had constantly extended themselves farther and farther.

The Lorraine family, as may readily be supposed, above all

others, took an interest in them. Cardinal Guise founded for

them in 1574 an academy at Pont-au-mousson, which was at-

tended by the princes of that house. The duke erected a college

at Eu in Normandy, which at the same time was destined for

the exiles from England.

But they found many others besides these to patronize them.

Sometimes it was a cardinal, a bishop, an abbot, sometimes a

prince, or a functionary high in office, that undertook to furnish

the cost required for a new establishment. In a short time they

had settled themselves in Eouen, Verdun, Dijon, Bourges and

Nevers. Their missions might be traced in the most manifold

directions throu2;h the kingdom.

But they found auxiliaries in France, which at least in Ger-

many they had as yet to dispense with.

The cardinal of Lorraine had brought with him from the coun-

cil of Trent some Capuchin friars ; he gave them house accom-

modation in his palace at Meudon ; but after his death they went

away again. The order was still restricted by its statutes to

Italy. In the year 1573 the chapter-general sent a few mem-

bers across the mountains, in order first merely to explore the

country. As the result was thought propitious, so that on their

return they promised "the richest harvest," the pope made no

scruple of abolishing that restriction. In the year 1 574, the first
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colony of the Oapucliins set out across the mountaing, under

Friar Pacifico di S. Gervaso, who had selected his companions

himself.

They were all Italians. From the nature of the case they

had of necessity to attach themselves to their country-people iu

the first instance.

Queen Catherine gladly received them, and directly founded a

monastery for them in Paris. As early as 1575 we find them

also in Lyons. On the queen's recommendation they there

obtained the support of some Italian bankers.

From these points they now extended themselves farther into

the country; from Paris into Caen and Rouen; from Lyons to

Marseilles, where Queen Catherine purchased a site for ^ build-

ing. New colonies settled in 1582 at Toulouse, and in 1585 at

Verdun. " Very soon they succeeded in effecting the most splen-

did conversions, as in 1587, that of Henry Joyeuse, one of the

first men at that time in France.^

But in one sense at least, this religious movement had in

France a still greater effect than in Germany. It already pro-

duced free imitations in peculiar forms. Jean de la Barriere,

who in conformity with those strange abuses which had become

prevalent in France, had obtained in commeudam the Cistercian

abbey of Feuillans, not far from Toulouse, when only in his

nineteenth year, caused himself in 1577 to be consecrated as

regular abbot, and received novices with whom he endeavoured

not merely to renew, but even to surpass the severity of the ori-

ginal institution of Citeaux. Solitude, silence, and abstemious-

ness were carried to the utmost extent. These monks never left

their monastery except for the purpose of preaching iu the neigh-

bouring districts ; within its walls they neither wore shoes nor

had any covering for their heads; they denied themselves not

only flesh and wine, but even fish and eggs ; they lived on bread

and water, and at most a little vegetables.^ This strictness

failed not to command respect and to call forth imitation ; Don
Jean de la Barriere was soon called to the court of Vincennes.

With sixty-two companions he, without neglecting any part of

the monastic exercises, passed through a great part of France

;

1 Bovci'io: Annali dci frati Capiiccini, I. 546, II. 45, f.

s Felibien: Ilistoire de Paris, torn. II. p. 1168.
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soon after that Ins institute was sanctioned by the pope and

spread over the country.

But it seemed as if a new zeal had begun to pervade the whole

body also of the secular clergy, although the livings were un-

justifiably given away. The secular priests again sedulously

applied themselves to the care of souls. In the year 1570 the

bishops not only called for the council of Trent being received,

but even for the annulling of the concordat, to which they them-

selves owed their existence ; and from time to time they renewed

and reiterated these propositions with greater urgency.^

Though it is impossible minutely to particularize the succes-

sive impulses by which clerical life was impelled in this direc-

tion, yet this much is certain, that the greatest alteration was

remarked as early as the year 1580. A Venetian assures us

that the number of protestants had diminished about 70 per

cent; the common people had again become altogether Roman
catholic. Fresh excitement, novelty, and impulsive force were

again to be found on the side of Roman Catholicism.^

But in this development it acquired a new position in refer-

ence to the royal government.

Already the court lived in pure contradiction to itself. There

can be no doubt that Henry III. was a good Roman catholic ;

no one who did not attend mass, was well received by him ; he

would have no more protestant magistrates in the towns, not-

withstanding all which he still continued to confer appointments

to ecclesiastical offices, according to the conveniences of court

favour, without any respect to worth and talent, to appropriate

to himself church property, and to squander it. He was fond

of religious exercises and processions, nor did he spare himself

chastisement ; but this did not prevent him from indulging him-

1 " Reraontrance de rassemblee gfenerale du clei-ge dc France convoquee en la

ville de Melini, foite au Roi Henri III. le 3 Juillet 1579. Rccueil des Actes du
clerg6 torn. XIV."—[Remonstrance ofthe General Assembly of the clergy of Franco,

convoked in the city of Mclun, made to King Henry III. 3d July, 1579. Collection

of the Acts of the Clergy, vol. XIV.] Thuanus too gives an extract.

3 Lorenzo Priidi : Relatione di Franza 6 Giugno 1582. " Dovemo maravigliarci,

umanamentc parlando, che le cose non siano in ])eggi()re stato di qiicUo che si tro-

vano : poiche per gratia di Dio, con tiitto il poco j)ensiero che li 6 stato messo e che

se li mette, e sminuito il numero degli Ugonotti 70° et e grande il zelo et il fervor

che mostrano cattolici nelle cose della religione."—[We ought to wonder, humanly
speaking, that matters are in no worse state than we find them, since by the favour

of God, with all the little thought that has been and still is bestowed ujjon it, the

number of the Huguenots has diminished 70 per cent, and the zeal and fervour

shown by the catholics in the concerns of religion, are great.]

I. 3 p
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self, and permitting others to indulge in the most scandalous

profligacy. An abominable dissolution of morals was the order

of the day at court. The extravagances of the carnival excited

the wrath of the preachers ; Christian burial was even refused at

times to the courtiers, owing to the manner in which they had

died and their last expressions; even the king's favourites were

amongst the number.

Hence it happened, that the strict Koman catholic spirit,

although favoured by the court in various ways, yet remained

essentially opposed to it.

But, moreover, the king did not abandon that old line of

policy, the leading feature of which was animosity to Spain. At

another time there would have been nothing to make this of

importance. But as matters stood, the religious element even

in France was stronger than any regard for the national inter-

ests. Just as the Huguenots felt with respect to the protestants

in the Low countries, so did the Roman catholics feel themselves

naturally allied with Spain and the Farneses. The Jesuits, who

were of so much service to the latter in the Netherlands, could

not quietly look on while they saw the very enemies whom they

fought against there, receiving favour and assistance in France.

But to this was now added the death of the duke of Alengon

in 1584, and by that event, as the king had neither heirs nor

any hope of having them, the next expectant of the crown was

Henry, king of Navarre,

Perhaps anxiety about the future has more influence over men

than a present misfortune. This prospect threw the Roman

catholic French, one and all, into great commotion;^—above all

others, those ancient opponents and antagonists of Navarre, the

Guises, who already dreaded the influence which he must ob-

tain as next in succession to the throne, and how much more

the power he was yet likely to possess. No wonder that they

sought to find a support in King Philip.

But nothing more opportune than this could befall that mon-

1 There was composed at that time in Rome a paper on the desirableness of hav-

ing a Guise to succeed to the throne :
" dclhi inclinatione de'cattolici vei-so la casa di

Ghisa e del servitio che ricevera, la christianita e il re cattolico della successione di

uno di quel princii)i."—[Of the leaning of the (Roman) catholics towards the house

of Guise, and the great service that would bo done to Christianity and the catholic

king from the siuicesaion of one of those princes.] It was sent to Spain, and was
ascribed to Cardinal Este, Dispaccio Veneto 1581 1'"° Dcbr.
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arch, taking his whole political position into view. He felt no

scruple in entering into a formal alliance with the subjects of a

foreign kingdom.

The only question was whether in Rome likewise, where an

alliance between mouarchs and the church was so often spoken

of, the insurrection of powerful vassals against their king would

in this case be approved.

Yet there can be no doubt that it was so approved. Among
the Guises there were still some disquieted consciences that had

scruples about the step proposed to be taken. The Jesuit Mat-

thieu repaired to Rome to procure from thence a declaration on

the part of the pope, by means of which those scruples might be

silenced. Upon the representations made by Matthieu, Gre-

gory XIII. declared that he fully approved of the object of the

French princes in taking up arms against the heretics; he re-

removed every scruple that might have been entertained in the

matter; assuredly the king himself would approve of their de-

sign ; but should that not be the case, still they would have to

prosecute their plan, in order to achieve the grand object, the

extirpation of heretics.^ Already was the process against Henry

of Navarre commenced. When it was closed, Sixtus V. had

ascended the papal throne. Sixtus pronounced the excommuni-

cation of Navarre and Oonde, and by so doing subserved the in-

tentions of the League more than he could have found it possi-

ble to do, by any other act whatever of his good will.^

Already had the Guises had recourse to arms. They endea-

voured to secure to themselves as many provinces and places of

importance as they possibly could.

In the very first movement they made, they took cities of

such importance as Verdun and Toul, Lyons, Bourges, Orleans,

and Mezieres, without drawing a sword. The king, to escape

from the necessity of at once succumbing to them, adopted a

measure which had once before been tried, and declared their

1 Claude Matthieu au due de Nevers, 11 Feb. 1585 ; perhaps the most import-
ant of the whole four volumes of Cajicfigue ; RC-formc, &c. p. 1Y3.

3 MafFei : Ilistoi'iarum ab cxcessu Grcgorii XIII. lib. I. p. 10. " Infinitis foedera-

torum precibus ct regis Pliilippi supplicatione liortatuque baud regre se adduci est

passus ut Ilugonotas eorumquc duces coclestibus armis iiiscctaretur."—[By infinite

praj'crs on the part of those engaged in the league, and by the entreaty and
exhortation of King Philip, lie allowed himself without much difficulty to be induced

to attack the Huguenots and their leadei-s with celestial weapons.]
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cause to be his own. But in order to his being received by

them, he had to sanction and extend their acquisitions by a

formal compact ; he relinquished to them Burgundy, Champagne,

a great part of Picardy, and a number of places in other parts

of the kingdom.^

Upon this the king and the Guises undertook the war against

the protestants in common. But what a difference! All the

king's measures were half and resultless ; the Roman catholics

even believed that he wished for success to the protestant arms,

in order that he might be enabled, compelled apparently by the

threatened dangers of their power, to conclude a peace to the

disadvantage of the Roman catholic party. Guise, on the con-

trary, swore that should God make him victorious, he would

never dismount from horseback again, until he had for ever esta-

blished the Roman catholic religion in France. With his own,

not with the king's troops, he surprised the Germans who had

come to the assistance of the Huguenots, and on whom these had

built their hopes, at Auneau, and completely annihilated them.

The pope compared him to Judas Maccabeus. He was a man
of a lofty character, who commanded the willing homage of the

people, and carried them along with him. He was, in short, the

idol of the Roman catholics.

The king, on the other hand, found himself in a completely

false position. He knew neither what to do nor even what to

desire. The papal ambassador, Morosini, looked upon him as

being, one would think, two persons in one. He wished the

Huguenots to be subdued, and yet he dreaded it at the same

time ; he dreaded the defeat of the Roman catholics, and yet he

also desired it. In consequence of this internal strife, matters

were come to that pass that he no longer purposed his own inclina-

tions, no longer trusted his own thoughts,"

This was a state of mind which necessarily deprived him of

the confidence of all men, and led straight to ruin.

* Cardinal Ossat's Reflections on the operations of the League in France ; in the
Life of Cardinal Ossat, I. 44.

2 Dispaccio Morosini m Tompesti : Vita di Sisto V. p. 346. " 11 re, tutto che

sia monai'ca si grande, e altrettanto povero : e quanto e povcro, e altrettanto prodigo:

dimostra insignc picta, e nel stesso tempo aborrisce la sagra Icga: e in canipo contra

gli heretici, e pure e geloso de'progi'cssi catolici."—[The king, albeit he is so great

a monarch, is as much more poor; and poor as he is, he is still more prodiga; he

shows signal piety, and at the same time he abhors tlic sacred league ; in the camp
he is oi)posed to the heretics, and yet is jealous of the catholic successes.]
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The Roman catholics, instead of that confidence, held that the

very man who was at their head, was secretly opposed to them.

Every transient act of intercourse with Navarre's people, every

insignificant favour that might be done to any protestant whom-

soever, was reckoned against him. Instead of trusting him, they

held that the most christian king himself was hindering the

complete restoration of Roman Catholicism; and they hated his

favourites, and especially Epernon, so much the more heartily,

in that the king opposed him to the Guises, and confided the

most important governments to his care.

Amid these circumstances there was formed by the side of

the League among the princes, an association of burgesses in

the Roman catholic interest. In all the towns of France the

people were wrought upon by the preachers who united a wild

opposition to the government, with a vehement zeal for religion.

Matters went beyond this in Paris. There the idea of forming

a popular union for the defence of Roman Catholicism first began

with three preachers and one influential citizen.^ They first of

all bound themselves mutually by oath, to devote the very last

drop of their blood to the cause. Each then named a few trusty

friends. With these they met for the first time in an ecclesias-

tical cell in the Sorbonne. Soon they saw that they might em-

brace the whole city in their scheme. A more strictly selected

body was appointed to guide the movement, and if necessary to

collect money. One member was charged with the superintend-

ence of each of the sixteen quarters of the city. The enroll-

ment of members was carried on with the utmost speed and

secrecy. The newly adopted members were first subjected to a

careful scrutiny by the select council, and no farther communi-

cations were made to such as were not approved. There were

members for all the corporate bodies ; one for the audit office, one

i The Anonimo Capitoliuo, on the life of Sixtus V., lias some original notices on

this subject. He calls the founder Carlo Ottomani, " cittadino onorato,"—[an

lionourable citizen,] who opened his mind first to the preachers. At their very first

meeting, Ottomani proposed that they should unite with the princes, at the second,

held 25th January 1587, it was resolved that sixteen persons should be nominated,

one for each quarter, " a cui si rifcrisse da personc fidatc quanto vi si facesse e di-

cessc appartoncutc a fatti publici;"—[to whom should be related at the houses of

trusty persons, how much was done or said pertaining to public allairs;] at a third,

held on Candlemas day, a council of ten persons was appointed, with power to im-

pose assessments, and a deputation was at the same time sent to Guise. This in-

forms us of some further particulars of importance in addition to all that we find in

Ca3'et, from Manaut and Mahcutre, in Jt'oulain, De Thou, and Davila.
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for the procurators of court, one for the clerks, one for the re-

corders, and so forth. Thus the city of Paris, which had more-

over received a Roman catholic military organization, was soon

embraced by this more secret and more efiective league. Nor

was it thought enough that Paris should be thus organized ; the

association extended itself to Orleans, Lyons, Toulouse, Bour-

deaux and Rouen; and there appeared deputies in those citie^

from the association in Paris. They all bound themselves to

tolerate no Huguenots in France, and to do away with the

abuses in the government.

This is what was called the League of the Sixteen. As soon

as it saw itself in some measure grown strong, intelligence was

sent to the Guises. In the most profound secrecy Mayenne,

the duke's brother, came to Paris, and the princes and the citi-

zens concluded their union .^

Henry IIL already felt the ground shaking under his feet.

Word was brought to him from day to day of the movements of

his opponents. Already were the leaguers as daring as to pro-

pose in the Sorbonne the question, how far it is right to with-

draw from allegiance to a prince who does not do his duty. The

affirmative was maintained in a council of from thirty to forty

doctors. The king was in the utmost wrath, threatening to do

as Pope Sixtus had done, and to rivet the refractory preachers

with iron to the galleys. But he had not the pope's energy to

execute his purposes ; all he did was to have the Swiss that were

in his service pushed forward to the neighbourhood of the capital.

Alarmed at the threat involved in this, the citizens sent to

Guise, imploring him to come and protect them. The king let

him know that such a step would not be agreeable to him. Guise

came notwithstanding.

All was now ripe for a huge explosion.

It broke out on the king causing the Swiss to march in. In

a moment the city was barricaded. The Swiss were forced back

;

the Louvre was threatened; the king had to make up his mind

to fly.-

1 "Nelpalazzo di Rens dietro alia chicsa di S. Agostino - - giurarono tutti una

Kcambievol Icga noii solo defensiva ma assoluta."—[In the palace of Ucns, witliin tlie

church of St. Augustine, they all swore mutually not only to a defensive but to an

absolute league.]

2 Maffei censures Guise for suftering this :
" Inanis jwpularis aurse et infausta;
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Guise had already thus large a portion of France in his power;

but now he became master of Paris also. The Bastille, the

arsenal, the Hotel de Ville, and all the places around, fell into

his hands. The king was completely overpowered. In a short

time he had to submit so far as to proceed to a prohibition of

the protestant religion, and to give up to the Guises still other

places besides what they already had. The duke of Guise might

be regarded as absolute master of the one half of France. The

high office of lieutenant-general of the kingdom, bestowed on

him by Henry III., gave him a legitimate authority over the

other. The States-general were convened. There could not be

a doubt that Eoman catholic opinions would predominate at that

assembly. The most decisive steps towards the ruin of the

Huguenots, and in favour of the Roman catholic party, were to

be expected from it.

SAVOY AND SWITZERLAND.

It is evident that this preponderance of Roman Catholicism

in so powerful a kingdom could not fail to exercise a kindred

influence over the neighbouring territories.

The Roman catholic cantons of Switzerland, in particular,

attached themselves ever more and more closely to the ecclesias-

tical principle and the Spanish alliance.

It is curious to observe the extraordinary effects with which

the regular establishment of nunciaturas was followed in Swit-

zerland as well as in Germany.

Immediately upon this being brought to a bearing, in 1586,

the Roman catholic cantons joined the so called Golden or Bor-

romean league, in which they bound themselves and their suc-

cessors for ever, " to live and to die in the true, undoubted,

ancient, apostolic, Romish faith."^ Thereupon they received

the host from the hand of the nuncio.

Had the party, which in 1587 made itself master of the

government at Miihlhausen, really gone over to the Roman
catholic faith, as it affected to do, and done so also at the right

potentioo ostcntatione contcntus llcnriciim incolumcra abirc pcnnittit."—[Content

with the mere show of popular favour and luckless power, he allows Henry to de-

part in safety.] (1. 1. 38.)

1 " Ihre cwigen Nachkommen,"—[their aftercomers for ever.l as it runs in the

record of the league : sec Lauffer's " Beschreibung helvetischer Geschichtc."—[Ac-

count of Helvetic History.] Bd. X. S. 331.
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tine, it would without doubt have been supported by the Roman
catholics. Conferences on the subject had been already held in

the nuncio's house at Lucerne, But the Muhlhausen people

took too much time for consideration; the protestants on the

other hand, conducted with the utmost rapidity the expedition

whereby they restored the old government, which was chiefly

attached to theni."^

But at this crisis the three forest cantons, together with Zug,

Lucerne and Freiburg, took a new and important step. After

a long negotiation, on the 12th of May 1587, they formed a

le'ague with Spain, in which they engaged themselves to perpe-

tual friendship with the king, empowered him to enlist men in

their territory, and allowed him a free passage through the

mountains; while Philip II. made corresponding concessions on

his part. The main object of their mutual engagement was that

in the event of their being involved in a war on account of the

holy apostolic see, they should mutually assist each other with

all their resources.^ The six cantons excepted none from this

stipulation, not even their confederates. Quite to the contrary,

it was against them precisely that the league was unquestion-

ably directed ; there was no other power which they needed care

about going to war with on account of religion.

Here too, how much stronger was the religious than the

national element ! Community in the faith now united the old

Swiss and the House of Austria ! The confederation was for

the moment left on the back ground.

Yet it fortunately happened that there was no occasion given

for instantaneous hostility. The influence of these alliances was

felt in the first instance by Geneva only.

Charles Emmanuel, duke of Savoy, a prince distinguished

during his whole life for a restless ambition, had often ere now

signified his being disposed to avail liimself of some favourable

opportunity of again making himself master of the city of Geneva,

considering himself as its rightful sovereign. But his views had

uniformly come to nothing, directly owing to the resistance of

1 The religious crisis in tlic Miililhausen business comes out particularly in the

account given by Anomino Capitol., founded on the nuncio's repoi'ts, and to which
we sliaU return in criticizing Tcmpesti.

a Trait6 d'alliance fait entre Philippe II. etc. Dumont : Corps diplomatique V.
T, p. 459.
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tlie Swiss aud French, and tlic protection wliicli these powers

had furnished to the Geuevese.

But circumstances were now altered. In the summer of 1588,

Henry III. under the influence of the Guises, engaged to refrain

from disturbing any future enterprise against Geneva. At least

the Roman catholic cantons of Switzerland had now nothina; to

oppose to it. In so far as I can discover, they only required,

that on Geneva being taken it should not be allowed to remain

a fortified place.

Upon this the duke made preparations for the attack. The
Genevese did not lose heart ; they even made occasional incur-

sions into the duke's territory. But this time Berne aflbrded

them only very doubtful aid. The Roman catholic party had

extended its alliances into the very midst of that city, intimately

bound up as it was with all protestant intei'ests ; there was a

faction in it Avhich would have been nowise unwilling to see

Geneva fall into the hands of the duke.^ Hence it was that the

advantage came very soon to be on his side. He had possessed

the counties that lay next to the Swiss frontiers hitherto, only

under the most trammeling conditions, imposed on him by pre-

vious pacifications with Berne; but he now first of all seized the

opportunity of making himself completely master in these. He
expelled the protestants whom he had hitherto tolerated there,

and made the whole region exclusively Roman catholic. Hitherto

he had been prohibited from erecting fortresses on that part of

his territoiy. He now founded these at points where they would

serve not only for purposes of defence, but also for distressing-

Geneva.

But ere these things had proceeded further, other enterprises

were in progress which led to the expectation of far more import-

ant results, and to a complete revolution in the relations of

Europe.
EXPEDITION AGAINST ENGLAND.

The Netherlands were now for the most part subdued, and

negotiations were already on foot for the voluntary submission

1 The fifth article of the compact drawn up on the occasion, leaves no doubt on
the subject, even althouj^h a certain obscxn-ity hangs over the proof of a juridical

crime being committed l)y Wattonwyl. Some extracts from i)ampldets written on
both sides, and from the acts of the council of Berne, may lie found in Celzer's

"Die drei letzen Jalirhunderte der Schweizergescluchte."—[Three last centuries

of Swiss History.] Bd. I. p. 12S, 137.

I. 3 Q
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of the remainder, lu Germany the Roman catholic movement

had obtained the mastery in so many territories, and a project

was conceived for overpowering those that were still awanting.

What with conquests, the occupation of strong places, the at-

tachment of the people and the authority of law, the champions

of French Roman Catholicism were proceeding in a career that

seemed likely to lead to their sole ascendancy. Even that old

metropolis of protestant doctrine, the city of Geneva, came to

be no longer shielded from danger by the alliances she had

hitherto maintained. Such was the moment when the plan was

formed to lay the axe to the root of the tree and to assault

England.

The centre of the whole protestant power and policy was with-

out doubt to be found in England. The still unconquered pro-

vinces in the Netherlands, as well as the Huguenots in France,

had their chief stay in Queen Elizabeth.

But already in England also, as wehave seen, an internal struggle

revealed itself. Urged at once by a religious enthusiasm which

had been fostered for this very object, and by love of home, there

were ever coming over new pupils of the seminaries and more

and more Jesuits. Queen Elizabeth opposed them with severe

laws. In 1582 she caused it forthwith to be declared high trea-

son to attempt to seduce any of her subjects from the religion

established in her kingdom to the Roman catholic.^ In 1585

<=;he commanded all Jesuits and priests of the seminaries to leave

Eno-land within forty days, under the penalty of being treated as

traitors to the country; much the same as protestant preachers

had to withdraw from so many territories belonging to Roman

catholic princes.^ In this sense she at that time caused the high

commission to bestir itself; a court expressly intended to take

cognisance of violations of the acts of supremacy and conformity,

not only in the usual legal forms, but also by whatever means

and ways might seem advisable ; even to the extorting of a so-

lemn oath ; a kind of protestant inquisition.^ Elizabeth there-

withal would fain have ever avoided the appearance of doing any

1 Camden: Kerum Anglicamm ajinales regnant c Elizaliethn, T. p. 0^9.

3 Tbid. p. 890.

3 " As well by the oaths of twelve good and la\vful men as also by witnesses and all

other means and ways you ean devise." It must have run at least as follows; "law-

ful means and ways." Neal: History of the Puritans, vol. I. p. 414.
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thing prejudicial to liberty of conscience. She declared that it

was not the restoration of religion that the Jesuits had at heart

;

that their sole object was to seduce the country into a revolt from

the government, and to open the way for the entrance of foreign

enemies. The missionaries protested; "before God and the

saints," as they said, " before heaven and earth," that their ob-

ject was purely religious, and did not affect the royal ma-

jesty.'^ But what intellect was capable of discriminating

between these principles. The queen's inquisitors did not allow

themselves to be put off with a simple protestation. They in-

sisted on having a declaration whether the curse pronounced by

Pius v., on the queen, was lawful and binding on an English-

man ; the prisoners had to say what, in the event of the pope

absolving them from their oath of allegiance and attacking Eng-

land, they would do, and on which side they would range them-

selves. The poor excruciated creatures knew not how to extri-

cate themselves from such a dilemma. They gave for answer

indeed, that they would render unto Csesar the things that were

Ccesar's, and unto God the things that were God's, but this very

subterfuge was taken by their judges for a confession. And so

the prisons were filled; execution followed upon execution;

Roman Catholicism too had her martyrs; they have been reck-

oned under the reign of Elizabeth at about 200.^ Naturally the

zeal of the missionaries was not thereby suppressed; with the

severity of the laws here was an increase in the number of the

refractory, the recusants as they were called; and their feelings

too, became more embittered. Pamphlets representing what

Judith did to Holofernes, as an example of piety and heroism

worthy of all imitation, even reached the court. The eyes of

1 Campiaui vita et martyi-ium, p. 150. " Cor.im Deo profiteor ct angclis cju'^,

coram ca^lo ten-aqiie, coram mundo ct hoc cui adsto tribunali, me ncc criminis \tcsx

majestatis nee perduellioiiis nee uUius in patriam conjui-ationis esse reum," etc.

—

[Life and MartjTdom of Camiiian, p. 139. I profess before God and his angels,

before heaven and earth, before tlic world and this court before which I stand, that

I am guilty neither of the crime of leze majesty, nor of treason, nor of any conspir-

acy against my countiymcn.]

2 A mai-vellously small number surely, when wc consider that Elizabeth's was a

long reign, that simple toleration never would have satisfied the Roman catholics,

nor have put a stop to their treasons, but, above all, when wc recollect that in the

countries lying opposite to England, that terrible power, the Papacy, had cau.scd

the deaths, often in a hoiTible manner, of hundreds of thousands of victims. If fear

be naturally cruel, what cruelties might not have been naturally suggested in Eng-
land by Alva's atrocities in the Netherlands, and by the single Bartholomew mas-

sacre in France, not to speak of her own bloody Mary ? Tk.
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the greater number were constantly turned to the imprisoned

queen of Scotland, who, according to the decisions pronounced by

the papal see, was indeed the lawful queen of England; and they

constantly cherished the hope of a general revolution of affairs,

as likely to follow upon an attack by the Roman catholic powers.

In Italy and Spain there were circulated the most exasperating

representations of the cruelties to which the orthodox in Eng-

land were exposed, representations which could not but revolt

every Roman catholic heart.

^

In this Pope Sixtus, more than all others, sympathized. It is

quite true that he felt a certain esteem for so magnanimous and

brave a personage as Elizabeth proved herself, and he at one

time actually sent her a proposal for her return to the bosom of

the Roman catholic church. Most singular proposal! As if

she had been able to choose; as if her previous life, all

that gave consequence to her very being and position in the

world, even although her convictions had not been completely

formed, had not tied her down to protestant interests ! Elizabeth

sent no reply, but she laughed, on hearing which the pope said he

must seriously think of wresting the kingdom from her by force.

Hitherto he had only hinted this. But early in the year

1 586 he openly proceeded to his purpose. He boasted that he

would support the king of Spain in an invasion of England, very

differently from the manner in which Charles V. had been sup-

ported by earlier popes."

In January 1587, he loudly complained of the dilatoriness of

the Spaniards. He enumerated the advantages which a victory

over England offered them for the recovery of the rest of the

Netherlands !^

1 " Thcatrum crudelitatum lipcrotlconira nostri tempoi-is."—[Theatre of ihc

cmelties of the heretics of our time.] It begins with a " peculiaris descriptio oni-

delitatum et immanitatum schismaticonim Anglisc regnantc Henrico VIII."

—

[particular description of the cruelties and outrages of the schismatics of England
under the reign of Henry VIII.] and closes with " Inquisitionis Anglicaniie ct

facinorum crudelium Machiavcllanoi-uni in Anglia et Ilibernia a Calvinistis

protcstantibus sub Elizabetha etiamnum rognante peractoruni dcscriptiones."

—

[Descriptions of the English Inquisition and of the cruel Machiavellian crimes per-

petrated in England and Ireland, by Calvinistic protestants, under Elizabeth, now
reigning.]

2 Dispacclo Gritti 31 Maggio 1586: " accresciuto quatro volte tanto. II papa
vorria che si fingesse d'andar contra Draco c si picgassc poi in Ingliiltcrra;"

—

[Gritti's dispatch 31 May 1580: " augmented four-fold. The pope wijihcd him to feign

proceeding against Drake, and then turn agamst England."]

3 Dispaccio Gritti 10 Geiin. 1587.
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Ere long he was exasperated at these dehays. When Philip

11. published a pragmatica, by which the titulars in general, and

consequently those even that were claimed by the Romish curia,

were circumscribed, the pope was in a flaming passion. "Howr"'

he exclaimed, " against us will Don Philip act thus impetuously,

while he tamely submits to maltreatment from a womanf'^

In fact, the king was not spared. Elizabeth openly interested

herself in the Netherlands; Drake made all the American and

European coasts insecure. What Pope Sixtus uttered, was in

truth the opinion of all Roman catholics. They were confounded

at the mighty king who could submit to so much. The Cortes

of Castile applied to him, urging him to revenge himself.

Philip was even personally insulted. He came at last to be

ridiculed in comedies and masks, and on one occasion he was

informed of this. The aged prince, who had never been accus-

tomed to any thino- but reverence, sprang from his chair; never

had he been seen so enraged.

Such were the feelings of both pope and king, when the news

arrived that Elizabeth had caused the queen of Scotland to be

executed. This is not the place to inquire what legitimate

authority she could have had for doing so ; in the main it was

an act of political justice. The first idea of it occurred, in so far

as I can discover, about the time of the St. Bartholomew mas-

sacre. The bishop who held the see of London at that time, in

one of his letters to Lord Burghley, expresses his alarm lest so

treacherous a commencement should extend likewise over Eng-

land; he considers the root of this peril to be chiefly in the Scot-

tish queen: "the security of the kingdom," he exclaims, "de-

mands that her head should be cut off".""" But how much more

powerful a party in Europe had the Roman catholics become

;

how much more violent was the fermcoit and commotion amongst

them in England ! With her cousins the Guises, with the mal-

contents in the country, with the king of Spain and the pope,

Mary Stuart stood at all times in secret alliance. The Roman

1 " Dolendosi chc'l re si laseia strapazzar da una donna c viiol poi bravai- con lei

(Sua Santita)."—[Lamenting tliat the king should allow himself to he ill used by
a woman, and then wish to play the bravado with him (Ills Holiness).]

2 Edwyn Sandys to Lord Burghley, Fulham, 5th of Sept. 1572. The saftie of

our (iucnc and Realmc yf God wil ; furtwith to cutte of the Scotish Queue's hcadc

;

" ipsa est nostri fundi calamitas"—[she herself is the calamity of our land]. - -

Ellis's Letters; second series, t. III. p. 25.
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catholic principle, in so far as from its very nature it was opposed

to the existing government, was represented in her. On the

very first success of the Roman catholics, she would without fail

have been called to be queen. This her position, resulting from

the state of things, from which she certainly did not withdraw

herself, she atoned for with her life.

But this execution now at last brought the Spanish and papal

projects to maturity. It was beyond what people could submit

to bear. Sixtus filled the consistory with his outcries about the

English Jezebel, who had dared to lay hands on the consecrated

head of a princess subject to none but Jesus Christ, and as she

herself had acknowledged, to his vicar. To show how entirely

he approved of the activity of the Roman catholic opposition in

England, he appointed William Allen, the first founder of the

seminaries, to be a cardinal of the church, an appointment which,

in Rome at least, was thought tantamount to a declaration of

war against England. Now, too, a formal league was concluded

between Philip II. and the pope.'^ The latter engaged to sup-

ply the king with a million scudi in aid of his undertaking; but

as he was always upon his guard, particularly when money mat-

ters were concerned, he bound himself to pay this sum only when

the king should have taken possession of an English harbour.

" Let your Majesty delay no longer," he wrote to the king,

" every delay will turn good aims into bad results." The king-

strained all the resources of his kingdom, and fitted out the

armada which has been called "the invincible."

Thus did the powers of Italy and Spain, after having already

been so mightily influential throughout the world, put forth their

energies for an attack on England. Already did the king order

to be collected from the Archives of Simancas, the claims which

he himself, after the failure of the Stuarts, pretended to have

upon that crown ; and the expedition was associated besides, in

his mind, with brilliant prospects, particularly of an universal

supremacy at sea.

All things seemed to co-operate towards a common result;

1 The original views of the popo are in Dispaccio Gritti 27 June 1587. " II papa
f;i gi'an oitbrta al re j)er I'Lniprcsa I'lngliiltcrra, ma vuole la denomination del re e

ehc'l regno sia fcudo della chiesa."—[The popo makes great odors to the king' for

the English enterprise, hut wishes the nomination of the king, and that the kingdom
should be a fief of the church.]
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the ascendancy of Roman Catholicism in Germany; the renewed

attack on the Huguenots in France; the attempt against Geneva;

the expedition against England. At the same moment, a deci-

dedly Roman catholic prince, Sigismund III., as we shall after-

wards consider more closely, ascended the throne of Poland, with

the rights of a future succession to that of Sweden.

At the very time when any principle whatever is tending

towards an absolute ascendancy in Europe, it yet in every in-

stance encounters a powerful resistance, arising from the deep-

est springs of life.

Philip II. found himself confronted in England with youthful

vigour, with energies pressing forwards in the full consciousness

of their future destiny. Those bold cruisers which made all seas

insecure, assembled round the coasts of their country. The
protestants in onebody,not excepting even the Puritans, although

they had had to endure as severe oppressions as the Roman
catholics, gathered round the queen, who now preserved to an

astonishing degree her manly spirit and princely talent for win-

ning the afiections of her subjects, directing them and attaching

them. The insular position of the country, the very elements

co-operated towards the defence. The invincible armada was

annihilated before it had so much as made its assault; the expe-

dition utterly failed.

Nevertheless it is evident, that the plan, the grand intention,

was not abandoned forthwith.

The Roman catholics were reminded by the authors of their

party, that Julius Oaesar, and Henry VII. too, the grandfather

of Elizabeth, had misgiven in their first attacks on England,

and yet had ended with making themselves masters of the coun-

try. That God often delayed the triumph of his faithful ones.

That the children of Israel when at war with the tribe of Ben-

jamin, which they had undertaken at God's express command,

were twice defeated with great loss; the third attack was the

first that gave them the victory; "then the flame destroyed the

cities and villages of Benjamin ; the edge of the sword slew men

and cattle." " The English,'" they exclaimed, "may think on this

and not be too insolent while tjicir punishment is delayed."^

1 Andrerc Pliilo]iat,ri (Parsoiii) ad Elizabctlirc reginre Anglino cdictiun rcspon-

sio <§ 146, 147. " Nulla," he add*, " ipsorum ibrtitvidine rcpulsa vis est, scd lis potiiis

caoibua qui ssepiwsime in res bellioas solcnt incidcre, aeris nimirum inclementia.
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Philip II., too, had by no means lost courage. He proposed

to fit out smaller and more easily manoeuvred vessels ; and with-

out first seeking a junction with the Netherlandish force in the

channel, to attempt at once a landing on the English coast.

The arsenal at Lisbon became the scene of the most animated

operations. The king was resolved to put forth every effort,

even should it be necessary, as he said one day at table, to sell

the silver candlesticks that stood before him.'^

But while this was occupying his thoughts, still other pros-

pects and a new scene for the active exercise of the Italian and

Spanish Roman catholic resources for contest, opened up.

ASSASSINATION OF HENRY HI.

Soon after the calamity that befel the fleet, a re-action ap-

peared in France, unlooked for, as so often was the case, violent,

bloody.

At the moment that Gruise, who turned the states when met

at Blois, as he pleased, seemed likely, with the ofiice of consta-

ble, to obtain the management of the whole affairs of the king-

dom, Henry III. caused him to be put to death. That king, on

seeing himself assaulted and beset by the Roman catholic Span-

ish opinions, rid himself at once of their trammels and threw

himself into the opposite side.

But with Guise his party, the League, was not destroyed.

Now for the first time it assumed a directly hostile position, and

allied itself more closely than ever with Spain.

maris incogniti incxperientia, nonmilloi'umquo fortassis hominiun vel negligciitia

vel inscitia, dci dcnique voluntate, quia forte miscricors dominiis arborcin infructu-

osam dimittere adliuc voluit ad tertium annum evangelicum."—[Andrew Philoi)a-

ter's (Parsons) answer to the edict of Elizabeth, Queen of England, § 146, 147.
" No force," he adds, " has been rejielled by their courage, but rather by those ac-

cidents which very often use to fall cut in warlike affairs, to wit, the inclemency of

the M'eathcr, inexperience of an unknown sea, jiossibly by the negligence or the

ignorance of some men, finally by God's good pleasure, since the merciful Lord hath
desired perhaps to delay the cutting down of the barren tree until the third evan-

gelic year."]

1 Dispacci Gradenigo 29 Sett. 1688. " Si come il re ha sentito molto questo
accidente di mala fortuna, cosi mostra di esscr piii cho niai resoluto di seguitar la

imprcsa con tutte le sue forze."—11 Ott. " S. M'" sta ardcntissima nel pensar c trat-

tar le provisioni per I'anno future." 1 Nov. " Si veuderanno," exclaimed the king,
" csti candcllieri, quando non vi sia altro modo di far danari."—[Truly as the king
felt much tliis accident of bad fortune, so ho made show of being more than ever
resolved to prosecute the enterprise with all his forces.—11th C3ct. His M.ijesty

continues most eagerly to think and consult alxmt the ]irovisions for next year.

—

1st November. " These very candlesticks must be sold," exclaimed the king, " if

money cannot be had otherwise."]
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Pope Sixtus was entirely on its side.

Already had the murder of the duke, whom he loved and ad-

mired, and in whom he beheld one of the church's chief supports,

filled him with sorrow and indignation,^ but it struck him as

altogether insufferable that in addition to that, Cardinal Guise

also should be murdered, " a cardinal-priest," he exclaimed in

the consistory, " a noble member of the holy see, without pro-

cess or sentence, by the civil power, just as if there were no

pope in the world, as if there were no longer any God !" He
censured his legate Morosini " for not having instantly excom-

municated the king ;" saying that he should have done that,

even though it might have cost him his life a hundred times.^

The king did not allow himself to be much disturbed by the

wrath of the pope. He could not be induced to deliver up the

cardinal of Bourbon or the archbishop of Lyons, whom he also

kept in confinement. He was continually required by Rome to

declare Henry of Navarre incapable of ascending the throne

;

instead of that he formed a junction with him.

Hereupon the pope resolved to adopt extreme measures. He
even summoned the king to appear at Rome, to justify himself

for having murdered the cardinal. In case of his not restorins;

the prisoners to liberty within a set time, he was to be laid under

the ban.

This course, the pope declared, was absolutely required of

him ; should he act otherwise he would have to answer for it to

God, as the most useless of popes ; whereas did he thus discharge

his duty, he needed not have to fear the whole world; he did

not doubt that Henry IH, would perish like King Saul.^

1 The pope further complained especially that the king had procured a brief;

" che li concesse potcr essor assolto da qual si voglia peccato anco riscrvato alia sede

apostolica, col quale si voglia hora coprire 11 grave peccato clic ha fntto,"—[which

had gi'anted him the power of being aljsolved from any sin he chose, if still reserved

to the apostolic see, with which (brief) he now wished to cover the grave offence he

had committed.] (Dispaccio Veneto.)

2 Terapesti II. 137, has both the pope's discourse at full length and the letter to

Morosini. " Essendo amniazzato il cardinalc," it so runs, " in faccia di V. S"*
111""', legato a latere, come non ha publicato I'intcrdctto, ancorche glienc fossero

andatc cento vite?"—[On the cardinal being ]tnt to death, before the eyes of your

most illustrious Lordship, legate a latere, wliy did you not publish the interdict,

although a hundred lives had been taken from you ?J

3 Dispaccio 20tli May, 1589. " II papa accusa la sua negligentia di non haver

fatto, dipoi mesi 5 che gli e stato amniazzato un cardinale e tenutone un altro pri-

gione con un arcivescovo, aleuna rimostratione o pi'ovisionc. Dubita dell'lra di dio

etc."—[The pope blamed his own negligence for not having made any remonstrance

or taken any steps, after five months had passed since one cardinal had been put to

I. 8 B
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The king, moreover, was abhorred by the Roman catholic zeal-

ots and adherents of the League, as an abandoned person and a

reprobate; the conduct of the pope at the same time confirming

them in their wikl opposition. The pontiff's prediction was

fulfilled sooner than people could have believed. On the 23d of

June the Monitoriuni was published in France; on the 1st of

August the king was murdered by Clement.

The pope himself was astonished. " In the midst of his

army," he exclaimed, " while projecting the conquest of Paris,

in his own cabinet, he has been slain by a poor monk with a

single thrust." This he ascribed to an immediate act of the

divine will, God thereby testifying that he would not forsake

France.^

Strange that a delusion should so generally enchain men"'9

minds ! This conviction prevailed among innumerable Roman
catholics. " Nothing short of the hand of the Almighty him-

self," wrote Mendoza to Philip, " have we to thank for this

happy incident."" Far from the scene, in Ingolstadt, lived the

young Maximilian of Bavaria, occupied with his studies
; yet

in one of the earliest of his extant letters, he openly expresses

to his mother the delight he had felt at the news, " that the

kino- of France had been assassinated."^

This occurrence, however, had a diiFerent side. Henry of

Navarre, whom the pope had excommunicated, and whom the

Guises had so violently persecuted, now entered upon his legiti-

mate rights. A protestant now assumed the title of a king of

France.

The League, Philip IL and the pope were resolved that under

no condition, would they allow him to attain to the enjoyment

of his rights. Sixtus V. sent to France, in the room of Moro-

sini, who seemed to be by far too lukewarm, a new legate,

death, and another kept in prison .along with an archbishop. He feared the wrath
of God, &c.]

1 Dispaccio Voncto 1 Sett. "II papa nel consistorio discoiTC, che'l successo della

mortc del re di Francia si ha da conoscer dal voler espresso del signer Die, c die
percio si doveva confidar cho continuarebbe al haver quel regno nella sua protet-

tiouc."—[The pope argued in the consistory that the death of the king of France
was an event to be owned as proceeding from the express will of God, and that from
this one might trust that he would continue to have that kingdom under his protec-

tion.

2 Tn Capefiguc V. 290.

3 In Wolf; Maximilian, I. part I p. 107.
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Gaetauo, who was considered to be in the Spanish interest, and

gave him, what he had never done before, a sum of money to lay

out to the best advantage for the League. What he was before

all things to see to, was that none but a Roman catholic should

become king of France. Certainly the crown should belong to

a prince of the blood, but that was not the only pre-requisite

;

the strict order of hereditary succession had been departed from

on other occasions, but never had a heretic been admitted ; the

grand afl'air remained, that the king should be a good Buman
catholic,^

Influenced by these sentiments the pope deemed it even

praiseworthy in the duke of Savoy taking advantage of the con-

fusion prevailing in France, to possess himself of Saluzzo, which

at that time belonged to France. " Better," said Sixtus, " that

the duke should take it than that it should fall into the hands

of the Huguenots."^

And now all depended on the assistance to be given to the

League in its endeavours to succeed in the conflict with Henry

TV.

For this a new agreement was projected between Spain and

the pope. The most zealous of the inquisitors, Cardinal Sanse-

verina, was employed to draw out the plan of it under the secret

seal of the confessional. The pope engaged positively to send

into France an army of 15,000 infantry and 800 horse; he de-

clared, moreover, that he was ready to pay subsidies as soon as

the king should have penetrated into France with a powerful

army. The pope's military force was to be under the command
of the duke of Urbino, a subject of his Holiness, and an adher-

ent of his Majesty.^

1 Dispaccio Veneto 30 Sett. Tlie pope declares :
" che non iinportava che'l fosse

elctto pill del sangue die di altra f'ainiglia, essciidi) cid altrc volte occorso, ma mai
eretleo dopo la nostra rcligione : che Savoia, Lorciia c forse aiichc Uincua preten-

deva la corona; che S- S'* non viiol favorir I'liiio pin che I'altro."—[that it was not

of consequence that he should be elected from the blood rather than from some other

family, that having occurred on other occasions, but never an heretic since our I'cli-

gion; that Savoy, Lorraine, and perliaps Umcna (Mayenne?) too pretended to the

cro^vn ; that his Holiness had no wish to favour one more than another.] Extract
from the Instruction in Tempcsti, II. 233.

2 Objections to that effect were made to him ;
" il papa si giustifica con molte

ragioni della impresa che'l sopradetto duca ha fatto del marchcsato di Saluzzo con

sua participatione. Dispaccio Veneto."—[Tlie ])ope indeed justifies with many
reasons tlie attack which the said duke has made on the marquisate of Saluzzo with

his participation. Venetian dispatch.]

3 Authentic notice in the cardinal's autobiography which Tcmpesti has .ilnMih-

adopted, II. 236.
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In such wise did these Itahan Spanish forces, leagued with

their adherents in France, prepare to secure for themselves tho

crown of that country for ever.

There could not have been a grander prospect either for Spain

or for the pope. Spain would be relieved for ever from the old

rivalship, which had so long confined and hampered it. The
sequel shows how much Philip II. had this at heart. But for

the papal power too it would have been an immense advance, to

exercise a substantial influence on the placing of a king on the

throne of France. Gaetano was commissioned equally to de-

mand that the Inquisition should be introduced and the liberties

of the Galilean church abolished. But it would have signified

much more, that a legitimate monarch should be excluded from

the throne out of regard to religious considerations.

The ecclesiastical impulses which penetrated the world besides

in all directions, would thereby have acquired a complete as-

cendency.



BOOK SIXTH.

INTERNAL OPPOSITIONS OF DOCTRINE AND POLITICAL
POWER. 1589—1607.

How perfectly different was the course that had been taken

by the spiritual development of the world, from what might have

been expected at the commencement of the century.

At that time ecclesiastical bonds were thrown off; the nations

sought to separate themselves from their common spiritual

chief; at the very court of Rome itself, the principles on which

the hierarchy reposed were ridiculed
;
profane efforts predomin-

ated in literature and art; the axioms of a heathen morality

were openly avowed.

Now, how had all things become changed ! In the name of

religion we see wars commenced, conquests made, states revolu-

tionized! Never was there a time in which divines were more

powerful than at the close of the sixteenth century. They sat

in the councils of princes and discoursed on political matters to

the people from the pulpits. They lorded it over schools, learn-

ing, and literature in general. The confessional enabled them

to scan the secret communings of the soul with itself, and to

decide all the doubts of private life. We may venture perhaps

to say that their influence was thus comprehensive and pervad-

ing, just because they were involved in so vehement a contra-

diction with one another; because they carried their antagonism

in themselves.

Now though this was the case on both sides, yet it was most

evidently so on that of the Roman catholics. There the ideas

and institutions which served most to discijjline and guide the

mind, were adjusted so as to attain their object in the fullest
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degree
;
people could no longer live without father confessors.

There the clergy, whether as members of one of the religious

orders, or of the hierarchy in general, formed more completely a

corporation bound together by a strict subordination of ranks, all

acting in one and the same spirit. The head of this hierarchical

body, the pope at Rome, came again to possess a not much less

considerable influence than he had exercised in the eleventh and

twelfth centuries. By the undertakings which he was perpetu-

ally setting on foot for the attainment of religious objects, he

held the world in breath.

Under these circumstances the boldest pretensions of the times

of Hildebrand, principles which had been preserved hitherto in

the arsenals of canon law, rather as relics of antiquity than any

thing else, now awoke afresh and resumed all their practical in-

fluence and efficacy.

Our European commonwealth has never submitted to the

commands of mere power; it has in every important conjunc-

ture been filled with ideas. No important enterprise can pros-

per, no power advance to general importance, without the ideal

notion of an advancement of the social order simultaneously ap-

pearing in men's minds. At this point theories spring up.

They reproduce the spiritual meaning and import of facts, and

represent them as a demand of reason or of religion, as a result

of thought enlightened by a generally acknowledged truth. They

thus, as it were, anticipate the completion of the event, and at

the same time mightily contribute towards its accomplishment.

Let us consider how this happened in the present instance.

ECCLESIASTICAL-POLITICAL TUEORT.

The Roman catholic principle has not unfrequently been

thought to be of peculiar consequence to the monarchical or aris-

tocratical form of government, and to have an inherent tendency

to that form. A century like the sixteenth, in which this prin-

ciple advanced in full practical efficiency and self-determination,

can inform us best on this subject. In point of fact we find that

it attached itself at that time in Italy and Spain, to the existing

order of things, that in Germany it contributed to procure for

the sovereign power a new preponderance over the estates of the

country, that in the Netherlands it promoted the conquests of
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the country, and that in Upper Germany, too, and in the Wal-

loon provinces, the nohility clung to it with a peculiar predilec-

tion. But if we inquire further we shall find that these were not

the only sympathies which it called forth. If in Cologne it was

embraced by the patricians, at no great distance from that, in

Treves, it was embraced by the commonalty. In the great cities

of France it everywhere associated itself with the claims and

with the struggles of the populace. All depended only on the

question where it found its supports, where its chief resource in

case of need. If the existing governments were opposed to it,

it was far from sparing them, nay, even from so much as owning

them. It strengthened the Irish nation in its inborn spirit of

resistance to the English government. In England itself it

undermined to the utmost of its power the allegiance required

by the queen, and often burst forth in actual rebellion. In

France it sanctioned at last the insurrection of its adherents

against their lawful prince. As regards its own interests, the

religious principle in general, has no predilection for this or the

other form of government. During the brief period of its reno-

vation Eoman Catholicism had already manifested the most

unequivocal leanings, first to the monarchical authority in Italy

and Spain, and to the sanctioning of territorial domination in

Germany; after that, in the Netherlands, to the maintenance of

the privileges of the aristocratical orders; at the close of the

century it distinctly coalesced with democratical tendencies.

This was of the more consequence from its now standing in the

utmost plenitude of its efficiency, and as the movements in which

it took a part constituted the most important in which the world

was concerned. Had the popes succeeded at this moment, they

would have conquered for themselves for ever a preponderating

influence over the state. They advanced pretensions, and their

adherents and defenders put forward opinions and maxims,

which threatened alike kingdoms and commonwealths with in-

testine revolutions and the loss of their independence.

It was the Jesuits chiefly that appeared on the scene of con-

flict, for the purpose of proposing and abetting doctrines of this

sort.

First of all, they laid claini to an unlimited supremacy on the

part of the church over the state.
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With a kind of necessity they came upon tliis point in Eng-
land, where the queen had been declared to be the head of the

church by the laws of the land. This very principle the chiefs

of the Roman catholic opposition met with the most arroo-ant

pretensions on the other side. William Allen declared that it

was not only the right but the duty of a nation, particularly if

the command of the pope supervened, to refuse allegiance to a

prince who had revolted from the Roman catholic church.^ Per-

sons^ holds it to be the fundamental condition of all power in a

monarch, that he shall cherish and protect the Roman catholic

faith ; but this is implied in his baptismal vows and his corona-

tion oath; it were blindness to hold him capable of ascending

the throne even in the case of his not fulfillins: that condition

;

much more were the subjects bound in that event to expel him.^

All very naturally ! These authors place the aim and duty of

life in general in the practice of religion; the Roman catholic

they hold to be the only true one; they conclude that it can be

no legitimate power that conflicts with this religion. The very

essence of a government, the loyal obedience which it enjoys,

1 In the writing, Ad persecutores Anglos pro Cliristianis responsio (1582),

—

[Answer for Christians to tlie Englisli persecutors (1582),] I observe the following

passage : "Si reges deo et dei populo fidem datam fregerint, vicissim populo non
solum permittitur, sed etiam ab eo requiritur ut jubente Christi Vieario, supremo
nimirum populorum omnium pastore, ipse quoque iidem datam tali principi non ser-

vet."—[If kings shall have violated their fiiith pledged to God and God's people, the
people reciprocally are not only permitted, but it is i-equircd of them that when
commanded to do so by Christ's vicar, that is by the supi'eme pastor of all peoples,

they too shall not keep faith with such a prince.]

3 Persons, kno\vn under the name of Robertus Pcrsonius, a Jesuit, was a native

of Somersetshii'C, and became a zealous propagator and defender of Romanism. For
this he wrote several works, and died at Rome in IGIO, after having taught at the

colleges of Seville, VaUadolid, Cadiz and Lisbon, and aftei"n'ards at Douay, St.

Omer, and Rome. See Moreri's Dictionnau-e Ilistorique. Tr.

3 Andrcic Philopatri (Personi) ad Elizabethre reglnro edlctum responsio No. 162

:

—Non tantum licet, sed summa etiam juris divini necessitate ac pra?cepto, immo con-

scientiaj vinculo arctissimo et extreme animarum suarum pcriculo ac discriniine

Christianis omnibus hoc ipsum incumbit, si prajstare rem possunt. No. 1G3 : In-

cumbit vcro turn maxime - - cum res jam ab ecclcsia ac supremo ejus modcratore,

pontifice nimirum Romano, judicata est : ad ilium enim ex officio pertinet religionis

ac divini cultus incolumitati prospicore et Icprosos a mundis, ne inficiantur, seceru-

ere."—[Answer by Andrew Patriot (Persons) to the edict of Queen Elizabeth. No.
162 : Not only is it allowable, but this very thing, if they can carry it into effect,

is incumbent on all Christians, by the highest necessity and precept even of the

divine law, yea, by the strictest bond of conscience, and the extreme danger
and jeopardy of their souls. No. 163 : But then indeed is it most incumbent - -

when the matter has been judicially determined by the church and its supreme mo-
derator, namely, the Roman pontitt": for to him it belongs, in virtue of his office, to

see to the safe keeping of religion and divine worshij), and to set apart the leprous

from the pure, lest these should become infected.]
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they make to depend on the application of its power to the fur-

therance of the Roman catholic church.

Yet this was, in general, the meaning involved in the doctrine

coming into vogue. What was put forward in England in the

heat of controversy, was repeated by Bellarmin from the soli-

tude of his study, in extensive publications, and embodied in a con-

sistent and well-pondered system. He laid it down as a fundamen-

tal proposition that the pope was placed immediately by God him-

self, before the church as her guardian and chief.^ On this ac-

count even the plenitude of spiritual power belonged to him ; to

him it was accorded that he could not err; he judged all men and

no man durst judge him; accordingly from this there accrued to

him a large participation in the secular authority. Bellarmin

does not go so far as to ascribe to the pope, as of divine ri^ht,

a direct secular power,^ although Sixtus V. cherished this no-

tion, and even took it amiss when people abandoned it; but so

much the more unquestionably does he impute such a power to

him indirectly. He likens the secular power to the body, and

the spiritual to the soul of man ; and ascribes to the church the

same dominion over the state that the soul exercises over the

body. The spiritual government has the right, and it is its

duty to lay the reins on the secular, as soon as the latter be-

comes hurtful to the objects which religion aims at accomplish-

ing. One cannot say that to the pope there belongs a regular

influence on the state's legislation;^ but should a law be neces-

1 Bellarminus de coiicllionnu autoi-itate c. 17: " Summus pontifex simplicitcr et
absolute est su]3ra ccclesiain univcrsam ct sujn-a concilium generale, ita ut nullum in
terris supra se judicium n<;noscat."—[Bellarmin on the authority ofcouncUs, c. 17:
The supreme poutill' is simply and absolutely above the universal church, and above
council general, so that he acknowledges no jurisdiction on the earth to which he is

amenable.]

2 Bellarminus de Romano pontifico V. VT.: " Asscrimus, pontificcm ut pontifi-

cem, etsi non haboat uilam nieram tcmporalem potestatem, tanicn habere in ordinc
ad bonuni spiritualc suuunam potestatem disjjoncndi de temporalibus rebus omnium
Christianorum."—[Bellarmin on the Ronum pontiff, V. YI.: We assert that the
pontiff' as the pontiii', although he may not have any purely temporal authority, yet
has regularly, for the salvC of spiritual good, supreme power of disposing of the tem-
poralities of all Christians.]

3 Bellarminus de Romano pontifice V. VT.: " Quantum ad personas, non potest
papa ut papa ordinarie tcmjiorales principes deponerc, etiam justa do causa, co
modo quo deponit cpiscopos, id est tanquam ordinarius judex: tamcn potest mutarc
regna et uni auferre alque alteri conferrc tanquam summus princeps spiritualis, si

id necessarian! sit ad animarum salutom ; etc. etc."—[Bellarmin (as above). As
respects persons, the pope as pope cannot ordinarily depose tenqioral i)rinces, even
for a just cause, in the same manner that he deposes bishops, that is as judge ordin-
ary : yet he can change kingdoms and take away from one and confer upon an-

I. 3 S
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sary for the health of men''s souls, and should the monai'ch re-

fuse to proclaim it; ag-ain, should a law be prejudicial to men's

souls, and should tlie monarch obstinately persist in it, the pope

then would by all means be justified in ordering the one law and

in abolishing the other. And already this principle carries us a

great length. Does not the soul enjoin death itself to the

body, should it be necessary? As a general rule, the pope cannot

indeed dethrone a prince; but should it prove necessary to the

good of souls, then he possesses the right of changing the govern-

ment, and of handing it over from one person to another/

These assertions were open only to the objection that the royal

authority rests on divine right.

Or where else are we to find its origin, its significancy ?

The Jesuits made no scruple of deriving the monarchical

power from the people. They blended the theory of the sover-

eignty of the people, into one system with their doctrine on the

omnipotence of the pope. Already did it lie, more or less openly

avowed, at the foundation of what was taught by Allen and

Persons ; Bellarmin endeavours fully to establish it. He finds

that God has bestowed civil power on no man in particular ;

hence it follows that he has bestowed it on the many; govern-

ment therefore rests on the people; the people transfer it some-

times to an individual, sometimes to several; they even at all

times retain the power of altering these forms, resuming the

government, and transferring it to new hands. Let it not be

supposed that this was his individual view of the matter only;

it is in fact the leading doctrine of the Jesuit schools of that

time. In a manual for father confessors, which found its way

throughout the whole Roman catholic world, and was revised by

the magister sacri palatii, (master of the sacred palace) the mon-

other, as supreme spiritual prince, if it should be necessary for the health of souls ;

etc. etc.] Professor Rauke omits a still stronger opinion to be found in Bellar.

min's woi'k on the Roman pontilf. It is quoted by Montlosier, Memoirc a con-

suiter, p. 73, and is to the eflect that it does not pertain to the clergy to assas-

sinate kings, but that after having excommunicated them, cxecutio ad alios per-

tineat, i. e. laymen nnvy put them to death. Tu.

1 These doctrines fundamentally, however, comprise anew maxims brought for-

wai"d in 13th century. Thomas Aquinas had already used the comjiarison which
plays so important a place here :

" Potcstas secularis subditur spirituali sicut corpus

animaj."—[The secular power is subject to the spiritual, as the soul is to the body.]

BeUai'inin in the Tractatus de potestate STimmi pontiticis in rebus temporalibus

advcrsus (». Barclajum—[Treatise on the pope's supremacy in temporal matters

against G. IJarclay] adduces more than seventy authors, of different nations, whose

notions of the power of the pope were much (he same as his own.
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archical power is not onlj regarded as subject to the pope in so

far as is requisite for the health of souls ;^ we even find it

bluntly stated that a king may be dethroned by the people on

account of tyranny or the neglect of his duties ; and another

then chosen to succeed him by the majority of the nation.'"^

Francis Suarez, primarius professor of theology at Coimbra,

makes it his special concern, in his defence of the Roman catho-

lic church against the Anglican, to illustrate and establish Bel-

larrain's doctrine.^ But Mariana with a manifest predilection

carries out the idea of the sovereignty of the people to its full

extent. He rejects at once all questions that may be started

with regard to it, and unhesitatingly decides them in favour of

the people, and to the prejudice of the royal power. He has no

doubt that people may venture not only to dethrone, but even

to put to death a monarch in the case, namely, of his injuring

religion. He bestows on James Clement who first consulted the

divines, and then murdered his king, a eulogy replete with pa-

thetic emphasis.^ In this at least he went very consistently to

work. These very doctrines had, without doubt, inflamed the

murderer's fanaticism.^

1 Aphoi'ismi confessarioruin ex doctoruni sententiis collecti, autore Emanue^e
Sa, nupei- accurate expurgati a rev™" P. INI. sacri palatii, ed. Antv. p. 4S0.

—

[Aphorisms for confessors, compiled from tlic opinions of learned men, by Emman-
uel Sa, lately expurgated carefully by the most Reverend Father, Master of the

sacred palace, Antwerp edition, p. 480.] Yet the author adds, as if he had not said

enough ; " Quidam tamen juris periti putarunt smnmum pontificem suprcma civili

potestate pollere."—[Some, however, who are learned in the law, have thought that

the supreme pontiff is possessed of supreme civil power.]

2 Ibid. p. 508 (ed. Colon, p. 313). " Rex potest per rempublicam privari ob tyr-

nnnidcm, et si nonfaciat officium suum et cum est aliqua causa justa, eteligi potest

alius a majore parte populi : quidam tamen solum tyrannidem causani putant."

—

[A king may be depi-ived of his office by the commonwealth on account of tyranny,

and ii' he does not do his duty, and when there is any just cause : some, however,

think that tyranny is the only cause.]

3 R. P. Franc. Suarez Granatensis etc. defonsio fidei catholicoo et apostolicjo ad-

versus Anglicana; sectaj errores, lil). ITT., de summi pontificis supra temporales reges

cxcellcntia et pote.state.—[The Rev. Father Francis Suarez of Granada, ttc. de-

fence of the catholic and apostolic iaith against the errors of the Anglican sect,

book III., concerning the su]}reme pontiff's superiority in rank and power, over

temporal kings.] We see that Bcllarniin's dogma of the people's right to take back
the power they have once transferred, had aroused particular opposition.

4 Mariana de rcge et regis institutione.—[Mariana on the king and the insti-

tution of a king.] Among others :
" Jac. Clemens - - cognito a thcologis, quos

erat sciscitatus, tyrannum jure interimi posse - - ca>so rcge ingens sibi nomen fecit."

—[James Clement - - having known from divines whom lie had consulted, that a ty-

rant might lawfully be cutolf - - having .slain the king, thereby obtained for himself

a mighty name.]

6 The reader will find in the XLI.'st chapter of Hume's History of England, that

William Pany not only liad the sanction of the papal nuncio at Paris, for an at-
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For nowhere, indeed, had they been promulgated Avith more

savafre vehemence than in France. Nothino- more anti-royal

can be read than the diatribes thundered from the pulpit by

John Boucher. This preacher finds that the states are the de-

positories of the public power and majesty, of authority to bind

and to loose, of inalienable sovereignty, of the right of jurisdic-

tion over sceptre and kingdom; for in them too resides the ori-

ginal source of these ; the prince comes from the people, not by

violence and compulsion, but by free election. The relation be-

twixt the state and the church he apprehends to be what Bel-

larmin describes, and repeats the simile of body and soul. One

sole condition, says he, circumscribes the free v/ill of the people;

one thing only is forbidden them, namely, to choose a heretical

king; they should thus draw down upon themselves the curse of

God."

Strange union of spiritual pretensions and democratical ideas,

of absolute freedom and complete submissiveness, self-contradic-

tory and anti-national, but which yet enchained the minds of

men as if with an inexplicable spell.

The Sorbonne had hitherto at all times taken under its safe-

guard the royal and national privileges against the ultramon-

tane pretensions of the priesthood. As now, after the death of

the Guises, these doctrines were preached from all the pulpits;

as it was bawled out on the streets, and set forth symbolically

on altars and at processions, that King Henry III. had forfeited

his crown, "the worthy burgesses and inhabitants of the city,"

tempt to assassinate Queen Elizabeth, but that his purpose was extremely applauded

by the pope. Tr.

1 Jean Boucher: Sermons, Paris 1594, in many passages : p. 194 runs thus ;

" L'eglise soigiieuric les royaumos et estats de la ehretiento, non pour y usurper

puissance directe comme sur son propre temporel, mais bien iudii'ectcraent pour

empesclaer que rien ne se passe au temporel qui soit au prejudice du royaume de

Jesus Christ, comme par cydevantila est6 declare par la similitude de la puissance

de I'esprit sur le corps."—[The church lords it over the kingdoms and states of

Christendom, not to usui-p a direct power over these as over its own tenqioralities,

but indirectly to prevent anything from taking place in temporal affairs which may
I)i'ove prejudicial to the kingdom of Jesus, as was declared long ago by the simili-

tude of the power of the soul over the body.] Farther: " La ditl'erence du prestrc

et du roi nous eclaircit cette matiere, Ic jjrestre estant de dieu seul, ce qui ne se

pent dire du roi. Car si tons les rois estoient morts, lespeujjlcs s'en pourroient bien

faire d'autres : mais s'il n'y avoit plus aucun prestre, il taudroit que Jesus Christ

vint en nersonne pour en faire de nouveaux." (p. 102.)— [The diil'erencc between

priest and king elucidates this matter, the ))riest being from God alone, which can-

not be said of king. For if all kings were to die, the nations could very well make
others ; but were there to be no more priests, it would be necessary that Jesus

Christ should come again in person and make new ones. (p. 102.)]
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as they call themselves, had recourse, "in the scruples of their

conscience," to the theological faculty of the university at Paris,

for the purpose of receiving a sure decision on the lawfulness of

their opposition to their sovereign. Upon this the Sorbonne

met on the 7th of January, 1589. The judgment they pro-

nounced runs thus: "After the mature and free deliberation of

all the masters, and after having heard many and various argu-

ments, from Holy Scripture, the canon law, and papal ordinan-

ces, taken in a great measure word for word, it was concluded

by the Dean of the faculty without any dissent, to the following-

effect ; first, that the people of this kingdom are loosed from the

oath of allegiance and obedience they had sworn to King Henry

;

further, that this people may without burthening their con-

science unite, arm, and collect funds for the upholding of the

Roman catholic apostolic religion against the abominable machi-

nations of the above-named king."^ Seventy members of the

faculty were present on this occasion, and especially the younger

part carried the resolution with wild enthusiasm.^

1 Responsum focultatis tlieologicro Parisiensis :—[Answer of the tlieolofjital

faculty of Pai'is
:]

printed in the Additions au journal de Henry III. torn. I. p.

317.—[Additions to the Journal of Henry III. vol. I. p. 317.]

2 These principles are by no means obsolete or extinct. They liave been boldly

avowed and eloquently inculcated in the 10th century by de Bonald, de Maistre and
other Ulti'amontane wiitei's in France. The time for their open avowal in Britain
and Ireland has not yet come. " It would be tedious," says the Count Montlosier,
" to name all the Ultramontane doctoi-s ;" they amount to above a hundred, almost
all Jesuits. After this we can understand on the one hand, the furies of the League
and the horrible assassinations to which it led, and on the other the just ap]irehen-

sions of Lewis XIV. and Lewis XV., and the precautions which our magistrates may
have taken to this effect. At the present time can it be said tliat such a])prolioii-

sions are chimerical? Yes, no doubt, and I hope so in so far as respects carrying
them into execution ; but are not such doctrines, embellished as we have seen them
in our day with a i-acy eloquence, sufficient to shake allegiance and to jiroduce,

sooner or later, violent commotions? Thanks to a celebrated writer, nothing is

Avanting to us in this way ; he gives us the formulas cut and dry. After a chapter
intituled, " Exercise de la suprcmatie pontificale sur les souverains tcniporels"

—

[Exercise of the papal supremacy over temporal sovereigns], and in which he csta-

bhshes that supi-emacy, M. the Count de Maistre takes the trouble, for our greater
convenience, to dra\v out him.self the terms to be emjiloj'cd for an act of deposition.

In a chapter intituled, " Application hypothetique des piincijjes precodens,"

—

[Hypothetical application of the preceding princii)les,] we find " les tres-hnmbles ct

tres-respectueuses remontrances des 6tats-goneraux du royaume de assembles
a. a notre Saint-Pere le jjajie Pic Vll."—[Tiie most humble and resiiectful

remonstrances of the states- general of the kingdom of met at to our Holy
Father Pope Pius VII.] to the effect of deposing their sovereign. The se remonstran-
ces end as follows :

—

" Cost a vous, Tres-Saint Pere, comme rcpr6sontant do Dion sur la ten-e," itc.

—

[It is to you, Most Holy Father, as the representative of God upon the eartli, that
we address our supplications, that you would deign to absolve us from our oath of

allegiance which attaches us to the royal family that governs us, and to transfer to
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The general assent wliicli these theories received, must with-

out doubt be traced mainly to their being at that moment tlie

virtual expression of facts and occurrences.'^ In the French

troubles even popular and religious oppositions combined together

from various quarters ; the citizens of Paris, as a body, were

sanctioned and confirmed by a papal legate in rising against

their lawful prince ; Bellarmin was himself for some time in the

suite of the legate ; those doctrines which in learned solitude he

had perfected and set forth with so much cousecutiveness of

ideas, and with such acceptance, expressed themselves in the

occurrence which he lived to witness aiid partly produced.

It was also in admirable consistency with this that the Span-

iards approved of these doctrines, and that they were tolerated

by a prince so jealous with respect to the possession of power as

Philip 11. The Spanish monarchy was based, besides, on a

mixture of spiritual attributes. In many passages of Lope de

Vega it Vv'ill be seen that the nation so understoo.d the matter as

to love in their prince and to desire to see represented in him the

majesty of religion. But over and above this, in the struggles

of the Eoman catholic restoration, the king was allied not only

with the priests but also with the revolted people. The Pari-

sians placed far more confidence in him than they did in the

French princes, the chiefs of the League. It seemed as if a new

ally had met the king in the doctrine of the Jesuits. It could

not be supposed that he had any thing to fear fi'om them; quite

otherwise, they gave his policy a legitimate religious justification

which not only was much to his advantage even as respected the

another family those rights Avhich the present possessor can no longer enjoy hut for

his own infelicity (nialheur) and ours.] (Du Pape, p. 34G.)

The above is from the Count Montlosier's famous Memoire a Consulter sur un
sj'steme Religieux et Politique, &c. Edition 7""^ p- 74, and tlie reader will find in

tliat and other works by the same author abundant proofs that the principles that

auiniated the League are the existing principles of the Papacy, although obvious

reasons of expediency prevent their being avowed. The papacy has too many ad=
vantages to gain from the simplicity and ignorance of protestant governments to put
them openly forward.

Mr. Elliott, Ilora? Apocal. p. 1114, adduces the pa]>al instructions to the Nuncio
at Vienna, in 1803, in pi'oof of the Pope Pius Vjl.'s porsistauce in the same
creed. To this the Professor recurs in vol. III. of this work. Tr.

1 Thuanus (De Thou) lib. 94, p. 2-'),S, gives the number of those jiresent as only
sixty, and will not say a word about their being all agreed, although the above do-
cument says in so many words :

" audita omniiun ct singuloruni magistrorum, qui
ad scptuagiuta convenerant, delibcratione - - conclusuni est nemine i-cfragante - -."

—[having heard the opinions of all and each of the masters, who were met to the
ninnber of seventy - - it was resolved, nobody opposing. - -

]
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niaiuteuance of his authority in Spain, hut directly smoothed

the way to success in his foreign enterprises. The king looked

more to these momentary advantages than to the general signi-

ficancy of the Jesuit doctrine.^

And is it not ordinarily much the same in the case of politi-

cal dogmas? Do these grow out of events more than the events

are produced by them? Are they loved most for their own

sakes, or for the sake of the advantages expected to be derived

from them?

This however takes nothing from their force. While the

Tesuitical doctrine expressed the struggles of the popedom in its

course to restoration, or the struggles rather of the historical

crisis in which the popedom found itself involved, they armed

that popedom with a new energy, by giving it a systematic foun-

dation in the opinions produced by the predominating theologi-

cal convictions ; they promoted that direction in men's minds on

which precisely the triumph of the popedom depended.

OPPOSITION OF DOCTRINE.

At no time, however, in this Europe of ours, has either any

power or any doctrine, at least any political doctrine, obtained a

complete and exclusive predominance.

Nor can we suppose one which, when compared with the ideal

perfection and the loftiest demands of the human mind, must

not appear partial and contracted.

Still has there at all times been opposed to the most decided

domination of opinions in a state of energetic advance, an anta-

gonism which, springing from the inexhaustible source of com-

mon life, has brought fresh forces into the field.

While Ave perceive that no power will rise into prominence,

which does not rest at the same time on the foundation of the

1 Peter Kibadcncii-a ropcats it in lus linok against Macliiavel, wlildi w.xs, piv-
parcd as early as 1595, an<l was ])rescnto<l to tlie prince of Spain, tenii)ored indeed,
i)ut still he rei)eats it. " Tratado do la religion y virtiides que deve tener el prin-
cipe Christiano para governar y conscrvar sus cstados, contra lo que Nieolo ISlacliia-

vello y los politicos d'cste tiempo enscnan."—[Treatise on the religion and virtues
which a Christian prince ought to hold ior the government and conservation of his
states, against what has been taught by Nicolas Maehiavel and the jwliticians of
that time.] " Anveres 15!)7."—[Antwerp 1597.] Princes, he concludes, are .•ser-

vants of the church, but not its judges ; armed for the purjiose of jiunishing heretics,

enemies, and rebels against the church, but not to impose laws upon it or to declare
the will of God. lie holds to the simile of the soul and the body. The kingdom of

tlii-s earth, as S. Gregory says, niU3t minister to the kingdom of heaven.
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ideal, we may add that it also finds its limit in tlie ideal. Great

life-producing conflicts uniformly have then- completion withal

in the reaious of conviction—of thought.

So now did the idea of an universally dominant sacerdotal

religion find a powerful antagonist in the principle of national

independence, in the proper significancy of the secular element.

The principles of German monarchy, widely diffused and

deeply rooted among the nations of Roman origin, never have

been destroyed, either by priestly pretensions or by the fiction

of the sovereignty of the people, which has at least uniformly

proved itself untenable.

The strano'e mutual alliance into which these two had entered

at this time, was opposed by the doctrine of the divine right of

monarchy.

It was first attacked by the protestants, though before that,

they migiit have been wavering, with all the keenness of an

enemy who sees his adversary venture on a very dangerous

game, and move along a path which must lead him to destruc-

tion.

God alone, the protestants maintained, appoints their nion-

archs for mankind ; he makes it his prerogative to raise up and

to cast down, to impart the powers of government and to moder-

ate them. True, indeed, he no longer comes down from heaven

to lay his finger on those who are to be invested with sovereignty,

but through his eternal providence, laws and regulations have

been introduced into all kingdoms, according to which a ruler is

to be received. And when a prince, by virtue of these I'egula-

tions, comes into the possession of the government, this is all

one as if God's voice were heard to declare, " this shall be your

king." True, God designated Moses, the judges, the first kings,

personally to his people ; but after the introduction of a settled

order, the others who were called afterwards to the throne, were

no less truly God's anointed ones.^

Proceeding upon these axioms the protestants urged the ne-

cessity of submission even to unrighteous and censurable princes.

1 Explicatio controvei'siarum quae a nonnuUis moventur ex Henrici Borbonii
ref^isi in rcgnum Franciiic constitutione - - opus - - a Tossano Bcrchcto Lirijjoncnsi

e O.-iU'h'o in Latiniun sermonem eonvci'suin. Sedani 15*)0. Cap. II.—[Explanation
oftlio coutroveisios which have been moved by some from the a]>pointment of King
Henry oi IJourbon to the kingdom of Franee - - a woi-li - - by Toussaint Berchet
of LangTos, translated from French into Latin. Sedan 1590. Chai). II,]
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Besides, no man is perfect. If wo are once to admit that God'.s

order may be departed from, occasion may be taken even from

slight failings to get rid of a prince. Not even heresy absolves

us from obedience entirely. A son must not, indeed, obey a god-

less father in that which is against the command of God, but

beyond this, he remains bound in point of duty, to reverence and

subjection.

It would certainly have been of some consequence, had even

the protestants alone matured and firmly maintained these

views. But it was of much more importance that they found

admission withal among a large proportion of the French Roman
catholics ; or rather that these approved of them from their own
freely developed convictions.

In spite of the papal excommunication, a not unimportant

kernel of good Roman catholics still remained true to Henry III.,

and then went over to Henry IV, The Jesuit doctrines made
no impression on this party. They were at no loss for argu-

ments to defend their position, without on that account renoun-

cing Roman Catholicism.

This party first endeavoured accurately to distinguish from

the opinions held on the other side, the power of the clergy and

the relation in which that body stands towards the civil power.

They concluded that the spiritual kingdom is not of this world;

that the power of the clergy refers to spiritual things only; that

excommunication, from its very nature, could relate only to the

ecclesiastical commonwealth, and was incompetent to deprive any

one of civil rights. But on no occasion whatever, was a king of

France to be shut out from the communion of the church; this

formed part of the prerogatives of the arms of the lily ; how much
less allowable was it to attempt to deprive him of his hereditary

rights. And where does it stand anywhere fully laid down

that a man may rebel against his king, and have recourse to

arms against him? God has placed him on the throne; he calls

himself accordingly king by the grace of God ; people may ven-

ture to withhold obedience from him in the sole case of his re-

quiring any thing that runs counter to the will of God.^ They

then deduced from these divine rights that it was not only law-

1 Here I follow the extract from an anonpnous writing which appearod in Paris

in Idas, to be found in Cayet. Collection iiniversclle des M6nioires torn. 56, p. 41.

I. a T
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ful for them, but their very duty, to acknowledge even a protes-

tant king. Subjects must accept of their king as God gave

him; to obey him is God's command; there cannot, generally

speaking, be any ground for depriving a monarch of his rights.^

They even maintained that the course they took, was most ad-

vantageous to the Roman catholic interests. That Henry IV.

was able, mild, and upright; there was nothing but goodness to

be expected from him; the consequence of revolting from him

would be that petty pretenders to power would rise up in all

quarters, and in the general strife of opposing parties the pro-

testant first would obtain a complete ascendancy.^

In this manner did there appear within the very bounds of

Roman Catholicism an opposition to those eflorts of the popedom

which the restoration had developed, and it was doubted at Rome
from the very first, whether it would be found possible to put

down these opponents. The doctrine held by the opposition

might bo less fully matured, it might have less practised abet-

tors, but it was better rooted in the convictions of the European

world; their whole position was in itself right and blameless; it

was of special advantage to them that the papal doctrines stood

leagued with the Spanish power.

The monarchy of Philip II. seemed daily to become more and

more perilous to the general freedom. Over the whole of Europe

it aroused that jealousy and disgust which are inspired, not so

much by arbitrary acts when done, as by the dread of them when

expected, and that alarm for freedom which seizes men's minds

before they are fully aware of the grounds they have for enter-

taining it.

So close now was the alliance between Rome and Spain, that

those who resisted the spiritual pretensions of the one, opposed

at the same time the aggrandizement of the other. They thus

met an European necessity, and for this reason they could not

fail already to find approval and support. The nations were

united by a secret sympathy. Allies unasked for, appearing at

unexpected points, and decided in their measures, rose in behalf

1 Etionno Pasquior : Rcclierches do France 311, .311.

3 Exposition in Tlnianus, lib. 07, p. 31G; " sectarios dissoluto im])erio ct singu-

lis regni partibus a reliijuo corporo tlivisis potcntiores forfc"—[that the sectaries on

the dissolution of the empire, and individual ))arts of" tlic kingdom being divided

from the rest of the b(jdy, would become the more powerful].
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of that national party of French Roman catholics; and, indeed,

in Italy itself, before the eyes of the pope, and first in

Venice.

In Venice a few years before this, in the year 1582, a change

had taken place which though effected without noise, and almost

quite overlooked in the history of the republic, was not the less

powerfully influential. Important affairs hitherto had been in

the hands of a few old patricians, taken from a small circle of

families. Then a discontented majority in the senate, consist-

ing chiefly of younger members, won for itself that share in the

administration which, according to the wording of the constitu-

tion, certainly belonged to them.

Now even the previous administration had never neglected

sedulously to assert their independence; nevertheless they had

attached themselves, as much as they ever practically could, to

the measures of the Spaniards and of the church. The new

administration no longer adopted the same views. Forthwith,

from the spirit of opposition, they cherished a disposition to offer

resistance to those powers.

The interests of the Venetians were moreover deeply involved

in this.

On the one hand they observed with dissatisfaction, that the

doctrine of papal omnipotence and blind obedience was preached

also among them ; on the other hand they dreaded the complete

subversion of the balance of power in Europe, should the Span-

iards succeed in obtaining a predominating influence in Franco.

The freedom of Europe seemed hitherto to have reposed on the

enmity between the two countries.

Accordingly the development of French affairs began to bo

followed with redoubled interest. The writings which defended

the rights of the monarch were greedily laid hold of. Gi-eat in-

fluence was exercised by an association of statesmen and learned

men which met in the house of Andrew Morosini, and in whicli

Leonard Donato and Nicholas Contarini, both doges afterwards,

Dominick Molino, afterwards a leading magistrate in the re-

public, Friar Paul Sarpi and some other distinguished men took

a part; all as yet at that time of life when men are fitted not

only to seize new ideas but also to maintain and carry them into

effect, all of them declared opponents of ecclesiastical encroach-
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ments, and of the preponderance of Spain.^ In order to the full

development of a political tendency, and to the raakint^ of it

effective, even though it should be founded in the nature of

things, it will ever prove of great consequence to have men of

much talent representing it in their own persons, and agreeing

among themselves, each to extend it in his own circle; and this

is of double importance in a republic.

Under these circumstances, opinions and inclinations were not

thought enough. From the very first the Venetians had this

confidence in Henry IV., that he was capable of again reviving

the depressed fortunes of France, and restoring the lost balance

of power. Although lying under manifold obligations to the

pope who had excommunicated Henry IV., although surrounded

both on land and sea by the Spaniards who wanted to ruin him,

and although in themselves of no importance in the scale of

political power, they first, among all the Roman catholics, had

the couraoe to acknowledo-e that kinc;. On receivino' a notifica-

tion from their ambassador Mocenigo, they empowered him to

congratulate Henry IV.^ Their example failed not to stir up

others. Although the grand duke Ferdinand of Tuscany had

not spirit enough to venture on a public cognition, yet he placed

liimself personally on a friendly footing with the new king.^ The

protestant prince saw himself suddenly surrounded with Roman
catholic allies ; nay, shielded by them against the supreme head

of their church.

In tlio times of an important crisis the public opinion of

Europe will uniforndy reveal an unquestionable leaning to one

side or the other. Happy he whose side it espouses ; for his

undertakings are sure to prosper much more easily. It now

favoured the cause of Henry IV. The ideas that were asso-

ciated with his name, had hardly been expressed, yet already

were they so powerful, as to encourage an attempt even to

draw the popedom to their side.

1 In the Anomino(FraFulgcntio) Vitadi FraPaoloSai-pip. 10l,G^isolini's"Denk-
wul(ligkcitcn"—[Memoirs] of Fra Paolo p. 10, 78; and in sonic passages in Fos-

carini wc iind accounts of tliis " ridotto Mauroccno"—[Morosinian retreat]. Bo-
sides those above iinnied, Peter and James Contarini, James Morosini, Leonard
Mocenigo, who, however, did not attend so regidarly as otliers. Antliony Quiriiii,

James Marcello, Marino Zane, Alexander Malipiero, who notwithstanding his great

age, yet regularly accompanied Fra I'aolo home, belonged to that society.

2 Andrea) Mauroccni nistoriarum Yenetarum lib. XIII. p. 518.

3 Galluzzi: Istoria del gi-anduoato di Toscnna, lib. V. (tom. V. p. TS.)
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LAST TIMES OF SIXTHS V.

Here we once more return to Sixtus V. After having con-

templated his internal administration and the share he had in

the ecclesiastical restoration, we must have a word further to say

of his policy in general.

In regard to that it is particularly remarkable how the relent-

less justice he practised, the hard system of finance which he

introduced, and his strict domestic economy, were accompanied

with an extraordinary inclination for fantastic political schemes.

What strange notions did not enter that head of his !

He had long flattered himself Avith the prospect of being able

to put an end to the Turkish empire. He formed alliances in

the East, with Persia, with some Arab chiefs and with the

Druses. He fitted out galleys; others were to be supplied to

him from Spain and Tuscany. Thus he thought to co-operate

by sea with King Stephen Bathory of Poland, who, it was in-

tended, should conduct the main attack by land. The pope

hoped to combine all the resources of the North-east and South-

west in this enterprise ; he was convinced that llussia would not

only attach itself to the king of Poland, but even place itself

under his commands.

On another occasion he took up the idea of making the con-

quest of Egypt, either alone or in concert with Tuscany. Con-

nected with this he conceived the most extensive designs; the

formation of a junction between the Red sea and the JMeditcrra-

nean, the restoration of ancient commerce, and the conquest of

the holy sepulchre. But supposing this should appear not

directly practicable, he thought at least that an expedition to

Syria might be undertaken for the purpose of excavating from

the rocks, by employing suitable worJcmen, the grave of the

Redeemer, and then having it brought to Italy carefully pro-

tected? Already he entertained the hope of being able one day

1 DIspaecio Gritti 23 Agosto 1587. ("II pnpa) cntr6 a parlar dolla fossa clie ]i

re fk'ir Egitto havcvaiio fatta per passar del marc rofso iiol mar meditcrranco."^

—

[('riio poi)e) began to talk of the canal that the kings of Egypt had made for pass-

ing from the Ked sea to the Mediterranean sea.] At times he eontenijilated at-

tacking Egypt only. " Scopri la cansa del desiderar danari per impiogai'li in nna
armata chc vorria far solo per I'inipresa drll' ICgitto e pagar (jueile gah'c (lie njutas-

sero a fiir quella impi'csa."—[lie disclosed the cause of his wanting money to ho
cini)loycd in an armament which he wished to prepare solely for an attack npou
Egypt, and for paying the galleys that were to assist in that attack.]
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to set up that greatest sanctuary of tlie world in Montalto ; in

which case his native province, the Mark, where already the

holy house stood at Loreto, would comprise within itself hoth

the birthplace and the grave of the Redeemer.

There is yet another idea, more extraordinary than all these,

which I find ascribed to him. After the Guises had been put

to death, a proposal seems to have been made to Henry III. to

name a nephew of the pope's as heir to the throne. The legate

of the pope, we are told, made this suggestion with the privity

of his master. Were this only done with the requisite solemni-

ties, his Holiness was convinced that the king of Spain would

give the person thus named heir, the infanta for his wife; such

a successor to the throne would be owned by every one and all

troubles brought to an end. Some will have it that Henry III.

was for a moment tempted by these proposals, until it was re-

presented to him what a bad reputation, for j^usillanimity and

want of sense, he should thereby bring on himself after death.

These were indeed projects, or rather, for this word sounds

too definite, fancies, castles in the air, of an extraordinary kind.

How inconsistent do they seem with the pope's strenuous and

1 This notice is to be found in a " M6moii-e du Seigneur de Schomberg Mari-chal

de France sous Henry III."—[Memoir of the Baron de Schomberg, Marshal of

France under Henry III.] among the Hohendoif MSS. in the A^ienna Tmjierial

Library, No. Ill :
" Quelque tenis ajtres la mort de Mr. de Guise, avenue en Clois,

il fut propose par le cardinal de IMorcsino de la part de sa Saintete, que si S. 'M.

Youloit declarer le marquis de Pom ? (probably miswritten) son neveu heritier de la

coiu'onne et le fairc rcccvoir pour tel avec solcmnitez requiscs, que S. S. s'assuroit

que le roy d'Espagne bailleroit en marriage au dit marquis I'infante, et qu'en ce fais-

ant tons' les troubles do France prendroient fin. A quoi le roy estant prest a se

laisser allcr, et ce par la persuasion de quelqu'uns qui pour lors 6stoient pres de S.

]\I., IVIr. do Schomberg ronipit ce coup par telles raisons, que ce seroit I'invcrtir

I'ordre de France, abolir les loix fondamentalcs, laisser a la postorito ini argument

certain de la lachete et pusillanimit6 de S. M."—[Some time after the death of

Mr. de Guise, which happened at Blois, it was proposed by the cardinal Morosino,

on the part of liis Holiness, that if IILs Majesty would declare the Marquis of Pom
(? probably miswritten) his nephew heir of the cromi and receive him as such with

the requisite solemnities, that His Highness was assured that the king of Spain

M-ould give the infanta in marriage to the said marquis, and that in doing so all the

troubles of France would come to" an end. Whereupon the king being ready to give

his consent, and that by jiersuasion of some Avho were about His Majesty, at the

time Mr. do Schomberg met this stroke with such reasons as the following, that it

would be an inversion of the order of France, the a))olition of fundamental laws, and

".'ould leave to jiosterity a certain argument for traducing His Majesty's cowardice

and ])usillanimity.] It is true indeed that Schoml)erg made a merit to himself of

having made this object miscarry, but I must not on that account pronounce at

once that it was purely imaginary. The M6moire, which enlarges upon the justness

of the claims of Henry IV., has yet a certain assurance of its being genuine in its

]yin<T there, Avith nothing to attract attention to it among other jiapers. Only it is

I'ciuarkablc that nothing further was ever intimated on the subject.
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practical activity, always pressing to the accomplishment of its

object.

And yet, may it not be maintained, that even that often had

its source in extravagant impracticable ideas? The elevation of

Eome, after the lapse of a certain term of years, to be the legiti-

mate metropolis of Christendom, and to be visited as such by

persons from all countries, even from America ; the conversion of

ancient monuments into memorials of the suppression of heathen-

ism by the Christian religion ; the amassing of a treasure com-

posed of money borrowed and paying interest, as a foundation

for the secular power of the states of the church safely to rest

upon ; were all plans exceeding the bounds of feasibility

;

plans the origin of which must be referred to the ardour of reli-

gious fancy, and yet which for the most part determined the

peculiar character of the pope"'s active habits.

From the period of youth human life in general is encom-

passed with hopes and wishes, with the presence, may wc say, oi

the future; the soul is never tired of indulging the expectation

of personal felicity. But the farther a man advances in life, the

more do both his desires and his prospects become attached to

general interests, to some grand aim scientific or political, or

bearing upon life in general. In our Franciscan this fascination

and this impulse, derived from personal hopes, were always the

stronger, the more he found himself engaged in a career which

opened up to him the loftiest prospect; they had accompanied

him from step to step in life, and had sustained his soul in days

of affliction. He had eagerly caught up every word that fore-

boded good, had treasured it in his heart, and when success

attended him had associated with it the lofty schemes of a

monkish enthusiasm. In the end, every thing had been fulfilled

for liim ; he had risen from a mean and unpromising beginning

to the highest dignity in Christendom; a dignity of whoso im-

portance he entertained an extravagant conception. He believed

himself to have been selected by a direct interposition of provi-

dence, for the task of realizing the ideas that floated in his ima-

gination.

Even when in the possession of the supreme power, he did

not relinquish the habit of seeing amid the complications of

worldly aflairs, the possibility of splendid undertakings, and of
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occupying liimself with projects to tnat effect. AVe uniformly

find in these a very personal element; power and posthumous

glory charmed him; he wished to diffuse his own lustre over

whatever was nearly connected with him, his family, his birth-

place, the province to which he belonged; but these impulses

were uniformly drawn from some general interest of Roman
catholic Christendom, and he showed himself ever open to the

influence of elevated ideas. The only difference was that he had

it in his power to accomplish some himself, while he had to com-

mit the rest for the most part to other people. To the former

he applied himself with the indefatigable activity produced by

conviction, enthusiasm, and ambition; in the latter, on the con-

trary, whether from being naturally distrustful, or because he

had to leave to others the chief part of the execution, and, along

with that, of the glory and the advantage, we find him far from

being so zealous. If we inquire what he really did towards the

accomplishment of those oriental schemes of his, we find, for

example, that he formed alliances, exchanged letters, issued

exhortations, and made preparations ; but we do not observe that

he adopted serious measures that might have led to the attain-

ment of the objects aimed at. He conceived the plan with a

keen and fanatical fancy ; but as he could not put his own hands

likewise to the work, and as its accomplishment lay at a remote

distance, his will was not properly exerted. The project which

may have even occupied him much, he allowed to drop again out

of notice, while another took its place.

At the moment at which we have now arrived, the pope was

filled with the grand prospects associated with the attempt

against Henry IV., the prospects of a complete triumph on the

side of strict Roman Catholicism, and of a renewed secular power

on the part of the pope. This absolutely engrossed him. Nor

did he doubt that all Roman catholic states were of one mind
;

that they would put forth all their resources in a common con-

flict with the protestant who had laid claim to the throne of

France.

Such was the direction of his thovights, such the zeal that

inspired him, when he had the mortification to learn that a

Roman catholic power,'with which he had supposed that he stood

on particularly good terjns, even Venice, had sent its felicitations
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to that very protestant. This deeply affected him. For a

moment he tried to restrain the republic from taking any further

steps; he begged it to wait; urged that time produced marvel-

lous fruits, and that he himself had been taught by good old

senators to allow these to come to maturity/ Not the less on

that account was de Maisse, who had till now been French am-

bassador at Venice, acknowledged there on receiving his new
credentials as plenipotentiary of Henry IV. On this the pope

proceeded from exhortations to threats. He exclaimed that he

would know how to act; and ordered the old monitoria, which

had been issued against the Venetians in the times of Julius H.,

to be sought out and the formula of a new one to be drawn up.

Nevertheless it was not without sorrow and heart-felt repug-

nance that he did this. Let us attend for a moment to the

manner in which he expressed himself to the ambassador sent

to him by the Venetians.

" To fall out with those whom we love not," said the pope,

"is no such great misfortune; but with those we love, that is

sad indeed. Truly it would grieve us much,'" here he laid his

hand on his breast, " to break with Venice."

" But Venice has outraged us. Navarra," so he called Henry
IV.,—"is an heretic, excommunicated by the holy see, yet

Venice, in defiance of all our admonition, has acknowledged

him."

" Is the signoria in any wise the greatest monarch in the

world, whose part it is to set an example to others J There is

still a king of Spain ; there is still an emperor."

" Is the republic any how afraid of Navarra ? We will do-

fend it when necessary, with our utmost powers; we have nerve

enough for that."

" Or does tlie republic contemplate obtaining some advanta-

ges at our expense? God himself would assist us."

" The republic ought to set a higher value on our friendship

than on that of Navarra. We are more capable of rendering it

support."

" I beseech you, retreat a step ! The catholic king has re-

tracted much, because we desired it ; not because he was afraid

1 9 Sett. 1589 : " che per amor di tlio non si vada tanto avanti con qiiesto Nav-
arra che si stia a voder etc.''—[that for the love of God, they should not go so far

with thw NavaiTe, that they should wait to see, etc.
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of US, for our power against his is like a fly opposed to an ele-

phant, but from affection, because the pope said so, Ohrisfs

vicar, from whom he and all others have their creed. Let the

signoria do so ; let it adopt some expedient ; it cannot be diiE-

cult for it to do so ; it has old and wise men enough, each of

whom is capable of governing a world."^

But this was not said without an answer being returned. The

extraordinary ambassador of the Venetians was Leonard Donato,

a member of the society that met at Andrew Morosini's ; a man
whose opinions were quite those of the ecclesiastical political

opposition; a man, too, we should say, of the greatest diploma-

tic skill, who had ere now concluded many a difficult negotiation.

Donato could not specifically mention in Rome all the mo-

tives that influenced the Venetians ; he put those forward which

the pope might admit, and be expected to appreciate in common

with Venice.

For was it not manifest that the preponderance of Spain in

Southern Europe was year after year exhibiting a more power-

ful aggrandizement ? This the pope felt as much as any other

Italian prince ; without the approbation of the Spaniards, even

at this very time, he could not move a step in Italy, and how

would matters stand were they once to become absolute masters

of France ? It was chiefly this consideration, a regard for the

balance of power in Europe, and the necessity for having it

restored, that were pressed by Donato. He endeavoured to

show that the republic had contemplated, not any off"ence to the

pope, but rather to promote a material interest of the papal see,

and to shield it from injury.

1 Dispaccio Donato, 25 Nov. 1589. The pope spoke so long that the amhassa-

dors say that were they to write it all clown, it would take a man an hour and a

half to read it all aloud to the senate. Among other points he constantly jx-rsLsted

on the eft'ect of the excommunication. " Tre sono stati scoiTimunicati, il re passato,

il princi])e di Conde, il re di Navarra. Due sono malamente morti, 11 terzo ci ti-a-

vaglia e Dio per nostro esercitio lo mantiene : ma finira anehe esso e terminara.

male : dubitiamo punto di lui.—2 Decembre. II papa publica un solennissimo

giubileo per invitar ogn'uno a dovcr jiregar S. Divina M" per la (juietc ct auguniento

della fcde cattolica."—[Three have been excommunicated, the late king, the jirincc

of Conde, the king of Navai-re. Two have come to an ill end, the thhd troubles us,

and God to exercise us uidiolds him ; but he too will come to an end and hnisli br.dly ;

we doubt how far matters stand well with him.—2 December. The pope published a

most solemn jubilee to invite every one to jjray to the Divine IVTajesty for the tran-

fpiillity and augmentation of the catholic faith.] At this jubilee be would see no

one, " per viver a so stesso e a sue divotioni"—[that he might live to himself and
giA'C himself entirely to his devotions].
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The pope listened to him, yet seemed immovable and not to

be convinced. Donate despaired of accomplishing any thing,

and begged he might have his audience for taking leave. This

he obtained on the 16th of December 1589, and the pope made
it appear that he would refuse him his blessing.^ But Sixtus V.

was not so much the slave of his convictions as not to have been

impressed by really sound arguments on the other side. He was

self-willed, imperious, opiniouative, obstinate ; but therewithal

his mind was susceptible of a change of tone ; he could be in-

duced to pay attention to the views of others ; he was radically

good-natured. Even while he continued to struggle, and obsti-

nately defended his position, he felt himself shaken at heart and

convinced. In the midst of that audience he became suddenly

mild and forbearing.^ " He who has a companion," he ex-

claimed, "has a master; I will talk to the congregation; I will

tell them that I have been angry with you, but that you have

got the better of me." They waited for some days longer

;

after that the pope declared that he could not approve what the

republic had done, yet he would not take the steps he had con-

templated against it. He gave Donato his blessing and kissed

him.

This alteration of personal feeling, hardly noticeable other-

wise, was a prelude to results of the utmost significancy. The

pope even remitted somewhat of the severity with which he per-

secuted the protestant king; he would not directly pronounce a

curse on the Roman catholic party which persisted in opposing

the policy he had hitherto pursued towards that prince. A
first step owes its importance to its involving in itself an entire

course of conduct ; and this was instantly perceived on the part

of the opposition. Nothing more had originally been contem-

plated than simple exculpation ; but now attempts were instantly

made to gain the pope himself and make an absolute conquest of

him.

M. de Luxemburg^ appeared in Italy on a commission from
1 Disp. Donato 10 Dec: " tlopo si lungo nogotio restando quasi privi d'ogni spe-

raiiza"— [after so long a negotiation, remaining as if I)erelt of all hope].

2 Il)i(l.: ' Finalniente inspirata dal signor Dio - - disse di ((iiitentarsene (to give

them liis blessing) c di essersi lasciato A'incer da noi."—[Finally inspired hy (iod,

- - said that he would agree (to give them his blessing) and that he had allowed

himself to be overcome by us.]

3 Frangois de Luxembourg, Due dc Pincy, also called sometimes Due do Lux-
embourg, as by the President llenault for instance. Tk.
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the princes of the Ijlood, and the Roiiinn catholic peers that had

attached themselves to Henry IV., and in spite of the warning

representations of the Spaniards, Sixtus V. in January 1590

allowed him to come to Rome, and gave him an audience. The
deputy insisted particularly on the personal qualities of Henry

IV., placing his courage, magnanimity, and goodness of heart

in a glowing light. The pope was quite ravished with the de-

scription. " Verily," he exclaimed, " I regret having ever ex-

communicated him." Lriixemburg said, that this king and lord

of his would now render himself worthy of absolution, and, throw-

ing himself at the feet of His Holiness, would return into the

bosom of the Roman catholic church.^ "In that case," exclaimed

the pope, " I will embrace him and console him."

For already his fancy was warmly interested. From that

moment these approaches filled him with the liveliest hopes. He
allowed himself to think that the protestants were withheld from

returning to the Roman catholic church, more by a political

aversion towards Spain than by any religious conviction opposed

to the Romish see. He thought he must not venture to repel

them from him.^ Already there was an English ambassador in

Rome, and a Saxon one was announced. He was perfectly

ready to give them a hearing; "would to God," said he, "they

would all come to our feet."

The change that had talcen place in him appeared among

other things by the behaviour he showed to his French legate,

1 Henry liad already given too much ground for such declarations. Ho had
sworn that he would preserve the Homan catholic religion, take instructions in it,

submit to a general or national council to meet M'ithin six months, «fcc. See I'Es-

prit de la Ligue L. VII""°. Tr.

sDispaccio Donato 13 Genn. 1590. " II papa biasima I'opinionc de'cai'dinali e

d'altri prelati che lo stimulano a dovcr licentiar esso signer de Luccnburg, e li accusa

die vogliano fersi suo pedanto (sein Informator, wiii-den wir sagcn) in quelle che ha

studiato tutto il tempo della vita sua. Soggiunse che haveria caro che la regina

d'lnghilterra, il duca di Sassonia, e tutti gli altri andassero a suoi piedi con bona

dispositione. Che dispiacera a S. S"' che andassei'o ad altri principi (zu vei-stehn

katholischen) et havessero cominunicatione con loro, ma si consolava (juando vadino

a suoi ))iedi a dimandar pcrdono."—[Donato's dispatch of 13 January IS'JO. The
pope blamed the opinion of the cardinals and other prelates, who urged that he

ought to dismiss the said M. de Luxemburg, and accused them of wishing to act

the pedant (inConnator as we should say (in German) in a matter which he had

studied all nis life long. lie added that he should be delighted were the queen of

England, the duke of Saxony, and all the re.st to come to his feet with a good dis-

position. That His Holiness would be displeased were they ta go to other jnunces

?that is to say, Roman catholic) and liave communication with them, but lie would

be consoled would they come and ask pardon at his feet.] These sentiments he

expressed in various forms at that audience.
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Cardinal Morosini. The leg.it e's forbearance towards Henry

III. had been treated up to tliis time as a sin, and he had re-

turned to Italy overwhelmed with the papal disfavour. But nov

he was brought from Montalto into the consistory, and the pop?

received him with the declaration that he was delighted to thin'c

that a cardinal of his own choice, as he was, had won for himself

the general approbation.^ Donna Camilla invited him to her

table.

How much must this complete alteration of conduct have

amazed the strict Roman catholic world ! The pope now showed

a leaning towards a protestant whom he himself had excommu-

nicated, and who, according to the ancient rules of the churcli,

was incapable of receiving absolution in consequence of his hav-

ing committed a double apostasy.

It was in the nature of things that this should produce a re-

action. The strict Roman catholic party was not so entirely

dependent on the pope as not at times to be capable of opposing

him ; and the power of Spain presented them with a stay to

which they eagerly attached themselves.

In France the League party accused the pope of avarice
;

complaining that he would not so much as draw his purse, and

that he wislied to save up the money he had amassed in the

castle, to expend it on his nephews and relations. In Spain, a

Jesuit preached on the lamentable condition in which the church

lay. It was not only the republic of Venice that favoured the

heretic, but; "Hush hush,''"' said he, putting his finger on his

mouth, "but even the pope himself."" This was re-echoed in

Italy. Sixtus V. was already so susceptible on the subject, that

he took personal offence at an exhortation to general prayer,

"for the purpose of imploring the favour of God in the affairs of

the church," issued by the general of the Capuchins, and sus-

pended that dignitary.

Matters, however, were not confined to mere hints and pri-

vate complaints. On the 22d of March 1590, the Spanish am-

bassador appeared in the papal apartments, for the purpose of

1 Dispaccio 3 Marzo. " Dice di consolarsi assai ch'es;!! soa crcatuva fiis«o dl

tiitti tanto cclcbi'ato. II clmo Morosini acquisto inolta hoiiarc c riputatione per la

soa relatione delle cose di Francia."—[Dispatch of 3d March. He speaks of being

Kutficiently consoled In that he, his creature, had been so much celebrated by so

many. The most illustrious Miivosiui gained niuch honour and reputation by the

account he gave of the aifaii"3 of France]
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formally protesting, in his master's name, against the course

pursued by the pope.^ There was an opinion then abroad, we
perceive, which was more orthodox, and more Roman catholic

than the pope himself ; to this the Spanish ambassador appeared

for the purpose of giving it an expression, and of clothing it in

words in the presence of the pope. Extraordinary occurrence

!

The ambassador dropt upon one knee and besought his Holiness

to permit him to execute his sovereign's commands. The pope

begged him to rise
;
(remarking) that it would be heresy to be-

have towards the vicar of Christ as he contemplated. The am-

bassador would not allow himself to be diverted from his pur-

pose. " Your Holiness," he commenced, " might declare the

adherents of Navarre excommunicated without distinction.

Your Holiness might pronounce Navarre, in any case, or at any

time, incapable of ascending the French throne. If not, the

catholic king will renounce his allegiance to your Holiness ; the

king will not endure such a thing as that Christ's cause should

go to ruin."^ The pope would hardly allow him to proceed

thus far in what he had to say; he exclaimed that that was not

the king's office. The ambassador stood up, again threw him-

self on his knee, and wished to proceed. The pope called him a

stone of stumbling and went away. But Olivarez would not

thus be satisfied; he declared that he would and must brins; his

protestation to a close, even though the pope should deprive

him of his head for doing so; he knew well that the king would

avenge him, and reward his fidelity to his children. Sixtus V.,

on the other hand, was all fire and fury. It was not permitted,

1 Even as soon as ou the 10th of March the ambassador had presented the

pope with tlio following questions: " li ha ricercato la risjmsta M)pra tre cose, cioe

di liccntiar Lucenburg, iscommuniear li cardinali ct altri prelati die seguono il

NavaiTa, e pi'ometter di non habilitar mai-esso Navarra alia sueeessione deUa coro-

na."—[he had sought for answers about these three things, to wit, the dismissal of

Luxemburg, the excommimication of the cardinals and other prelates who had fol-

lowed NavaiTe, and a promise that ho would never make ISavarre ca]iable of suc-

ceeding to the crown ;] and announced a protest. On this the iiojjo had threatened

him with excommunication. " Minaccia di iscommuniear quel e castigarli nella

vita die ardiraimo di tentar quauto ogli li liavea detto, eacciandolo inanzi e serran-

dogli in faccia la porta."— [lie threatened to excommunicate and to lainish for life

those who should dare to urge as much as he had said to him, driving him before

him and shutting the door in his lace.]

a Che S. S" dichiari iscommunicati tutti quei die seguitano in Francia il Nav-

arra e tutti gli altri die quovis modo li dcssero ajuto, e die dichiari esso Navarra

incapacc perpetuamente alia corona di Francia ; altramente die il re suo si levera

dalla obedienza della cliicsa, c procurera die non sia fatta ingiuria alia causa di

('hristo, e die la pietu c la religionc sua sia conosciuta.— [Sec the text.]
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lie said, to cinj prince In the world to pretend to teach a popo

who is placed by G-od as a master over others ; but that the am-

bassador was conducting himself most viciously; his instructions

empowered him to proceed to a protestation, only in the case of

the pope showing himself lukewarm in the affairs of the league

;

how came he to know that this was the case ? Did the ambas-

sador mean to prescribe what steps his Holiness should follow ?

Genuine Roman Catholicism seemed to have but one sole aim,

but one sole undivided opinion; it seems to have been arrested

in its career of conquest, just as the scale was turning in its

favour; two sides, two sentiments, unexpectedly developed them-

selves within it, opposed to each other politically and ecclesiasti-

cally; the one attack, the other resistance. The conflict betwixt

them began by each endeavouring, with its utmost might, to gain

over the head of the church to itself. The one beset the pope

;

it sought to make sure of him with bitterness, with menaces,

almost with direct violence. The other had disposed him to

incline towards it by means of an internal impulse communicated

at the decisive moment; it endeavoured to precipitate him into

the adoption of its views ; it sought to seduce him by promises

;

it set the most brilliant prospects before him. It was of tho

utmost consequence for the determination of their contest, which

side he should adopt.

The attitude assumed by this pope, so renowned as he has

been for practical energy and determination, fills us with amaze-

ment.

On the arrival of letters from Philip II., in which that mon-

arch declared that he would defend the good cause and support

the league with all the resources of his states, and oven with his

blood, the pope too was full of zeal; he would not burthen him-

self, said he, with the reproach of not having opposed such a

1 He spoke openly in the conslstoiy; " dl liavor scritto <al re con sua propria

niano, die prociirera scnipre con tutte le sue forze spiritual! c teniporali clie mai
ricsca re di Francia alcuno clic non sia di comj)ita sodisf'attiono alia Sua Cattolica

Maestii."—[of having written to the king with his own hand that ho would always

sec to it with all his spiritual and temporal forces, that no one should ever come to

be king of France who should not be completely to the satisfaction of His Ca-
tholic Majesty.] Already in January 1590, the ambassador said :

" II iiai)a ncllc

trattationi parla con uno ad un niodo con snoi disegni et ad un altro con altri (dis-

egni)."—[The pope in his negotiations spoke at one time in conformity with his

own designs, and at other times according to other (designs).]
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Not the lef5s on this account did he asfain incline to the other

side. On the difficulties in which French aftairs involved him

being represented to him, he would exclaim; "Were Navarro

here I would on my knees beseech him to become a Roman
catholic."

Never did a prince stand in a stranger position towards his

plenipotentiary than Pope Sixtus did towards the legate Gaetano,

whom he had sent into France while still in close alliance with

the Spaniards. The pope had not yet, indeed, passed over to the

side of the French, but he had been brought to entertain an un-

decided neutral opinion. The legate followed his old instructions

without paying the slightest regard to this change. When
Henry IV. followed up his victory at Ivry by laying siege to

Paris, it was the papal legate that then opposed him most. In

his hands the leading men and magistrates swore that they would

never capitulate with Navarre ; and by his spiritual authority and

a behaviour equally adroit and firm, he contrived to keep them

to their enfragements.'^

In point of fact, the wonted strict sentiment developed most

strength in the end.

Olivarez obliged the pope to dismiss Luxemburg, though it

were only under the guise of a pilgrimage to Loreto. The pope

had intended that Monsignor Serafino, who had the reputation of

being of French sentiments, should proceed on a mission to

France. Olivarez openly complained, and threatened that lio

would never more come to an audience; the pope replied that in

God's name he might go away ;
yet Olivarez came off victorious

at last, and Serafino's mission was delayed. An opinion (believed

to bo) orthodox, and unhesitatingly maintained, possesses an

incredible force, especially when abetted by a capable person.

Olivarez had on his side the congregation which managed the

affairs of France, and which, too, had been constituted at an

earlier period. In July 1 590, a new alliance was proposed be-

tween Spain and the pope,^ and the latter declared that he must

- do something in favour of Spain.

1 DIscours veritable ct notable du siege de la ville de Paris en I'an 1590

—

[True and notable account of the siege of the city of Pai'is in the year 1590], in

N'iilei'oy ; Menioires d'estat toni. II. p. 417.

2 The king was to lit out 20,000 infantry and 3000 cavaliy, the pope 15,000 in-

f;intiy and 2000 cavalry. "Li ambasciatori soUicitano con li tardinali la conelu-
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But let it not be supposed that meanwhile he abandoned the

other party. At this very time he had with him the agent of a

chief of the Huguenots, Lesdigui^res ; a charge d'affaires of the

Landgrave, and an English deputy were on the spot; and even

now the imperial ambassador was endeavouring to secure himself

ao-ainst the dreaded insinuations of the Saxon ambassador who

was expected anew; the manoeuvres of Chancellor Orell reached

even to Rome.'^

Thus was the powerful prince of the church, who loved the

idea of a direct authority over the whole world being bestowed

on him, and who had amassed a treasure which mi^ht well have

enabled him to strike some powerful blow, wavering and irreso-

lute at the very moment of the crisis.

Are we to charo-e this airainst him as a crime? I fear we

should wrong him by doing so. He clearly saw the state of

things ; he perceived the dangers on both sides, and gave room

for the play of opposite impulses. No crisis compelling him to

come to a final decision appeared. The elements which divided

the world, carried their conflict even into his very soul, and nei-

ther of them had as yet obtained the mastery there.

However, in the impossibility of compelling the world to sub-

mit to him, he certainly set himself to exercise a high-minded

influence over it. Much rather did the social forces that were

then in agitation produce a re-action upon him, and this assumed

a very peculiar aspect.

Sixtus liad put down the banditti mainly by means of the

sione e sottoscrittione del capitolato (Disp. 14 Luglio)."—[The ambassadors solicited

with the cardinals the conclusion and subscription of the covenant (Disp. 14 July.)]

At a meeting of the congregation the poj)e proposed the question : " an electio regis

Francia?, vacante principe ex corpore .sanguinis, spcctet ad j)ontificem."— [if the

election of the king of France, failing princes of the blood, belongs to the pope.]
" Esortato a star ncutrale, laudando 11 consiglio risponde non poter rostar a far

qualche cosa (Disp. 28 Luglio.")—[On being exhorted to stand neutral, he re])lied,

at the same time praising that advice, that he could not remain doing such a thing.

(Disp. 28 July.)] Meanwhile it runs thus in the dispatch of 28th July ;
" Laodi-

geres haveva mandate un suo huomo a trattar con S. S% il quale ha trattato lun-

gamente seco."—[Laodigercs (Lesdiguicres) had sent a man of his to negotiate

with his Holiness, who negotiated at great length with him.]

1 Otherwise it is impossible to understand why the imperial ambassador should

forewarn the pope of the Saxon insinuations. " L'ambasciatore dell'imperatorc

proga il ponteficc di non voler ascoltare quel huomo che vien detto esser niandato
dal diica di Sassonia, in queDo che fusse di pregiuditio del suo patron e della casa

d'Austrla; e cosi li vien proniesso."—[TJie emperor's ambassador begged the pon-

tiff not to attend to the man who might come as sent by the duke of Sa.xony in re-

gard to whatever might be said to tiie prejudice of his patron and of the house of

Austria ; and thus it was promised to him.]

I. 3 X
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good understanding which he maintained with his neighbours.

Now that this began to decline, now that different sentiments

were cherished in Tuscany and Venice from those that prevailed

in Naples and Milan, and that the pope, who declared himself

for neither, came to be suspected alternately by one or other of his

neighbours, the banditti too began to put themselves again in motion.

They re-appeared in April 1590; Sacripante in the Maremma;

Piccolomini in the Romagna; Battistella in the Oampagna of

Eoine. They were abundantly supplied with money, and it was

remarked that they paid away a great many Spanish doubloons.

They found adherents chiefly in the Guelphic party ; and already

conducted their expeditions again in regularly organized bodies,

with flying banners and drums. The papal troops had no wish

to engage with them.^ This directly re-acted on all the relative

bearings of the diff'erent parties. The Bolognese opposed the

pope's design of having the number of the city's senators aug-

mented, and that, too, with a keenness and a spirit of independ-

ence such as had been long unheard of.

In this state of things, amid so many vexations pressing so

closely upon him, and without having so much as attempted any

decision or resolution in the most important aflair, Pope Sixtus

V. died (27th August 1590).

Just as he breathed his last a tempest discharged itself on the

Quirinal. The silly populace were convinced that Friar Felix

had entered into a compact with the wicked one, by whose assist-

ance he had risen step by step from low beginnings, and now at

the expiration of the appointed time, his soul had been carried

off" in a storm. Thus did they signify their discontentment at

the introduction of so many new taxes, and those doubts which

had latterly been so often mooted as to his thorough orthodoxy.

In the wildness of their excitement they pulled down the statues

which had at one time been erected in honour of him; nay, a

resolution was agreed to in the Capitol, that no statue should

ever again be erected to a pope during his life-time.

UKBAN VII. OREOOKY XIV. INNOCENT IX. AND THEIR CONCLAVES, 1590, 1591.

The new election was now of double importance. It mainly

1 Disp. 21 Luglio. " I fuorusciti corrono fiuo su Ic porte di Roma."—[TIio out-

law.s made incursions to the very gates of Rome. [Tlu' Dispatelios of ITtli March,

7th April, 28th April, 12th May, 2d June, contain details on this subject.]
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depended on the personal sentiments of a pope, whicli of the two

tendencies, the struggle between which had commenced, he

should declare himself for, and there was no doubt that his deci-

sion might lead to results affecting the world at large. Hence

the movements attending the election contest in the conclave are

of peculiar importance, and we must here introduce a word on

the subject.

During the first half of the sixteenth century, the preponder-

ating influence either of the imperial or of the French party, re-

gularly prevailed with the electors; the cardinals, as was said by

a pope, had no longer any free voice. Ever after the middle of

that century this influence exercised by foreign powers, became

much less material ; the curia remained far more master of its

own proceedings than it had been before. Hence, we say, there

had arisen, in the movements of internal intrigue, a principle, or

a custom, of a very peculiar kind.

Each pope was in the practice of appointing a number of car-

dinals, who then, in the next conclave, flocked round the nephews

of the deceased pontiff", formed a new power, and ordinarily en-

deavoured to elevate some one from among themselves to the

throne. It is remarkable that they never succeeded in this, that

the opposition triumphed in every instance, and ordinarily pro-

moted an opponent of the last pope.

I shall not attempt to discuss this subject in detail. We
possess not altogether unauthentic communications about these

elections; yet it would be impossible to present a just view of

the personal ties here brought into operation; this must ever

remain obscure.

It will suffice that we note the principle that prevailed. With-

out exception, in the course of that period, not the adherents,

but the opponents of the last pope, that is, the creatures of the

next preceding one, carried oif the victory. Paul IV. was raised

to the popedom by the creatures of Paul III., Pius IV. by means

of the enemies of the Caraffas and of Paul IV. Borromeo, the

nephew of Pius IV., had sufficient disinterestedness to volunteer

his vote in favour of Pius V., a man of the opposite party, whom,

however, he thought the most religious man among them ; but

he acted thus only under the warmest opposition on the part of

those who had owed everything to his uncle, and who, as it runs
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in the report, hardly could believe that they saw what they did

see, or that they acted as they did. Nor did they neglect to

take advantage of this compliancy in the next case that occurred.

That custom they sought to have recognised ; they wished to

have it set up as the established rule, and, in fact, they appointed

the successor of Pius V. from the creatures of Pius IV. The

same thing took place at the election of Sixtus V.; he was ele-

vated from amongst the opponents of his predecessor Gregory.

We need not wonder accordingly, if we uniformly find the

greatest contrasts of character on the papal throne. The differ-

ent factions drove each other out of that position.

In virtue of this custom the opponents of Sixtus V., and par-

ticularly those who opposed the last turn taken by his policy, on

this occasion, too, had a great prospect before them. Sixtus had

aggrandized his nephew beyond measure ; the latter entered the

conclave with a host of devoted cardinals, as numerous as ever

had been known. Yet in spite of all this, he had to give way.

The creatures of Gregory now raised to the throne one who had

opposed the late pope, and who had even been particularly in-

jured by him; a man of unquestionable Spanish sentiments.

This was John Baptist Castagna, Urban VII.'^

But they were unfortunate in this choice. Urban VII. died

before being crowned, before he had named a single prelate, on

the 12th day of his pontificate, and the election contest was

forthwith renewed.

It was distinguished by the Spaniards again taking the keen-

est part in it. They well perceived how much depended on it,

as respected the affairs of France. The king resolved to take a

step which was charged against him in Rome as a dangerous in-

novation, and which even his own partisans knew not how to

excuse, except by alleging the pressing circumstances in which

he found himself;^ he named seven cardinals who appeared to

1 Conclave di papa Ui'bano VII. MS. " La pratica (di questa elettionc) fu

guidata dal cardinal Sforza (capo delle creature di papa Grcgoi-io XIII.) e da car-

dinal! Gcnovcsi."—[Conclave of Pope Urban VII. MS. The management (of

this election) was directed by Cardinal Stbrza (the chief of those who had been
promoted by Pope Gregory XIII.) and by the Genoese cardinals.] In a dispatch of

the French ambassador, Maisse in Venice, in F. von Raumer's Hist. Letters, I.

3G0, we find that Colonna, after he had once taken possession of the papal seat, had
been dragged down from it by .Sforza, but this must not be taken literally.

2 " U grande intere.sse del re cattolico c la spesa nella quale si ti'ova sonza ajuto

nissuno per servitio della Christianita fa che gli si debbia coiidonare."—[The great
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him to be suitable candidates, and would accept of none else. At

the head of these nominees stood the name INIadruzzi, and

straightway the Spanish cardinals made an attempt to carry the

day with this their chief.

But they encountered an obstinate resistance. Madruzzi

found no favour because he was a German, and because the con-

clave were not willing to allow the popedom to fall again into the

hands of barbarians.^ Montalto, too, would accept of none of

the remaining nominees. It is true that he would have found

it vain to attempt to raise one of his adherents to the pontificate,

but he had power enough to exclude at least any candidate he

disliked. The conclave protracted its sittings to an undue

length ; the banditti were masters of the country ; news arrived

every day of property being plundered and villages being burned;

a movement was to be dreaded even in Rome itself.

There was but one means of coming to a result, and this lay

in raising to the popedom that candidate among the several who

had been proposed, who should be least unacceptable to the ne-

phew of Sixtus V. In the Florentine accounts^ we are told that

the grand duke of Tuscany, in the Iloman that Cardinal Sforza,

the chief of the Gregorian cardinals, specially contributed to

bring this about, lletired within his cell, probably because he

had been told that his interests would best bo promoted by his

holding his peace, and afflicted with fever, lived Cardinal Sfon-

drato, one of the seven. The diftercnt parties united in select-

ins him, and at the same time a familv alliance was concerted

between the house of Sfondrato and Montalto. Upon this jNIon-

talto visited the cardinal in his cell, and found him praying be-

fore a crucifix, not wholly recovered from fever. He told him

that he was to be elected the next morning. On that morning,

oth December, 1590, he introcluced him with Sforza into the

chapel, where the votes were given. Sfondrato was elected; and

calleJ himself Gregory XIV.
interest of the catholic king and the expense in whiiii he had found Iiiiusolf involved,

without any assistance, in the service of Christianity, were such that he ought to

be forgiven.]

1 Cardinal Morosini said ;
" Italia anderehhc in ])reda a' harbari, die faroljU' una

vergogna." Conoj. della sedo vjvcantc di Urbano VII.

—

[Italy would boconie a |iiey

to barbarians, which would be scandalous. Conclave ot the vacant see of Urban
VII.]

2 Galluzzi : Storia del granducato di Toscana V. 99.

3 T. Tasso has celel)ratcd this accession to the (papal) tlu-onc in a splendid can-

zone : Da gran lode immortal.
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He was a man that fasted twice a week, read mass every day,

performed his prescribed devotions always on his knees, and then

devoted an hour to his favourite author, St. Bernard, from whose

works he carefully marked the sentences which more especially

struck him ; a pure and harmless soul. It was remarked, how-

ever, half in jest, that he had come too soon, in the seventh

month, into the world, and was reared with difficulty, so that in

general he had too little of the earthly element in him. He
never understood any thing whatever of the practice and move-

ments of the curia. The cause which the Spaniards fought for,

he held at once to be the cause of the church. He was a born

subject of Philip 11. and a man after the king's own heart. He
declared himself without hesitation or delay in favour of the

League.^

" Do you," he wrote to the Parisians, " who have made so

praiseworthy a commencement, now persevere and make no halt

until you have attained the object of your endeavours. Under

the inspiration of God we have resolved to assist you. First,

we have set apart for you an aid in money, and that, too, be-

yond the measure of our resources. Then we appoint our nun-

cio, Landriano, to proceed to France with a view to the bringing

back of all who have deserted from your association. Finally,

we send you, though at a heavy charge to the church, our be-

loved son and nephew Hercules Sfondrato, duke of Monte-Mar-

ciano, with cavalry and infantry, to assist in defending you with

arms. But should you require still further aid, we will provide

you with that also."

The whole policy of Gregory XIV. is summed up in this let-

ter. That policy, however, produced a great eftect. The very

declaration of his purpose, the repeating of the excommunication

of Henry IV. which was coupled with it, and then the charge

with which Landriano entered France, addressed to all the clergy,

nobility, officers of justice, and the third estate, to withdraw,

under pain of grievous punishment, from Henry of Bourbon,

caused a profound impression.^ There were on the side of

1 Cicarclla de vita Gregorii XIV., to be fouiiil in all the later editions of Platina.

a " Gregoire pajio XIV. a ines tiLs bien-aynie/ les gens du conseil des seize qiiar-

tiers do la ville de Paris,"—[Gregory to my well-beloved sons, the members of the

council of the sixteen quarters of the city of Paris,] iu Cayet's Chronologic novc-

naire. Monioires coll. univ. torn LVll. p. 02.

3 Cayet even notices this. " Lc party du roy 6stoit sans aucuue division. Co
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Henry IV. so many Roman catholics holding strict opinions,

who were confounded at last by these decided measures of the

head of their church. They declared that it was not the king-

dom only that had a regular order of succession, but also the

church; and that the religion (of the country) must as little be

altered as the dynasty. From this time forward there began to

be formed among the king's adherents the so-called third party,

which constantly insisted on his resuming Roman Catholicism,

maintained their allegiance to him only under this condition and

with this prospect, and was of so much the more consequence,

in as much as the most influential persons in his immediate cir-

cle belonged to it.

But still greater consequences were to be expected from the

other measures which the pope announced in that letter, and

which he delayed not to execute. He sent the Parisians a

monthly subsidy of 15,000 scudi. He despatched Colonel Lusi

into Switzerland to enlist troops there. After having solemnly

delivered the standards of the church, in St. Mary Maggiore's,

to his nephew Hercules, as their general, he sent him to Milan,

where his forces were to be assembled. Archbishop Matteucci,

who accompanied him as commissary, was abundantly provided

with money.

Under these auspices Philip II. no longer scrupled to take up

French afiairs in good earnest. His troops burst into Brittany,

and took up positions in Toulouse and Montpellier. He thought

he could put forward special claims to some provinces ; in others

he maintained the closest alliance with the leading chiefs; these

sometimes established and maintained Capuchin friars. In many
quarters he was looked upon as " the sole defender of the ortho-

dox against the Huguenots," and he was even urgently invited

to come to Paris. Meanwhile the Piemontese attacked Pro-

vence. The papal army joined that of the League in Verdun.

There was a general movement of Spanish-Italian forces, for the

purpose of dragging France by force into that rigidly Roman
catholic career which preponderated most in those countries. The

qui flit entrctcim jusqucH <iu temj)s do la publication des bullcs luonitorialcs du pai)e

Grcgoire XIV. que d'aucuns vouliirent engendi-cr iin tiers l)arty ct Ic former des

catlioliqiies, qui (''stoit dans le l)arty royal."—[The kiiiit's party was without any
division. Wliicii (•(intinucd to he tlie case until tlie time of the pul)licati(in of tlie

monitorial bulls of Pope Gregory XJV. when some wished to create a. third party,

and to make it consist of the catholics in the royal party.]
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Spaniards now liad the benefit of the treasures which Pope Six-

tus had amassed with so much effort, and which he had saved

so carefully. Gregory XIV., after taking from the castle all the

moneys not destined to any particular objects, proceeded to lay

his hands on those also which had been most strictly tied up.

He judged that a case of more pressing necessity could never

occur in the church.

What with the determination of purpose which now appeared,

the prudence shown by the king, the wealth of the pope and the

influence which their combined authority exercised on France,

it was in fact incalculable to what an extent this double-sided,

and at once secular and spiritual ambition would have carried

matters, had not Gregory XIV., in the midst of the undertak-

ing, died. He had occupied the papal see only ten months and

ten days, and yet had eftected such important changes; what

might not have been the result, had he held the government for

some years? His death was the heaviest loss which could befall

the party of the League and of Spain.

Once more, it is true, the Sj^aniards carried all before them

in the conclave. They had again named seven candidates,^ and

one of these, John Anthony Fachinetto, who took the name of

Innocent IX., was elected. He too, in so far as a judgment

could be formed of him, was attached to the Spanish interest; at

least he sent money to the League, and the letter is still extant

in which he urges Alexander Farnese to hasten the equipment

of his troops, to invade France and relieve Rouen, all which that

general forthwith executed with so much success and skill.^ But

the misfortune was that Innocent too was already very old and

feeble; he hardly ever left his bed; he even gave his audiences

while lying there ; so that from the death-bed of a gray-beard

who could no longer move about, there went forth exhortations

to war, which set France and indeed all Europe in commotion.

1 In the Histou'e des conclaves (History of the Conclaves) T. 251, it is said,

" Les Espagnols vouloient r6tablir leur reputation."—[The Spaniards wished to

re-establish their reputation.] But this is only a mistranslation, for in the MS.
which forms the gi-oundwork of that book, Conclave di Tnnocenzio TX. (Inff. politt.)

it runs: "per non perder la racquistata autorita,"—[in order that tliey migiit not

lose their recovered authority,] which really corresponds with the state of things.]

3 According to Davila,* Ilistoria dellc guerre civili di Francia XII. p. 7t)3, it

would appear as if Innocent were not so entirely in the interests of the League ; but

the letter above quoted (in Cayet p. 350) removes all doubt.

* Davila, generally spealdng, is a poor authority. Ta.
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Hardly had Innocent filled the papal see for two months, when

he likewise died.

And so the election struggles in the conclave were resumed

for the fourth time. They became so much the more important,

as in these incessant changes the opinion gained ground, that

what first of all was wanted was a vigorous person who might be

expected to live for some time. A definite decision was now to

be taken for a longer period. The conclave was an important

affair as respected the history of the world at large.

ELECTION AND CHARACTER OF CLEMENT VIII.

On the fortunate turn that their interests had taken at Rome
during the preceding year, the Spaniards had succeeded even in

gaining Montalto. The family of that nephew of a pope had

bought estates in the Neapolitan territory. On JSIontalto en-

gaging to ofier no further opposition to the will of the king, the

latter engaged on the other hand, not directly to exclude all who

had risen under the patronage of Sixtus V. They coalesced

accordingly, and the Spaniards no longer delayed proposing the

man from whom they could look for the most active co-operation

in the French war.

Santorio, with the title of Sanseverina, might be regarded as

the most zealous of all the cardinals. Even in his youthful

years, when at Naples, he had carried on many a contest with

the protestants of that place. In his autobiography, which is

still extant in manuscript, he speaks of the massacre of St. Bar-

tliolomew " as the renowned St. Bartholomew's day, most de-

lightful to the catholics;"^ he had uniformly professed his at-

tachment to the most violent opinions; he was the leading mem-
ber of the con2;reQ:ation for the affairs of France: Ions: had he

been the very soul of the Inquisition ; and he was still healthy

and tolerably fresh in point of years.

Such was the person whom the Spaniards wished to invest

with the highest dignity, nor could they have fonnd a more de-

voted one. Olivarcz had arranged all beforehand;" there seemed

1 lie speaks of a "giiisto sdogno del re Carlo TX. di gloriosa inemoria in quel

celebrc gioriio di S. Bartolommeo lictissimo a' cattoliei."—[the just wrath of King
Cliarles IX. of glorious memory, in that celebrated day of St. Bartholomew, most
delightful to catholics.]

' Conclave di Clcmente VIIT. MS. " II conte di Olivarez, fedele ct iuscpara-

bile amico di S. Severina, avova prima di partirc dl Iloma per il govcrno di Sicilia

I. 3 Y
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no longer any room for doubt; of fifty-two voices thirty-six were

affirmative, being enough to decide the contest, in order to which

two thirds of the votes .were always requisite. Accordingly the

very first morning of the conclave's being shut up, steps were

taken for proceeding to the election. Montalto and Madrucci,

the heads of the coalition, brought Sanseverina from his cell,

which, as is the custom with the cell of the pope elect, was im-

mediately despoiled by the servants; thirty-six cardinals pro-

ceeded along with him to the Pauline chapel; already were ap-

plications made to him to forgive his opponents; he declared

that he would forgive all men, and as the first proof of his dis-

position would take the name of Clement; nations and king-

doms were committed to his care.

Meanwhile one circumstance had been left out of reckon-

ing in this project. Sanseverina passed for being so severe a

person, that every body was afraid of him.

The consequence even now was, that many it had been found

impossible to gain over; the younger cardinals, old personal

enemies, held a meeting in the Sistine chapel. True, when

met, they found themselves only sixteen in number, one vote

was still wanting in order to their having it in their power to

exclude, and several seemed prepared already to submit to fate

and to acknowledge Sanseverina; nevertheless, the influence of

the experienced Altemps so far prevailed with them that they

still held out. They trusted to his being able to manage the

matter better than themselves could do.

And, in fact, this same aversion had its effect even on those

who had given Sanseverina their promise to vote for him ; very

many of them rejected him at heart. They had yielded com-

pliance with the wishes of the king and JMontalto, and yet only

waited for an opportunity of recalling what they had done. On
the parties entering the election chapel, symptoms of disquiet

and agitation appeared, such as were quite unusual in the case

of a decided election. On the votes being begun to be counted,

there was a manifest reluctance to proceed; Sanseverina''s own

countrymen interposed obstacles in his way.^ Nothing was

tutto pvcordiiiato."—[Conclave of Cloniont VIII. MS. The count di Ollvarez, a
faitlifid and insepara1>lo friend of S. Soa criiia, had aiTanged every thing before leav-

'

iiig Rome foi- tlie government of Sicily.] i >

1 On this subject, besides the accounts contained in ]n-inted and MS. conclaves,

we have S. Severina'.s own narrative, uhich 1 will take up in the Ajipcudix. -
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wanted but some one to give vent to the thoughts which so many
entertained. At last Ascauio Colonna had the courage to do so.

He belonsred to those Roman barons who dreaded above all

things Sanseverina's inquisitorial obduracy. He exclaimed, " I

see that God will not have Sanseverina; neither will Ascanio

Colonna have him." He then left the Pauline chapter and

joined the opposite party in the Sistine.

This secured the victory to the latter. It was resolved that

there should be a secret scrutiny. Some there were who would

never have ventured to recall their promised votes openly and

aloud, who however did so secretly as soon as they but knew

that their names would be concealed. On the urn being opened

there were found only thirty votes for the person proposed.

Sanseverina had thought himself sure of his object. That

amplitude of spiritual authority which he had estimated so highly,

and which he had so often battled in defence of, he thought was

already in his possession. Betwixt the realization of his high-

est wishes and the prospect of a perpetual sense of neglect, the

prospect of sovereignty and of submission, he passed seven hours

as if betwixt life and death; at last it was decided, and with

blighted hopes he returned to his disfurnished cell. "The night

following," he says in his autobiography, " was one of more

poignant vexation to me than the most unfortunate moment I

have ever experienced. The heavy affliction of my soul and my
internal anguish forced from me, incredible as it may appear, a

bloody sweat."

He was too well acquainted with the nature of a conclave, to

entertain any further hopes. His friends once more proposed

him as a candidate; but it was now a hopeless attempt.

In all this the Spaniards themselves had lost ground. The

king had proposed live names, but not one of them could be car-

ried. At last they had to proceed to a sixth nominee, who had

been referred to by the Spaniards as a supernumerary.

More to gratify his ally Montalto, than from any motive of iiis

own, the king had nominated Cardinal Aldobrandini, a man who

had been promoted by Sixtus V., and whom Philip had even

excluded the year before. He was now again recurred to, as

the only possible person. The choice, as may be supposed, was

aoreeable to Montalto. As he had been named witli the othcLS
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the Spaniards had nothing to say against him. To the rest he

was not unwelcome, and in general he was beloved. Accordingly

he was elected without much opposition on the 20th of January

1592. He called himself Clement VIII.

It must ever be singular to observe how it fared with the

Spaniards on this occasion. They had brought Moutalto over

to their side, with the view of carrying the election of one of

their partisans; yet the coalition resulted in their having to

assist in placing on the pontifical throne a friend of Moutalto,

and a creature of Sixtus V.

We would remark that therewithal a change appeared in the

course of the elections to the popedom, which we cannot consider

as unimportant. For a long while, persons belonging to opposite

factions had succeeded alternately. On this occasion, also, the

same thing had taken place; three times had the creatures of

Sixtus V. been obliged to retire; but the successful candidates

had enjoyed a very brief possession of power, and had been un-

able to form any new faction. Deaths, funeral obsequies, and

new conclaves had followed in rapid succession. The first that

again filled the papal see with full living energies was Clement

VIII., when there followed a government conducted by the same

party that last had ruled for any length of time.

The general attention was now directed to the question who

this new person was, into whose hands the government had

come, and what was to be expected from him.

Clement was born an exile. His father, Salvestro Aldobran-

dino, of a respectable Florentine family, but a warm and active

opponent of the Medici, was in consequence of the final triumph

of that house, in the year 1531, ex]3elled and had to seek his

fortunes abroad.^ He was a doctor of laws, and had at an ear-

lier period of his life delivered lectures at Pisa. After his ex-

pulsion we find him at one time in Venice, where he took part

in the improvement of the Venetian statute-law, or revised an

1 Varclii : Storia Fiorentina III. 42, Gl. Mazzuchelli, Scrittori d'ltalia I. T. p.

392, has as usual a very elaborate and learned artiele at this name, but it is not

complete. Among other omissions nothing is said about his Venetian labours, with
a notice of wliieh John Delfino begins his narrative, so that there can be no doubt
about the matter. " Silvestro Aldobrandini no' tenijn della ribellione di Firenzo

cacciato da quella citta se no vennc qui, ritbrmo li nostri statuti e riveddc le leggi

et ordiiii della republica."—[Silvestro Aldobrandini at the time of the rebellion oi

Floreuce, being expelled from that city, came hither, reformed our statutes, and re-

vised the laws and ordinances of the republic.]
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edition of the Institutes, at another in Ferrara or Urbino, at the

council or court of the dukes, but longest employed in the ser-

vice now of one, then of another cardinal, and in their place

charged with the administration of justice, and the government

in one or other of the ecclesiastical cities. What perhaps marked

him most, Avas, that in this shifting kind of life he contrived

to educate five distinguished sons. John, the eldest, who used

to be called the pilot of the family, was perhaps the ablest of

the whole. He cleared the path, and in the course of juridical

dignities rose to the cardinalship in 1570. Had he lived longer

it is supposed that he would have had hopes of obtaining the

tiara. Bernard acquired renown in the profession of arms
;

Thomas was a good philologist; his translation of Diogenes

Laertius has often been reprinted; Peter had the reputation of

being a distinguished practical jurist. Hippolitus, the youngest,

born at Fano in 1536,^ cost his father some anxiety at first; he

feared lest he should not have it in his power to give him the

education his talents deserved. But, first of all, Cardinal Alex-

ander Farnese took an interest in the boy, and settled on him

a yearly pension from the revenues of his bishopric of Spoleto.

After that he was prom.oted simply by the rising fortunes of his

brother. He soon rose to the prelature, and upon that into

the post which his eldest brother had filled in the Eota's court

of law. Sixtus V. created him a cardinal and charged him with

an embassage to Poland. This first brought him into a certain

connection with the house of Austria. That whole house con-

sidered itself under oblio-ations to the cardinal for his havina;

procured the deliverance of the archduke Maximilian from the

confinement in which he had been kept by the Poles, a service

in which he had interposed his authority with sufficient prudence

and talent to ensure success. When Philip II. resolved to

nominate a person who had been elevated by Sixtus V. as a

supernumerary candidate, it was this consideration that led him

to prefer Aldobrandino to others. Thus did the son of a home-

less exile, of whom it might at one time have been feared that

1 In tlic l)aptismal register of tlic eatliedval parish of Fano, tliere is the follow-

ing entry ;
" a di 4 Marzo 1530 fa battezato \in pntto di IMr. Salvcstro, die fu

luogotenente qui : liebho nome Ippolyto."—[On the 4(li of March 153(5, tliere was
ba])tized a boy of Master Salvestro's, who was lieutenant here ; he was named lUp-
polj'tus.]
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he would be compelled to spend his life in discharging the duties

of a clerk, attain to the supremo dignity of Roman catholic

Christendom.

It is impossible to view without a certain feeling of satisfac-

tion in the church della Minerva at Rome, the monument which

Salvestro erected there to the mother of so noble a band of sons,

" to his dear wife Lesa, of the family of Deti, with whom he had

lived harmoniously for seven and thirty years.

The new pope carried into his official life all the active energy

peculiar to families that have raised themselves from a diversity

of depressing circumstances. The sittings were held in the

forenoon, the audiences in the afternoon ^^ all reports were re-

ceived and examined; all despatches were first read and talked

over; principles of law were investigated and precedents com-

pared; the pope was not seldom found better acquainted with a

case than the referendaries who were to deliver their judgments

upon it; he laboured no less strenuously than before, when he

was as yet only auditor di Rota ; he devoted himself to the de-

tails of the internal administration of the state, and personal

concerns, no less than to the politics of Europe; or to the

grand interests of the spiritual power. When it was asked

what it was in which he found satisfaction, it was answered, in

all thino-s or nothins;.^

Therewithal he did not allow himself to incur blame for

the slightest negligence in his spiritual duties. Baronius re-

ceived his confession every evening; every morning he cele-

brated mass himself; at noon there always dined in the same

apartment with him, at least in the earlier years of his pon-

tificate, twelve poor men, and as for the pleasures of the table

they were not to be thought of. Moreover every Friday and

1 Bentivoglio, Memorie I. p. 54, lias (given us) the whole ordei' of a week.

2 Relatione al card' d'Este 1599, MS. Fosc. lie carried on wars like Julius IT.,

he raised buildings lilte Sixtus V., he was a reformer of abuses like Pius V., and
moreover he seasoned his conversation with wit. Then comes the following poi"-

traiturc. " Di complession flemmatico e sanguigno, ma con qualche mistura di colera,

di corporatura carnosa e grassa, di costumi gravi e modesti, di nianiera dolce et

atfabile, ncl nioto tardo, nelle attioni circonspetto, nell'csecutioni cuntatore ; quando
non risolve, premedita. E tenaco del secrete, cupo nei pensieri. industrioso nel tir-

arli al fine."—[Of a phlegmatic and sanguine complexion, with some niixtuiv of
choler, of a fleshy and gross body, sci-ious and modest in his habits, mild and alfable

in his manners, slow in his movements, circumspect in his actions, tardy in execu-
tion; when he does not resolve, he premeditates. He is tenacious of secrets, dccj) iu

his thoughts, industrious in bringing them to a conclusion.]
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Sunday evening he fasted. After the labours of the week, he

made it his recreation on Sundays to have some pious monks,

or the fathers of the ValliceUa, with him, to converse with

them about the more profound questions in divinity. The
reputation for virtue, piety, and an exemplary life which he

had always enjoyed, increased in this manner so as to seem

extraordinary. It was what he knew and intended. This very

reputation augmented his authority as supreme pastor.

For indeed this pope acted in all things with a conscious deli-

beration. He was a willing worker, and was one of those char-

acters who derive new force from toil; but withal he did not

carry so much of passion into his labours as to prevent him from

tempering his strenuousness with moderation of impulse.^ Ac-

cordingly, he could flare up indeed at times, and be violent and

bitter ; nevertheless, if he saw that the person he was addressing,

although respect for the majesty of the popedom might overawe

him into silence, yet possibly manifested some repugnance and

displeasure in his manner, he would retire within himself and

endeavour to remove all such bad impressions. Nothing was

ever to be perceived in him but what was becoming and consist-

ent with the idea of a good, pious, and wise man."

Earlier popes had considered themselves as raised quite above

all laws, and had sought to turn the administration of the high-

est dignity into a mere source of enjoyment. But this was what

the spirit of the age would now no longer tolerate. The indivi-

dual had now to give way and retire ; the office was every thing.

No man could either have obtained it, or could have adminis-

1 Venicr : Relatione di Roma 1601. " La gotta molto mono clic per I'inanzi li

da molestia al presentc per la sua bona regola di viver, ncl quale da ccrto tempo in

qua procedc con grandissima riserva c con notabile astinenza nel bcre ; che Ic giova

anco moltissimo a non dar Ibmento alia grassczza, alia quale e molto inclinata la sua

complcssione, usando anco per questo di tVequentarc I'cscrcitio di caminar longa-

mente sempre che senza sconcio de' ncgozi conowe di poterlo faro, ai quail nundimciio

per la sua gi-an capacita supplisce."—[The gout, which annoys him much less than

before, is at present a strong inducement to his good rules of living, according

to -which he allots a certain time, and in it jn-oceeds with the utmost caution and

with notable abstinence in drinking; which helps much also in not encouraging cor-

pulency, to which his constitution is much inclined, being also accustomed for this

to take frequent exercise in walking long distances always when he knows he can do

so Avithout detriment to affairs, for which nevertheless he compensates by his great

capacity.]

3 Delfino : " Si va conosccndo ccrto che in tuttc Ic cose si move S. S* con gran

zclo deH'onor di dio e con gran dcsiderio del ben publico."— [It is a matter of noto-

riety that His Holiness conducts himself with gi-eat zeal for the iionour of God, and

a great desire for promoting the public good.]
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terecl it, without conducting himself in a manner corresponding

to the proper idea of such an office.

It is evident that the force of the papal institution itself was

by this immensely enhanced. Human institutions in o-eneral

remain in vigour only as long as their spirit animates livino-

men, and exhibits itself at the same time in the possessors of

the governing power which they create.

HENRY fourth's ABSOLUTION.

And now the grand subject of inquiry was, how this pope, so

eminent for his talents, activity and energy, and moreover so

irreproachable in point of character, would understand and deal

with the most important question in all Europe, namely, the

state of France.

Would he, like his immediate predecessor, attach himself un-

conditionally to Spain? To this he was called neither by any

obligation arising from previous ties, nor by inclination. It did

not escape his notice that the Spanish preponderance would

press hard upon the popedom too, and would deprive it of its

political independence.

Or would he adopt the party of Henry IV? It is true this

monarch showed symptoms of becoming Roman catholic. But

such a promise was more easily given than executed ; he still

continued to be protestant; Clement VIII. might have to dread

being deceived.

We have seen how Sixtus V. hung in suspense between these

two possibilities, and what inconsistences were associated with it.

The party of the zealots was still as powerful as ever at Rome,

and the new pope durst not expose himself to their aversion and

opposition.

Thus he was surrounded on all sides with difficulties, amid

which he carefully guarded against betraying himself in words,

and awakening slumbering animosities. It is only from his ac-

tions and course of conduct that we can gradually gather what

his real sentiments were.

When he entered on the government, the papal see had sent

to France a legate who was supposed to be attached to the inter-

ests of Spain, and an army which was to figlit against Henry

IV.; the League, too, was subsidized. In these matters the new
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pope could alter nothing. Had he stopped sending aid in money,

ordered back his army and recalled his legate, he would have

perilled his reputation for orthodoxy, and exposed himself to

more hitter animadversions than Pope Sixtus had experienced.

But he was likewise far from wishing to increase these eftbrts, or

to give them a fresh impulse. He would rather have gradually

moderated and restricted them, as a favourable opportunity

might offer.

But he soon found himself called upon to take a stej) of an

unequivocal character.

Still in the year ] 592, Henry IV. sent Cardinal Gondi to

Italy, with instructions to proceed also to Rome. The king was

daily inclining more and more to Roman Catholicism, but what

he meant, it would appear, was rather by a sort of treaty under

the mediation of Tuscany and Venice, to unite himself again to

the Roman catholic church, than to subject himself to it. And
was not even this a very agreeable prospect for the pope? Was not

the return of the king at all events a great point gained, in what-

ever manner it might take place 1 Clement, nevertheless, con-

sidered it necessary that he should not go into the proposal or

receive Gondi. The consequences moreover of Luxemburg's

presence (at Rome) had been too vexatious to Sixtus V., while

it had been of no use. He sent a monk, called Friar Franches-

clii, to Florence, where the cardinal had already arrived, to an-

nounce to him that he would not be received at Rome. It quite

suited the pope*'s views that the cardinal and even the archduke

should complain, for he wished that his refusal should excite sur-

prise and create a commotion. This, however, is only one side

of the affair. The pope could never mean to put the king into

ill humour, nor absolutely to put away from him an approach to

reconciliation. We find in the Venetian despatches that Fra

Franceschi had at the same time added to his official announce-

ment that he was pretty sure that the cardinal would be received

privately and secretly.^ It seems almost as if Gondi had been

1 Dispaccio Donate 23 Ott. 1592, from an account which had hcen givi-n hy tlic

Florentine anihassador Niccolini. Fra Pranceschi's (hclaratid'.i was; " chc ci'odo

cbc i! j)a]ia radmctteria, nia chc vuole levare li catttilici t'uori di duhio ct ogiii onihra

chc admcttcnihilo rlceve anihasceria diNavarra."—[that he hclicvcd the ])0]ic would

receive him, but that he wished to remove all doubt from (Roman) catholics abroad,

and all sliatlow of pretext for supposing that in admitting him he was receiving

an embassy from NavaiTc.]

I. 3 Z
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actually in Rome; and that the pope had told him that he must

knock at his door more than once. At least it i3 certain that

an agent of Gondi's repaired to Rome, and after having held

several conferences, declared to the Venetian ambassador that,

thank God, he had every ground for conceiving hopes and being

satisfied,^ but that more he durst not say. In a word, the pub-

lic declinature was accompanied with a secret encouragement to

approach. Clement VIII. had no wish either to offend Spain

or to repel Henry IV. His procedure was calculated to avoid

both.

Meanwhile a new (^[uestion, and one of far greater importance,

presented itself.

The states-general of France, in so far as they belonged to

the League party, assembled in January 1 593, for the purpose

of proceeding to the election of a new king. As tlie sole ground

of excluding lienry IV. lay in his religion, the papal legate en-

joyed a greater than ordinary authority. That office was still

held by Sega bishop of Placentia, whom Gregory XIV. had se-

lected, and who had the Spanish-ecclesiastical leanings of Gre-

gory's government. Clement thought it necessary to furnish

him with particular instructions on this occasion, and in these

he admonished him to see to it, that neither violence nor brib-

ery should influence the votes ; conjuring him likewise, in a

matter of so much importance, to guard against all precipitation.'^

This was an admonition which would have been sure to have

weighed with an ambassador who considered himself bound in

duty to comply with the first hints of his prince's intentions,

])ut It ran too much in general expressions, to seduce this eccle-

siastical lord, who looked for advancement more from Spain than

from the pope, into the abandonment of a party to which lie had

long been attached, and which he held to be the orthodox one.

Cardinal Sega was not led by it to alter his course in the very

least. On the 13th of June 1593, he issued a declaration, in

which he called on the states to elect a king who should not only

be a true Roman catholic, but one who should also have the de-

termination and the capacity to annihilate the efforts of the here-

1 DisiKicoio Donato 23 Ott. 1592: " dopo aver lassato sfogar il priino moto tloUa

alteration tli S. Beat."— [after liaving allowed the first ebullition of his Beati-
tude's anger to exhaust itaell].

2 Davila XIII. p. 810, has an extract Iroiu Uils instruction.
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tics; that that was what of all things His Holiness most urgently-

desired/

Nor did the pope's other measures difter at all from these in-

structions transmitted to the legate. He held generally to the

ecclesiastical Spanish strict orthodox party ; but not, it is true,

with that passion and devotedness which characterized other

popes ; for if such qualities in general marked his character, they

were allowed to operate only in matters removed from observa-

tion. It was enough for him to be peaceful and irreproachable,

as the regular dispatch of business required, to persevere in the

side that had once been adopted, and which was most analogous

with the abstract idea of his office. This only might have been

noticed, that he did not quite repel the other party, and would

not drive it to a determined hostility. By secret encourage-

ments and indirect expressions, he kept them in hope of a recon-

ciliation at some future day; he satisfied the Spaniards, yet so as

that the opposite party might venture to persuade themselves

that he was not altogether free to act as he chose, and that in

conducting himself as he did, and no otherwise, he was mainly

influenced by mere respect for the Spaniards. In Sixtus it was

the opposite impulses that conflicted in his mind, that finally

prevented him from adopting a decisive course; in Clement it

was respect for both sides, prudence, and a circumspection de-

rived from his experience of the world, and which urged him to

avoid exciting hostile feelings. But the result certainly was,

that he too wielded no decided influence.

So much the more, in consequence of their being left to them-

selves, did the aftairs of France develope themselves in conform-

ity with their own internal instincts.

What was of most consequence was that a dissension arose

amonc: thechiefs of tlieLea2;ue. The Sixteen attached themselves

closely to Spain. Mayenne pursued objects of personal ambi-

tion. The Sixteen were all the more zealous; they proceeded

to commit the most horrible crimes against their supposed or

re il deserters ; for example, they murdered President Brisson.

1 " Q,u'il ait le courage et Ics autres vertus rcquiscs jiour pouvoir heurcuscmcnt
roprimcr et aneantir du tout les efforts et mauvais desseins des licrt-tiiiues. C'est

la chose du monde que plus S. S. prcsse et desire."—[That he have tlie cour-

age and all the other virtues requisite to his being able ha]>i)ily to repress and
annihilate altogether the efforts and evil designs of the heretics. This is of all

things iu the world what his Holiness most presses and desires.]
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Mayenne thought it right to punish tlieni for these doings, and

caused their most fanatical leaders to be executed. Under favour

of this dissension there had arisen ever since the commencement

of 1592, even in Paris, a more moderate tone of sentiment as

respects botli politics and religion, opposed to the efforts which

had been made up to that time by the League, but opposed most

of all to the Sixteen and to the Spaniards. An alliance was

concluded, not much differing from the League itself, wdiich had

for its object the transference of the public offices of the city,

into the hands of moderate and sensible men ; and in the course

of that year it was tolerably successful in attaining its end.^

Symptoms of a like tendency revealed themselves throughout

the whole kingdom. It had already greatly influenced the re-

sults of the elections for the meeting of the states. Hence

it was that the Spaniards found all their proposals there met by

so effective an opposition. While the fanatical preachers still

held every man to be excommunicated who should so much as

speak of peace with the heretic, even were he to go to mass, the

Parliament reminded the states of the fundamental law of the

kingdom, which provided that foreign princes shall be excluded

from the throne ; and it was impossible for men to shut their

eyes to the fact that this whole body, wdiich was called the poli-

tical party, was only waiting for Henry the Fourtirs conversion,

in order to submit to him.

Wherein, then, lay the difference between these and the

Roman catholic royalists in the camp of Henry IV.? Only in

this, that the former wanted to see a step taken before they

would submit, vv^hile the latter thought they could wait for its

being taken. For in this even the Roman catholic royalists

were of one mind, that the king must return to their church,

albeit that they did not make his right, his legitimacy, depend-

ent on his doing so. Probably from the spirit of contradiction

to the protestants in the king''s circle, they constantly urged

this more and more keenly ; the princes of the blood, the most

commanding statesmen, and the greater part of the court, at-

tached themselves to that third party, whoso most distinctive

characteristic lay in this demand.^

1 Cayct lib. IV. (torn. 58, p. 5) gives the propositions that were made at tlic

first meeting of tlie states.
a Sueli is tiie representation given by Sully, V. 249.
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As soon as tlie face of affairs wore this aspect, every one saw,

and even the protestants themselves did not deny it, that Henry

must become a Roman catholic if he v^'ould be king. It is need-

less to investigate the pretensions of those who maintain that

the last impulse to that result came from them. What led most

to it was the grand combination of circumstances, the necessity

of things.^ In his now completing that act by which he passed

over to lioman Catholicism, Henry attached himself to that na-

tional French Roman catholic opinion, which was represented by

the Tiers-parti and the political party, and which had now the

prospect of maintaining the ascendancy in France.

Fundamentally, however, this was nothing more or less than

that Roman catholic opposition which had flocked round the

banners of legitimacy and national independence, and made face

against the ecclesiastical Spanish enterprises. How mightily

had it now advanced in point of power and authority ! In the

public opinion of the country it had unquestionably the prepon-

derance ; it was professed, secretly if not in the face of day, over

the whole of France; by means of the monarcli''s passing from

protestantism to Roman Catholicism it now obtained a firm in-

ternal footing, that monarch, moreover, being so warlike, brave,

and victorious. Thus grown into bulk and vigour it appeared

anew before the pope, and prayed him to bestow on it his recog-

nition and his blessing. How much renown and influence would

it obtain were he at least to declare himself directly in its favour.

Still all depended on this further condition. The prelates even

who had received the king into the bosom of the church, had

done this only upon the previous understanding that he was to

obtain absolution from the pope.^ To this an appeal was made

by the most powerful members of the League, with whom the

king opened communications.^ Although promises are not

always kept, yet it is not to be doubted that the papal absolu-

tion, communicated at this crisis, would have powerfully aff'ected

1 That Henry was, in April 1593, determined to take this step is i)roved by his

letter to the grand duke of Tuscany, of the 2Gth of jNIarch. Galluzzi : Istoria del

granducato t. V. p. 160.

2 " Mcssieui-s du elerg6 luy avoicnt donne 1' absolution a la charge qu'il eiivoy-

eroit vers sa 8'«le roijuerir d'approuver cc qu'ils avoient fait."—[The clergy granted

him absolution on condition tliat he was to send to his Holiness, asking his appro-

val of what they had done.] Cayct : 58, 390.

3 Villeroy Memoires. Coll. univ. 02, 18G.
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the course of events, Henry IV. sent one of the grandees of

the kingdom, the duke of Nevers, to solicit the pope first. It

was agreed that there should be a truce while the answer was

waited for.

The pope was distrustful and cautious. As Sixtus V. had

been inflamed by the hopes of religious ambition, so Clement

VIII. was kept back by the dread of being deceived and of ex-

periencing vexatious results. lie was possessed with the idea

that Henry IV. would probably return at last to protestantism

as he had done once before ; he declared that he would not be-

lieve that the king was really converted, unless an angel from

heaven were to come and whisper it in his ear ; he looked arouud

liim and found the greater part of the Curia still possessed with

an aversion for the French. From time to time a pamphlet

appeared in which the assertion was reiterated, that Henry IV.,

as a hccreticus rdapsus, could not be absolved even by the pope.

Clement still felt no heart to enter into a conflict with the Span-

iards, who stood at the head of those professing that opinion.^

And was not the party that now sued for his forgiveness, in-

volved in fact in the opposition to the claims of the Roman catho-

lic church?—"faithless to the crown and to the church," as he

expressed himself, " bastards, children of the bondwoman and

not of the wife; while the Leaguists have proved themselves

genuine sons."' Certainly it still would have demanded some

resolution to have acceded to their request. Clement could not

yet summon up courage for such a step,^ Nevers entered Home
with the double self-confidence inspired by his high rank and the

importance of his mission ; he made no doubt that he would be

gladly received; such was the feeling with which he expressed

1 Les intimidations qui furcnt fiiitcs au Papc Clement VIIT. par lo dac de

Sessa—[Tlie intiinidntions tliat were practised towai'ds Pope Clement ^'I1J. by
the duke of Sessa], yet not very authentic, and though ])rinted long ago in the

M6moires de Mr. le due de Nevers II. p. YIC, communicated as something new in

Capcfigue's Histoire de la r6forme tom. VII.

2 Disp. 20 Ag. 1593. Account of Henry's conversion. " II papa non s'cra jier

tali avisi molto alterato e tuttavia restava con I'animo molto involto nelli suoi soliti

dubbj perplcssita."—[The pope was not much changed by such news, and remained
constantly with his mind much involved in his usual doubts and pcrjiloxity.] He
told the Venetian ambassador that Ileniy was, and remained, a luvretieus rdapsus
(relapsed heretic), aud that nobody could trust to the change he had made.

3 Relatio dictorum a Clemente YIII. j)ai)a die 28 Dec. 1503, in consistorio.

—[Account of things said by I'opc Clement S'lII. 23th Dec. 1593, in the consist-

ory.] M6ni. de Nevers II. 038.
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himself, and such the tone in which the letter which he broup-lit

with him from the king Avas conceived. The pope thought it

sounded as if the king had not only been long a Roman catholic,

but as if he were returning like a second Charles the Great, from

achieving a victory over the enemies of the church. Nevers was

quite astonished at the coldness of his reception, and the little

attention that was paid to his proposal. As all went for nothing,

he asked the pope at last what the king was to do in order

to obtain favour with his Holiness. The pope replied that

there were enough of divines in France to inform him particu-

larly on that point. "But," said he, "will your Holiness be

content with what the divines may sayf The pope declined

giving him an answer to this. He would not even consider him

as Henry"'s ambassador, but only as Lewis Gonzaga, duke of Ne-

vers; all that passed between them he wished to be viewed in

the light, not of an official negotiation, but only of a private con-

versation betwixt two persons, and nothing could prevail upon

him to give a resolution in writing. " Nothing more remains

for me," said Nevers to cardinal Toledo, who apprized him of

this dogged mood on the part of the pope, "but to deplore the

miseries which must befal France from the fury of the soldiers

oji the renewal of the war." The cardinal said nothing; he

smiled. Nevers left Rome and gave vent to his vexation in bit-

ter accounts of his treatment.^

Mankind, generally speaking, feel only for their own personal

position. The Roman Curia understood only what was of ad-

vantage to themselves; we do not find tliat they were influenced

by any genuine sympathy for the fate of France.

Certainly we know too much of this pope to believe that ho

wished absolutely to repel Henry's adherents, and much less

now than before, in as much as they were so much more power-

ful than ever. On the contrary, he gave a secret agent the

assurance that the king had only first to show that he was com-

pletely a Roman catholic, and then he would be sure of obtain-

1 Two writings, of nearly the same inii)ort liowovcr : Discours do oc (jiic fit ;\Ir.

dc Nevers a son voyage de Rome en I'annee 15'.)-'3—[Account of wliat was done
by the duke dc Nevers on the occasion of his journey to lionie in tlie year 150.!$],

and Discours de la legation de Mr. le due de Nevers—[Account of the duke de
Nevers' embassy]: both in the second volume of the above-quoted Memoirs of Nevers,

and the first almost word for word in Cayet. Extracts to be found in De Thou and
Davila, and more lately, as if taken from unknown sources in Cajiefigue.
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ing absolution. It was characteristic of liim that ho who openly

gave so decided a refusal to take any part in the king's return

to the Roman catholic faith, should have secretly apprized the

grand duke of Tuscany that therewithal he had nothing to op-

pose to what the clergy in France proposed to do. Now, too,

the grand duke had to communicate to the chiefs among the

Koman catholic royalists the pacificatory declarations of the

pope,^ But in all this he was anxious, properly speaking, only

about his own future prospects ; in France things went on there-

fore as they best could.

The truce had expired; the sword was again unsheathed; all

was again suspended on the fortunes of war.

But the superiority of Henry IV. was now evident at once.

The commanders on the other side were no longer supported by

that settled conviction, which had till now been so powerful a

stay; the doctrines of the politicians, the king's change of reli-

gion, and his continued success, had made them all feel shaken

at heart. One after another they went over, without making

any account of the want of the papal absolution, Vitri, who

commanded at Meaux, and whom the Spaniards would no longer

furnish with money for the pay of his troops, was the first to do

so, and his example was followed in Orleans, Bourges, and llouen.

Most depended now on what was to be done in Paris. There

the political, national French tone of opinion, after many fluc-

tuations, had obtained a complete ascendancy, had drawn over

to itself the best families, and led to the most important offices

being; filled from amono- them. The armed buro-ess militia was

already commanded upon its principles; the Hotel de Ville fell

under the same rule; i\\Q prevosts des Marchands and Echevins

belonged, without the exception of a single individual, to the

same opinion. Under these circumstances the king's return

could meet with no farther difficulty. It took place on the 2 2d

of March 1594. Henry lY. was amazed to find himself greeted

with such overwhelming acclamations of joy, by a people that

had been so long opposed to him ; he thouglit he might safely con-

clude that they had till then been suflering from tyranny, but

this was not quite tlie case; the opinions of the League had

really predominated in men's minds; but others had now taken

1 Davila lib. XIV. p. naO.
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their pLice. The king's return was, in the main, the triumph of

the political opinion. The Leaguists now experienced a perse-

cution simihxr to that which they had so often denounced them-

selves. Such influential authors and chiefs, as the violent

Boucher, now left the city along with the Spaniards; more than

a hundred others, who were reckoned as the most dangerous,

were formally banished. All the departments of the govern-

ment, and the people in one body, took the oath of allegiance.

Even the Sorbonne, whose most obstinate members, includinc:

even the rector of the university, were amongst the banished,

yielded to the doctrine that had now ol)tained the ascendancy.

What a change in its decrees now from what they were in the

year 1589! Now, even the Sorbonne acknowledged that every

power is originally from God, according to the thirteenth chap-

ter of the Romans ; that whoever resists the king, resists God
and falls into condemnation. They rejected tlie opinion that a

man could refuse allegiance to his king, if not owned by the pope,

as thrown out by evil-minded and ill-advised people. All the

members of the university in a body, rectors, deans, theologians,

decretists, physicians, artists, monks, and conventualists, stud-

ents and officers, now swore fealty and allegiance to Henry IV.,

and bound themselves to shed their blood in his service when

required. Nay, more than that, on the ground of this its new

oi'thodoxy, the university forthwith opened a campaign against

the Jesuits. They charged these with their insurrectionary

principles, a crime in which the university itself, it is true, had

formerly participated, and with their Spanish opinions. For

some time the Jesuits defended themselves not without success.

But as in that same year, a person of the name of John Chas-

tel, who had attended their schools,^ attempted to murder the

1 Juvcnclus, jjartis V. lib. XTI n. 13, gives the following dcscrij)tion of this cii-

minal: " Iiiclulos juvcni tristis ac totrica, mores iiuprobi, mens anxia recoi'dationo

criminuiu attjuo uiiius potissiinum quod iiiatrem aliquando verberassct. - - Conscicn-

tia crimimiin ultrix iiientem ctfcrataiu diro vexare pergebat nietu : qucm utleniret,

iinniane parrieidiiuu impos mentis an potius crebi f'uriis ineitatiis designat, quo
tan(piara do religione ac )-cgno bene meritus peccatoriun vcniain facilius, ut deniens

rcputabat, conseqiieretur."—[The young luan's temper was melanciioly and KuUen,
his morals were bad, his mind burthened witli the remembrance of his crimes, and
of one in particular, namely, his having sometimes beaten his mother. - - Conscience

revenging itself on hiui for his ciimcs, coutiinied to harass his mind, thus driven

wild, witii direful fears, to S(X)tho wiiich, while dejtrived of reason or rather urged

on by the furies of liell, lie marks out for himself a shocking parricide, by which
like a madman lie thouglit lie miglit by deserving well of religion aiid the kingdom
obtain more easily the forgiveness of his sins.]

I. 4 A
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king, and acknowledged in his judicial examination that he had

often heard from the Jesuits that it was lawful for a man to kill

a king who was not reconciled with the church, they could bear

up no longer against the general success of the party which

they had uniformly combated; the populace could hardly be

withheld from storming their college; and at last all the meiir-

bers of the order were condemned to quit the kingdom in four-

teen days, as seducers of youth, disturbers of the public peace,

and enemies of the king and state.^ Thus did the opinion which

had established itself in small beginnings as an opposition, tako

possession of Paris, and gradually thereafter of the whole king-

dom, and drive its advei'saries from the lists. Similar mov^e-

ments took place in all quarters. New submissions followed

everyday; the king was crowned and anointed at Chartres;

prayers were offered up for him from all the pulpits ; the monk-

ish orders acknowledged him ; he exercised without contradic-

tion the ecclesiastical prerogatives of the crown, which are of so

much importance. Therewithal he showed himself to be a good

E/oman catholic; he endeavoured to re-establish that church's

ritual where it had been discontinued during the late troubles,

and where it had been preserved as the exclusive worship, ho

confirmed that as a matter of right in solemn privileges. All

this he did without being reconciled as yet with the pope.

But for the latter it had now become a matter of urgent ne-

cessity to think about this reconciliation.^ Had he held back

any longer the result might have been a schism, and the forma-

tion of a factious and apostate French church.

The Spaniards, it is true, still continued constantly to oppose

it. They maintained that Henry's conversion was assuredly

simulated, and that a schism was then first really to be dreaded

on his receiving absolution;^ they even now described the state

of things in which it would be found inevitable. For the pope

no small resolution would always be requisite, in the face of

1 Aunufc litcrm societatis Jesu, 1596, p. 350. " Tanta suporat adhuc pnx>tcriti

naufragii fluctuatio ut nondum tabulas omnes atquo armamenta disjecta collegcri-

nius."—[Annual letters of the society of Jesus, 15i)6, p. 350. Such a lieavy swell

still remains since the shipwreck we have had, that we have not yet collected all

the scattered planks and ship's gear.]

* For the first time on the 5th of November, 150i, the Venetian ambassador
finds the pope in French afljui-s " nieglio inelinato die nel passato"—[better in-

clined than in time past].

8 Ossat a. M" de Villeroy, Rome, G Dec. 1591. Lettres d'Ossat, T. 53.
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those by wliose power he was surrounded, and wlio had a largo

party in the Curia, to apostatize from an opinion, which passed

for orthodox, for which his predecessors had so often put their

spiritual and civil arms in movement, which he himself for seve-

ral years had approved, but he clearly saw that every delay must

prove detrimental, and that he could look for nothing more from

the other side ; he felt that the government that had risen up

in France, though in spiritual matters forming a kind of opposi-

tion to the stricter doctrines, yet in secular things had a mani-

fest sympathy with Romish interests. Perhaps the former

would subside of itself, and the latter become so much the more

useful. Enough, Clement already signified his willingness, pro-

vided the first word should be addressed to him. We have the

despatches of the French plenipotentiary d'Ossat, regarding his

negotiations ; they are pleasing, instructive, and worth being

read, but I do not see that he had serious difiiculties to over-

come. It were needless to follow out his proceedings step by

step. The general state of affairs had already determined the

pope, and all now depended only on the king making some con-

cessions to him in return. Those who were unfavourable to the

reconciliation, would willingly have had the pope's demands raised

to the utmost, under the pretext that the church on this occasion

required the greatest securities; the pope remained content with

much more tolerable requisitions. He specially insisted on the

I'e-cstablishmcnt of Roman Catholicism in Beam; the introduc-

tion of the (decrees of the) council of Trent in so far as consist-

ent with the laws of the laud ; the strict observance of the con-

cordat ; the education of the presumptive heir to the crown, the

prince of Conde, in the Roman catholic faith. For the king too

it was very desirable, at any rate, that he should be reconciled

with the Romish see. His power was based on his having gone

over to Roman Catholicism ; that act first became fully accredited

on his obtaining the pope's absolution ; although by far the

greater number had come over to him, some still held out never-

theless, alleging the want of it as the reason for their continued

resistance.^ Henry IV, acceded to those conditions without

1 Du PciTon au roi G Nov. 159.5: "Dc toucher icy, oombicn I'autliorltc et la

favour (le ce sie^c estant cntre vos mains vous pcut scrvir d'un utile iustruiucut non
seulemont pour rcmottrc c conservcr vos sujots en jiaix et en oboissancc, niais aussi

pour vous prc'iiarer toutes sortes do grandciu-s liors dc vostre royauiuc, et a tout lo
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much difficulty; he had ah-eady of himself led to their being- so

far executed; he had it at heart to show that ho was a good

Roman catliolic; how much more powerful was he now than at

the time of the mission of the duke de Nevers, and yet the let-

ter which he now addressed to the pope about his absolution, was

much more humble and submissive than then. "The king," so

it runs, "returns to the feet of your Holiness, and beseeches you

in all humility by the bowels of Jesus Christ, to be pleased to

bestow upon him your holy blessing and highest absolution."

The pope felt fully patisfied.^

All that now remained was that the college of cardinals should

likewise declare their assent. Yet the pope would not allow

the matter to come before a regular meeting of the consistory;

consistency with the decisions it had adopted down to this time,

might easily have brought the matter to an untoward result."

He invited the cardinals to explain their views to him individu-

ally, at special audiences, an expedient which had often been

•adopted before them in similar cases. After he had heard them

all, he declared that two-thirds of the voices were in favour of

the absolution.

On the 17th of November 1595, steps were taken for the

completion of the ceremony. The throne of the pope was erected

moins pour tenir vos ennemis en quelque crainte et devoir par I'apprehension de la

mesme authorite dont ils se sont aydez pour troubler vos estats et vos peuples, ce

seroit un diseours superflu." Les ambassades du cardinal Perron, I. 27.—[To men-
tion here how well the authority and the favour of this see, behig in your hands,
may be of service to you as a useful instrument, not only for restoring and preserv-

ing your subjects in peace and obedience, but also for preparing for you all sorts of

grandeurs beyond your kingdom, and at the least for keeping your enemies in some
fear and due respect, by (their) dread of the same authority that they took advan-
tage of to trouble your territories and your people's, would be supei-fluous. Car-
dinal Perron's embassies, I. 27.]

1 Requete du roi in Amelot's observations, in Ossat I. IGO.

2 The Roman court considered the decision to be at all times rash and hazard-
ous. Dolfino Relatione :

" I piu gravi negotii il papa ha saputo espcdire c inolto

bene e ancora con gran celcrita : pcrclie con tanti contrarj quanti ogu'uno sa bcne-
disse il re di Francia, lo accetto nel grembo della chiesa, mando li mi legato nel
tempo die tutti lo ributtavano sotto pretesto die non fosse sua dignita mandarlo
avanti che'l re mandasse il suo ambasciatore a Roma, et in qiicllo Pautoritii di'llagm V" giovo assai, che cosi mi disse S. S'', jter diversi ottici die a quel temjio io

aveva fatto a nome di lei."—[The gravest affairs the pope has knowii how to expe-
dite, not only very well, but, further, with great celerity ; for with so many opposed
to it, as every one knows, he blessed the king of France, received hlin into the bosom
of the church, sent him a legate at a time wlien all repelled him under the jiretext

that it was not becoming his dignity to send him before the king liad sent his am-
bassador to Rome, and in which the authority of your Lordshipaided niucli, as his
Holiness told me, by the various good otiiccs I discharged at that time in vour
name.]
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in front of Peter^s church ; cardinals and curia reverentially sur-

rounded their chief. The king's petition and the conditions to

which he had consented, were read aloud. Thereupon the prox-

ies of the most Christian king threw themselves at the pope's

feet ; after which with a gentle blow from a rod, he gave them

his absolution. How completely in all this did the papal see

shine forth once more in the full splendour of its ancient au-

thority.^

In point of fact, too, here there was the evidence of a great

result. The sovereign authority in France, now strong in itself

and firmly settled, was again Roman catholic; it had an interest

accordingly in standing on good terms with the pope. There

began to be formed in France a new centre for the Roman catho-

lic wor d, and one which could not fail to send forth a powerful

influence.

If we look into t e matter more narrowly, we shall find that

this result then went oft into two distinct branches.

It was not by the direct influence of the pope, not by the tri-

umph of the strict party, that France was regained ; it was

rather by means of a coalition of moderate and intermediate

views, by the superiority of a party which had constituted it-

self an opposition. Hence it came to pass that the French

church took up quite a difterent position from the Italian, the

Netherlandish, and the newly constituted German church. It

submitted indeed to the pope, yet this it did with a freedom and

inherent independence, the source of which might be traced to

its origin, the consciousness of which it never lost again. Thus

far the papal see co Id not regard France as by any means a

conquest.

But so much the more advantageous to it was the other, that

is, the political branch. Tlie lost l)alance of power Avas restored;

two great monarchies, jealous of each other and involved in an

interminable rivalry, now held each other in check ; both were

Roman catholic, and might at length be directed in one spirit

;

but betwixt the two he pope assumed a much more independent

position than he and his predecessors for a long period luid found

1 Ossat, otherwise most copious with respect to evciy thing, in I. lOR, slightly

touches upon the ceremony " Tout s'y est passe," says he, "convenahleiuejit a Ia

dignitede la couronne tres- hretienne."—[All took place in a manner Ijcfitting tho
dignity of the most Christian king.] All were not of this opinion.
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it possible to maintain. He was now much more free from the

bonds which the preponderance of Spain had hitherto thrown

around him.

This poUtical tendency is what we first observe in tlie progress

of aftairs. French influence was for the first time again mani-

fest in the concerns of Italy, on the occasion of the lapsing of

Ferrara to the papal see. This was an occurrence which in

other respects too was of great moment in the development of

the church state''s power, and which may draw our attention for

a time from the current of religious aftairs, as it in like manner

drew the attention of those who lived at the time. Let us

beghi with a retrospect of the state of the country under its

last princes.

FERRARA UNDER ALFONSO II.

It is often supposed that Ferrara under the last of the Estes,

was in a particularly flourishing condition ; this, however, is

quite a delusion, like so many others originating in the aversion

entertained towards the secular power of Home.

Montaiane visited Ferrara under Alfonso II. He admired

the broad streets of the city and its beautiful palaces ; but even

then he found it deserted and emptied of inhabitants, as those

do who visit it at the present day.^ The prosperity of the pro-

vince depends on keeping the dams in repair, and regulating the

distribution of the waters ; but neither the dams nor the rivers

and canals were properly regulated ; inundations not unfre-

quently occurred; Volauo and Primaro were so sanded up that

their shipping trade entirely ceased.^

It were a still greater mistake to suppose that the subjects of

this house were free and happy. Alfonso 11. gave the most

rigorous efi'ect to the rights of his exchequer. In the case of

every contract, even when it only respected a loan, a tenth of

the value fell to the duke ; he levied a tenth on all things that

entered the town. He monopolized the trade in salt ; he im-

posed a new duty on oil ; finally, by advice of Christofano of

Fiume, his minister for the customs department, he engrossed

1 Montaigne: Voyage T. 220—231.

2 An account of the states of tlio cluircli from the coininencenicnt of tlio seven-

teenth century, asserts that the ihike had transfi'rroil to his estate called Mesola,

the {wasantry who used to work at the I'o, so that evei'y thing tliere had fallen into

decay and could never be restored again. (Inlf. politt. t. IX.)
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to himself the trade in flour and hread ; so that no one durst

procure for himself those first necessaries of life from any but the

duke's functionaries ; none dared so much as borrow a dish of

flour from his neighbour/ The very nobility were allowed to

hunt for a few days only, and that with no more than some three

hounds. Six men were seen one day hung up in the market

place, with a bundle of dead pheasants at their feet ; to show, it

was said, that they had been shot when poaching in the duke's

pheasant preserve.

Accordingly, when people speak of the prosperity and bustle

of Ferrara, they must be understood to refer to the court, not to

the country or the city.

During those storms that prevailed in the first ten years of

the sixteenth century, in which so many flourishing races and
powerful principalities fell to the ground, and the whole of Italy

underwent fundamental changes, the house of Este had been

able, by means of an adroit policy and a vigorous defence, to

preserve itself amid all dangers. But with this there were com-

bined other characteristic peculiarities. Who has not read of

that race, which as Bojardo exjjresses himself, was destined to

uphold valour, virtue, courtesy, and the social graces in the

world ;'^ and of its home, which, as Ariosto says, it had embel-

lished not only with royal buildings, but also with elegant stu-

dies and refined manners.^ And if the Estes earned for them-

1 Frizzi : TVIcinorie per la storui di Ferrara torn. TV. p. 364. rrincipally JNIano-

Icsso : llelatioue di Ferrara. " II duca non e cosi amato coiuc IL suoi ])rece,ssori, o
questo per rausterita et esattioni che fa Christofano da Fiuiuc cogiidiiiinato il Fri-
sato (Slregiato) suo gabelliere. - - II Frisato s'otferse dl vendcrc iiiiglior mercato ]o

robbe a benelieio del jiopolo di queUo che faccvano gli altri e di dame niolto utile a
S. Eccza: piacque il jfartito al duca : ma so bene il Frisato paga al duca quelle ehe
gli ha data inteutionc, non sodisfa pero al popolo, vendeiido la robba cattiva quanto
alia qualita e niolto cara quanto al prezzo."—[The duke is not so much loved as his
predecessors were, and this on account of the austerity and the exactions practised
by Christofano of Fiumc, surnamcd Frisato (Sfregiato) his custom house otKcer.
Frisato oS'ers to seU goods for the benefit of the people at a better i-ate than otliers,

and to do so at a great advantage to His Excellency; tiie means he enqiloys please
the duke ; but although Frisato may pay to the duke all that lie may have led him
to expect, he does not therefore satisfy the pcoi)lc, selling them goods that arc bad
in quality and very dear in price]

2 Bojardo : Orlando innamorato II. 22.

Da questa (stirpe) fia servato ogni valorc,

Ogni bontadc ct ogni cortesia,

Amore, leggiadria, state giocundo
'J'ra quclla gente fiorita ncl mundo.

* Ariosto : Orhuido furioso XXXV. 6.

Non pur di umra c d'ampli tctti rcgi,

Ma di bei studi c di costumi ejjro^i.
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selves any merit in the patronage they bestowed on the sciences

and poetry, for this they were richly rewarded. The memorial

of splendour and power, things which soon pass away, is perpe-

tuated for ever, in the immortal works of great authors.

Alfonso II. endeavoured to maintain the same order of things

that had prevailed under earlier dukes. He followed out the

same objects.

It is true, he had not the same fierce storms to withstand as

those that assailed his predecessors ; nevertheless, as there was

a constant misunderstanding between him and Florence, and

also as he was never quite sure of the pope, his feudal superior,

he kept himself at all times ready for action. Ferrara was, next

after Padua, accounted the strongest fortress in Italy ; 27,000

men were inscribed on the militia rolls ;^ Alfonso sought to keep

up the military spirit. Then, in order that to the favour which

Tuscany found at the hands of the papal court, he might oppose

a friendship of no less importance, he attached himself to the

German emperor. Not seldom did he advance with a splendid

retinue across the Alps; he married an Austrian princess; we

are assured he spoke Germai\; in 1566, he went to Hungary

with an army which might amount to four thousand men, to

assist the emperor against the Turks.

In like manner, also, did the literary element diffuse itself

under him, in the court and in the state. I know no part of

the world in which this alliance was ever more close. Two pro-

fessors at the university, Pigna and Montecatino, became, first

the one and then the other, prime minister of the country, nor

did they on that account intermit their literary efforts. Pigna

at least, even when at the head of public aft'airs, continued his

prelections, and from time to time sent forth a book.' Battista

1 Relatione sopra la Roraagna di Ferrara :
" Erano descritti neUi rolli della mi-

litia dal coramissario deUa battaglia a cio deputato tutti i sudditi atti a portar aniii.

Erano costrctti a starne provisti per haver da scrvire nell'occasioni a j)icdi o a ca-

vallo secondo le forze delle loro facolta e godcvano essi alcune esentioni."—[Ac-

count of the Roiaagna of Ferrara. All subjects capable of carrying arms were in-

scribed in the militia rolls of the army commissioner. Tliey were obliged to hold

themselves in I'eadiness, to serve when called u])on on foot or on hoi-seback, ac-

cording to the measure of their ability or tlie exemptions they enjoyed.]

3 Manolcsso: " Segretario intimo e il S'- Giovamb. Pigna per mano del fiunlc

passano tutti ncgotii. I-^eggc publleanu'iite la lilosolia morale, e scrive I'istoria

della casa d'Este: e oratore, iilosofo, e pocta molto cecelente : possiede benissinio la

lingua Grcca, c scrvendo il suo principe ne' negotii e trattando e iscrivendo (pianto

occorrc, nou tralascia pcro i studi, ct iu tuttc Ic prolessioni c talc die pare chu ad
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Guarini, the author of Pastor Fido, was sent as ambassador,

first to Venice and afterwards to Poland. Even Francis Patri-

zi, although he occupied himself with abstruse objects, yet ce-

lebrates the sympathy which he experienced at court. There

all persons were of one mind. The rivalries of science were

mingled with disputatious, bearing on propositions respecting

love, such for example as one that Tasso, who had for some

time also an appointment in the university, once arranged. At
one time the pope, at another time the court, gave a play; the

theatre still retained a literary charm, for it was still continu-

ally seeking for new forms, and at that very time the pastoral

developed itself, and the groundwork of the opera was laid.

Then tlierc would sometimes arrive foreign ambassadors, cardin-

als, and princes, at least the neighbouring ones from Mantua,

Guastalla, and Urbino, to Avhom occasionally there would be

added an archduke. The court on these occasions would ap-

2)ear in all its splendour ; tournaments were given at which the

nobility of the country did not spare expenses, a hundred knights

would sometimes tilt in the castle court. These shows were at

the same time representations of fabulous adventures, taken from

some poetical work, as their names at once indicate; such as the

temple of love,^ the blessed island. Enchanted castles were de-

feuded and taken.

Here we see the most peculiar alliance between poetry, learn-

ing, politics and chivalry. Pomp and state were ennobled by

means of the sentiments they embodied, and what was defective,

owing to the insignificance of the means, was comjjensated by

the spirit that pervaded them.

We meet with a lively picture of this court in Tasso''s rhymes

and epic poem. The prince, in " whom we behold a high spirit

and vigorous character, and of whom we know not whether he

is a better knight or general," his wife, and before all, his sis-

ters, appear in it. Lucretia, the elder of the two, who lived but

una sola attenda."—[Signor Giovanib. Pigna is private secretary, throiigli wlioso

hands all aii'airs do pass, lie gives public lectures on moral philoso]i]iy, and writes

the history of the liousc of d'Este ; he is an orator, a plulosojjlier, and a verv excel-

lent poet ; he lias a capital knowledge of Greek, and while serving his j)rinee in

j)ublic affairs, and transacting business and writing as it may happen, he does not
on that account leave off study, and in all that he professes, is such that he seemj'

to have attended to one only.]

1 See extracts from the descriptions that appeared at (hat time, for examjde, tho

teinpio d'amore, in Muratori, Sei'assi and Frizzi.

(. 4 B
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little of her time with her husband in Urbino, spent the remain-

der, however, always in Ferrara, and there, moreover, had some

influence in public affairs, though her chief employment was to

give incentives and encouragements to literary and musical

efforts. She it was who promoted Tasso at the court. Leonora,

the younger, occupied a more confined sphere, and though calm,

delicate and retiring, yet like her sister, was a woman of strong

mental qualities.^ During an earthquake both refused to quit

the palace, and Leonora in particular felt herself in a state of

stoical equanimity. When they yielded at last, it was when

the crisis was at the worst, for the roof fell in immediately be-

hind them. Leonora was regarded almost as a saint
; people

ascribed to her prayers their deliverance from the perils of an

inundation.' Tasso looked up to them with a reverential re-

gard corresponding to their respective characters. His admira-

tion of the younger was tempered, refined, and always as if pur-

posely under restraint. The elder he admired without reserve,

comparing her to the full-blown fragrant rose which loses nothing

of its charm from its greater maturity, and so forth. Together

with them there were other ladies, such as Barbara Sanseverina

and her daughter Leonora Sanvitale. Tasso has admirably de-

scribed the calm probity of the mother, and the serene grace of

youthful beauty in the daughter. No painting could more accu-

rately delineate them. Then follow the castles built for plea-

sure that were visited, the hunting parties and games that were

arranged, the whole course of actions and motives that occupied

men's minds,—who can resist the impression produced by the

description of these, as it flows on in a full and rich stream of

melody?

Yet this is an impression to which we dare not quite resign

ourselves. The same power which kept the country in such

complete obedience, made itself sensibly felt even at the court.

Those scenes of poetry and amusement were interrupted at

1 During the duke's absence in 1566, she conducted the regency, according to
Manolesso, " con infinita sodisfattionc de' sudditi"—[with infinite' satisfaction to
the subjects] :—" non liaprcso," ho continues, " ne vuol prendcre niarito, per esscrdi
dcbolissima complessione : e pero di gran spirito."—[Sho has not taken, nor wishes
to take a liusband, from being of a very feeble constitution ; she is, in fine, of a
iiigli spirit.]

2 Scrassi : Vita di Torquato Tasso p. 150.
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times by others of a very different kind. Persons of distinction

were as little spared as the common people.

One of the Gonzagas had been murdered. Every one charged

the youthful Hercules Contrario with the murder, and the mur-

derers at least found shelter on one of his estates. The duke

demanded their being given up to justice, but the young Con-

trario, to prevent their giving evidence against him, caused

them, too, to be put to death, and their dead bodies only to be

delivered to the duke. Upon this he himself was one day com-

manded to present himself at court, and on the 22d of August

1575, he had his audience. The Contrari were the richest and

oldest family belonging to Ferrara, and Hercules was the last

scion of the race. Not long after he had entered the palace, he

was taken out of it dead. The duke said that the young man,

during the conversation, had been suddenly struck with apo-

plexy. But no one believed this; traces of violence were per-

ceived on the body ; the duke's friends too acknowledged that he

had caused him to be put to death; only they excused him for

having done so on this ground, that he had been unwilling to

stain an illustrious name with a shameful kind of death.

^

This was a kind of justice which kept every body in terror.

The worst was that the possessions of the family now necessarily

lapsed to the duke.

But, generally speaking, it was by no means advisable for

any one to set himself in opposition to the duke in the smallest

matter.^ His court was a very slippery foundation to trust to.

Montecatino, with all his subtilty, could not maintain his ground

to the last. Panigarola, at that time the most celebrated

preacher in Italy, had been not without some difficulty induced

to come to Ferrara; but all at once he was insolently expelled.

People asked themselves what he had done amiss, but nothing

1 Fi-izzi : Memorle IV. 3S2.

2 Wlicn Tasso was not in good humour, he cxpi'cssed hhnsclf in different terms
from those above quoted. " I'erche io eonosceva," he says in a letter to tlie duke uf

Ui'bino, "il duca per natural inclinationo disjiostissimo alia malignita c pieno d'lina

certa ambitiosa alterezza, la quale egli trac della nobilta del sangue c della conoscenza

ch'egli ha del suo valore, del quale in niolte cose non si da puiito ad intendcre il falso."

(Lettere n. 28-1. Opcre torn. IX. ISS.)—[Though I know the duke from natural

inclination to be most disposed to malignity, and full of a certain ambitious arro-

gance, derived from the nobility of his blood and from the knowledge he has of his

own valour, of which in many things there is no dilHculty in understanding that it

is not genuine. (Letters No. 284. Works vol. IX. 188.)]
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could be discovered beyond his Laving been negotiating about

some promotion in another quarter. There, too, the fickle, sus-

ceptible and melancholy Tasso, could not in the long run main-

tain his footing. The duke seemed to be fond of him, listened

to him willingly, took him often with him to tlie country, and

did not even think it beneath his dignity to correct those scenes

of military life which appear in the " Jerusalem Delivered."

But ever after Tasso had once talked of entering the service of

the Medici, they were never again hearty friends. The poor

poet withdrew to a distance; but returned once more under the

impulse of an irresistible propension; after which some reproach-

ful words, which he had uttered in a fit of melancholy, sufficed

to determine the duke to keep the hapless man a prisoner for

seven long years in succession.^

All this is but a specimen of the Italian principalities, as con-

stituted in the course of the fifteenth century; resting on judi-

ciously calculated political relations, encircled with splendour,

leagued with literature, jealous too of making a show of power.

Strange fashion of human aftairs ! The powers of the country'

produce the court, the centre of the court is the prince, the last

product of social existence is in the end the prince's self-suffi-

ciency. The consciousness of his worth, of his importance, he

derives from his social position, the obedience he finds accorded

to him, the reverential regard bestowed on him.

Alfonso II., though he had been thrice married, had now to

bear the disappointment of having no posterity. His whole

policy is expressed in the manner in which he conducted himself

under these circumstances.

He had a twofold object in view; not to allow his subjects for

a moment to believe that they could be dissociated from his

house ; then to keep in his own hand the nomination of his suc-

cessor, and by no means to set up a rival to himself by making

this successor known.

In September 1589 he went to Loreto, the residence at that

time of Donna Camilla, the sister of Sixtus Y., and spared nei-

ther presents nor promises, in order if possible to gain her over.

He trusted that she would succeed in enabling him to venture

upon naming as his successor, that one of his nearest relations-

I Serassi : Vita del Tasso, p. 232.
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whom he should consider as the fittest for the purpose. But
hardly had the negotiations been properly opened when Sixtus

V. died.

By like means, that is, by presents to the pope's sister-in-law,

and assiduous services to the nephew, Alfonso contrived to pro-

cure for himself, in 1591, access to Gregory XIV., and on per-

ceiving that there was some hope of success, he himself went to

Rome to conduct the negotiation. The first question was whe-

ther the bull of Pius V. prohibiting the re-infeudation of papal

fiefs that had lapsed to the Roman see, applied to Ferrara. This

Alfonso denied, on the ground that it had not yet so lapsed.

Yet the words were but all too clear, and the congregation de-

cided that the bull certainly comprehended Ferrara as well as

other fiefs. The only question then remained, whether a popo

was not authorized to grant a particular destination in a parti-

cular case. This the congregation would not venture to deny,

yet they added this condition that the necessity must be press-

ing, the expediency manifest.'^ Thus far a great step was gained.

It is not improbable that had things been managed expeditiously,

and a new investiture been immediately dispatched in some fixed

name, the affair would have been brought to its desired termina-

tion. Yet Alfonso would not name his heir. On this too, he

was not quite of one opinion with the Sfongrati; they would

have preferred the Marquis Philippe of Este; while he had a

predilection for his nearer kinsman Owsar. Time was thus lost,

and Gregory too died before any thing was settled.^

Meanwhile negotiations had likewise been opened with the

imperial court. Ferrara, it is true, was a papal fief, but Modena

and Reggio were inq:)erial. Now here the duke reaped the ad-

vantage of the policy which he had hitherto pursued; he was on

1 Dispaccio Donate :
" quando ci fusse evidcntissima utilita ct urgcnto ncccssita,

- - il die fii fatto per aprire la strada aH'intcutione del S'' Duca."—[should it be

of the most evident utility antl urgent necessity - - the which was done in order to

open the way for the duke's intentions.] Cardinal S. Scverina asserts tliat it was
he chiefly that had made that ohject fall through, although with much dilKculty and
amid much opposition ; that the pope too lin;\lly regretted that addition ((pialilica-

tion).

a Cronica di Fen-ara, MS. of the Albani Libraiy, states also that there is no

doubt that Gregory XIV. would have done something for Fei'rara. He hid left

the congregation in a passion, and in couse(pienc(! of that had been taken ill. Alfonso

went to the villa of Cardinal Farncse, ' aspettando o vita o morte di (pic^to ])apa.

Venue la morte. Tl df.ica ritorno."^[expecting either the life or the death of this

pope. Death came. The duke returned.]
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the best understanding with Wolf Rumpf, the emperor''s leading

minister. Rodolph 11. did in fact grant him the renewal of the

fief, and even allowed him a specified term, within which it

should be in his power to appoint as his successor whomsoever

he pleased.

So much the more inflexible, however, did Clement VIII., who

now occupied the Roman see, show himself. It seemed more

consistent with Roman Catholicism and the interests of the

church to take possession of a fief, than to grant a new infeuda-

tion ; such had been the principle laid down by the holy pope

Pius V. Ere the year 1592 had yet expired, Clement, at a

secret meeting of the consistory, proposed the confirmation of

the bull above mentioned, according to its original tenor and

without Gregory XIV.'s qualifications: in this sense he had it

appro ved.'''

And now the term granted by the emperor had nearly elapsed.

The duke had to determine who should be his successor. Alfonso

I. had in his later years married Laura Eustochia, after he had

already had a son by her; from this son Don Csesar d'Este was

descended, and after long delay the duke named him at last.

But even now he practised the most mysterious caution. Un-

known to any one, he made out the nomination in a letter writ-

ten with his own hand, and addressed to the emperor; begging

the latter at the same time, in the most urgent manner, not to

communicate it to any one, not even to the Ferrarese ambassa-

dor at the imperial court, and to express his a])proval simply by

sending back the letter with the imperial signature attached

to it.^

He desired to possess the undivided enjoyment of supreme

1 Dispaccio Donato 27 Dec. 1592.
a Relatione di qucllo che e successo in ForraiM dopo la morte del duca Alfonso.

—[Account of what has taken i)lace in Ferrara since the death of Duke Alfonso.]

Barbei'ini MS. " II duca fra I'anuo concessogli di tempo alia diehiarationc scrisse

di suo pugno una lettei-a all'impei'atore e nomin6 Don Ccsare, pregando caldauieiite

S. M. Ces^ che in confinuatione del nominate sottoscrivcsse la sua, quale sigillata

Benza pulilicare il fatto la rimandasse indietro pei- il conte Ercolc llondinelli, non
confereudogli altramente il ncgotio. II tutto faceva S. A. accio Don Cesare non
s'lnsuiierbisse ne della nobilta fussc riverito e corteggiato come lor principe."

—

[Within the year conceded to Jiim of time for the declaration, lie wrote with his own
hand a letter to the emperor, and named Don Cicsar, earnestly beseeching his impe-

rial majesty, that in confirmation of the person named he would subscribe his own
(name), which being sealed without publishing the act, that he woidd send it back
by Count Hercules Hondinelli, saying nothing more to him about the business.

This Ilis Highness did that Don Ciesar miglit not grow haughty, and might not

be reverenced and ])aid court to by the nobility, as if he were their i>rince.
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authority in his own small territory down to his latest breath

;

he had no wish to witness his court turnin£c its homa2;e to the

rising sun. Caesar himself heard nothing of the favour that had

been bestowed on him; he was even kept somewhat more strictly;

the lustre of his appearance became somewhat circumscribed (ho

was never allowed to have more than three persons of noble birth

in his retinue), and only when life had quite passed away, and

the physicians had given up all hope, the duke commanded him

to be called that he might announce to him his good fortune.

The testament was opened in the presence of the leading inha-

bitants; these were exhorted by the minister to remain true to

the house of Este. The duke told Ccesar that he bequeathed to

liim the finest state in the world, strong in arms, in inhabitants,

in allies, both within and beyond Italy, from whom he might

look for every assistance. After this, still on the same day,

Alfonso II. died, October 22, 1597.

CONQUEST OF FERRAUA.

CjESAR took possession of the imperial fiefs without opposi-

tion ; even the papal did him homage. In Ferrara he was in-

vested with the ducal mantle by the magistracy, and greeted by

the people as their prince with acclamations of joy.

But if his predecessor spoke to him of his own power and of

foreign support, his case was one at the same time which made

it necessary that he should put both to the test.

Clement remained immovably resolved to take possession of

Ferrara. After its having been an object of desire to so many
popes, he thought he should earn an immortal renown by accom-

plishing this. On hearing of Alfonso's death he declared that

he was sorry that the duke had left no son; but that the church

must have her own again. He would not even hear what Caesar's

ambassadors had to say ; his taking possession ho called usurpa-

tion ; he threatened him with the punishment of being put to

the ban, unless he gave it up again within a fortnight; and to

make what he said tell with more eflect, he instantly prepared

for war. A new loan was contracted, and a new Monte founded,

to obviate the necessity of encroaching on the money in the

castle of St. Angelo: and in a short time the popo''s nephew,

1 Ahlunigh mariy maintain tliat tliis was done, Dclfino says, on the contrary.
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Cardinal Peter Aldobrandino, surrounded v/ith experienced mili-

tary officers, went to Ancona, for the purpose of assembling an

army ; enlistments were made in all quarters, and the provinces

had heavy contributions levied upon them.

Otcsar, too, seemed at first to be full of courage.^ He de-

clared that he would defend his just right to the very last drop

of his blood ; it would do no damage to his religion and piety

;

and accordingly he fortified his military posts anew ; the militia

of the principality were placed under arms; a body of troops

advanced to the frontiers of the states of the church, and we

find a call made upon him to appear in the Eomagna, where

people were discontented with the papal dominion and only

waited for an opportunity of subverting it. Moreover, he had

the good fortune to find that even the Italian states in the

neighbourhood took his part. His brother-in-law, the grand

duke of Tuscany, declared that he would not desert him. The

Venetian republic hindered the pope from enlisting troops in

Dalmatia, and refused him the arms and ammunition he wished

to obtain from Brescia. The aggrandizement of the states of

the church was cordially detested by all of them.

Had Italy been what she was a hundred years before, toler-

ably independent of foreign influences and left to herself, Cle-

ment VIII. would probably have met with no more success than

did at that time Sixtus IV. But those times were gone by.

Every thing depended on the general relations of Europe and

the two great powers of the day, France and Spain.

The leanings of the Spaniards were now not very doubtful.

Such was Ccesar d'Este's confidence in Philip II., that he pro-

posed him to the pope as umpire; the royal governor in ISIilan

declared himself in Csesar's favour without the slightest hesita-

" Con gi-an strettezza de' danari, senza mettcr mano a quelli del castello, per con-

scrvar la riputatione dclla cliiesa, in })oco piu di un mese ha posto insienic un eser-

cito di 22 m. fanti e 3 m. cavalli."—[While in great straits for money, without lay-

ing hands on that in the castle, to keep up the rc])utation of the church, he in little

more than a month put together an army of 22,000 infantry and 3,000 cavalry.]

1 Niccolo Contariui delle historic Vcnetiane, MS. torn. I. lib. I. " Ccsnre nel princi-

pio si mostro niolto coraggioso in voler difender le sue ragioni, o pcrclie non preve-

dova il contrasto o pur pcrche gl'inesperti come nci viciui pericoli s'atterriscono cosi

nelli lontani si nianifestano intrepid!."—[Caisar at first appeared very courageous

in wishing to defend his territories, either because he did not foresee the coming
conflict, or, if he foresaw it, because the inexperienced, while terrified in the imme-
diate presence of dangei-s, show themselves fearless wiien dangei-s arc remote.] Con-
taritii's narrative contains, moreover, a great many authentic, exact, and forcible

notices on this occurrence.
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tion or reserve; he offered him Spanish troops to garrison liis

fortresses. Only it was not to be disowned that the king, Avho

during his whole life had opposed all movements in Italy,

scrupled, in his now advanced age, to occasion a war, and ex-

pressed himself with extraordinary prudence. His ambassador

observed the same prudent reserve in Rome.^

So much the more, under these circumstances, depended on

the decision to be taken by Henry IV.: the restoration of France

as at once a Roman catholic and powerful kingdom, proved

forthwith of great consequence for Italy. Henry IV. had risen

again from the depression of his fortunes during the subsistence

of a mutual good understanding with the Italian princes; they

did not doubt that now he would be grateful, and in their dif-

ference with the Roman see would throw the weight of his in-

fluence on their side. Besides, the crown of France was much

indebted to the house of Este. Durino- the civil wars the Estes

had advanced the royal family above a million of scudi, which

had not yet been repaid, and which would have sufficed on this

occasion to raise an army which no pope would have been able

to withstand.

These, nevertheless, were not the considerations on which

Henry IV. now acted. Notwithstandino; his bavins: cfone over

to Roman Catholicism, he still was under the necessity of doing

a great deal that could not fail to displease the Roman court

;

in the affair of Ferrara he only perceived an opportunity of se-

curing oblivion for such things, and as his statesmen expressed

it, of airain fosterino- the g-rowth of the lilies at the Roman court.

Without a moment's delay or hesitation, he caused an offer of

the aid of France to be made to the holy father. Not only

was he ready, as soon as the pope should desire it, to send a

military force across the mountains, but even, if necessary, to

come to his assistance with his whole force and in person.

It was this declaration that decided the case. The Roman

1 Dclfino mentions how much people were afraid of iiim in Rome. " Vieun pcn-

sicro radicate a buon fundanieiito che la benedizionc data al re di Franza sia stata

offesa t.ale al cattolico et a Spagnuoli che nou siano per scordarsela mai, e i)are a S.

S* esscrne niolto ben chiarita in questa oceasione di Ferrara.''—[There ])co|)le were

profoundly ]iossessed with the idea, and on good grounds, that the benediction be-

stowed on tlie king of France had given such otfence to the catholic king and to the

Spaniards as never to be forgotten, and it seemed to his Holiness to be very evi-

dent on this oceaaioa of Ferrara.]

I. ^ C!
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court which had begun to feel all the embarrassments in which

it might be placed by the dislike with which it was regarded by-

its neighbours, and by the open resistance of Ferrara, drew

breath. '' I cannot express to you," says Ossat in writing to

the king, "what goodwill, commendation, and benedictions your

Majesty has obtained for your offer." He promises his master,

if he should give it efiect, the position of a Pepin or a Charle-

magne with respect to the church. The pope, on his side, pro-

ceeded without delay to make arrangements for the formal ex-

communication of his adversary.

So much the more amazed and terrified were the princes.

They spoke of black ingratitude; lost all courage for supporting

Ferrara, which otherwise, openly or secretly, they would doubt-

less have done with ail their resources.

This then directly re-acted on Ferrara. Alfonso's rigorous

government had necessarily made many discontented. Csesar

was a novice in the exercise of his sovereignty, without genuine

talents and altogether inexperienced. He first became properly

acquainted with the members of his privy council at the meet-

ings which he held with them as prince;^ and as he had now sent

his old friends who knew him, and on whom also he could de-

pend personally, to different courts, he had none left with him

Avhom he really trusted, or with whom he could have a proper

mutual understanding. Accordingly he could not fail to take

false steps. From above, downwards, there was a prevailing

insecurity, such as is usually the prelude to ruin. Already did

the leading men, who possessed any share of power, begin to

1 Niccolo Contarini. " Cesare si ridusse in cajoiera co' suoi soli consiglieri, de

quali molti, per la ritiratezza nella quale era vissuto cosi volendo clii coraandava,

lion conoseeva se non di faceia, et egli non sufficieiite di prender risolutione da se,

.vaciUava nei concetti, perche quelli che consigliavano crano pieni di passioni parti-

colari e per le speranze di Roina, in cui luiravano, infetti di grandicontaminationi."

—[Ca?sar confined himself to his chamber with none but his counselloi-s, many of

whom in consequence of the retirement in which he had lived, such being liis choice

whoever bore rule, he did not know except by face, and he being incapable of form-

ing resolutions of liimself, vacillated in his fancies, for the things they advised were
full of private passions, and they had hopes of Rome, towards which they looked,

being infected with great contaminations.] Ossat too, Lettres I. 495, alleges as the

cause of his ill success, " le pen de fid6lit6 de ses conseillci-s ni6smes, qui partie pour
son pcu de resolution, partie ])our avoir des rentes et aiitres biens en I'^stat de

r6glise et esp6rer ct craindrc plus du st. siege que de lui, regardoient autantou plus

vers le pape que vers lui."—[the little there was of iidolity among his very counsel-

lors, who partly from his want of resolution, partly owing to their having rents and
-other property in the state of the church, and to tlicir hoping and learing more
from the holy sec than from him, looked as much or more to the pope than to him.]
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Speculate on wliat they might gain by a change; they secretly

endeavoured to make their terms with the pope ; Anthony Mon-

tecatino repaired to Rome. But beyond doubt what was the

most remarkable, and at the same time the most unpropitious

circumstance, was that dissension broke out in the house of Este

itself. Lucretia had disliked Ccesar's father, she disliked him

no less, and would not be his subject. She herself, the sister of

the preceding duke, felt no scruples in entering into an alliance

with the pope and Cardinal Aldobrandini.

Meanwhile the pope had consummated the act of excommu-

nication. On the 22d of December 1597, he repaired, in all the

pomp of a procession, to St. Peter's church, and with his imme-

diate attendants ascended the loggia^ of that church. A cardi-

nal read the bull aloud. Don Offisar d'Este was therein declared

to be an enemy of the Romish church, guilty of leze majesty,

obnoxious to the greater censure, and to the sentence of the

curse; his subjects were absolved from their oath of allegiance;

his official servants were warned to quit his service. After the

bull had been read, the pope, assuming an angry expression of

countenance, tossed a huge flaming taper into the square below,

and this was followed by the braying of trumpets, the beating

of drums, the roar of artillery, and above all, the deafening voci-

ferations of the people.

Circumstances were so contrived that this excommunication

necessarily produced its full effect. A Ferrarese even brought

a copy of the bull, sewed up in his clothes, into the city, and

delivered it to the bishop.^ The next morning, being the 81st

of December 1597, one of the prebendaries Avas to be buried;

the church was hung with black, and the people had met to

hear the funeral sermon. The bishop ascended the pulpit and

began to speak about death. " But much worse," he suddenly

1 Open gallery. Tn.

2 A jierson called Coralta. " Ributtato al priino ingresso da' soldati se escus5

che lui ivi dimorava ne era ancora partito per Bologna (whence he had just arrived,

he dismounted from horseback at some distance from the gate) c ragionando si jjoso

fra loro a sedere, finalmente assicurato si licentio della guardia, cntro nolla cittii,

presentd al vescovo la scommunica con la lettera dal arciveseovo di Bologna."—[On
being rei»elk'(l at this first entrance by the .soldiers, he c.\cu.sed himself (by .saying),

that he remained there, as there was no means yet of getting to Bologna (whence,

«fcc.) and entering into conversation with them he made a show of sitting down
amongst them, and at length having taken courage he bid the guard good bye, en-

tered the city and presented to the archbishop the excommunication with the let-

ter of the archbishop of Bologna.] (Relatione di quelle che, <fcc.)
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interrupted his discourse to say, "much worse than the death

of the body, is the perdition of the soul, with which we are all

now threatened." He paused and ordered the bull to be read,

threatening all who would not separate themselves from Don

Otesar, " as withered branches to be cut off from the tree of spi-

ritual life." The bull was then attached to the door; the church

resounded with cries and sobs, and the agitation spread from it

through the city.

Don CaBsar was not the man to check such a commotion. He
had been advised to enlist Swiss and Germans ; but never could

make up his mind to do so. He would not have Eoman catho-

lics because they were the pope's partisans, but still less would

he have protestants because they were heretics; " as if he had

any thing to do," says Niccolo Contarini, " with exercising the

office of an inquisitor." He now asked his confessor, what he

had to do ; he was a Jesuit, Benedict Palma, and recommended

him to submit.

To such a pass had Don 0?esar now been brought, that in

order to carry this submission into effect, under favourable con-

ditions, he was obliged to have recourse to the very person whom

he knew to be his most violent enemy ; he was compelled to take

advantage of the secret and, in a certain sense, the treasonable

ties which Lucretia had formed with Rome, in order to obtain

some tolerable settlement.^ As the bearer of proposals from the

duke Lucretia proceeded, not without her accustomed poiup, into

the enemy's camp.

Csesar's adherents have always asserted that she might readily

1 Contarini :
" Come clii abandona ogni spcranza, plu facilmcnte si rimcttc nell

arbitrio deiriuimico clie nella confidenza dell'amico, audo (Cesare) a rltrovare la

duchessa d'Urbino, ct a lei, la qual ben sapova haver pur troppo intellisenza col C
Aldobrandino, riinlse ogni sna fortuna. Accetto ella allegraniente I'inipresa ridotta

dove al principio haveva desiderato. - - Con molta comitiva, quasi trionfantc, accom-

pagnata dal marehesc Bentivoglio, capo dellemilitie del duea, laceya il suo viaggio."

—^^[Like as one who abandons all liope, commits himself more easily to the will of

an enemy than to the confidence of a friend, he (CiPsar) went for the Duchess of

Urbino, and to her, who he well knew had all too much intimacy with Cardinal

Aldobrandino, ho committed his whole fortunes. She gladly accepted the under-

taking, taken back to where she had wished from the first to be. - - With a numerous

attendance, as if on a triumph, accomiianicd l)y the marquis of IJeiitivoglio, com-

mander of the duke's militia, she proceeded on her journey.] lie thinks Lucretia,

" di pensierl torbidi : bcnclie sinuilasse altrimcnte, era non di mcno di lungo tempo

acen-ima neniica di Don Cesare."— [(a woman) of troubled thoughts: although she

afl'ccted to be otherwise, he had not the less been long a most bitter enemy to Don

Csnsar/l
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have obtained better conditions, but that, gained over by tlie

promise of a possession during- life of Bertinoro with the title of

a dukedom, and captivated by the personal attractions of the

young and clever cardinal, she conceded every thing that was

wanted. On the 12th of January 1598, the treaty was drawn

up, in virtue of which Caesar renounced his claims upon Ferrara,

Comacchio, and his part of the Romagna, and was in return to

receive absolution from the ban of the church. He had flattered

himself with the hope of saving something at least; so complete

a surrender seemed to him to be very hard ; once more he called

a meeting of the principal magistrates of the city, the " giudice

de' savi," some doctors and noblemen, in order to have their

advice. They gave him no consolation ; already each of them

was thinking only how he might seciire for himself a good foot-

ing with the new government that was expected; already were

the people in all quarters eagerly tearing down the arms of the

Estes and expelling their public functionaries ; nothing remained

for the prince but to attach his signature to the deed and to for-

sake the inheritance of his forefathers.

Thus did the Estes lose Ferrara. Archives, museum, library,

a part of the artillery which Alfonso I. had cast with his own

hand, were brought to Modena; all else was for ever lost. The

widow of Alfonso IT. had removed her effects in fifty waggons;

her sister, who was married in France, claimed for herself the

family pretensions to that crown; but the most unexpected

end was that witnessed in the case of Lucretia. She herself

never found time to take possession of her dukedom; just a

month after she had concluded the treaty, on the 12th of Feb-

ruary, she died. On opening her testament, it was found that

she had appointed Cardinal Aldobrandini, the very man who had

expelled her family from their ancient possessions, heir to all she

possessed. She had even bequeathed to him claims which had

now to be battled for against Casar himself. It was as if she

had wished to leave behind her to her old enemy, an adversary

who might embitter all his days. There is something demonia-

cal in this woman, who felt pleasure and satisfaction in bringing

ruin upon her own family.

And so the ecclesiastical sovereignty now came in jdaco of the

ducal. The pope himself entered Ferrara on the 8th of May.
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He wished at once to enjoy a sight of the new acquisition, and

to attach it to the church with suitable institutions.

He began with mildness and graciousness. A number of the

leading men of Ferrara were appointed to ecclesiastical dignities.'^

Cardinals' hats, bishoprics, auditorships, were distributed among

them. Among other promotions, young Bentivoglio, the histo-

rian, was appointed privy chamberlain to the pope. The govern-

ment of the dukes had been based on their possession of the

municipal privileges; the pope resolved to restore to the burges-

ses their ancient riohts. He formed a " conseolio" out of three

passes, twenty-seven places in it being assigned to the higher

nobility, fifty-five to the inferior nobility and most respectable

burgesses, and eighteen to the incorporations. Their rights were

carefully distinguished ; the first class had the most important,

yet, to balance that, the pope had most influence in the appoint-

ment to seats in the council. To this " conseglio" the pope now

committed the care of providing for the necessaries of life,^ the

regulations respecting the rivers, the appointment of judges and

podestas ; and even the filling up of places at the university, all

these being rights which previous to this the duke had reserved

to himself with the utmost jealousy, and, as may be supposed,

social life thus began to wear quite a new aspect. Nor were the

lower classes forgotten; the severity of some of the fiscal ar-

rangements was greatly modified.^

Nevertheless, every thing could not be done on these princi-

ples. Even the government of the church was not all mere

mildness. The nobility soon began to feel the administration

of justice by the papal functionaries to be burthensome. The

first " giudice de' savi," Montecatino already mentioned, thought

that the privileges of his office were improperly circumscribed,

and resigned it. Universal dissatisfaction was aroused by Cle-

1 Contarini :
" Al Bevilacqua, die era di molto potere, fu dato il patriaroata

latino di Constantinopoli. II Saciato fu create auditor di rota. Ad altri si dis-

pensarono abhatie."—[On Bevilacqua, who had a great deal in his power, there was
bestowed the Latin patriarchate of Constantinople. Saciato was created auditor di

Rota. Abbacies were given away to others.]

2 In those times, partly perhaps from the very intemieddling of the governments
and magistracy, the supply of the necessaries of life (lebensraittel) seems to have
been so irregular and even precarious, that famine was of much more frequent re-

cun-ence than now; and to prevent tliis, if possil)ie, the reguhition of the markets
formed a matter of public management, but conducted often on ruinous princi-

ples. Tit.

s Frizzi : Memorie V. p. 25.
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ment thinking it necessary to secure his acquisition by erecting

a citadel. The representations given in by the inhabitants

against this design, liowever suppliant might be the tone in

which they were drawn up, were of no avail; it was just one

of the most frequented quarters of the city that was selected

for the purpose/ Whole streets were pulled down ; churches,

oratories, hospitals, the pleasure houses of the duke and of the

court, the beautiful Belvedere, lauded by so many poets, were

swept away.

It may perhaps have been thought that by these devasta-

tions all remembrance of the ducal house would have been

completely obliterated
; yet they only served to revive it anew;

that fond leaning to the hereditary line of princes, which

had been so far deadened, returned again. All that had be-

longed to the court went off to Modena. Ferrara, which even

before this had not been a very lively place, became more de-

serted than ever.

Yet all who could have wished it, had it not in their power

to follow the court. There is still extant a manuscript chro-

nicle written by an old servant of the ducal house, in which he

makes mention with delight of the court of Alfonso, its grati-

fications, its concerts, and fine sermons. " But now," says he

at the close, " all this has passed away. There is no longer a

duke in Ferrara, there are no longer any princesses there; no

concerts and no ladies who give concerts ; thus passes the glory

of the world. The changes that take place in the world may
gratify others, but not me, who am left behind here, old, frail

and poor. Nevertheless let G-od be praised."^

COMMOTIONS AMONG THE JESUITS.

It is evident that Clement VIII., in consequence of having

1 Dispaceio Dclfino 7 Giugno 1508. " Si jiciisa dal papa di far una citadella

della parte verso Bologna, j)cr la poca sodisfattionc clio ha la nobilila ])cr non csser

rispettata dalli ministri della giustitia, o clie non li siano per esser rcstituite le en-

trate veechie della oommunita—dolcndosi di csser ingannati."— [Delfino's dispatch

of 7 June 1598. The pope thinks of making a citadel of the part turned towai-da

Bologna, on accovnit of the dissatisfaction of the nobility at not being sufficiently

respected iiy the ministers of justice, and because they were not for having the

ancient dues of the community restored to them—complaining that they were

cheated.]

2 Cronica di Ferrara :
" Sic transit gloria mundi. E per talc variaro natura d

bella, ma non jier me, clic io son restate, scnza patrone, vecchio, privo di tutti i

denti e povero. Laudetur Dens."—[See the text.]
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obtained so much success from his pursuing a course that har-

monized with the pohtical interests of France, could not but

feel himself more and more closely attached to those interests.

He now found the advantage of having conducted himself with

so much moderation in the affairs of the League, having inter-

posed no obstacle to the development of events in France, and

having, at least, decided at last on giving (the king) absolution.

The interest felt at Rome, in the war now waged on the frontiers

of the Netherlands and France, was such as people might have

felt had it been their own affair, and they were decidedly in

favour of France. The taking of Calais and of Amiens, which

the Spaniards had effected, produced a dissatisfaction at the

Roman court, "such as none can describe," says Ossat, "an

extreme feeling of sorrow, shame, and indignation."^ The pope

and his nephews were afraid, Delfino remarks, lest the Spaniards

should discharge upon them the resentment they felt with

respect to the absolution. Fortunately, Henry IV., by the

re-capture of Amiens, soon recovered his somewhat shaken

reputation.

Not that people at Rome had begun to conceive a liking for

the man whom they had formerly opposed as an enemy; they

never forgot what had been done by those chiefs of the clergy

who had adhered to Henry IV., and had founded that opposi-

tion; promotion was much more willingly granted to the ad-

herents of the League, provided they only returned from that

course of their own accord, that is, were in the same case with

the Curia itself. But in a short time—for how do men^s opinions,

even when nearly agreeing with each other, betray symptoms at

the same time of different leanings—there appeared among the

1 Ossat a VUleroy, 14 May 1596, 20 AprU 1597. 1. 251, 458. Delfino : " Li pericoli di

Marsiglia fcccro stare il papa in gran timore e li nepoti : la perdita di Cales e poi quella

di Amiens apporto lore gran mestitia c massinie clie si dubito allora per le voci

die andavano attorno di peggio, timendo quelli che ogni poco clie cadeva jjiu la

riputatione de' Francesi, i Spagnoli non avessero mostrato apcrtamcnte lo sdegno
che hanno avuto della resolutione, [absolutionc ? ) loro o la sua mala volonta

:

per questa causa j)rincipalmente hanno avuto carissimo il bene dclia Franza."
[Delfino. The perils of Marseilles greatly alarmed the pope and the nephews : the

loss of Calais and of Amiens distressed them much, and most of all because they
had their suspicions at the time about the reports that went about of matters being
worse; they being afraid, that on any little further that the French might decline

in their reputation, the .Si)aniards would openly show the indignation they had
felt at the resolution, (absolution?) and the ill will they entertained: on this ac-

count, principally, they had been interested to the utmost degree in the weal of

France.]
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very adherents of the king himself, a purposely strict Roman
Catholic party, which endeavoured, above all things, to cultivate

a good understanding with the Roman court. To this party

the pope mainly attached himself; he hoped yet to smooth down

all the differences that might still remain betwixt the interests

of France and Rome ; and most of all was it his desire and en-

deavour, to re-introduce the Jesuits, who, as we have seen, had

been expelled from France, and therewithal, in spite of the de-

velopment of things that had taken place in that country, to

open a freer course fur the diffusion of Romish doctrines.

In this he was aided by a movement in the order of the

Jesuits, which, although proceeding from its own internal self,

yet had a great analogy with the change that was going forward

in the general tendency of the Roman court.

Such curious complications often take place in the world's

affairs, that at the very moment in which the university of

Paris found nothing so much deserving of censure in the Jesuits

as their alliance with Spain—a moment, in which it was said

and believed in France, that a Jesuit prayed daily for King

Philip,^ and that he was bound by a fifth vow to devotion to-

wards Spain—even then the Society's institute experienced in

Spain the most violent assaults from discontented members,

from the Inquisition, from another order, and at last, even from

the royal government itself.

This was a turn of affairs which, although it might be traced

to more than one cause, arose in the first instance in the follow-

ing manner.

At the commencement of the society, the older, and already

fully educated men who entered it, were, for the greater part,

Spaniards; other nations mostly contributed younger persons

only, Avho had yet their characters to form. The natural con-

sequence was, that the government of the society during the

fii'st ten years of its existence fell, for the greater part, into

Spanish hands. The first general congregation consisted of

twenty-five members, eighteen of whom were Spaniards.^ The
first three generals belonged to the same nation, and after the

1 Pro nostro rcgc PhIli]ipo.

3 Sacohinus V. 7, 90. In tlie second confrregntion-gcnpral the relative ])roportion

was made more fair, though in no great degree. Of tliirty-niiic niciuber.s twenty-

four were S])aniards.

I.
l- I)
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death of the third, Borgia, in 1573, once more a Spaniard,

Polanco, had the greatest prospect (of being chosen general).

But indications appeared that, in Spain itself, the elevation

of Polanco would not be contemplated with satisfaction. There

were in the society many new converts, Jew-Christians; Po-

lanco, too, belonged to this class; and it was thought undesirable

there, that the supreme authority in so powerful, and so monar-

chically constituted a body, should fall into such hands/ Pope

Gregory XIII., who had received a hint of this, maintained,

that on other grounds likewise a chano^e would be advantaoeous.

On a deputation from the congregation that had met to make

the election, appearing before him, he asked them how many
votes each nation had? when it appeared, that the Spanish had

more than all the rest put together. He inquired further, from

what nation the generals of the order had hitherto been taken?

He was told that there had been three, and that all three had

been Spaniards. "It is fair," Gregory rej^lied, "that for once

you should choose one from some other nation," He even him-

self suggested a candidate.

Now the Jesuits, it is true, struggled for a moment against

this, as derogating from their privileges, but at the last they

appointed the very person whom the pope had suggested. This

was Everard Mercurianus.

This led at once to a material alteration, Mercurian, a

feeble person, and destitute of self-reliance, committed affairs at

first, indeed, to a Spaniard again, but thereafter to a French-

man, his appointed admonitor; factions were formed: one of

these would thrust the other out of the most important offices;

that which held the reins of government already experienced a

certain resistance, at times, in the lower circles of the order.

But what was of far more consequence, was that at the next

vacancy, which occurred in 1581, Claud Aquaviva, a Neapolitan,

from a family which had at an earlier period attached itself to

the French party, and a vigorous man, only thirty-eight years

old, obtained the generalship.

In this the Spaniards thought, at once, tl#t they could per-

1 Saccliinus: Ilistoria Socictatis Jcsu pars TV. sivc Everardus lib. T. " IToruin

origo motuum duplex fiiit, stiidia nationuin ct iieopliytonim in HLspania odiuin.

[Tlie origin of these commotions was two-i'old—the rivalry of the nations, and
hatred of the new converts in Spain.]
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ceive that their nation, which had founded the society, and

given it its peculiar direction, was exchided for ever from the

generalsliip. They were on this account discontented and re-

fractory,^ and conceived the idea of making themselves, in some

way or other, perhaps by setting up a commissary-general of

their own for the Spanisli provinces, more independent of Rome.

Aquaviva, on the contrary, was not disposed to abate the least

of the authority whicli the letter of the constitution recognised

in him. In order to keep the malcontents in check, he set

superiors over them, on whose personal devotion to himself he

could venture to reckon—young men who, in point of age and

opinions, were more nearly on a footing with himself;" possibly,

too, members of inferior desert, co-adjutors who did not enjoy

all the privileges of the order; who, therefore, one and all, abso-

lutely depended on the general; finally, they were his country-

men, Neapolitans.^

The old, learned, experienced " patres" saw themselves re-

moved, not only from the highest general dignities, but also from

official appointments in the provinces. Aquaviva pretended

that they had their own defects to blame for it; that one was

choleric, another melancholy; naturally, says Mariana, distin-

1 Mariana : Discurso de las enfermedades de la compania, c. XII. " La nacion cs-

panola csta persuadida queda para seiiii)re excluida del generalato. Esta persuasion,

sea verdadcra sea falsa, no puede dexar de causar disgustos y disunion tanto mas que

esta nacion I'undo la coinpania, la honro, la cnseno y aun sustento largo tiempo con

su substancia." [Account of the arrested niemljcrs of the company, ch. XII. The
Spanish nation is persuaded, that it appears henceforth for ever excluded from the

generalship. This persuasion, be it true or false, cannot but cause disgusts and

disunion, so much the more as this nation founded the company, honoured it,

directed it, and has long supported it with its substance.]

2 Mariana, c. XII. : " Ponen en los goltiernos homes mozos
;
porquc son mas cntre-

metidos saben lamer a sus tiempos. [They place young men in the government

;

because tliey are more prying, and imderstand better how to accommodate them-
selves to the times.]

3 On this subject, if wo go beyond Mariana, the memorials to Clement VIII. are

important
;
printed in tlic Tuba magnum clangcns sonum ad Cleinoiitom XI. p. 583.

" Videmus cum magno detrimcnto religionis nostrac et scandalo mundi ([uod generalis

nulla habita ratione noc antiquitatis ncc laborum nee meritoruiu facit quos vult

su])oriores et ut phu-imum juvenes et novicios, qui sine uliis merit is et sine ulla cx-

perientia cum maxima arrogantia pnicsunt seiiioriljus : - - et dcnique gcnei'alis,

quia homo est, habet etiam suos affectus particulai'cs, - - et quia est Neajiolitanus,

meJioris conditionis sunt Neapolitan!. [The Great trumpet giving fortii its sound to

Clement XI. p. .583. VV^e behold, to the great detriment of our religion, and scandal

of the world, that the general, making no account of age, or labours, or merits,

makes whom he pleases superiors, and, for the most part, youtlis and novices, who,
without any dcservings or any experience, preside over tlieir seniors with tlie utmost

arrogance: - - and in fine, the general, seeing he is a man. has his partieuhir lik-

ings anddislikings, - - and, seeing he is a Neapolitan, the Neapolitans arc bcstotil
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guished men as well as others have commonly some failing; yet

the real reason was, that he was afraid of them, and wished to

have more pliable instruments for the execution of his commands.

People ordinarily like to have the satisfaction of being allowed

to take a spontaneous interest in public things, and, least of all,

will they quietly suflfer themselves to be driven from their vested

rights. There were mutual jarrings in all the colleges. The
new superiors were received with mute animosity; they could

carry no measure into actual effect; and were but too happy when
they came off without any ferment or disturbance. Yet they

were not wanting in power to revenge themselves in their turn.

They, too, now filled the subordinate offices with none but per-

sonal dependents, for, from the monarchical constitution of the

order, and the ambition of the members, there could never be

any want of these in the long run ; they rid themselves of their

most obstinate opponents, and that, it may be supposed, most

willingly at the very time when some important resolution was

in hand; this they did by translating them into other provinces.

Thus every thing resolved itself into the action and re-action of

personal considerations. Every member not only had the right,

but it was even his duty, to report the faults he observed in

others; an arrangement which might not be without a moral

object in the case of a small association. But in this instance

it displayed itself in the most vexatious talebearing. It became

the tool of secret ambition and of hatred, concealing itself under

the mask of friendship. "If one were to look over the records

at Rome," exclaims Mariana, " probably there would not be

found a single honest man, at least among us who are at a dis-

tance." A general want of confidence prevailed ; no one Avould

fully open himself even to his brother.

To this was now added that Aquaviva could not be induced

to leave Rome and visit the provinces, as Lainez and Borgia had

done. This was excused on the ground that there was an ad-

vantage likewise in having matters learned by correspondence,

in unbroken progression, without being interrupted by the casu-

alties of a journey. But the consequence was, first of all, and

in every case, that the provincials, in whose hands lay the whole

correspondence, acquired a still greater independence. It was

idle to complain of them ; this they could easily provide against,
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and could neutralize tlio effect of such complaints beforehand so

much the sooner, as Aquaviva favoured them at any rate. They
might be said, in fact, to hokl office for life.

Under these circumstances, the old Jesuits in Spain wore sen-

sible that a state of things which they felt to l)e tyranny could

never be altered within the limits of the society alone; so they

resolved to look about for foreign aid.

They turned first to the great national ecclesiastical court of

their country, the Inquisition. We know that but too many
offences were reserved to the jurisdiction of the Inquisition. A
malcontent Jesuit, urged, as he declared, by a scruple of con-

science, complained of his order, that it concealed and even ab-

solved such offences when committed by its own members. In-

stantly the Inquisition arrested the provincial who was impli-

cated in a case of this kind, together with some of his most ac-

tive associates.^ As after this first arrest, still farther charges

were preferred, the Inquisition caused the statutes of the order

to be handed in, and went on making new arrests. The excite-

ment among the faithful in Spain was so much the more violent,

as nobody knew the cause, and as the notion gained ground that

the Jesuits had been apprehended on account of some heresy.

The Inquisition notwithstanding could only denounce a pun-

ishment; it could not prescribe a change. When matters had

proceeded thus far, the discontented applied likewise to the king,

assailing him with long-winded complaints of the defects in their

constitution, That constitution had never pleased Philip II.: he

used to say that ho could perfectly understand all the other

orders; that of the Jesuits alone was past his comprehension
;

it struck him as particularly evident what had been represented

to him on the subject of the abuse of absolute power, and the

disorder arising from secret accusations. Even in the midst of

the great European conflict, in which he found himself engaged,

he devoted his attention to this matter also. First of all he

1 Sacchinus pars V. lib. VI. n. S5. " QuiJain c confcssariis sen vcrc sen falso

(lolatus ad provincialem tiiiu CastcUa?, Antoniuiu Marroniuin, crat ilc tcntata pu-

elUc per sacras cor.lessionos piulicitia, quod crimen in Hisi)aiua saci-oruin qua-sitor-

um judicio rcscrvabatur."—[Sonic one of the confessors was accused, whether tnily

or fjilsely, to Anthony ^[arcenius, tlien provincial of Castille, of tenipting the chas-

tity of a 1,'irl by means of the sacred confessions, which charge is reserved in Spain

to the judgment of the sacred inquisitors.]
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charged Manrique, bishop of Carthagena, to subject the order to

a visitation, specially relating to the above two points.

This, it will be perceived, was an attack aimed both at the

character of the institute and at the general himself, and its im-

portance was enhanced by its coming from the very country in

which the society had originated, and where it had first obtained

a footing.

Aquaviva was not at all terrified by it. He was one of those

men who behind great outward mildness and gentleness of man-

ners, conceal an inward intrepidity which nothing can shake. His

disposition, like that of Clement VIIIv and the generality of the

men who rose to distinction at that time, was above all things

discreet, temperate, prudent, and reserved. He never would allow

himself to pronounce a decided judgment, nor would even suffer

any such to be so much as uttered in his presence, least of all

against a wdiole nation. His secretaries were expressly enjoined

to avoid all offensive and bitter expressions. He loved piety,

even the external show of it. His bearing at the altar betok-

ened a devout enjoyment of the words of high mass;^ neverthe-

less, he did not give the slightest countenance to any thing that

savoured of fanaticism. He would not allow an exposition of

the Song of Solomon to be printed, for he thought it offensive

that the expression hovered on the borders of sensual and spiri-

tual love. Even in finding fault he knew how to win affection,

manifesting the superiority of calmness of temper, leading the

erring into the right path with ingenious reasons, and calling

forth the enthusiastic attachment of the young. " One cannot

help loving him," writes Maximilian of Bavaria to his father

from Rome, " simply on looking at him." Now, these peculiari-

ties, his indefatigable activity, even his distinguished ancestry,

and the ever-growing importance of liis order, gave him a high

position in Rome. Though his opponents might succeed in

gaining over the national authorities in Spain, still he had the

'

Roman court in his favour, a court which he had known from

his youth up, having been a lord chamberlain at tlie time of

1 The autlior must be uiulci-stood to mean tlioso beautiful ]iortions of Scripture

artfully mingled with the antiiliristiaii al)ominations of the " Order of the Mass,"

such as the priest blasphemously ofleriuii; to (5od that sacrifice which the " Ono
Mediator" alone could or did oti'er, the hardly less revolting reference to the merits

and mediation of dej)arted saints and their relics, &e. Tu.
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his entering the order, and which he knew how to manage with

the skill derived both from native talent and long experience/

The natural disposition of Sixtus V. made it easj for him

to rouse the antipathies of that pope against the efforts of

the Spaniards. Pope Sixtus, as we know, had the idea of rais-

ing Rome to be still more the metropolis of Christendom than

it then was; Aquaviva represented to him that people in

Spain were aiming at nothing short of making themselves

less dependent on Rome. Pope Sixtus hated nothing so much
as illegitimate birth; Aquaviva informed him that bishop Man-
rique who had been selected as visitor, was a bastard; ample

ground for the pope's recalling the consent he had already

given to the visitation. The process against the provincial he

likewise advocated to Rome. Under Gregory XIV. the general .

succeeded in procuring a formal confirmation of the rule of the

order.

But those on the other side, too, were inflexible and artful.

They saw well that the general must be attacked at the Roman
court itself, and with this view, took advantage of his being ab-

sent for a short while, having been charged with the settlement

of a dispute betwixt Mantua and Parma, in order to gain over

Clement VIII. At the suggestion of the Spanish Jesuits and

Philip II., Clement, in summer, 1592, without the knowledge

of Aquaviva, summoned a general congregation.

Amazed and confounded Aquaviva hastened back. To the

generals of the Jesuits general congregations were as unwelcome

as an ecumenical council was even to the popes ; and if all the rest

liad endeavoured to avoid them, how much more was Aquaviva

likely to do so, as being the object of so intense a dislike. He
soon observed, however, that the summons could not be recalled.^

1 Saccliinus, and particulai-ly Juvcncius : Hist. soc. Jesu partis quintaj tomus pos-

terior XI. 21, and XXV. 33—41.
2 In a " Consulta del padre C Aquaviva eoi suoi padri assistenti." [Consulta-

tation of tlie Fatlier Cardinal Aquaviva witli his fatlicr assistants.] MS. in tlie

Corsini Lihr. n. 10.j5, wliich describes the successive steps of the internal dissension

very well ; and in accordance with ]\Iariana, Aquaviva is made to give the following

account of a conversation he had had with the pope :
" S. Sa dissc cho io non aveva

sufficientc notizia de' soggetti della religione, cho io veiiiva ingannato da falsi dela-

tori, die io mi dimostrava troppo crcdulo." [Ilis holiness said, that I had no sufli-

cient knowledge of thesuhjccts of the oi-der, that T was in the way of lieing deceived
liy false informers, that I showed myself too credulous.] Among the causes tliat

rendered a congregation necessary there were reckoned also the following: " Perchd
molti soggetti di valore, chc, per non esser conosciuti pin chc tantoda' generali, non
lianno mai jtarte alcuna ncl governo, venendo a Roma in occasione Uelle eongrega-
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He recovered his comj)Osure and said: "We are obedient, let

the will of the liolj father be dono."^ He then hastened to take

his measures.

He had already obtained great influence in the elections, and

was fortunate enough to see several of his most dangerous adver-

saries, even in Spain, Mariana for example, rejected.

When the congregation was assembled, he did not wait to be

attacked. At the very first sitting he declared, that as he had

had the misfortune to displease some of his brethren, he begged,

that previous to all other business, there might be an investiga-

tion into his conduct. A commission was named; grievances

were expressly stated; but how could the transgression of any

positive law be alleged against him? he was by far too sagacious

a person ever to permit any such to be brought to his charge

;

in fine, he obtained a splendid acquittal.

Having in this manner secured himself personally, he pro-

ceeded, along with the meeting, to discuss the proposals affecting

the rule of the order.

King Philip had demanded some things; others he had re-

commended for consideration. His demands were two-fold:

(first,) the renunciation of certain papal privileges; for example,

the reading of forbidden books, and absolution from the sin of

heresy; and (secondly,) a law, in virtue of which, every novice

who entered the order, should be obliged to renounce whatever

patrimonial rights he might possess, and even all his benefices.

These were things in which the society came into collision with

the inquisition and the civil government. After some hesitation

the king''s demands were consented to, chiefly through Aquaviva's

own influence.

But the points recommended by the king to their considera-

tinni sarebbcro meglio conosciuti e per conseguenza vciTebbcro pin facilmcntc in parte

del medcsimo govcrno, senza chc qnesto fosse qnasi scmpre ristrcttoa jwchi." [lie-

cause many valuable subjects (of the order) from not being sufficiently known by
the generality, never liad any share in the government; by coming to Home on the

oc(^asion of the congregations will be better known, and consequently will conic

more readily into a participation in the said government, without its being always
confined to a few.]

1 1'his expression seems to have been suggested by the second petition of " The
Lord's Prayer," and A'cry consistently, considering liow the pope was to "sit in the

temple of (iod (that is, in the church) as God, showing himself that he is God,"
and that the Jesuits solemnly bound themselves to do the pope's behest, as abso-

lutely as the Christian, according to the Scriptui'cs, considers himself bound to do

( Jod's will, and to pray that liis will may be done on earth as it is in heaven.—Tn.
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tion were much more important. First of all, whether it should

not be ordained, that the authority of the superiors of the society

should be limited to a determined time, or general congregations

be held from time to time at certain stated periods. By this

the very existence of the institution, the rights of absolute sove-

reignty, were brought into question. Here Aquaviva was not so

favourably disposed. After warm debates the congregation re-

'ected the king"'s suggestions. But the pope, too, being convinced

of their necessity, now ordered what had been refused to the

king. In the exercise of the plenitude of his apostolic power, he

ordained that the superiors, the rectors, should be changed every

three years, and that the congregations-general should be con-

vened once every six years.^

Now it is certainly true, the execution of these ordinances did

not operate towards the result as had been hoped. The congre-

gations could be gained over; the rectors might, indeed, be

changed, but within a narrow circle, and the same persons soon

returned again. But, at all events, it was a significant blow to

the society, that a change of its laws had been brought about by

an insurrection within, and the operation of a foreign agency

from without.

And forthwith another storm burst forth in the same quarters.

The Jesuits had at first attached themselves to the doctrinal

views of the Thomists, as at that period generally predominant

in the schools. Ignatius expressly pointed his disciples to the

doctrines of the ai.gelic doctor.

But they soon thought they could discover that, with those

doctrines, they could not quite attain their object in opposing

the protestants. They wished in doctrine, as well as life, to be

independent. It did not suit them to tread in the footsteps of

the Dominicans, to whom St. Thomas had belonged, and who

were looked upon as the natural expositors of his views. After

having ere now betrayed many symptoms of this opinion, so

that already there had been some talk, occasionally, at the In-

quisition about the freedom with which the Jesuit fathers pur-

sued their speculations," Aquaviva, in 1584, came forward with

1 Juvcnciiis in his first book, wliicli he calls the eleventh, "socictas domesticis

motibus agitata," [the society agitated witii domestic emotions,] has copious details

on this subject, whicli form tiie gronndwork of tlie text.

2 Lainez himself was suspected by the Sjianish Inquisition, Llorc'.*^ TIT S3

I. 4- E
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these views in tlie Order of study. He thought that St. Thomas

was a most deservedly popular author, yet that it would be au

intolerable yoke to follow his steps in everything, and that no

freedom of opinion should be cherished at all. Many ancient

doctrines were established on better arguments by modern

divines, and many new ones proposed that were eminently ser-

viceable in the conflict with heretics, in all which these (later)

doctors mio'ht be followed.

In Spain, where the theological chairs were still held for the

most part by Dominicans, this caused forthwith an immense

excitement. The Order of study was pronounced the rashest,

the most presumptuous, and the most dangerous book of the

kind; king and pope were applied to on the subject.

But how much greater must this excitement necessarily have

become on the Thomistic system coming to be virtually aban-

doned by the Jesuits in one of the most important articles of

theology.

In the whole of theology, Roman catholic as well as protes-

tant, the controversies respecting grace and merit, free-will and

predestination, were at all times the most momentous and active:

they furnished constant employment to the minds, the learned

research, and the speculative powers of clergy as well as laity.

On the side of the protestants, Calvin's severe doctrine of the

particular decree of God, according to which "some are pre-des-

tined to everlasting bliss, others to everlasting condemnation,"

found at this time most acceptance. The Lutherans, with their

milder views, were in this respect at a disadvantage, and suffered

losses, sometimes in one quarter, sometimes in another. On the

side of the Roman catholics, also, an opposition of doctrine was

developed. Wherever there appeared a leaning to the views,

even of the most moderate protestants, though it were no more

than a stricter view of the Augustinian mode of representing

1 Pcgna in Scrry : ITistoria conorcgatiomim de auxiliis divinre rji-atiiv, p. 8: "y
dado a ccnsurar, fuc dicho poi- aqucllos censores" (Mariana and Scrry speak even of

the Inquisition,) "(pie aquel libro era el mas i)elJgroso, temcrario y arrogante que

jamaH havia salido in seniejante materia, y que si se metia en pratica lo que contenia,

caus.Ti'ia infinites datios y alborotos en la republica Christiana." [Pegna on Serry :

Ilistoi-y of the congregations of the agency of divine grace, p. 8: and delivered over

to the censors, it was declared by these censors (Mariana and Serry speak even of

the Inquisition), that that book was the most dangerous, rash, and arrogant, that

liad ever appeared on a similar subject, and that if its maxims were put into ])rac-

tiee, it would cause infinite damage and disturbance in the Chnstiau republic.
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tlie subject, for example that of Bajus at Louvain, it was assailed

and suppressed. In this the Jesuits showed themselves parti-

cularly zealous. They defended the doctrinal system set forth

in the council of Trent, nay, which was carried there not without

the influence of their brethren Laiucs and Sahneron, against

every deviation towards the rejected and abandoned side. And
even that system never fully satisfied their polemic zeal. In

1588, Lewis Molina, at Evora, came forward with a book in

which he again took up this controversy, and endeavoured by a

new method to remove the difficulties that had ever remained

unsolved.^ His main object in this undertaking was, to vindi-

cate a still larger scope for man's free will than was admitted by

either the Thomistic or the Tridentine system of doctrine. At
Trent, the work of sanctifi cation had been founded chiefly on

the inherent righteousness of Christ, which being infused into

us, calls forth love, leads to all virtues and good works, and

finally produces justification. Molina goes an important step

further. He maintains that free will, without the aid of grace,

can produce morally good works; that it can withstand tempta-

tions ; that it Ccan even elevate itself to this and the other act of

hope, faith, love, and repentance.' When aman has advanced thus

far, God then bestows grace upon him on account of Christ"'s

merits,'^ by means of which grace he experiences the supernatural

effects of sanctification : yet, just as it was previous to the recep-

tion of this grace, free will is incessantly operative in its growth.

All hangs upon this, that it remains with us to make the help

of God effectual or ineffectual. Justification rests on the union

1 Liberi arbitrii cum gratia; donis Concordia. In coiitrovei"sics it has always been
tlionglit neccssaiy, carefully to ilistiiiguish the editions of Lisbon, 15SS, Antwerp,
1595, and Venice, because they all ditl'cr from each other.

3 In this the "concursus gcneralis del," [the general concurrence of God,] is

presup])osed ; but in tliis is properly intimated only tiic natural condition of the free

will, which certainly is not as it is, without God. "Deus sem])er proosto est per
eoncm-smn generaiem libero arbitrio, ut naturalltor velit aut nolit prout placucrit."

[God is always present with the free will in the way of general concurrence, so that
it naturally wills, or does not will, according as he may please.] This is nearly as
wo find in Bellarmin, natural and divine right identitied, because God is the autiior

of nature.

3 This grace, too, ho a])prehonds very naturally : Disput. 54, "Dum homo e\-
pendit res credendas - - ]>cr notitias concionatoris aut aliunde comparatas, inlhiit

deus ineasdem notitias infiuxu quodam particular! quo cognitionem illain adjuvat."
[While a man ponders the things that are to be believed - - procured from the

statements of the preacher or from some other quarter, God flows into those state-

ments, by a certain particular intlux, whereby he aids that knowledge (which the

man procures).
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of will and grace; they are combined, like two men that are

rowing a boat. Now it is manifest, that Molina cannot, with

this, admit the view of predestination as it appears in Augustine

or Thomas Aquinas, He thinks it too hard and revolting. He
will hear of no other predestination but such as is properly fore-

sight. But God fore-knows, from his supreme insight into the

nature of every individual will, what it will do in any given

case, although it might have done the contrary. And nothing

whatever happens on this account because God fore-knows it, but

God fore-sees it on this account because it will happen.

Here was a doctrine which certainly went quite to the oppo-

site extreme from the Calvinistic; it was the first, at the same

time, which undertook to rationalize, so to speak, that mystery.

It is intelligible, acute, and clear ;^ on this very account it could

not fail to produce a certain effect ; we may well venture to com-

pare it with the doctrine of the sovereignty of the people, which

the Jesuits brought to perfection at the same period."

But therewithal they could not but necessarily rouse opposi-

tion in their own church; and that at once because of their with-

drawing from the "doctor angelicus," whose summary still formed

always the chief text-book of Roman catholic divines. Even

some members of the order, such as Henriquez Mariana, openly

expressed their censure. But the Dominicans took up the de-

fence of their patriarch with far greater keenness. They wrote

and preached against Molina, and attacked him in their prelec-

tions. At last, on tlie 4th of March 1594, it was arranged that

1 This rationalistic direction liad a])pcai'ed in another quarter, for example, in the

views maintained by the Jesuits, Less and Ilamel at Louvain in 1/585 :
" Proposi-

tiones in Lessio et Ilamelio a theologis Lovanicnsibus notatic : ut quid sit scriptura

sacra, non est necessariuni ut singula; vcritates et sentcntiaj sint immediate a spi-

ritu sancto ipsi scriptori inspirata?."—[Propositions in Less and Ilamcl noted bj' the

divines of Louvain ; as, what are we to consider sacred scripture, it is not necessaiy

that every truth and opinion be immediately inspired by the Holy Sjtirit in the

writer himself.] The essential assertions of Molina are, so far at least, to bo found

in those axioms ; there, too, their complete deviation from the protestant views is

made subject of remark :
" hajc sententia - - quam longissime a scntentia Lulhcri et

Calvini et reliquorum hpereticorum hujus temporis recedit, a quorum sententia et

argumentis ditKcile est alteram sententiam (the Augustinian and Thomlstic) viiidi-

care."— [tiiis oj)inion - - how far does it recede from the opinion of Luther and Cal-

vin, and other lierctics of this time, from wliose opinion and arguments it is ditii-

cult to vindicate that other opinion (the Augustinian and Thomlstic).]

2 I confess myself (piite unable to see any such qualities in this view of so very

abstruse a subject. The reader who consults I'rcsident P2dwai'ds on the Freedom
of the Will, will soon be convinced that what is called the Calvinistic view is alone

the clear and intelligible one. But what say the Scriptures. Tr.
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tliere sh:ulcl be a disputation at Valladolicl between tlie two

parties. The Dominicans, who thought themselves in possession

of orthodoxy, showed much vehcmency. "Are the keys of wis-

dom then," exclaimed a Jesuit, " any wise in your keeping V
The Dominicans screamed out at this, taking it as an attack

on St. Thomas himself.

After this there was a complete schism betwixt the two or-

ders. The Dominicans would have nothing more to do with the

Jesuits. By far the greater number of the latter, if not all of

them, took part with Molina. Aquaviva himself and his assist-

ants were on his side.

But here, too, there was a violent interference on the part of

the Inquisition. The great inquisitor, who happened to be the

very Jerome Manrique that had been charged with the visitation

of the order, made show as if he would condemn Molina. He
caused it to be intimated to him that his book could not be ex-

pected to escape with a simple rejection, but ought to be con-

demned to the flames. He refused to take up Molina's counter

complaints against the Dominicans.

This was a controversy which on account both of the doctrine

involved in it, and of the persons who defended them, put the

whole Roman catholic world in commotion, and very much
strengthened the attack nowmade in Spain on the Jesuit institute.

It is precisely to this, however, that we must refer the extra-

ordinary phenomenon, that while the Jesuits were banished from

France on account of their leanings towards Spain, they became

the objects of a most dangerous assault from Spain itself. Prin-

ciples of policy and doctrine had in both countries a great deal

to do in this. The political was in both cases the same in the

end, that is, a national opposition to the privileges and franchises

of the order; in France manifesting itself with greater force

and vehemence, but in Spain more characteristic and better sup-

ported. As regards doctrine, it was the new tenets that brought

hatred and persecution on the Jesuits. Their doctrines on the

sovereignty of the people, and on regicide, became pernicious to

them in France, whereas in Spain they suffered from their opin-

ions on the freedom of the will.

This was a moment in the history of the society which proved

of great consequence for the direction tliat it took.
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Aquaviva endeavoured to secure himself against the attacks

of the national governments, parliament, and the intjuisition, in

the central point of the church, that is, in the pope.

He availed himself of the opportunity presented by the death

of one grand inquisitor already noticed, and the interval occur-

ring before his place was filled up, in order to determine the

pope to advocate the decision of the controversy respecting the

faith to Rome. There was much to be gained by having the

decision merely delayed in the first instance, for how easy was

it to find in Rome at that time influences of different kinds,

which mio-ht be brouoht to bear with effect at some critical con-

juncture. On the 9th of October 1596, the minutes of the pro-

cess were sent to Rome. On both sides the most learned divines

arrived, for the purpose of fighting out their quarrel under the

immediate superintendence of the pope.

In the French affair, besides, Clement interested himself in

favour of the Jesuits. He thought it was unjustifiable to con-

demn a whole order, and that, too, Avhich had done most for the

restoration of Roman Catholicism, and which had proved so strong

a stay to the church, on account of a single individual who may
have deserved punishment. And had not the order in fact suf-

fered, too, for its devotion to the Roman see, and for the warmth

with which it had contended in behalf of its claims to the pos-

session of the highest authority on earth? To the pope it was

of the utmost consequence completely to extinguish the opposi-

tion which France still presented to him. The closer the alli-

ance became, into which' he entered with Henry IV., the greater

the unanimity in the policy of both sides, the more efficacious

did his representations become; Henry showed from time to

time more compliancy in his declarations.^

In this the pope was admirably suppoi*ted by the well-pon-

dered line of conduct pursued by the order.

1 " Pcgna : Rote Roiiianre decanus istaruni rerinn testis locuplctissimus,"

—

[Pegna : dean of the Roman Rota, and a most ample witness of these tliing^^,] as

Serry ealls him, " Cerniendo (Molina) lo que verisimilmentc podia sucedei-de que
Ru libro fiiese prohibido y quemado, porqiie assi se lo avia asomado el imjuisitor

genei'al. liiego lo aviso a Roma, dondo por obra y negoeiaeion de su general su san-

tidad avoco a se esta causa, onlinando a la inquisicion general que no la coiii'luy-

esse ni diesso sententia."—[iMolina jierceiving what in all probability would take

place, that his book would be prohibited and burned, as the inquisitor general had
announced, he hence advocated it to Rome, where by the labours and negotiation

of his general, (the Jesuit) his Lfoliness culled this ense before himself, ordering the

general inquisition not to conclude or give sentence in it.]
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The Jesuits guarded themselves well against exhibiting a

spirit of anger or aversion to the king of France, nor were they

at all disposed to rush into any further danger in behalf of the

desperate fortunes of the League; accordingly, no sooner did they

perceive the turn that the papal policy had taken, than they too

adopted a similar one.^ Father Oommolet, who even after the

conversion of Henry IV. had exclaimed from the pulpit that an

Ehud was needed to oppose him with, and who had been obliged

to take to flight when the king carried the day, changed his key

on coming to Rome, and spoke in favour of the king being ab-

solved. Amonir all the cardinals none contributed so much to

that absolution, by his docility, his propitiatory measures, and

personal influence with the pope, as the Jesuit Toledo.^ This

they did while the parliament was continually drawing up new

decrees against them, decrees about which Aquaviva complained,

yet without ever allowing himself to be hurried thereby into ex-

cessive zeal and violence. All the Jesuits it had been impossi-

ble to banish; those who remained behind now declared them-

selves for the king, and admonished the people to be submissive

to him and to love him. Ere long some eagerly hastened back

to the places they had left; this Aquaviva did not approve, and

directed them to wait for the king''s permission. Care was taken

to inform the king of both these facts ; he was highly delighted

at the information ; and thanked the general in a special letter.

The Jesuits, too, did not neglect to confirm him in this disposi-

tion to the best of their power. Father Rocheome, who was

called the French Cicero, drew up a popular apology for the

order, which seemed particularly convincing to the king.^

To this double impulse on the side of the pope and of the

order, there must now be added political considerations on the

part of Henry IV. himself. He perceived, as he says in a dis-

patch, that by the persecution of an order, numbering so many

1 The Jesuits may deny that their case ever came to bo mixed up with politics;

yet it appears from Beiitivoglio, JMemorie TI. 6, p. 395, liow mui-li rosjicct for their

interests was sliowu by Cardimil Aldoln'andiiii in the course of the negotiations at

Lyons, and that just at tliat time the king gave a favourable declaration.

'* Du Pcri'on a Villcroy : Amba.ssades T. 23. " Seulomont vous diray-je que M'
Ic C Tolct a fait dcs miracles ct s'est monstT6 bon Francois."—[Du Perron to

Villeroy : Embassies I. 23. Only I will tell you that Mr. the cardinal of Toledo

has done wonders, and shown himself a good Frenchman.]

3 Grctser has translated it, for the " not I'^rencli," into Latin. Gretscri ojicra

torn XT. p. 2S0.
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members distinguished for talent and learning, and wliicli had

so much power and so many persons attached to it, he should

keep up implacable enemies in the class of zealous Roman catho-

lics, a class still so numerous, and should furnish occasion for

conspiracies. He saw that they could not be banished from the

quarters where they still maintained themselves; that he might

have to dread the outbreak of an open insurrection.^ More-

over, Henry had made so many great concessions to the Hugue-

nots, by the Edict of Nantes, as to oblige him to give some

new warranty to the Roman catholics also. Murmurs were

already heard in Rome ; the pope too occasionally intimated that

he feared that he might have been deceived.^ But, finally, the

king stood high enough to be able to take a better general sur-

vey of the state of things than his parliament could, and not to

dread the alliance of the Jesuits with Spain. Father Lawrence

Maggio hastened in the name of the general to France, in order

to assure the kina; of the allesriance of the order with stron<j

oaths.^ " Should it prove otherwise, he and his fellow Jesuits

were content to be accounted the blackest traitors."* The king

thought it more advisable to make a trial of their friendship^

1 " Dispaccio del re de 15 Agosto 1G03, al i-c Jacopo d'Tnghilteira,"—[Dispatch of

the king dated 15 August, 1603, to King James of England,] excerpted in Siii

:

Mcmorie recondite, I. p. 217.

2 Ossat a Villeroy, I. 503.

3 The real value of these oaths of men bound by the most solemn religious vows
to absolute blind implicit obedience to the pope for the time being, must have been
very small. Tn.

i Sully liv. XVII. p. 307.

5 Aquaviva seems to have been no party to these professions, and even to have
dreaded their impairing his absolute authonty. lie has the effrontery to tell Henry
IV. that an oath of fidelity was too hard I'or the society's members in France, and,

if given, would be of no use, for it would not restrain any one who was ill-disposed,

as the following extract from his Mcmorie, to Cardinal d'Ossat, shows: " Circa il io

di fare il giuramento di fidelta, ci occorre dire ch'oltre infamia grande, clio ne vcr-

rebbe a la Compagnia per esscre contro I'uso dcll'altre Religioni, di mal cssemjiio,

e conseqnentcmcnte ne glialtri Pi'incipi, 6 cosamolto dura, e sarcbbe mala ricc-inta

in tutta la Kcligionc
; perche non si puo intendere die Secolari, Mercanti, Soldati,

ed ogni natione non sian astretti a questo ma soli li Gesuiti ; et die un nobile nien-

trc iaceva professione di Spada, e d'armi, non fosse mai astrctto a (luesto, ct in pi-

gliare I'habito dclla Compagnia, sia costretto a farlo, e die ogni Novitio chc cntra,

deva far listcsso. II die no 6 punto necessario jierche no bisogna, ne bastercbbo a
clii havesse mal animo, no utile per il servitio del He, c quietc del Regno, per le

ragioni che a V. S. illustrissima si portarono, c molt'altre ciic lei colla sua jirudenza

vede, &c."— As for the 4tli article about giving an oath of fidelity, it may be said tliat

besides the great disgi'acc arising therefrom to the Company, since it is against the

usage of other religious ordci-s, of bad example, even among othei" princes, it is a very
hard thiiig and will bo ill received throughout the whole society; for one cannot

comj)rdicnd how laymen, merchants, soldiers, people of all nations are not obliged
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than of their hostilities. He saw that he would be able to

make use of them for his own advantage against Spain/

Influenced by so many motives of external policy and internal

necessity, the king, as early as in the year 1600, on the occa-

sion of the negotiations at Lyons, declared his readiness to re-

ceive the order again into favour. He even chose the Jesuit

Cotton for his confessor. After many a previous testimony of

favour, there followed in September 1603, the edict by which

the Jesuits were restored in France. Some conditions were

imposed on them, the most important of which was that both

the directors and the members of the society in that country

should in future be Frenchmen only.^ Henry did not doubt

that he had arranged every thing in such a manner as to entitle

him to complete confidence.

He unhesitatingly made them the objects of his favour, assist-

ing them in their own concerns, and, first of all, in their contro-

versy with the Dominicans.

In this affair Clement VIII. showed a warm theological in-

terest. No fewer than sixty-five meetings and thirty-seven dis-

putations were held in his presence, including all the points that

could be brought into question on the occasion ; he himself wrote

much on the subject, and, so far as we can judge, inclined to

the doctrinal views that had been currently adopted, and to a

decision that would have been favourable to the Dominicans.

Bellarmin himself said he did not deny that the pope was in-

clined to declare himself against the Jesuits, but that this he

knew would never be done. It would have involved too great

to this but the Jesuits only, and that a nobleman while in the profession of arms
is not laid inider it, in taking on him the habit of the order, had to take the oath,

and that every novice that entered had to take it. This oath is by no means ne-

cessary, for there is no need for it, and it will not bind the evil disposed. It is

useless for the king's service and the repose of the kingdom, for the reasons already

rendered to your most illustrious Lordship, and many others which with your pru-

dence you must sec, <te.] See Vol. II. p. 9, of the Annales de la Soci6t6 des Soi-

disans Jesuites, &c. Paris MDLXV. Tu.

1 " Riconobbe chiaramente d'cssemo per ritrarre scrvigio e contentamento in

varie occorrcnze a pro proprio e de' suoi amici contra gli Spagnoli stessi."—[He
perceived clearly that he would be able to derive sei"vice and gratification from
them, in various occurrences, for his own advantage and that, of his friends, against

the Spaniards themselves. {Disi)accio in Siri.)

a Edictum Regium in Juvcncius, p. V. lib. XIT. n. 59. In Juvencius one finds

all that was said in favour of the Jesuits, and on the contrary all that was said

against them in the Historia Jesuitica of Ludovicus Lucius, Basilctc 1G27, lib. II.

c. II. Neither the one nor the other gives the determining principles, but they are

hinted more plainly by the author that defends than by tlic one that accu.s&s them.

I. 4 F
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a risk at a time when the Jesuits were the chief apostles of the

faith throughout the world, to break with them about au article

of faith, and they really were already making a show of even

demanding a council. The pope is said to have exclaimed;
''* they dare every thing, every thing."^ The French likewise

took too decided a part. Henry IV. was for them; whether,

which may certainly have been the case, that theii mode of view-

ing things recommended itself to his understanding, or that he

thouo'lit it better to make common cause with the order which

was conducting the war with protestantism, the better to place

his orthodoxy beyond doubt. Cardinal du Perron took part in

the congregations and supported the Jesuit party with a well-

directed zeal. He told the pope that even a protestaut might

subscribe the doctrines of the Dominicans, and his doing so may
very possibly have made an impression on the pontiff.

The contest of rivalry betwixt Spain and France, which agi-

tated the world, mingled in these contentions also. The Domi-

nicans found quite as much protection from the Spaniards as

the Jesuits did from the French."

1 Sony 271. Contarini too asserts that tlicy used threats. " Portata la dis-

putatione a Roma ventilata tra theologi, il papa e la maggior parte de' consultori

inclinavano nell'opinione di Doraenicani. Ma li Gesuiti, vedendosi in pericolo di

cader da quel credito per il quale pretendono d'haver il priraoluoco di dottrina nella

ehiesa catoliea, erano resoluti di mover ogni machina per noii ricever il colpo."

—

[The dispute being carried to Rome and discussed among the divines, the jwpe and
the greater number of the persons consulted, inclined to the opinion of the Domini-
cans. But the Jesuits, seeing themselves in danger of falling from the credit by
which they pretended to hold the first place in point of doctrine, in the catholic

church, were resolved to put every machine in motion to prevent their being found

in fault.] The doctrine which they held out as a threat, according to Contarini,

was this; that the pop"? no doubt is infallible, but that it is no article of faith to

hold this or the other pope to be the true one.* " La potenza di questi e I'autorita

di chi li proteggeva era tanta die ogni cosa era dissimulata e si mostrava di non
sentirlo e sopra diffinire della controvereia si andava temporeggiando per non tirarsi

adosso carica maggiore."—[The power of these (Jesuits) and the authority of him
that protected them, wei-e such that every thing was dissembled, and a dislike was
shown to the whole matter, and when the controversy came to be decided, one went
on temporising to avoid bringing upon himself too great a charge.] (The reader

will remark how awkwardly Contarini avoids direct mention of the pope, in accus-

ing him of temporising, &c. Tr.)

a Main facts in du Perron : Ambassades ct negotiations liv. IIT. tom. II. ]>. 839.

Lettre du 23 Janv. 1G06 :
" Les Espagnols font profession ouvertement de proteger

les Jacobins (the Dominicans) en haine, comme je croy, de raft'ection que le pcre
general des J6suites et presquc tous ceux de son ordre, excepto ceux qui dependent
des jiores Mendozze et Personius, comme partieuliorenient les Jesuitcs Anglois. ont

inonstrc' do porter a vostre Majest6 : et semble que d'unc dispute dc religion ils en
veuiilent faire unc querello d'estat."—[The Spaniards ojienly profess to protect

• This wnH, imli'otl, a desperate resource, for it involves tlic nrlniission that the gr.iiul Ixast of a living iiifLllibls

authority, employed so often nnd so artfully to seduce the weak and ignorant, after all amounts to nothing, ay uo on»

can he assured that the ci 'sting pope is the true one. Tji.
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Hence, too, it happened that Clement VIII., in point of fact,

came to no decision. It would have involved him in new em-

barrassments, to oii'end either the one or the other of two such

influential orders, and two such powerful monarchs.

POLITICAL POSITIOX OF CLEMENT VIII.

Generally speaking, it was now one of the principal objects

of consideration with the papal see, to estrange from itself

neither the one nor the other of the two powers on which the

equipoise of the Roman catholic world reposed ; to settle the con-

tentions that might arise betwixt them, never, at least, to allow

them to break out into a Avar; in fine, to preserve its influence

over both.

Here the popedom appears to us as pursuing its most com-

mendable vocation, as a mediating and pacificating power.^

The world had chiefly to thank Clement VIII. for the peace

of Vervins, 2d May, 1598. He seized the happy moment, when

the disordered state of his finances made it necessary for the

king of France, and the feebleness of his advancing old age

urged the king of Spain, to think of an accommodation. He
suggested the preliminaries ; from him proceeded the first over-

tures. Fra Bonaventura Calatagirona, the general of the Fran-

ciscans, whom he had happily selected for this affair, and sent

to France, removed the first and greatest difficulties. The

Spaniards were in possession of a number of places in France;

these they were ready to restore, with the exception, however,

of Calais ; the French stood out for the restoration of Calais also

;

it was Fra Calatagirona that induced the Spaniards to agree to

the Jacobins (Dominicans) in hatred, I believe, of the afleetion which the ftvther

general of the Jesuits, and almost all the members of that order, except ing those

who depend on Fathers Mendozze and Pei-son, as particularly the Knglish Jesuits,

have showni that they bear to your Majesty ; and it would a])pear that from a reli-

gious dispute they would turn it into a state quarrel.] It is evident throughout,

that the Jesuits, to a very small fraction, now passed for being the partisans of

France. We find in Seny, p. 440, that the Dominicans were at that time excluded

from the French court: " Pr;vdicatores tum temporis in Gallia minus accepti et

a publicis curia? muncriljus nuper amoti."— [The preachers at that time were not so

acceptable in France, and had lately been removed from othces connected with the

court.]

A A mediating and ]>acificating power, only, it will be observed, among nations

that owned that supremacy, which it blasphemously usurped, as standing in the

place of God, but the grand prompter to exterminating wars and j)ersecutions, against

all nations and people that disowned that usurpation. A commendable vocation

indeed ! Tk.
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this. Only then were the negotiations at Vervins formally

opened. A legate and a nuncio presided at them ; the general of

the Franciscans proceeded to mediate with the utmost ability

and skill, in which, too, his secretary, Soto, acquired no insigni-

ficant merit. The chief matter was, that the king of France

came to the resolution of separating from his allies, England and

Holland. This came to be considered as a direct advantage to Eo-

man Catholicism, inasmuch as thereby Henry IV.'s secession from

the protestant system seemed to be rendered complete. After

long delays Henry consented to take this step, whereupon the

Spaniards virtually restored all their conquests. In regard to

the places possessed by the two parties, matters were restored to

the footin<r of 1559. The lec-ate declared that his holiness

would experience more satisfaction from this than even from the

occupation of Ferrara; that a peace which embraced and pacifi-

cated all Christendom, was of far more consequence than that

secular acquisition.^

In this peace one point alone was left unsettled, the dispute,

namely, between Savoy and France. The duke of Savoy, as we

had occasion to notice, had taken violent possession of Saluzzo,

and would not consent to give it up again, until at last, after

much unavailing negotiation, Henry attacked him with open

force. It was of the utmost importance to the pope, to whose

mediation, moreover, this matter had been expressly committed

at Vervins, that peace should be restored betwixt them. He
urged this on all occasions, and at every audience; and as often

as the king caused assurances of his devotedness to be given

him, he demanded this peace as a proof thereof, as a gratifica-

tion which he insisted should be given him. The only difficulty

lay in the consideration, that the restoring of Saluzzo seemed

prejudicial to the general interests of Italy. That the French

should possess a territory in that country, was viewed with no

good will. The first person to suggest a plan for obviating this

difficulty was, in so far as I can discover, that same minorite

friar Calatagiroua, who proposed that Saluzzo should remain in

I At the end of the edition of the Menioires of Angoxilome, jmblislicd by Didot

in 1756, tliei'e is to be found, I. 131-303, under the title of Autres Mc-moires, ;i full

aeeount of the negotiation at Vervins, remarkable for its accuracy and impartiality,

and from it, accordingly, the notices here communicated have been taken ; the

last p. 337
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the possession of the duke, and that France should be indemnified

with Bresse and some of the adjacent Savoyard districts.^ The
merit acquired by Cardinal Aldobraudino at Lyons in 1600, con-

sisting in his making this suggestion the basis of an actual set-

tlement of the dispute. For this he received the thanks even

of the French. Lyons thereby obtained, what she had long

desired, a wider extension of her frontier.^

In the midst of such propitious circumstances. Pope Clement

sometimes thought of directing the Roman catholic world, now
united under his authority, against its old hereditary enemy.

The Tui'kish war had again broken out in Hungary; even at

that time people thought they could perceive that the Osman
empire was becoming weaker and weaker from day to day: the

personal inefficiency of the sultan ; the influence of the seraglio

;

insurrections perpetually repeated, particularly in Asia, seemed

all to suggest the possibility of effecting something against it.

The pope did not, at least, allow anything to be wanting on his

part. In L599, the sum that he had applied to the expenses of

this war, had already amounted to a million and a half of scudi.

Soon after we find a papal army of 12,000 men on the Danube.

But how much more important were the results that were to

be looked for, could the powers of the western world be combined

to any extent in an oriental enterprise, and if in particular, Henry
IV. resolved to join his might to that of Austria. The pope

omitted nothing that could animate him to this step. And in

fact, immediately after the peace of Vervins, Henry wrote to

the Venetians, that he hoped soon to embark on board ship at

Venice, as the French had done in days of yore, on an expedi-

tion against Constantinople. This pi-omise he repeated on the

conclusion of the peace with Savoy. But the execution of such

a project certainly required to be preceded by a more cordial

m.utual understanding, than could have been attained so soon

after such violent collisions.^

Much rather did the opposition and rivalry still subsisting

between the two chief powers, more than once come in aid of the

1 Ossat to Villcroy, 25 Marcli, 1559.

3 Bcntivoglio in the princii)al section of the second book of his Memoric (c. 2—c. G.)

fully details these negotiations.

» Lettre du roy [Letter of the King] in the appendix to the second voliuue of
Ossat's letters, p. 11.
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papal see in its own proper concerns. Pope Clement himself

bad once more occasion to take advantage of those feelings, even

in the affairs of the states of the church.

Amid so many splendid undertakings, and so much external

progress, Clement likewise exercised in his own court, and his

own state, a severe and highly monarchical authority.

The new constitution which the college of cardinals had re-

ceived from Sixtus V., appeared at first, to that body, as sure

to procure for it a very fair influence on public affairs. Never-

theless, forms and substance are different things, and the direct

opposite followed. The "processual" order of business, the

immobility to which a deliberative assembly is condemned,

chiefly in consequence of the conflicting opinions that are

commonly found in it, made it impossible for Clement VITI.

to intrust important aftairs to the congregations. At first

he continued to consult them, yet even then he would often de-

part from their decisions. He afterwards communicated the

cases to them, for the first time, shortly before the close of their

meetings. The consistories served rather for the pui'pose of

publication than of consultation. At last, he left them nothing

to attend to but matters of subordinate interest nr mere

formalities.^

No doubt there was a certain necessity for acting thus, in-

volved in the new turn which Clement had given to the policy

of the Roman court. But there was also in this a personal bias

to despotism. The government of the country was administered

in the same spirit; new taxes were announced without any one

being consulted; the revenues of the communes were placed

under special inspection; the barons were subjected to the

1 Delfino : " Ora li consistorj non servono per altro die per comunicavc in essi la

collation delle chiese e per publicav Ic resolutioni d' ogni qualita (atte dal papa : e

le congregationi, da quolla dell' inquisitione in poi, clie si e pnr conservata in qiial-

cho decoro e si riduce ogni settimana, tntte le altre, anche qneUo che sono dc' regolari

c de' vescovi, sono in sola apparcnza : jjcrche se bene risolvono ad un modo, il papa cse-

guisce ad un altro e nolle cose piOi iinportanti, come nel dar ajiito a prineipi, di

spcdir legati, dichiarar capi."—[The consistories now serve for nothing hut the

communication in them, of the collations of the churchos. and for ]nil)lishing the re-

solutions of all kinds that are taken by the pope : and all the other congregations,

from that of the inquisition, which has, indeed, preserved itself in some decorum,
and assembles weekly, altliough they be composed of regular clergy and bishops, are

congregations in appearance only ; tor though tliey may pass resolutions in one Avay,

the pope executes matters in another, and that in affairs of the most importance,

such as rendering assistance to crowned heads, dispatching anibassadors, and giving

them their leading instructions.]
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strictest police ; no regard was any longer paid to high descent

or vested rights.

As long as the pope conducted all public affairs in person,

matters went on well enough. The cardinals at last, although

it be true that they did not express all they thought, were con-

tented to look on with amazement and submission.

But as the pope gradually advanced in years, the possession,

the exercise at least, of this monarchical power, came into the

hands of the papal nephew, Peter Aldobrandino. He was the

son of that Peter Aldobrandino who had distinguished himself

among his brothers by his practice as a jurist. He promised

little at first sight, being of mean appearance, marked with the

small-pox, afflicted with asthma, coughing incessantly, and he

had not, even in his younger days, made much proficiency in

study. But no sooner did his uncle take him into the manage-

ment of affairs, than he displayed an adroitness, and a versatility,

such as nobody had expected. Not only did he know how to

accommodate himself admirably to the pope's natural disposition,

to supplement him, so to speak, to temper his severity, and to

make the weaknesses that gradually appeared in him, less ob-

servable, and harmless;'' he likewise acquired the confidence

of the foreign ambassadors, and gave them so much satisfaction,

that they, one and all, desired to see affairs committed to his

management. These he had originally to share with his kins-

man Cinthio, who, also, was not unendowed with talent, espe-

cially for litei'ature, but he very soon supplanted this partner.

In 1603, we find the cardinal all powerful at court. "The whole

of the negotiations," says an account of that year, "all favours

and graces depend on him; prelates, noblemen, courtiers, and

ambassadors, fill his house. It may be said, that every thing

passes through his ear, that every thing depends on his approval;

from his mouth comes the opening of a case, and in his hands

lies the execution of what is to be done."'"*

1 Relatione al C Este. "Dove il papa inasprisce, Aldohi-andino niitiga: dove
ronipc, consolida : dove commandagiustitia, intercede per gratia."—[Where the pojto

gets exasperated, Aldobrandino softens him ; where the one causes riij)tures, tlie

other consolidates; where the one orders justice to take its course, the other inter-

cedes for mercy.

2 Orbis in urbc. Yet licre, too, wo find secret powers. "Ila divei-si servltori,"

snys the same account, "ma quel clie assorlie i favori di tutti, o il cav"" (.'lomentc

Scnncsio, mastro di caniera, salito a quel grade di privatissima fortuna, e clic [ler

ampliar maggiormente la sua autorita ha i'atto salirc il Iratollo al segrctariato della
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Sucli an authority, so unbounded, so decisive, and therewithal

in no wise legitimate, notwithstanding the friends it might pro-

cure, aroused in others a secret, profound, and general opposi-

tion. This broke out unexpectedly on a trifling occasion.

A person who had been confined for his offences, contrived to

break his fetters at a convenient juncture, and sprang into the

Farnese palace, past which the officers were at the moment

leading him.

The popes had long desired altogether to abolish the privilege

claimed by the leading families, of giving an asylum in their

houses to criminals. Cardinal Farnese, although connected with

the pope by the marriage of an Aldobrandino into the house of

Farnese, again gave effect to this privilege. He caused the

police officers, who attempted to look for their prisoner in the

palace, to be forcibly driven out of it. He told the governor,

who had made his appearance on the occasion, that it was not

the custom with his family to deliver up accused persons, and

spoke contemptuously to Cardinal Aldobrandino, who, in his

anxiety to prevent public attention being drawn to the matter,

had appeared in his own person for the purpose of settling it

quietly; he bade the cardinal remember, that after the pope's

death, which was to be expected soon, a Farnese would be a

person of greater consequence than an Aldobrandino.

What had encouraged him to indulge in such spiteful beha-

viour, was mainly his alliance with the Spaniards. It had

been concluded from the renunciation of Saluzzo by Henry IV.,

an act which in Rome was thought rather pusillanimous, that

that monarch had no wish to meddle with Italian affairs ; after

that the Spaniards again commanded more respect, and as the

Aldobrandini evidently manifested so strong a leaning towards

France, their opponents accordingly attached themselves to

Spain. The Spanish ambassador, Viglienna, gave his entire

approval to Farnese"'s procedure,^

consulta: cosi possedendo tra lor due la soraina, I'lino dclla fprnt'\a dol cardinale,

I'altro della provisione d' offiej e dolle niaggiori espeditioni."—[He has various per-

sons in his sen-ice, but he that absorbs tlie favours of all, is the cavalier Clement

Sennesio, master of the chamber, who has risen to that grade from a most private

fortune, and who, still farther to augment his authority, has raised his brother to the

secretaryship of the consulta; thus possessing between them the wjiole, the one of

the favour of the cardinal, and the other of the providing for the offices and the

greater expeditions.]

1 Contarini, Ilistoria Veneta, tom. ITI., lib. 13, MS., among all the historians
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What more was wanted to produce an explosion of the dis-

content of the Roman nobility than the support of a foreign

power, and the protection of a great family? Knights and nobles

flocked to the Farnese palace. Some cardinals openly joined

them ; others gave them secret favour.^ All exclaimed, that the

pope and the church must be delivered from the thraldom of

Cardinal Aldobrandino. On the pope sending for troops to

Rome, the Spanish ambassador advised the associated malcon-

tents, to whom he even promised rewards, to call thither, like-

wise, some armed bands that had appeared just at the time on

the Neapolitan frontier. An open feud, of a like kind with

those of the preceding centuries, was nearly breaking out in

Rome.

But the cardinal liad no desire that matters should be carried

so far. It was enough for him to make a display of his inde-

pendence, of his power, and of the possibility of resistance. He
resolved to withdraw to Castro, which was his own property.

This he did with great pomp. Having secured one of the gates,

he had it guarded with soldiers, and then left the city with a

convoy of ten carriages and three hundred horses. And by

this step he had in fact gained every thing; all this refractori-

ness passed away; a formal negotiation was brought about; it

was made to appear as if the whole affair were the governor's

concern, and a reconciliation was arranged between him and the

Farnese family. The cardinal then returned in no less splen-

dour than he had gone away. All the streets, windows, and

roofs were full of people, and never had the Farneses at the

(- f that period the most copious and the most credible in regard to this matter

:

" Viglienna mand6 ordine a tutti i baroni c cavalieri Romani obligati alia corona
che per scrvitio del re fossero immediate nella casa del cardinal Farnese."—[Vig-

lienna gave orders to all the Roman barons and knights that were engaged to the

crown, that as a piece of service to the king, they should immediately repair to the

house of Cardinal Farnese.]

1 Contarini : "Diede grand' assenso all fatto la venuta de' cardinal! Sfondrato o

Santiquatro, che niente mirarono trattandosi di Spagna al debito do' cardinali verso

il papa: ed a quest! , che apertamentc si dichiaravano, diversi altri in occulto ad-

herlvano, tra quali il C Conti. - - Ma il popolo, la plebe senza nome, sempre avida

di cangiar state, favoriva al cardinalc, e per le piazze, per le slradc a gran catcrvc

applaudevano al partito di lui."—[Wliat gave much assent to what was done, was
the arrival of the cardinals Sfondrato and Santiquatro, who carae with no particular

object, talking alxmt Spain, in favour of the cardinals against the pope; and to

these, who openly declared tlicmselvcs, various otlicrs a<llierod in secret, among
whom was Cardinal Conti. - - But the people, tJienamek'ss populace, alw;iys eager

to change their condition, favoured the cardinal, and in the public places, and the

streets, in great crowds, ap[ilauded him at his going away.]

i. 1. (i
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time when they were in power, been received with such pomp,

nor been greeted with such loud acclamations.^

But while Cardinal Peter Aldobrandino allowed all this to

take place, we must not suppose that it arose from weakness or

forced compliancy. The Farneses were, after all, nearly con-

nected with the papal family; hence he would have done him-

self no good by repelling conciliatory overtures ; but, first of all,

it was necessary to remove the evil at its source which lay in

political circumstances. No change of system could be expected

from the Spaniards, not even the recall of so untoward an am-

bassador; Aldobrandino's sole prospect of helping himself was

to be found in his inducing Henry IV. to take a warmer inter-

est in the afiairs of Italy.

It was refreshing to him, says his enemies, " as a cool gentle

breeze on a hot day," when in December 1604 three French

cardinals, all distinguished men, all at once made their appear-

ance. Again it became possible to form a French party in

Rome. They were joyfully received. Signora Olympia, the

cardinaPs sister, told the newly arrived strangers a thousand

times, that her family would unconditionally commit themselves

to the protection of France. Baronius maintained that he had

learned while composing his history, that the Romish see had

been indebted to no other nation so much as to the French, and

on seeing a likeness of the king he burst out into an exclamation

of joy. He endeavoured to inform himself whether after the

loss of Saluzzo, no other pass through the Alps remained in the

hands of the French. But this Baronius was not only an his-

torian, he was also father confessor to the pope, and saw him

every day. The pope and Aldobrandino were on their guard,

and did not allow themselves to speak out thus unreservedly.

But it seemed to signify quite as much when his nearest de-

pendents did so; they appeared only to repeat the opinions of

their superiors. As Henry now resolved to pay pensions, ho

1 Contarini :
" S'invl6 in Roma entrando in gnisa trionfanto con clamori popolari

clie andavano al ciclo, incontrato in fonna di re dall' ambasciator di Cesarc, di

Spagna, dalli cardinal! Sfondrato, Santiquatro, San Ccsareo c Conti, dal gcnei*al

Georgio sno cognate, tutta la cavalleria c tntte Ic guardie del papa, confluendo li

cavalieri cbaroni."—[lie directed his way to Rome, entering in a triurajdiant man-
ner, with the shouts of the people rising to heaven, mot with regal formalities by
the imperial and the Spanish ambassadors, by the cardinals Sfondrato, San t'esai-eo,

and Conti, by General Georgio, his brother-in-law, all the papal cavalry and guards,

and the knights and nobles flocking to meet him.]
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soon had a party which served as a counterpoise to the Span-

ish.

But Aldobrandino's views extended much further. Often did

he represent to the Venetian ambassadors and cardinals, the

necessity of setting bounds to the arrogance of the Spaniards.

Was it to be borne that they should give their commands in

another man's house in contempt of its owner ?^ It is true it

was dangerous for one who was shortly to return to a private

condition, to incur the dislike of that power, yet from respect to

his own honour, he could not submit to the popedom losing in

point of reputation under his uncle. Enough ; he proposed to

the Venetians that the Italian states should form themselves

into a league, under the protection of France.

Already too had he entered into negotiations with the other

powers. He had no liking for Tuscany, with Modena he had

been engaged in continual contentions, Parma was involved in

the commercial affairs of Cardinal Farnese; but he seemed to

forget every thing in his eagerness to be revenged on Spain. To
this object he passionately devoted himself, spoke of nothing

else, seemed incapable of thinking of any thing else. In order

to place himself nearer the states with which he wished to be in

league, he repaired early in 1605 to Ancona.

He had accomplished nothing, however, when his uncle died,

on the 5th of March that same year, and with that event his

power came to an end.

Meanwhile this stir in people's minds, this assiduity in reviv-

ing French influence in Rome and Italy, proved also of much

importance. It indicated a bias in the policy of the Aldobran-

dini, considered as a whole.

We do not, I apprehend, go too far, when led by it to recall

the original position of that family in Florence. It had all along

belonged to the French party ; Messire Salvestra had taken a

prominent part in the insurrection of the year 1527, in which

the Medici were expelled and the French called in. For that

he had to atone accordingly, when his opponents, the Spaniards

and the Medici, held the place, and had to leave his native

country. How could Pope Clement forget this ; how could he

1 Du Perron au roi 25 Janv. 1605.—[Du Perron to the king, 25 January

1G05.] (Ambass. I. 509.)
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hiivG any liking for the Spaniards and the Medici? He was

naturally close and reserved ; it was at times only that he dis-

closed his thoughts to those whom he trusted ; then indeed would

he repeat the saying; " Ask thy predecessors and they will point

out to thee thy way."^ It is certain that he once contemplated

reforming the state of Florence, as he expressed it. His leaning

towards France was manifest; he found the popedom in the

closest alliance with Spain ; he brought it almost into an alliance

with France against Spain. Granting that the church was in-

terested in the restoration of a national power in France, still it

was likewise a case of natural inclination and personal satisfac-

tion. Nevertheless this pope was discreet, prudent, cautious

;

he attempted nothing but what could be carried through. In-

stead of reforming Florence, he reformed, as a Venetian says,

his own thoughts, on perceiving that it could not be attempted

without general danger.^ He never had a thought of sending

for the arms of France into Italy. It was enough for him to

restore the balance ; to shake himself loose from the preponder-

ance of Spain; to give a broader basis to the policy of the

church ; and this in a peaceful way, gradually, without any viol-

ent disturbance; yet all the more surely.

ELECTION AND FIRST MEASURES OP PAUL V.

In the next conclave the influence of the French was at once

visible. Aldobrandino had coalesced with them. They became

irresistibly united; and elevated to the papal dignity a cardinal

whom the king of Spain had expressly excluded, a Medici, and

a near kinsman to the queen of France. The letters in wdiich

Du Perron informs Henry IV., of this unlooked-for result, are

full of expressions of rejoicing ; and in Finance it was celebrated

1 Dclfino :
" La poca inclinationo clic per natura c per hcrecUta ha il papa a

Spagnoli."—[The httle inclination the jjope had towards the Spaniards, both from

natural disposition and from hereditary causes.]

a Venier :
" Vedendo Ic prcparazioni e risolutioni di V"^ S" et anco del granduca

e che la nostra i'e])ublica s'era dichiarata col mandar un ambasciatore csjircsso per

questo negotio a S. S", conoscendo ella che si sai-ebbe acceso un gran fuoeo in Italia

e con pericolo di gravissimo incendio della chiesa, in luogo di tentar la rlforma dello

state di Firenze riformo i siioi pcnsieri."—[Seeing the stops taken and the resolu-

tions made by your Holiness, and also by the grand duke, and that our republic had
declared itself, besides sending an ambassador expressly on this atlair to his Holi-

ness, he (the pope) acknowledging that it would lead to the kindling of a great flamo

in Italy, with the risk of the most grievous conflagration in the church, instead of

attempting the reform of the state of Florence, he ivibnned his own thoughts.]
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with public festivities.^ But this success was of short duration.

Leo XL, as the new pope called himself, survived his election

only twenty-six days. It was asserted that the thought of his

dignity, 9,nd a sense of the difficulties attendant on his office, had

quite overwhelmed his vital powers, these being already enfeebled

by age.

Upon this the bustle of an election contest was renewed with

all the greater eagerness, as Aldobrandino was now no longer so

strictly allied with the French. Montalto powerfully confronted

him, A contest of rivalry began, as at previous elections, be-

twixt the creatures of the last and an earlier pope. Each at

times, surrounded with his trusty adherents, would conduct the

man of his choice to this or the other chapel; there they would

directly confront each other; attempts were made now with the

one, now with the other candidate; even Baronius, although he

resisted with his hands and feet, was on one occasion conducted

to the Capella Paolina; but on every occasion the opposition

showed itself too strong to admit of carrying the election of any

of the candidates. Li the case of the papal elections, as in that

of other promotions, the result came gradually to depend more

and more on who had the fewest enemies, than on who had most

desert.

Aldobrandino, at last, cast his eyes on a man among those who

had been advanced by his uncle, and who had contrived at once

to gain for himself general acceptability, and to avoid dangerous

enmities; this was Cardinal Borghese. In his favour he suc-

ceeded in gaining the good will of the French, who had already

effected a mutual approach between Montalto and Aldobrandino.

Montalto likewise acquiesced, and Borghese was elected before

1 " Ilistoirc de la Vio dc Messire Philippe de Momay Seigneur du Plessis, j).

305. Cc pape de la niaison des Medicis, (lit Leon XL, qui avoit coust6 au roy

300,000 eseus a laire, en la favcur duqucl il faisoit grand fondemont, ct ]H>\ir I'elec-

tion duquel par un exeniplo nouveau fureiit faits feux de joye ct tir6 ]e canon en

France, qui v6scut pou de joui-s ct ne laissa au roi que le reproclic par les Espagnols

d'unc largesse si mal emjiloyde et le doute dc rencontrcr une succession, conime 11

advint, plus iavorable a I'Espagnol."—[History of tiie Life of Messire Philip de

Mornay du Plessis, p. 305. Tliis pope of the iioiiso of the Aledici, called Leo XT ,

who had cost the king 300,000 crowns to make him ))oi>e, on whose favour he had
founded great ex])ectations, and for whose election, contrary to all former precedent,

there were feux de joye and salvos of artillery in h^ance, who lived hut a fc^^' days

and left nothing to the king but the reproach from the Spaniards, of having niado

such an ill use of his lil)crality and doubts ol' meeting a succession, as really haji-

jiened, more favourable to Spain.]
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the Spaniards could so much as hear that he had been proposed.^

This took place on the Ifclth of May, 1605.

Thus, this time also, we find it here hold true that the ne-

phew of the last pope gave the turn of the scale that determined

the election of the new one. The Borgheses moreover were, as

an expatriated family, in a similar position with the Aldobran-

dini. As the latter had abandoned Florence, so had the former

Siena, to avoid being subjected to the sway of the Medici. So
much the more did the new government seem likely to become
a consistent continuation of that which preceded it.

Meanwhile Paul V. immediately manifested a peculiarly rug-

ged natural disposition.

From the rank of an advocate he had risen throusfh all the

gradations of ecclesiastical dignities;^ vice-legate in Bologna,

auditor of the exchequer, vicar of the pope and inquisitor, all

these he had been. He had lived quietly in the midst of his

books and documents, and had mingled in no sort of political

affairs, to which very circumstance he owed his having passed

his life thus far without any particular enmities. No party

could regard him as an opponent, neither Aldobrandino nor

Montalto, neither the French nor the Spanish, This conse-

quently was the peculiarity which helped him on to the tiara.

He, however, understood that incident otherwise. His at-

taining to the popedom without having done any thing on his

part, without practising any clever devices, seemed to him to

proceed from a direct intervention of the Holy Ghost. He felt

that he was thus raised above himself. The change that took

place in his behaviour and general bearing, in his looks and the

tone of his discourse, threw even that court into amazement,

accustomed as it was to alternations of every kind. But he felt

himself at the same time laid under the obligations of duty.

1 Tet it may have possibly happened that Montalto and Aldobrandino first camo
to a mutual understanding with i-espect to Borghese. Conclave di Paolo V. p. 370,
says of both :

" Dopo d'havcr proposti molti, elessero Borgliese, aniico di Montalto e
creatura confideiite di Aldobrandino."—[After having proposed many, they elected
Borghese, the friend of Montalto and the trusty creature of Aklobrandino.]

2 Relatione di IV. ambasciatori raandati a Roma 15 Genn. 1G05 m. V. i. e.

1606. " II padre Camillo non volendo piii habitare Siena cadutadella liberta, se ne
ando a Roma. Di buono s])irito, d'ingcgno acuto, riiLsci nella professiono d'avvocato.
- - 11 papa non vuol esse Sanese ma Romano."—[His futher Camillo not wishing
any longer to inhabit Siena, when it had fallen from its liberty, went to liorae.

Endowed with a fine spirit and an acute genius, he succeeded in the profossion of
an advocate. - - The jjopc does not wish to be a Sienese but a Roman.]
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With the same inflexibility wherewith he had observed the let-

ter of the law in his previous offices, he now resolved to conduct

the administration of the highest dignity.

Other popes used to signalize their enthronement with acts of

mercy. Paul IV. began with a judicial sentence, the thought

of which makes one shudder to this day.

A certain poor author, a Cremona man by birth, called Picci-

nardi, had, I know not from Avhat pique, employed himself in his

solitude in drawing up a biography of Clement VIIL, in which

he compared that pope to Tiberius, little similarity as there

might be found between these sovereign heads. This rare work

he not only never had printed, but had kept it wholly to himself,

and may be said to have communicated it to nobody; a woman

whom he had formerly had in his house, informed against him.

Paul V. expressed himself on the subject at first very calmly,

and seemed to care so much the less about it, in as much as in-

fluential persons, and even ambassadors, interceded for the oflen-

der. How then were people astonished when Piccinardi was one

day beheaded on the Angel bridge. Whatever might have been

said in the way of exculpation, still he had committed the crime

of leze-majesty to which the law had affixed that punishment.

With a pope like Paul there was no mercy; the very chattels

of the poor man were confiscated.^

At court this pope renewed without delay the regulations of

the council of Trent on the subject of residence. He declared

it to be a mortal sin for a man to live at a distance from his

bishopric and yet to enjoy the fruits of it. From this he did

not except the cardinals; nor would he allow appointments in

the administration to be any excuse. Many in fact returned to

their sees ; others only prayed for some delay." Others still, to

avoid the necessity of leaving Rome and yet escape being charged

with neglect of duty, tendered their resignations.

1 Some ambassadors relate this incident. " Si congcttura," they add, " fonda-

tamente clie abbi ad esser il pontefice scvero e rigorosissimo et inexorabilc in fatto

di giustitia."—[It may be conjectured that at bottom he is likely to be a most se-

vere and rigorous and inexorable pope in point of justice.]

a Du Perron a Villeroy 17th May ICOG. " Le pape ayant fait entendre ces

jours pass6z que sa volonte t'stoit (jue tous les cardinaux qui avoicnt des uvt'scli6z y
allassent ou bicn les resignassont on y missent des coadjutcurs, - - j'ay pcnse - - .

—[The pope having given it to be understood some days past that it was his desire

that all cardinals having bishoprics should go to tliem, or should resign them, or

should place coadjutors in them, - - I have thought - - .]
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But what seemed most doubtful in its probable results was,

that in the course of his canon-law studies he had imbued his

mind with an exorbitant idea of the popedom. The doctrines of

the pope being sole vicar of Jesus Christ, of the power of the

keys being entrusted to his judgment, and of his being entitled

to the meek reverence of all nations and princes, he wished to

maintain in their full significancy.'^ He would say that he had

been elevated to that see, not by man, but by the divine Spirit,

and with the obligation attached to it of taking care of the

church's immunities and the rights of God ; that he was- bound

in conscience to strain his utmost efTorts to free the church from

usurpation and violence ; that he would rather stake his life than

be called to account one day for neglect of duty, when he must

appear before the throne of God.

With the strict precision of a jurist he held the claims of the

church to be its rights; and regarded it as his bounden duty, to

revive and to give effect to them in all their vigour.

DISSENSIONS WITH VENICE.

Since the papal government had recovered its position as the

antagonist of protestantism, and had revived those ideas on which

the hierarchy, generally speaking, is founded, it availed itself

anew of all its canonical prerogatives, with relation to the inter-

nal affairs ofRoman catholic states. Whilst the church overcame

her opponents, she at the same time increased her authority

over her adherents.

After the bishops had been laid under the bonds of strict

subordination, after the monkish orders had been intimately

linked with the curia, after all acts of reform had been carried

through in the principle of, at the same time, promoting the

supreme power of the pope, regular nunciaturas were established

everywhere in the capital cities of Europe, each of which offices,

together with the authority of an embassy, combined in itself

the jurisdictional rights of a most influential power, giving it

1 Relatione do IV aiubasciatori: " Conoscemlo il pontefice prcsento sua grandezza
spirituale, o quanto se lo dobba da tutti li pojioli christiani attribuirdi ossequio e di

ohodionza. non ecccttuaudo qualsivoglia grandissinio priucipc."'—[Reports of the IV.

.'iiiilinssaddrs: The present pontiff being aware of Ids spiritual greatness, and liow

nuicli deference and obedience ought to bo shown to liini by all the Clu'istian na-
tions, not excepting any, the greatest prince whomsoever.]
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scope for materially influencing the most important relations of

private life, and of the state.

Even in quarters where the church was again on a friendly

footing with the state, and where both were united in opposing

the progress of protestant views, this circumstance, nevertheless,

led very soon to disagreeable misunderstandings.

Just then, as at the present day, the Roman court was par-

ticularly concerned about maintaining its pretensions in Italy

in all their integrity. Hence we find the Italian states per-

petually involved in misunderstandings with the ecclesiastical

government. The ancient controversies between state and

church had never been set at rest, either in general by any one

settled principle, or in particular instances by treaties and

agreements. The popes even were not always consistent with

one another. Pius V. and Gregory XIII. in the first half of

his administration at least, had pertinaciously insisted on their

claims; Sixtus V., in individual cases, was far more remiss.

The states and their deputies endeavoured to come off" without

disadvantage at unpropitious conjunctures, and to take the utmost

advantage of favourable ones; a system which could not alto-

gether prove unavailing, for the personal leanings of popes are

transitory and subject to change, whereas the interests of states

are permanent. At all events, the questions which had to be

decided thereby, became far less objects of the canon law, and

of judicial investigation, than of policy, and mutual demand and

acquiescence.

Pope Paul Y., nevertheless, once more understood his pre-

tensions to bo fully sanctioned by law; he held the canonical

regulations of the decretals to be God's laws; he ascribed it to

no internal necessity of the case, but to personal remissness, if

his predecessors had remitted or overlooked anything, and held

that he was called upon to make good these omissions. Soon

after his enthronement we find him, in consequence of this, in-

volved in bitter contentions with all his Italian neighbours.

In Naples, the regent Ponte, president of the royal council,

had condemned to the galleys a church notary, by whom the

evidence in a marriage case had been refused to the civil court,

and a bookseller who, in defiance of a royal injunction, had

given circulation to a book of Baronius's against the Sicilian

I. 4 H
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monarchy; a monitorium of Clement VIII. agamst this had

been allowed to remain without any effect. Pope Paul V. did

not delay a moment in pronouncing the excommunication.'^

The duke of Savoy had given away some benefices, the pa-

tronage of which was claimed by the Koman court; Genoa had

forbidden the meetino:s of certain associations that had been

held with the Jesuits, on account of their having been made use

of as a means of determining election to offices ; Lucca, as a

general rule, had altogether interdicted the execution of the de-

crees of the papal functionaries, without their being first ap-

proved by the native magistracy; finally, in Venice, some of

the clergy who had been guilty of serious offences, had been put

on trial before the civil courts. The general prevalence of this

opposition to the ecclesiastical government, instantly inflamed

the pope's official zeal and indignation. In all quarters he threw

himself among the offending parties with severe orders and

threats. Nay, at this very moment, he even extended the

claims of ecclesiastical authority as they had existed till now.

Among other things he said what had never been heard of: that

it was no part of the state's business to forbid its subjects to

hold intercourse with protestants; tliat that was an affair of the

church, and belonged exclusively to the ecclesiastical jurisdiction.

Most of the Italian states regarded these measures as extra-

vagancies, Avhich farther experience would cause to be abandoned

of themselves. None wished to take the lead in breaking with

the pope. The grand duke of Tuscany declared, that he had

matters in hand which must confound the pope, but he wished

to keep them back: that Paul V. was a man who judged of the

world as he would of one of the towns belonging to the church's

territories, where every thing was done according to the letter

of the law;^ in this respect there must soon be a change: tbat

the Spaniards would find themselves caught, and Avould either

be let free of their own accord, or tear the net: that people must

1 Lea ambassades du cardinal du Perron, TI. 683, 736.

2 Relatione di IV ambaseiatori. " II gi-anduca ricordava che il ponteficc non

era iiso a governar come prineipo grandc, percho aver aviito qualche governo di

citta della chiesa, dove si jiroeede col rigor ecclcsiastico c da prcte, non basta per

sapor govcrnare come capo ,sui)rcnio."—[The grand-duke remembered, that the

pontiff wa3 not accustomed to govern like a great prince, by having had some

government of a city in the states of the church, where one proceeds with ecclesias-

tical and sacerdotal vigour, he was incapable of knowing how to govern as suiircmo

head.]
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look for such an example. Thus thought ahiiost all the rest,

and at first submitted. Genoa recalled her ordinance ; the duke

of Savoy allowed the contested benefices to be given over to a

nephew of the pope; the Spaniards themselves consented that

their regent should sue for and receive absolution in the presence

of numerous witnesses.

The Venetians alone, at other times so prudent and accom-

modating, refused to observe this policy.

But, in point of fact, Venice had received greater provoca-

tions than the rest, and presents a complete example of the in-

juries that a neighbouring state, in particular, was liable to suf-

fer from the encroachments of tho Roman court.

Already had this neighbourhood of itself proved very incon-

venient, especially after the acquisition of Ferrara by the church.

Those disputes about their boundaries, which the republic had

had with the dukes, were maintained much more warmly by

the Roman court ; it was disturbed in the regulation of the river

Po, which it conducted even at a heavy cost ; and in the posses-

sion of its fisheries, which it had enjoyed from ancient times.

It could finish its operations only by protecting them with

armed vessels, and by way of reprisal for some of its fishing

boats which the legate of Ferrara had carried off, it had caused

some of the papal subjects to be seized.

Meanwhile Paul V. laid claim also to their rights of su-

periority over Ceneda, which rights it had quietly exercised for

centuries before: he made an attempt to draw to Rome the ap-

peals from the episcopal courts to which the jurisdiction there

belonged. Upon this there was much mutual exasperation.

The papal nuncio proceeded to excommunications ; the Venetian

senate took measures to secure that these should not draw after

them any civil effect.^

And not less bitter were the contentions about the tithes of

1 Niccolo Contarini :
" Mentre si disjnitava, pareva clic da alcuno fusse fuf!:.2;ita la

conversationc de' censurati ; (functionaries of tlie republic who op]wscd appeals being

made to Rome ;) la qual cosa giudicando il scnato apportarli offesa, primieramente
fcce publieare un bando contra chi li havesse a scliivo, e dopo a questi tutti in vita

li fu data annua provisione quale era eorrispondente alia loro fbrtuna."—[During

the discussion it a])peared, that tlic discourse of the censurati was sliunned by all

:

which thing the senate judging would bring them harm, first of all caused a i)ro-

clamation to be jjublished against all who should bear them ill-will, and after that

there was an annual provision granted to all ol' them for life, con'eaponding to their

fortune.]
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the clergy. The Venetians maintained, that they had from an

early date appropriated these without consulting the pope on

the subject, and they would not acknowledge that the pope's

consent was required in order to the raising of that impost.

But what touched their susceptibility still more, was, that the

Roman court from day to day extended the exemptions from

that tax. The cardinals, to whom very rich benefices belonged,

the knights of Malta, the monasteries, to the amount of a half,

the begging orders, besides all persons employed externally in

the church's service, or who, under any title whatever, could be

reckoned as attached to the papal court, finally, those too, to

whom the court had assigned pensions chargeable on Venetian

benefices, were declared to be exempted. The consequence was,

that the rich used to pay nothing, and the whole burden fell on

the poor who had nothing to pay. The revenue of the Vene-

tian clergy came to be reckoned at eleven million of ducats; the

tithes actually yielded not more than 12,000 ducats.^

And now there were added to these an immensely greater

number of disputed points affecting private people, than what

directly concerned the state itself. I shall only adduce one

of these.

The flourishing condition of the Venetian letter-press printing,

at the commencement of the sixteeiith century, is matter of ge-

neral notoriety, and the republic was proud of this honourable

branch of trade, but in consequence of the ordinances of the

Curia it was gradually ruined. There was no end of prohibi-

tions against books in Rome; first, protestant publications Avere

forbidden, then all writings reflecting on the manners of the

clergy, and those against the ecclesiastical immunities, all that

in the slightest degree deviated from the established dogmas, the

1 From an exposition that had been given in at Rome :
" Mentre s'csagera sopra

la severita del magisti-ato, non si ritrovava fin hora cssersi consegulti piii di 12 m.
ducati, per li quali non si doveva far tanti riehiami, e le fortune della ro])ublica per
gratia di die non erano tali die ue dovesse far conto piii clio tanto."—[Wliile niuoh
was said about the severity of the magistracy, they have not until now been found
to have obtained more than 12,000 ducats, for which there ought not to have been
80 many complaints, and the fortunes of the republic, by the grace of (iod, were not
such as that there should bo a work made about more than that.] Thereupon some
measures wei'o adopted to chock the evil. But Contarini says :

" In effctto montd
poco, perchioccho il foro era gia fatto e I'abuso troppo coiifermato cho distornai'lo

era piii cho malagovolo."—[In effect it amounted to little, inasmuch as the market
was already made, and the abuse too conllrmed, so that to prevent it was more tlum
difficult.]
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entire works of an author who had in one instance been sub-

jected to censure. The trade was now confined to Roman catho-

hc articles which nobody could blame; in a mercantile point of

view it actually maintained itself a little by the manufacture of

costly and splendid missals and breviaries which found a ready

sale, in consequence of the revival of church feelings. But even

this trade now came to be curtailed. An improvement in such

books was taken in hand at Rome, and in their new forms they

were to be issued from Rome itself.^ The Venetians observed,

with the indignation ever called forth where the public author-

ity is made to subserve private interests, that some functionar-

ies appointed by the congregation of the Index, which superin-

tended matters connected with the press, shared in the profits

of the Roman printing press.

Under these circumstances the relation subsisting between

Rome and Venice became thoroughly one of hatred and con-

straint.

But how very much must all this have promoted that spirit

of opposition, partly ecclesiastical, partly secular, which since

1589 had come in aid of Henry IV. It was confirmed and

nourished by Henry's triumph and the entire development of

European afiairs. These differences with the pope contributed

to bring it about that the representatives of that spirit gradu-

ally advanced to the direction of affairs. Nobody seemed better

fitted to guard the interests of the republic against the encroach-

ments of the spiritual authority. In January ] 606, Leonardo

Donate, the head of the party opposed to Rome, was elevated to

the office of doge, and he admitted to a share in the management

of public afiairs, all those friends through whose warm interest

he had succeeded in the conflicts of internal partisanship.

While a pope entered on the scene, who with reckless zeal

overstretched the disputed pretensions of his government, the

Venetian administration fell into the hands of men who accommo-

dated the opposition felt towards the Roman see, to their own

personal convictions, who had owed their rise to that opposition,

and who now maintained its principle so much the more sturdily,

1 Contarini. " Al prescntc s'era devenuto in Roma in qiiesto pc-nsicro di ristam-

par mcssali et altro, Icvaudo di poterlo fai* ad altri."—[At this time tlio idea was

entertained in Rome of rcjirinting missals <fec., dcjiriving others of the ])ower of

doing so.]
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from its being of use to them at the same time in guarding

against, and in keeping down their adversaries within the re-

public.

It was involved in the nature of both governments, that the

collisions betwixt them should every day become more hostile

and threaten more extensive results.

The pope insisted not only on the delivering up of all ecclesi-

astical offenders; he likewise demanded the repeal of two laws

that had been lately before renewed by the Venetians; laws by

which the clergy were forbidden to alienate real property, and

the erection of new churches made dependent on the approval of

the secular authoi-ities. He declared that he could not tolerate

ordinances in such decided contradiction to the decrees of coun-

cils, to the constitutions of his predecessors, and to all the cano-

nical maxims of law. The Venetians would not yield a hair-

breadth. They said that these were fundamental principles of

their state, laid down by their predecessors of old, who had de-

served so well of Christendom, and that for the republic they

were inviolable.

But parties did not keep long to the immediate objects of the

contest; on both sides they proceeded directly to complain of

further grievances. On the part of the chiirch, people thought

that they were wronged by the constitution of Venice in gene-

ral. That republic prohibited recourse being had to Rome ; it

excluded from the council for ecclesiastical affairs, those who

from the possession of spiritual offices were thrown into connec-

tion with the curia, under the title of papalists, and even bur-

thened the clergy with imposts. The Venetians, on the con-

trary, declared these limitations to be far from adequate. They

insisted that ecclesiastical benefices should be bestowed on na-

tives only, that they alone should have any share allowed them

in the Inquisition, that every bull should be submitted to the

approval of the state, that every ecclesiastical meeting should

be superintended by a civilian, and that all sending of money to

Kome should be prohibited.

But matters did not stop here; from the questions immedi-

ately agitated, people went on to the general principles they in-

volved.

Already had the Jesuits for a long time past, deduced from
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their doctrine on the power of the pope, the most important con-

sequences as respects the rights of the clergy, and delayed not

to repeat them.

The spirit, says Bellarmin, guides and controls the flesh; not

the reverse. Just as little must the civil power raise itself

above the spiritual, guide it, command it, punish it; this would

amount to a rebellion, a heathenish tyranny.^ The priesthood

has its princes, who command it not only in spiritual but also

in secular concerns; it were impossible for them to own any par-

ticular secular chief, for no man can serve two masters. The
priest has jurisdiction over the emperor, not the emperof over

the priest; it would be absurd were the sheep to pretend to jur-

isdiction over the shepherd.^ Nor dare the prince derive any

revenue from ecclesiastical property. From the laity he may
take his tribute; from the priests there is granted him the far

1 Risposta del C Bellaiinino ad una lettera senza nome dell'autore—[Reply
from Cardinal BeUarmiu to an anonymous letter] (a pamphlet of 160G). " La
ragione indrizza e regge e comanda alia carne e talvolta la castiga con digiuni e
vigilie, ma la carne non indrizza ne regge ne comanda ne punisce la ragione : cosi

la potesta spirituale e supcriore aUa secolare, e jjero la puo e deve drizzare e reggere

e comandare e punirla quando si porta male ; ma la potesta secolare non e supei'i-

ore alia spirituale, ne la pu6 drizzare ne reggere ne gli puo comandare ne punirla se

non di fatto per ribellione e tirannide, come hanno fatto talvolta li principi gentili

heretici."—[Reason directs, and rules, and commands the Hesh, and often chasti-

ses it with fasting and watching, but the flesh does not direct, rule or command, nor
punish the reason : thus the spiritual jjower is superior to the secular, and therefore

may and ought to direct, and rule and command, and punish it when it conducts
itself amiss ; but the secular power is not superior to the spiritual, nor can it direct

and rule it, neither can it command nor punish it, unless by committing acts of

rebellion and tyranny, as has been done so often by gentile and heretical princes.]
a Bellarminus de elericis I. c. 30. " Respondeo, principem quideni ovcm ac spi-

ritualem fihum pontiticis esse, sed sacerdotem nullo mode filium vel ovem principis

dici posse, quoniam sacerdotes et ojunes clerici suum habent principem si)iritualera,

a quo non in spiritualibus solum sed etiam in temporalibus rcguntur."—[BcUarmin
on the Clergy, I. chap. 30. I reply, that the prince, indeed, is sheep and spiritual

son of the pontiff, but that the priest can nowise be said to be son or sheep of the
prince, since priests and all clergymen have their own spiritual prince, by whom
they are governed not only in spiritual but also in secular things.]—" Not only in

spiritual but also in .secular things." After so gravely delivered an opinion by one
of the ablest and most learned doctors of the popedom, declaring that the entire

body of priests and clergy, forming in some Roman catholic countries no small pro-

portion of the adult inhabitants, and exercising, as in Ireland, an immense influ-

ence over the rest, are the secular subjects of the pope, can we any longer wonder
that our forefathers on political as well as religious grounds, and in the interests of

civil liberty and independence, as well as of the true faith, should have regarded
popei-y as a public pest, and taken so many means to deliver tlie country from its

presence and influence? But what would our ancestors have thought had tlioy

foreseen that their descendants were to cast to the winds all antipapal legislation,

nay, make large public gi'ants for the education of the poj)e's priests, without any
security whatever as to the doctrines they learn, and though those of this same
Bellarmin may be taught ex cathedra ? Equality of civil privileges and public

favour can be morally just .and politically expedient in the one only case of there

being an equality of allegiance rendered, which is here evidently wanting. Tr.
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greater aids of prayer and sacrifice. The spirituality are ex-

empted from all real and personal burthens; they belong to the

family of Christ. Although this exemption does not rest on

any express command to be found in Holy Scriptures, yet it

rests on consequences deducible therefrom and on analogy. The

spirituality of the New Testament possess the very same privile-

ges that belonged to the Levites of the Old.

This was a doctrine which adjudged to that spiritual republic

to which so great an influence over the state was to accrue, a no

less absolute independence of any counter-influence to be exerted

by the latter over it; a doctrine which people in Rome endea-

voured to establish with innumerable proofs from Scripture,

councils, and imperial and papal constitutions, and which on the

svhole they held to be irrefutable. Who was there in Venice

that durst venture to set himself in opposition to a Bellarmin or

a Baronius?

The Venetians possessed in their state-consulter, Paul Sarpi,

a man whom nature and circumstances had endued with a

temper, and had placed in a position, which enabled him to ven-

ture upon taking up arms against the spiritual power.

Paul Sarpi was the son of a merchant who had wandered from

St. Veit to Venice, and of a mother belonging to a Venetian

family which enjoyed the privileges of cittadinanza, and was a

branch of the house of Morelli. The father was a little, black,

impetuous person, a keen man in business, who had proved un-

fortunate through false speculations. The mother was one of

those beautiful Venetians, of fair complexion, not unfrequently

met with there, tall in stature, modest and intelligent. The son

resembled his mother in outward features

!

Now a brother of liis mother's, called Ambrose Morelli, was

then at the head of a school which enjoyed a high reputation,

particularly for the education of the young nobility. It followed

as a matter of course, that the teacher's nephew also shared in

the instructions that were given. Nicholas Contarini and An-

drew Morosini were his school-mates and became his intimate

1 Tliesc axioms are to be found verbatim in the above-mentioned Risposta, or in

Bellannin's book de Clericis, particularly lib. I. c. 30.

2 Sarpi was boi-n 14 Aug. 1652. His father's name was Francis, his motbei-'s

Elizabeth. Fra Fulgentio : Vita di Paolo Sarpi. Griselini: Mcmorie di Fra

Paolo Sai'pi, German of Lebret, p. 13.
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friends. At the very threshold of his life he formed the most

important connections.

Nevertheless he would not suffer himself to be diverted by his

mother, or his uncle, or these connections, from following out

the propension he had for solitude, or from entering as early as

in his fourteenth or fifteenth year a monastery of monks called

Servites.'^

A man ho Avas of few words and at all times serious. He never

ate animal food; up to his thirtieth year he had drunk no wine;

he hated scandalous conversation; "there comes the virgin," his

companions would say when he appeared, "let us talk of some

thing else." Whatever he had of longing, natural inclination

or greed, all bore upon his studies, for which he brought along

with him great natural endowments.

He had the inestimable talent of a quick and sure apprehen-

sion, recognising every body whom he had once seen, and when
he happened to enter a garden he surveyed at once and observed

every thing; he was both mentally and bodily endowed with a

keen sharp eye.^ Hence he devoted himself with particular suc-

cess to the natural sciences. His admirers ascribe to him the

discovery of the valves in the blood vessels, the observation of

the expansion and contraction of the pupil of the eye,^ the first

observation of the inclination of the magnetic needle, and seve

ral other magnetic phenomena, and it is not to be denied that

he took an active and effective part in the labours of Aquapen-

dente, and still more of Porta.* To physical studies he united

1 Or servants of the Vii-gin Mary, instituted by one Fiulert, a Florentine phy-
sician, who liaving applied himself along with some merchants to an orenietical life,

gave them the rule of St. Augustine with some amendments. The famous impos-
ture of a picture of the amiunciation of the ^'irgin, in which the face was said to

have been done by an angel, contributed much to the CKtablishment of this order

See d'Emillianne's Short History of the Monastical Orders. Tr.

3 Accortling to Fulgentio (p. 38) he spoke even of his " gi-an passibilita, pcrcho
non solo I'oggetto in lui facesse moto, ma anco ogni minima reliquia. Come perito

suonatore," Fulgentio proceeds to say, " ad un sol toccofagiudicio deirinstromento,

cosi con far parlar le persone, con prcstezza amniirabilcconosceva i lini, gl'intcressi etc."

—[great passibility, because not only would the object affect him, but further any
the smallest particle of it. As a skilful musician judges of an instrument from a
single touch, so when otlier persons began to speak to him, with admirable readiness

he knew the objects, interest?, &c.]

3 See also Fischer ; Geschichte der Physik, I. 167.

* " A quo," says Porta ofhim, " alicpiadidicisse non solum fateri non cnibcscimus,

sed gloriamur, quum eo doctiorem, subtilioreni, quotquot adlaic videre contigcrit,

ncmincm cognovcrimus ad encyclopirdiam."—[From whom, says Porta of him, we
not only are not ashamed to have leai-ned some things, but we glory in it, seeing

I. 1 T
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mathematical calculations and the observation of mental pheno-

mena. In the library of the Servites at Venice there is pre-

served a copy of the works of Vieta, in which the various de-

fects of that author have been amended by the hand of Fra

Paolo. There was even at one time a small treatise of his on

the rise and fall of opinions among men, which, to judge by the

extracts taken from it by Foscarini, contained a theory of the

powers of the understanding, which assumed sensation and re-

flection for its basis, and much resembled that of Locke,^ although

it may not have corresponded with it so entirely as has been

maintained. Fra Paolo wrote no more than was necessary;

naturally he had no turn for producing much; he was always

reading ; lie appropriated to himself what he read and observed

;

his mind was sober and comprehensive, methodical and daring;

he advanced along the paths of free inquiry.

Such were the powers with which he approached questions in

theology and church law.

It has been said that secretly he was a protestant; yet his

protestantism hardly went beyond the first simple positions of

the Augsburg confession ; if he really held even these. At least

Fra Paolo all his life long daily read mass. It would be im-

j)ossible to give a name to the creed to which in his own mind

he was attached ; it was a body of opinions, symptoms of which

are often to be found in the men who at that period devoted them-

selves to the natural sciences ; deviating from the common stand-

ards of orthodoxy, inquisitive and searching
;
yet in itself neither

decided nor completely matured.

But this much is certain that Fra Paolo indulged towards the

secular influence of the popedom a determined and implacable

detestation. It was perhaps the only passion he cherished, and

has been ascribed to his having been refused a bishopric, for which

he had been proposed. And vvho would at once deny the inilu-

tliat for general compass of knowledge we have knowTi no one more learned or more
subtile, of all men we have hitherto liappened to sec.]

1 The explanation of substance is particularly striking. Paolo Sarpi in Foscar-

ini and Criselini deduces substance from the multiplicity of ideas, without our

being able to perceive the ground on which they rest, and in this gnmiul, says lie,

consists properly what we call substance. Grisclini, I. p. 4G, of tlie translation.

Locke : Human Understanding, B. 11. chap. 23. " Not imagining how the simple

ideas can subsist by themselves, we accustom ourselves to suppose some substratum

wherein they do subsist and from which thoy do result, which thcivlore we call

substance."
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ence of a perceptible neglect, crossing the course of a natural

ambition? Here, however, wo must look to a much deeper

source. It lay in an opinion, partly political, partly religious,

of a piece with all his other convictions, which had gathered

strength from study and experience, and was held in common

with friends and contemporaries, the men who used at one time

to meet at the house of Morosini, and who had now come to hold

the helm of the state. Those chimerical proofs with which the

Jesuits endeavoured to confirm their assertions; those maxims

whose proper foundation had to be sought for only in a devotion

towards the Romish see, originating in social causes that had

passed away, vanished before the keen eye of a searching scrutiny.

It was not without difficulty that Sarpi convinced the native

jurists. Some, as Bellarmin did, held the exemption of the

clergy to be an ordinance of divine institution ; others main-

tained that it was at least in the power of the pope to command
it ; they appealed to those decrees of councils in which that ex-

emjition is pronounced; but what a council ventured to do, was

much more within the attributions of the pope. It was easy

to refute the first. What Fra Paolo mainly demonstrated to

the others was, that the councils on which the question depended,

were convened by monarchs, and might bo regarded as conven-

tions of the empire, from which a multitude of political laws pro-

ceeded.^ This is a point on which, as Fra Paolo and his friends

alledged, the doctrine mainly rests.

They started from the principle which had been successfully

contended for in France, that the sovereign power proceeds im-

mediately from God and is subject to no man. It is never the

concern of the pope to inquire whether the proceedings of a

state be sinful or not. For what would this lead to ? Is thcro

any state whatever which, in its ultimate aim at least, might

not be guilty of sin ? The pope would have to sift the conduct

of all and to intervene in the afiairs of all, which would lead to

the dissolution of secular sovereignty.

1 See Sarpi's letter to Lescliaffcr 3d Fcbruai'y 1619, in Lcbrct's Magazine, I.

479 ; a rcniai'k for those times so much the more important, inasmuch as, for ex-

ample, Mariana deduces the most extensive secular attriljuitons of the clergy fi'om

the decrees of the Spanish councils. But it must always he noted that even in

those times spiritual and secular claims were cither ccinfoundcd together or made
matters of dispute. The old (J othic monarchy in Spain had in reality a strongly

spiritual element. For the old laws are based in general on ancient conditions of

things.]
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Now, to that power, spiritual persons as well as secular are

subject. All power, says the apostle, comes from God. From
obedience to the higher powers nobody is excepted, any more

than from obedience to God. The prince gives laws; he exer-

cises jurisdiction over every man; he exacts tribute; in all which

the clergy are bound to the same obedience as the laity
.'^

No doubt, they admitted that a certain jurisdiction belongs

to the pope, but that merely spiritual. For did Christ ever ex-

ercise a secular jurisdiction? And he could not have transmit-

ted to St. Peter, or to his successors, what he never laid claim

to himself.

Never, accordingly, can the exemption of the clergy be derived

from an original divine right ;^ it rests solely on the concessions

of the monarchy. The monarch has granted to the church pro-

perty and jurisdiction; he is her protector, her general patron;

on him justly depends the nomination of the clergy and the pub-

lication of bulls.

The monarch cannot even resign this power if he would ; it is

a charge solemnly committed to him; he is bound in conscience

to transmit it unimpaired to his successors.

Thus did the claim and the theory of the state boldly confront

1 Risposta d'un dottore in tlieologia ad una lettcra scrittagli sopra il breve

delle censui'c. " Sono dunque tiitti gli ecclesiastici et i secolari do jure divino sog-

getti al principe secolare. Omuis anima potestatibus siiblimioribus subdita sit. E
la ragione si e, perche siceome niuno e eccettuato dall'ubbidienza clic deve a dio, cosi

niuno e eccettuato dall'ubbidienza che deve al principe ; perclie, coninie soggiongc

I'apostolo, omnis potestas a deo."—[Reply of a doctor in theology, to a letter

written to him upon the brief of the censures. All ecclesiastical and secular per-

sons then are subject de jure divino (by the law of God) to the secular prince. " Let

every soul be subject to the higher powers." And tlie reason, indeed, is, that as

no one is excepted from the obedience that is due to God, so no one is excepted from
tlie obedience that is due to the prince ; for, as the apostle adds, all power is of God.]

2 Difesa di Giovanni Marsilio a favoro della risposta dclle otto projiositioni,

contro la quale ha scritto Till'"" e revmo S"^ C Bellarmino, Venezia 160G,—[Defence

of John Marsilio in favour of the reply of the eight propositions, against what lias

been written by the most Illustrious and most Rev. Lord Cardinal Bellarmino,

Venice IGOO,] ex2:)lains the meaning of his author, who had expi-essed himself some-
what obscurely, and this explanation at least is authentic, since it comes from the
same side, as follows :

" Dice I'autore due cose : la prima si e chc le persone cecle-

siastiche non siano esentc dalla potesta secolare, no meno i beni di esse, intcndendo
in quelle cose alio quali la detta potesta si estendo (i. c. not in what is purely spiri-

tual) : la seconda ehe rcscntionc eh'hanno li detti ecclesiastici non e de jure divino,

ma dc jure luimano" (p. 02).—[The author says two things : the first is that eccle-

siastical persons are not exempted from being under the sci'ular power, nor is their

property any less exempted therefrom, meaning in such things as the said power
extends to (i. e. not in what is purely s|)iritual): the second is, that the exemption
enjoyed by the said ecclcsia.stical persons is not of divine right, but conl'errcd by the

laws of man (p. 02).]
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the claim and the theory of the church. The tendencies of the

conflicting powers were expressed in opposite systems. In the

internal fusion of spiritual and secular interests in the European

states, there is presented a wide domain of human actions where

the two meet and mingle. The church had already, during a

long period, laid claim for itself to that entire domain, and now
it preferred this claim anew. The state likewise had at times

on its side raised a like claim; but probably never before so

boldly or so systematically, as on this occasion. These claims

never admitted of being properly adjusted;^ it was possible to do

so only politically, by a mutual willingness to make concessions;

as soon as there ceased to be any such disposition, a conflict

ensued. Each side had to try how far its power could reach.

Now that the struggle was about the right to obedience, it could

not but soon be seen which Avould succeed in obtainins; it.

On the l7tli of April 1606, the pope pronounced excommuni-

cation in the strongest form of earlier centuries, and with ex-

press reference to so omnipotent a predecessor as Innocent III.

had been, on the Doge, the senate and all the governing powers

of Venice collectively, but expressly on the Oonsultores. He
allowed the persons whom he thus condemned only the shortest

respites, within which they could possibly have their sentence

recalled, that is three of eight and one of three days. After

these had expired, all the cliurches in the Venetian territory,

not excepting those attached to monasteries and convents, or

private chapels, were to be inhibited from being used for divine

service, and laid under the interdict. The national clergy were

commanded to publish this brief of condemnation before the as-

sembled conoregation, and to have it affixed to the church doors.

One and all of them, from the patriarch to the parish priest,'

were enjoined to do tliis under the penalty of severe punishment

at the hand of God and man.

1 This mutual .uljustmcnt, according to the I'cspcctahlc testimony of Mr. Sydow,

chaplain to tiic king of Prussia, has never been so equitably arranged as on the old

priueiples of the church of Scotland. Tu.

2 " Mentrc in esse si trovcra adunata maggior moltitudinc di popolo per scntir

li divini officj."—[When there should be assembled in them the greatest number of

people to hear the divine offices.] As was done in l'\MTara with such imjjortant re-

pults. " I3reve di censure et interdetto della S'" di NS'^' T. ranln V. contra li S**

Vcnetiani, lOOG."—[Brief of censure and interdict of His Holiness, our Lord

Pope Paul v., against the Venetian Lords, ICOG.J
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Such was the attack. The defence was not marked bj such

violence.

It was proposed m the college of Venice, to put in a solemn

protest, as had been done in earlier times ; but this measure was

not adopted, on the ground that the sentence of the pope was in

itself null and void, and had not even the slightest show of jus-

tice in it. Leonardo Donate intimated to the clergy, in a short

announcement, on a quarto sheet, the determination of the re-

public to maintain the integrity of the sovereign authority,

"which in civil matters owned no superior but God; that their

faithful clergy would already recognise of itself the nullity of the

censures that had been issued against them, and would proceed

without interruption in the discharge of their functions, the cure

of souls and divine worship. No intimidation, no threat was

expressed, nothing but a declaration of confidence, although some-

thing more, indeed, may have been done verbally.'^

And hereby had the question of claim and of right passed into

a question of power and possession. The Venetian clergy when
thus required by their two superiors, tlie pope and the republic,

to give contradictory proofs of obedience, had to decide to whom
they would give these.

They did not hesitate, but at once obeyed the republic. Not

a single copy of the papal brief was posted up.^ The terms of

respite appointed by the pope elapsed. Divine service went on

in the usual manner in all quarters, and the monasteries followed

the example of the secular clergy.

The lately instituted orders alone, specially representing the

principle of the ecclesiastical reformation, that is the Jesuits, the

Theatines, and the Capuchins, formed an exception. The Jesu-

its, in so far as they themselves were concerned, were not so de-

cided; they first inquired what course they should take of their

provincial in Ferrara, and their general in Rome, and the latter

addressed himself to the pope. Paul V.'s reply was, that they

must either obey the interdict or shake the dust from off their

1 This announcement of the 6th of May 1606, is printed by Ranipazetto, " stam-
pator (htcalc"—[dueal printer]. On the title page there appears the evanfrelist

Mark with the book of the Gospels, and the uplifted sword. In the senate, as
Prinli says, " Ic nullite molte c notorie"— [the great and notorious nullity] of the
papal brief was discussed.

2 Paul Sarpi, Ilistoria pnrtieolare. 111). 71. p. 55, assures us that some persona
who would have posted up the bulls, were laid iu)ld of by the very inhabitants.
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feet and leave Venice. This was certainly a hard decision, for

they were told at onco that they never durst venture to return

again, but their principle left them no choice, and so they de-

parted in some boats to the papal territory/ The two other

orders were carried away by their example.^ The Venetians

did not consider a middle course, which was proposed by the

Theatines, to be advisable; they would have no schism in their

territory, but insisted on their either obeying or going away.

The churches rendered vacant were easily supplied with other

priests, great care being taken that there should be no trace of

any deficiency. The next festival of Corpus Ohristi day was

observed with particular pomp and a more than ordinarily nu-

merous procession.^

But at all events the result was a complete schism.

The pope was confounded ; his extravagant ideas were bluntly

confronted by the real state of things ; but were there any means

by which this might be overborne?

Paul V. thought indeed occasionally of the application of

military force; even in the congregations the warlike tone had

at one time the preponderance. Cardinal Sauli exclaimed that

the Venetians would be chastised; legates were dispatched and

an army equipped. But at bottom this durst not be hazarded.

There must have been room to fear lest Venice should seek pro-

testant help and throw Italy, nay, the Roman catholic world at

large, into the most perilous commotion.

Onco more, as on former occasions, an adjustment of the ques-

tions respecting the rights of the church, had to be sought for

at least in political negotiation; only this could not now take

place between the parties themselves, for they were too keenly

opposed to each other, but was naturally to be effected by the

intervention of the two leading powers, Spain and France.

In both those kingdoms, it is true, there was a party which

could have wished for the outbreak of actual hostilities. Among
the Spaniards there were the zealous lioman catholics who hoped

1 Jiivencius : Hist. soc. Jesii V. II. p. 93.

2 When V. Saudi (VI. 11 10) mentions further, "i refi)rmati di S. Francesco,"
tills niistal<e into which so many other authors have fallen, has ai-isen from tho
Capueins beinfr just reformed Franciscans, and from their being designated as such
by A. Morosini, on tbis occasion

•* A. Maurocenus : llistoria \'en. torn. 111. ]>. 3.)(>.
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to link anew the Romish see to the monarchy ; also the govern-

ors of the Italian territories, whose power must have been en-

hanced hj war; and even the ambassador Viglienna at Eome
cherished this desire, thinking thereby to advance his family to

ecclesiastical dignities. In France, on the other hand, this party

consisted of the zealous protestants. Sully and his adherents

would willingly have seen an Italian war, as likely to bring some

alleviation to the Netherlanders, at this very time hard pressed

by Spinola. On both sides, too, did these parties make demon-

strations of their desires. The king of Spain dispatched a letter

to the pope, in which, in general expressions at least, he engaged

to assist him. In France the Venetian ambassador too had

offers from persons of consequence ; he considered that in the

course of a month he might have collected an army of 1 5,000

French. These prospective measures, nevertheless, did not

carry the day. The leading ministers, Lerma in Spain and

Villeroy in France, wished to preserve peace. The former

placed all his glory in having restored it; the latter belonged to

the strict Roman catholic side, and never would have consented

to the pope's being attacked by the French.'^ In these views

the monarchs agreed with their ministers. Henry IV. justly

remarked that were he to draw his sword in defence of the re-

public, he should jeopard his reputation as a good Roman catho-

lic, Philip III. sent the pope a new declaration, to the effect

that he would support him, but by no means without being made

sure of compensation for the outlay, and even then for good and

not for evil.^

1 Relatione di Pietro Priuli ritornato di Francia 4 Sett. IGOS—[The report

of Peter Priuli on his return from France on tlie 4th of September IGoS] contains

a copious account of the interest taken by the French in this business. Villeroy

declares: " esser questa opportunissima e propria occasione di guadagnaro I'animo

del papa. - - II re, assicurato dal suo ambasciatore presso la republica clic V. S" noii

mtitteria in mano d'altri questo negotio che dclla M^ S., ebbe niira di guadagnare et

obligarsi con questa occasione I'animo del pontcfice.''—[that this is the most op[)or-

tune and the fittest occasion for gaining the mind of the pope. - - The king assured

by his ambassador, now with the republic, that your Lordship will not place tliis

affair in the hands of any other but Ids Majesty's, has it in view to make this an
occasion for gaining and obliging the mind of the pope.]

2 Francesco Priuli : Eelationc di Spagna 20 Ag. 1008. " Venne il contestabilo

a trovarmi a casa, e mi disse costantemente che gli ordini deirainmassar gonti non
orano per altro sc non per non star in otio mentrc tutte poten/.e del nionilo si .u-ma-

vauo, ma che peri) non s'erano proveduti di danaro : raccomando hi pace d' Italia

non potendo perder la republica iicU'csscr liliorale di parole osscquonti, per haver in

ciletto qiuillo che desiderava. - - In (jiiel tonq)o che il duca di Leriua dcUe forze da
amassarsi parlo iperbolicamcnto all andiasciator d'lnghiltcrra, - - scrissouo al pajia
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Thus were the possibilities of there being a war, dissipated

The only rivalry between the two powers was which should con-

tribute most towards the restoration of peace, and therewithal

establish most surely its own influence. For this purpose Fran-

cis di Castro, a nephew of Lerma, went to Venice from Spain,

and Cardinal Joyeuse from France.

Neither have I the inclination nor am I in a condition to ana-

lyze the general course of the negotiations; besides that it ia

sufficient to obtain a correct idea of the most important steps.

The first difficulty lay in the pope's insisting before all things

on the suspension of the Venetian laws which had given him

such offence, and his making the suspension of his ecclesiastical

censures depend upon that.

But even the Venetians, not without a certain republican

self-conceit, were wont to declare their laws to be sacred and

inviolable. On the pope's demand being made the subject of

deliberation in January 1607, although the college wavered, yet

at last in the senate it was at once rejected.^ The French, who

had pledged their word to the pope, succeeded in having it once

die S. M* gli aveva ben promesso d'ajutarlo, ma che cio s'intendeva al bene e non
al male, - - che il cominciar le guerre stava in mano degli nomini et il finire in quelle

di dio."—[Francis Priuli's Dispatch from Spain, 20 August, 1608. The constable

came looking for me at the house, and constantly told rac that the orders for assem-

bling troops were for no other object but that of not sitting still when all the powers
in_the world were arming, but that in fine they were not provided with money ; lie

recommended the peace of Italy, the safety of the republic not being compromised
by a liberal use of obsequious terms for the purpose of gaining in effect all that was
wanted. - - At the time that the duke of Lemia spoke hyperbolieally to tlie English

ambassador of the forces that were to be raised, - - the pope was wi'itten to, stating

that His Majesty had indeed promised to assist him, but meaning thereby foi good

and not for bad, - - that it lay with men to begin wars, but that God alone could

end them.]

1 Ger. Priuli: Cronica Veneta 20 Zener 160G (1607): "Dopo lunga disputa di

otto giorni e varie pendentie di giudicio dclibcro il senato rispondcre agli ambasciatori

di Francia e di Spagna che il devenir a qualsivoglia fonna di sospensione.non si pu6
accomodar la republica, essendo cosa di perpetuo pregiudicio : il che fu propostoda S.

Bombo et Al. Lorzisavj del con.silio ct A. Mula et S. Venier savj deUa terra ferma."

—[After a long discussion, which lasted eight days, and various leanings of the

judgment, the senate came to the conclusion that it should reply to the ambassadors

of France and Spain, that the rejiublic could not consent to come to any form of

suspension, it being a matter of perpetual precedent; which (resolution) was pro-

posed by S. Bembo and A!. Zorzi sanj of the council, and A. Mula and S. Venier

S'WJ of the continent.] Othei-s were for adopting a more moderate course. Nor did

it appear unlikely that they would succeed. Nevertheless the news arrived that

thei'e was nothing to bo feared ft-om the Spanish arms on account of the Naples dis-

sensions. " E fu perci6 preso la total negativa di sospensione "—[And the total

negative of the suspension was therefore adoj)ted.] There being ninety-nine voices

against seventy-eight, there was a majority of 21. Notwitlistanding, on the 9th of

March, Bembo liimself had drawn back from that proposal. On the 14th of March
the milder measure was carried in spite of the opposition of Zorzi, Mula and Venier.

I. 4 K
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more discussed in March. One at least of the four who had

opposed it in the college then retracted; and after the reasons

for and against, had for the second time been fully stated in the

senate, even on this occasion, it is true, they did not go so far

as to consent to a formal and express suspension ; but a decision

was taken, in which it was said that "the republic would conduct

itself with its wonted piety." Dark as these words sounded, the

ambassadors and the pope thought that they could perceive in

them the fulfilment of their wish. The pope too then suspended

his censures.

But there immediately occurred another and a very unex-

pected difficulty. The Venetians refused to receive back the

Jesuits whom they had expelled, after their removal by a so-

lemn decree.

Now, was it to be thought that the pope could allow his liege

subjects, who had been guilty of no offence but that of inviolable

attachment to him, to be placed in so very disadvantageous a

position?

He employed every expedient to induce the Venetians to

change their mind. The Jesuits had the French also on their

side, having on this occasion likewise secured the king's favour

by means of a special embassy, and Joyeuse took a great inter-

est in their case. But the Venetians remained immovable.^

The only thing remarkable here was that the Spaniards de-

clared themselves rather against than for them. The Domini-

can interest predominated in Spain; Lerma had no liking for

the Jesuits, and, as a general maxim, did not think it well that

a state should be compelled to take back disobedient subjects.

Suffice it to say that Francis di Castro first avoided all mention

of the Jesuits, and at last set himself directly to counteract the

intercessions of the French.^

1 Pictro Priuli : Relatione di Francia adds to this :
" Solamentc I'lifficio dell

ambasciatore ritenne la dispositione che aveva S. M», exeitata daU'efticaci instanzo

che furono fattc da un padre Barisoni Padoano raandato in Francia esprcssanicnte

dalla sua congrcgatione con pensiero d'ottencr di interessarsi accioccho fussero di

nuovo ricevuti."—[Notliing but the office of ambassador restrains his Majesty's dis-

position, stimulated by the efficacious solicitations which were made by a fatlier

(Jesuit) called Bax-isoni of Padua, who was sent to France expressly from his con-

gregation with the view of getting an interest excited in favour of their being re-

ceived anew.]

3 Francesco Priidi : Relatione di Spagna :
" Sontcndo (i Spagnuoli) che Fi-ancio-

81 insistevano nell'introduzione de'Gesuiti, scrissero a Roma et a Venezia che non

trattassero di ci6, dando ragionc alia i-epublica di non voler capitolarc con gcut«
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This phenomenon, though evidently originating in the actual

condition of things, was so striking as to startle the pope him-

self, and as he suspected some deeper mystery he ceased to press

the restoration of the Jesuits.^

But how much must this resolution have cost him. For the

sake of a few insignificant laws, he had made up his mind appar-

ently to set the world in a flame, and now he resigned himself

to the perpetual exclusion of his most trusty adherents from a

Roman catholic, nay, from an Italian territory.^

The republic, on the other hand, submitted to the liberation of

the two clergymen whom it had apprehended.

On this occasion they only claimed the right of putting in an

assertion of their legal rights, which the pope would have nothing

to do with. Yet the expedient that was finally adopted is very

singular.^ The secretary of the Venetian senate conducted the

prisoners to the palace of the French ambassador, and handed

them over to him; "out of respect," he said, "forthe most Christian

king, and with the proviso that the right of the republic to exer-

cise jurisdiction over its clergy, should not be impaired thereby."

"Thus do I receive them," replied the ambassador, and conducted

them to the cardinal, who was pacing to and fro in a gallery.

" Here are the prisoners," said he, "who are delivered over to

the pope;" but never thought of mentioning the proviso. The

suddita die raveva si gi-avemcntc offesa."—[(The Spaniai'ds) perceiving tliat the

Fi-ench insisted on the introduction of the Jesuits, wrote to Rome and to Venice
that they would not treat about that, giving as a reason to the republic, their not

wishing to enter into terms with a body of people that had so seriously offended it.]

1 Francesco Priiili :
" Vcnuto I'awiso deU'intiero accomodamento, desisterono

tlal ]jrocin-are che si trattassc di loro con la S'* V., non solo per non aver voluto par-

lar di loro, ma jx;r esscrsi attraversati alii gagliardi uffiej di Francesi ; che fcce du-
bitare il papa di qualche recondito mistero, e non vi volse insistere, con che essi non
sapevano che dire."—[Advice having arrived of the entire accommodation (of the
dispute) they desisted from pressing for a negotiation between them and your Sere-

nity, not only by not having wished to speak of them, but by being opposed to the

eager officiousness of the French ; wliich made the pope doubt that there was some
deep mystery, and he did not wish to insist on that point, so that they knew not
what to say.]

2 Ger. Priuli :
" Pes6 molto a S. S*a questa cosa de' Gesuiti, non per loro, ma

per la sua propria riputatione."—[The pope felt much tliis afl'air of the Jesuits, not
on account of their but his own reputation.]

3 Joyeuse speaks of it as a condition : " che Icvandosl le censure siano consignati

li due prigioni a chi li riceve in nomc di S. Santita, li quali, se bene S. Serenitii

(Venice) dice di darli in gi-atificatione di S. M. Chr'"", si dovessero consignare senza

dir altro."—[that on the censure being taken oft', the two prisonci-s should be con-

signed to whoever should receive them in the name of his Holiness, and the said

prisoners were to be consigned without saying another word, althougji its Serenity

(^'^enice) professed to give them as a gratification to his most Chi'isti'an Majesty.]
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cardinal then caused them, without adding a single word, to be

handed over to the papal commissioner, who received them with

the sign of the cross.

Still how far were the parties from having come to any degree

of unanimity. All that was meant was the restoration of mere

external harmony.

In order to that there was now further requisite the removal

of the censure and the giving of absolution.

But the Venetians had objections to make even against this;

they persisted in maintaining that the censure in itself was null

and void, and did not at all ajSect them; that therefore they

stood in no need of any absolution. Joyeuse told them, he could

not alter the forms of the church. At last it was agreed that

the absolution should not be accompanied with the usual publi-

city; Joyeuse appeared in the college; and pronounced it there

as it were privately. The Venetians have constantly maintained

that they came off" without any absolution.'^ It was not, indeed,

given with all the formalities, but given it certainly was.

On the whole it will be seen that the points in dispute were

settled, not so entirely to the advantage of the Venetians as is

generally maintained.

The laws of which the pope complained were suspended ; the

clergymen whom he required to be liberated, were delivered over

to him; even the absolution was received. Nevertheless every

thing was done under extraordinary restraints. The Venetians

conducted themselves as in an affair of honour, with an anxious

care for their reputation ; every concession they clogged as much
as possible with conditions and reservations. The pope, on the

other hand, had so far the disadvantage that he had to make up

his mind to a marked and not very honourable concession, which

attracted the attention of the whole world.

After that the relations betwixt Rome and Venice, at least

externally, resumed their old course. The pope called out to

the first ambassador from the Venetians ;
" Old things are passed

away, all things have become new;" he complained at times that

Venice would not forget what he had forgotten ; that he had

1 At the close of liis 20th book Daru gives the letter of Joyeuse ; without doubt
tlie only important one he adduces in this affair ; only he brings against it what to

me appear very untenable objections.
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exhibited as much mildness and docility as any one of his pre-

decessors had ever done/

Fundamentally, all this came to nothing more than that new

hostilities were avoided ; the essential points of opposition re-

mained as before; any genuine mutual confidence was not so

soOn restored,

DECISION OF THE AFFAIR OF THE JESUITS.

The controversy betwixt the Jesuits and the Dominicans was

meanwhile decided in a similar way, that is, imperfectly.

Clement, as we have seen, died before pronouncing a judg-

ment in the case. Paul V., who took it up with all the zeal that,

generally speaking, marked the commencement of his adminis-

tration, for it was the subject of no fewer than seventeen meet-

ings, held in his presence from September 1605 to February

1606, inclined no less than his predecessor to the old system, on

the side of the Dominicans. In October and November 1606,

meetings were held for the purpose of fixing the form in which

the Jesuit doctrine was to be condemned; so that the Domini-

cans considered the victory actually theirs.^

But it was just at this time that the Venetian affairs issued

in the manner we have been considering; the Jesuits had given

the see of Rome a proof of their attachment, in which they had

far surpassed all the other orders, and for that Venice had made

them sufier.

Under these circumstances it would have seemed a piece of

cruelty, had the Roman see wished to inflict a decree of condem-

nation on its most trusty servants. When all was prepared for

it, the pope recoiled. For a time he let the matter rest ; but at

last on the 29th of August ] 607, he came out with a declaration

by which the Disputatorcs and Oonsultores were sent home; the

decision was to be announced at its proper time, but meanwhile

it expressed the earnest desire of his Holiness that neither party

should detract from the other.^

1 Relatione di Mocenigo, 1012. The pope declared, " chc convcniva per servltio

d'Ttalia die fosse sempre buona inteljigenza Ira (juclla scdc e questa rejmldica"

—

[that it was for the advantage of Italy that there should always be a good under-

standing between that see and this rei)ul)lic].

s Sen-y, llistoria congi-cgationum do aiixiliis, has at p. 5G2, f. tlie document re-

lative to this. " Gratiiu victrici," he even says, "jam canebatur lo triumphe."

—

[Hail to the victor, lo triumphe was already sung.]

> Coronelli, Secretaiy of the congregation, in Serry, j). 680. " Tra tanto ha

ordinate (S, S") molto seriamente che ncl trattare di questc niatorio nessuuo ardis-
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In this way the Jesuits even derived an advantage from the

loss they had suffered in Venice. It was a great gain for them

to have the doctrine they had contended for, not indeed sanc-

tioned, but still not rejected. They even boasted of victory

;

and with the prepossession in favour of their orthodoxy which

they had once enjoyed, they now, without impediment, pursued

still further the doctrinal direction they had once taken.

It remains only to be inquired whether they were also to suc-

ceed in fully composing their own internal contentions.

A violent fermentation still prevailed. The changes in the

constitution proved insufficient, and the Spanish opposition did

not desist from their grand aim, which was to remove Aquaviva.

At last, what had never happened before, the procurators of the

provinces as a body, even declared a general congregation to be

necessary. In 1607 it met, and thorough changes again fell

under discussion.

We have often remarked already the close alliance into which

the Jesuits had entered with France, and the favour which Henry

IV. had conferred upon them. He took an interest likewise in

the internal contentions of the order, and was entirely for Aqua-

viva. In a letter written expressly for the occasion, he not only

gave the latter assurance of his friendly regard; he even inti-

mated to the conareo-ation his wish that no modification should

be proposed in the constitution of the society.

Now it was that Aquaviva knew how to take excellent advan-

tage of so powerful a protection.

The opposition he experienced had its chief seat in the pro-

vincial cono-reo-ations. He now carried through a law in virtue

of which no proposition in a provincial assembly should be con-

sidered as admitted, unless approved by two thirds of all the

votes, and, further, even a proposition that had been adopted in

this manner, could come under deliberation at a general meeting

only in case of the majority there first giving their consent.

oil di (|ualificarc o censurarc I'alti'a parte."—[Among so many (His Holiness) lias

ordained very seriously, that in treatirig these matters neither party shall dare to

qualify and censure the other.]

1 Liter.'C christianissimi regis ad congrcgatos patrcs, TV. Kal. Dec. 1607,—
[Letter of the most Christian king to the nssenil>led Fathers,] in Jurencius V. II.

lib. IX. n. 108. " Vosque hortaniur ad rcthicndam instituti vostri intogritatom et

splcndoroni."—[And wo exhort you to retain the integrity and splendour of your

institution.]
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These regulations, it is evident, curtailed in an extraordinary

degree the influence of the provincial congregations.

But over and above this, a formal sentence of condemnation

was pronounced on the general's opponents, and the superiors in

the provinces were expressly directed to proceed against the dis-

turbers of the peace as they were called. Thereupon tranquillity

was gradually restored. The Spanish members submitted, and

ceased any longer to oppose the new turn which things had

taken in the order. A more docile generation grew up by de-

grees under the dominant influence. The general, on the other

hand, endeavoured by redoubled devotedness to recompeuce

Henry the IV. for the favours he experienced at his hands.

CONCLUSION.

Such was the manner in which all these contentions once more

tended to subside into peace.

But if we reflect on their development and general result, we

shall find that they were attended with the greatest alteration

in the internal structure of the Roman catholic church.

We started from the moment in which the papal power, while

engaged in a triumphant struggle, was advancing to ever greater

amplitude of power. Intimately bound up as it was with the

policy of Spain, it conceived the design of hurrying along all the

Roman catholic powers in one direction, and of overwhelming by

some grand achievement those who had apostatized from it. Had
it succeeded in this, it would have raised the impulsive force of

the (so called) spiritual principle to an unlimited ascendancy,

would have bound all Roman catholic states in one comprehen-

sive unity, of ideas, faith, life and policy, and,-'togcther with that,

have acquired a predominating influence in their internal affairs

But at this very crisis the strongest internal oppositions ap-

peared.

In the French affair the feeling of nationality rose up in oj)po-

sition to the pretensions of the hierarchy. Even those who in

point of creed were Roman catholics would not submit to bo

guided in all particulars by spiritual motives, or to be directed

by the church's supreme head; there were other principles of

secular policy and national independence which oj)posed the de-

signs of the popedom with invincible energ}'. We may say in
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general, that tliese principles carried the day; the pope was

obliged to acknowledge them; the French church even owed its

restoration to its adopting them as the basis on which it reposed.

But the consequence of this now was, that France again threw

herself henceforward into hostilities with the Spanish monarchy;

that two great powers, naturally rivals, and at all times peculi-

arly prone to contention, appeared as mutual antagonists in the

midst of the Roman catholic world. So small was the possibil-

ity of maintaining unity! Nay such was the relative position

of Italy that this antagonism, and the balance of power resulting

from it, secured an advantage to the Romish see.

Meanwhile fresh theological dissensions broke out. However

acute and precise the determinations of the Tridentine council

might be, yet these they could not prevent ; for even within the

limits which they had drawn, there was room enough for new

theological controversies. The two most powerful of the reli-

gious orders entered the lists as antagonists; those two mon-

archies even in a certain measure took part with them, and there

was wanting at Rome sufficient courage to pronounce a decision.

To this were now added the dissenting opinions regarding the

limits of the spiritual and secular jurisdiction, and which, al-

though they had a local origin and began with by no means so

very powerful a neighbour, yet were advanced with a spirit and

an eftect which obtained for them an universal significancy.^

The memory of Paul Sarpi is justly held in high honour

throughout all Roman catholic states. He it was that fought

for and won the fundamental principles, to which we may refer

the spiritual privileges which they all enjoy in common. The

pope found it beyond his power to set him aside.

Here we find contradictions in ideas and in doctrine, in con-

stitution and in power, violently conflicting with the ecclesias-

tico-secular unity which the popedom was endeavouring to esta-

blish, and threatening to subvert it altogether.

The course of things betokens nevertheless that those ideas

which maintained a mutual consistency with each other, proved

1 "V. S**," exclaims P. Priuli on his return from France, " ha dicliiarito, si i>u6

dire, sin a quai termini sia permesso al jiontefice estcnderc la sua temporale c spiri-

tuale autorita."—[Your Holiness has declared, it may be said, how far a pontiff may
be allowed to extend his temporal and si)iritual autiioritv.] (Relatione di Francia

1008.)
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once more the strongest. To conciliate the internal antagonism

was beyond the power of man, but the endeavours made to avoid

an actual conflict were successful. Peace betwixt the two great

powers was restored and maintained; Italian interests did not

yet rise to a full consciousness of their existence and practical

influence; silence was imposed on the contending orders. The

controversies betwixt church and state were not carried to extre-

mities: Venice accepted the proftered mediation.

The policy of the popedom lay in taking a position as much

as possible above the contending parties, and in composing their

dissensions. It still had sufficient authority to be capable of

doing this.

Undoubtedly, the great struggle outwards, the advancement

towards a reformation actually made, and the contest against

protestantism being incessantly maintained, caused a re-action

on this policy, from which in their turn they mainly sprang.

To this and its development we must now return.

I. 4 L
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